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PREFACE

As this history was being compileo, the US Military Assistance Command's role ini

South Vietnam was fast reverting to an advisory effort. Forces were withdrawing from
combat, except for air units; the level of activity was reducing as personnel strengths
reduced; and by end-1971, even the extent of MACV's advisory effort had diminished.

In view of the rapid phasedown of this command, it is expected that this will be the last
.MACV Command History which will be this excensive in scope. Therefore a special ef-
fort has been made to 1.rovide summaries as well as to cover subjects which might have
been dealt with too briefly in the past.

The purpose of this history has been to record, from the Headquarters MACV stand-

point, how the MACV rrission was carried out in 1971. The histori.tns' objective was
to provide as complete a reference document as possible; comprehensive, factual, and
concise. The relatively brief material on some subjects should not discourage future
researchers and historians, since all source documents referred to in the footnotes
have been preserved on microfilm.

Through the year or more of preparation, many have contributed to this history.
Particular credit goes to the historians who have been responsible for the final product:
LTC William P. O'Bryan, USA, LTC Chester J. Piolunek, USA, Lt Col Ruth F. Rein.
holz, USMC, Lt Col John H. Scrivner, Jr., USAF, LTC Maurice R. Vincent, USA,
CDR Jack D. Wells, USN, MAJ William L. Allen, USA, MAJ John A. Cash, USA, MAJ
Eugene S. Olson, USA, and CPT William N. Dempsey, USA;. to the two typists who pre-
pared the final camera-ready copy, SP5 Cha.les E. Knudsen, USA, and SP4 Howard E.
Hopkins, USA; to the MACJ3 draftsman, SP5 George W. Turner, Jr., USA; and to
those who provided administrative support, CPT Juanita A. Killips, USA, SFC Gerald
R. Snyder, USA, TSgt Charles E. Brenner, USAF, SP4 Michael E. Martinez, USA,
SP4 Danny L. Wagoner, USA, and PFC Troy L. Tuggle, USA. Credit also goes to those
who previously prepared material or assisted but have since departed: LTC Frederick
A. Dodd. USA, Lt Col Ruth J. O'Holleran, USMC, MAJ Charles W. Glover, Jr., USA,
LCDR Bradley Johnson, USN, MAJ Leland M. Martin, USAF, ILT David E. Cook, USA,
SFC Richard A. Smith, USA, SP4 Daniel E. Hampton, USA, SP4 Larry A. Spaid, USA,
and SP4 Kenneth R. Wenzel, USA. The editorial excellence of the history is due to
Mrs. Luise Lackland Shields' untiring efforts and professional exp-.rtise.

The historians have been privileged to observe and participate in recording USMACV's
unique and monumental role at this turning point in the history of the US effort in Vietnam.

E H BRANCH
Colonel, USA
Command Historian
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Neadquuztori, US Military Assistance Command, Vietnam.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION: VIETNAM TODAY

(U) The Republic of Vietnam today is markedly different from the Vietnam of earlier years.
US and other Free World Forces efforts -- military, economic, humanitarian, political -- have
had a tremendous impact on the country and the people. Today, even the nature of the war has
changed. The process of Vietnamization has largely been achieved, and the withdra.wal of US
forces is well underway.

(U) Culminating efforts by US, RVN, and other Free World Forces since 1965, the war has
now reached a point where South Vietnamese Regular Forces have been shifted from their former
mission of providing security to the population centers. Now, Regignal Forces are being used
to secure unpopulated areas and the Popular and People's Self-Defense Forces, with the National
Police, have assumed the responsibility for local security. The Regular Forces thereby have
been freed to focus on enemy main force units.

(U) It is significant that these achievements in security could oe accomplished even though
the enemy has not abandoned his strategic objectives for Southeast Asia, and is continuing his
efforts to cou.ter the gains made in South Vietnam. North Vietnam's overall goal -- complete
domination of the Republic of Vietnam and establishment of a sphere of influence throughout
Indochina -- remains. Hanoi's desire to conquer South Vietnam is dictated both by the desirs
to expand its ar,.a of political control and by the need to secure the rich agricultural areas of
the South. The enemy's activities in Laos and the Khmer Republic also derive from political
power-seeking, and the necessity to control vital base areas and lines of communication.

(U) The enemy effort in South Vietnam :equires a massive input of men and materiel from
NVN. To meet this requirement he has established an extensive supply and infiltration system.
He continues to suffer heavy personnel losses. Nearly all replacement manpower must come
from NVN, as VC recruitment within SVN has become increasingly more difficult. The vast
bulk of arms and ammunition also must be infiltrated. The principal corridor for this infiltra-
tion is the complex road-trail-network known as the Ho Chi Minh trail through the Laotian
panhandle and its extension down the Mekong River corridor in the Khmer Republic.

(U) Because of the pressure from cross-border operations during 1970 and 1971, the
enemy expanded his supply operations to the west and reinforced his tactical units in southern
Laos. To protect his lines of communication he has stationed major combat elements in the
east-central portion of the Khmer Republic. The Allied interdict.on efforts have caused heavy
losses to the enemy along their overland supply system with the result that it has become increas-
ingly difficult to infiltrate arms and other supplies into and within South Vietnam. Thus the
enemy is dependent on a shadow supply systen. through which his units in SVN are skipported with
funds and locally acquired supplies, especially food, medical supplies, and clothing.

(U) The basic Allied objective is to build and strengthen the RVN and to enable South Vietnam
to continue the struggle for self-determination. 'ro achieve this, a secure atmosphere must be
provided wherein the Vietnamese people can develop economically, politically, and socially.
The emphasis now is on cohesion at the local level. As developed by the GVN in its 1971 Com-
munity Defense and Local Development Plan, major emphasis has been directed toward three
objectives: sell-defense, self-development, and sell-government.
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(U) Concurrent with these objectives is the obvious necessity to defeat VC and NVA forces.
To achieve these complex and interrelated socio-political, economic and military goals, South
Vietnam ham developed an integrated military/political system. The RVN potitical structure
runs from the President through the province and district chiefs down to the village chief. In the
military chain of command, the commander of one of the four military regions is also the
coordinator of socio-political and economic, as well as military efforts within his region.

Similarly, the province and district chiefs have dual roles serving also as sector and subsector
military chiefs. The village chief not only has responsibility for political administration but has
operational control of all security forces assigned to his village. Interfacing with the GVN is
MACV's Civil Operations and Rural Developmeuc Support organization (CORDS). In 1967,
COMUSMACV was given the unique requiremez.t of nation building while fighting a war. Thus,
CORDS was established with a sizable civil-militz ry advisory structure to provide support to the
Vietnamese Government at all administrative levels down to the district. Its purpose was to
complement Allied forces in achiev?ng security for the people, and to promote political and
economic progress. This MACV-RVN interrelationship at all levels of the governmental structure
permits a more efficient application of resources.

(U) The RVN Armed Forces (RVNAF) are woven into the political/military structure at each
echelon. The overall size of the RVNAF has grown by over 340,000 in 3 years. By March 1972
tlhe RVNAF was just slightly under 1. 1 million, consisting of 12 Army (ARVN) divisions. This
includes a new division formed late in 1971. With the Marine Corps, which the Joint General Staff
uses as a strategic reserve force, the RVNAF has the equivalent of 13 divisions.

(U) Concurrent with the ARVN manpower build-up, and of special emphasis in 1971, has
been the re-equipping of the ARVN divisions with newer weapons and equipment to increase
their firepower and overall combat capability. Emphasis on training has increased proportion-
ately to the build-up and includes recruit training, officer and NCO leadership courses, and
periodic refresher training for the maneuver battalions.

(U) Gradual improvement in the ARVN has occurred partially as a result of the assumption
of a greater portion of combat responsibilities as US forces redeploy. The experience gained
in the planning and execution of complex, large-scale, cross-border operations, starting with
LAM SON 719 early in 1971, has been invaluable. While the ARVN command and control system
has a long way to go, it has demonstrated that it can and will function under demanding combat
conditions.

(U) A part of the Army, and even larger than the regular Army, are the Territorial Forces,
which include the Regional and Popular Forces. These elements have been charged with the
mission of assisting the Regular Forces in maintaining security within the RVN. The success
achieved in increasing their effectiveness has been instrumental in permitting the regular
ARVN forces to concentrate their efforts against enemy main force units and base areas.
Regional Force (RF) rifle companies, operating separately or in company groups and battalions,
have the general mission of conducting offensive operations against the enemy local forces within
their respective province. Their objective is to attack the enemy as far as possible from the
province's population centers and to act as reaction forces. Training for Regional Forces has
been restructured to meet the requirements of the expanded offensive operations now entrusted
to them.

(U) The Popular Force (PF) platoons provide security for hamlets or villages against small
bands of VC guerrillas in the immediate vicinity. The Popular Force soldier is recruited locally
and stationed in his home village where he participates in daylight patrols, perimeter defense, and
and night ambushes. The PF soldier now receives training in centralized training facilities
which closely parallels that given to ARVN regular Army recruits.
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(U) The Vietnamese Navy grew from 16,400 men in January 1968 to over 43, 000 in 1971.
Approximately 960 craft have been turned over to it by the USN. By the end of 1971 the Viet-
namese were able to assume responsibility for most of the naval operations in Vietnam and
adjacent coastal waters.

(U) The Vietnamese Air Force (VNAF) also expanded and improved. Total personnel
strength in February 1972 was over 47,000 (from 16, 000 in January 1968). The number of their
aircraft has increased from 340 in 1968 to almost 1, 100. VNAF's percentage of total Allied
fixed wing attack sorties flown in South Vietnam and the Khmer Republic increased from 12. 2
percent in January 1969 to over 60 percent in March 1972. Helicopter combat sorties flown by
VNAF increased from 3,800 in January 1968 to ove. 45, 000 in March 1972. The integration of
more complex and advanced aircraft into the VNAF inventory has been accomplished with no
increase in the average number of major accidents, attesting to the increased e::perience and
level of training for both maintenance personnel and pilots.

(U) One of the dramatic achievements of Vietnamization has been the RVNAF's progress in
achieving logistic seLf-sufficiency. They have assumed increased responsibility for depot supply
and maintenance, to include ammunition and POL as well as general supplies and equipment,port facility operations, and an in-country distribution system. The responsibility for the

movement of supplies is rapidly being assumed by the Vietnamese; by June 1971, the VNAF was
transporting more cargo by air for the RVNAF than the US, and this trend continues. The speed
with which the RVNAF are taking over their logistics activities in-country has surpassed expecta-
tions. They are developing a responsive logistics system capable of supporting the million men.
of their Armed Forces.

(U) The civil forces which augment the RVNAF must be considered when discussing SVN

countermeasures to the enemy system. Not technically members of the Armed Forces, the
civil forces include the already-discussed People's Self-Defense Forces (PSDF) and the National
Police. The PSDF are villagers under the operational control of the village chief. They are
neither paid ror issued uniforms, however the presence oi armed cicizens in a village r.taterially
and psychologically assists in providing security for the community. They operate w,thin and
on the fringes of hamlets as the eyes and ears of the wider-ranging Territorial Forces. At
present the PSDF has a total strength of over 4, 000, 000; 1. 5 million classified as combat and
2. 5 million as support members. Nearly 3. 2 million have received formal training. The GVN
is very close to the goal of having one weapon for every 2.5 combat members. Thiv is a fact of
considerable significance. It says, in effect, that the Government of Vietnam is st.ifciently
confident of the support from the citizens that it is willing to trust them with arms n largequantity.

(U) The importance of an effective police force has been recognized and sigr :icant improvc-
ment made in recent years. The responsibility for the elimination of the Viet Cc¢2g infrastructure,
as well as the conduct of population and resources control and maintenance of ci',l law and
order, rests with the National Police. Since January 196*8, the total strength of the National
Police has risen from slightly more than 72,000 to over 114, 000. Even more important is tLe
fact that today over 40 percent of this total is assigned to district level or below The most
marked advance in police growth has been the establishment of village police forces -nd police
stations. Prior to 1969 there were a few scattered local police in villages but none from the
national law enforcement agency-. By the end of 1971 there were approximately 35,000 National
Police assigned to over 2,000 village police stations. The paramilitary arm of the National
Police is its field police, who are given additional training in infantry tactics and then assigned
to a platoon at the district level. These platoons are employed in rural areas where security
is not adequate for regular police. They often work in conjunction with RVNAF and aid consider-
ably in identifying the VC infrastructure.
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(U) The expansion and improvement of the Vietnamese military and civil forces has not
been accomplished without major problems. Each scgment has it peculiar problems, but several
are common to all forces.

The first has been the development of an adequate number of leaders for the expanded
forces. To combat this problem, increasing emphasis has been placed on the early
identification of men %%ith leadership potential, expanding the number and lengths of
leadership training courses, and elevating the standards of the leader-prodicing
schools. Significant in this area are the VN Military Academy, the Command and
General Staff C ollege, and the National Defense College.

Military desertions have always been a problem, and continue today al higher-than-
acceptable levels. The problem is difficu4 to solve. The current effort to Increase
pay and to improve motivation trainng should assist in reducing its magnitude.

Much has been done to make RVNAF training self-sufficient, in addition to the leader-
ship and motivation training mentioned previously, increased emphasis is being placed
on critical areas such as the need for combined arms doctrine and training, and improved
training at the commander and staff level in operational support coordination procedures.

The National Police have a particular problem stemming from a lack of experience.
More than 25 percent of the force has less than 1 year of service; almost 60 percent
has less than 4 years. The result is poor quality middle and low level leadership and
lack of training and internal management.

-- These problems are all significant, but they will be surmountable with time and effort.
In 1971 there were some advancements in almost all fields.

(U) As in past years the US and Free World Forces continued during 1971 to assist the
Vietnamese in attaining a secure environment. Since 1965, when US forces entered the war,
they have provided a large portion of the fighting strength, combat support, combat service
support, and advisory assistance at every level of the RVNAF. As theVietnamese military
forces have developed, the role of the US and Free World Forces has lessened. These forces
are now conducting security operations rather than offensive operations and are chiefly provid.
ing combat support, combat service support, and advice.

(U) Two brigadea of US ground combat iorces remained in Vienam in March 197Z. The
196th Inf Bde, in MR 1, conducts security missions referred to as "dynamic defense" in the
vicinity of Da Nang. The Capitol and 9th ROK Infantry Divisions perform security missions
and conduct combat operations in selected in-country base areas in MR 2. In MR 3, the 3d
Bde, 1st Cav has been primarily pulled into the rocket belt surrounding the Saigon-Bien Hoa-
Long Bien complex to provide greater security for that key area. No US or Free World ground
combat units have been located in MR 4, the Delta, since August 1969.

(U) The US Air Force continues the air interdiction campaign but provides sharply decre'is-
ing close air support of the RVNAF while the VNAF continues its buildup. The US Navy still
provides naval gun fire and tactical air support and participates in coastal surveillance operations,
but at a reduced level from previous years.

(U) The advisory effort has changed considerably. Where once the US had advisors in
ARVN units down to battalion level, they are now for the most part at regimental level or higher.
As the situation improves within the provinces, advisory teams at district level are being
reduced or withdrawn.
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(U) These RVNAF and Allied organizations conduct a variety of operations and programs in
a coordinated attack on the total enemy system. Such operations are derived from a combined
campaign plan, written primarily by the RVNAF Joint General Staff and signed by the Chief of
the JGS and commanders of each of the Free World MiUtary Assistance Forces.

(U) The coordinated Allied effort is a triple-edged attack, including an extensive combined
interdiction campaign to prevent enemy infiltration and resupply efforts through Laos; coordin-
ated ground operations to seek out and destroy the enemy main and local force units; and
complementary programs to neutralize the Viet Cong~nfrastructure. The combined interdiction
campaign integrates Allied air, land and sea assets in an effort to sever the enemy's vital logis-
tic lifeline. The keystone of the interdiction effort is an intensive, sustained air interdiction
program. As US redeployments condnue, air power remains our most important means for
denying the enemy the capability to build, maintain, and use his logistics system. Air interdic-
tion operutions are targeted primarily against the enemy's major means of resupply, the trucks
moving down the Laotian logistcs corridor, as well as the road and trail network over which
they move, and the associate, defenses. This network provides prime targets for air interdiction
operations and is hit with B-52, TACAIR and gunship sorties. The second portion of the integrated
interdiction campaign is the land interdiction effort. Virtually all ground operations ia SVN
contribute to the land interdiction program; however, those operations which are most directly
involved are the cross-border operations into Laos and the Khmer Republic. Two such operations
were launched-simultaneously in February 1971 by six RVNAF divisions. In Operation LAM.
SON 719, three divisions drove west from northern MR 1 into Base Area 604, the hub of the
enemy's logistic effort in Laos. In the south, three divisions pushed into the Khmer Republic
from Vietnam's MR 3 on Operation TOAN THANG 01/71. Their objective was to defeat the
enemy forces protecting the supply terminals south of Kratie in east central Khmer Republic.
In addition to the losses inflicted on the enemy and the interdiction of his lines of communication,
this latter operation gave the Khmers rauch needed time to organize and train their armed forces.

(U) Complementary to the land and air interdiction effort is the ocean surveillance operation,
known as MARKET TIME. This operation has three barriers designed to interdict seaborne
infiltration. The first barrier is an air patrol, which provides early warning capability against
infiltration of large steel-hulled NVN trawlers. Providing the gun platforms that are required
to interdict the heavily armed trawlers are the ocean-going ships of the outer surface barrier,
which patrol areas from 10 to 40 kilometers off the coast. This part of the barrier is still under
operational command of the US Navy, but the Vietnamese will take command in the near future.
The Vietnamese Navy now has op ..-ational control over the inner surface barrier. This consists
of &mall patrol craft recently turned over by the US Navy. These craft patrol high infiltration
threat areas in task force units of four to five craft. A network of surface radars is being instal-
led that will be able to search the entire coastline of RVN. This radar network when fully
operational will be controlled by the VNN. Arrangements are also being made to integrate coastal
air patrols by VNAF to supplement the inner and outer surface barriers.

(U) The key to the overall interdiction program is the coordinated application of all available
air, land, and sea assets to disrupt the enemy's infiltration system. These interdiction programs
are essential to the success of the other two elements of th'c triple-edged attack on the enemy
system.

(U) The second element in the total effort against the enemy system is the conduct of ground
operations with the goal of destroying enemy main and local force units and providing security to
the population. The operations conducted in Military Regions 1 and 2 are similar. Regular
RVNAF units conduct conbat operations to locate and destroy enemy main forces unit and base

* areas in the foothills and inountainouc areas to the west. Regional and Popular Forces operzte
in the populous coastal areas and out into the foothills, providing military support to community
.Iefense and local development. Becauase of the major enemy threat to northern MR 1, considerable
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effort is devoted to denying the enemy the ability to infiltrate his main force units across or
around the demilitarized zone into the area. Air power is used extensively to interdict enemy
movement, and to disrupt efforts to reinforce and destroy supply areas.

(U) The low level of enemy activity in Military Region 3 has permitted the employment of
major forces in cross-border operations and has provided the opportunity for pursuit of the
objectives of community defense and local development. Military Region 4's most noteworthy
operations are its saturation operations. Thir purpose is to detect and neutralize enemy local
guerrilla forces and the VC Infrastructure. Territorial Forces In coordination with local forces
and, in some cases, ARVN forces, organize and conduct short term operations of 3 to 5 days
throughout a district, province, or the entire MR, attacking multiple targets simultaneously.
The concept of these operations is to have all Territorial Force units seek contact with the enemy,
leaving no area open to enemy rrlvement or occupation. The major role of regular ARVN forces
is the conduct of operations in, and occupation of, enemy r.ontrolled areas such as the U Minh
Forest, the Seven Mountain and Three Sisters area near the Khmer Republic border, and Kien
Hoa Province. Additionally, riverine operations by the 'vietnamese Navy are employed extensively
in the Delta.

(U) The third element of the Allied effort is the neutralization of the VC infrastructure.
Besides the saturation operations mentioned earlier, the GVN has initiated the Phung Hoang
program: operating from intelligence and operations centers throughout the country, the
National Police work to Identify, capture, and try members of the VC infrastructure as civil
o ffendsers.

(U) The long term effectiveness of the Allied organization and operations can be measured
by tracing the impact on the elements of the enemy system since TET 68. The most salie.at

change in the enemy's main force posture since TET 68 has been the restriction of his operations.
At that time enemy main force units operated throughout broad areas of the RVN, and the levels
of enemy initiated activity were at their all-time high. This period saw the enemy bring to a
climax the classic Maoist theory of guerrilla warfare by launching general offensives. TET 68
was the first and strongest offensive; by spring 1969, after the fourth, final and weakest offen-
sive, Hanoi formally backed away from the strategy of main force warfare to that of protracted
war. Battlefield activity has confirmed the shift. Levels of enemy activity have continued to
drop. Strengths-have declined and by early 1972 main force units had either redeployed out of
the country or increasingly confined themselves to remote base areas.

(U) Enemy local force units have been hit hardest by the change in the nature of the war.
At the time of TET 68, they frequently served as supplementary main forces units in large-scale
actions. For example, many local force battalions participated in the assault on Saigon. Since
the shift to protracted war, the local force battalions have gradually lost manpower, and today
most are operating at reduced strength. In fact, many have been broken down into smaller
guerrilla and sapper style units. This process of fragmentation is reflected in the reduction of
of battalion size attacks the enemy has been able to mount, and his increased dependence on
small-scale terrorist, sapper, and other guerrilla actions in order to maintain a presence with
the population. By Indiscriminate use of terrorism against civilians, the enemy has attempted
to halt GVN political progress and hamper their development programs.

(U) The Viet Cong infrastructure has also shown a steady decline in influence from pre-TET
1968 to the present. Evidence of the gravity this problem poses to the enemy is the frequency
with which it is mentioned in captured enemy documents and by ralliers and PW.

(U) The enemy's supply system has been disrupted in several ways:, disruption of lines of
communication and uncovering of caches have limited the enemy's in-country logistic capability;
Operation MARKET TIME has interdicted his coastal supply routes; the overthrow of Sihanouk
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denied further use of the port of Kompong Som; Allied cross-border operations seized major
stores of cached materiel and disrupted base areas; and the continuous air interdiction effort
has impeded the flow of supplies. The enemy was able to deliver less than half as many supplies
down the Ho Chi Minh trail during the 1970-71 logistics season as were delivered in 1969-70.
The effectiveness of the shadow supply system has been reduced by the denial of enemy access to
the population. In spite of this the enemy places heavy reliance on this source of supply in an
effort to partiall% alleviate the severe shortages he now suffers, particularly in southern SVN,
where his supply lines through Laos are longest.

(U) Tangible evidence of the effect the Allied c ntermeasures have had on the enemy is
reflected in improvement in security provided the people of South Vietnam since TET 68. There
is no completely reliable way to quantify this, but there are indicators that show favorable trends.
For example, the percentage of the population classified as living in a relatively secure status
stood at a low of 60 percent in February 1968, but rose to 95 percent by January 1971 and has
remained near that level. Closely associated with the security of the population is the number of
VC controlled hamlets. In 1968 there were over 4,000; today there are less than ten. Although
such trends are favorable and reflect a decline in enemy activity, the enemy has not lost his
willingness to fight and still retains significant combat capability, a capability that is dependent
on constant materiel aid being provided by the People's Republic of China and the Soviet Union.

(U) Faced with the threat, it is encouraging that the Allies have been able to pursue other
elements of strategy in addition to pure countermeasures, including promotion of political stabil-
ity, economic development, road construction, communications network, and education. In
1967 national elections were held, as well as hamlet and village elections in many areas. This
vital step toward political stability was seriously threatened by the 1968 TET offensive. How-

*. ever, it is significant that the Vietnamese Government not only withstood the stress of the offen-
, sive but capitalized on the strong anti-VC feeling that it generated. In fact, since TET 1968

over 115,000 former Viet Cong and NVA soldiers have rallied to the GVN under the Chieu Hoi
program. This program, first initiated in 1963, permits former enemy cadre and soldiers to
voluntarily surrender to the Vietnamese 'Governnen't in exchange for full amnesty and a chance
to return to their homes and families. The program has had a significant impact on the enemy.
Since its inception over 195, 000 former enemy have come under GVN control.

(U) Progress In developing local self-government resumed in late 1968, and has continued

with 98 percent of the villages holding local elections. To improve the quality and effectivenessof local leadership, a training course for village officials was established at the National Train-
ing Center at Vung Tau. Village councils were established and granted more authority over local
taxes and budgets and the village chief was given responsibility for the local PF platoon, rural
development cadre, and village police. In 1970 provincial councils were elected for the first
time since 1965.

(U) The national leadership has governed through a full term of office for the first time
since the fall of the Diem regime. This stability is in marked contrast to the political turbulence
of the years from 1963 to 1967, and has been a major factor in the successful advancement of
military, political, social, and economic programs.

(U) Economic development interlocks with political stability. Without the latter, little or
no progress could be made in the economic area. In Vietnam, the farmer is basic to the economy.
Recognizing this, the Government of Vietnam has instituted a land reform program, know as
Land-to-the-Tiller. This program will provide economic and social opportunity to over one
million Vietnamese farm families. The goal is to distribute titles to one million hectares of rice
land by March 1973. Agricultural production was declining prior to TET 1968. However, the
improvement in security following TET reversed this trend and since 1969 agricultural production
has increased in almost all areas. In 1972, for the first time in 7 years, Vietnam is expected to
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achieve self-sufficiency In rice production. Realizing that the introduction of miracle rice to
Asia will eventually create a surplus market, the GVN it encouraging agricultural diversifica-
tion by introducing livestock, feed grains, oils, and tree crops.

(U) An infusion of development capita . into the rural areas is also necessary so that modern
technology in the form of mechanization, irrigation, and fertilizers can be applied to the farm
land. The GVN Agricultural Development Bank will have almost 22 billion piasters available to
lend to farmers in 1972 at reasonable rates of interest. The Village SeU-D(,-velopment Program,
in addition to teaching democratic processes, is a program designed to inject development
capital into the rural villages. Each village will receive at least 300, 000 piasters for its own
self-development program projects. In some cases the Agricultural Dt-velopment Bank will lend
funds to the village people, matching their own Investment in village self.development. This
loan program is a transitional step towards the eventual local financing of all small development
projects.

(U) The war in the countryside has caused an influx of people into the cities, and today over
40 percent of the population lives in urban areas. As a result of this tremendous growth, the
urban governments have been able to provide only minimal public services. Former development
plans singled out the countryside, but now the GVN with MACV's advice and assistance is paying
special attention to improving urban living conditions.

(U) Vietnamese industry has also improved since the TET offensive, which caused nearly
30 million dollars in industrial damage. By the end of 1969, 90 percent of the output of the
damaged factories had been restored. Damaged equipment was replaced with new modern
equipment resulting in more efficient operation. To further advance the economy, USAID made
available under the commercial import program, 40 million US dollar credits. Priority has
been given to the areas of food processing and wood products. Investment has taken place pri-
marily in light industry such as feed mills or textile factories, but in some cases, in heavy
industry such as steel rolling mills.

(U) Since 1965, approximately 2, 600 kilometers of first class primary highways and 2, 400
kilometers of secondary interprovincial or provincial roads have been completed. This improved
road network has not only supported military operations as intended but has provided land lines
of communication between the central government and local governments in the provinces and
villages. In addition, these roads serve as the primary arteries for the movements of goods,
services, and food stuffs within the Republic. The construction effort has been primarily the
responsibility of the United States, but has shifted gradually to the Government of Vietnam.

(U) The establishment of a telecommunications system to complement the road network is
also underway. Steady progress is being made in developing a military system which will
integrate the present RVNAF system and that part of the US system being turned over to the
RVNAF. Although a concept has been developed for a single integrated national system, an
effective civil telecommunications system is not expected until thc late 1970s.

(U) The educational system in South Vietnam is considered to be one of the key building
stones in the development of the Republic. The approach has been to improve both the quantity
and quality of education. The 1975 goal of 100 percent enrollment of eligible children in primary
school can probably be met. The situation in the secondary schools is not so bright since both
teachers and classrooms are in short supply. The number of students per class is still around
60 and most schools run on double sessions.

A (U) The people of Vietnam have suffered greatly. Since the war's beginning nearly a
quarter of the Vietnamese people have been in refugee status. Disabled veterans, widows,
and orphans number in the hundred of thousands. The GVN has made a major effort to assist
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these millions of war victims with food, money, housing, and medical care. Although the
refugee problem is far from being solved, it is a measure of success that over 4 million refugees
have been assisted by the GVN since 1964, and that fewer than 500,000 remain to be helped.

0 (U) The progress made by the GVN toward self-sufficiency and the reduction in enemy
effectiveness described has taken place gradually and has been accompanied by a steady
reduction in US forces beginning in 1969. The dismantling and redeployment of the US force has
been a complex project. It has been a dynamic situation requiring careful and very flexible
planning to maintain a balanced force throughout each phase. Base and installation transfers
and closures have been accomplished in an orderly fashion. Combat support to RVNAF now
consists primarily of air support and naval gunfire. Logistical and advisory support also
continue but are being reduced as the RVNAF becomes increasingly self-sufficient.

(U) The force planning for further withdrawal will be based on Presidential decisions, such
as the announcement which set a strength of 69. 000 by 1 May 72. A potential problem associated
with further redeployments is the risk of security degradation at major United States bases.
This risk must be accepted and an even closer coordination with Vietnamese forces must be
carried out as we become increasingly dependent on the RVNAF for security.

(U) Another import..-t factor to be considered as redeployment continues is the legal
residual responsibility the US retains for prisoners of war captured by US forces and transfe.red
to the custody of the South Vietnamese. The US must assure compliance with the important
provisions of the Geneva Convention, particularly those dealing with treatment of PW. Should
the GVN fail to comply with the provision in any important respect, we are obligated to take
effective measures to correct the situation or to request return of the prisoners to US control.

SUMMARY

(U) In summary, the enemy has paid a high price for his aggression since 1961, having
suffered over 800, 000 killed and an unknown number wounded. Yet he has been unable to defeat
the Allies or realize his ultimate objectives. His operations have been restricted, his forces
fragmented, and his supply system disrupted. VC infrastructure, a force which is vital to his
effort, has declined considerably. Despite this he has not lost his willingness to fight and he still
retaifis a significant capability. He is trying to win politically and psychologically as well as
militarily what he has not been able to accomplish on the battlefield alone. He is attempting to
counter the success of the RVN's Community Defense and Local Development Programs. He is

striving to dominate the population through intimidation, and to wear down the resolve of the
Free World by exerting pressure on public opinion, especially in the United States.

(U) The Allies too have paid a high price. Since 1961 the United States alone has suffered
over 45, 000 killed. The South Vietnamese have lost over 140, 000 killed. This sacrifice has
not been made without gain. Militarily the enemy has not only been prevented from defeating
SVN but also from winning a single important campalign, including the 1968 TET offensive.

(U) The South Vietnamese with US and Free World assistance have built a strong, broadly
based, military establishment, an establishment which will be difficult for an aggressor to de-
feat on its home ground. This military force has been used not only in-country to defend the
SVN people and the vital artas of the Republic, but also to strike into the enemy's cross-border
sanctuaries, disrupting his base areas and reducing his capability to conduct large-scale military
operations within SVN.

(U) As a result of the Allied military successes, a greater degree of security is being
provided the people of South Vietnam. Since 1968 the percentage of population living in secure
areas has risen 37 percent. The number of hamlets under VC control has dropped more than
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99 percent. Assassinations have dropped 40 percent, abductions 51 percent, attacks-by-fire 85
percent. This has permitted the diversion of resources from the pursuit of military activities

to the much preferred nation building effort, resulting in progress in the areas of economic
development, education, and political stability. Where once potential political leaders were

reluctant to assume political and administrative responsibilities, today candidates for leadership
positions are coming forward, as evidenced by the recent successful hamlet, village, and
district elections.

(U) A good foundation has been laid for continued socio-economic progress. Whether or
not the progress will continue and whether the Republic can withstand subversion and external
pressures is a matterthat only the Vietnamese people and their leaders can resolve. In 1971,
South Vietnam, with the assistance of MACV, made major progress toward its goal of self-
s uffi. ienc y.

4
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CHAPTER II

SOUTHEAST ASIA SCENE

EXPANDED AR EA OF OPERATION

GEOGRAPHICAL CONSIDERATIONS

(U) From the bombing halt of November 1968 until early 1970, the war in Southeast Asia

was confined to the Republic of South Vietnam, to the north central plains of Laos, and to aerial
interdiction of the Ho Chi Minh trail through the Laos panhandle. In March 1970 Prince Sihanouk,

the Cambodian Chief of State, was deposed and a prowestern government installed with Marshal

Lon Nol as Premier. This action closed the Cambodian borders and ports to the North Vietnam-
ese as an avenue of supply support for their troops in South Vietnam. To counter this threat to

their lifeline, the North Vietnamese engaged in open fighting with the soldiers of the Khmer

Republic. A cross-border action by the c6mbined forces of the US and RVNAF in May and June

1970 further interdicted the Communist lines of communication and disrupted their base camps

Nand storage areas. The RVNAF continued to assist the Khmer Republic troops in the eastern

area of Cambodia in an effort to prevent its use as a staging area by the Communists. Thus the

scope of the war enlarged to include Cambodia.

(U) In 1971 this expanded scope of the war was extended further into the Laos panhandle when

RVNAF forces, with US air support, crossed into that crucial area during Operation LAM SON

719. This ground operation, the largest of 1971. was designed to interdict, during the designated

period, Communist supply lines along the Ho Chi Minh trail. It represented another instance of

RVNAF troops crossing borders to pursue the enemy and continued the direct involvement of the
countries of Laos, South Vietnam, and Cambodia in the war against the Communist aggressicn
of North Vietnam.

(U) Even though the phasedown of US air units continued throughout 1971 in South Vietnam.

a few of the units were not returned to the US but were transferred to bases in Thailand. While

this was not a new arrangement, it associated yet another nation at least indirectly in the SEA

war. From Thai bases B-52 bombers and fighter aircraft took off daily to conduct misnions
against the NVN supply trails in Laos, in support of Lao, Khmer Republic, and RVNAF troops,

and in strikes in SVN and Cambodia.

POLITICAL ACTIVITIES IN SEA

South Vietnam

(C) As the ground war gradually wound down in 1971, except for major cross-border opera-

tions, political activity in South Vietnam was on the upswing. For the GVN, 1971 was an election

year, with separate elections scheduled for the Lower House and the Presidency. On 29 August,

a nationwide election was held for the Lower House in which over five and one-half million voters
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out of slightly over seven million people eligible chose 159 representatives. In the period just prior
to the election there were isolated1 instances of violence, but on the whole the voting was conduct-
ed peacefully. The Lower House election was barely over when campaigns for the presidential
vote began. Despite US efforts to create a contest in the election, both opposition candidates to
incumbent President Nguyen Van Thieu withdrew from the race. The voting, held on 3 October,
became a one-man popularity contest and President Thieu promised to resign if he did not receive
65 percent of the votes cast. Some Viet Cong activity was encountered throughout the country
before the election, but it" a not sufficient to prevent it from being peacefully and democraticallycompleted. President Thie -received a heavy plurality and interpreted this as a vote of confidence.
The one-man election did not exalt the Thieu Government in the eyes of the worLd, but his
regime emerged from the electoral process firmly in control of the government. I

Cambodia

(U) When the coup in March of )970 toppled Pr ice Sihanouk , Marshal Lon Nol became head
of the Cambodian Government. The North Vietnamese pledged to reinstate Sihanouk and began
small-scale, harassing attacks on and around the capital of Phnom Penh in an attempt to embar-.
rasa the new government. These attacks soon expanded into military operations to seize portions
of Cambodian territory, especially in the north and east sections close to the SVN border.
Politically and militarily the governments of the Khmer Republic and South Vietnam worked
closely together -- a situation which age-old ethnic antagonisms made difficult at times, but
never halted.

(C) Politically, the most significant event in the Khmer Republic in 1971 was the so-called
"coup" in which Premier Lon Nol dissolved the National Assembly and the Council of the Repub-
lic and formed both bodies into a Constituent Assembly. This action effectively ended the legis-
lative branch of the government and placed no legal restraints on the government. Immediate
fears of a military takeover in the Republic were groundless as nearly all factions of Khmer
society backed the Premier in his new powers. A r6port from the US Ambassador, Emory C.
Swank, stated that as of late October the existing power structure changes were cosmetic rather
than fundamental. It appeared at the time that the changes might be transitional to new repub-
lican institutions and a later resumption of the Khmer experiment in democracy. The US reaf-
firmed its support of the Lon Nol Government and continued to aid, within the limits established
by the Congress, ti. Khmer Government in its effofts to repulse the Communists.

Laos

(S) The Kingdom of Laoe continued its lengthy battle with the Commuist-led Pathet Lao
and the North Vietnamese throughout 1971. Fighting that traditionally centered on the Plain of
Jars expanded into tha Laos panhandle as the NVN sought more area in order to protect and en-
large their LOC to their troops in*Cambodia. Royal Lao forces took and lost the Bolovens
Plateau and the junction towns of Saravane and Paksong, all in the panhandle. On 3 Dec 71 the
campaigns opened for 60 National Assembly seats in an election to be held on Z Jan 72. The
campaigning did not generate a great deal of interest and the election in January 1972 did not
affect the Qovernment of Prime Minister Prince Souvana Phouma nor alter the worsening war
situation.

(S) In December 1971 the Communists launched the strongest offensive e -er encountered in
Laos and succeeded in threatening the Royal Lao headquarters at Long Tieng. Of note was the
desertion of over 600 Pathet Lao soldiers and officers in the latter part of 197-. Their defection
from the Communist forces indicated that there was disharmo3ny among the enemy.
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Thailand

(U) The Government of Thailand continued to play host to the USAF at Royal Thai Air Force
bases throughout the country and to provide volunteer forces, both air and ground, to assist its
neighbors Laos, South Vietnann, and Cambodia in the fight against communism. Ties between
Thailand and the US remained very close and were reemphasized when US Presidential advisor,
Dr. Henry Kissinger, paid a visit to the Prime Minister, Field Marshal Thanom Kittikachorn on
6 Jul 71 to discuss the latest seven-point NVN peace proposal. 4

(S) In a bloodless coup on 17 Nov 71, the predominantly military leadership of Thailand can- /
celled the nation's 3-year-old constitution, dismissed the Parliament and all Cabinet M*isters.
and established a military style national executive council. Martial law was ria.

Thailand's relationships With the US and other nationsof SEA remained unchanged by the coup.5

Neutrality Meeting

(U) Gathering at Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia on 25-27 Nov 71, representatives of most of the
SEA nations, plus the Philippines, Malaysia, Singapore, and Indonesia, debated a Malaysian
proposal that they all join together in mutual neutralization of all of SEA. The nations attending
generally indorsed the concept but none of them expressed openly a willingness to sign such a
declaration nor did they see it being a practical measure until an attitude of peace without fear
of aggression exrsted throughout SEA.

North Vietnam

(U) The North Vietnamese objective of dominating SVN and as much of SEA as possible
underwent no discernible change in 1971. There were no concerted military offensives in SVN,
but activity in Cambodia and in both sections of Laos continued sporadically. Infiltration from
North Vietnam into the Laos panhand. violated the territorial integrity of Laos and the neutrality
of the Demilitarized Zone. This activity continued to increase in late 1971 with efforts being in-

tezaeified to construct a pipeline to speed POL supply, additional roads, trails, and supply dumps
and to increase noticeably the antiaircraft defenses of their logistic network. The Hanoi Govern-

ment made public only those political actions which it wanted the world to know. It continued to
court both Peking and Moscow, the sources of its war materiels. The announcement of President
Nixon's visit to the People's Republic of China sent North Vietnamese Premier, Pham Van Dong

to-Peking on 20-27 Nov 71 in an apparent quest for reassurance. 6

(U) The Hanoi Government was granted recognition by Norway and Denmark in 1971. It
continued to participate in the I-aris Peace Talks, which were into their third year with no

effective results. Despite hopes that the Hanoi Government might negotiate separately on the
release of prisoners of war the), steadfastly re.uded to do so, indicating that most of all their
"peace programs" had to be accepted before the PW release.

PARIS PEACE TALKS

(U) The talks In Paris between the US/RVN and the North Vietnamese/VC representatives,
underway since November 1968, dragged on for yet another year with no results. The Communists
demonstrated no inclination to negotiate from previously declared positions regardless of the op-
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portunities presented to them; apparenay they continued to consider the Paris talks to be nothing
more than a propaganda forum. It was plain that, at lea-t in 1971, a negotiated settlement to
the war in SEA was not desired by the Hanoi Government. In July, President Nixon accepted the
recognition of his chief negotiator, Ambassador David K. Bruce, and replaced him with Ambas-
sador William J. Porter in September, marking what appeared to be an end to pAtient tz.king and
instituting more forthright prodding of the Communists. By the end of 1971. 138 plenary sessions
had been held since the talks began. No results were achieved nor were any known meaningiul
negotiations underway. So the impasse continued.

ECONOMIC ACTIVITIES IN SEA

(C) The war in SEA had a deep-seated impact upon the economy of all of the nations in the
area. Most were dependent in whole or in part upon US economic aid for their continuing par-
ticipation in the war and possibly for their continuing economic existence. Laos. South Vietnam,
and Cambodia relied heavily upon the US for varying amounts of economic aid and for military
support of all kinde. Long years of war so severely burdened the economic systems of South
Vietnam and Laos that US dollars were vital to their survival. Loans from the Asian Develop-
ment Bank and its member nations were scarce to nonexistent. Discussions with other countries
concerning investments in Indochina drew wary replies especially from the most logical investor,
the Japanese. The pragmatic view from Tokyo was that the ability of Laos and l VN to withstand
the military pressure of the Communists depended directly upon the continuation of US programs
of military and economic assistance at or near their present levels. 7

South Vietnam

(U) The RVN economy achieved reasonable stability ia 1971. To illustrate, retail pri,:es
increased 30 percent in 1970, whereas they increased only 14 percent in 1971. As visable
evidence of growing confidence in the piaster, private savings increased from $VN33.9 billion to
$VN65.0 billion during 1971. During 1971 the agricultural sector of the economy moved the
country toward self-sufficiency in food, and the fishing industry expanded the monthly catch by
several hundred percent. On 15 Nov 71, President Thieu announced a commendable economic
reform program which included a rationalization of the exchange rate and a comprehensive over-
haul of the tariff structure. The reform package as a whole represented a significant step in
providing an economic climate for efficient economic growth. To illustrate the rationalization
of the exchange rate, at the end of 1970 the black market rate for US dollars was 41 percert
above the legal rate, whereas at the end of 1971 it wau equal to the legal rate. President Thia
also noted that the GVN's long-range goal was economic self-sufficiency r,.ther than dependence
upon foreign aid. He specified agriculture as the foundation for the economic progress and social.
reform he wished for the RVN. The implementation of such wide-ranging economic reforms
during the war rather than waiting for the postwar period represented a couregeous econonic
step forward by the GVN leadership. a

(U) One sign of GVN economic maturity came during the typhoon that swept ashore in northern
SVX. On Z5 Oct 71, Typhoon Hester struck Quang Ngai, Quang Tin, Quang Nam, Thua Thien
and Quang Tri provinces. The storm and resultn floods destroyed homes, boats, and a large
percentage of the crops in the area. Loss of life ..as lower than might have been expected from
the ferocity of the storm. Prompt and efficient relief action by the GVNI aided by US forces
rapidly alleviated much of the damage and suffering.
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Cambodia

(C) The Lon Nol Government of the Khmer Republic faced a shaky economic situation whea

it came to power in 1969. Since that time considerable effort had been made to stabilize the econ-
omy. Negotiations were conducted, particularly between the governments of the GKR and SVN,
to permit a greater interchange of goods. Phnom Penh, the capital of the Khmer Republic, was
particularly dependent upon river traffic that had to pass from the coast through the SVN portion

of the Mekong River. By the end of 1971 vital convoys were passing virtually unmolested all the
way to Phnozn Penh with minimal assistance from US forces.

(C) In accord with the Nixon Doctrine of helping friendly nations help themselves, the US
offered economic assistance to the GKR. The offer was accepted and an AID agreement was
signed on 31 May 71. The sudden refusal of the US Senate to approve foreign aid in October
1971 created great concern among the GKR. but the subsequent reversal of that vote in November

eased the anxiety in Cambodia and elsewhere in the world. Because of the flagrant use of Cam-
bodia by the North Vietnamese and the resultant combat throughout the northern and eastern
portions, the GKR remained dependent upon US economic and military aid in its struggle against
the Communist incursion.

9

Laos

(U) The Kingdom of Laos also needed considerable economic and military assistance from
Ithe US in its struggle for survival agaLz : the Pathet Lao and the North Vietnamese. Significant
during 1971's economic events in Laos was the passage by that government of an antidrug measure
to curb the production and export of opium and other drugs. 10

North Vietnam

(C) The economy of North Vietnam was staggered in September 1971 when one of the worst
floods in the history of that area devastated large areas of the Red River Delta. Even NVN
admitted the seriousness of the flood by stating that the natural disaster was the worst since the
famine of 1945, which reportedly killed almost a million people. The September floods destroyed
most of the fall NVN rice crop, forcing that nation to rely upon imports and stored reserves.
Unofficial reports from news sources estimated the death toll from the flood at near one million.
The Government of SVN offered US$50. 000 to NVN plus shipments of food by wa.? of relief, but
the gesture was refused. Aid was acceptezd by NVN from Russia and the People's Republic of
China -- the same sources that supplied most of the material used in their war of aggression. 11

Summary

(U) As it had in years past, the US, through its diplomatic and military agencies, aided
those nations of SEA with whom it was allied in the fight against Communist NVN. Military aid
and outright grants of foreign aid continued to bolster war-strained economies in the Khmer
Republic, Laos, and SVN. Thailand, technically at peace but host to US forces by agreement and
feeling occasional Communist guerrilla pressures, also received US economic assistance.
Through the injection of massive amounts of money and material as well as manpower, the US
remained deeply committed economically to the backing and survival of Southeast Asia in 1971.
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US OBJECTIVES AND THE MACV MISSION

(U) As the Southeast Asia scene changed, MACV functions and activities changed. In South
Vietnam the continued redeployment of US ad Free World Forces altered roles and responsibilities,
with RVN assuming the primary combat responsibility (except for strateglic air) and the US turning
more and more to the advisory effort. While US long-range objectives remained anchanged, the
COMUSMACV mission adapted both to the expanded scop. and area of the war and the changing
US role in Vietnam.

NATIUNAL OBJECTIVES

US Objectives in Vietnam

(C) US objectives in Vietnam, the basis for the COMUSMACV mission. progrested through
three phases. As reflected in the 1970 Combined Strate jic Objectives Plan (further discussed
in Chapter IV), the three phases were:

Phase I

Immediate combined objectives were to expand %reas of secure environment encompas-
sing major cities, heavily populated areas and primary LOC, and to provide a favoraola
environment for continued growth and strengthening of polit.cl, economic, and social
institutions.

Phase fl

Intermedfate combined objectives were a securi environment throughout the RVN which
permits avd fosters further expansion of the economy and the national development pro-
grams, and a stable national government which represents and is sapported by the
people.

Phase I

-- Ultimate combined objective wus a free independent and viable nation of the RVD, func-
tioning in a secure environment both internally and relionr.ily.

(S) By late 1971, Phase II cbjectives for the r.%ost part had been reached. The security
situation in RVN had been stabilized and the Government had turned its attention to economic ex-
pansion and local development, with increased part.cLpation by the people in government at the
local level. The US continued in its objective, as expressed by CINCPAC: 13

. . . assist the GVN to improve and modernize the RVNAF to enhance

PVNAF effectiveness.

. .ssi t the GVN to defeat the subversion and aggression and de-
velop a secvre environment that will promote selfgovernment within
the RVN.

assist the GVN to protect and further develop national resources,
with emphasis on economic stabilization, economic.growth, and im-
provement of social conditions to prov4 de a better life for the people and
win support of the people for GVN.
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GVN National Objectives

(C) The national objectives of the Vietnamese Government especially affected MACV functions
in the a.litary assistance and advisory areas. As otated in the Combined Strategic Objectives
Plan, 27 Aug 70, the GVN objectives were to:14

-- Develop and preserve democracy.

-- Reform society to achieve improved social justice.

-- Preserve territorial integrity and independence.

-- Achieve peace.

THE CO?,MUSMACV MISSION

Evolution of the COMUSMACV Mission

(S) Prior to the fall of 1969, no formal statement of the COMUSMACV mission existed in a
single source document. The mission evolved as the US role in Vietnam evolved. Each new
aspect of the war -- pacification, Vietnamization, US cross-border operations, support to
operatione outside RVN -- caused a new view or new irterpretation of the COMUSMACV mission.
Through the years the mission was derived from directives and guidance from SECDEF and the
JCS, and from such national-level decisicns as that contained in National Security Action M mo-
randum (NSAM) 362, 9 May 67, which made COMUSMACV responsible for the civilian-military
managership of the pacification effort, integrating certain agencies formerly under the US Embassy.
Military responsibilities stemmed from CINCPAC instructions, "Te.ms of Reference for COMUS-
MACV, " dated 3 May 68. On 21 Aug 69 the JCS provided the SECDEF guidance oi, improvement
and modernization of the RVNAF as a principal means of Vietnarnization of the war.

(S) As basic guidance for HQ MACV planters, CMUSMAS V approved in October 1969 a new
formalized statement of mission, the esc.ntials of which were that COMUSMACV would, in
pursuit of US objectives:

-- Provide maximum .dvice and assist.-ace to the RVNAF and other appropriate GVN
agencies.

-- Manage US Gtivernment civil and military ield activities :equired to supp -rt continued
accelerated pacification, civil action, and an area security program for R .,'N.

-- Plan and conduct US military operationu in RVN and, at 4irected or approved by CINCPAC
in peripheral areas, in coordination with other Free Worl' and RVNI Armed Forces.

-- Maintain plans for a comprehensive air and navLl campaign in RVN.

(S) In 1970, after the cross-border operations in Cambodia, a revised mission statement
made COMUSMACV responsiole for:1 /5

. . . the successful enecution of ,he US mnilitary operations, military as-
sistance, and advisory proggars to proinote nati,nal secur~ty and nation-
al development in RUN, and for autchoriztd US rrtl.lary activities in areas
adjacent to RVN which contribute to attainment of the US objectives in the RVN,
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The objective is to allow the people of RVN to determine their future
without outside interference.

The 1971 Mission Statement

(U) A revised MACV Directive 10-1i, "Terms of Reference for USMACV," was published
4 May 71. As stated therein, the mission of COMUSMACV had been derived to be: 16

(U) Mission: Assist the Government of the Republic of Vietnam (GVN)
to defeat externally directed and supported Communist subversion and
aggression in o--ter to attain an environment which will allow the people
of the RVN to determine their future without outside interference.

Terms of Reference

(5) MACV Directive 10-11 further prescribed the following terms of reference (extract): 1 7

7. (S) TERMS OF REFERENCE.

a. COMUSMACV is the commander cf a subordinate unified command under the oper-,
ational command of CINCPAC. USMACV comprises all MACV Service compor.ent
commands, subordinate units, and detachments under the operational command of
COY.USMACV.

b. COMUSMACV is the Commander Designate of the Central Region SEATO Field Force

(CCRSFF), Commander Designate of the SEATO Field Force (CSFF), and Commander
Designate of the United States Forces Southeast Asia (COMUSSEASIA). * In his desig-
nated capabilities he develops and is prepared to execute plans responsive to those of
SEATO and CINCPAC.

. c. COMUSMACV serves as the military member of the US Mission Council for purposes

of coordination with the Chief of Mission on all matters relating to US military activities
in the RVN. (See paragraph 9.)

d. In addition to other responsibilities, COMUSMACV is the representative of the
Secretary of Defense and CINCPAC with respect to military assistance in the RVN.

(1) COMUSMACV or his designated representative, as the military member of the US
Mission Council, coordinates with the Chief of Mission for military assistance mLtters
to the extent provided for by law, and in accordance with Executive Orders and such othev
instructions as the President may promulgate. Fe coorainates military assistance az-
tivities with US Governnent agencies represented in the US Mission which are concirned
with the exe-ution of foreign assist;.nce legislation. COMUSMACV will keep the Chief
of Mission informed concerning current and prospective military assicteace pians and
programs. Unresolved differences between the Chief of Mission aid COMUSM%4ACV will
be referred to the Secretary of Defense through CINCPAC.

COMUSMACV is Commander Designate of CCRSFF for SEATO Plan 4, and Commander Desig-
nate of CSFF for SEATO Plan 6. 18
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(2) Administrative and logistical support of the USMACV relating to military assistance
normally will be provided by the RVN in accordance with the Pentalateral Agreement of
1950, and implementing arrangements thereto, or by the American Embassy in the RVN,
or by an administrativu agent a6 directed by CIFCPAC. Airlift support for military as-
sistance administrative use will be provided fron- aircraft as3igned or made available
to COMUSMACV. Flying hours cost for this purpose will be reimbursed by military
assistance funds.

e. COMUSMACV is designated Single Senior Military Representative in the RVN. In
this capacity, COMUSMACV is responsible directly to CINCPAC for coordination of
matters of joint concern connected with the relationships among all personnel in the

country area oi concern who are under the jurisdiction of or ac,.ountable to the DOD,
regardless of whether or not they are assigned to the Pacific Command (PACOM). As
Single Senior Militar, Representative in the RVN, COMUSMACV serves as the military
point of contact for and provides military support to the US Mission, Vietnam, as
appropriale.

ORGANIZATION, FUNCTIONS AND COMMAND REIk TIONSHIPS

FUNCTIONS 'OF COMUSMACV

Command Responsibilities

(S) COM'JSMACV exercised oi.erational command of all assigned US military forces and
military agencies. The command relationships within USMACV varied from direct command to
coordination and cooperation (ss-e Figure I1-1). Specific command relationships within the corn-
mand were often determined by the operational requirement generated by the combat mission or
as 'needed to achieve objectives established by higher authority. Following is an extract of MACV

Directi-e 10-1l, defining COMIJSMACV's responsibilities and functions as a commander. 19

8. (S) RESPONSIBIIlTIES AND FUNCTIONS OF COMUSMACV.

a. COMUSMACV, as i-ommander of a subordinate unified command:

(1) Exercises operaticnal command of all US For..es and military agencie; assigned for

the accomplishment of his mission.

(a) Within the framework of the definitions and guidance set forth in paragraphs of 3020b
and 30234 of JCS Publi-ation Z, and vithin the provisions of policies and directives
imposed by higher authority and by legislation, COMUSMACV:

1 Plans for, deploys, directs, controls, and coorduiates the actions of assigned forces
in conformity with paragraph 8a (1)(b).

2 Exercises directive authority within his command in the field of logistics to insure
effectiveness and econcmy of operations, and prevention or elimination of unnecessary
duplication of facilities and overlapping of functions among the MACV Service components.

3 Establishes such personnel services and management policies to insure uniform
standards when not in conflict vith Service regulations.
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L

4 Exercises directive authority. in accordance with policy and procedures established
by higher authority, over all elements of his command in relatloniships with foreign
governments and with other agencies of the US Government.

5 Reviews the recommendations bearing on the budget from the MACV Service component
commanders to their parent military departments to verify that the recommendations are
in agreement with his plans and programs.

(b) COMUSMACV exercises operational command through the MACV Service component
commanders and the commanders of subordinate commands within USMACV.

(2) Consults with the American Ambassador on US political and basic policy matters.
Divergent views between COMUSMACV and the American Ambassador will be reported
to CIVCPAC by COMUSMACV.

(3) Keeps the American Ambassador fully informed,, especially concerning all high
level contacts with officials of the RVN. and on major RVNAF military plans and pend-
ing operations.

(4) Plans for and is prepared to conduct military operations as directed by CINCPAC.

(5) Discharges US military responsibility to the RVN in accordance with CINCPAC
policies and directives.

(6) Assists the GVN and RVNAF in planning for military operations.

(7) Develops coordinated US/RVN military plans as directed by CLNCPAC.

(8) Establishes policies and procedures pertaining to the effective operation, maintenance,
and management of communications-electronics facilities required for command and
control. Administers and supervises joint frequency coordination, and processes and
validates communications requirements in the RVN in accordance with Pacific Command
Communications Electronics Instructions (PACOM CEI).

(9) Exercises coordinating authority over all US military intelligence and counterintel-
ligence unite/elements operating in the RVN.

(10) Monitors research and development, test and evaluation, and combat developments
(RDT&E and CD) activities of MACV Service component commanders in the RVN.

(11) To the extent agreed upon by the US and the countries concerned, controls and co-
ordinates operations of third country military contingents and prcvides military and
military a.ssistance support therefor.

(12) Coordinates issuance of Army and Air Force Exchange privileges, controls identi-
fication procedures, determines common rationing policies, and coordinates merchan-
dise control procedures in the RVN.

(13) Coordinates the development of labor provisions in status of forces agreements or
other major cotntry-to-country agreements and forwards recommendations on such
matters to CINCPAC.

(14) Represents tke US Forces position in formal discussion with the American Embassy
and with representatives of the GIN on matters pertaining to the utilization of civilian
employees in the RVN.
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SEACOORDS Representative

(S) A s-cond basic responsibility of COMUSMACV was as CINCPAC's in-country representa-
tive and as Commander Designate of US Forces in Southeast Asia (COMUSSEASIA) in certain
contingency situations. As such, COMUSMACV provided military advice and information to the
Coordinating Committee for US Missions, Southeast Asia (SEACOORD). He was to representCINCPAC at annual SEACOORD meetings, and keep CINCPAC and the JCS informed on all aspects

of SEACOORD, including timely notification of agenda items and report of proceedings. 20

Military Assistance Functions

(S) In the military assistance and advisory areas, COMUSMACV had major responsibility
to assist the GYIN in achieving nation'l objectives. As stated in the following extract from MACV
Directive 10-11, COMUSMACV functions in these areas were: 2 '

8. (S) RESPONSIBILITLES AND FUNCTIONS OF COMUSMACV.

c. COMUSMACV for matters pertaining to military assistance:

(1) Makes recommendations to CINCPAC concerning military assistance to the RVN,
to include recommendations concerning force structure modifications of the RVNAF and
the preparation and submission of the RVNAF Force Structure List (FSL).

(2) Develops military assistance plans in cooperation with the Chief of Mission and other
US governmental agencies in the Mission, and submits them to CINCPAC.

(3) Advises and assists the RVNAF in the logistic support of force development and
operations as directed.

(4) Observes and reports on the utilization of materiel furnished by and personnel
trained by the US.

(5) Provides appropriate advisory services and technical assistance to the RVN on mil-
itary assistance.

(6) Works directly with the military departments and appropriate military area commands
on the development of arrangements for receipt and transfer of military assistance mat-
eriel, disposal of Military Assistance Service Funded (MASF) excess property, and for
training and services in the RVN.

(7) Makes recommendations to CINCPAC concerning off-shore procurement of MASF
materiel or services.

(8) Provides advice and assistance to the RVN with respect to the materiel weapons
development program, weapons production, and off-shore procurement matters.

(9) Provides the point of contact for the RVN concerning the exchange of information on
forces, budget, weapons, and capabilities.

(10) Provides liaison with the RVN with respect to any other military assistance require-
meats or logistic matters of the DOD and performs such other functions as may be re-
quired under roreign Assistance Legislation.
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(11) With regard to the RVN implementation of that portion of its military program fi-

nanced by other US agencies with US-owned local currency, develops and executes a
program of review and observation to serve as a basis for reporting to the Chief of

Mission and the Chief of the US Agency for International Development (USAID) when the
execution of the budget is not being carried out in accordance with the agreed to security
budget and the terms of the covering agreements.

(1Z) D,velops, manages and controls the logistic programs for military assistance to
the Arm,, of the Republic of Vietnam (ARVN) and Regional Forces/Popular Forces (RF/
PF).

(13) Reviews and approves MASF Programs developed by the Naval Advisory Group for
the Vietnamese Navy (VNN) and Vietnamese Marine Corps (VNMC) and by the Air Force
.Advisory Group for the Vietnamese Air Force (VNAF).

(14) Advise and assists the RVN in the organization and composition of its armed forces
in accordance with approved combined strategy.

(15) Serves as the single point of contact for matters of interest to the Tripartite Dep-
uties and provides liaison between the Deputies and the Z4ACV. RVNAF, and FANK
Joint Staffs.

d. In discharging military assistance functions, COMUSMACV will be guided by the
policies and procedures set forth in the DOD Military Assistance Manual, including the
CINCPAC Supplement thereto, the Foreign Assistance Act, applicable DOD directives
and instructions, and such other directives as may be issued from time to time by ap-
propriate authority.

Pacification Functions

(C) A major responsibility of COMUSMACV was support for pacification. In 1971 pacification
support took the form of the 1971 GVN Community Defense and Local Development Plan, a plan
which influenced US operations. As COMUSMACV stated in a 7 Jan 71 memorandum to all com-
manders and 'staff agencies, ". .I strongly endorse the 1971 (GVN) Community Defense and
Local Development Plan and request your full support in its implementation. """

(S) Paragraph 8e MACV Directive 10-11 cited below, prescribed the functions of COMUS-
MACV for parification matters. g3

8. (S) RESPONSIBILITIES AND FUNCTIONS OF COMUSMACV.

e. COMUSMACV is charged with US civil/military responsibility for support of pacifi-
cation and development operations in the RVN under the overall authority of the Ameri-
can Ambassador. For pacification matters COMUSMACV:

(1) Develops and supervises the execution of joint and combined plans, policies, con-
cepts, and programs concerning US civil/military support for pacification and develop-
ment.

(2) Provides advice and assistance to the GVN, including the Ministry of Rural Develop-
ment (MORD), the RVNAF Joint General Staff (JGS), and other appropriate GVN agen-
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cies, on US civil/military support for pacification, including US advisory and logistic
support.

(3) Develops requirements for military and civil assets US/Free World and GVN to
support pacification and development.

(4) Coordinates with the other agencies of the US Mission, Vietam, in the planning of

pacification and development activitieVt

(5) Provides focal point for economic warfare to include population and resource con-
trol, and for civic action by US Forces.

(6) Evaluates civil/military pacification and development activities, including provision
of security by US/FW/GVN military forces, and reports on progress, status, and pro-
blems of the pacification and development support effort.

US Mission CouncilMember

(C) The US Ambassador to RVN was charged with overseeing and coordinating all activities
of US Government in RVN, both civilian and military. As President Nixon wrote to Ambassador
Bunker in December 1969:24

Your mission as American Ambassador to Vietnam is of the utmost
significance to our country and to me personally. As Chief o: the
United States Diplomatic Mission, you have full responsibility to
direct and coordinate the activities and operations of all of its ele-
ments. You will exercise this mandate not only by providing policy

leadership and guidance, but also by assuring positive program
direction to the end that all United States activities in Vietnam are
relevant to current realities, are efficiently and economically ad-
minister, and are effectively interrelated so that they will make
a maxinium contribution to United States interests in that country,
as well as to our regional and international objectives.

(C) Although the Ambassador was in no way a military commander, he maintained a close
relationship with COMUSMACV on matters of mutual interest. The primary mechanism for co-
ordination and cooperation in carrying out national iolicies was the US Mission Council. As
explained by paragraph 9 of MACV Directive 10-11:'Z

9. (C) UNITED STATES MISSION COUNCIL. The US Mission, consisting of the Amer-
ican Embassay; USMACV; USAID; Joint US Public Affairs Office (JUSPAO); and Office
of the Special Assistant to the American Ambassador (OSA), has been established to im-
plement programs to achieve US objectives in the RVN. While these US agencies respond
to the direction of US agencies at the national level, local guidance is provided by a
mission council that had been established to ensure an integrated US effort in the RVN.

The council is composed of the American Ambassador (Chief); the Deputy Ambassador;
COMUSMACV; Deputy Commander, USMACV, for Civil Operations and Rural Develop-
ment Support (DEPCORDS, M.ACV); Director, USAID; Director JUSPAO; and the OSA.

The relationship between USM.ACV and the other elements of the mission team is one of
coordination and cooperatio x. In case of differences of view between the Chief of Mis-
sion and COMUSMACV, each is free to communicate such differences to national auth-
orities. COMUSM.ACV communications will be forwarded through CINCPAC.
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(C) The close relationship between the AMbassador and COMUSMACV was a critical factor
to the successful functioning of the council, and it established an atmosphere conducive to a har-
monious alliance between civil and military components of the organization at all levels. During
1971 the US Mission Council met weekly on Tuesday mornings at the US Embassy in Saigon. The
agenda expanded over the years to include military operations, enemy situation, Vietnamization,
economic assistance, political influences, and cther appropriate topics. 26

MACV SERVICE COMPONENT COMMANDS

(C) Certain common functions were performed by each Service component commander in
accomplishing the MACV mission. As prescribed in MACV Directive 10-11, CG, USARV,
COMNAVFORV, and Cdr, 7AF were tasked to perform the following common functions: 2 7

-- Discharge component command functions for uni-Service matters in the RVN.

-- Exercise operational control or command. assigned and attache-i units.

-- Advise COMUSMACV on service component combat, combat support, and combat ser-
vice support operations.

-- Prepare and execute contingency plans as directed by COMUSMACV.

-- Perform RDT&E and CD functions as directed.

-- Provide logistical support for rervice-peculiar items.

-- Perform base development and real estate functions at installations where given primary

mission requirements.

Perform manpower authorizaticn and personnel functions as directed b7 CINtPAC.

-- Provide communications support and navigation fac.lities as required.

-- Provide intelligence and counterintelligence support to MACV.

-- Provide logistic support to FWMAF in accordance with agreements.

-- Support pacification and Vietnamization as directed by MACV.

(C) With respect to logistic, administrative, technical, and other matters of uni-Service
interest, MACV Service component commanders received instructions from and were authorized
to communicate through unilateral Service channels vith their respective Sevvice at PACOM level.

Army Component Commander: CG, USARV

(C) COMUSMACV exercised operatlonal command of USARV through the Deputy Cc, USARV.
USARV, with assigned and attached units, was a3signed to HQ, USARPAC with ststion in RVN.
CINCUSARPAC exercised ccmmand leso operational control (see Figure 1I - 1). In addition to
the functions common to each Service, CG, USARV was charged to perform the following func-

tions, as shown in the appropriate extractv from paragraph IZa of MACV Directive 10-11 :Z8
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(3) Provide COMUSMACV with US Army forces for the conduct of combat and combat
support cperations in the RVN.

(6) Dire,:t and supervise the US Army logistic support system (less theater traffic man-

agement Lunctions which remain with COMUSMACV) in the RVN. This includes common
supply and common service support for all US and FWMAF in MR 1. Z, 3 , and 4, and
US Arm) -peculiar support throughout the RVN.

(10) Provide administrative, logistic, ant service support functions to HQ, USMACV,
and other activities as directed.

(12) Perform the functions of US area coordinat'.r in the Capital Military District (CMD)
and in MR 1, 2, 3, and 4.

(19) Render cryptologistic support to HQ, MACV, RVNIAF, FWMAF, and component
commands as directed by COMUSMACV.

(Z0) Construct and maintain roads and bridges in the MR 1, 2., 3, and 4 as directed.

(22) Provide Army engineer construction support to US Forces and FWMAF as directed
by COMUSMACV.

(Z3) Perform airfield maintenance for air bases in MR 1, 2, 3, and 4 less those assigned
toCdr, 7AF.

(24) Conduct the DOD property disposal mission in the RVN, and in such areas of South-
east Asia as may be assigned by competent authority.

(25) In coordination with GVN and civil agencies concerned, conduct port security
operations in MR 1. Z, 3, and 4.

(26) Operate. a Joint Central Graves Registration Office to maintain data of burial and
recovery tatus of all dead and miszing; to coor- inate search, recovery, identification,
mortuary, and burial operations; to supervise the establishment and maintenance of all
temporary cereteries; and to serve as a clearing point for graves registration inform-
ation fo. all field elements.

(Z7) On odd number fiscal years, assune the chairmanship of the Joint Vietnam Regional
Exchange Council (JVREC) and, with the Cdr 7AF, be responsible for mission evaluation,
command supervision, and support (to iclude logistical and administrative support' of
Vietnam Regional Exchange activities.

(28) As directed by COMUSMACV, coordinate directly with RVNAF and commanders of
territorial forces on matters related to their installation security.

Navy Com~ponent Commander: COMNAVT'ORV

(C) NA1FORV, with assigned and attached units, was assigned to CLNCPACFLT. CLDCPAC-
FLT exercied command less operation control of NAVFORV. COMUSM.ACV exercised opera-
tional commind of NAVFORV (see Figure 11-1). In addition to .e functions common to each
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Service component commander, COMN.AVFORV was charged to perform the followLig Inctions,
as shown below in appropriat. extracts from paragraph 12b of MACV Directive 10-11:

(2) Conduct naval component planning in support of COMUSMACV operations plans and
conduct other planning as directed.

(4) Exercise operational control of all Naval forces assigned to COMUSMACV, except

those specifically assigned to the operational control of another- commander.

(5) Exercise operational control of FWMA F units designated by COMUSMACV.

(8) Provide Service-peculiar support for US Navy and assigned US Coast Guard units
throughout the RVN. Provide communications and navigation facilities as required.

(10) Provide Naval mobile construction support (NMCS) to US Forces and FWMAF as
directed by COMUSMACV.

(12) Serve as Chief, Naval Advisory Group, Military Assistance Command, Vietnam.

(15)(a) Conduct air and surface surveillance, including visit and search, in accordance
with current Rules of Engagement.

(b) Coordinate with and advise GVN military and civil agencies concerning harbor de-
fense throughout RVN.

(d) Advise on port security and explosive handling.
(e) Provide naval gunfire support with assigned units ab feasible and on a not-to-inter-
fere basis with surface surveillance missions.

(f) Advise the VNN in mine countermeasure operations.

(g) Provide combat support of US Forces, RVNAF, and FWMAF as directed along the

coast of the RVN, in the Rung Sat Special Zone (RSSZ), and in the Mekong Delta.

(16) When directed, assume administrative control of designated Marine units and
personnel.

Air Force Component Commander: Cdr, 7AF

(C) 7AF with assigned and attached units wacs assigned to HQ, PACAF. CINCPACAF exer-
cised command less operational control of 7AF elements stationed in the RVN. COMUSMACV
exercised operational command of 7AF (see Figure Il-I). Logistic support was provided by USARV
except for Service-peculiar items which were from own Service component command. In addition
to the functions common to each Service component commander, Cdr, 7AF was charged to per-
form the following functions, as shown below in appropriate extracts from paragraph 12c of M.ACV
Directive 10 - 11:3

(1) Exercise command and direction of all tactical, tactical support, base support, and
training units assigned or attachee -o 7AF.
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(3) Serve as Deputy Commander, USMACV for Air Operations.

(4) Conduct and coordinate offensive and de.ensive air operations, tactical airlift, air

traffic control: search and rescue operations, close air support, and reconnaissance

operations, and provide communications and navigational facilities as required.

(5) Exercise mission direction of MACV tactical air assets, including availablt Marine
strike and reconnaissance aircraft, to provide close air support and reconlaissance
for operations conducted in the RVN, in accordance with MACV Directive 95-4 (C), and
other areas as may be directed.

(6) Serve as Senior Air Advisor to the VNAF and exercise operational contro.l of the
AFGP.

(7) Exercise operational control of FWMAF units designatetd by COMUSMACV.

(8) Coordinate all military air operations in the USMACV area of responsibility, in-
cluding those of US, FWMAF. and VNAF units which are not assigned og attached to 7AF.

(4) Function as air defense commaider and exercise overall air defense responsibility
within the RVN and other areas as may be directed. Authority exercsed over USARV
air defense resources will be as specified in MACV Directives 95-4 (C) and 95-8 (C).

(11) Provide weather and aerial prrt services for COMUSMACV through attached unit3.

(21) Perform airfield maintenancs for assigned air bases.

(22) On even numbered fiscal years assume the Chairmanship of the JTVREC, and with
the Deputy CG, USARV, be re-ponsible for mission evaluation, command supervision,
and support (to include logistical and administrative support) of Vietnam Regional Ex-
change activities.

Naval and Air Force Advisory Groups

(U) US Naval Advisory Group (NAV'ADVGRP) and US Air Force Advisory Group (AFP) con-

tinuned their mission of zdvising their RVN counterparts in all matters of commana, edministration,
logistics, tactical operations, training, and combat readiness.

(C) US Naval Advisory Group. NAVADVGRP was assigned to HQ. USMACV under the
operational control of COM.AVFORV who was also the Chief of NAVADVORP. Command less
operational control remained with COMUSMACV, however by mutual agreement, the normal
command functions of personnel administration and military discipline we-e accomplished through
designated Service channels, with liaison miaintainad between NAVADVGRP and HQ, MACV.
Logistics support was provided by USARV except for Service-peculiar items. Chief, NAVADVGRP,
served as Senior US Advisor to the Chief of Naval Operations, Vietnamese Navy (VNN), and to
the commander of the Vietnamese Marine Corps (VNMC).

(C) Functions of Chief, NAVADVGRP were defined in MvACV Directive 10-11, paragraph
l2n as follows:

3 1

(1) Exercise command of subordinate advisory teams.
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(Z) Advise and assist the VNN and VNMC coinmand,)re and staffs at all echelons in
achieving and maintaining a high rate of combat readiness so as to fulfill their respon-
sibilities for internal security, defeat of Communist insurgency. and resistance to

aggression.

(3) Advise the VNN in the conduct of river patrol ooerations, and mine countermeasures
and waterway security.

(4) Develop, in coordiaation with the VNN and VNMC, recommendations for VNN and
VNMC personnel :-equirements.

(5) Develop, in coordination with the VNN and VNMC, recommendations for V'NN and
VNMC personnel and organizational requirements and submit to COMUSMIANCV for
approval.

(6) Develop military assistance for VNN and VNMC and submit to COMUSMACV for
review and approval.

(7) Manage and control the logistics programs for military assistance and Servi:e.
pecaliar items to VNN and VNMC, coordinating with other USMACV subordinatt -om-
manders and staff elements as appropriate.

(8) Observe and report to COMUSMACV on the utilization of materiel furnished and
personnel trained by the US.

(9) Assist GVN and other FWMAF agencies in the coordination of pacification and de-
velopment programs.

(16) Advise and assist the VNN and VNMC in military support of Faci'ication and de-
velopment to include psychological operations.

(11) Coordinate all pacification and development program activities with CORDS advisors.

(IZ) Advise and assist the VNN in harbor defense matters.

(13) Advise the VNN in the operation of the coastal surveillance center in coordination
with the Coastal S;rveillance Force (TF 115) to provide an interchange of information
and coordination of effort between VNN and US coastal surveillance forces.

(14) Provide intelligence and counter %ntelligence as directed by COMUSMACV.

(C) Air Force Advisory Group. AFGP was assigned to HQ, MACV, under the ope rational
control of Cdr 7AF, who was also the Senior Air Advisor to the Vietnamese Air Force. COMUS-
MACV exercises command less operational control, however by mutual agreement, the normal
command function of personnel aiminiatration and military discipline were accumplished through
designated Servi-e channels, with liaison maintained between AFGP and HQ, MACV. Logistic
support was pro-vded by US.RV, except for Service-peculiar items which were provided by the
AF component commander.

(C) Functions of Cdr, 7AF were defined in MACV Directive 10-11, paragraph Io, as
follows' 32
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.1) Elxercise command of subordinate advisory teams and operational control of desig-
nated units and detachments.

(2) Advise ant. assist the VNAF in achieving a state of combat readiness through ap-
plication of proper tec!h-%iques, procedures, and training.

(3) Advise and assist the VNAF in the conduct of combat operations.

(4) Develop, in coordination with the VNAF, recommendations for VNAF ptrsonnel
and organizational requirements and submit through the Senior Air Advisor to COMUS-
MACV for ap,.roval.

(5) Develop, in coordination with the V14AF, recommendations for VNA F materiel 'e-
quirements.

(6) Develop the MASF Program for VNAF and submit it to COMUSMAC'7 for review and
approval.

(7) Manage and control the logistics programs for military assistance and Service-
peculiar item3 to VNAF, coordinating wi h USMACV subordinate commanders and -staff
ele-nents as appropriate.

(8) Observe and report to COMUSMACV on the utilization of materiel furnishf.d and
personnel trained by the US.

(9) Advise and assist the VNAF in mililary support of pacification and development, tc

include psychological operations..

(10) Coordinate all pacification and development activities with CORDS advisors.

(11) Provide intelligence and counterintelligence to COMUSMACV, 7AF, and VNAF.

MACV REGIONAL ASSISTANCE ELEMENTS

(S) The US and FWMAF troop withdrawals which started in 1969 tnd continued through 1971
brought aboWt changes in the stru,.turm of military region assistance elements, particularly in
MRs 1 and 2. The changes alao reflected a decreased combat role and I-.creaiid crn ,t.sis on
military assistance. On 9 Mar 70 as the Marine forces withdrew from Vietnam, CO, XXIV
(US) Corps replaced the CG, III MAF as Senior US Advisor to CC, I Corps (RVN) and MR I,
and assumed operational control o all ground forces in MvR 1. As the senior US Advisor, CO,
XXIV Corps exercised operational control of the US Army Advisory Group (USAAG) and Civil
Operations and Rural Developrnicnt Support (CORDS) in MR i. With;... theit resources, XXIV
(US) Corps and I Corps (RVN) conducted combined operations and provided security for critical
US ana GVN installations in MR 1. Am US and FWMAF forces continued to redeploy, plans were
made to replace XXIV Corps with the First Regional Assistance Command (FRAC) early in 1972.

(U) On 30 Apr 71, I Field Force, Vietnam was replaced as senior headquarters in MR 2 by
the Second Regional Assistance Command (SRAC), which in turn was replaced by the Soco.ad
Regional Assistance Croup (SRAG), MR 2 on 16 May 71, when COMUSIMACV appointed Mr. John
P. Vann as the Senior US Advisor to the CC, 11 Corps (RVN) and MR 2. At the same time two
deputies were appointed: A reputy Senior Advisor (DSA) who was also the CG, US Army Forces,
MR 2; and a Deputy for CORDS (DEPCORDS), MR 2. The appointment of a civilian to such a
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high position further indicated the reduction of the US combat role. 33

(U) On 30 Apr 71, II Field Force, Vietnam was replaced with the Third Regional Assista ca
Command (TRAC) in MR 3. The Senior US Advisor was also the CC, USAAG, MR 3, and exer-
cised operational control of US ground forces in MR 3. By the same authority a civilian was
appointed DEPCORDS, MR 3.

(U) In late 1969 the Delta Military Assistance Command (DMAC) was established as US
!orces withdrew from IV Corps/MR 4. DMAC remained virtually the same through 1971, al-
though redcaignated the Delta Regional Assistance Command (DRAC) on 30 Apr 71.

(U) The senior US representative in the Regional Assistance Command/Group functioned as
senior advisor to the RVN corps commander and exercised operational control of forces desig-
nated by COMUSMACV. He also was responsible for CORDS operations in the MR. Although
there were certain differences in functions and responsibilities due to location, number of troops,
or other conditions, each advisory element functioned similar to TRAC. The functions of TRAC
as stated below in an extract from MACV Directive 10-11, generally applied to all MRs. 34

12. (C) RESPONSIBIITIES AND COMMAND RELATIONSHIPS FO MACV COMPONENT
COMMANDS, SUBORDINATE COMMANDS, AND ATTACHED UNITS OF USMACV.

g. TRAC is assigned to COMUSMACV, who exercises command of TRAC. USARV
provides logistics support. C G, TRAC, will:

(1) Exercise operational control of US and FWMAF units designated by COMUSMACV.
Exercise operational control of USAHAC for defense and security matters within the
Capital dviitary Dirtrict (CMD).

(Z) Conduct, in coordination with CG, Il Corps and MR 3, US unilateral, combined US,
FWMA F/R VNAF combat operations.

(3) Provide security for designated critical US and RVN installations in MR 3. Assist
CG, CMD with survei lar.i e and countermeasures, as required, to prevent rocket or
mortar attacks on Saigon.

(4) Serve as the US Senior Advisor to CG, II Corps and MR 3.

(5) Prepare to execute contingency plans as directed by COMUSMACV.

(6) Provide intelligence and counterintdligence as directed by COMUSMACV.

(7) Conduct operations within Rssigned areas of responsibility to support pacififation
and development activities in established TAOR and in other areas in accordance with
current instructionsi.

(8) Provide advice, assistance, and suppurt to the RVNAF at CMD, corps, division/
special zone, sector, and subsector level in planning and executing coordinated pacif-
ication and development projects,, through the Deputy for CORDS, TFAC.

(9) Provide assistance to the GVN in developing and maintaining an effective military
capability by advisut~g and supportinU RV'NAF military and paramilitary commanders

4.
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and staffs at all levels in operations, training, intelligence, psychological operations,
personnel management, and combat support and combat service support activities.

(10) Exercise command of the TRAC advisory ter.ms and operational control of desig-

nated units. Command of CORDS advisors will be through the Deputy for CORDS, TRAC.

(11) Supervise, through the Deputy for CORDS, Tf1AC, the formulation and execution
of all plans, policies, and programs w..ich support pacification and development in MR
3 and submit to COMUSM4AC7t.

(13) Develop, in coordination with CC, III Corps and M 3, recommendations for ARVN
mmteriel, personnel, aud orgat~izational requirements in MR 3 and submit to COMUS-

MACV.

(13) Devalop, with the assistance of the Zep.ty for CORDS, TRAC, recommendations
for natieriel, personnel, and organizational requirements ior RF/PF and paramilitary
forces in MR 3 and submit to COMUSMACV.

(14) Observe and report to COMUSMdACV on the utilization of materiul furnished and
personnel trained by t1,% US in the MR 3 area of responsibility.

(15) Provide administrative and logistic support, as required, and administer military
discipline for military personnel assigndd f!r duty wfth CMD advisory teams.

RVNA F and FWMAF Relaionip

(S) Since the Pentalateral Agreement of 1950, each troop contributing country to F'WMAF
in SEA entered into working agreements with COMUSMACV which, among other things, specified

the command and control relationsbip. The Free World Military Policy Councils continued to
coordinate and control the assignment of mrssions to insurt mutual agreement with RVNAF in
1971. COMUSMACV generally- exercistd operat onal control of FWMAF while command less
operational co.trol remained with the troop contributing country , An exception was Republic
of Korea Forces. Vietnam (ROKFV) whose relationship was that of coordination and cooperation.
A detailed discussion of FW'MAF in RVN is found in Annex C, Free World Military Assistance
Forces. Further information concernine logistic support of RVNAF and FWMAF is found in
Chapter IX. US Logistical Suppor. Paragraph 13, MACV Directive 10.11 below, defines the
relationship of MACV to RVNAF a.,d FWhIAF:

3 5

13. (C) RELATIONSIPS OF UNITED STATES MILITARY ASSISTANCE COMMAND,
V7ETNAM - REPUBLIC OF VIETNAM ARMED FORCES - AND OTHER FREE WORLD
MILITARY ASSISTANCE FORCES, VIETNAM.

a. National Level. The relationship between COMUSMACV and Chief, JOS, EVNAF,
is one of coordination and cooperation. Each commander retains operational control
of his respective nationa forces. Under this arrangement, RVNAF ret .is all territor-

ial responsibilities.

b. Subordinate Level. (1) The basic concept underlying command relationship3 between
US/FWMAF/RVNAF is one of mission accomplishment through mutual support, coor0in-
ation, and cooperation. Components or ut.its of one nation's military force may be
placed under the operational control of a military comimander of different national origin
oily if a military working agreement between the twd nations concerned provides for
such control. However, when the circum 'tan=es of the tactical situation require a
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comhi.xed operation involving the forces of two nations, the commanders of the forces
involved may agree to direct support relationship, as defined in JCS Publication 1.

(Z) As a matter of policy, US Forces will not be placed under the command or operational
control of Allied commanders. However, this restriction does not preclude temporary
d irection of US Forces by RVNAF commanders or the temporary tactiz-al direction of
IVNAF or FWMAF by US commanders under certain circumstances. Such direction
includes designation of targets or objectives, timing, duration of the supporting action,
and oth.r instructions necessary for coordination and for efficiency. The tactics, meth-
Ods, and procedures to be employed should be based on mutual agreement. Matters of
thi5 nAtur- which cannot be risol-rd by subordinate US commanders will be referred to
COMUSMACV.

(3) National unit intogrity will be maintained at all levels.

(4) tDSMAC-V advisory teams a all echelons perform the combat liaison function between
the US/FWMAF and PVNAF in addition to their primary mission o.l advice, assistance,
and operational support of RVNAF.

c. Release of US Military Information. Release of US military information to rf,
senatives of the RVN will be made only in accordance with disclosure authority
directives.
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THE SOUTHEAST ASIA SCENE - Chapter II

1. Msg (C), Amemb, Saigon to SECSTATE, 187.5/300440Z Nov 71, Subj: Vietnam in the Political
Doldrums (Not stated), Gp-Not stated.

2. Msg (C), Amemb, Phnom Penh to SECSTATE, 5256/17345Z Oct 71, Subj: National Assembly
Becomes Constituent Assembly (Not stated), Op-Not stated; Meg (C), AmembPhnom Penh
to SECSTATE 5350 /Z11140Z Oct 71, Subj: Political Developments in Cambodia (Not stated),
Gp-Not stated.

3. Msg (U), Amemb, Vientiane to USINFO, 6333/280856Z Aug 71, No Subject; Msg (S/NF),
SECSTATE to All SEA posts, Z33607/;0Z320Z Dec 71, Subj: Not stated, Gp-I; Mag (U),
Amemb, Vientiane to USINFO, 9Z59/211149Z Den 71, No subject.

4. Msg (U), Amemb Bangkok to SECSTATE, 9326/071125Z Jul 71, Subj: Kissinger visit.

5. Msg (S), SECSTATE to all posts SEA, Z15279/Z92118Z Nov 71, Subj: Thailand: The Military
Leadership Reasserts Control 'Not stated), Gp-l.

6. Meg (U), Arnemb, Saigon to SECSTATE, 18359/2IZ1OZ Nov 71, Subj: Pham Van Do:ag Visit
to the DRV (Not stated), Gp-Not stated.

7. Mog (C), Amemb, Vicntiane to SECSTATE, 4092/091133Z Jun 71, Subj: Meeting of Japan-
ete Diplomats on Indolchin2 (Not stated), Gp-4."

8. DF (U), MACEA to MACJ031, 14 Apr 7Z, Subj: Staffing of MACV Command History (U).

9. Msg (C), Amemb, Phnom Penh to SECSTATE, Z649/011130Z Jun 71, Subj: Khmer/Viet-
namese Negotiations, Cp-Nct stated: Mxg (U). Amemb, Phnom Penh to SECSTATE, 5650/
060b05Z Nov 71, Subj: GKR Statement on US Aid.

10. Msg (U), Arnemb, Vievtiane to USMNFO, 7156/280940Z Sep 71, Subj: Not stated.

L1. Ms& (0), SECSTAT= to all posts, 174544;222Z22Z Sep 71, and 179Z70/29217Z Sop 71, Subj:
Vietnam Highlights, p 4, Gp-Not stated Msg (C), SECSTATE to CN4CPAC at aL, 14282/
061!35Z Stip 71, Stibj: GVN To Offe: Asistance for DRY Flood Victi~ns (U), Gp-Not stated.

12. P lan (S), MACV, .YGS/R.NAF, 2,7 Aug 70, Subj: .ombined Strategic Objectives Plao.(U),
pp 1.2. 1-4, 1-7, Gp-Nor stated.

13. Meg tS), CINCPAe to CLNCUSARVAC ed &L. 17.0834Z Dcc 70, Stxbj. 197 CINCPAC Goalx
iz SEA (UI), pp 1.,.6, Gp--i.

14. Same as # .2, p J-..

15. Rpt S). ZMACJSZ, 16 Dec 71, Sub;: Kiatzricat Briefs C' 35, ILcl1, p 1, Qp- I.

15. Dirzoth-e (5), MACAT, 4 May 71 (;.r an--..eJed), Suiti: Directive Number 10-11; Organization
ane '.oJctions (U), p 3, Gp-4.

". Sane as # 16, pp 2, 3
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UNCLASSIFIED

THE SOUTHEAST ASIA SCENE - Chapter U

18. Fact Sheet (C), MACJ304, undated, Subj: SEATO Planning (U), p 1, Gp-Not stated.

19. Same as # 16, pp 3-5.

20. Same as # 16, p 5.

21. Same as # 16, pp 5-7.

2Z. Memo (U), COMUSMACV to JCS et al., 7 Jan 71, Subj: 1971 Community Defense and Local
Development Plan (U), p 2.

23. Same as # 16, pp 7, 8.

24. Transcript (U), Speech by Saigon Mission Coordinator, Hawthorne Mills, 9 Mar 72, Subj:
Mission Orientation Program (U), pp 1-3.

25. Same as # 16, p 8.

26. Same as # 24, p 3.

27. Same as # 16, pp 10-15.

28. Same as # 16, pp 10-12.

29. Same as # 16, pp 12, 13.

30. Same as # 16, pp 13-15.

31. Same as # 16, pp 23-25.

32. Same as # 16, p Z5.

33. Ltr (U), COMUSMACV to Mr. John P. Vann, 15 May 71, Subj: Not stated, with 2 inclosures.

34. Same as # 16, pp 18-20.

35. Same as # 16, pp >8, 29.
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Chinese trucks such as this, and others supplied by Soviet bloc countries, were

used by the enemy to transport war materiel down the Ho Chi Minh trail.
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CHAPTER III

THE ENEMY

BASIC STRATEGY AND INTENTIONS

OVERVIEW

(S) Since the initiation of US military aid to Indochiiia in 1950 the US has proceeded from
the furnishing of equioment, to advice and assistance, to active combat by US units, to Viet-
narnization and finally, in 1971, to redeployment of US and Free World forces. The changed

nature of the war was due to many factors, but important was that Allied redeployment could

!* occur in spite of the fact that the enemy had abandoned neither his strategic objectives for
Southeast Asianor his effort to counter Allied gains in the Republic of Vietnam (RVN). Com-

munist strategy for the war emanated in 1971 from Hanoi, as it had in the past, and military
operations continued to be directed by the High Command of the North Vietnamese Armei Forces

either directly or through major tactical headquarters in Laos and the'northern portion of the
RVN. 1

(S) Basic enemy strategy over the past years has remained relatively unchanged. 't was
always, and would continue to be, the conquest of all Vietnam through consolidation of tLe North,

liberation of the South, and ultimate urification of the country. Although these objectives seemed
to delineate three separate needs, they were in reality quite interrelated. Consolidatior of the

North was not solely a political process, but an economic problem as well: a firm economic
foundation was necessary for political revolution. The 1954 Geneva agreements created two

economically dissimilar Vietnams (the industrial North and the agricultrual South), a factor
which dictated that the economic foundation be based on northern located heavy industry rather

than light manufacturing and agriculture. Foreign exchange needed to finance such development,

though, had to be squeezed from a limited agricultrual sector. Consequently, even wi:h sub-
stantial foreign aid, the possibility of North Vietnam (NVN) achieving desired economic objectives
was limited. Using and instigating political dissidence aimed at the Diem regime, the North

launched a rural based revolution in the South, a revolution committed to achieving bo-.! economic
and political domination of South Vietnam (SVN). Consolid.tion of the revolution in the North

therefore became tied to liberation of the South and unifitation of the country.

(S) Hanoi's tactic in the South was the promotion of a people's war or a war of national

liberation. As conceptualized in the writings of Democratic Republic of Vietnam (DRV) leaders,
it was a war of weak against strong, a war which exploited deficiencies of a central government

with a minimum of resource expenditure by the aggressor. The capacity of an economically
weak DRV to carry on this type of war depended upon external support, the capability to build
a shadow political structure to organize the resource base of the RVN to tje enemy's benefit,

and the capability of NVN military units to use the shadow system for acquiring manpower, sup-
plies, communications, and intelligence.

(S) In prosecuting the war, Hanoi's activity progressed through a series of clearly defined

phases. The years from 1957 to 1960 were years of Viet Cong (VC) organization. Guerrilla
warfare became the rule from 1960 to 1964. The first North Vietnamese Army (NVA) troops

were committed to the South in late 1964, which signalled the commencement of main force
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warfare. This activity culminated in a series of offensives waich began during the TET holidays
of 1968 and which ultimately ended in failure for enemy main forces. This failure of the of-
fensives came at the same time NVN was suffering from a manpower drain in the North while
their resource bases in the South were being cut by Allied successes. After the losses of TET
68 the DRV needed to rebuild the economy of the North to at least its prewar level. All these
factors caused an NVN change in national priorities. In February 1970, Le Duan of the NVN
National Defense Council publicly called for a two-track policy of building socialism in tne North
while simultaneously continuing the war in the South (a policy which in reality had been in effect
since the failure of the general offensives). In terms of the primary objectives of liberation of
the South and unification of the country, this meant that the original time frame for realizing
these goals would have to be lengthened. Hanoi presumed that Saigon government weaknesses
and US domestic pressures would eventually weaken the Allied position.

(S) The shift in NVN national priorities was reflected in enemy strategy throughout Indochina.
Hanoi's energy was once again geared to a protracted comflict stressing conservation of forces,
attempts to rebuild base areas, and efforts to strengthen the guerrilla and pdlitical structures.
After the spring of 1970, Hanoi's problems were compounded by the loss of use of the Cambodian
port of Kompong Som, a factor which denied seaborne resupply of enemy efforts in the RVN.

Cross-border operations, Allied air interdiction, the great strides in pacification and Vietnam-
ization programs, and the constant development of the Republic of Vietnam Armed Forces
(RVNAF) also continued to weaken the enemy tactical position and logistical posture.

(S) Hanoi's intentions for Laos, Cambodia, and the RVN apparentlr remeined unchanged as
1971 drew to a close. 'The enemy goal of complete domination of the RVN and the concurrent
establishment of a sphere of influence throughout Indochina was supported by an overwhelming
mass of evidence. Since DRV designs on the RVN continued to be based on the desire to reunite
the Vietnamese people under a Communist government while broadening northern economic
foundations, a most important intermediate objective'was development and expansion of enemy
lines of communication (..OC) through the Laotian Panhandle and the Khmer Republic.

(S) An examination of key indicators of enemy activity provided insight into enemy intentions.
Among the most significant indicators towards the end of 1971 were deliberate preparations made
by the enemy for the 1971-72 dry season logistical campaign designed co move supplies through
the Laotian Panhandle to forces in southern Laos, Cambodia, and the RVN. Beginning in early
August, enemy endeavors both in timing and substance closely paralleled those of previous years.
Movement of supplies into southern NVN was accelerated as indicated by increased rear service
activity. Aerial reconnaissance revealed prepositioned stockpiles of supplies and petrole;m
products, numerous new warehouses had been built near infiltration rotes to the South, and'
there were significant increases in material stored at key ransshipment points. LOC in Laos
anc. Cambodia were systematically expanded in the south a.ad west, while ccnstant enemy effort
was directed to maintaining them in useable condition. Major enemy transportation units extend-
ed their areas of operation to the same general araas with the objective of providing better com-
mind, control, and coordination. To prove protection along the e.:.pnded portions of the LOC
in southern Laos the enemy deployed from 45 to 50 antiaircraft artillery (AA) battalions n the

vicinity, and there were indications that surface-to-air missile (SAM) units would move into the
area. Toward the end of 1971 there were as many as 15 enemy iafantry battalions together with
security forces of two major transportation units positioned to provide protection of LOC against
Allied ground attacks.

(S) During 1971, in continuation cf previous trends, the enemy was forced to rely more and
more on infiltration of personnel replacements from NYN into Lao-, Cambodia, and the RVN.
Such action was made necessary because recruiting cf personnel in SV N had become progressively

and seriously curfailed by RVN and Allied programs. Between 60,000 and 70. 000 personnel
were estimated to have been infiltrated into the Khmer Republic and the RN by ,he end of the
year, but even such high infiltration rates were not sufficent to compensate for enemy personnel
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I, losses. Additionally during 1971 approximately 10, 000 personnel were estimated to have been
infiltrated into southern Laos, an increase over previous years which demoniztrated er-emy con-
cern for his LOC. Personnel in special purpose infiltration group3 destined for the RVN in-
creased from about 2,O000 in 1970 to 3, 000 in 19 71. This significant increase in specialists
and technicians who were skilled in Viet Cong infra structure (VCi), guerrilla, and saor-er op-
erations, revealed continued cremy emphasis. on protracted warfare and the attendant political
subversion and countering of successful GVN programs. Similar infiltration patterns were
expected to continue into 1972.

(S) The DRV need for cxternal support was still critical. In So-ptember and October 1971
Hanoi concluded annual military and economic assistance agreements with Nlocow and Peking
for the year- 197Z. iassigtance was expected to approximate UIS$415 mifliot. irom the Union of
Soviet Socialist Republic (USSR) andt US$ZOO tniiliqp from the Peoplels Republic of China (PP.C).
In a related activity, NVN coatintued to improve her ports during the 7ear - - new wharves were
completed in severa), locatiozs resulting in reduced turnaround time for shipping and in-zreased
storage capabilities for vitanl imported materiel. The Hanci government coaitinved to expand a

petroleum pipeline, started earlier. to the south and west -.n NVN' h.nd Laos.

(S) Thus it was in 1'271 that the )RV,,contii.ue d the p:utract.'d war concept azd was making
preparations fcr similar actions in 1972, as w~u espoused by the Farty and its leaders. In a
rare public statement explicitly ranking DRV priorities, the Party ne~wspaper Oh"i~ Dcn on 18
May specifically pointed up Hanoi_ strale~y: economic development cif thr north and fighting US
aggression. Notewcrthy war clie fact that economic divelopment wa;; istbd first. 4  * similar
theme wts voiced by Premier Phamn Van Dong on the anniversary of Ho Chi Minth'e tpirthday
when he specificaily emphasized the neces~sity for preparing for a long hard struggle and he

'V need for international solidarity, i.e., coretinued Chinene and Soviet halp was welcomed.
The Premier stressed the -value of such strategy later L, the year at the coznnmemoration of the
20th anxniversary of the August Revolutions by stating that more than .'-er NVN had to advance to
comnplete vi*ctory, defeat the Vietnawxizution of the war, and topple the puppet regisne while
smashing thL pacification program.

COMMUNL9T STRATE3Y REVEALED IN' DOCUMENTS

Iackiground

(U) Comm, nist strategy foc, the unification of Vietnam was for the most part implemented
by the Central Office7 fnt So-.th Vietna~m (COSVN). the major enzmy headquzarters element.
Thezre were four distinct "staxLiegical" periods: the pre-TFT 1968 nhaie, the post-W;ET phase,
,he revision of strategic goiAls (as initiated by COSVN' Reaclut ion 9 discussed below), asnd the
1971 phase. These -)iAses were revealed through analysis of available COSVN resolutions,
dirzacives, and instructions.

(C) COSVN Resolution 5, which was adopted late in 1967. and which :mplemented Resolution
* 11 of thle Lao Dong Party, commcnted on the fa;Jures of the GNIN and (! during the 19 65-66 ind
* 1966-67 dry seasons. Convinced th.-.t the Alliss were unable to conduct counteroffensives, Z.OSv I

advocated the inilation or the- general offensive phase to gain a quick and decisive victory. The
12-month period following the 717-T 68 offensive was characterized gene'-ally by a still firm
iudherence Lo the philosophy of the general offensive. COSVN Resnlutions 6. 7, and 8, released
from March to October 1968, emphasized the main objective of complete military victory thro)gh
aseries of offunsive phases in which control of the urban areas was the key to strategical nuccess.

The coritr , of -ural .'reas %aa viewed as of secondary irnp(,rtnnce. Although Directive 58, re-

l,!ased in D~ecember~ 1968. drew attention to the necesitv of disrupting the new ly announced
.Accelerated Paciiication Prorgrai , "C ?ction during this period was s.till gauged to the straetgy
of the general offeiisive.
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(C) The first indication of a revision in COSVN strategy for South Vietnam, and the rever-
sion to tactics of a protracted struggle, appeared in April 1969 with the release of Directive 81.
This directive warned cadre of the impossibilty of destroying one million Army of Vietnam
(ARVN) an US soldiers and called for a limited victory rather than a clear cut, complete vic-
tory. Accordingly, cadre were to struggle for decisive successes, the forced withdrawal of
American troops, and the establishment of a co'lition government. On 10 Jun 69 Liberation
Radio announced the establishment of the Provisional Revolutionary Government (PRG), a
governmental body representing "the will and aspirations of all the South Vietnamese people,"
with the duties of mobilizing and lead fg all people and armed forces and leading peoplt's
Revolutionary Committees. Creation of thc PRG merely formalized a local governmental
structure -vhich had the ultimate goal of establishing legitirnste Communist control over the vil-
Aages of RVN and increasing popular support of the VC effort by providing basic governmental
services to the people.

(C) The reversion to the protracted struggle was completed with the promulgation of COSVN
Resolutions 9, 10, and 14 during the period July to November 1969. Reeolution 9 remained in
1971 as the basic policy document of the Communists in the South. Together with Resolutions

k10 and 14 which amplified it, Resolution 9 represented a departure from the quick and total vic-
tory of the General Offensive and a return to limited warfare. hi comparison with Resolutions
6, 7, and 8, Resolution 9 stressed continued but limited military operl.tions carried out primarily

-in rural areas, the Delta, and the sparsely populated junglcq and highlands.

CONTRAST OF COSVN POLICY DIRECTIVES

Item Stressed Reiolutions 6, 7, and 8 ;esolution 9

Objective Compltte military victory Continued military and political
moves: ultimate victory

Geography Urban areas Delta, rural, jungle and mountain
areas

Counter-pacification Low-key approach Strong emphasis

Improvement & 8: minor emphasis Vietnamization: strong emphasis
Modernization 6 and 7: no mention

These operations, in conjunction with political moves, would lead to ultimate victory for the VC.
For the first time the Allied pacification program took on adimportance in Conunst eyes, and

* counter-pacification and counter-Vietnamization missions received strcng emphasis. Thus,
COSVN Resolution 9 heralded the re.urn of the peotracted guerrilla war, with its em-hasis on
small unit tactics, reliance upon sappers, terrorism, and increased emphasis on attacks-by-
fire as the most efficient raeans o;wearing down the fighting capability cf the RVNAF heightening
demands by the US public fox a withdrawal of US forces, and eroding the Vietnamese people's
faith in their government's ability to maintain security. Directives rele ased subsequent to
Resolutions 9, 10 and )4, the latent released by COSVN, continued to stress protracted war
and guerrilla tactics.
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Strategy in 1971

(C) Three directives releaved by COSVN in 1971 generally continued to reiterate the com-
mon themes of Resolution 9. Directive 01/rT-71, a general guideline for 1971 issued in late
1970 or early 1971. emphasized the strategy of continual attacks to achieve piecemeal victories,
the predomioa nce of the coanter2acification effort, and the necessity to defeat Allied efforts to
drive the VC iFto isolated areas and thus away from ths rural population upon whom thry were
so dependent. Directive 06/CT-7l focused on the 1971 Government of Vietnam (GVN) congres-

sional and presidential elections, while COSVN directive 39 was another general guideline.

(C) Directive 01/C T-71 was probably designed a.s a 6-month strategy paper covering the
period generallyfrom the beginning of the calandar year to the pre-GVN election periods in

August and September. lt began by assessing the development of the insurgency in SVNesince
the time Resolution 9 was issued. It contained the usual evaluation of Communist victories, the
beginning of withdrawal of US troops, the Paris Peace Talks, the de-escalation cf the war, tnd

an assessment of Allied strategy. The document stated that a.nce Resolution 9, the US pushed
Vietnamization to the point that it fostered the formation of a "three nation front" within the
Communist resistance movement. However, even with the. increased mobility of the RVNAF andthe build up of a defentive system in the dens-aly populated rural areas, the Allied forces not
only failed to destroy he infrastructure, but alienated the people, creating "new favorable con-
ditions for popular struggle movements in Saigon and other cities and rural areas. " According
to the directive, with the coup d'etat in Cambodia in March 1970 and the Allied cross-border op-
erations, a united Indochina front was established. South Vietnam, Laos, and Cambodia comprised
the large strategic theater of operations; North Vietnam was the "large rear area"; Cambodia
became "the most vulnerable point of the US and Puppets"; and South Vietnam remained as the
"main a'rea of operations which would decide the common victory." While the VC rural movement
was subjected to "unprecedented disturbances" by the Allied pacification program, the VC survived
and i.creased control in some areas, Similarly, VC/NVA main force units were successful
against Allied mobile forces in South Vietnam and Cambodia.

(C) The introductory portion of the directive also reiterated weaknesses in the VC/NVA

effort. The political struggle, military proselyting, and guerrilla movements were weak;

development of Party chapters %as slow; military training and replacements were unsatisfactory;

and local chapters were unable to set forth specific missions, guidelines, and organizational

methods in accordance with local requirements. Local Party chapters lacked an accurate

understanding of the GVN pacification and Vietnamization programs and vulnerabilities and they

did not understand the need for continue I combat operations, development of forces, and simul-

taneous piecemeal victories. The basis for these shortcomings and for poor Party leadership

and guidance was seen as the desire for quick victory, poor conduat, and the lack of democracy

in internal Party activities.

(C) The second half of the document, dealing with "enemy schemes, friendly missions, and

development of a new trategic position," comprised the bulk and substance of Directive 01. Tuc

important weaknesses of the GVN and its Allies which the VC/NVA could exploit were stressed

in Directive 01. As the US continued to withdraw ts combat forces and RVNAF accepted a great-

er burden of the fighting, the GVN would be forced to increase conscription and raise taxes.

These and associated resultant actions would only serve to aggravate contradictions which already

existed between the GVN and the popul, e. The other exploitable weakness was the outpost and

local security network manned by Regional Forces/Provincial Forces (RF/PF) and the People's

Self Defense Forces (PSDF).

(C) Objectives for the period covered by the directive were in reality little different than

those of previous documents: stressed was the primacy of counter-pacification. There was a

possible shift in emphasis to main force warfare, but this was probably treated, in the context

of the document, more as an eventual option rather than an immediate goal. Specific ,ilitary
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missions outlined in the directive stressed equal use of main force and guerrilla tactics. Im-
provements were to be made in main force roles in countering US and RVV mobile forces, while
guerrilla wvarfare was to be developed in rural and urban areas.

(C) The primary mission of both VC/NVA forces and the VCI in the rural areas would be to
establish a secure base area for the urban movement. To rebuild the rural base the GVN Com-

munity Delense and Local Development (CD and LD) Program not only had to be countered, but

disrupted completely, a task which required 2n all-out coordinated enemy effort.

(C) The directive was specific in its planned treatment of Saigon and other major urban
areas, providing explicit instructions t. organize workers, laborers, Znd other groups into
overt or semi-overt organizations. The VCI was to seize control of popular organizations and

religious groups, to include important personalities (both in and out of the GVN). Throughout
the treatise concerning the urban movement, stress was laid on political activity rather than

use of sappers and guerrillas to wear down the GVN metropolitan structure.

(C) Directive 06/CT-71, apparently published in early June 1971, was restricted to general
guidelines for cadre concerning he GVN Lower House and Presidential elections held in August

and October 1971, respectively.

(C) In November 1971 COSVN issued Directive 39 to subordinate cadre as an apparent
guideline for the remainder of 1971 and the first half of 1972. In a departure from past Com-

munist pronouncements, COSVN in effect admitted to the general successes of the GVN pacifica-
tion program. The main thrust of Directive 39 was in COSVN's renewed emphasis on the im-
portance of the political and proselyting effort at the grass roots level. The directive indicated

that COSVN gave some autonomy to local level Party elements in an attempt to reappraise the

local situation and popular aspirations. While Directive 39 did not necessarily reflect a feeling
of defeat, or even deterioration on the part of COSVN, it possibly signalled an advent of a re-
newed and more realistic. approach at th local level, with the intent of rebuilding a sagging

counter-pacification and political effort.

(S) That the DRV intended to pursue strategy outlined in 1971 COSVN directives was reflected
in a Liberation Radio broadcast wherein Cuu Long (who was believed to be a senior NVA general)
possibly reflccted new Hanoi instructions. Announcing that "we will certainly annihilate the

Saigon puppet main force troops, " the Cuu Long statement was one of a series which among other
things, obliquely endorsed large scale tactics. Noted, however, was the fact that these state-
ments were largely retrospe.tive. i.e., justifications of Communist victory claims for TET 68,
LAM SON 719, and Snuol. Conferences called in late f.ll were believed to have been for the
express purpose of reviewing instructions superceding or updating COSVYN Directive 01/CT-71,
the VC policy document mentioned above. Intelligence information available towards the endf
1971 indicated that there would be no radical change to priorities mentioned in Directive 01.

pt
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ENEMY MILITARY OPERATIONS IN THE RVN

ORGAINIZATION

(S) Military operations in the Republic of Vietnam were directed by Hanoi through the High
Command of the North Vietnam Armed Forces either directly or through major tactical head-
quarters in the northern half of the Republic or through COSVN. Northern RVN was divided into
the Demilitarized Zone (DMZ) Front (often referred to as th6 B-5 Front), Military Region Tri
Thien Hue (MRTTH). Military Region (MR) 5, and the B-3 Front (see Figure 1II.1). COSVN

* exercised tactical command over the remainder of he RVX: i.e.. over VC MRs Z, 3, 6, 7, 10
and several subregions (SR) around Seigon. This command was vestef 1in COSVN's military arm,
the so-calnd South Vietnam Liberation Army (SVNLA) Headquarters.

(S) Enemy units operated either as main force (MF) or local force (LF) structures organized
as divisions, regiments. and battalions, with artillery support. They were directly subordinate
to the military region (see Figure M1-2). All NVA urits were MF units, and NVN personnel
made up predominate portio-s of the VC MF units. LF units, organized as battalions or smaller,
were subordinate to the province or dittrict level organizatioad. Generally they did not operate
outside the province or district to which they were assigned. NVA pirsonnel gradually appeared
in LF units, though at a lower ratio than in MF units. Included in the LF category weee guerril-
las, the ptrt-time soldiers whose main task was terrorism. Subordinated normally to the dis-
trict level or lower, they did not operatu far from the area in which they lived. Coupling all
echelons with the political aspect of the struggle was the VCI, which paralleled and guided the
the enemy military activity. Through its hard core cadre, mAny of whom held military as well
as political leadership pontions, the enemy controlled the insurgency. 1 2

(C) Enemy provincial boundaries and names were not always th,: same as those of provinces
in the Republic. For example, Quang Da was the enemy name for C VN Quang Nam Province and
VC Quang Nam was the same as GVN Quang Tin Province. This fact was important because
enemy units maneuvered within VC'designated boundaries, not GVN designat .d. Districts, like
the provinces, did not correspond to the GVN structure-and were frequently altered to facilitate
local control and administration. Villages and hamlets could be contrasted to US townships, with
a village being composed of one or more hamlets. 13

STRATEGY AND TACTICS

Trends

(S) During 1971 Hanoi's long-range plans dictated two primary themes: contiauation of the
war in the South and the building oX a firm economic base in the North. 14 Superimposed upon
these two goals was the primary and long-standing guiding principle, the reunification of the
RIYN under a Communist government and domination of Laos and Cambodia. Enemy activity
during 1971 was pointed toward these direccions, and it appeared that t'2e priary objectives for
the nea.: future would encompass the same themes. Withdrawal of US forces, elimination of US$ influence in Indochina, disruption of the Vietnamization program, and discrediing of the C"AVN
would be the means by which the enemy would continue efforts to achieve primary goals. Activity
was characteristically that of the protracted war and involved increasing us-- o: small unit
attacks, -'ierrilla, and terror operations. The orimary target changed from US Forces t-)
pacificat..n- related P.spe-ts of Allied efforts.
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(S) Through the period ending in mid-1971, the latest for which strategic ,naiysis was
available, the overall direct threat to the RVN had decreased. The VC/NV.A had about as many
battalions in the RVN as they had during the 19t,8 TET season, but fewer than in mid-1969;
however, their organic personnel strenglhs were substantially lower. Further significant de-
creases were not expected. These battalions were formidably disposed Wn ougnout the IVN near
enemy base areas (BA) and sanctuaries. (See Figures 111-9 through 17.)

(S) As can be noted in Figure 111-18 the total number of enemy initiated incidents (atsauts,
attacks-by-fire, ambushes, harassrnents, terrorism, sabotage, propaganda, and AA fire)
generally decreased throughout the years, with a slightly .nore substantial decrease for 1971.
Generally speaking, in IS-71, for all types of attacks as well as for hara.ssment, sab, tage, and

terrorism, the trend seened to be downward. 16

(S) For the period beginning December 1971 and continuing through 197Z, MR I was expezted
to continue to remain as the area where there was the greatest VC/NVA tactical threat; 23 Al-
lied maneuver and combat support battalions were expected to be deployed in the area to counter
the threat. The enemy was expected to continue scattered attacks-by-fire (ABF, and ground at-

tacks up to battalion size. In MR 2 the Hanoi-directed forces were expected tc create a high
threat area in the B-3 Front locale. The main threat area in MR 3 was expected to be the RVN/
Cambodian border region northeast of Tay Ninh where three VC/NVA divisions were deployed in
the immediate . icinity. Enemy capabilities, however, would continue to be limited b) logistical
shortages and the requirement to protect LOC against RVNAF ope'ations: In the remainder of
MR 3, protracted warfare characterized by sapper and terrorist attacks, would be the enemy
mode of operation. For 1972 in MR 4, the enemy threat was expected to continue to be reduced
and mainly limited to the U Minh Forest area, a situation which had been created by erosion of
enemy control due to the GVN Community Defense and Local Development (CD and Lr%) Program.
Small scale attacN would continue against outposts, while sapper and te orisr tactics would
also be the rule.

VC /NVA PERSONNEL AND UNIT STRENGTH TRENDS

(C) As can be uoted in Figures M1-3, 111.4, and M1-5 enemy combat and total strengths de-
clined slightly during the year, and significantly from 1968. There were no significant changes

in force disposition among military regions during 1971, however increases in NVAN strength in
MR 4 during 1969 and 1970 were clearly evident. Figures 111-6, 111-'7 and 111-8 established
similar patterns for enemy battalions since 1966 and in 1971.18

VC/NVA. Strengths in RVN 1966 through 1971

Figure 111-3 Total VC and NVA Strengths in RVN
Figure 111-4 Total VC Combat Personnel Strength by RVN MR
Figure 111-5 Total NVA Combat Strergth by RVN MR
Figure 111-6 Total VC and NVA Battalions in RVN
Figure 111-7 Total VC Battalions by RVN MR
Figure 111-8 Total NVA Battalions by RVN MR
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VC/NVA ORDER OF BATTLE

(C) In general, movements of enemy units were not major in scope during the year. Mid-

year order of battle (OB) maps which follow were representative of the enemy force disposition. 19

MACV ORDER OF BATTLE
UNLOCATED UNITS MR I

I ,,5, 31 ID.5 F 6 7-,o QUANG TRI PROVINCE

304B WFR 200t304 8 243o W3040 30 JUNE 71

270 
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UNLOCATED UNITS MACV ORDER OF BATTLE
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MACV ORDER OF BATTLE
MR I
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30 JUN 71
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UNLOCATED UNITS
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MACV ORDER OF BATTLE
MR I
QUANG TIN PROVINCE
30 J 71

QUANG TIN
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Source: MACJ2 Figure M-13
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STATISTICAL DATA AND ENEMY ACTIVITIES

(U) The following sections are designed to permit rapid comparison of statistical data con-
cerning the enemy in the RVN. Figure 111-18 provides an overview of enemy initiated incidents
for the period 1966 to the present, while Figure 111-19 provides detailed information regarding
incdents for 1971 by RVN military region. Figures .2I-0 and 21 cover captured enemy crew-
served and individual weapons. 2 0 A brief summary of enemy activities follows the statistical
review.

TOTAL ENEMY INITIATED INCIDENTS IN RVN

INCIDENTS 1966 THROUGH 1971

(1O00s)

40.

30

V0-

0-

IS" 1967 198 1969 1970 1971
NOTE: Ttal enemy initiated

incidents includes assaults,
attacks-by- fire, ambushes,
harassment, terrorism,

sabotage, propaganda, and
A A fire.

Source: MACJ2 Fig. N-18
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VC/NVA INITIATED INCIDENTS - 1971

MR

.x .. 0

Jan 15 10 2 219(144) 19 6 0 145 416

Feb 22 35 9 246(124) 19 8 0 296 635
Mar 49 39 17 317(204) 45 11 3 492 973

Apr 17 28 2 256(154) 40 1 1 416 761
May 21 41 1 270 (152) 67 1 9 Z66 676
Jun 39 44 2 357(216) 58 1 31 420 952
Jul ii 8 0 237(126) 60 0 30 307 653
Aug 41 21 0 243(118) 23 1 2 300 631

Sep 26 5 1 212 (65) 39 2 12 212 509

Oct 7 1 1 124(36) 33 2 7 108 283
Nov 15 13 0 112(36) 11 1 4 199 355
Dec 22 16 2 84(47) 4 2 0 73 203

MR 2

Jan 17 14 5 110( 85) 41 1 14 23 225

Feb 18 52 20 151 (124) 70 7 15 87 420
Mar 13 61 21 154(971) 74 4 11 127 465

Apr 23 65 23 180 (116) 56 2 0 170 519
May 8 56 12 139( 80) 103 5 3 82 408

Jun 15 42 9 143( 67) 69 4 36 95 4"3

Jul 5 19 12 107( 27) 80 6 10 48 287

Aug 10 24 5 112( 70) 78 2 21 67 319

Sep 6 14 9 37( 51) 74 5 46 66 277

Oct 6 16 8 58 (46) 40 1 19 46 194
Nov 6 14 4 64( 50) 12 0 5 57 163

Dec 6 19 5 54( 32) i 1 0 0 46 131

* Shows in parentheses harassment fire as defined by MACV Directive 381-21, i.e., attacks-

by-fire of less than 20 rounds or small arms harassing fire. ** Prior to July 1971,
intimidation was referred to as terrorism.
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VC/NVA INITIAT? INCIDENTS - 1971 (Continued)

MR 3

00

Jan 7 9 4 207( 97) 30 0 3 3,9 229
Feb 10 15 4 250{ 78) 49 1 0 36 365
Mar 12 16 6 331 (238) 76 1 0 69 511

Apr 8 13 2 333 ( 93) so 2 0 38 446
May 1! 13 8 382 (143) 67 1 3 25 510
Jun 14 17 5 2 74 (126) 77 3 23 24 437

Jul 8 10 0 225( 74) 55 2 7 46 353
Aug 12 8 7 231 (81) 34 1 2 32 327
Sep 25 16 9 236 (118) 29 0 0 98 413
Ot 29 17 8 31Z (245) 36 3 6 154 56

Nov 5 3 4 164( 46) 20 0 8 56 260
DeA 7 5 2 181 (78) 6 2 0 19 ZZ

., MR 4

Jan 7 42 8 489(441) 86 1 8 102 765
Feb 45 56 13 504(458) 67 3 2 23 713
Mal 36 45 30 576(520) 77 2 0 566 1,332

Ap 28 Z8 9 399 (361) 58 1 0 229 752
May 23 39 7 388(347) 46 3 0 46 75

Tun 12 36 6 237(213) 38 3 4 215 551
Jul 11 32 3 149 (123) 40 2 3 145 385
Aug 7 13 2 171 139) 23 3 00 322
Sep 4 6 8 151 (26) 44 2 is 167 407
Oct 10 15 5 183(154) 35 z 4 23 377
Nov 7 15 9 151 (103) 12 0 0 129 305

Dec 10 12 7 191 (139) 7 0 0 71 398

Source: MACJ231-6 Figure 111 - 19
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Weapons Captured

(C) The number of weapons captured in-country by US, GVN, and other Free World Military
Assistance Forces (FWMAF) declined in 1971 from previous years, as shown by Figure
TI-Zl. This reduction, both of individual and crew-served weapons, was consistent with the
reduced level of activity for the year.

VC/NVA WEAPONS CAPTURED - 1971

MR I

Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec

CSW 64 83 101 100 147 280 48 193 56 25 36 55
IW 853 931 885 811 663 1030 444 658 457 280 424 485
Total 917 1014 986 911 810 1310 492 851 513 305 460 540

MR Z

CSW 33 60 57 17Z 130 58 59 92 56 60 30 35
1W 352 575 479 802 624 420 712 606 620 354 277 375

Total 385 635 536 974 754 478 771 698 676 414 307 41r

MR 3

CSW 91 50 38 30 34 30 Z5 19 40 52 12 23

1W 570 657 411 308 300 Z92 251 218 286 347 228 216
Total 66] 707 449 338 334 322 276 237 326 399 247 249

MR 4

CSW 93 72 89 81 95 38 97 20 83 72 119 61
1W 794 1092 1021 1449 1103 1023 1068 778 991 1183 1146 897

Total 887 1164 1110 1530 1198 1061 1165 798 1074 1255 1265 958

Soutce: MACJ231-6 Figure 1U -21
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Enemy Activities

(C) Summary 1971. Enemy activity during 1971 characterived the protracted war concept
espoused by Hanoi: it was generally held ro a low level. Although sporadic high levels occurred
in different areas of the Republic at different times, contraste.d to previous years activity was
low.

-- The northern sector cf ,1VN MR I (Quang Tri and Thua Thien Provinces (see Figure Ill-
22) remained relatively quiet in the populated areas as a result of the continuing success of Al-
lied forces in keeping MF NVA units oat of lowland areas. MF NVA units were, however, pre-
sent in strength along the DMZ ?,nd the unpopulated western areas of the sector, but their
relative inact:vity permitted steady GVN progress in all areas of endeavor. In cont-ast, the
suuthern sectol of MR I (Quang Nam, QranF Tin, and Quang Ngai Provinces) was the scene
of considerable military and terrorist activity in the populous lowlands (the area was historically
a etronghold for the Viet Mink, and popular support for the enemy was considerable).

- In RVN MR 2 a reduced enemy presence was noted near population centers ae the year
vas evding. The primary reason for this decrease was a considerable enemy consolidation and

resupply effort thought to be presaging a spring 1972 offensive in the Central Highlands. The
major enemy threat continued to be in the B-3 Front (Kontum, Pleiku, Phu Bon and Darlac Pro-

ncas), where larg~e NVA forces wt-re located along the Cambodian Border. Enemy activity
anc terrorist incidents continued to be plentiful in Binh Dinh, the most populous and contested
province in the reion.

For RVN MR 3, enxemy activity remained at a moderate level in the Cambodian border

area and at a low level elsewhere. The enemy appeared to be concentrating on resupplying
ard refitting his units and avoiding major contacts; economy of force tactics, such as terrorism
and.sapper activity, represented COSVN modns operandi in the regoion. A major threat to the
security of western RVN MR 3 was the 101st NVA Regt, which operated out of BA 355 on the Tay
Ninh-Binh Duong border. In the provinces of Phuoc Long, Binh Long, and Lon Khan three
enemy units (the aforementioned 101st NVA Regt, the 33d NVA Regt, and the 274th VC LF Regt) C
operated with relative impunity, resisting Allied targetting efforts.

- In RVN MR 4 the major threat from the enemy was the overrunning of GVN operating
bases in outlying areas. Enemy units overran 96 outposts in 1971. He retained the ability to
selectively overwhelm weak positions with few losses and with psychological gains in term3 of
local population perception of enemy strength.

2 1

(C) First quarter activities. In MR 1 during January activity was at a low ebb; significant
w s the sighting of a T.74 tank north of the DMZ on 15 January and a sharp increase in activity
confi~ed to VC MR 5 towards the end of the month. In February, activity began to increase" as
the enemy interdicted friendly LOC in the two northernmost provinces and conducted his winter!
spring cumpaign in "he thr-e southernmost provinces. B-5 Front movement was at a moderate
level, charactarized by ABFs to disrupt Allied LAM SON 719 support. As March began, activity
was on the increase, reaching a high level at the end of the month. in the B-5 Front activity
continued to be a reaction to LAM SON 719 Allied force withdrawals from Laos. it consisted of
increased ABFs, numerous -mbushes, harassing ABFs. and iacidents of sabotage against LOC
and support activities. In VC MR 5, on the night ol 28 March, the enemy launched a widespread
and coordinated campaign in the three southern provinces, to include a'tions in the Da Nang and

fire suppor, base iFSBI Mary Ann vicinities.

-- MR 2 overall enemy activity was cha.'acterized by the term "reduced" for the entire
quarter. B-3 Front e&crnents remaned out of contact. Captured enemy documents indicated
that an cneml winter/s,)ring campaign waui.d target LOC, Allied installations, harmlezzs, and
vill;ges, and that the campa,-a would e.,phisize employment of guerrilla forcez and political
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movements. The campaign was scheduled to continue into February. As February began,
activity remained at a reduced level except in VC MR 5, where action intensified during the first
and lastweeks of the nonth. On I February there were 16 ABFs and 11 ground attacks in the
area. Also on I February a power plant at Cam Ranh Bay was attacked, causing sonf US$300,
000 damage. Enemy activity in March increased slightly military regionwide due to Allied
operations near BA 609 and as the winter/spring campaign continued. B-3 Front activity was
related to enemy defense of supply caches in the area.

-- Activity in MR 3 was reported as low for the quarter, with a slight increase -yards the
end of March. In January there were several ambushes of RVN Army (ARVN) convo
localized increase in aggressiveness in VC MR 10 was characterized by ABFs, limitt.. md
attacks, and various counterpacificatioa operations. Several significant cache finds occurred
in both January and February. Characteristic activity throughout the MR for the rest of the
quarter consisted of light, scattered ABFs and limited ground attacks. February enemy empha-
sis in the region was directed to reestablishment of the enemy logistical base; operation of the
shadow supply system was very evident. Bien Hoa was rocketed (lZ2mm rockets) on 22 January
(two rounds) and on 16 March (five rounds). Long Binh Post was struck by four 122mm rocket
rounds on 5 March.

Low in January and moderate in February and March were the descriptors of enemy
activity in MR 4 during the quarter. Throughout the region for the entire period, the enemy
effort was characterized by ABFs against RF/PF outposts, ARVN field positions, provincial
capitals, and district towns. In January there was a daily average of 11 ABFs in the region,

while in February and March the average was 14 and 13 respectively. The enemy overran 40
friendly outposts during the quarter, an activity which reached its peak during the end of Feb-
ruary. A130 in February the enemy conducted three battalion size attacks, unusual for Military
Region 4.

(C) Second quarter activities. As the second quarter began, enemy activity in MR I was
classified as moderate, dropping to low in mid-April, and rising to a higher pitch at the end of
the month. This trend was repeated in May after which enemy actions remained at a moderate
level to the end of the quarter. The fluctuations were an embodiment of the enemy spring/sum-
mer campaign except in the B-5 Front area, where there waa continued early-quarter enemy
reaction to LAM SON 719 troop withdrawals. Activity typically consisted of ambushes and ABFs
along LOC. The rest of April was spent in resupply and refitting of B-5 Front units, howe%,er
there was an attack against Vietnamese Marines in Quang Tri City. After a mid-May decrease,
activity rose as enemy B-5 Front and VC MR 5 units launched their spring/summer effort.

Characteristic activity was a light to moderate ABF level. On 29 May, in lowland Quang Nam
Province, enemy units staged a campaign of ABFs and ground attacks in what was known as
"Phase III" of his "K-350" Campaign. June MR I activity levels remained moderate except for
a marked increase at the end of the month in the B-5 Front. A concerted 23 June attack against
FSB Fuller res ilted in its evacuation by ARVN forces; concurrent attacks occurred elsewhere
in the area.

-- Activity in MR Z began at a higher level with the enemy beginning his spring camoaign
in the B-3 Front located in the Ben Het area; thereafter activity was sporadic. During this
phase the enemy suffered heavy losses, with 3. 452 soldiers killed in action. Phase II of the
spring/summer campaign began in VC MR 5 with scattered, low intensity ABFs and limited
ground probes against RF/PF and Allied positions. For the rest of the quarter enemy aggres-
siveness remained at a reduced level except for the 23 May commencement of a new spring!
sunmmer activity phase by enemy troops in the highland provinces. Concentrated in two ares.
the triborder region and the southern portion of Pleiku Province, this B-3 Front coordinated
effort was greatly preempted by the Allies. VC MR 5 enemy activity was restricted to logist'cal
and resupply efforts during the rice' harvesting season. The incidents that occurred were isoiated,
localized ard uncoordinated. Of note was a 23 May sapper attack against a petroleum tank farm
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at Cam Ranh Bay, which resulted in great damage, and a 300 round attack against FSB 5 in the
B-3 Front on 1 June.

-- Throughout the quarter, enemy activity in MR 3 was characterized by scattered ABFS
and limited ground attacks against territorial forces. Some significant caches were discovered
by Allied forces. There were several enemy initiated contacts in VC MR 10 during the period
24-25 May: a 4-hour significant attack occurred in Phuoc Long Province during June, and ten
significant enemy attacks occurred in VC MR 7, also during June.

-- Low activity levels characterized enemy action in MR 4, which was typified by ABFs
against RF/PF, ARVN, and selected populated areas: there was an average of nine ABFs per
day in April, ten in May, and six in June. Allied outposts continued to be overrun, there being
28 such incidents during the period. One .peak activity ,evel occurred during the period 18-23
May, thought to be in conjunction with the anniversary of Ho Chi Minh's birthday. The extremely
low level of enemy activity in June was due to the southwest monsoon and attendant flooding which
restricted enemy movement.

(C) Third quarter activities. As the rainy season continued, enemy activity in MR I was at
a relatively low level and remained so throughout the quarter with the exception of an increase
brought about because of the approach of the 29 August GVN lower house elections. In the B-5
Front the enemy continued to threaten FSB& south of the DMZ, while in MRTTH emphasis was on
securing LOC. In August, enemy units in VC MR 5 began Phase 1 of th. ,r fall/winter campaign
with a rocket attack on Da Nang and ABFs elsewhere in Quang Ngai Province. September activity
began with a significant number of ABFs in Quang Tri Province and in MR TTH. The enemy
avoided significant contact with Allied forces conducting LAM SON 810. On 20 September enemy
forces in VC MR 5 began Phase 1 of their fall/winter campaign with light ABFs against PSDF in
Quang Nam Province.

- For MR 2, enemy activity- remained at a reduced level for the entire quarter with an
increase in conjunction with disruption of GVN elections. B-3 Front elements were engaged in
resupply and refitting activities during July in order to prepare for their fall/winter campaign
(designed to begin on 19 August to influence GVN elections), while in VC MR 5 enemy units
remained out of contact. On 17 August enemy sappers sank the US freighter SS Green Bay in
Qui Nhon Harbor, while on 25 August enemy sappers penetrated the perimeter of the Allied Cam
Ranh Bay triservice ammunition storage area: 6, 000 short-tons of ammu'cion were destroyed.
Activity on the part of the enemy increased towards the end of September as the GVN presidential
elections approached. Two US installations in Pleiku City were rocketed on 21 September, re-
ceiving a total of 10-12Zmm rQunds.

-- Activity in MR 3 remained low with a slight increasing tendency during the quarter.

Typically, activity was characterized by scattered ABFs and light ground attacks against

isolated territorial force outposts and Alliad base camps. There were some significant cache
finds in July. In August an expected GVN election-related activity increase failed to materialize.
Tan Son Nhut Air Base was struck by three rocket rounds on 28 August. ABFs increased towards
the end of September, especially during the period beginning on the Z5th when FSB Pace and other
ARVN camps came under attack.

o- MR 4 enemy initiated activity was low during the quarter, consisting of ABFs directed
against RF/PF outposts and ARVN field positions. ABFs per day averaged 10 in July, two in
August, and one in September. By the end of July 1971, 77 outposts had been overrun by the
enemy, contrasted to a total of 67 for the same period in 1970: a total of 18 outposts were
overrun during the quarter, considerably lower than that for previous quarters. Allied intel-
ligence reported attempts to organize an infrastructare among PW held on Phu Quoc Island, and
there were also indications of intensive administrative reorganizations. Combat activity in the
U Minh Forest area increased in September due to ARVN operations.
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(C) Fourth quarter activities. Beginning the quarter at a moderate level, enemy activity
in RVN MR 1 lessened as the year ended. During the first 7 days of the quarter there were 12
ABFs in Quang Tri Province and 14 in Qusng Nam Province. Elsewhere, and following the 3
October GVN presidential elections, activity decreased. Typhoon Hester, which struck the
area on 23 October, further reduced the enemy effort. FSBs were the targets of ABFs in the
B-5 Front area, while the Da Nang errirons were VC MR 5 targets. Northwestern Quang Tri
Province was the focal point for enemy repair of roads and LOC. Supplies had begun to arrive
from the DMZ and Laos, and related activity was noted in the A Shau Valley. Enemy forces in
VC MR 5 increased their aggressiveness during the holiday period of 19-22 December, but
mar-power and supply problems limited the effort.

-- Activity in MR Z remained low for the entire quarter, with slight increases brought about
by reaction to the GVN presidential elections, Allied offensive operations in and around BAs Z02,
701, and 226, and the 19-22 December holiday period. Information obtained from a rallier
revealed that there would be a large scale offensive during TET 72 in the Ben Het area, while
other reports referred to future plar-ied activity in Pleiku Province.

-- Enemy initiated activ - remained low in MR 3, limited to scattered ABFs, limited
ground attacks, and sapper operations. In Tay Ninh Province ABFs occurred against various
FSBs and Tay Ninh City itself. On 3 October Bien Hoa Air Force Base and Saigon were the
subject of an ABF and a rocket attack, respectively. There was a high incidence of fire bombing
of vehicles in Saigon during the first 2 months of the quarter. Thien Ngon Base Camp (ARVN)
was attacked on Z3 December with resultant loss of a large amount of ammunition and petroleum
products. Bien Hoa was attacked by indirect fire on both 17 and 19 December.

-- MR 4 enemy initiated activity remained low for the quarter, again typified by ABFs
against RVNAF outposts and field positions 2 By year's end, 96 Allied outposts 1ad been overrun
by the enemy, contrasted with 67 fo7 1970.

THE VIET CONG INFRASTRUCTURE

HIGHER ECHELON CONTROL

(C) The People's revolutionary Party (PEP), whose existence was acknowledged in 1962,
was the controlling element for Communist activities in South Viatnam. The PRP (in reality the
southern branch of the Democratic Republic of Vietnam's Communist Labor Party, the LaD Dong
Party) was actually controlled by Hanoi through the political and military staff organization
known as COSVN. Since 196Z, all leadership positions in COSVN had beer filled by PRP members;
COSVN itself was con'rolled by the Central Executive Committee o Pthe PRP (see Figure ZU-23).
COSVN's staff was estimated as numbering some Z, 300 members.

(C) To carry out the insurgency, the Communists had four distinct org.anizations: the PRP,
the National Front for the Liberation of S:)uth Vietnam (NFLSVN), :he SVNLA, and the PRG.
Figure 111-23 depicts the hierarchical interlocking structure of these organizations -- their
activities were coordinated at all levels from national to village.

(C) Since vhe PRP was formed as a replacemeut for the southern branch of the Lao Dong
Party, all members were hardcore Communists totally dedicated to the "revolution" in SVN.
At all echelons, the PRP was the most important of the four Communist organizations in the
south, directing most of the activities of the other three organizations: the NFLSVN, SVNLA,
and PRG. In short, the PEP controlled and directed the insurgency in SVN.
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(C) The NFLSVN was established in 1960 as a front organization formed by the Communists
to attract non-Communist support for their activities. The PREP carefully concealed its control
of the NFLSVN; many South Vietnamese did not realize that they were working for the Com-
munists when they supported it.

(C) The formation of the SVNLA, also known as the People's Liberation Armed Forces, was
announced in 1961; it was described by the Communists as the military arm of the NFLSVN.
In reality, it was controlled by COSVN and provided the organization and leadership needed by
Communist military for ee in SVN.

(C) The PRG was formed in 1969; the Communists described it as an administrative body
greater in ability and popular support than the GVN. It was not, of course, but the Communists
continually strove to increase the popular support and administrative capabilities of the PRG.
In 1971 the PRO was important because its formation strengthened Communist claims to legit-
imacy; increased the following and support outside of SVN; and enabled them to use effectively
the international arena, principally the Paris Peace Talks, for the presentation of their policies
and propiganda.

(U) PRP members held key positions in front organizations and made all policy decisions.
All VC military tunits contained Party organizations within them which provided direction
through political officers who served as the unit party secretaries, and VC local forci units
were directly controlled by district and village military affairs committees.

Z 5

(C /NF) COSVN assured Communist control of its establishment by a system in vh ich
trusted Communist Party members occupied key positions in several different organizatiois.
For example, Lieutenant General Tran Luong, a Lao Dong Party Central member, was on the
Current Affairs Committee of the PRP, the Military Affairs Committee of the SVNLA, the
Presidium of the NFLSVN, and was the Minister of Defense of the PRG. The eleven members
of the Current Affairs Committee of the PRP occupied a total of 20 positions in the PRP,
NFLSVN, SVNLA, and PRG; nine members of the Military Affairs Committee of the SVNLA
occupied 20 positions in these organizations, and the 15 members of the Presidium of the
NFLSVN occupied 27 positions. The system of interlocking directorates was most evident at the
national level, but it was used at all echelons down to village level. The chief of the village
party committee could also be the head of the village guerrillas and possibly the head of the
village revolutionary committee of the PRG. Through this system, COSVN was able to insure

Communist control of the various insurgent organizations in SVN.

(C/NF) COSVN's exact relationship with Hanoi remained imprecise and poorly defined.
Although studies were made in an attempt to portray Hanoi's direction of the war in the South,
the means and extent of that control were not perfectly clear. The Communists always por-
trayed the PEP as an entity independent of the NVN Lao Dong Party. All available evidence,
-however, indicated that the PEP worked closely with the Lao Dong Party and received consider-
able strategical advice from NVN. It was probable that one of the main reasons for the estab-
lishment of the PEP was to provide a means for Hanoi to influence the insurgency in the South,
and at the time, to propagate the fiction that the struggle was strictly an indigenous patriotic

movement.

(C /NF) One of the keys to understanding Hanoi's influence on the southern insurgency was
examination of the composition of COSVN and its subordinate organieations at the national level.
Most of the cadre with influential positions were indigenous to the South, but they were southern-
ers with long histories of involvement in Communist activities. Many were'Lao Dong Party
members and concurrently occupitd important positions of responsibility in both North and South
Vietnam. For example, in 1971 seven of the eleven identified members of the Current Affairs
Committee of the PRP were born in South Vietnam; two were NV.N Lao Dong Politburo members,
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three were on the -..ao Dong Central Committee, and v-o were altern-te member& Q! the Lau

Dong Central Committee. The remaining five individuals were -tZ PEaR aernbars, and se ,.e cf
them were thought to be cove't members of the Lan Dong Party.

(C) A simi)r situation existed on the Milita:y Affairs Committee of the SVNLA. Altbough

the Military Affairs Ccrnmittee had a higher percentage cf northerners than ;.ny other national
level organiration, at leapt four of the nine identified memoers were southerners Furthermore,
various Military Affairs Committee rmmbera held positior.s in the Lao Dong Politburo, the Lao
Dong Central Committee, and the Cerzral Committee of the PRP.

(C) The PRO and the Central Committee of the NFLSV'N were composed %lmost entirely of
southerners, but their mrmbership was also entwined in the system of interlocking directorates.

(C/NF) As might be expected, since the war in the South was largely directed and controlled
by experienced Communist cadre trusted by the North. Hanoi did not feel the need to minutely
control activities in the South. On the contrary, the PRP's Central Executive Committee (COSVN)
appeared to have broad powers in conducting the day-to-day activities of the insurgency in the
South and irequently analyzed the current situation and suggested policy to Hanoi. Apparently,
most of the direction giver, by Hanoi to COSVN consisted of policy suggestions of a strategic
nature rather than detailed orders. Presumably, Hanoi realized that COSVN was much closer
to the scene of action and thus in a better position to formulato workable tactics. Lao Dong

'Party directives and resolutions became COSVN directives and resolutions only after COSVN
had analyzed and adapted them to fit the situation in SVN. It appeared, then, that the Lao Dong
Party ruled in the North and played a decisive role in the Communist effort to gain control in the
South. Its relationship to COSVN and the insurgency in SVN however, was not one of a simple
superior-subordinate nature. On the contrary, the NVN Lao Dong Party developed a subtle and
sophisticated system of orgaizations in SVN and depended on the placement of trusted cadre in
key command positions in these orgunizations to inau2-e its control of the PRP, NFLSVN, SVNLA,
and PRO.

(C/NF) It was generally believed that COSVN had both politic. , and military responsibility

for VC Military Region (MR) !0, MR 6, and all of the south (MR 3, MR 2, MR 7, Tay Ninh,

and the subregions surrounding and including the city of Saigon). (See Figure 111-24.) All the
political and military direction for these areas passed from COSVN to subordinate echelons
through channels controlled by the PRP. But the chain of command in the northern part of the
country (MR 5, B-3 Front, and MR Tri-Thien-Hue) was not as clearly delineated. Apparently,
both COSVN and Hanoi communicated with MR 5 and B-3 Front; Hanoi controlled the military
activities while COSVN provided the political guidance. While this separation of military and
political command was frequently substantiated by intelligence analysts, evidence was far from
conclusive, Moreover, it was difficult to envision a command structure in a given geographical
area in which the control of political and military activities were separated. In late 196b, Quang
Tri and Thus, Thien Provinces were separated from MR 5 and renamed Military Region Tri-
Thien - Hue (MRTTH). Since that time, it was believed that MRTTH was under complete North
Vietnamese military and political control. Supposedly, all directivea to the Communist Party
and the army in METTH came directly from Hanoi via the NVN Secretariat and the Ministry of
National Defense. As in the case of B-3 Front and MR 5, this was the best available explanation
but evidence for it was inconclusive. For example, both Lao Dong Party directives and COSVN
directives wf.re reported in MRTTH.
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LOWER ECHELON CONTROL

(C) As shown in Figure M-23, VCI control of the insurgency in the Republic of Vietnam
extended even to the lowest echelon, to the farmer at the grass roots level, to the shopkeeper in
a remote village far removed from GVN control, and to the city dweller in urban centers. At
lower echelons the NFLSVN was the VC organizational contact with the popular masses, both in
the RVN and worldwide. Although there was some NFLSVN representation at each echelon, the
Front had operitional units only at village/hamlet and national levels, where contacts were made.
Designed to put every Vietnamese citizen in touch with the "true revolution of the oppressed
masses, " the Front organized associations for all categories of people, creating the impression
that it was representative. Actually, the Front had no authority independent of the PRP, but
merely acted in the Party name to maintain an aura of legality for Party activities. The NFL-
SVN was represented at each echelon by a Front Committee: at the village and hamlet level the
masses came into daily contact with the Front and were rarely aware that other than Front
members were involved in the revolutionary struggle. At all levels, receipts, execution orders,
proclamations, and any other Party documents for consumption were always signed and sealed
by Front representatives-

(U) Associated with the NFLSVN were many mass organizations designed to simplify con-
trol of the populace; these organizations appealed to persons in every walk of life. Among the
most important was the Liberation Youth Association which implanted the germ of communism
in young people and supplied the manpower pool from which most laborers, guerrillas, and
future Party members were drawn. Also important was the Liberation Women's Association,
open to all women who were not in the Liberation Youth Association, and whose members ac-
complished such varied tasks as sharpening spikes, preparing food and shelter for transient
VC troops, and participating in face-to-face struggles with GVN authorities. The Liberation
Farmer's Organization and the Liberation Worker's Association were the tools for involving
rural and city people who were not members of other organizations, while other lesser organ-
izations, such as the South Vietnam Patriotic Buddhist's Association or the South Vietnam
Patriotic Teacher'sAssociation, involved various special interest groups. All in all, the as"
sociations offered something for nearly everyone.

(U) On 10 Jun 69 the founding of the PRG was announced, a body which was presented to the
world as the functioning, truly representative, Government of South Vietnam. Like the NFLSVN,
the PRG had representation at all echelons. At lower levels the PRG formed People's Revolution-
ary Councils, the "elected bodies" which the VC created as the vanguard of their long-promised
establishment of a ligitimate gove.rnment. The councils had an executive body, the Revolutionary
Committee, which often replaced the Front Committee and administered to the needs of the pop-
ulace. Although there were established ideals pertaining to the election of officials, the proced-
ures were rarely realized in practice. Often, revolutionary committees were appointed where
no council existed, another PRP attempt to exercise population control. Revolutionary commit-
tee formation at village level received Party emphasis as a tool to secure the support of the
people and subvert the RVN civil administration. In practice, it resulted in a village govern-
men which was ready to assume or contest control should the RVN weaken: in most cases, this
opportunity has not occurred. The Revolutionary Committee, theoretically selected by a caucus
or "representative (hamlet) citizens, " adrinistered the civil government by means of staff
sectioz.s. The interlocking principle was always in effect. To provide face-to-face administration,
the Committee might have the following positions:

-- Chairman/General and Military Affairs Section

-- Vice Chairman/Production, Economy and Finance Section

-- Secretary/Administrative Section
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-- Member/nformation and Culture Section

- Member/Education Section

27
°- Member/Public Health and Welfare Section.

(U) Lower level activities varied. Directives from higher echelons normally proceeded
from province to district to village by established commo-liaison routes, and village, district,
and province Party chapters normally had one meeting monthly -- current affairs committees
at each level met more often in order to carry on day-to-day activities. Monthly reports of
activities were forwarded to higher echelons, while in many areas district cadre were assigned
as roving intervillage directors for three or four villages.

(U) Day by day activities and habits of important political cadre varied according to the
amount of security in the area of operation. In strong VC areas the village cadre lived in
their own houses during the daytime but changed sleeping places every night. A district Party
secretary, for examplt, most likely operated from the strongest VC hamlet in the most
"liberated" village in his district, continually alternating his time schedule. In weak or con-
tested VC areas, cadre could be expectd to carry on their functions only at night and seldom
for more than 1 hour in any given place.

(U) Thus it was that Hanoi and PR P cadre controlled their military and political effort in
the RVN. As the VCI gained power over the villages they began to regulate every aspect of the
villagers life. Movement to and from GVN controlled areas was strictly monitored; government
papers and identification cards were frequently destroyed; government administrators were
neutralized or executed and replaced by elements of the VCI; heavy taxes were levied; fortifi-
cations were constructed in order to establish "combat villages;" the Military Affairs Commit-
tee organized local guerrilla forces; the youths were urged or forced to join the Liberation
Youth Association or the People's Revolutionary Youth Association; through propaganda and
indoctrination, leaders were recruited and trained to act on behalf of the PRP and/or the

NFLSVN; men were recruited or drafted for the Liberation Army; news media was strictly con-
trolled so so that all events were reported from the PEP point of view; security agents controlled
visitors and prosecuted "spies;"lvillagers were forced to house and feed VC troops as they moved
through the area; women were urged to participate in face-to-face struggles (demonbtrations
against GVN authorities); families of RVN soldiers were plagued to order their men back honme;
villagers were forced to provide bearer services for supplies and ammunition; and a constant
barrage of propaganda vilifying the "American imperialists and their Saigon puppet government"
was repeated so often (in VC controlled areas),even by school children, that neither free thought

nor free action was possible. 29

VCI REORGANIZATION

(C) Since 1971 saw a shift in VC emphasis on political and logiftical activity from urban to
rural areas and the need to establish safe rear service areas to support protracted warfare, the
VCI initiated and began completing major political and administrative reorganizations in the RVN.
There were three major areas of concern in terms of this reorganization: (1) a strategic base
area was organized, named "Area A," encompassing the northwestern portion of VC MR 5 and the
northern portion of the B-3 Front, (2) an extensive reorganization of the area surrounding Saigon
was accomplished, and (3) a considerable revamping of the Mekong Delta region took place (Fig
111-24). Except for the formation of Area A, reorganization stemmed from problems in VC

procurement activities, manpower shortages, and command and control over infiltration routes.
If the VCI were successful in completing its reorganization five major goals would be achieved:
self-sufficiency in food; adequate experienced cadre; consolidation of Party control of political
and military activities; streamlining of control of infiltration of both personnel and supplies;
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and potential leverage in a possible political settlement in RVN.

(C) Except for the formation of new provinces in MR 5 and northern Kontum Province, re-

organizations in central RVN were limited to redistricting and village consolidations. The

noticeable absence of major reorganizations in central RVN possibly indicated that VC INVA
units controlled the infittration of personnel and suplies into the areas and that the infrastructure

reflected the current VC emphasis on rural areas.

VCI ACTIVITIES SUMMARY

(C) Throughout 1971 the VCI maintained a very low activity level. There was evidence

early in 1971 that the VCI planned to disrupt GVN elections during the year, but little material-

ized in the way of activity. VCI activities which were noted were primarily confined to resupply,

reorganization of the infrastructure, and consolidation of command and control apparatus.

During the mrronths of November and December evidence pointed to the VCI making preparations

for the "General Offensive" of 1972.31 Additional information related to VCI activities may be

found in the statistical data portion of this chapter.

VC/NVA SUPPORT ACTIVITIES

RECRUITMENT IN NVN

(S) Hanoi, because of the need for providing trcops in the South, and because of the need for

providing (in the North) a disciplined work force for "some" economic tasks, stressed increased

military recruitment throughout the year. 3Z NVN had a population which in 1971 could produce

about 100,000 males of military draft age, and the political and military system was capable of

training some 80, 000 personnel per year. 33

RECRUITMENT IN RVN

(C) In-country recruitment of personnel, so vital to the enemy's capability to continue a

protracted war effort, continued to decline in 1971 as it had in past years -- dramatically from

1968. For a complete statistical history, see Figure MlI-25. 3 4 Recruitment of personnel in the

Republic was decreasing because of increased effectiveness of Allied and GVN efforts, to include

those related to security of the countryside.
3 5
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INFILTRATION

Organization

(C) NVA supply and personnel infiltration was defined formally as the movement of material,
units, and repla :ements from NIVN to the RVN. This movement was directed through the DMZ
into and through the Laotian/RVN border areas, and into and through the Cambodian/RVN
border areas. Infiltration of enemy personnel from one area to another within the RVN was con-
sidered to be unit movement, not infiltration. Infiltration of men and equipment was an extremely
complex process. The NVA not only crossed the DMZ, but took advantage of weaker nations,
Laos and Cambodia, by using their border areas to enter the RVN. Along the borders the NVA
established elaborate base areas which were used as logistical and troop staging areas forinfiltration. 36

(C) Even though the movement of personnel and supplies from the DMZ followed the same
general routes south (see Figure 111-26). there was little relationship between the two. Person-
nel and supplies paralleled each other along the trails; however, very seldom were they moved
together. Supplies were shipped to storage areas where elements from support units arranged
pickup of their supplies. Personnel were led from Binh Tram tc Binh Tram, i. e. by elements
of the NVA 559th and 470th Transportation Group which were responsible for infiltration of
personnel and supplies; they were also processed from commo-liaison station to commo-liaison
station until they reached their assigned units as described below. It was reported, however,
that infiltrators were sometimes stopped along the route to help with movement of supplies.
Once they were finished, the group continued on its journey. 3 7

(C) The NVN High Command, whose functions were similar to those of the US Joint Chiefs
of Staff, consisted of three directorates: the General Political Directorate, the General Staff
Directorate, and the General Directorate of Bear Services (GDRS). Of concern here was the
latter, which had overall responsibility for personnel and logistical support for the NVA through-
out Southeast Asia. It handled the movement of large military units, procurement and distribution
of weapons, equipment and supplies, and the construction of military establishments. The GDRS
had three Rear. Service Transportation Groups (TG) as subordinates; the 500th TG, the 559th TO
and the 470th TG. The 500th TG was responsible for the movement of personnel and material
t6 rough NVN; the 559th TO was responsible for the movement of personnel and material through
Laos; and the 470th was responsible for movement of personnel and material through Cambodia.

(C) The 559th TG was established in May 1959 (the designation 559 indicated the month and
year of organization). The 470th TG was formed in May 1970 in the wake of the Allied cross-
border operations. Although little was known of the 470th, it was believed that its functions
were similar to those of the older 559th. At the time of its inception the 559th consisted of two
numbered regiments; the 70th Trans Pegt responsible for'infiltration between Mu Gia Pasq and
Thua Thien Province, RVN, and the 71st Trans Regt responsible for infiltration between Thua
Thien and the RVN/Laos/Cambodia border area; three specialized units (antiaircraft, signal,
and medical); station 70, the final preparation point for elements infiltrating into South Vietnam;
and other lesser units. It was estimated that the unit had a strength of approximately 1, 300
personnel in 1959 and 2,000 in 1961, but since then the group underwent continual expansion and
structural sophistication in order to accommodate the ever-increasing need for the infiltration
of men and material into the Republic of Vietnam.

(C) Four major responsibilities were assigned to the 559th and 470th TGs: Transportation,
troop movements, construction of LOC, and protection and maintenance of LOC and installations.
The prime rear service mission of the 559th TG was the movement of goods and personnel from
NVN through Laos to the battlefields of South Vietnam and Cambodia. Once in Cambodia it was
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believed the 470th took over. To accomplish this mission the groups primarily used motorized
equipment of Communist Bloc manufacture. Maximum capacities of both trucks and roads were
used as trucks traveled a specific portion of a route, discharged cargo, and returned to the
point of origin. During the dry season, preparations were made to maintain logistical flow
through the rainy season.

(C) The 559th underwent extensive reorganization after its inception. The regimental
structure which existed during the early stages of development was abolished and command and
control was vested with the Binh Tram (BT). According to captured documents, all BTs were
organized like a transportation group with organic installations, communications, transportation,
and commo-liaison cadre. In addition, they had organic security and air defense forces as well
as other specialized elements assigned to provide local security and to assist in building and
maintaining roads.

(C) BTs under both the 559th and 470th TGs had command and control responsibilities within
a specific geographic area: responsibility included monitoring and administration of all activity
within. BTs coordinated the activities of transportation, engineer, air defense and other special-
ized elements to insure expeditious movement of men and material.

(C) The 559th TG appeared to have relinquished control over their lines of communications
in the Saravane area where the 470th TG took over responsibility for further movement of men
and material south into southern MR 4 in Laos, and into Cambodia. Each BT generally had at
least one subordinate AAA, engineer, transpc-tation, and commo-liaison battalion. In Laos
there were 13 identified BTs subordinate to the 559th TG: BTs 9, 12, 14. 27, 31, 32, 33, 34,

* 35, 39, 41, 42, and probably 44. There were four identified BTs subordinate to the 470th TG
also operating in Laos: BTi 36, 37, 38, and 50 concentrated on the Laos-Cambodian border.
The estimated strength of the 559th and the 470th TGs included seven identified base areas
along or near the Laos/SVN border, which included training and medical facilities, logistical
and supply depots, as well as food growing areas. IVA forces, operating mainly in SVN, used
base areas for refitting, reinforcement points, and for rest and relaxation. All base areas were
located along major infiltration routes and transshipment points. Most of the larger trans-
shipment points and storage depots appeared to be located near major road and river junctions.

Facilities

(C) To facilitate the movement of men and supplies into the RVN the VC/INVA developed
commo-liaison and interstations subordinate to BTs. The purpose of these stations was three-
fold: to supply food and to provide bivouac sites for infiltration groups; to provide infiltration
groups with a guide, whose function was to lead the groups from one station to the next in the
chain; and to provide the necessary medical supplies and facilities. While these stations were
somewhat similar in function, basic differences were evident. Generally, each commo-liaison
station was physically separated from the next by the distance an infiltration group could travel
during one day/night journey. The exact distance between stations therefore depended upon the
terrain traversed. Commo-liaison stations were manned by varying size units, from squad to
company, depending upon the terrain and the security of the area. The facilities of the commo-
liaison station included permanent buildings for the station personneland bunkers and foxholes/tun-
nels for the infiltration groups. While it appeared that large infiltration groups were notallowed to
enter the station itself, smaller groups were believed to have entered the stations with the con-
sent of the itation personnel. For security reasons, however, these groups were bivouacked in
iites located 30 to 60 minutes walking distance from the station. Each commo-liaison station
usually had two bivouac sites, one on either side, which could be utilized to keep two infiltration
groups isolated from each other, particularly when a group moving south met a group moving
north. Commo-liaison stations were located near a water supply. The soil of the area was
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suitable for construction of bunkees and foxholes/tunnels, and had proper drainage for sani-
tation reasons. They were placed so as to avoid casualties and damage in the event of a flash
flood. The stations and their facilities were located under thick jungle foliage to preclude de-
tection from the air; they had to be defendable yet afford quick routes of withdrawal in the event
of an enemy attack. They were located at least 30 minutes walking distance from vehicular
infiltration routes to avoid simultaneous destruction of both a motor convoy and an infiltration
group. As a rule, infiltration groups did not come into contact with the populace while infiltra-
ting.

(C) Within each BT were located one or more interstations. Interstations were located
near the intersection of a vehicular infiltration route and a foot infiltration route, Interstations
were believed to be responsible for two or more commo-liaison stations, and were located
near the middle of each sector of responsibility. Interstations also served as a commo-liaison
station in that they provided lodging for infiltration groups and guides to move the infiltration
groups to the next commo-liaison station. The interstation differed in that it had storage fac-
ilities for food which infiltrators picked up to replenish their supplies, and in that it was located
close to medical facilities which could be used by members of the infiltration group. Inter-
stations were usually connected by field telephones with adjacent interstations and with the BTs
to which they were subordinate. Locations of interstations were subject to the same geographic
requirements as commo-liaison stations. However, they also had to be situated in the general
vicinity of the vehicular infiltration routes, but, for reasons of security, about 30 to 60 tinutes
walking distance from the route. They had to be large enough for storage sites :or food, bivouac
sites for two or more infiltration groups, and billeting for permenant personnel. Bivouac sites
were secure enough to allow infiltration groups An extra day of rest. Because of the increased
responsibilities and security of interstations, tLey were manned by a larger unit than commo-
liaison stations, possibly up to battalion size. Again, the exact str.ngth of each interstation
depended upon the terrain and the area's vulnerability to attack.

(C) The movement of personnel and supplies through the Ho Chi Minh trail from NVN to
the ultimate destination in the south was accomplished over roads of varying cohditions, trails
and waterways. The entire process involved many and varied types of carriers, from sampans
to boats. There were three major entry points and associated supply lines leading into the
central Lao Panhandle from NVN. They were the Mu Gia Pass, Ban Karai Pass, and the Ban
Raving Pass/DMZ area. In 1971 the NVA improved the road/trail structure through Ban Karai
and Ban Raving/DMZ areas, thus shortening the supply line to the south. This development de-
creased NVA dependence upon the Mu Gia Pass, which had been considered the major entry
point. 38

The Petroleum Pipeline

(C) The NVA facilitated delivery of fuel supplies to key pick-up points in the Lao corridor
with the construction of two pipeline systems. One entered Laos through the Mu Gia Pass
while the other entered just to the northwest of the DMZ. The 592d NVA Engineer Pipe-laying
Regiment, with three subordinate battalions and a total strength of 1,050 men, was responsible
for the maintenance and construction. The pipelines were constructed of Soviet 4.4 inch tactical

pipe. Rubber or canvas flex pipe was used to bypass interdicted points, make sharp turns, or
surmount obstacles. The pipe had a theoretical capacity of 1,130 metric tons, or 400, 000 gallons
per day, under optimum conditions. The actual capacity depended on the number of pumping
stations and the terrain. While enemy POL requirements in the Laotian panhandle were difficult
to estimate, they probably averaged about 10,000 gallons per day. Both pipelines were inter-
dicted on numerous occasions and the flow of POL was temporarily stopped; however, the enemy
learned to reduce interdiction effectiveness by building multiple lia.is across rivers, installing
cut-off valves, and diverting flow to wayside storage areas. 3?
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Route8

(C) Personnel and supplies bound to Laos through the Mu Cia Pass were routed further
south by way of the Route 23/011 net, historically the key to the enemy resupply effort. Men
and material coming into Laos from the Ban Karai Pass via Route 912 were for the most part
moved further south into the Tchepone area, while the remainder were transported further west
to numerous other storage sites. The Tchepone area was considered the most important sector
along the intiltration corridor because of its strategic location at the convergence of several key
supply routes. Supplies entering the Ban Raving pass/DMZ area bound for Laos were also routed
to the Tchepone area. From the Tchepone complex, infiltration continued south through key
transshipment points south to Saravane and the triborder area. From Saravane and the triborder
area supplies were moved into the RVN, and from the triborder area into Cambodia and west to
the Attopeu area. In Cambodia, infiltration continued via the Route 1, Route 13, and Route 19
networks.

(S/NF) During the 1970-71 dry season, road building activities opened new routes and in-
creased the mileage of the system by approximately 30 percent. Prior to the 1970-71 con-
struction season, the Ho Chi Minh trail in Laos consisted of approximately 1, 700 miles of
single-lane unpaved roadway, most of which had been constructed since 1965 at the rate of about
300 miles per season. Luring the 1970-71 dry season the Communists added more than 600
miles of well-constructed new roads, bringing the total mileage built to 2. 200. Most of this
new construction consisted of bypasses along established entrance corridors, extensive work on
two new logistical corridors, and improvements to the logistical network serving Communist
forces in southern Laos. 4 0 As a result of LAM SON 719 early in 1971 there was an enemy
western expansion of the system, with more use of Routes 16 and 23 in Laos; this to offset
Allied interdiction of Route 914. Expansion continued even after termination of the Allied
operation. 4 1 With better and shorter logistical routes and better maintenance, the North Viet-
namese would be able to move more supplies faster and with less exposure to bombing during
the 1971-72 dry season than previously. 4 2

Personnel Infiltration

(C) The infiltration of personnel nto the RVN followed generally the same pattern over the
past several years. Personnel were infiltrated into the RVN as replacements or units, at Hanoi's
discretion. Training consisted of basic military training, special individual training, and pol-
itical indoctrination. Upon completion of training, infiltration groups, with as few as 10 and as
many as 800 personnel, were infiltrated into the RVN. Training quotas and scheduling clearly
followed a timetable which coincided with the monsoon season and its effect on the infiltration
route: These groups departed NVN during the dry months (October through May) along the
infiltration routes described previously (see Figure 111-26). Infiltration groups were identified
not only by unit designation, but also by infiltration group numbers, usually in sequence. The
groups were assigned to an area normally ,ridicated by the first digit of the infiltration group
number. The greatest number of infiltrators were assigned to RVN MR I and MR 3 where VC/
NVA activity was the highest. 43

(C) Personnel infiltration into the RVN followed two policies. First, the NVA seemed to
have a planned number of infiltrators entering the Republic. This was demonstrated by the
groups which infiltrated under the numerical system explained earlier, as these n.Ambers were
in sequence with departure and arrival dates planned. Secondly, the enemy had in the past
proved that he could infiltratecomplete units or large groups of replacements prior to or during
large operations. This was the case during the TET, Khe Sanh, Hue City, and Saigon. campaigns
in 1968 and was strikingly evident during LAM SON 719 when the enem:: d %loyed five regimeits
and a major headquarters from NVN and three regiments from the I.VN.
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(C) While it was long surmised that an exiiltration system from the RVN did exist, it was
not until the May-June cross-border operations that substantive documentation became available.
It was thus determined that infiltration group cadre, sick and wounded soldiers, ad school age
children were routinely returned to NYN. Exfiltrators used the same routes and facihties pro-
vided for infiltration. 45

(C) Stati.tical details concerning infiltration of personnel into the RVN are shown in Figure
111-27. As can be noted, infiltration of personnel declined sharply over the peak of more than
150,000 in 1968.4 6 It also followed the same seasonal trend as infiltration of supplies (Figure
111-28).

Infiltration of Supplies

(S/NF) During 1971 there was little difference from previous years in activity related to the
infiltration of supplies into the RVN, except as described below. Coming into the RVN over the
previously described routes (Figure 111-26), the :-ate of infiltration was high during the dry
season and low during the rainy season (see Figures II-28 and 11-29). Although detections of
enemy supply movement increased over former years, MACV considered that this did not
represent an increase in infiltration of supplies and material; the increase was because detection
methodology had improved and the number of ways to detect infiltration activity had increased.
Noteworthy for 1971 was increased infiltration of arms and ammunition with a concurrent de-
crease in infiltration of foodstuff. This change in emphasis was attributed to the fact that the
enemy was obtaining more of his rice from the Khmer Republic, and thus not needing to bring it
down from the north.

(S/NF) Total movement of material was determined t- a combination of 'ensor activations,
visual reconnaissance, and road watch teams. In January the total numbdr ol indications of
supply infiltrations was up by 537 percent over Decembei 1970, typical of that time of year.
During the period January through May, the estimated throughput was more than the estimated
minimum external requirement for the area, therefore enemy forces had the capability to stock-
pile reserves in the border BAa, a normal happening for the time period.

(S/NF) During the first 3 months of the year, no war-related supplies were believed to have
been imported through the Cambodian port of Kompong Som for traditional support of VC/NVA
forces in southern GVN MRs 2 and 4. The enemy was thus forced to resupply his forces in these
areas via the Laotian Panhandle. Enemy external requirements for weapons and ammunition
were probably met from stocks of material previously imported into Cambodia and stored in the
border areas or in the RVN. As of December 1971, for the period since Z0 Jan 71, a total of
1, 381..5 short tons of material had been detected as entering northeastern Cambodia via Route
1IOA (see Figure 111-26),but none of this tonnage had been shipped during the rainy season period
of August, September, October, or November. The VC/N.VA forces in southern RVN IM 2,
MR 3, and MR 4, which had preiously been supplied through the port of Kompong Som, received
a portion of these supplies. The 1,381.5 short tons did not include material which could have
been infiltrated into Cambodia by way of the Mekong River system.

(S/NF) During the period between June and December, with the exception of August. the
estimated throughput was less than the estimated minimum external requirement; thus enemy
forces were !orced to draw upon accumulated reserves in the border areas, a normal occurrence
for the period except that this situation began I month earlier than us,.l. 47
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RVN MATERIEL REQUIREMENTS AND FILLS
(1970-1971)

Total STON Per Day Estimated STON Percent
Troops Required by No Supplies Infiltrated Procured

1970 Supported of Troops Supported Per Month in RVN

Jan 235,930 284 2,945 67
Feb 233,460 309 3,108 64
Mar 231,135 305 5,252 69
Apr 229,640 253 2,592 64
May 230,750 476 1,535 35
Jun 235,843 304 NA 55
Jul 235,030 246 NA 61
Aug 239,765 230 206 63
Sep 239,695 229 87- 64
Oct 237,715 221 None 66
Nov 235,720 218 None 67
Dec 230,060 215 208 67

1971

Jan 229,030 210 1,116 68

Feb 229,020 212 1,'764 67
Mar 230,115 "211 2,848 67
Apr 228,020 241 2,400 60
May 226,275 222 1,588 64.5
Jun 220,075 225 378 64.2
Jul 220,925 223 56 65.1
Aug 220,949 230 161 63.2
Sep 219,224 205 24.5 64.8
Oct 216,979 20, 10.5 67.6
Nov 21d,372 206 28.0 87.2
Dec 217,775 205 164 &6.8

Source: MACJ2 Figure 11/ - 29

BASE AREAS

Definition

(C) Base areas (BA) were defined as sections of terrain which contained installations,
defensive fortifications, or other physical structures ased for the following purposes: for basic
or advanced military training of both personnel and units; as a permanent or temporary location
for political, military, or logistical headquarters; for storage and distribution of medicine,
ordnance, food, POL, and other war materiel; and as a site used by combat units to rest, re-
group, retrain, evade friendly operations and/or initiate preparatory phases of offensive
operations.

(U) Figure /I-30 depicts BAs as of 23 Jan 72. Activity in the various areas during 1971
is desrribed below.
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Base Areas in MR I

(C) Base Area 112 was reconfigured in 1971 to include additional areas to the east and the
Song Goung. It was believed that the area had become the area of operation (AO) of the 38th
NVA Regiment. A third quarter 1971 increase in enemy activity in the area was largely attrib-
uted to the fact that enemy forces were recovering from the effects of LAM SON 719 and at-
tempting to build up caches and make preparations for the monsoon season. A sharp rise in
enemy activity noted during the last quarter of the year was attributed to the limitations imposed
on both friendly and enemy operations caused by the rainy season. Such activity was made neces-
sary because of earlier resupply problems caused by the summer floods in the DRV and Typhoon
Hester which ravaged the area in October, flooding many enemy installations and cache sites.

(C) Base Area 1Z8 for the last half of 1971 was characterized by the historic tapering off of
euemy activity due to the rainy season; in actuality activity almost came to a halt due to the
same reasons cited for BA 112. Enemy units in the vicinity were extremely hard pressed for

supplies and were thus engaged in refitting and resupply actions at the expense of operations.

(C) Enemy activity in base area.129 declined considerably over previous periods, again due
to the monsoon season. Overall activity in the area was centered around enemy road building
efforts and logistical and rear service activities.

Base Areas in MR 2

(C) Base Area 201, was thought to be an intermediate storage and bivouac areak it was
astride an important infiltration and resupply route extending from BA 614 used for resupplying
areas and transshipment points in GVN Quang Ngai and Binh Dinh Provinces. A reported decrease
in enemy activity in the area was probably due to the fact that headquarters, VC MR 5, previously
thought to be located in the area, was believed to be somewhere in MR I.

(C) Base Area 202 was the terminus of a logistical route which originated in BA 701 and
which supported enemy units in eastern Pleiku Province and western Binh Dinh Province. Per-
sonnel infiltrating from BA 201 were possibly passing through BA 202, an area historically known
as a storage and training area for elements of the 95B NVA Regt. BA 20Z was used as a staging
area for eremy operations directed against Pleiku Province and enemy interdiction of QL 19
between Pleiku City and Binh Dinh Province.

(C) Base Area 226 was consistently the most active in-country BA in RVN ME Z. Major
combat and support elements of the 3d NVA Div, as well as other main force and local force

units, used this BA as their primary training and resupply area. The mission of units located
in the area was to disrupt the GVN pacification programs in the heavily populated coastal low-
lands. Enemy activity decreased as his forces concentrated on refitting and resupply activities.

(C) Base Area 236 continued to be used as the primary rear service and support area for
two LF infantry battalions whose missicn was to disrupt GVN pacification efforts in the coastal
lowlands of Phu Yen Province by means of small unit operations and terrorist activities.
Enemy initiated activity in this BA increased towards year's end, probably due to the fewer
number of Allied operations being conducted.

(C) Base Area 238 continued as one of low activity levels, serving as a rear service area
for a local force sapper and infantry battalion whose mission was to conduct harassment opera-
tions and highway interdiction in the vicinity o Ban Me Thuot.

(C) Base Area 252 continued to serve as a storage, resupply, and training area for enemy
units operating in Khanh Hoa Province; low levels of enemy activity were due to the absence of
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Allied operations within the area. Levels of enemy activity along the coast indicated that enemy
units in the area were adequately resupplied and supported from BA 252. This BA also served
as the terminus of a logistics route which extended from BA 740, across RVN MR 2 to Khanh
Hoa Province.

Base Areas in MR 3

(C) Base Area 300 was considered to be the terminus of enemy logistical infiltration routes
which generally paralleled the MR 2/3 border south from the direction of BA 351. Enemy activity
was at a low level because of frequent Allied operations in the area during the last half of the year.
Historically used as a storage area for rice collected from Binh Tuy Province, it was believed
that furlher use of the BA would increase as Allied assets were withdrawn from eastern MR 3.

(C) Base Area 303, located in the triborder area of Phuoc Tuy, Bien Hoa, and Long Khanh
Provinces, was used by enemy units as a staging area for attacks against friendly forces and
installations in all of Long Khanh and Phuoc Tuy Provinces, and in portions of Bien Hoa Province.

(C) Base Area 305, located only 6 km from BA 300, served as a site through which most
infiltration and logistical routes from the north passed. Enemy activity was light at year's end
as Allied forces conducted operations in and around the BAs. Once friendly activity decreased,
it was expected that the BA would become more logistically significant for the enemy.

(C) Base Area 306, located on the MR 2/3 border between Binh Tuy and Binh Thuan Pro-
vinces, was characterized by a low level of enemy activity towards the end of the year, possibly
due to a relocation of all but a forward element of a unit previously active in the area. Although
activity was light, this BA was considered to be an important enemy rest and recuperation site
where future enemy activity would be governed by the local tactical situation.

(C) Base Area 351 was situated astride the border between the Republic of Vietnam and
Cambodia in northern Phuoc Long Province. Two extremely important logistical routes, the
Jolley and Adams Roads, originated in BA 351 as they extended from Cambodia to War Zone D
and BA 359, respectively. Enemy activity decreased significantly in 1971, partially because
Allied cross-border operations forced regular infiltration and logistical activities to shift deeper
inside Cambodia. As RVN forces withdrew from Cambodia, BA 351 would concurrently increase
in importance.

(C) Base Area 353, in northern Tay Ninh Province, continued to show a moderate level of
activity for 1971 as RVN cross-border operations severely limited its effectiveness. In the past
it served as a staging area for enemy operations conducted in Tay Ninh Province and for attacks
directed against RVN forces along QL 22 and Route 7 in Cambodia. As RVN units completed
cross-border operations, the BA would again become a center of enemy activity.

(C) Base Area 354, extending into Cambodia, was considered to be the most active BA in
RVN MR 3. As of the end of 1971, RVN forces had not conducted extensive operations within
its boundaries, thus the area probably contained several training areas, base camps, and many
logistical facilities. During the last half of 1971 the BA was used as a staging area for large
scale enemy operations in western Tay Ninh Province and along QL 22 north of Tay Ninh City.
Two important logistical and infiltratiot, routes originated in BA 354: the Nui Ba Den Corridor
which extended eastward into BA 355, and Robert's Route which extended southwest into Hau
Nghia Province. The importance of the BA to the enemy was t) continue, and activities on his
part were likely to increase if RVN forces consolidated in MR 3 and the area continued to
remain unmolested.
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(C) Base Area 355 was located on the border between Tay Ninh and Binh Long Provinces:
it contained the Razorback Mountains and was situated near the Michelin rubber plantation,

the Trapezoid, and the Boi Loi woods, all of which were strategic to the BA. BA 355 was located
along the historical Saigon infiltration route at the terminus of the Nui Ba Den Corridor. Enemy

activity in and around this BA was centered on the storage of supplies and the movement of

ordnance and munitions toward the Saigon area. Since the area was important to the enemy, it
was well defended by the 101st NVA Regiment, the KS VC Artillery Battalion, and the 10th Sapper

Battalion. Future enemy operations in RVN MR 3 would place greater emphasis on the area.

(C) Base Area 359, the largest in MR 3, was located near War Zone D to the west. Enemy
activity within remained at a moderate level throughout 1971, probably because there were no

large scale friendly operations in the area. The area was used by rear service elements of sev-

eral groups because of its size, its inaccessability to Allied forces, and because it acted as the
terminus of the Song Be Corridor, the Adams Road, and the Jolley Road, all major logistical

routes. Continued enemy use was forseen.

i Base Areas in MR 4

~(C) Base Area 400 was reduced in size during the year due to decreased use by the enemy

and the construction of Allied fire support bases and outposts nearby. Long considered a
transshipment area and depot for logistical infiltration from Cambodia, a rest and training area

for personnel infiltrating into RVN MR 4, and a support base for units operating in the northern

Delta areas, its importance declined in 1971. Enemy elements deserted the Seven Mountains

area and moved into the U Minh area during the year, and BA 400's use as a rest area virtually

ceased.

(C) Base Area 470 remained as the center of enemy activity in VC MR Z. Supplies and

personnel infiltrated into the BA from Cambodia through Kien Tuong Province were distributed
to enemy units operating in central VC MR 2. Some personnel and materiel continued to be
moved 4ztween BAs 470 and 490. BA 470 was of strategic importance because it supported units
capable of cutting OL 4, the only major highway connecting RVN MR 3 and 4.

(C) Base Area 482 also was used by the enemy very little during the ;ear; this was attributed

to the fact that the enemy was operating in small units, most of which were engaged in rear

service activity rather than operations of a tactical nature.

(C) Base Area 483 was the center of enemy activity in VC MR 3. Situated in the U Minh
zorest area, it was historically an enemy stronghold with its dense vegetation providing a

secure storage, training, and staging area. Personnel and supplies were infiltrated into thte
area overland from the Cambodian border area of VC MR 3 as well as by sea along the coastline

between the Song Sai Lon and Song Ong Doc. They also infiltrated overland from the southern Ca

Mau Peninsula. The entire logistical network distributed supplies throughout western and south-
ern VC MR 3. In spite of intensive RVN operations in the area, the rate of enemy infiltration
of personnel indicated that he intended to retain control of the area -- a significant enemy threat

still existed at the end of the year.

(C) Base Area 487 was afd as a base for local force units operating in the Vinh Long/Vinh
Binh Province Boundary area, but recent RVN operations hampered enemy activities. Many
smaller base areas collectively formed the much larger BA 487.

(C) Base Area 490 was used as a terminus for supplies infiltrated through two "secret zones"
on the coast of VC MR 2 and as a base for LF units operating in VC Ben Tre Province. The VCI
was particularly active in MR 4. Most enemy tactical activity was low in intensity, while the

rear service activity was very local in nature.
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Base Areas in Laos

(C) Base Area 604 continued to serve as a vital logistical support, transient storage, and
transshipment point for supplies entering the Laotian panhandle via the Ban Karai, Ban Raving,
and western DMZ input corridors. Although enemy activity in the BA was traditionally affected
by the rainy season, the development of an extensive communications network consisting of roads,
trails, and waterways greatly facilitated enemy capability for forward logistical movement. Two
BTs of the 559th NVA Transportation Group were identified in the area during 1971.

(C) Base Area 607 was historically a logistical support and troop staging area, providing
rear service support for enemy forces operating in Thua Thien and Quang Nam Provinces. It

continued the same support in 1971. One BT of the 559th was identified as providing logistical
movement of supplies into the area.

(C) Base Area 609 continued to operate in 1971 as a major logistical and troop staging area
for enemy forces operating in Kontum Province and the enemy B-3 Front. The LOC consisted of
well developed r oad# and trails, while extensive multicanopy forests provided excellent con-
cealment of storage facilities and base camps. Supplies entering the BA were transshipped via
the Route 96 and 110 road net. During the last 3 months of 1971 large numbers of personnel and
large amounts of supplies were reportedly infiltrated into the BA; these resources were used to
refit units under control of the B-3 Front.

(C) Base Area 611, especially its western reaches, served as a major transient storage
area for supplies being infiltrated southward toward BA 612. Included in the BA was the main
north/south route structure which consisted of Routes 92, 991, and 99. The eastern portions of
the BA historically served as the Headquarters of MRTTH and provided transient storage facilities
into BA 129 to the north.

(C) Base Area 612 served as a major transshipment point and transient storage area along
the Route 92/96 structure. Supplies moving through the BA were either shipped southeast to
BAs 609 or 614, or further south into Cambodia. The area traditionally served as the location
of major rear service elements of the 559th TO.

(C) Base Area 614 was characterized by a slight decrease in enemy activity and was re-
configured slightly to include the area around A Roe. It served historically as a logistical base
and troop staging area for enemy forces operating in Quang Nam, Quang Tin, and Konturn Pro-
vinces.

Base Areas in Cambodia

(C) Base Area 701 was enlarged in 1971 due to the fact that Iwo large VC/NVA units were
found to 6e operating near the original boundaries. This BA continued to serve as a major
transshipment point and logistical support area for personnel and supplies entering the B-3
Front, and continued its traditional role as a staging area for enemy operations in Pleiku and
Darlac Provinces.

(C) Base Area 702 provided logistical and rear service support to the units of B-3 Front
operating in Kontum and Pleiku Provinces. Food pivduction in the area was given high priority
by the enemy. The major enemy unit operating in the area was BT Central, responsible for
moving the supplies passing through.

(C) Base Area 704 served as a logistical and transshipment area for personnel and supplies
which entered VC MR 2. It contained an extensive communications network consisting of cart
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tracks and waterways, and was deemed of special significance because of its Mekong River
location, the main logistical corridor to.Phnom Penh. Both VC LF and transport0ion battalions
were reported to be located in the area.

(C) Base Area 708 continued as a staging area and transshipment point for men and materiel
entering War Zone C and the Song Saigon infiltration corridor.

(C) Base Area 711 saw a decrease in enemy activity during the last half of 1971 as the enemy
shifted his activities westward. Located in a dense forest region along the Prek Chlong, the
area afforded excellent concealment of logistical facilities and base camp installations. BA 711
was well suited for effective support of enemy operations in GVN MR 3 and the infiltration of men
and supplies into BA 708. It also served as the eastern flank of a major Cambodian base area
complex established by the enemy as a reaction to Allied cross-border operations. COSVN and
various rear service units were known to be operating in the area.

(C) Base Area 712 served as a logistical support and transshipment area for personnel and
supplies entering GVN MR 3 by way of the Song Be Corridor to War Zone D and BA 359. The
area afforded excellent natural concealment from aerial observation while Routes 131, 1311,
and the Prek Chlong provided adequate internal LOC.

(C) Base Area 713 supported the infiltration and transshipment of supplies into the Long An
Subregion by various smaller corridors.

(C) Base Area 714 was a logistical and transshipment support area located on the Route 75
infiltration corridor. The area was actually in the center of a major Cambodian BA complex
established by the Communists as a reaction to Allied cross-border operations. Supplies and
personnel entering the area were directed to either BAs 711 and 715 (part of the major BA com-
plex) or to BAs 353 and 354 in support of enemy operations in RVN MR 3. During limited AVN
cross.-border operations of December 1971 the strongest enemy resistance was ,xperienced m
the Dambe region.

(C) Base Area 715 was located on the western flank of the Cambodian complex mentioned
above. Centered at the Chup rubber plantation, this BA evolved into the most important portion
of the major complex. As the resupply Lnd refitting area for two NVA divisions. BA 715 wan
well suited for effective support of enemy operations in RVN MR 3 and against FANK forces in
the Phnom Penh and Route 6 areas.

(C) Base Area 740, located in an area called the Nam Lyr Secret Zone Region. experiencd
a continued low level of enemy activity. The BA served as a logistical support and transshipment
area for personnel and supplies destined for the B-3 Front and was a base of operations for enemy
forces targeted against Darlac and Khanh Hoa Provinces. 4 8

ENEMY LOGISTICAL ACTIVITY IN THE RVN

Supply Activity

(C) %IR 1. Materiel entered MR I via several corridors; across the DMZ. through west-
ern Quang Tri Province, western Thua Thien Province, and through the A Shau Valley (see
Figure 111-30). The entire system was dependent upon the 559th TG. Every variety of unit,
from the transportation regiments to impressed labor groups, were used to distribute supplies
to the using units. By taking advantage of rie multiplicity of routes, forced labor, and experience,

the VC/NVA logistical system in-country was extremely flexible and clapable of maintaining
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adequate supplies for most units. The DMZ and northern Quang Tri Province were the locus of
road building activity aimed at providing extra entry routes for supplies entering the MR. For
example, a new clear route for truck traffic was opened which extended down to Khe Sanh and

Route 9, with extensions noted even farther south. Agent reports stated that the enemy even built
warehouses in the DMZ and northern Quang Tri Province, and the system was expanded in western
Quang Tri Province as well. In western Thua Thien Province, supplies which entered the A Shau
Valley from Laos and supplies which entered the RVN via Route 616 (which eventually entc:-ed the
A Shau Valley) were distributed to using units within the province as needed. There were reports
of severe food and materiel shortages in the area resulting from ARVN interdiction efforts. In
western Quang Nam Province supply activity (from Laos by way of Route 614) declined during the
year, pos jiy b-cause of the deactivation of a BT in the area. In contrast, however, materiel
did enter the province by way of Routes 966 and 969 in Laos. Extensive road construction was
noted off Route 966 which indicated that the enemy might place heavier reliance on this area in the
future. From these entry points, supplies were delivered eastward by an extensive oxcart,
bicycle, porter, and rampan system. In western Quang Tin Province goods were received from
the north, in this case often by truck, then moved eastward, A portion of these goods was trans-
shipped further south intc Quang Ngai Province. In Qua:g Nam and Quang Ngai Provinces food
production units of a transportation regiment supplemented supplies which -arrived from out of
country -°- rice was the most important product. Aside from the land lines, numerous sections
of the isolated coastal areas of the provinces in MR I were used in the transshipment of materiel,
and infiltration by sea was also reported.

(C) MR 2. The western border of GVN MR 2 was controlled by the VC B-3 Front (Figure
III-Z) which coordinated the movement of supplies through liaison with the 470th TO and with
rear service groups in Cambodia. Materiel was concentrated in four major BAs along the MR 2
border while awaiting shipment into the RVN. A variety of transportation units subordinate to a
number of NVA/VC commands was responsible for moving the materiel into MR 2 and then de-
livering it to using units. Supplies entered the M via various corridors from M I, as well
as Kontum and Binh Dinh Provinces; supplies were then delivered to enemy maneuver elements
operating in Phu Bon and Phu Yen Provinces. Chu Pa Mountain was a distribution area for
enemy supplies needed in northern Pleiku Province, while supply routes in the Ia Drang Valley
and southern Pleiku Province serviced the coastal areas. The extreme southern portion of the
MR was serviced by supply routes which originated in the Nam Lyr Mountain area of BA 740,
and an additional transportation route existed along the border between MRs 2 and 3.

(C) 'MR 3. Allied operations created a serious enemy supply problem in MR 3 during 1971.
Logistical activty in the MR was highly dependent upon the use of Cambodia by VC/NVA rear
service elements. Once supplies reached this portion of the COSVN AO, they were handled by
a series of Rear Service Groups (RSG), the first one (the 400th RSG) assuming responsibility
at a point north of Kratie, a major transshipment point for supplies destined for GVN MR 3.
The 86th RSG, COSVN's largest, operated two supply corridors out of BA 351, Adams Road and
Joiley Road. Supplies transported along these complexes were taken ultimately to BA 359.
turned over to the 81st RSG (possibly combined in 197' with RSG MR 7 forming RSG 814), and
delivered to enemy units operating il VC MR 7 and War Zone D. Other RSGs were responsible
for delivering supplies to the northern Binh Duong Province area via Serges Jungle Highway, to
the Chup rubber plantation area, to RVN Tay Ninh and Hau Ngia Province, to the Parroti Beak
area and on into southern MR 3 and the VC LASR. The 500th RSG, which was located west of
the Mekong River, was responsible for movement of rice from the Tonle Sap area of Cambodia
into MR 3.

(C) MR 4. During 1971 the enemy infiltrated supplies into MR 4 overland from Cambodia,
usually at night, using porters, oxcarts, and motorized sampans. As a result of Allied
operations, enemy supply and personnel requirements were very critical in MR 4. Four infil-
tration routes were in general use, all of which originated un Cambodia. Beginning in BAs 713
and 704, they followed varied and complicated routes into the MR. Of note was the "act that 35
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foot sampins with double bottoms were used to deliver large quantities of supplies, especially
large caliber ammunition, small arms, and medical equipment. Most supplies transshipped by
this method were destined for Go Cong and Kien Hoa Prcvinces via the Mekong. 4 9

The Shadow Supply System

(S/NF) Background. The Shadow Supply System (SSS) was defined as the enemy's method of
supporting military units and political organizations throughout the Republic of Vietnam with
funds and supplies. The VCI in 1971 had to cope with increasing problems concerning the finance
ar.d support of military and political activities. Although most enemy war materiel came from
Communist Bloc countries, the VC/NVA were primarily dependent upon the people and the land
of SVN for other assistance. To acquire this vital support, Hanoi was forced to rely more
heavily on covert apparatur to obtain funds and supplies. In addition, military supply procure-
ment ranged from armed extortion and terrorist tactics to tax collection and actual farming.

(S/NF) Specific agencies at each level of the enemy's command and control structure formed
the internal organization of the SSS. The Lao Dong party and the High Command exercised
political and military control through the five major headquarters in the Republic. Senior politi-
cal cadre of the Current Affairs Committees (CAC) provided overall policy guidance and planning.
Finance and Economy Sections were responsible for acquiring and distributing funds for activities
within their respective area, to include supporting VC/NVA activities with RVN piasters from con-
verted US dollars. Rear Service Staffs supervised logistical functions of subordinate rear ser-
vice units. These same three elements were also found at province, district, and some village
levels throughout the RVN. The core of the SSS included lower echelon rear service groups
(RSG). VCI staffed Finance and Economy Sections and Forward Supply Councils. RSGs functioned
under enemy military regions and fronts, having specific areas of operation. The mission of an
RSG was to receive, store and transport materiel; collect taxes; and purchase supplies.
Finance and Economy Sections at region and subregion levels planned and managed manufacturing
of materiel and food production. They were also the primary .ollection and allocation agencies
of money and provisions. At district levels, these sections determined when and where to tax
the populace in order to meet financial objectives. Forward Supply Councils were subordinate
to CACs at all echelons and coordinated activities between Finance and Economy Sections and
RSGs. Councils at each echelon obtained porters, litter bearers, and other logistical support
mainly by exploiting the population. Forward Su, ply Councils also managed the entry and exit
points where supplies were purchased on the open market and cached nearby for future distri-
bution. Councils were staffed jointly by VCI civilians from finance and economy sections and
military personnel from RSG staffs.

(S/NF) External financing. External financing was one of two principal money sources and
was provided by the Foreign Trade Bank, subordinate to the National Bank of NVN. The bank
obtained US dollars through foreign exchange accounts maintained in Hong Hong, Singapore,

Djakarta, France, Japan, and Egypt. Numerous captured documents indicated that dollars were
acquired in $1, 000, $500, $100 and $50 denominations. US banxnotes were usually distributed
by bursar cells of finance and economy sections to VC region and subregion (SP) levels fcr
exchange for piasters on illegal money markets located in cities such as Saigon, Da Nang, and
Bien Hoa. Piasters thus obtained were used to finance enemy commercial and VCI activities,
while the bulk was forwarded to higher echelons, probably for use in funding military activities.
The use of American banknotes increased after 1970. Two examples were the capture of an
enemy cache containing $5, 000 in US currency in Quang Nam Province during June 1970 and
another $27, 300 in Binh Tuy Province in mid-August. A more recent example, in February 1971,
involved the 1st Bde of the 1st Cay Div in MR 3 which had established an automatic ambush.
Mines were detonated killing five VC /NVA who were members of a finance and economy section
subordinate to rear service elements of VC Military Region 7. Discovered on the person of the
individuals was a total of $50, 000 in US currency and over 1 million GVN piasters. The enemy
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also exploited the RVN blackmarket for exchanging currency, generally conducting such trans-
actions in urban areas where converted funds could be used to purchase supplies. However this
situation probably changed in 1971. Documents captured during late June revealed that during
the period I January through June 1971, the Finance and Economy Section of SR 4 received ap-
proximately US$598, 316 from HO SVNLA; HQ VC MR 7; and various units and agencies sub-
ordinate to SR 4. During the sara'e period, the Finance and Economy Section of SR 4 issued ap-
proximately US$325, 100 to its cadre for conversion to SVN currency.

(C) In-country taxation. In the RVN, the VCI created a second money source to support in-
country operations, i.e. , a comprehensive and complex system of taxation. Virtually every

product and every activity was subject to some sort of levy, which actually amounted to VC
extortion of the populace. Methods varied from area to area, and until 1971 were very effective.
Although taxation took several forms, agricultural taxation, taxation in the form of protection

urance, and transportation facility taxation were perhaps the most productive. With increasing
success of the GVN Community Defense and Local Development programs the VCI found it more
and more difficult to cope with the problems of suppoliting their military and political activities;

they had to rely more on the use of force in collection efforts. The VC showed evidence of their
concern for, among other things, the deteriorating tax collection system when the published
Directives 03/CT-71 and 04/CT-71 in February 1971: the former prescribed general financial
and economic policy for 1971 while the latter presented a more detailed discussion of the weak-
nesses of the financial and economic effort and prescribed activities to be carried out in the RVN.
Numerous agent reports and captured documents attested to the fact that the enemy was finding
it increasingly difficult to collect taxes. 50

(S/NF) Food and supply procurement. The most complex and sensitive aspect of the Shadow
Supply System was the procurement of food and supplies. The enemy used at least five methods
to obtain supplies. First was the receipt of goods rather than cash as tax payments. Second was
the use of intermediary purchasing agents with legal RVVN status who could obtain the necessary
licenses and permits to acquire and transport supplies. Purchasing agents employed by the
VC also worked under the jurisdiction of trade shops which sent agents tc cities to purchase food
and supplies for resale to VC/NVA cadre. The well-publicized discovery in July 1970 of
American flour in VC caches in Biah Tuy Province, as well as subsequent discoveries of locally
manufactured and imported cloth in August 1970, attested to the effectiveness of this system,
particularly around Saigon. Likewise, in late June 1971, US forces discovered four supply
caches near Ham Tan totaling iS. 5 tons. Among the items found were 98 bags of flour marked
"Tiger Brand'Wheat- Flour USA," and an additional 75 bags of flour marxed "Donated by the
People of the United States. " During August 1971 elements of the 3d Bde Ist Cay Div uncovered
I I caches south of FSB Round Rock totaling 55.9 tons of flour, all of which was of American
origin.

-- Third and most widespread was the purchase of supplies by proxy in local markets by
individuals at the request or insistence of VC finance and econo.my cadre. In VNX MR 3 the VC
reportedly paid 10 to 35 percent over market prices to obtain goods. Information obtained from
four Hoi Chanhs who rallied on II Oct 70 provided an example of this method. The Hoi Chanhs,
members of a tax collection tetm, stated that the VC required truck drivers to purchase clothing,
batteries, salt, and rice which were then deposited in small caches for future distribution.

-- Direct pu:chases by military units and VCI cadre or organizations was the fourth
method, an activity commonplace in isolated harr.lets and villages. For example, a document
dated 30 May 70 captured in Quang Tri Province contained instructions for a district party
committee that "provisions sections" of villages must establish steering committees. These
committees were tasked to motivate members of farmers' . foster mothers', and women's
associations in various hamlets to purchase and requisition iood.
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-. The final manner of securing supplies was outright confiscation. Methods of confiscation
differed. Throughout the Republic. confiscation was octasionally perpetuated under the guise of
taxation, even thcugh the people may have already paid their taxes. Receipts for confiscated
material which promised future reimbursement were sometimes given, but payment probably
never followed. Frequently. the enemy entered an area during the harvest period and forced
farmers to give whatever was demanded. The movement during October 1970 of a battalion of
the 33d NVA Regt into the rice-producing area near Tanh Linh in Binh Tuy Province suggested
that elements of this regiment were planning to secure rice from the area during the harvest.
Information in November 1971 revealed that the VCI was helping Montagnard farmers harvest
their rice crop: they received one-half the c-op for this assistance.

(SINF) While there was often little distinction between taxation and confiscation as conducted
by the VC, the important point was that the enemy became increasingly reliant upon the local
population as a source of supply. As an example, enemy directives captured on.b Sep 70 south
of Long Thanh revealed that SR 4 had revised its supply system and would no longer issue food
to subordinate elements. According to the documents, the SR headquarters would henceforth
allocate only funds; units would assume the responsibility for purchasing cheir own supplies.
While reliance on-local procurement reduced the centralized rear service requirement, it
placed a greater logistical burden on the SSS. Combat capability of tactical forces was reduced
because they were required to devote resources and time to supply activities.

(S/NF) Miscellaneous activities. Transportation, storage and distribution of goods comp-
leted the supply cycle. Forward Supply Councils at various echelons were natural bridges be-
tween VCI Finance and Economy Sections and military PSGs. Their basic responsibilities in-
cluded the management of an intricate system of pickup, intermediate storage and delivery of
supplies to political and military elements. Captured documents confirmed that rany deliveries
were made by individuals with legal status. For example, it was reported that between January
and May 1970, truckload quantities of wheat, flour, corn, salt. milk, sugar and salted fish were
delivered by independent truck owners to elements 0l RSG 84 in southern Binh Tu/ Province.
This PSG had its own purchasing and trucking system which reportedly operated 'etweeu Saigon
and Binh Thuan Province. The enemy allegedly paid up to 300, 000 piasters per .ruck to procure
proper passes and legal documentation.

(S) VC commo-liaison stations also played a major role in passing suppli.rs to enemy units.
Information acquired by the Saigon Municipal Police revealed the details of the operation of a
commo-liaison station on the outskirts of Saigon. According to the report, the staticn was run
by a 55-year old woman for the purpose of feeding enemy troops and running ,L VC commo-liaison
route between Hau Nghia Province and Saigon. Young girls, disguised as grass cutters, picked
up food and information on a daily basis for delivery to VC military personnel operating in the
vicinity of a local village, clearly indicating that the VC/NVA were obtaining supplies from local
villages and cities on a systematic basis.

(S/NFj The magnitude of the system was revealed by the ability of the enemy to procure
imported US supplies from urban sources. The GVN Ministry of Economy sold such products
to privately owned and approved jobbers for a profit. Jobbers resold th'ese items into the retail
market without any GVN restrictions or checks being made as to the final destination of the goods.
To transport goods out of Saigon, the jobber merely applied for a permit from the Ministry of
Economy which often granted approval without question. As an example, forces operating in
Binh Tuy Province in , uly 1970 captured 66 tons of flour which were stored in eight different VC
cache sites. All flour sacks were inscribed with the same purchase authorization number and
had been imported into South Vietnam by USAID. The flour was apparently being shipped from
Saigon to Phan Thiet in Binh Thuan Province when it was diverted for enemy use. When GVN
judicial police attempted to review records concerning deliveries with the Ministry of Economy,

*. they were told that the records had been destroyed by fire. It appeared that the commodities
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reached VC hands through corruption or collusion between jobbers, retailers, truckers, and
possibly some government and local officials.

(S) The SSS organization and methods of operation had several vulnerabilities. Access to
the population, which permitted taxation of the populace and ubiquitous small-scale purchases
of required items, remained the key to effectiveness of the system. Allied operations and
pacification efforts eroded enemy capabilities in this respect, and continued progress would
further restrict freedom and ability to purchase or confiscate supplies.

(S/NF) The SSS, which was developed over at least two decades, constituted a complex and

well organized apparatus which was attempting to provide revenues and resources to support
enemy endeavors. Enemy emphasis in 971 was directed toward self-sufficiency measures,
increased tax collection efforts, and a much heavier reliance on "legal" sources of food and aup-
plies because the system was more vulnerable to intensified pacification efforts than ever before.5

WEAPONS AND EQUIPMENT

(C) New weaponry and equipment introduced by VC/NVA forces took two forms, that of
DRV origin and that introduced from Communist Bloc countries. On II Dec 70 personnel of the
1st In( Div (ARVN) located a rocket of unknown origin in Quang Tri Province. Later evaluation
showed that it was an MBU-1800 antisubmarine rocket of USSR manufacture, a 29. 5 kg device
normally fired from a launching tube. 52 On 22 Jun 71 a Polish PGN-60 antitank grenade was
found in a VC/NVA arsenal. Using a shaped -,harge, the device was normally fired from the
Polish PMX assault rifle. 53

(C) The 1st nf Div (ARVN) captured a.Rumanian 7.62mm light machinegun, Model 1964,
while engaged in LAM SON 719 -- date and place of capture was not specified. This weapon
appeared to be identical to the Soviet RPK light machine gun, the latter a development from the
AKM assault rifle. The RPK was a new item of issue in Warsaw Pact armies. 54 The DRV did
not introduce any newly developed locally manufactured weaponry in 1971. ho-vever a new type
shaped charge was captured on 27 Mar 71. Of factory manufacture in the DRV, it was simple
in design and well constructed. It weighed about a pound and could be fired several ways; with
a mechanical device such as the Soviet MUV, a chemical pencil such as the MY-8, ar electrical-
ly. 55

(C) Signal equipment of significance introduced into the RVN consisted of several items,
most important of which was the capture of a Chinese Communist A130B transceiver. This
transceiver appeared to be identical to the USSR-manufactured RI05D radio in most respects,
and it was believed to operate in the same frequen,.y range. The radio was capable of netting
with the US AN/VRC-1Z series radios. 56 Other items captured included a Sony all-wave radio
receiver and a Chinese Communist field telephone. 5 7

(C) Newly introduced chemical equipment of significance included the newly manufactured
USSR SHLEM protective mask. This item, recovered in MR 1, was a modified version of the
standard Soviet issue protective mask, but it did not appear to be a significant improvement in
design for use by the VC /NVA. Other chemical items included canisters for protective masks,
protective mask repair kits, and agent detector kits. One cannister was of DRV manufacture,
the other was suspected to have been manufactured in Poland, while the latter two items were oi
Chinese Communist origin. 59
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(C) Three items of interest were recovered which were directly related to POL transmis-
sion and analyzation. Two items were of U!SR origin; tactical POL pipe of metal construction
and a tactical POL $ate valve made of cast iron. The third item was a viscometer of Chinese

Communist origin. o0

INTELLIGENCE

Background

(S/NF) The mission of the enemy in South Vietnam was establishment of a Communist
government. North Vietnam controlled this effort through the COSVN, which in turn controlled
the PRO. Communist intelligence and security organizations supported the enemy's mission
in three areas of activity. They collected and produced strategic and tactical intelligence;
they conducted subversion, sabotage and penetration operations against GVN, US, and other
organizations; and they had responsibility for information security, personnel investigations,
and maintenance of party discipline. There were three major enemy entities which controlled
intelligence operations against GVN, US, and other Free World Military Assistance Forces
(FWMAF): (1) the North Vietnamese Security Service, (2) the North Vietnamese Strategic
Intelligence Service, and (3) COSVN Intelligence Elements.

(S/NF) The NVN agencies were usually directed against strategic, long-range targets, while
COSVN intelligence elements were concerned with short-term, tactical intelligence, as well as
strategic intelligence. The backbone of the COSVN intelligence organization was the VCI. The
VCI provided local intelligence and detailed information on specific geographic areas in South
Vietnam. The NVA and VC main force units used the intelligence capability of the infrastructure,
together with that of their own tactical reconnaissance units.

Activities

(S/NF) North Vietnamese Security Service (An Ninh). The North Vietnamese Ministry of
Public Security functioned in South Vietnam through the An Ninh, or Security Service. The
necessity of establishing an extension of the ministry in South Vietnam was recognized early.
In 1959 when the North Vietnamese began sending substntial numbers of infiltrators into the
South, officers of the An Ninh were included in the first infiltration groups. It was estimated
that the An Ninh had between 15,000 and 20,000 people in South Vietnam in early 19 71. There

% were An Ninh Security Sections at every level of VC organization, from the 500-man section at
CJSVN Headquarters to 3-man sections at village level.

(S/NF) Primarily a counterintelligence organization, the An Ninh was responsible for party
%discipline and personnel security within tie PRP. It functioned overtly as an internal security

agency in VC and NVA controlled areas. In areas under GVN control it provided the security
% . for the VC infrastructure, compiled black and white lists, performed abductions and assas-

sinations, and produced local situation reports. Penetration of GVN intelligence agencies and of
the Chieu Hoi program were among the An Ninh's aggressive couaterintelligence efforts. As
required, it also furnished assistance in the collection of tactical intelligence.

(S/NF) The definitive An Ninh orgnization was that of the section at COSVN Headquarters
level. The An Ninh section was divided into ten subsections, while at region and province level

the organization was compressed to four subsections: B-I (Administration), B-2 (Political
d '. Protection), B-3antelligence and Reconnaissance), and B-4 (Judicial). At district level the

section was further reduced to three subsections: B-I (Administration), B-2 (Internal Secturifty),
and S-3 (Espionage). In theory the more austere sections at the lower levels performed all of
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the functions indicated by the full organization at COSVN level. Any Security Section could be
tasked by the CAC at its own level and by the Security Section at the level above it. Security

Sections down to province level could be tasked directly by the Mlinistryh Most of the An Ninh

personnel selected to serve in the South were South Vietnamese who had regrouped to North
Vietnam after 1954. It appeared in 1971 to be the policy to select An Ninh officers who met the

following criteria: unblemished personal history, member of the "revolutionary class" (either
peasant or lower middle class), junior high school education, circumspection in dealing with
people, excellent health, and membership in the Labor Youth Group. Membership in the Lao
Dong Party was not a prerequisite for selection, although desired. The Central Public Security
School, C-500, commonly known as "Ha Dong C-500, " was located near Hanoi. With a staff of
about 100 personnel, the school could accommodate about 400 students at a time. New recruits

were given a 3-month basic training course, with emphasis on political rather than military sub- .

jects. The students also received training in a wide variety of basic weapons, expecially the K-
54 pistol. An advanced course in some specialty followed basic training. Among the subjects
taught in advanced training were agent recruitment and handling, report writing, and com-
munication procedures. The student selection process was very effective in assuring high

motivation, and few students failed the course. Personnel selected for advanced training in the
Soviet Union or Communist China received language training and extensive cultural familiariza-
tion at the school. In South Vietnam, security sections at all levels down to district condudted
training courses of their own. Course duration varied from I year at COSVN level to I week at
district level.

(S/NF) Although conventional military operations and the GVN Community Defense and Local
Development program took their toll of the An Ninh, the service remained effective. It retained
a substantial capability to safeguard the reliability of enemy forces and to conduct intelligence
and aggressive counterintelligence operations against Allied forces.

(S/NF) North Vietnamese Central Research Agency (Cuc Nghien Cuu). Strategic intelligence
was the province of the Cuc Nghien Cuun (CNC) an agency of the North Vietnamese Ministry of
Defense. Its targets were RVN and the Free World Forces, and other countries considered sig-
nificant to the national security of North Vietnam and the furtherance of her national objectives.
The CNC was formed in 1957 by the merger of a civilian intelligence agency subordinate to the
Office of the Premier, and a military agency under the Defense Ministry. In 1971 the CNC was
controlled by the Defense Ministry, but was also tasked directly by the Prime Minister's Office
and the Central Committee of the Lao Dong Party, The CNC provided finished intelligence, not
only to its parent ministry, but to the highest policy-making levels of the North Vietnamese
Government. Its school in North Vietnam also gave advanced training to military intelligence
personnel not members of the CNC.

(S/NF) The CNC's mission was to provide the highest policy-making levels of the NVN
regfme with strategic intelligence and to advaoce nat-onal objectives by manipulating the affairs
of countries of interest. The CNC was cherg,.d with conducting training, research, and clan-
destine operations incident to the accomplisi" nent of this mission. In addition to its primary
functions of management, collection, evaluation, ant. dissemination of strategic intelligence, the

CNC also provided some tactical intelligence support to Communist forces throughout Indochina.
It provided combat intelligence training and advanced general military intelligence training for
NVA personnel as well ar its own.
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(S/NF) The organization of the CNC:

CNC

Admin
Section

Research Foreign Internal Technical ombat Combat

Office Intelligence Intelligence Office Intelligence Intelligence

Office Office Office Bn

Source: "MAC.T2 Figure In - 31

The Research Office levied requirements, maintained the CNC intelligence files, and produced
finished intelligence. The roreign Intelligeqce Office was responsible for collection on target

countries other than South Vietnam. The collection effort against RVN, including the training
of CNC personnel for RVN operations, was the responsibility of the Internal Intelligence Office.

The Technical Office conducted research and development of intelligence material and was re-

sponsible for training in the use of documentation, secret writing, photography, radio communi-

cations, and cryptography. It also provided communications support for the CNC and conducted
communications intelligence operations. The Combat Intelligence Office was responsible for the

planning, training, a'nd supervision of combat Intelligence operations, and for production of com-

bat intellige-ice operations, and for production df combat intelligence studies. The Combat Intel-
ligence Battalion was a 600-man military unit directly under the control of the CNC. It controlled

a tactical intelligence company, and a napper company, and conducted operations in response to

the requirementi of the Combat Intelligence Office. It also provided an opportunity for on-the-

job training of military intelligence personnel. A tour of duty with the Combat Intelligence Bat-
talion was a customary -hase in the career development of all NVA intelligence officers and non-

commissioned officers.

(S/NF) CNC operations in South Vietnam were compartmented from those of other Com-

munist intelligence organizations, except COSVN's Strategic Intelligence Office, in order to

increase operational security. CNC high-level collection activities concentrated on the acquisl-

tion and exploitation of penetrations into such sensitive targets as the RVN Presidential Staff.

(SINF) There were four operational levels in the CNC organization in SVN. The highest
level CNC operative in SVN was the PhaiVien or field intelligence commissar. He was the

leader of a cluster of three to five intelligence collection cells. The Phai Vien was an intel-
ligence professional who had two or more years of training in North Vietnam and possibly also

in the Soviet Union. He seldom risked leaving his base in a VC or NVA-controlled area, and
communicated with CNC headquarters by encrypted radio messages and with his cells by clandes-

tine radio and courier. A Phai Xhien, or principal agent, controlled each of the collection cells.

He was a well trained operative who resided legally in a GVN-controlled area. He served to
compartment his subordinates from each other and fron- his chief, and according to CNC doc-

trine, his subordinates should not know his true identity. Below the principal agent was the Co

Can, or source, who constituted the lowest echelon of collection. A source had to be politically
enlightened and have access by virtue of being a military or civilian empioyee of the GVN, or at
least frequent contact with knowledgeable individuals.
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(S/NF) Although officer candidates for assignment to military intelligence were expected to
have the equivalent of a high school education, this requirement was waived to admit those with
outstanding combat records or demonstrated abilities. When possible, the CNC offered its
personnel a chance to obtain further education during lulls in their military careers. The
operational preparation of espionage agents included an orientation concerning conditions in South
Vietnam. Intensive instruction and practical exercises were conducted in espionage net organi-
zation, technical and nontechnical communications, source recruitment and handling, and report-
irg. Combat intelligence personnel received refresher training in basic military subjects, in-
cluding the use of the latest individual weapons available to both friendly and enemy forces.
They also received limited training in demolition, reconnaissance techniques, terrain analysis,
tactics, ambush, abduction, and countersweep operations.

(S/NF) In 1971 the CNC was capable of continuing high-level penetration operations, col-
lecting tactical intelligence as a secondary mission, continuing provisions of high-quality training
for CNC trainees and other NYA intelligence personnel. There were indications that the CNC
might be shifting.its emphasis to stay-behind operations, employing agents with well-documented
legal residence status in OVN controlled areas. Due to difficulties of maintaining a satisfactory
level of communications security from the field to Hanoi, the CNC was transferring its assets
in South Vietnam to the control of COSVN's Strategic Intelligence Office, otherwise known as
B-Z2.

(S) COSVN intelligence organizations. This effort was carried on by five elements:
the Strategic Intelligence Office (B-ZZ), the Military Security Office, the Military Intelligence
Office (B-Z), the Technical ReConnaissance Office, and the Military Proselyting Sections.

(S) B-U was created in the summer of 1968 from a merger of ten strategic espionage cells
of the former VC Military Intelligence -Bureau and at least five espionage networks of the CNC.
This reorganization was the result of Allied military pressures during the counteroffensive fol-
lowing TET 1968, during which various weaknesses in control of operations and dissemination of
intelligence were discovered. The Strategic Intelligence Office (SIO), had the primary mission
of collecting high-level military, political, diplomatic, and economic information concerning
South Vietnam, and subverting the GVN. To accomplish these missions, the SIO worked through
penetration agents at the most,sensitive levels of the RV:.4 structure. SIO agents included a
member of the Chamber of Deputies and an advisor to President of the Republic. Being largely
an outgrowth of the CNC, B-Z's modus operandi was substantially the same as that of the North
Vietnamese agency. The SIO and the CNC continued to be the two most sophisticated and com-
petent of the enemy intelligence agencies.

(S) The Military Security Office (MSO) functioned as the military counterintelligence arm
of COSVN, and appeared to be similar to the An Ninh in structure. Very little information
was available concerning the MSO. Its targets and the elements it protected were primarily
military, and its activities appeared to be coordinated with the An Ninh. Counterespionage
operations and the maintenance of internal security were activities of the MSO. Since the office
was subordinate to the Political Bureau of the Military Directorate, COSVN, an important func-
tion of the MSO was most likely the preservation of party discipline within NVA and VC forces.

(S) COSVN's tactical intelligence requirements were satisfied by a number of units and
specialized organizations. The agency exercising overall control was the Phong Quan Bao,
Military Intelligence Office (MIO), designated B-2. The %41O conducted clandestine collection
activities in support of VC and NVA military operations, provided training and guidance to VC
reconnaissance elements, and coordinated the activities of Technical Reconnaissance Units
(TRU). It shared witb the An Ninh the mission of penetrating the Chieu Hoi program, and had
some conspicuous successes in introducing false rallie-rs into the system. Surveillance and
penetration of RVNAF, US, and other Allied military .astallations was an MIO priority collection
activity. At COSVN level there was a B-Z military mntelli"gence staff of about 1, 500 persons
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which produced combat intelligence fo£ use by tne High Command of the SVNLA. This informa-
tion was used in the planning of VC military operations. The Military Intelligence Staff of
COSVN also operated two training schools, both organized as companies. One school provided
radio training in preparation for technical reconnaissance duties and the other taught basic
espionage methods and techniques. The basic VC military intelligence field unit was a province-
level element: usually designated a battalion, it numbered about 225 personnel. Besides the
headquarters, it contained a signal element, five collection teams, and sometimes a reconnais-
sance company and company size special action group. The MIO possessed a capability to
reconnoiter RVNAF and Allied military in allations throughout the RVN. Additionally, it
conducted elicitation of information operations by using Vietnamese nationals who had contact
with military personnel. It could penetrate the RVNAF directly by recruiting military personnel
or by having its own personnel join the RVNAF. MIO had the capability to recruit US and other
Allied personnel through intimidation, bribery, or less probably, on an ideological basis.

(S) It was estimated that about 4, 000 pzrsonnel were involved in COSVN's communications
intelligence effort, conducted by TRUs and controlled by the Technical Reconnaissance Office.
The units ranged in size 'from the four-man team supporting a VC or NVA battalion to large
units with impressive intercept, deciphering, translating, and recording capabilities. TRUs
deployed so as to be able to react immediately to intelligence derived from Allied tactical voice
communications. They submitted spot reports rega::ding sweeps, heliborne operations, tactical
airstrikes, and artillery missions. Captured training documents and notebooks stressed atten-
tion to Allied communications security violations. Deception operations, particularly mis-
direction of airstrikes and artillery fire against friendly troops, were also attempted. The enemy
used captured US tactical radios augmented by large numbers of commercial and Chinese Coin-
munist military radios.

(S) Military Proselyting Sections had a twofold function: the first was to win RVN troops
over to the VC cause and the second was to impress loyal VC of the broad scope of their own
proselyting activities. The majority of propaganda directed against US forces fell into the
second category. The bilingual (Vietnamese - English) character of propaganda leaflets was an
indication of their true purpose. The mission of the Military Proselyting Section was simply to
undermine the will and cause desertion of Allied forces. Parallel proselyting efforts o.cisted
on the civilian side of the VC movement. The activities of both proseluting sections served
military goals, but the civilain elements operated covertly in GVN-cc'itrolled areas while the
military elements proselyted in "liberated" zones. The principal US targets of propaganda
activities were draftees and negro troops. Recent military proselyting activities included
recruitment in place and the insertion of penetration agents within the GVN and RVNAF. It is
probable that these activities were coordinated with and supervised by the Militar'y Security
Office at the same echelon. 61

ALLIED INTELLIGENCE

US INTELLIGENCE MISSION AND ORGANIZATION

(C) The staff agency responsible for intelligence within MACV was the ACof S J2, which
was charged with a two-fold mission. One aspect of the mission involved the continuing US effort
to aid the RVNAF in becoming self-sufficient in their struggle to counter the threat to their
country. Accordingly, the 3Z was responsible for providing support for the RVNAF intelligence
effort and assisting them in enhancing their own capabilities. The other aspect of the J2 mission
was responsibility for the submission of accurate and timely information concerning areas of
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enemy activity of current and future interest to COMUSMACV and to other senior headquarters,

national agencies, and Free World authorities. These missions required a major management

effort to insure that subordinate intelligence activities coordinated the collection, production,

and dissemination of critical information in the most efficient and expeditious manner possible.

To accomplish this management tas1t the ACof S J2 was organized to coordinate intelligence
activities as shown in Figure 1f-3Z2.

GVN INTELLIGENCE MISSION AND OR GANIZA U ON

(C) The J2, Joint General Staff, RVNAF, held joint staff responsibility for all matters
pertaining to RVNAF intelligence. These responsibilities included formulation of plans, pro-
cedures and orders, staff supervision, and control of functions relating to RVNAF intelligence.

The Joint General Staff also retained primary responsibility for follow-up analysis and exploit-
ation of military information provided by RVNAF military attaches abroad. Paramount among

responsibilities was advice concerning political warfare and counterlntelligence measures.

In order to accomplish these varied missions, the Joint General Staff maintained operational

control over several Vietnamese agencies: the RVNAF contingents of the various Allied combined

intelligence centers (Combined Intelligence Center, Vietnam, Combined Document r -oitation

Center, Combined Military Interrogation Center, and Combined Materiel Exploitation Center)
and the 32 Tactical Air Support Element. A Military Security Directorate was assigned to the

Joint General Staff to provide counterintelligence services, while the 37 was responsible for

communications security and radio research. On the civilian side of the Government, the

primary intelligence agency was,the National Police Force, a many-faceted organization with a
nationwide operating area. 63

An entrance to a VC tunnel complex.
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CHAPTER IV

PLANS AND OPERATIONS

COMBINED STRATEGIC PLANNING

DEVELOPMENT OF THE COMBINED STRATEGIC OBJECTIVES PLAN

(S) In late .1968 Commander, United States Military Assistance Command, Vietnam (COM-

USMACV) directed that a plan be developed which would clearly delineate long-range US goals

and objectives in the Republic of Vietnam (RVN). Such a document would complement the annual

Combined Campaign Plan (CCP), which outlined short-range objectives and strategy for the

Allied forces. By May 1969 the MACV staff had drafted the MACV Stratepic Objectives Plan

(SOP), an in-house document which enunciated US long-range objectives. Yet if the joint efforts

of the Allies were to be efficiently employed, the MACV SOP, an essentially unilateral paper,

would not suffice. Accordingly, COMUSMACV directed that the staff work jointly with the RVN

Joint General Staff (JGS) in developing a combined strategic plan. The corcept envisioned a

'national blueprint" which would incorporate in one document the essentials of the CCP, the

Pacification and Development Plan, and the recently evolved "area security concept." In pre-

paring the plan, increased rapport developed between JGS plannirs and their MACV counterparts

in staffing efforts. With the MACV SOP as the model, the Combined Strategic Objectives Plan

(CSOP) was developed and implemented by August 1970. Because the CSOP incorporated the

MACV SOP objectives and policies, the latter was rescinded on 25 Nov 71.

(S) Throughout 1971 HO MACV planners and their JGS counterparts continued to be guided

by the CSOP in shurt- and long-range planning efforts. The plan centered on three essentials:

-- Immediate combined objectives (to be accomplished by end of 1972). Expansion of areas

of secure environment encompassing major cities, heavily populated areas, and primary LOC
which would provide favorable environment for continued growth and strengthening of political,

economic, and social institutions.

-- Intermediate combined objectives (to be accomplished by mid-1974). A secure environ-

ment throughout the RVN which permitted and fostered further expansion of the economy and the

national development programs, under the direction of a stable national government which repre-

sented and was supported by the people.

-- Ultimate combined objectives (to be accomplished beyond 5 years). A free independent
and viable nation of the Republic of Vietnam functioning in a secure environment both internally

and regionally.

(U) At the close of the year, the CSOP was being revised, with the new document to become

effective 1 Jan 72.

(S) Other major combined United States/Republic of Vietnam Armed Forces (US/RVNAF)
planning efforts during the year included a posthostilities plan which envisioned the redirection

of an even greater share of GVN military efforts towards the nation-building role. Additional
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planning was done on prisoner of w.r repatriation activities, the activation of a new ARVN infantry
division, and various courses of action in the event of a cease-fire. 2

COMBINED INTERDICTION PROGRAM

(U) As part of the coordinated attack on the total enemy system outlined in the Combined
Campaign Plan (CCP), mid-1971 saw the genesis cf an extensive Combined Interdiction Program.
The basic concept recognized the changed nature of the conflict from a war within the boundaries
of RVN during pre-1970 days, to $1 widening Southeast Asia endeavor. As such the CCP involved
intensified integration of all Allied air, land, and sea assets in an effort to disrupt Hanoi's vital
personnel and logistical lifeline into the enlarged battle arena. (A detailed discussion of these
enemy infiltration movements is included in Chapter III. The keystone of the interdiction
offensive .- airpower -- is covered in Chapter VI; ocean and waterway surveillance operations
are discussed in Chapter V. ) No formal written document outlined the goals of the Combined
Interdiction Program for 1971. Instead, prosecutior. of the mission was accomplished by the
newly formed Combined Interdiction Coordinating Committee (CICC) composed of MACV and
Joint General Staff (JGS) staff members who, beginning in August 1971, met at least monthly to
review interdiction efforts.

(S) Ground interdiction efforts in 1971, as in the preti6us year, essentially involved two
major efforts: ground combat operations and the unattended ground sensor program. Certain
ground combat operations had specific interdiction missions, such as the LAM SON 719 cross-
border operations. Others indirectly supported the interdiction goal; for example, the combat
activities of the 3d Bde Ist Cav Div around the Saigon-Bien Hoa-Long Binh rocket belt. The
second form of ground interdiction was the unattended ground sensor program, lirst used in late
1967. The US program, DUFFEL BAG, was primarily for intelligence purposes, specifically
the analysis of enemy movement patterns, while the Vietnamese side of the program, called
TIGHT JAW, dealt with target acquisition activity. By 77 Nov 71 approximately 4,000 ground
sensors (US and RVNAF) were employed throughout RVN, primarily along the western border.
RVNAF units operated 75 percent of these, evidence of the "Vietnamization" of the activit". 3

Late in 1971 MACV estimated that the RVNAF would a.nsume complete controi of the sentor
program including management and operational re-'prsibility by April 1972.

(S) Using seismic, acoutgic, magnetic, electromagnetic, or infr~red sensing means to d4:ect
enemy personnel or vehicle movements, the devicee were employed in strings of two or more
sensors, usuall along an avenue of approach. Signals transmitted from the sensor to a monitor,
either by radio :requency or wire lines, were displayed or heard on various readout devices
(see Figure IV-I'. The sensors were emplaced by hand, either by Ranger Border Defense Units
and Ranger Mobile Strike Groups du.-ing specific border counterinfiltravion missions, or by air.
By Novembor, Deployable Automatic Relay Terminals (DART's) were being implanted by USAF
F-4 airc-raft at the rate of 40 per month, while other sensors were positio:ed by helicopter. A
recognized problem was the relative lack of auccess of Vietnamese nelicop.er implant efforts
compared to US experience. The CICC acknowledged ti.is as a training problem which continued
to receive its primary attention. 5

(S) Throughout the year, unattended ground senvors played a major role In "high threat
interc'iction zones, especially in the DMZ and northwestern Military Region (MR) I area encom-
passing the ground south of the DMZ and north of RT 9 from the Laotian border eastward to the
Gulf of Tpnkin. In that area in May, 228 sensors identified 2, 226 target , of which 256 were
engaged. 0 DUFFEL BAG activations countrywide during the same month recorded 4, 171 enemy
movements from 1,833 active devic-s, with 1,429 engagements as a resuh. A variety of
responses were usually made, in -viuing mixed artillery, mortar, naval gunfire, troop insertions,
small arms, and airstrike missions. 7
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(S) At the end of 1971 JGS and MACV planners had completed a comprehensive Interdiction
Annex (Annex P) for incorporation into the forthcoming 1972 CCP. This special interdiction

planning, as in the case of the CCP itself, demonstrated the continued progress of joint planning
efforts and the increased JOS capability and desire to assume the major role. Since the enemy
was engaged in long.,range infiltration planning, as evidenced by the discovery of a new north-
south trail irto the DMZ and an estimated 60, 000 infiltration into RVN by end-December, the

new, dynamic Vietnamese effort seemed timely. 8

COMBINED CAMPAIGN PLAN

(S) The principal vehicle guiding RVNAF and US/FWMAF military operations in 1971 was
the Combined Campaign Plan (CCP) 1971, AB 146. Since the first CCP had been published by
HQ MACV and RVNAF JGS in November 1967 (for CY68), the CCP annually provided broad
statements of missions, goals, and priorities, dealing with the measured application of combat
power and other resources in accordance with the 'one war ' concept. 9 Unlike previous versions
(essentially US), the 1971 plan was a Vietnamese effort with American cooperation. Approved on

31 Oct 70 by the Chief, JOS, COMUSMACV, and the FWMAF commanders, the plson contained
detailed guidance in 22 separate annexes, and served as one of the foundations out of which the
Combined Interdiction Program and seasonal plans were developed. 10

(S) As in the case of the 1970 document, the CCP for 1971 was based on two assumptions :.

regarding Vietnamizatioi: continued redeployment of US/FWMAF forces, concurrent with

RVNAF taking over their roles. Further assumptions were that Communist Bloc na'ions would
continue materiel aid but would not intervene overtly in the conflict; NVN would continue its
southward flow of materiel, reinforcements, and command direction of the war effort; any
agreement reached at the Paris peace negotiations would not result in the removal of the VC
infrastructure (VCI) or their combat forces; and the NVN would continue pressure on the people
of RVN indefinitely. 11

(S) The mission statement for the 1971 plan was little changed from 1970. As stated in the-
1971 CCP:

The mission of the RVNAF and FWMAF is to assure the security of the
Vietnamese people throughout the Republic of Vietnam by defeating the

VC/NVA forces and by participating in the GVN Pacification and Develop-
ment Plan. [The latter was redesignated the Community Defense and Local
Development Plan on I Mar 71. ]

(S) Combat operations stressed mobility and interdiction of enemy LOC. Specifically,
maneuver forces were to conduct sustained, coordinated, .and combined mobile operations
against VC/NVA forces, base areas (BAs), and logistical systems in RVN and authorized
contiguous areas. Ground, sea, and air operations would be conducted to interdict enemy land
and water lines of communication (LOC), to include cross-border operations and counterinfiltration
activities, as required. RVNAF and FWMAF units would be required to undertake various efforts
for the support of nation building. This would include, as it had in the past, protection of pop-

ulation centers of all sizes as well as military bases and installations. Additionally, RVNAF
personnel were to be integrated into US communications facilities in order to provide for a single,

comprehensive telecommunications system. 12

(S) The concept of operation called for the employment of RVNAF and FWMAF units in cri-
tical priority areas, with economy of force the guideline in other less threatened zones. With
mobility the keynote, the available forces were to be employed in two interdependent roles.
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Mobile Field Forces

(S) These consisted of infantry divisions, an airborne division, a marine division, and
ranger units supported by FWMAF, who were to conduct operations primarily to: (1) locate and
neutralize enemy main forces, base areas, and logistics systems; (2) deter enemy incursion into
RVN along the DMZ, Laos, and Cambodian borders, and in coastal waters; (3) prevent enemy
incursion into consolidation zones and secure areas. (See Figure IV-2.)

Territorial Forces

(S) These consisted of Regional Forces (RF) and Popular Forces (PF), supported by the
National Police (NP) and People's Self Defense Force (PSDF), and by mobile field forces when
the situation warranted,. who were to conduct operations primarily to: (1) participate in GVN
pacification and development programs; (2) prevent enemy infiltration, attacks, and harassment
of villages, hamlets, cities, province and district capitals, industrial centers, military bases,
populated.areas and vital LOC.

(S) The naval forces of both FWMAF and RVNAF were to continue off-shore surveillance
operations to deny the enemy use of sea infiltration routes. The Vietnameae Navy (VNN) specif-
ically was to continue coastal surveillance and inland waterway interdiction efforts in the Delta,
the river approaches to Saigon, and in other inland waterway systems, to deny enemy use of
vital LOC and to protect them for friendly use. Naval gunfire was to be employed for interdiction
fires, support of friendir coastal operations, and neutralization of enemy facilities and forces.
The VNN would also continue riverine operations in MRs 1, 3, and 4, and would provide harbor
defense and waterborne security for the major ports and minor river ports as required.

(S) Within its capabilities and based upon progress through Vietnamization, the Vietnamese
Air Force (VNAF) was to maintain air supremacy over the RVN and contiguous areas where
authorized and conduct interdiction, airlift, and reconnaissance, as well as close air support.
The FWMAF air forces would continue to support the VNAF, both in its combat role and in
furthering development of its self-sufficiency.

(S) To measure progress toward the accomplishment of the purposes of the CCP, results
were to be analyzed against nine goals. As in the past, major comma.aders would report to the
Chief, JGS, and COMUSMACV at the semi-annual review. The yardsticks for 1971 were:

-- Participate in the 1971 Community Defense and Local Development Plan (CD and LD
Plan). The objectives of the CD and LD Plan would continue to be implemented according
to the principle of community cooperation to restore peace, freedom, and security. The
goals used to measure progress in achieving these objectives during 1971 were contained
in detail in the GVN 1971 CD and LD Plan and supporting documents. (These are discussed
in detail in Chapter VII.)

-- Organize, train, equip, and modernize RVNAF to achieve a maximum state of combat'
effectiveness.

-- Employ RVNAF in accordance with their assigned missions and capabilities.

-- Inflict more losses on the enemy than he can replace.

-- Deny the~maximum number of base area sanctuaries and logistics systems in RVN and
adjacent border areas to the enemy.
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-- Restore and secure LOC to the greatest extent possible.

-- Protect all national resources and deprive the enemy of their use.

-- Increase intelligence and counterintelligence activities.

-- Neutralize the VCI to the maximum extent possible. 13

(IL) Preparation of the 1972 CCP (AB 147) began on 25 Jun 71. As 1970 and 1971 experiences
plainly dictated, there would continue to be a need to achieve the proper balance between the

military and nonmilitary aspects of the strategy. Furthermore, an even more important role
was to be assumed by the Territorial Forces. In subsequent planning sessions, which culminated
in the signing of the document on 29 October, HQ MACV planners continued to emphasize the
clos* relationship between the 1971 CD and LD Plan and the CCP as complementary efforts that
would lead to the accomplishment of GVN national goals. Their JGS counterparts agreed, assum-
ing at the same time an even greater share of the planning effort than in the previous year. 14

SEASONAL CAMPAIGN PLANS

(S) MACV continued to be responsible for developing complementary guidance for subordinate
and component commanders. Consequently, during 1971 MACV periodically issued short-range
planning instructions to US commanders.

WINTER CAMPAIGN PLAN: January - April 1971

(S) To insure continuity with the 1970 fall campaign plan, late in December 1970 HQ MACV
directed subordinate and component commanders to continue unilateral/combined combat opera-
tions and assist the RVNAF as they assumed greater responsibility for the war. For if the
immediate combined objectives of the CSOP were to be fulfilled, these efforts were of paramount
importance. Specifically, the plan stressed those endeavors geared to disrupt enemy objectives
to frustrate the Allied pacification effort and to intensify guerrilla warfare. (A detailed discussion
of Central Office for South Vietnam (COSVN] Resolutions 9and 14, which encompass these enemy
aims, is included in Chapter III.) Elimination of VCI, support of pacification, Lines of Com-
munication (LOC) security, training support, resources denial, and psychological operations;
all of these efforts were to receive major emphasis. And with continuing and possibly accelerated
incremental redeployment of US/FWMAF units, the plan emphasized that close coordination
between relieving and relieved units was essential in the transfer of security and nation building
tasks.

(S) The winter campaign plan specifically tasked subordinate and component commanders to
do the following:

Elimination of the VCI. By emphasizing the bilateral aspects of the special collection
program, the BIG MACK VCI statistical report, and on-going coordination with the province and
district intelligence and operations coordination centers (PIOCC/DIOCC), FWMAF and US com-
manders were to insure the maximum exchange of intelligence. In the area of neutralization
programs, VC infrastructure province and district senior officials were to be priority targets.
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-- Support of pacification. Commanders were to exert a concerted effort to provide suf-
ficient security to Government of Vietnam (GVN) elements so as to enable upgrading of all V-rated
(VC controlled) hamlets. Accordingly, units were to conduct combat operations against enemy
maneuver units in the consolidation zones. When necessary, FWMAF and US units would serve
as ready reaction forces for territorial security elements, and would also provide fire support,
whenever these requirements exceeded RVNAF capabilities.

-- LOC security. By stressing around-the-clock use of road, railroad, and water LOC,
especially during the hours of darkness, commanders would support like RVNAF efforts. The
concept also stressed maximum use of night patrols, ambushes, and the neutralization of VCI
tax collection agencies along these routes. Following coordination with the appropriate GVN
officials, land clearing operations would be conducted in heavily vegetated areas.

-- Training support. To further aid the RVNAF in reaching the highest possible combat
effectiveness, FWMAF and US commanders were to actively assist in training programs. These
included specialist MOS training, company level (officer and NCO) leadership training, and the
continuing improvement of training doctrine, literature, and facilities.

-- Resources denial. To preclude enemy access to food and materiel and other war essential
items, commanders were to support such RVNAF programs as the LOC checkpoint system, rice
control operations, and the neutralization of enemy financial and economic organizations, and
similar ventures.

-- Psychological operations. Commanders were to emphasize quick reaction psychological
operations as a normal adjunct to combat operations. These effoi ts were to be limited, however,
to communications dealing with enemy target audiences only. As requested, advice and back-up
mass media psychological operations (PSYOP) material support would be provided to RVNAF and
GVN agencies. 5

SUMMER - FALL CAMPAIGN PLAN: MAY - OCTOBER 1971

(S) Published in March, the planned mission for MACV operations in the summer - fall

period remained essentially unchanged from the winter campaign goal. However, the following
points were stressed. Commanders were to:

-- capitalize on the succesr of the RVNAF cross-border operations,

-- assist in providing the requisite stability through the GVN national elections in October,

-- further Vietnamese-American relations,

-- continue to assist RVNAF in VCI elimination operations,

S-- assist in the destruction of an already weakened enemy logistics system.

Furthermore, in recognition of the anticipated continued diminishing presence of US/FWMAF
units, tasking statements were more carefully worded than in the previous plan, specifically
requi :i.g commanders to support programs only in accordance with their capabilities. 16

(S) By April, continued RVNAF emphasis on VCI elimination operations necessitated a
change to the summer-fall campaign plan. Since territorial forces were to participate in massive
countrywide area saturation efforts of short duration, MACV subordinate and component
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commanders where possible were to assume the security missions for these units. Furthermore,
within capabilities, they were to provide combat support for blocking enemy escape routes, as
well as furnish quick reaction forces. The latter, if needed, would assist in neutralizing enemy
units fixed by the operating forces. 17

DYNAMIC DEFENSE CONCEPT

(S) As US maneuver battalion strength diminished from 54 in January to 33 by 30 June, an
additional refinement had to be made in the summer-fall campaign plan. 18 With US redeployments
continuing at a steady rate, the security of vital US installations would become a matter of grave
concern. Accordingly in late June; the "dynamic defense" concept evolved, which envisioned Uq
forces in concert with RVNAF and Territorial Forces defending vital installations. Areas of
operation would include zones such as the rocket belts south and southwest of Da Nang and sur-
rounding the Saigon-Bien Hoa-Long Binh complex. If COMUSMACV deemed it essential, a US
maneuver battalion might be tasked Lo provide security for an isol.ted key installation such as
Cam Ranh Bay.

(S) More specifically, artillery forces would provide shortfall support to the Vietnamese
and combat back-up to US forces. As artillery redeployments continued, US artillery units would
be relocated to assure availability of fire support for US installations. The same concept was
to hold true for helicopter forces. Furthermore, with the scheduling of air cavalry troops and
assault helicopter companies for the latest possible redeployment, HQ MACV sought to provide
required mobility and firepower at a crucial period of the transition from low-level US to full-
scale Vietnamese conduct of the war effort. Moreover, within authorized sortie rates and mission
capabilities, USAF and USN elements would continue to provide combat support.

(S) The refined plan also cautioned commanders to use fire support prudently,and stressed
maximum use of small unit actions wherever possible. (For a detailed discussion of the Rules
of Engagement governing the use of firepov - r, see Annex D. ) Finally, it emphasized that units schedulem
for redeployment during most of this period would standdown in increments. Along with continuous
ground and -erial reconnaissance efforts, it was hoped that these moves would facilitate a posi-
tion of strength and stability complementing RVNAF cross-border operations during the period. 19

(S) To insure that all subordinate headquarters undevstood MACV policy concerning ground
operations under "dynamic defense, " HQ MACV issued additional guidance in June. As US com-
bat forces diminished, commanders were to turn from "combat operations, " i. e., primarily
large scale offensive operations, to "security operations, " such as reconnaissance and ambush
patrols to protect US installations and units. ZO In this regard, the following definitions applied:

Security operations: those operations conducted as primarily defensive against enemy
incursions of any kind which if permitted to proceed unchecked would threaten US
installations, facilities, or units. These operations will normally include reconnaissance
operations, ambush operations, reactions to local enemy contact, and other operations
involving units of company size and smaller.

-- Combat operations: those operations that are primarily offensive in nature and normally
involving units of battalion size or larger operating against enemy formations beyond
striking distance (35-50 kin) of US installations, facilities, or unit bases. 21

(S) The "dynamic defense" concept continued to be the MACV strategy during the latter half
of 1971, with redeployment of units causing only minor adjustments in tasks at year's end.
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GROUND COMBAT SITUATION IN 1971

(S) During 1971 the ground war continued to reflect RVNAF and US/FWMAF efforts to deny

the enemy his ultimate objective, the conquest of SVN. Vietnamization of the ground fighting
continued concurrently with redeployment of US/FWMAF elements. The year was characterized
by a lower level of enemy activity than the previous 1Z months; this was due to significant enemy
personnel and supply losses, expansion of his area of operations outside SVN, and his concentration
on the development of a secure logistical system. The enemy was forced to reduce both forces

and capabilities in RVN, except near the DMZ. (For a detailed analysis of the enemy situation,
see Chapter III. ) Successful RVNAF cross-border operations (discussed separately in Annex E),
while complementary to the air and naval Allied interdiction effort, played a major role in

causing this reduction in enemy capability.

(S) Both the nature of ground operations and the roles of the participants changed in 1971,
as the following statistics indicate.

-- US maneuver battalion strength in RVN declined from 54 in January to 16 in December.

-- US combat deaths declined from a monthly high of 272 in March to 17 by December.

-- The number of RVNAF contacts on large unit operations was triple the 1970 figure
(from 5,589 to 17,740).

-- Total US helicopter sorties (combat, combat support, and noncombat support) in RVN

were almost half the 1970 figure from 7,564 to 4, 212).

-- There was an overall decline in enemy initiated attacks in RVN compared to 1970, ai
shown by these statistics:

23

1971

Attacks Against Jan Feb Mar Apr Ma Jun Jul A SepOct Nov Dec

Population centers 19 33 25 24 36 33 15 15 11 21 14 1.4

RVNAF 33 58 68 57 57 97 24 60 56 34 ?6 23

Pacification 85 154 147 116 115 80 68 65 53 47 53 42

US forces 22 37 61 32 22 18 8 7 8 9 2 3

Other I 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0

Total 160 283 30 229 730 229 11 14-7 i12 18 95 84

1970

Attacks Against Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug ies Oct Nov Dec

Population centers 18 17 21 35 60 37 24 35 27 Z2 15 20

RVNAF 74 40 33 I25 101 54 34 84 76 45 33 66

Pacification 149 113 103 255 233 170 128 156 106 114 91 88
US forces 67 54 45 102 88 67 63 54 26 17 10 20

Other 1 0 2 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0

Total 309 Z24 204 518 482 328 250 329 2.5 198 C50 T94
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FORCES AVAILABLE

(S) Throughout the year, Allied forces continued to maintain a strength level capable of

blunting the enemy's attempts to dominate RVN through battlefield action (sve Zigure IV-3. )24

Although most RVNAF units were battle tested and continued to improve in combat effectiveness,

certain chronic problems constrained the rate of progress. Leadership quality, especially in
Vietnamese Army (ARVN) ranks, had generally improved but continued to be a problem among

lower-ranking officers and noncommissioned officers. Other personnel problems such as
high desertion rates and low replacement and recruitment inputs continued (see Chapter VIII).
Failure to properly exercise the supply system also continued to have a negative eflect on
ground operations in all military regionR. Nevertheless the ARVN and other RVNAF forces
demonstrated, through their performance on the battlefield in 1971, the great distance they had
traveled along the road of professionalism since the somber days of mid-1965.

(U) US/FWMAF units executed assigned combat missions throughout the year as professio,-
ally as they had done in the past, and made the transition from active offensive combat to
"dynamic defense" with little difficulty. As redeployment progressed, the JGS and MACV
continued working together on carefully programmed steps of filling the void with Vietnamese
combat power.

(S) To carry out their missions as presented in CCP 1971, RVNAF, FWMAF, and US
ground forces had the following major tasks:

-- Conduct mobile operations in order to locate and neutralize enemy main force units,
base areas, liaison cammunications and logistics systems, in clearing zones and along
the DMZ and border areas.

Prevent enemy incursion into consolidation zones and secure areas.

Support RF and PF units, upon request of the nr.ovince chief, by conducting reaction
operations against enemy main force units on the fringes of cities, province and
district capitals, villages and hamlets. 25

(S) Major units to carry out these tasks were deployed throughout RVN in 1971 as indicated
in Figures IV-4 through IV-7.
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WEATHER

(U) In the first 3 months of 1971, under northeast monsoon domination, there was little rain-
fall and mostly good weather in the south and west of the Annamite ridgeline. In MR I and
northern MR 2, the northeast air flow caused poor weather for an average 20 days of each month.
The transition month of April is traditionally a period of good weather and 1971 was no exception.
However, the foliowing 4 months of May through August brought the onset of the southwest mon-
soon (17 May) with its increase in shower-type rains in the south and four major storm systems,
which caused heavy rains and high winds to affect various parts of the Republic. May was the
month of most frequent thunderstorms in MRs 3 and 4. In addition, tropical storm Wanda struck
the Republic near Chu Lai on I May and brought bed weather to the coast of MRs 1 and 2, In
July, typhoons Harriet and Jean and tropical storm Kim brought heavy cloud cover, ctrong winds,
and extensive rainfall to the northern half of the Republic between the,5th and 19th of the month.
The transition period, shifting from the southwest to the northeast monsoon, started on.16
September when air flow from both directions began to affect the Republic, bringing heavy rains
and low cloudiness to areas east of the ridgeline, and at the same time much improved conditions
in the south. By mid-October the northeast monsoon finally gained dominance over RVN and
typhoon Hester brought very heavy raia and damaging winds to MR I around 2" ".tober; on the
27th a strong surge in the northeast flow caused 15 to 20 nches of rain to ' northern MR 1.
Rainfall gradually declined In November and December in the northeast exe. areas, but
periodic surges in the air flow made low cloud ceiling* with light rain and drizzle a common
occurrence.

(U) The effect of these weather conditions on ground operations was minimal, except for
a significant number of aircraft destroyed or damaged at Chu Lai during Typhoon Hester.
Throughout the battle area limited visibility conditions frequently were a constraint on the full
use of airmobile and tactical air assets by maneuver units in a given operation, but never to the
point of placing friendly forces at a major tactical disadvantage. The essential small unit
nature of the ground war, as well as the continued upward trend in LOC improvements throughout
the RVN, offset the negative impact of wet weather conditions upon ground mobility.

(U) For a detailed discussion of RVN climate, see Volume III, 1969 MACV Command History.

THE GROUND -v#AR BY MILITARY REGION

(S) As in the past, Allied operations to counter enemy plans for RVN in 1971 varled from
region to region according to the situation. Following is a concise summary of combat operations
during the year by military region, preceded by a terrain description for each MR.

MR I

(U) Comprised of the five northern provinces of RVN, MR I is bordered on the west by Laos,
with the South China Sea to the east as a natural boundary (see Figure IV-8). Roughly comparatle
in size to the state of Maryland, the region encompasses part of the northern highlands of RVN
and is characterized by three types of terrain:, the wide belt of mountains in the west, a narrow
transitional piedmont in the middle, and coastal plains in the east.

(U) i orming the eastern edge of the Annamite Mountain chain, interspersed with large trees
on slopes usually no larger than 2, 100 meters, the highlands meet the South China Sea just aorth
of Da Nang. The narrow piedmont, densely vegetated rolling hills, is dissected by numerous
river valleys. In the coastal plains dense grass marshes, wet land rice and some dry crops
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A US infantry mortav squad fires defensive
'concentrations in support of company rifleU platoons in the highlands west of Hue, -MR 1.

Troops of the 173d Abu Bde clean weapons
following a lonig-range patrol in the Central
Hightands, MR 2.

p ~ An APC of the 2d Sqdn, I11th Armd Cay Regt
'*%4 in operation north of Saigon, MR 3.

Troops of the Z Ist ARVN mIf Div on, an air-
mobile opercation approach a landing zone
west of Can Tho, MR 4.
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cover this relatively flat strip, which extends the length of the coast. The eastern edge of the
plains is a belt of beach and sand dunes, averaging 200 meters in width, and 3 to 20 meters in
height.

(S) There werl more Allied forces deployed in MR 1 than other MRs at the beginning of the
year, because of the large number of enemy forces that still posed a threat. The activation of
an ARVN division by the year's end sought to offset the impact of US redeployment. Friendly
maneuver battalions devoted considerable effort to anti-infiltration operations in the vestern
foothills and mountain areas, traditional operating areas of enemy main force units. These forces
used air power extensively to destroy or neutralize base areas, interdict enemy movement, and
frustrate his plans for reinforcement. Concurrently, Territorial Forces operated along the
coastal areas and into the foothills, as they further expanded government influence and provided
military supp-rt to community defense and local development. 26

(S) During January, combat activity in the northernmost military region was nil. TheTerritorial Forces continued an intensified program of saturation type operations (DONG KHOI)

in the lowlands and populated areas, neeking to maintain an already established momentum in the
elimination of the VCI and protection of the harvest. Maneuver forces continued search and clear
operations against enemy main force units. An example was GOLDEN DRAGON II from 4 to 21
January, in which four battalions and a reconnaissance company of the 2d ROK Mar Bde operated
in the highlands of the Que Son Mountains. Results were one enemy KIA and four weapons cap-
tured. Against a backdrop of low-level enemy activity characterized by small scale attacks-by-
fire (ABF) in-country, and a massive logistics buildup north and west of the DMZ, plans were
made for LAM SON 719, an ARVN cross-border operation. Targetted against enemy LOC and
logistical bases in Laos, the attack would be supported by US/RVNAF TACAIR, ARC LIGHT
strikes, gunships, and other airmobile support beyond RVNAF capabilities. The in-country US
support for the ooeration began with DEWEY CANYON I in western Quang Tri and Thua Thien
Provinces. This combined US/RVNAF effort had two objectives: to secure Route 9 to the Lao-
tian border, and to acquire staging areas for RVNAF forces who were to participate in LAM SON
719. The operation commenced 300001 Jan 71, with elements of the lst Bde, 5th Inf Di- (Mech),
101st Abn Div (Ambl), and the 1st ArVN Inf Div. 27 For a more detailed account of LAM SON.
719, see Annex E.

(S) During February and March, I Corps forces were concerned largely with LAM SON 719
and DEWEY CANYON II, while two brigades of the 23d Inf Div (198th and 196th) participated in
MIDDLESEX PEAK and FINNEY IELL, search and clear pacification support efforts in Quang
Tin and Q.ang Ngai Provinces. In an attack against fire support base (FSB) Mary Ann, southwest
of Tam Ky in Quahg Tin Province, the 198th Bde suffered 22 KIA, 70 WIA, and one 155mm how-
itzer destroyed on 22 March, Enemy casualties were 10 KIA. 28

(S) With termination of LAM SON 719 in April, Allied commanders continued intensified
operations against enemy BAs, supply, and infiltration routes with LAM SON 720, a combined
(101st Abn and Ist ARVN) Div operation targeted in the Da Krong and A Shau valleys of Quang
Tri and Thua Thien Provinces. In support of the Territorial Forces operating in Quang Namn
Province, the 51st Inf Rgt (ARVN) sought in HOANG DIEU 107 to clear and destroy enemy local
force unita and protect the rice harvest.

(S) In May there was an increase in friendly initiated contacts on LAM SON 720, especially
in the A Shau Valley. JEFFERSON GLEN, an on-going (since September 1970) three battalion
effort of the 101st Abn Div, continued in Thua Thien and southern Quang Tri Provinces. The US
units, working jointly with elements of the 1st ARVN Div and Territorial Forces together accounted
for more than 500 enemy KIA by the end of May. In spite of Allied'offensive operations the enemy
continued to demonstrate his ability to effectively use economy of force tactics to achieve max-
imum results. Using 11 122mm rocket rounds, he launched an attack-by-fire against FSB Charlie-2
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in Quang Tri Province on Z1 May, killing 29 US and wounding 33. He relied on this tactic with
success again I month later. Starting with more than 1, 500 rounds of mixed direct and indirect
fire, followed by coordinated ground attacks by unknown size forces, the enemy overran anIL infantry battalion of the 1st ARVN Div. This enemy pressure forced the Vietnamese to destroy
four artillery tubes and evacuate FSB Fuller in Thua Thien Province on 23 June. By 27 June
two battalions of the Zd Regt were able to reoccupy the base, which had been untouched by the
enemy. Three separate rocket attacks against Da Nang during the first 8 days of June accentuated
the reduced security conditions following the final standdown of the 1st Mar Div. The end of June
saw the termination of Operation QUYET THANG 20/B. The operation involved forces from each
of the three regiments of the 2d ARVN Div and the 77th Border Ranger Def Bn in search and clear
operations in the vicinity of the junctions of Quang Ngai, Quang Tin, and Kontum provincial
borders. Since 3 May, the operation had accounted for a total of 622 enemy KIA along with 185
1W and 30 CSW captured. 29

(S) The mid-year point passed in MR I without significant change in the enemy picture;
however, the declining force level of US/FWMAF maneuver elements stimulated MACV and 3S
planners to study means of reinforcing the area either through activation of a new ARVN division,
or the transfer of combat units from other less threatened regions.

(S) In a countrywide move to reflect the diminishing role of US combat forces, US operations

were redesignated at the end of July, JEFFERSON GLEN was renamed OPORD 13-70. The six-
battalion US contribution to LAM SON 720 (which had increased to 20 RVNAF battalions) was
redesignated FRAGO-041. Throughout August, the 11th Bde, 23d Inf Div continued its "dynamic
defense" operations with four infantry battalions in Quang Ngai Province. The units of the I1th
assisted the 2d ARVN Div and Territorial Forces n a rice denial campaign (a continuation of
Operation QUYET THANG) and attempted to locate and destroy the VC Quang Ngai Provincial
headquarters and the 2Ist NVA Regt. Their efforts were unsuccessful. During the same period
the 198th Bde of the Z3d Inf Div performed the "dynamic defense" role as well, spending consider.
able time and effort in the rocket belt west of Chu Lal. Allied combat power in MR I further
diminished in August with the departure of maneuver battalions from the 5th nf (Mech) and the
101st Abn Div..

(S) Early in September RVNAF planners launched an ambitious 2-week campaign, LAM SON
810, in which more than 16, 000 troops of the lst ARVN Div undertook an interdiction effort in
western Quang Tri Province. When the operation ended on 19 September, ARVN units had seized
four 122mm field guns, 11,000 gallons of fuel, 10 tons of rice, and killed 125 of the enemy at a
cost of 13 KIA. The entire division then returned to their regimental locations to provide security
for populated areas during the pending October presidential election period. Meanwhile, the 2d
ARVN Div terminated its Operation QUYET THANG in the three southernmost provinces "n MR 1
with more than 1,000 enemy KIA in 3 months.

(S) October was a significant month for the ARVN in MR 1. On I October, JOS directed I
Corps to activate a new combat unit, the 3d Inf Div. along with two of its organic infantry battalions.
The remaining maneuver units were to be redesignated from then-current MR I assets. The
action filled an imminent void; in mid-October, both the 198th and 11th Bdes of the 23d i Div
had ceased "dynamic defense" operations and had begun final standdown operations, along with
one US armored cavalry squadron. The 101st Airborne's Opezation OPORD 13-70 terminated on

' 8 October after 13 months of operations in Thus Thien and Quang Tri Provinces. Final results
included 2,026 enemy KIA compared to 158 US KIA.

(S) By mid-November the new 3d Inf Div (-) assumed a TAOR along the DMZ in northern
A Quang Tri Province, with completion of activation expected by March 1972. (See Figure IV-9.)

-V With the departure of the 23d Inf Div, XXIV Corps assumed control of the 196th Bde, which in
turnwas redeployed for "dynamic defense" in the rocket belt around Da. Nang. The Ist ARVN Task
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ROI( Marine troops flush out VC
suspects from a hiding place west
of Qui Nhon, MR 2.
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Force terminated its O..ration HOANG DIEU ISI in Qu n n Nam Province on 27 November. At
year's ond MR 1 had six regimental size operations in progress, a few in coordination with
Territorial Forces, and the last US Army Division in-country, the 101st at Phu Bai, was in ai standdown posture. 31

(S) The following statistics provide additional details of military operations duriag the year
in MR 1.

THLE WAR IN 1971 - MILITARY1 REGION I

F'IF Strengths (000)/Maneuver Bn, MR 1

JAN FEB MAR APR MA' JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC

RVNAF-Reg 32.3 83.7 83.8 79.8 80.8 79.8 80.6 80. 5 80. 1 80.4 81.2 '82.6

RF/PF 81.9 30.0 80.4 80.4 80. 8 81.2 82.1 80.9 79.9 79.9 80.2 80.0
US 113.5 119.6 1!4.7 i0.7 88.4 83. Z a1.3 77.2 76.1 66.2 63.5 46.e

Third Nation 7. 0 7.0 7.0 7.0 6.9 7.0 ?. 0 7.0 7.1 7.1 7.5 . 5.1

Total FWF
Streng't 289.7 290.3 285.9 267.9 256.9 251.2 251.1 245.6 243.2 233.6 232.4 214.5

RVNAF-Reg 43 55 58 46 44 45 45 46 4.5 46 46 47

US 32 32 31 29 Z5 23 22 19 19 17 31 9

Third Nation 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 3
Total Mvr Bn 79 91 93 79 73 72 71 69 69 67 62 .59

Battalion Days on Larger Unit Operations -

MR 1-US 784 804 791 830 757 712 657 596 551 442 343 269

RVNA' 2,263 2,944 3, .43 3,064 3, 85C 3,785 4,496 4,252 4, 270 4,6Z.2 4,612 3,7366

Total 3,047 3,148 4,234 3,894 4,607 4,497 5,153 4,847 4,821 5,064 4,955 5,635

VCINVA Xilled in Acion

MR I-KIA by
US/FW 758 463 695 492 370 375 317 276 219 45 56 43

KIAbyRVN 1,171 1,133 1,535 1,647 1.931 2,632 1,401 2,012 1,6Z0 788 976 3,eO0

Total VC /
NvA KIA 1, 929 1, 596 2,231 2, 139 2,301 3,007 6,184 2,288 1,849 833 1,031 1,047

US/RVNAF/FWAF Combat Deaths

MR I-RVNAF 146 452 1,254 377 407 472 221 335 244 194 157 208
US 73 120 189 116 39 63 42 43 48 11 5 9
FWMA 5 8 10 10 3 7 5 6 2 7 4 2

Total. 224 580 1,453 503 409 542 268 384 294 212 166 214

Source:, JCS, Action Officer's Booklet Jan 72. Figure IV-10
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MR 2

(U) A predominantly mountainous region, truncated in the east with a narrow coastal plain
a long the South China Sea, vM 2 contains an extensive area of high rolling plains along the border
with Laos and Cambodia, and in the west central area. (See Figure IV-11.) The MR comprises
nearly half the geographical area of RVN. With an average elevation of 2, 500 meters, the high-
eat peaks are found in Kontum' Province. Rolling or hilly high plains cover much of the central
and southern sectors of the region, while the nearly level coastal plain has less than 30 meters
of local relief. A series of relatively short streams drain the eastern portion of MR 2 into the
South China Sea, while most of the western half is drained by tributaries of the Mekong River.
Rice cultivation dominates the coastal plain, with a mixture oi grasslands and heavily forested
areas the major characteristics of the rest of the region.

(S) MR 2, as did MR I, faced a significant enemy main force threat in 1971. Despite a
lower density of friendly units, Allied forces operated here much as they did in MR 1. As else-
where, MR 2 experienced a low level of combat activity at the beginning of tle year, except for

an attack-by-fire against an ARVN ammunition depot at Qui Nhon on 7 January, which caused
extenvive damage. In accordance with the campaign plan, allied maneuver battalions concentrated
their efforts against enemy main force units, especially in the west, while Territorial Forces
were targeted against the VCI. At the end of their TET truce period, the enemy attacked several
cities by fire; Nha Trang, Cam Ranh Bay, Phu Cat, and Tuy Hoa. By early February, three

4battalions of the Z2d ARVN Div's 42d Regt and the 22d ARVN Ranger Bn in Operation QUANG
TRUNG 22/4 were conducting riconnaissance in force against the NVA 66th Inf and 40th Arty Regt
in western Kontum Province. ROK maneuver forces operated along the coastal areas in support
of pacification with limited enemy contact as well. The picture changed, however, by the end of
February when two battalions of the 42d Regt were heavily engaged, and remained so through
mid-March as they fought enemy forces in the southern portion of BA 609 in western Kontum
Province. 3Z

(S) Early on the morning of 31 March FSB 6, an ARVN base camp in Kontum Province
southwest of Dak To, received an ABF consisting of an unknown number of artillery and mortar
rounds, followed by a ground attack by an estimated enemy company. Elements of the 42d R.egt
and 63d Arty Bn of the 22d ARVN Div were forced to abandon the FSB by evening, leaving behind
four nonoperational 105mm howitzers and suffering light casualties. Additional maneuver units

from the 23d ARVN Div, with supporting artillery, deployed on Operation QUANG TRUNG 22/1
to assist thi 22d ARVN Div. Following ARC LIGHT strikes, intensive artillery preparation,
and a multibatalion attack, FSB 6 was retaken on 1 April. Combat activity in the area had largely

subsided by mid-April. With heavy enemy pressure concentrated in early May on another Allied
position, FSB 5, in western Kontum Province. MR 2 forces reacted with 14 maneuver units from
the Ist Abn Bde, 2d Ranger Gp, and 22? ARVN Div. Activity diminished by mid-May, permitting
the redeployment of several units from the operational area. 33

(S) By early June, in tne face of a continuing threat in the western highlands and an expected
increase in enemy activity to coincide with the dry season and the coming GVN elections, the II
Corps Commander considered reinforcement operations. Influenced furthermore by the pending

.1 standdown of US forces, he proposed that at least one ROK infantry division be moved from the
coastal area into Binh Dinh and Pleiku provinces, with Territorial Forces. assuming their previous
mission. When the JOS rejected this course of action as having too many disadvantages, the CG
requested instead the allocation of another ARVN division. 34 This request was also denied with
the rationale that the General Reserve was always available if needed in emergencies, and that
raising the operating strengths of ARVN divisioni in MR 2 through an intensive recruitment pro-
gram would help solve the problem. 35

(U) The following statistics provide additional details of military operations during the year
in MR 2.
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'Moving through thick tropical vegetation, an ARVN soldier carries his 90mm, anti-
tank weapon.
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An ARVN unit headquarters element moves along a trail in western 'VR 1.
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THE WAR IN 1971 - MILITARY REGION 2

FWF Strengths (000)/Maneuver Bn, MR 2

JAN FEB MAR APR MAY SUN JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC

RVNAF-Reg 85.5 84.5 85.8 88.0 88.3 86.6 86.4 83.3 83.6 83.8 83.7 83.7

RF/PF 119.9 119.4 118.6 119.5 120.2 120.8 120.9 120.3 120.1 1 19.6 i20.2 120.5

us 82.4 71.7 65.1 67.7 65.9 53.8 56.9 49.8 48.8 45.7 39.3 35.0
Third Nation 36.5 35.8 35.8 35.7 35.7 35.7 35.5 35.5 35.5 35.5 36.0 35.4

Total FWF
Strength 324.3 311.4 305.3 310.9 310.1 296.9 299.6 288.9 288.0 284.6 279.2 Z74.6

RVNAF-Reg 34 34 34 37 35 37 34 ?4 35 34 34 35

US 6 6 6 6 5 5 4 3 3 3 2 2
Third Nation 18 18 18 18 18 18 18 18 18 18 18 18

Total Mvr Bn 58 58 58 61 58 60 56 55 56 55 54 55

14.

Battalion Days on Larger Unit Operations

MR 2-US 217 216 196 172 195 154 71 5z 38 27 0 0

RVNAF 1.740 2,944 3,014 2,908 3,Z42 2,459 1,816 6,495 5,983 6,570 6,616 o,560

FWMA 168 280 306 Z64 161 81 256 124 233 57 26 81

Total 7,126 3,440 3,516 3,344 3,598 2,694 2,143 6,671 6,Z54 6,654 6,642 6,64)

VC/NVA Killed in Action

MR 2-KIA by
US/FW 582 669 760 1,064 855 350 373 377 453 365 169 190

KIA by RVN 345 242 473 2,005 750 331 372 403 390 577 545 784

Total VC /
NVAKIA 927 911 1,233 3,069 1,605 681 745 708 843 942 714 974

US/RVNAF/FWMAF Combat Deaths

MR 2-RVNAF 175 353 744 586 328' 304 186 260 208 203 210 275
US 16 29 25 39 11 16 8 4 4 1 1 2
FWMA 20 27 68 66 40 26 33 26 17 13 10 22
Total Zl 419 867 691 379 346 227 290 229 217 221 249

Source: JCS, Action Officer's Booklet - Jan 7Z. Figure IV-12
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(5) A low level of combat activity prevailed during July, punctuated by a slight rise in
attacks-by-fire. A high point occurred on 2 August when elements of the 44th ARVN Regt were
heavily engaged with an estimated enemy battalion west of Tuy Hoa. On the 26th there was a
successful enemy sapper attack against the Tri-Service Ammunition Storage Area at Cam Ranh
Bay. At the end of August the 173d Abn Bde (US) departed from Bong Son. II Corps' forces
reacted to enemy economy-of-force tactics by continuing to maintain pressure through search
and destroy operations. Such an effort was BAX JUE 2.14, from 9 to 23 October in Khanh Hoa
Province. During this period the ROKA 2d Bn, 29th Regt accounted for 51 XIA, 14 IW and 3
CSW captured, with no friendly casualties. 36

(S) Toward the end of November, intelligence indicators pointed towards an increased enemy
threat from the B-3 Front area in the western highlands, with a possible attempt to interdict
Route 19 between Pleiku and Qui Nhon. Allied reaction was timely, and en 27 November II Corps
began Operation QUANG TRUNG 11/4. The concept of operation envisionec an increase in border
surveillance through the establishment of artillery-supported operational bases for saturation
patrol!ing and ambushing along infiltration routes. Participating units under II Corps control
included the 42d, 45th and 47th Rests, the 2d Ranger Op, the Ranger Border Defense Bns, and a
task force of four RF companies. When the operation terminated on 22 December, results were
228 enemy KIA, 5 PW, 42 IW, 15 CSW, and I radio set. Friendly casualties included 17 KIA
and 84 WIA. Though the expected enemy offensive never materialized, Allied commanders in
MR 2 fully expected such an event early in 1972. 37

MR 3

(U) The MR 3 region is best characterized as a transition zone with relief ranging from flat
delta lands in the southwestern portilon through gently rolling plains in the northeastern section.
(See Figure IV-13.) From sea level in the south, elevailn ranges to above 700 meters in the
northeast. In the southeast a dense mangrove swamp, the Rung Sat Special Zone, is dissected by
open waterways, while in the southwestern section of the I- (R wetland rice cultivation predominates.
Rubber plantations, some primary forest, and extensive areas of shifting cultivation characterize
the center sector of the region. The rivers in the area are generally wide and slow moving,
draining south to the South China Sea. MR 3 is strategically important for the seat of government,
in Saigon, and as the center of population and industry.

(S) Until early fall the relatively low level of combat activity in MR 3 permitted counter-
infiltration operations by most of the RVN forces across the border in eastern Cambodia. Con-
currently, Territorial Forces pursued the objectives of the GVN's pacification program. By late
September, however, an enemy threat in the northwest became a reality.1 8

(S) At the beginning of 1971 there was little combat activity In MR 3 as III Corps progressively
positioned ARVN maneuver units to replace US forces along the border areas of operation. This
forward deployment of the ARVN divisions was designed specifically to block the return of enemy
main force units and to interdict his traditional infiltration routes. Vietnamese and Australian
maneuver units continued to target against the 274th and 33d main force VC regiments in the Bien

9 Hoa Long Khanh, and Phuoc Tuy Province areas. Meanwhile, the RVN III Corps continued
planning its forthcoming dry season cross-border campaign. To support the RVN effort, US
forces were authorized by CINCPAC to provide TACAIR, ARC LIGHT, rotary wing troop lift,

and other combat and combat service support. COMUSMACV therefore on 28 Jan 71 dispatched
a broad guidance message to the appropriate US subordinates, outlining ROE in Cambodia,
special authority, and restrictions for US support.

(U) The following statistics provide additional details of military operations during the year
Ln MR 3.
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Weapons and equipment captured by RTAVF forces during a contact with VC Regt in
Base Area 303, MR 3.

IJ

A 105mm howitzer :rew auppcorta an airmobile assault of the 3d Bde, Ist Cay Div
(Ambi) in MR 3.
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THE WAR IN 1971 - MILITARY REGION 3

* FWF Strengths (000)/Ma'neuver Bn, MR 3

JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC

RVNAF-Reg 249.9 248.7 248.6 249.6 251.2 252.9 254.5 251.6 251.0 24b. 6 247.8 250.4IRF/PF 122.1 123.3 128.3 128.1 127.5 127.1 121.5 121.0 120.7 119.9 114.5 115.5
us 118.1 116.8 106.6 85.4 87.4 83.6 75.0 74.9 73.9 74.3 66.3 66.5
Third Nation 23.9 24.0 24.2 23.9 23.9 23.7 21.2 18.3 17.5 15.9 14.9 13.4Total FWF I

Strength 514.0 512.8 507.8 487.0 490.0 487.2 471.2 465.8 463.2 458.7 443.5 445.8
RVNAF-Reg 63 52 51 60 64 61 64 63 62 63 63 64
US 16 16 14 9 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5
Third Nation 8 8 8 8 8 8 7 5 5 4 4 3

Total Mvr Bn 87 76 73 77 77 74 76 73 72 72 72 72

Battalion Days on Largtar Unit Operations

MR :,,-US 1,080 t92 494 603 598 560 575 523 436 406 342 198
RVNAF 516 212 747 328 370 327 366 197 211 189 170 533
FWMA 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Total 1,599 1,104 1,241 931 968 887 941 720 647 595 512 731

VC/NVA Killed in Action

MR 3..KIA by
US/FW 350 180 199 164 192 196 190 114 145 348 36 29

KIA by RVN 382 305 260 302 320 281 251 239 469 964 341 226
Total VC/
NVA KIA 732 485 459 466 512 477 44i 353 614 1,312 377 255

US/RVNAF/FWMAF Combat Deaths

MR 3-RVNAF 208 617 497 285 418 297 204 186 Z61 310 119 180
US 34 45 16 25 9 19 6 8 14 12 12 5
FWMA 5 13 26 10 7 11 6 0 9 0 0 2

Total 247 675 539 320 434 327 216 194 284 322 131 187

Source: .JCS. Action Officer's Booklet - Jan 72. Figure IV-14
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(S) On 4 February, III Corps launched the 1971 dry season campaign, TOAN THANG 01-71

NB, t combined ARVN - FANK effort to disrupt the enemy's attempts to reestablish his logistics
bases along the Mekong River in Cambodia. This operation is discussed in Annex E. A note-
worthy tactical adjunct to the Cambodian cross-border effort during this period, until the end of

June, was the continuation of Operation HIGH POINT (DONG KHOX). Similar to the saturation oper-
ations conducted against the VC and VCI in MRs 1 and 4, it involved the total efforts of the Terri-

torial Forces, the National Police, the Provincial Reconnaissance Units, Phung Hoang agencies,

and the People's Self-Defense Forces against known and suspected VC and VCI targets. Immediate
exploitation of ?W, interdistrict and interprovince border operations, and extended field operations

ior Territorial Forces were significant characteristics of these saturation operations. 39

(S) With combat activity largely cross-border, the enemy slightly increased his contacts in

March. During the first week 60 percent of these contacts involved RF/PF outposts, possible
-vidcn:s of an enemy return to the strategy of "self-sufficiency" practiced during the early 1960s.

This concept envisioned the seizure of isolated outposts for the purpose of obtaining weapons and
ammunition. Elsewhere, as two brigades of the 1st Air Cay Div and the remaining brigade of the

25th Inf Div continued redeployment operations, ARVN cross-border operations continued through
March with 16, 000 participating, with no significant results. By the end of April, the departure
of the three US brigades and most of the Ilth Armd Cay Regt necessitated an even larcer assump-
tkon of the security role by Territorial Forces. Low level combat activity prevailed March through

June. By 30 June the DONG KHOI operation, nowinits fifth phase, had achieved the following
results: 1, 277 enemy casualties and 774 weapons captured at a cost of 317 friendly casualties
and 49 weapons lost. 40

(S) Except for a rocket attack on Bien Hoa airbase on 16 August, limited ground contact
continued through July and August throughout MR 3. A brigade of the RTAVF redeployed from

Bien Hoa Province by the end of August. Although RVN forces continued sustained ground opera-
tions in Canm.bodia, by late September, enemy activity significantly increased in the adjacent area

in the northwestern part of Tay Ninh Province. Main force units launched coordinated attacks

against RVNAF manpower battalions. III Corps rapidly reinforced the Tay Ninh area against

enemy forces that included the entire 7th NVA Div. These enemy forces were attempting to make
an impact on the GVN presidential election scheduled for 30 October. Their effort2 were to no
avail, and as a result of timely ARVN reinforcement and an integrated fire support plan, the

enemy had suffered heavy casualties and had withdrawn most of his forces from Vietnam by 26
October. By 31 December, TOAN THANG 01-71NB had entered its sixth phase; all Australian
Task Force maneuver units had redeployed; the remaining Thai Inf Bde was standing down; and

*J the 3d Bde, Ist Air Cav Div, was deployed in a dynamic defense" posture in the Bien Hoa-Long
Binh-Saigon rocket belt. 41

(U) A vast alluvial plain, MR 4 is made up of wetland rice fields. Because of its low terrain
and high water table, this Delta area has an intricate canal and stream network. Accordingly,
during the wet season (mid-May to early October) water travel is possible anywhere in the region.
(See Figure IV-15.)

(S) ARVN initiated operations dominated the southernmost area, MR 4, as they saturated
the enemy strongholds with a sustained effort of search and clear operations. The two most
notewortl'y operations of this type during 1971 were the 21st ARVN Div's U Minh campaign, and
the 9th ARVN Div's Seven Mountains effort in the western sector of the MR. 4 ?
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(S) January was characterized by scattered contacts, isolated ABFs, and infrequent ground
activity; however, ARVN operations made the level of activity higher in MR 4 than in any other
region. ARVN were also active cross-border from MR 4, in operations designed to deny the
initiative to the enemy. On 13 January IV Corps launched Operation CUU LONG 44/0Z. A com-
bined RVNAF/FANK effort to retake the Pich Nil Pass and open Route 4 in Cambodia from Kom-
pong Speu to Kompong Som, this cross-border operation included units from the 369th VNMC Bde,
4th Armd Bde, and 4th Ranger Gp. The operation is discussed in Annex E. The 21st ARVN Divts
U Minh campaign, which began in December 1970, continued in Bac Lieu Province against three
enemy regiments. With this ambitious program, IV Corps sought to grind down enemy strength,
condense enemy operating areas, and sever ties with the population. By mid-February, the 21st
ARVN Div units had begun to experience moderate contact. Territorial Forces and other security
units were deeply involved in a saturation-type DONG KHOI operation. While the 7th ARVN Div
operated in Dinh Tuong Province, the 9th ARVN Div continued search and clear operations along
the Cambodian border. All of these efforts contributed to denying the enemy the ability to main-
tain his hold on the countryside and restructure his logistical posture, which had been so heavily
damaged in 1970 during the Allied Cambodian cross-border forays.

(S) An alarming increase in the number of friendly outposts overrun by mid-March indicated
a new trend in enemy tactics. A major factor was that the enemy used bogus Hoi Chanh returnees
to assist the attacks from within. By 21 June, 66 outposts had been overrun in the Delta. This

figure was significant in that only 65 had been taken in MR 4 during all of 1970. The enemy had
apparently found such attacks a successful tactic of significant psychological value with a delete-
rious impact on RF/PF morale. Meanwhile, the CUU LONP series of cross-border interdiction
operations continued. They involved search and clear and river security patrols along the Mekong
River in the vicinity of Neak Long, Cambodia: 43

(S) During July and August there was limited ground contact as RVNAF continued sustained
ground operations in MR 4 and cross-border. DONG KHOI forays also continued. The heaviest
fighting in the 10-month old U Minh campaign took place from 4 to 21 September, with each man-
euver battalion of the 2lst Div eventually engaged with the enemy. In a major realignment of
forces in November, IV Corps assigned the Khmer Republic boundary area, the cross-border
AO, and the provinces of Chao Doc, Kien Phong, and Kien Tuong to the newly reconstituted 44th
STZ. (See Figure IV-16.) Adjustments were made of the three infantry division AO's as well,
in an effort to enhance their combat effectiveness.

(S) With the termination of the U Minh campaign on 26 November, some observers believed
that the enemy had suffered his worst defeat in the Delta since TET 1968. Instead of a much-
needed victory, the enemy had lost 4, 903 KIA, 524 detained, and 1, 170 IW and CSW captured.
The cost to RVNAF forces was 490 KIA, 1, 302 WIA, 9 MIA and 33 IW lost. At the end of the
year, DONG KHOI and intermittent limited objective cross-border operations characterized
RVNAF ground efforts.

(U) The following statistics provide additional details of military operations during the year
in MR 4.
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THE WAR IN 1971 - MILITARY REGION 4

FWF Strengths (000)/Manetuver Bn, MR 4

JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC

RVNAF-Reg 98.6 97.8 99.5 98.7 97.6 97.5 9d. 1 97.9 97.0 95.6 95.5 97.3
RF/PF 213.9 211.6 212.6 214.3 214.1 214.2 214.8 216.7 215.5 215.4 217.5 216.2
us 16.7 16.4 15.4 16.2 d. 5 lb. 6 11.9 14.0 14.2 10.1I 9.5 8.5

Third Nation .y . .0 .0- .0 .0 .0 .0 .0
Total FWF

Strength 329.3 325.9 327.6 329.3 320.3 330.4 324.9 328.6 326.7 321.1I 32Z.5 322.0
RVNAF-Reg 49 48 46 46 46 46 46 46 46 46 46 45

Us 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Third Nation 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Total Mvr Bn 49 48 46 -46 46 46 46 46 46 46 46 45

Battalion Days on Larger Unit Operations

MR 4-US 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
RVNAF 2,108 1,680 1,708 3,413 4,593 6,222 6,159 7,064 5,298 5,493 4,143 5,281
FWMA 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Total Z, 108 1,680 1,708 3,413 4,593 6,222 6,159 7,064 5,298 5,493 4, 143 5,281

VC/NVA Killed in Action

MR 4-KIA by
US/FW 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

KIA by RVN 1,690 2,391 2,497 2,769 2,571 2,325 2,211 1,608 2,201 1,775 1,773 1,349
Total VC/
NVA KIA 1,690 2,391 2,497 2,76: Z,571 2,325 2,211 1,608 2,201 1,775 1,773 1,349

US/RVNAF/FWMAF Combat Deaths

MR 4-RVNAF 809 936 1,033 894 860 705 727 652 823 705 675 699
US 11 8 16 6 4 4 6 3 8 1 1 2FWMA 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Total 820 944 1,049 900 864 709 733 655 831 706 676 751

Source- JCS, Action Officer's Booklet - Jan 72. Figure IV-17
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PLANS AND OPLKATIONS - Chapter IV

1. Fact Zheet (S/NF), MACJS, 2 Dec 71, Subj: COMUSMACV Strategic Objectives Plan (SOP)
(U), Gp-Not stated.

2. Fact Sheet (S), MACJS, undated, Subj: Plans Summary (U), Op-Not stated.

3. Ltr (S), MACJ3, 3 Dec 71, Subj: Minutes, CICC Meeting, 27 Nov 71 (U), p 4, Op-Not stated.

4. Ltr (U), CofS, MACV to CofS, JOS, 26 Nov 71, Subj: Not stated, Gp-Not stated.

5. Same as #3, p 4.

6. Fact Sheet (S), MAC 33, 3"Jun 71, Subj: DMZ and Northwestern MR 1 (U), Gp-4.

7. Fact Sheet (S), MACJ3, 4 Jun 71, Subj: DUFFEL BAG (U), Gp-Not stated.

8. Same as #3, p 3.

9. MACV Command History, 1968, Vol I (TS), p 13, Gp-1; MACV Command History, 1969,
Vol I (TS), p 11.8, Gp-I.

10. Plan (S), JS and MACV, 31 Oct 69, Subj: Combined Campaign Plan 1970, AB 145 (U),
• p-4; Plan (S), JOS and MACV, 31 Oct 70, Subj: Combined Campaign Plan 1971, AB 146
(U), Gp-4; MACV Command History 1970, Vol I (SINF), p 11-4, Gp-i; Fact Sheet (S),
MACY3, 1 Nov 70, Subj: Combined Campaign Plan 1971, AB 146 (U), Gp-4.

11. Plan (S), J0S and MACV, 31 Oct 70, Subj: Combined Campaign Plan 1971, AB 146 (U),
pp 1-2, Op-4.

IZ. Same as t11, p 2.

13. Same as #11, pp 2-32.

14. CSAM #71-40 (S), MACJ3, 5 Jun 71, Subj: CCP 1972, AB 147, Op-Not stated.

15. Plan (S), 30S and MACV, 31 Oct 70, Subj: Combined Campaign Plan 1971, AB 146 (U),
Annexes A, B, C. F, H, I, 3, L, M, N, and. T, Gp-4; Msg (S), MACJ3-031, 240955Z Dec
70, Subj: Winter Campaign Plan (U), Gp-4.

16. Msg (S), COMUSMACV to Sabordinate and Component Commanders, 140832Z Mar 71,
Subj: Summer-Fall Campaign Plan (U), Gp-4.

17. Meg (S), COMUSMACV to Subordinate and Component Commanders, 020542Z Apr 71, Subj:
Change 1 to Summer-Fall Campaign Pl..n (U), Gp-4.

18. Rpt (S), JCS, Jan 7Z, Subj: Actions Officers' Data Book on Vietnamizing the War (U), p B-6,

Op-4.

19. Same as #17.

20. Mag (S), MACJ3, 210937Z Jun 71, Subj: US Ground Opns Reporting (U), Op-4.
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21. Memo (S), MACV C/S for J3, 27 Jun 71, Subj: US Ground Operations Reporting (U), Gp-4.

Z2. Msg (S), MACJ3 042, 041045Z Dec 71, Subj: Interim Operational Guidance (U), Gp-4.

23. Same as *18, pp B-6, B-25, B-ZZ, A-15, B-43. t

24. .Rpt (S), MACJ3, Jan 7Z, Subj: Measurement of Progress (U), p 1, Gp-3.

25. Fact Sheet (S), MACJ3, 28 Jan 71, Subj: Army of the Republic of Vietnam (U), Gp-Not stated.

26. Briefing (S), MACJ3, 3 Nov 71, Subj: Command Briefing (U), Op-Not stated.

.27. Rpt (TS), MACJ3, 7 Feb 71, Monthly Historical Report for Jan 71 (U), Sec VI, Gp-4.

28. Rpts (TS), MAC33, Subj: Monthly Historical Summaries for Feb-Mar 71, Sect VI, Gp-4;
Meg (C), COMUSMACV to CLNCPAC, Z80001Z Mar 71, Slubj: OPREP-4 (U), Gp-4.

29. Rpts (TS), MACS3, Subj: Monthly Historical Summaries for Apr-Jun 7 1(U) Sect VI, Gp-4;
Rpt (S), MACJ3 Semi-Annual Review Combined Campaign Plan 1971 - AB 146, Jan-Tun 72,
MR I (Ul, Gp-4.

30. hpts (TS), MACJ3, Subj: Monthly Hiitorical Summaries for Jul-Aug 71 (U), Sect VI, Gp-4;
Rpt (S), MAC33, Subj: Semi-Annual Review, Combined Campaign Plan 1971 - AB 146, Jul-
Dec 71, '. .< I (U), Gp-4.

I 31. Rpts iTS), M.ACJ3, Subj: Monthly Historical Summaries for Sep-Dec 71 (U), Sect VI, Gp-4;
Rpt (S), MAC.L, Subj: Semi-Annual Review, Combined Campaign Plan 1971 - AB 146, Jul-
Dec 71, MR I (U), Gp-4.

32. Briefing (S), MACJ , 3 Nov 71, Subj: Command Briefing (U), Gp-Not stated.

33. Rpts (TS), MACJS3, Subj: Monthly Historical Summaries for ian-May 71 (U), Sect VI, Gp-4;
Rpt (S),MACJ3, Subj: Semi-Annual Review, Combined Campaign Plan 1971 - AB 146, Jan.
Jun 71,'MR 2 (U), Gp-4.

34. Meg (S). CG SRAC to COMUSMACV, 130813Z May 71, Subj: Proposed ROK Field Force
Re'.oation within MR 2 (U), Gp-Not stated.

35. Rpt (S), Semi-Arnuual Review, Combined Campaign Plan, 1971 - AB 146, Jan-Jun 71, MR 2
(U), Gp-4.

36. Rpts (S), M.CJ 3, Subj: Semi-Annual Review, Combined Campaign Plan. 1971 - AB !46,

Jan-Jun 71, MR Z (U), Gp-4; Rpts (TS), MACJ3, Subj: Monthly Historical Summaries for
Sun-Oct 71 (U), G1 -4.

37. Rpt (C), MACJS3, Subj: Semi-Annual Review, Combined Campaign Plan, 1971 - AB 146, Sul-
Dec 71, MR 2 (U), Gp-4; Rpt (TS), MACS3, 21 Dec 71, Subj: Monthly Historical Summary
for Nov 71 (U), Sect VI, Gp-4.

38. Briefing (S), 'vLAC3, 3 Nov 71, Subj: Command Briefing (U), Gp-N t stated.
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39. Rpt (S), MACJ3, Subj: Monthly Historical Summaries for Jan-Feb 71 (U), Gp-4; Rpt (S),
MACJ3, Subj: Semi-Annual Review, Combintd Campaign Plan 1971 - AB 146, Jan-Jun,
MR 3 (U), Gp-4.

40. Rpts (TS), MACJ3, Subj: *Monthly Historical Summaries for Mar-Jun 71 (U), Sect VI, Gp-4;
Rpt (S), MAC J3, Subj: Semi-Annual Review Combined Campaign Plan 1971 - AB 146, Jan-
Jun 71, MR 3 (U), Gp-4; Rpt(C), MAC3, 14 Dec 71, Subj: Debriefing Report (U), HO
TRAC to COMUSMACV, Gp-4.

41. Rpt (TS), MACJ3, Subj: Monthly Historical Summaries for Jul-Dec 71 (U), Sect V!, Gp-4;
Rpt (S), MACJ3, Subj: Semi-Annual Review, Combined Campaign Plan 1971 - AB 146, Jul-
Dec 71, MR 3 (U), Gp-4; Rpt (C), HO TRAC, 14 Dec 71, Subj: Debriefing Report (U),Gp-4.

42. Briefing (S), MAC33, 3 Nov 71, Subj: Command Briefing (U), Gp.-Not stated.

43. Rpt (TS), MACJ3, Subj: Monthly Historical Summaries for Jan-Jun 71 (U), Sect VI, Gp-4;
Rpt (S), MACJ3, Subj: Semi-Annual Review, Combined Campaign Plan 1971 - AB 146, Jan-
Jun 71, MR 4 (U), Gp-4.

44. Rpt (TS), MACJ3, Subj: Monthly Historical Summaries for Jul-Dec 71 (U), Sect VI, Gp-4;
Rpt (S), MACJ3, Subj: Semi-Annual Review, Combined Campaign Plan 1971 - AB 146, Jul-
Dec 71 MR 4 (U), Gp-i; Rpt (C), HO DRAC. 12 Oct 71. Subi; Summary of Combat
Actiond'- Sep 71 (U), para 4, Gp-4.
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CHAPTER V

NA VAL OPERATIONS

(C) The US Navy combat mission in South Vietnam was steadily reduced during 1971, as e
Vietnamese Navy (VNN) assumed an ever greater responsibility for naval operations. Yet the
US Navy was still engaged in air operations, sea interdiction, gunfire support, and some brown
water operations. Navy air contributed to the ".nabined interdiction campaigns along v'ith US
Navy ships off-shore which guarded against infiltration by sea. Gunfire support ships off the
coast of South Vietnam continued to support troops .n combat as well as provide harassment and
interdiction fire on targets of opportunity. Although operational control of the brown water inter-
diction campaigns on the Delta was transferred to the VNN during 1971, the US Navy was still
engaged in air support and advisory assistance. Primary among the US Navy's mission, how-
ever, was the continuing Vietnamization program. The equipping and developing of the VNN in
order to expedite the success of Vietnamization was the US Navy's major activity during the
year.

ACCELERATED TURNOVER - ACTOV

US NAVY ROLE IN VIETNAMIZATION

(C) The process of making the VNN self-sufficient, one of the goals of Vietnamization, had
begun in 1968 with the development of the Accelerated Turnover to the Vietnamese (ACTOV)
plan. ACTOV provided for time-phased turnover of US equipment and responsibihties to the -

Vietnamese consistent with their ability to assume the responsibilities, properly utilize the
equipment, and fulfill the newly assigned missions. The process was to be completed by the end
of fiscal year 1972. -

(C) The Vietnamese with the assistance of the US Navy had made significant progress pior
to 1971. As the year began the ACTOV program was very close to schedule. Illustrative of the
Navy's efficiency in conducting the ACTOV program was the reduction of its in-country strength.
From November 1968 to January 1971 US naval strength had dropped from 39, 265 to 16, 757 and it
seemed likely that the USN would meet its goal of less than 3,000 personnei in-country by 30 Jun
72. Although the turnover program would be completed by that time, some US naval advisors
would still be needed to work with the VNN.

(C) ACTOV proved to be an enormous task involving far more than the simple t;ansfer of
US Navy responsibilities and materiel to Vietnamese ownership. It involved a comprehensive
training program in every facet of naval operations from command and control functions to basic
ship maintenance. The scope of the program was as extensive as the vast number of functions

-l performed by the navy. Each system required its own specialized training. In addition to
training, the ACTOV program required the establishment of a responsive supply system supported
by long-term aid arrangements with the US.
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The "lv'ork horne of the Delta, the PBRs are the only craft assigned to the 14 VNN
patrol diviuicnu, a far cry from their original pleasure boat design.

Training of yourg VNN officers includes orientation cruises aboard "blue water"
ships of the US Seventh Fleet off the coast of Vietnam.
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DEVELOPMENT OF THE VNN

History of the VNN

(U) Originally the Vietnamese Navy wzs a part of the Army. In 1954 when the French rein-
quishid control of Vietnam, the French Navy left the Vietnamese 14 ships, six Dinassauts (River
Assault Groups), and a very small number of Vietnamese officers and petty offick s. By 1961
the Vietnamese Navy had acquired a few additional ships and boats from the US Navy, the largest
of which were Land.ing Ship Mediums (LSM): these acquisitions brought the VNN force to 23 ships
and 197 boats, and the personnel strength to 5,000 men.

(U) The VNN expanded rapidly between 1962 and 1964. Training facilities, repair bases,
and logistic support facllities were established, communications equipment and networks were
improved, and organizational and adminiatrative procedures were strengthened. The number of
ships and craft increased to over 250 and the personnel strength to 8, 100 men.

(U) By the end of 1965 the VNN had almost doubled its 1964 personnel strength. This was In
part the result of having integrated the pe.ramilitary junk force into the Navy. This force, an
off-shoot of the small anti-infiltration fleet.established by the GVN in 1956, had been taken over
by the Ministry of Defense in 1960. By 1965 it had grown to well ovqr 100 junks and the GVN
-,rdered it reincorporated into the VNN. At the end of 1967 the personnel strength of the VNN had
increased to 16, 300. The number of siups had increased to 41 patrol craft, 24 logistic craft,
Z3Z river assault group craft, 290 junks, and 5Z miscellaneous craft.

(C) Throughout 1968 the VNN had placed greater emphasis on the improvement and the
expansion of their training program, which began as additional naval craft arrived. By the-end

of 1968 lo:.g-range plans had been formulated under ACTOV for the turnover of the majority of
US naval waterborne assets in Vietnam to the VNN. To meet the manpower requirements of its
growing assets, the VNN increased personnel to 24, 500 by the end of October 1969 and again to
40, 689 by December 1970. As the VNN gained experience and graduated more officer trainees
and enlisted recruits, they received additional craft and responsibilities. 1

(C) At th-, _.. e of 1971 the VNN perscnnel strength.was 42, 267 and ships and craft numbered
over 1, 600. The VNN had made tremendous advances in all aspects of naval development. Even
though some areas had failed to reach expectations, the small nucleus of personnel and assets in
1961 had become by 1971 a large and effective nava. force. .

VNN Training

(C) The need for taired personnel fo; the VNN was met by the establishment of ambitious
training programs. Navr training centers were located at Nha Trang, Cam Ranh Bay, and
Saigon. In addition to these centers, special training classes were located throughout RVN.

-~ A!so 12 classes of officer candidates from the VNN attended the USN officer candidate school
(OCS) in Newport, R. I.; a tota' . of 744 Vietnamese Navy personnel successfully completed the
OCS training at Newport and became VNN officers over a 2-year period. 3

(C) The training centers in Vietnam performed in an outstanding manner graduating person-
.el in a continuing flow from the various schools. The Nha Trang and Cam Ranh Bay training

centers graduated 1,948 and 1,065 personnel respectively during calendar year 1971.4
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(C) An example of a specialized class was the strenuous 16-week explosive ordnance disposal
(EOD) course. VNN students, all volunteers, completed the course and in May 1971 assumed
EOD responsibilities. The USN did maintain a two-man mobile EOD advisory element within
each military region. The USN counterparts considered the VNN EOD personnel to be outstanding
and very professional in the performance of duties. 5

Craft Turnover

(C) The majority of US small craft scheduled for turnover to the VNN had been transferred
prior to the beginning of 1971. During January there was another mnajor transfer of ships. Two
high endurance Coast Guard Cutters, USCGC Yakuta (WHEC 380) and USCGC Bering Strait (WHEC
382) were renamed Tran Nhat Duat (HQ-3) and Tran Quang Khai (MQ-2). respectively, on I Jan
71 in a ceremony at the Vietnamese Navy HQ in Saigon. These were the largest and most form-
idable ships in the VNN; they carried five inch guns and could reach speeds of over 15 knots.
Training for the takeover had begun the previous January when 15 VNN enlisted men reported
aboard each vessel. When all training was completed the twin cutters carried full crews of 154
men, including officers. Both of the ships were assigned to the MARKET TIME outer barrier
operations, thus beginning the real "blue water" Vietnamese Navy. 6

(C) A major event in the ACTOV program occurred on 13 February when the USS Camp
(DER 251) was decommissioned by the USN. turned over to the VNN, and renamed Tran Hung
Dao (HQ-1), in honor of the first hero of the Vietnamese Navy. The ceremony took place in
Pearl Harbor, with the Chief of Naval Operations (CNO) of the Vietnamese Navy, RADM Chon,
and COMNAVFORV VADM King flying from Vietnam to make the transfer. This ship was also
destined to join the blue water VNN and support MARKET TIME operations. 7

(C) By the end of March the status of craft turnover was 650 small combatants, 103 harbor

and mine craft, 5 large combatants, and 67 lugistics and suppori craft. Another 138 USN craft
remained to be turned over to the VNN. The USS Garrett County (AGP 786) was transferred to
the VNN in Guam on 23 April. This tender had made her lnittat appearance in Vietnamese waters
in March 1967, supporting boats assigned to the River Division in the Rung Sat Special Zone
(RSSZ). After several years of supporting boats in various operations she was sent to Guam for
overhaul in preparation for turnover to the VNN. 8

(C) The craft turnover continued through mid-1971 with the first refrigerated storage craft,
the YFR 889, turned over to the VNN in May. Craft turnover took place as the VNN had trained
personnel to assume the responsibility to mar. them. In July another 15 craft were turned over,
the majority being logistic support type. The yard repair craft, a 155 foot floating workshop,
was also turned over to the VNN; this increased the boat repair capability considerably. Prior
to the actual trinsfer VNN personnel were trained in the various repair skills needed to perform
the mission of the YFR, and five US navymen remained onboard as advisors after the craft was
turned over. 9

(C) A total of 62 ships and craft were turned over in September 1971, a figure rivaling the
December 1970 mass turnover of combat PBR. Included were the USS Forester (DER 334), USS
Satyr (ARL 23), a Coast Guard lightship, two repair, berthing and messing barges (YRBM), 12
LCMs and assorted utility and small craft. The Forester became the Tran Khanh Du (HQ-4).
The Satyr, a landing craft repair ship, was turned over at a ceremony at Long Xuyen support
base. This ship, valued it an estimated US$5. 5 million, had been providing repair services and
logistic support for VNN riverine assault and coastal patrol craft operating in the Mekong Delta.
The Coast Guard lightship (WLV 523) became the VNN lightship Ba Don. It was scheduled to be
operational in February 1972 and to be used as the AC TOVRAD gap filler, between Vung Tau and
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Con Son Island where the coastal radars could not give adequate ccrverage. The two non-self-
propelled barges, YRBM 16 and YRBM Zl, were a most welcome addition to the VNN, which
needed their repair capabilities.

(C) The ACTOV craft program n Da Nang exemplified the results achieved under the
accelerated prograrm. More than Z years of concentrated effort ended in September 1971 when
the last five boats of the Military Region (MR) I portion of the ACTOV craft program were
turned over to the VNN. Sirce the first transfer in August 1969, over 100 boats had been
transferred to the IVNN at Da Nang. Warrant Officer Sorensen, Da Nang's ACTOV Division
Officer, ;ommented on the excellent coadition of the craft:

All the boats that we've turned over are in as good a shape as they were
when they were new. The boa's are stripped down to bart netal and
repainted, insioe and out. All equipment is removed and overhauled, and
all electrical circuits are checked ar.d tested. They're good-looking
craft when we're through with them and they run well, 10

(C) In spring 1970 there had been about 275 US navymen in the ACTOV Division at Da Nang
dning all turnover work on the boats. By September 1971 there were only 22 US navyMen
remaining as advisors in the division. As a result of the accelerarion, the ACTOV craft pro-
gram at Da Nang which had been projected to end June 1972 was completed in September 1971,
9 months early. 1

"(Ci During October'extenaive shakedown training for the VNN crews of the two US Coast
Guard cutters took place at Subic Bay, P.I., while the Ccast Guard perronnel trained the VNN
crews for the %hips to be turned over later in the year. The turnovev program continued with
21 rez iaining craft scheduled for transfer to the VN in the ACTOV craft program. 12

(C) Six Boston Whalers were turned over to the VNN in November. The VNN continued to
maintain a steady input of trained personnel to take over the ships and craft as rapidly as pos-
sible. 13 The ACTOV craft program neared completion during December as two US Coast
Guard cutters, '0 more Boston Whaters, one LCU and one LCM3 (pusher) were transferred.
On'Zl December, after many weaks of rigorous training sessions under US Coast Guard surer-
vision, the USCOC Castle Rock (VIHEC 383) and USCCC Cock Inlet (WHEC 384) were turned
over at ceremonies -t the VNN shipyard in Saigon. This transfer of ships brought to an end the
US Coast Ouard perticipation in M.ARK=T TIME Operations. The cutters became the Tran Binh
Trang (HQ-5) and Tran Quoc Toarn (HO-6).

(C) D'zring 1971 a total of six ships and 151 logistics and support craft were turned over to
the VNN. Altogether 957 ships and craft had been turned over to the VNN since the ACTOV
craft program commenced. 14

Base Corstructon and Turnovet

(C) Turnover of logistic and support assets was of pa amount impottance in 1971. As
described by RADM Sa..er in April when he became COMNAVFORV:

ACTOVLOG does not refer solely to construction of bases or portions of
bades, but rather connotes the overall program building up the VNN logistic
infrastructure including complete bases, transportation, supply, pay,
subsistence, base and craft maintenance, and all other of the logistic
program. Is
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(C) Early in 1971 35 bases were programmed for turnover to the VNN. These included
logistic support bases (LSB), inlirmediate support bases (ISB), operational bases (OPBASE),
and advance tactical support ba. (ATSB). As the ACTOV program moved forward it was
reviewed coAtinuously to insure -. at the needs of the VNN were being met and changes made
when necessary. 'By the end of March it was determined LhL wo of the bases could be eliminated,
leaving a total of 33 bases to become VNN assets. In addition to these bases, there were 15
radar sites beiiag constructed for direct turnover. The radar sites are discussed in the MARKET
TIME section of this chapter. 16

(C) The L-SB at Cat Lo was turned over on 28 Apr 71, the first of seven LSB to be trans-
ferred. The Cat Lo LSB provided logistic support for coastal patrol craft of the VNN's Coastal
Surveillance Flotilla Three which operated along the South China Sea coastline of MRs 3 and 4.
It had the facilities and personnel necessary to provide major overhaul on patrol craft. The
base also served as headquarters for the VNN's Third Coastal Zone Commander. Also, during
the month the ISB at Ben Luc was turned over to the VNN. This base, located about 20 miles
southwest of Saigon, was the first of twelve ISBs to be transferred. The ISB at Ben La.. pro-
vided logistic support and repair facilities for naval forces operating from the ATSBs around
the Parrot's Beak region. The transfer of thesi support facilities signified the VNN's ability
to assume responsibility of supporting their combat units. There were six ATSBs turned over
to the VNN during April, as well as one OPBASE transferred on 30 April. 17

(C) Another major achievement took place on 25 May when the LSB at An Thoi on Phu Quoc
Island was turned over. The base, which supported coastal surveillance forces assigned to the
VNN Coastal Flotilla Four, had for the past 5 years been a key base for allied coastal patrol
forces operating along the Gulf of Thailand coastline of Vietnam. 18 In June the ISB at Rach Soi
was turned over to the VNN, the 19th base transferred under the ACTOV program. The mission
of the ISB at Rach Sol was to provide logistic support and repair facilities for VNN forces operat-
in& in and around the U Minh Forest in southern MR 4. 19

Conclusion

(C) The ACTOV program ccntinued throughout the summer and fall of 1971, with LSB, .ISB,
ATSB, and OPSASE becoming the responsibility of the VNN as their personnel were trained to
man them. At the close of the year, 29 of these support bases, of the 33 programmed, had
been transferred to the VNN; the remaining four bases were to be turned over by mid-1972.
Some changes in the program had taken place and more would occur as reviews were made, but
in total the ACTOV program was a success. The challenge had been great for both the US Navy
and the Vietnamese Navy, but through mutual cooperation and dedicated effort,the VNN had
been developed in little more than 10 years into one of the 10 largest navies in the world.

VNN OPERATIONS

(C) Vietnamese naval operations in 1971 consisted of rierine operations, coastal
surveillance and interdiction operations, naval gunfire suppo.'t, point-to-point logistic sealift,
civic action, and psychological warfare. Riverine operations included river and canal patrols,
interdiction barriers, mine countermeasures, convoy escort, river assault, and underwater
demolition team operations.
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VNN OPERATIONS DURING 1971

(C) The following summarizes the status of VNN operations during 1971:

MR VNN Name Type Operation USN Name

4 TRAN HUNG DAO I* A rivrine operation along the Vinh
Te Canal; replaced by THD XX on
10 Mar 71.

3 TRAN HUNG DAO II* A riverine operation conducted on GIANT SLINGSHOT
the Vam Co Tay and Van Co Dong
rivers; replaced by THD XXIV and
THD XXV on 31 Jul 71.

4 TRAN HUNG DAO IV*# A riverine and area pacification op- SOLID ANCHOR
* eration on the Cua Lon, Dam Doi, (Formerly SEAFLOAT)

and Bo De rivers on the Ca Mau pen-
insula; formerly THD III: USN
turned over operational command to
VNN on 1 Apr 71.

3 TRAN HUNG DAO V* A riverine operation conducted on READY DECK
the upper Saigon and Thi Tinh rivers
to interdict infiltration into Saigon
area; replaced by THD XXVII on I
Gct 71.

4 TRAN HUNG DAO Vl* A riverine operation conducted on a SEARCH TURN
network of canals northeast of Rach
Gia City; replaced by THD XXVIII
27 Nov 71.

4 TRAN HUNG DAO VIII* A riverine operation conducted on BLUE SHARK
the Mekong River and associated
canals in the 7th ARVN Div AO;

replaced by THD XXVI on 20 Sep 71.

4 TRAN HUNG DAO IX* A riverine operation conducted on BARRIER REEF
the Grand Canal between An Long

*and Tuyen Nhon; replaced by THD
XXV on 1 Aug 71.

4 TRAN HUNG DAO X* A riverine operation conducted on BREEZY COVE
the Ong Doc.River along the southern
bcrder of the U Minh Forest; replaced

by THD XVII on 5 Jun 71.

4 TRAN HUNG DAO XIV* A riverine operation in the lower BLUE SHARK
Mekong River area; replaced by
THD XIX on 26 Jan 71.

NA TRAN HUNG DAO XV*# A coastal surveillance and interd'c- MARKET TIME
tion operation conducted along the (Inner Barrier)
RVN coastline to 12 miles seaward.

NA US interdiction operation conducted MARKET TIME
beyond the 1Z-mile limit seaward. (Outer Barrier)-,
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MR VNN Name Type Operation USN Name

4 TRAN HUNG DAO XVII*# A riverine operation conducted on the
rivers and canals in the U Minh Forest
in support of RVNAF ground forces;
replaced by THD XXI on I Sul 71.

4 TRAN HUNG DAO XVI!I* A river escort operation with a mission
to escort com-ercial and military water
craft on the Mekong River between the
RVN border and Phnom Penh.

4 TRAN HUNG DAO XIX ' A riverine operation conducted on the Mo
o Cay Canal and the Ben Tre and Ba Lai

rivers; expanded and superseded THD XIV
on 25 Jan 71, replaced by THD XXVI on
20 Sep 71.

4 TRAN HUNG DAO XX# A riverine operation conducted on the
lower reaches ol the Vin Te Canal;
replaced THD I on 10 Mar 71.

4 TRAN HUNG DAO XXI A riverine operation combining areas
formerly covered by THD X and XVII; re-
placed by THD XXIX on I Dec 71.

4 TR.AN HUNG DAO XXII Special convoy that took RVN Prime
.4 Minister to Phnom Penh (25-26 May 71).

NA TRAN HUNG DAO XXIII PW repatriation effort (ended 4 Jun 71).

3/4 TRAN HUNG DAO XXIV# Replaced part of THD II: commenced 31
Jul 71.

4 TRAN HUNG DAO XXV# Replaced part of THD II and THD IX:
commenced 20 Sep 71.

4 TRAN HUNG DAO XXVI# Replaced THD VIII; commenced 30 Sep 71.

3 TRAN HUNG DAO XXVII# Replaced THD V; commenced 30 Sep 71.

4 TRAN HUNG DAO XXVIII# Replaced THD VI; commenced 27 Nov 71.

4 TRAN HUNG DAO XXIX# Replaced THD XXI; commenced 4 Dec 71.

3/4 RUNG SA 7 Special Zone VNN provided security for shipping trans-
(RSSZ)*# iting the Long Tau channel to Saigon. In

addition a VNN comraander exercised
tactical control of all RF/PF in the RSSZ
-A0.

1 CHI LANG I*# A riverine operation conducted on the Cua SEA TIGER/
Dai River. CLEARWATER

I CHI LANG II# A riverine operation coziducted in the vicin-
ity of Hue.

* Operations on-eoing at the beginning of 1971
*v Operational control of TRAN HUNG DAO IV (SOLID ANCHOR) turned over to VNN on I Apr 71

* MARKET TIME outer barrier combiLied operation under USN control
# Operations continuing at the close of 1971

THUt TRAN HUNG DAO
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i3LA LORDS OPERATIONS

Background

(C) Operation SEA LORDS (Southeast Asia Lake-Ocean-River-Delta-Strategy) was initiated
by COMNAVFORV in late October 1968. The operation ultimately included six subordinate
operations. 20 (tee Figure V-i .)

USN Name VNN Name Map

GIANT SLINGSHOT TRAN HUNG DAO II Figure V-Z
SOLID ANCHOX* TRAN HUNG DAO IV* Figure V-3
READY DECK TRAI HUNG DAO V Figure V-4
SEARCH TURN TRAN HUNG DAO VI Figure V-5
BARRIER REEF TRAN HUNG DAO IX Figure V-6
BREEZY COVE TRAN HUNG DAO X Figure V-7

* Formerly SEA FLOAT/TRAN HUNG DAO III

(C) Tht SEA LORDS mission was to etrike deep into previously secure enemy strongholds
and interdict the network of rivers and canals which served as enemy LOC in MRs 3 and 4.
These brown water operations we-e designed to achieve the following tasks:

Interdict infiltration from Cambodia.

-- Establish and maintain a patrol presence on the Cambodian border waterways.

-- Pacify key t:an3-Delta waterways.

-- Pacify Bassac Island complexes.

-- Harats the enemy by river raids into areas formerly immune to attack from waterways.

-- Ascertain the feasibility of interdiction on other waterways.

(C) Although SEA LORDS was initially a combined USN/VNN operatior, the VNN gradually
assumei control of the various subordinate operations as their military capability increased.
All SEA LORDS operations excvpt SOLID ANCHOR became VNN unilaterzl operations prior to
January 1971.Z1

(C) SEA LORDS operations were similar in that the sarme type boats and watercraft were
used in each operation to achieve mission objectives. The US Navy provided Limited air assets
through Light Helicopter Attack Squ.adron Three (HAL-3), with their UH-l gunships (SeawoLves),
and Light Attack Squadron Four (VAL-4), with OV-10 Bronco aircraft (Blick Ponies). Both
rmad i tremendous contvibutions to the success of SEA LORDS operations. The HAL-3 Seawolves
were armed %ith a rapid firing mini-gun on each side, fourteen 2.75-inch rockets, and M-60 and
.50 caliber door-mounted machineguns. The VAL-4 Black Ponies were armed with eight to 16
5-inch Zuni rocke-ts, 19 Z. 75-inch rockets, one 20nm rapid firing cannon, and four internally
mounted M-60 machine guns. These US Navy aircraft continued to provide support after the VNN
assumed contiol of a particular operation. The squadrons were bsed at Binh Thuy, about 80
miles southwest of Saigon. HAL-3 had nine detrchments located at strategic points throughout
MR 4 and southern LAR 3. includina four detachments in the heart of for-merly undisputed Vie .

Cong territory.
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(C) In August. a typical month for the Seawolves, HAL-3 gunships flew 1,044 missions,
in which 144 made enemy contact: 44 enemy were killed; and 792 structures, 151 bunkers, and
176 sampans were damaged or destroyed. That same month the Black Ponies flew 556 missions,
killing 115 enemy and damaging or destroring 135 structures, 21 sampans, and 280 bunkers. A
significant action occurred on 11 August in Kien Phong Province, where the 986th RF company
enc.surtered a heavily defended treeline. OV-10 aircraft were requested and provided rocket and
machine gun fire, killing 24 enliy soldiers and contributing to the capture of various individual
weapons and an 82mm mortar.

(U) Reveriing the close ties between the naval air units and the SEA LORDS operations,
Captain W. J. Crowe, USN, Senior Advisor/Deputy Commander to TRAN HUNG DAO (DEPCOMTHD),
sent the following message to HAL-3 on the occasion of his relief:

. . . my deep appreciation for the outstanding combi.t support which the officers
and enlisted men of HAL-3 have consistently furnished to the TRAN HUNG DAO
campaigns. My close association with HAL-3 has been one of the highpoints of
my tour in Vietnam and I have developed the greatest respect for your organi-
zation's courage and professionalism. 23

GIANT SLINGSHOT/TRAN HUNG DAO XI/XXIV/XXV

(C) GIANT SLINGSHOT, the first of the SEA LORDS operations, was originally conceived in
late 1968 as a 3-month interdiction effort against enemy LOC in the Parrot's Beak rugion. (See
Figure V-2.) This area of operation lay between the Vain Co Tay and Van Co Dong rivers,
penetrating deep into III Corps Tactical Zone toward Saigon. The concept of operation required
close coordination between ground patrol reaction forces along river banks and VNN riverine
forces. In May 1970 the Vietnamese assumed command and GIANT SLINGSHOT was named TRAN
HUNG DAO II. The change of command caused no immediate change in operating methods. 24

(C) Enemy forces in the Parrot's Beak region avoided contact with VNN elements during the
first several months of I971. They concentrated on recruiting (especially for main force units),

revitalization of the VC infrastructure, and attacks against the pacification program. Combat
activity in the GIANT SLINGSHOT AO, with few minor exceptions, remained at a low level during
the year.

(C) During January, VNN forces initiated five contacts to the enemy's four. Despite intelli-
gence reports that the 7th NVA Div was infiltrating into Tay Ninh Province from Cambodia, a
real threat never materialized, and Allied waterborne forces made few enemy contacts. Two

significant noncombat accomplishments late in the month, however, demonstrated the versatility

of the VNN. Harbor Clearance Unit One successfully raised two sunken fuel barges in the AO,
an 11,000 gallon craft at Ben Keo and a 70,000 gallon barge at Ben Luc. In mid-February, VNN
forces contributed 26 craft as a blocking force inside Cambodia on the Van Co Dong River. This
VNN participation in III Corps operation TOAN THANG 01/71 (discussed in more detail in Annex E)
posed no serious hindrance to Operation GIANT SLINGSHOT, since no more than 10 boats at a
time were used.

(C) In July the enemy carried out five successful boat ambushes. One such action took place
on the Varn CoTay River, resulting in one VNN KIA, four VNN and one USN WIA, and one PBR
extensively damaged. The incident confirmed the VNN intelligence analysts' suspicions that
enemy elements had infiltrated an area through the MR 3 and 4 boundary line, to some tactical
advantage. To correct the situation caused by divided responsibility, & decision was made to
reorganize the AO. On 31 Jul 71, two new operations, TRAN HUNG DAO XXIV and TRAN HUNG
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DAO XXV, replaced TRAN HUNG DAO IU. The TRAN HUNG DAO XXIV AO included the eastern
portion of the Vain Co Tay River and the Van Co Dong River to the Cambodian border, all within
MR 3. The TRAN HUNG DAO XXV AO, all within MR 4, included the western section of the Vam
Co Tay River from the boundry line of MR 3 and 4, located 5 miles east of Tuyen Nhon, to the
Cankodian border as well as the canals and waterways along the river.

(C) Activity remained reajonably light in TRAN HUNG DAO XXIV and TRAN HUNG DAO XXV
ior the remainder of the year. The VNN, assisted by USN advisors, -AL-3 Seawolves, and Val-4
Black Ponies, progressively improved performance in their assigned mission.

SOLID ANCHOR/TRAN HUNG DAO IV

(S) Operation SOLID ANCHOR, a follow-on to SEA FLOAT, had the mission of establishing
an operational coastal group junk/patrol craft fast (PCF) base at old NamCanCity, to assistexpan.
sionof GVN control throaghout Narn Can District and An Xuyen Province. (See Figure V-3.)
In addition the combincd US/RVN irces were directed to conduct tactical combat and psychologicat
operations against enemy '-rces. The Nam Can District had been under VC domination for many

years, and until June 1969 uLe AO had been an area of VC infiltration, rest, training, propaganda,
and extortion. Ccnstruction of the SOLID ANCHOR site at old Nam Can commenced in October
1969. This advance tactical support base (ATSB) was to replace SEA FLOAT Hq, at the mobile
advance tactical support base (MATSB) in the Cua Lon River near old Nam Can. On 1 Sep 70 the
SEA FLOAT basewas moved ashore and became the headquarters for SOLID ANCHOR. 2 6

(C) The ne*' year presented a challenge to the combined US/VNN forces of Operation SOLID
ANCHOR. This last US-controlled naval operation, functioning in one of the most hostile areas
of South Vietnam, continued to suffer from supply and repair difficulties and incessant Communist
harassment. The base was bombarded four times during January, and three Allies were kilied
and 40 wounded. Of the 10 PCF assigned o the Nam Can AO, normally only one boat was totally
operational, with an average of four boats completely inoperative. The assault craft of the River
Assault and Interdiction Division (RAID) presented an equally dismal record with an average of
only 44 percent av-ailability. Commander Naval Support Activity Saigon (COMNAVSUPPACT),
in attempting to explain this unsatisfactory performance, pointed out the lack of preventive
maintenance by VNN boat crews, incomplete and untimely submission of work requests, and
repair capability limitations of the Nam Can repair barge.

(C) The abrupt cancellation of regularly scheduled VNN resupply runs to the isolated Nam
Can ATSB in early Tanuary forced the Commander Task Group (CTG) to adopt emergency measures.
As artillery ammunition and petroleum, oil, and lubricants (POL) supplie, became dangerously
low, the USS Park County (LST 1077) made a risky but uneventful voyage up the Son Go De .?iver
bringing emergency supplies fr6m Saigon. By late January vital stores were depleted and supplies
were airlifted to SOLID ANCHOR as a stopgap relief measure. Resupply difficulties remained
a crucial factor in the lower Ca Mau peninsula area. Early in February, for example, the
failure of an oil tanker to make a scheduled POL supply run ca,;ed a brief reduction in combat
capability. 27

(C) Early in January the SEALS had concentrated on interdicting VC supply routes and in
training the newly arrived Lien Doi Nhoui Nhai (LDNN), the VNN underwater demolition team.
Large quantities of supplies and materiel were captured or destroyed by the USN SEAL teams
and the LDNN. Even though heavy contact with the enemy was avoided, one USN advisor was
killed and several wounded. On the night of Z5 January as TET started, the VC launched an
intensive attack, lobbing 75 to 100 82mm rounds into the base. 2z
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(C) In February several US advisors and Vietnamese sailors of the RAID boats and the PCFs
were wounded in riverine ambushes during patrols. The Allied boats were operating in an area
where for several months the VC had kept local woodcutters from using certain canals. Acting
on Hoi Chanh intelligence, 24 SEALs, seven Kit Carson Scouts, and one LDNN squad were
inserted along the Tac Ong Thay Canal. In several hours of patrolling, during which USCGC
Rush (WFEC 733), USCGC MogE&nthau (WHEC 722), Army helicopter gunships and Navy Sia-
wolves saturated the area with fire, the SEAL team discovered and destroyed 45 hootches, con-
firming the area as a Communist stronghold.

(C) By March, intelligence sources indicated that large enemy units were being forced south
from the U Minh Forest into the Nam Can AO by the 2lsk ARVN Division's operatiois (TR.AN
HUNG DAO XVII); VC ambushes damaged boats and caused light AlliedcLsualties, out Allied
forcee did not remain idle. rhe SEAL team successfully struck at sevaral VC supply and living
areas in An Xuyen Province. One'such operation took place on 1 March, when an eight-man
SEAL squad and ten Popular Force soldiers, inserted by sampan at a caral about 30 km south-

west of the base, made contact with the VC, killing five enemy, capturing four, and destroying
many supplies.

(C) Meanwhile the Biet Hai (Vietnamese Naval Rangers) counterguerrilla force conducted
numerous patrols in the immediate vicinity of the Nam Can ATSB, interdicting VC supply
routes and ircreasing the security of the base. 29

(C) A significant milestone for both the US and Vietnamese Navies occurred on I Apr 71 as
Operation SOLID ANCHOR, the last US Navy operation in Vietnam, was turned over to
the VNN. In ceremonies at Nam Can Admiral McManus, COMNAVSUPPACT, turned control
over to Admiral Chon, VNN CNO. USN advisors and air assets continued to work with the VNN
in support of the newly designated TRAN HUNG DAO IV. 30

(C) A large scale combined operation took place on 10 May about 10 km southeast of Nam
Can where units of the 42d Rangers, Seawolf helicopters, Black Pony aircraft, and river boats
took part in a well executed maneuver. After insertion the Rangers made immediate contaclt
with an enemy force of unknown size. As the Rangers maintained pressure on the enemy, SV.a-
wolf helicopters provided support under the direction of the ARVN battalion commander and USN
advisor. The Rangers were resupplied by air and remained in the area in night ambush positions.
This operation accounted for six enemy KIA and two VC, 12 claymore mines, 24 grenades, II

*launch bombs with launchers, and 9 propellants captured. Two bunkers, four sampans, seven
houses, five kilos of rice and four kilos of dried fish were destroyed. After this operation
COMNAVFORV commented:

It is most gratifying to note the results of the 42d ARVN Battalion operation.
Actions of this nature, utilizing all available assets, exemplify a high level
of combat readiness and profecsional standards. Please extend a well done
to all elements involved In the operation. 31

(C) In late Atgust a USN SEAL team officer led an 11-man group, which included Australian
Air Service troops, one guide, and one interpreter, on an intelligence mission. Operating in
support were two Seawolf and two SEA LORD helicopters, and Black Ponies irom Binh Thuy.
The point man, interpreter, and team leader entered a hootch and surprised the enemy; hand
to hand combat with 10 VC ensued in which the SEALs killed eight VC and suffered only light

*casualties. The SEAL team was extracted by helicopters without further incident.

'(C) A Coastal Surveillance Squadron moved to Nam Can in August, giving the TRAN HUNG
DAO IV commander the distinction of being the only VNN naval commander to control riverine,
coastal, and naval air assets, as well as ARVN Rangers.
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(C) By October enemy activity had reached a moderately heavy level. Early in the month
an alert VNN mortar crew and watch tower personnel thwarted a possible probing attack on the
Nam Can base, when about 30 people were observed moving near thf base. Seawolves and
Black Ponies were called in for support. There were no friendly casualties and enemy casualties
were undetermined. Also early in the month, a Cluster Bomb Unit (CBU) attack was made by a
Black Pony in a mangrove forest in the AO. ARVN Rangers were inserted by boat to evaluate
the drop. Eight secondary explosions were observed; although unconfirmed, they were thought
to be booby traps. Three huts and two sampans were destroyed. Finally the CBU drop cleared

to a radius of approximately 100 meters the densely foliated area which had restricted visibility. 

(C) On 3 November two Assault Troop Craft (ATC) enroute to the base at Nam Can surprised
and engaged a small force of VC. The VNN forces killed two VC and captured three launch bombs.
In another encounter on 4 November a Patrol Gunboat Medium (PGM) enroute to its MARKET
TIME patrol area cleared an ambush with 20mm and 40mm cannons, 81mm mortar, 50 caliber
machine gun and M-79 grenade launcher fire, and then proceeded to her assigned patrol area.
Later in the month, acting on a report of a sizeable VC weapons cache, an ARVN R.ngr battaiion
swept an area about 20 km due east of Nam Can. In contact with the enemy the fcrc. -:d1led
seven VC with no friendly casualties. The Rangers located an arms cache consisting of two
sampans, eight 20mm antiaircraft guns, five light machine guns, 184 individual weapons and
60 61mm mortar tubes, confirming the value of the intelligence originally reported to the VNN
by a woodcutter. 34

(C) By December it was apparent that the VNN and the ARVN forces had greatly improved
their effectiveness since April when the VNN had assumed operational control of the TRAN HUNG
DAO IV AO. The enemy was still present in the area, but his influence was much less than it
had been at the beginning of the year. The RVNAF continued to imprcve and work together as a
team. Indications were that the locai population would further develop confidence in the GVN by
supporting and assisting the RVNAF.

READY DECK/TRAN HUNG DAO V/XXVII

(S) The Operation READY DECK AO included the uppe.r Saigon River from Dau Tieng t6 the
confluence of the Rach T -a and Saigon Rivers (see Figure V-4). The operation was the out-
growth of ircursions on the upper Saigon River beginning in July 1968. In mid-October 1968 the
mission was named READY DECK and designated TRAN HUNG DAO V by the VNN. This
operation was the F'rst of the SEA LORDS operations to be commanded by a VNN officer. The
concept of the operation involved river patrols, visit and search, and waterway surveillance to
carry out the interdiction efforts. Psychological operations were to be employed as well.35

(C) Various incidents plagued the AO; communications problems attributable to distance
and topography were a major concern. Patrol units operating in the "mushroom area"
(approximately in the center .f the AO) and beyond had no reliable direct communications with
the Naval Operations Center (NOC) at Phu Cuong. 36

(C) During the first 3 months of 1971 TRAN HUNG DAO V PBRs failed to inflict a single
enemy casualty during brief skirmishes on the upper Saigon River. There were several enemy-
iniuated fire fights during this period and the Allied units suffered several casualties. In April
enemy a:tivitt increased significantly over the previous months and included two mining incidenbs,
the first in over a year. Intelligence reports attributed the increased activity to units of the
101st NVA Regt and the 268th Main Force Group (MFGP), both very aggressive units. The
enemy apparently was trying to force the return rom Cambodia of the 25th ARVN Div, the
ground unit traditionally responsible for the AO. 7
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(C) Five firefights with the enemy were reported in May; VNN casualties were three killed
and one wounded, with no enemy casualties zeported. On 28 May, near Phu Cuong, three
assault craft were in a waterborne guard post (WBG11) position when an explosion occurred
amidships of the center craft. The boat was beached with extensive materiai damage, however
no personnel casualties resulted. Later that morning boats arriving to assist in salvage
operations came under attack, receiving B-40 rocket rounds and a command mine detonation.
The mine sank one VNN French Patrol Boat (FOM) killing two VNN crew members; Seawolves
were scrambled to provide air cover. These HAL-3 helicopters continued to provide support
for river units in the AO, including responding with rocket and machine gun strikes when Phu
Loi Base came under 107ram rocket attack on 31 MCay.

(C) The communications problem in the AO improved by 10 May with the establishment
of a retransmission site at fire support base Phuoc. The site utilized two PRC 77 transmitters
and two R-z92 antennas on a 60-day loan from the Army. At the close of the month,
boats north of the "mushroom area" and the NOC at Phu Cuong were utilizing the site satis-
factorily. 38

initiated firefights during the period. fy September ground activity in the AO was heavy. While

VNN units hd only Light contact, USN Seawolves were in frequent contact in support of the 25th
ARVN Div. The Seawolves flew 23 missions in the AO during the* month.

(C) Intelligence reports continued to indicate VC and NVA infiltration into the AO, and
it was believed that COSVN had directed an increase in military forces and activity around the
Capital Military District to keep ARVN forces engaged and to launch additional attacks in case
a political crisis developed during the GVN election campaign. While RVNAF were prepared
to respond, no such attacks occurred.

(C) On 30 September, TRAN HUNG DAO V was reorganized as TRAN HUNG DAO XXV.II
to provide better liaison and cooperation between 25th.ARVN Div and the VNN on the upper
Saigon River. 39 Activity in the TRAN HUNG DAO XXVII AO was relatively light throughout

v1 the remainder of the year as the VNN continued to pursue the anti-infiltration patrols and
interdiction effort. The few enemy initiated attacks on boats in November caused no major
damage to craft or personnel casualties. The US Navy Seawolves flew 13 strikes in the AO

* in November, but none for support of VNN during December. 4 0

SEARCH TURN/TRAN HUNG DAO VI/XXVIII

(C) A swift boat incursion of the Cua Lon River in October 1968 was the forerunner of
SEARCH TURN/TRAN HUNG DAO VI. The first major campaign began in November 1968 with
an attack on enemy positions along the Rach Gia - Long Xuyen Canal. The assault phase of the
operation: lasted 5 days, with the enemy suffering several casualties and loss of considerable
amounts of arm and munitions. Although the assault phase was successful, mobile and air
cavalry support was lacking when significant enemy contact was established. When the Viet-
namese Marine Corps (VNMC) units assigned to this AO were withdrawn, subsequent operations
were confined to the western end of the proposed barrier in Kien Giang Province. This
operation consisted of modified patrols and later was named SEARCH TURN. In November
1970 it was turned over to the VNN and became'TRAN HUNG DAO VI. 41 (See Figure V-5.)

(C) Hostile activity in the Kien Giang Province AO declined at the beginning of the year.
The VNN commander reported that his river patrol boats participated in 23 firefights during
January; two VNN sailors and one US Navy sailor were wounded. The VC intensified a random
terror campaign against the local population by firing mortar rounds and rockets into Rach Gia
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City and various other hamlets. SEALs were active in interdicting VC infiltration routes along
the Dien An District coastline, destroying a VC district office and a weapons repair facility in
late January. In the area just south of Kien An, after helicopter gunships had strafed the area,
SEALs were inserted to sweep the area, searching hootches and destroying enemy ordnance-
one SEAL was wounded. A small band of VC were driven from a hootch, but the SEALs were
unable to pursue them because of a network of booby traps. When the SEALs were extracted
by air, the helicopter gunships placed strikes on the enemy positions and received light and
ineffective return fire. 4Z

(C) Hostile activity in the AO during February reached the lowest level since the VNN had
assumed control of the operation the previous October. Communist terrorist harassment ofthe civilian population continued during the month. The only major riverie confrontation in

the AO occurred when WBGPs northwest of Rach Gia encountered a group of people believed to
have attacked two ARVN outposts. Seawolf helicopters and OV-10 aircraft supported the boats
and several enemy were reported killed. 43

(C) During March the VNN commander repoited that his force engaged the enemy in Z3
firefights, a slight increase over the previous month. Casualties included one US sailor killed
and three VNN sailors wounded; the enemy suffered 38 fatalities. VNN patrol officers continued
to progress in their ability to control tactical air strikes during riverine operations. Viet-
namese LDNNs and US Navy SEALs were especially active in Kien Giang Province conducting
missions such as interdicting VC communication-liaison routes and VC reconnaissance teams,
Locating VC mortar teams, and capturing arms caches and V tax collectors. One SEAL fatality
occurred during a mission into the VC camp area on 29 March when a SEAL tripped a "Bouncing
Betty" mine. Seawolves and Black Ponies were called in for an airstrike which caused two
VC confirmed killed and six probabies, plus five structures and bunkers destroyed along with
100 kilos of rice. 44

(C) During April the VNN engaged the enemy in 30 firefights in which one US helicopter

crew man was killed when a SeawoLf helicopter received enemy fire. The enemy suffered
35 killed in these actions. Throughout the month, boat units operated in conjunction with the
9th ARVN Div along the Luynh Quynh Canal. Although contact with the enemy was slight,
patrols discovered fresh bunkers indicating the enemy was very active in the area. The senior
advisor RPD 58 reported that VNN 'officer performance was excellent during air strike control
training sessions, but that furhter training, especially in working out of narrow canals, was
necessary prior to qualifying patrol officers in actual combat air controlling. 45

(C) During May the enemy took some of the heaviest casualties ever in the area: 160 were
killed when the VNN engaged the enemy in 20 firefights; the VNN lost one sailor killed and
three wounded. The VNN engagements were supported by ARVN artillery, US Navy Black
Ponies and Seawolves. The overall impressive effort in the area pror.pted COMNAVFORV to
make the following comment:

4 6

It is gratifying to note results of the WBGP conducted by the River Patrol
Division's 58 units and the superior support provided by HAL-3 Det 8...
Establishing ambushes and posts in areas of known infiltration cannot help
but reap positive results.

(C) Several changes in assets took place in the AO during June, reducing effectiveness of
the patrols because new boat crews were unfamiliar with the AO. Also the enemy had suffered
heavy losses the previous month and were lying low to regroup and resupply. Even though
activity was reduced somewhat, with only six firefights, the RVN patrols killed 95 enemy and
captured 3 VC suspects, while the friendly forces suffered only 2 VNN wounded. The Seawolves
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were credited with most of the enemy killed in the ^O, as 24 air strikes were made destroying
38 sampans and three structures. Indicative of Vietnamization progress was the fact that
during boat operations and patrols, the Vietnamese patrol officers used the air brevity code to
direct the Seawolf strikes under combat conditions, with no US advisors participating.,47

(C) Enemy activity in July was light as the assets of CTG 212. 5 failed to make contact
with the enemy. However, US Navy Seawolf helicopters of HAL-3 placed 31 strikes in support
of boat operations. Early in the month SEAL Team One personnel stood down and departed
Rach Soi for the United States. Their departure occasioned the US Army Province Senior

Advisor to make the following comment: "Kien Giang will long remember the SEALS for their
professionalism, devotion to duty, and mostly for their inexhaustible spirit. ,,48

(C) On 7 July a very unusual and spectacular fire occurred at ISB Rach Soi when a US

Army 100,000 gallon JP-4 barge sank. The tide carried the JP-4 up the Rach Sol Canal. A
fire started about 800 meters upstream from the barge, and burned down the hootch line and
approached the barge. As soon as it became evident that the fire could not be prevented from
reaching the barge, the base was evacuated. When no explosion resulted, VNN and USN
personnel returned to the barge and put out the fire. There were no injuries or base assets
damaged, but several PBRs were destroyed. The fire burned about 50 hootches, leaving
several local civilians homeless. The ISB arranged to feed and shelter these civilian personnel
who had lost their homes. The fuel barge was successfully refloated about a week after the

mishap. 49

(C) Enemy activity was light during August, but TRAN HUNG DAO Vl continued to be
plagued by fires. Two US Army LCM8s containing JP-4 fuel which were moored at ISB Rach
Soi caught fire. The two boats were gutted; the fire also destroyed six civilian hootches, five
sampans, and three PBRs erroneously reported destroyed in July. Another fire broke out in

the engine compartment of a RPD boat while on patrol in Kien Giang Province. Indications
were that the fire was started by a fuel line leak. When the crew was unable to extinguish the
blaze, they flooded the engine compartment and removed the craft's weapons and radios. Upon
successfully putting out the fire, the cover boat pumped out the water and towed the stricken
cTaft to the ISB for repairs. This incident marked th?0 fourth PBR from Rach Sol to be put out
of action in less than a month, none by enemy action.

(C) Only one enemy initiated firefight was reported in the naval AO during September.
The 21st ARVN Div in the U Minh Forest continued to preuure the VC and the NVA, forcing
them into the TRAN HUNG DAO VI AO where boats of the VNN provided a blocking force to
cut off the enemy and where the US Navy Seawolves were active against targets of opportunity..51

(C) In October there were only two ambushes, one terrorist incident, ani one booby-trapp
sensor incident. In one of the ambushes, a US Navy advisor received multiple shrapnel wounds.
Contact with the enemy in the AO was also very light during November. Seawolves flew 14
strikes within the AO. No surface contacts with the enemy were made by the VNN, but Allied
forces continued to pursue anti-infiltration tactics. In addition to the usual patrols and WBGPs.
additional boats were used to react to intelligence reports indicating a need for a blockade on
the Rach Soi and Din Vain Cong canals. This blockade was conducted for 6 days to halt VC
and NVA infiltration from Cambodia into the U Minh. No contact was made. Meanwhile units
of the RPD provided continuing support to elements of the 16th ARVN Regt, 9th ARVN Div.
This support took the form of a blocking force, ARVN night ambush insertion, and WBGP
missions.
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(C) The TRAN HUNG DAO VI operation was reorganized on 27 November as TRAN HUNG
DAO XXVIII. The reorganization was made to better coordinate VNN and ARVN operations.

The new AO included the waterways of An Giang. Kien Giang, Phong Dinh, and Chuong Thien

provinces. The Kear ended with moderate contact with the enemy in the new TRAN HUNG

DAO XXVIII AO. 3

BARRIER REEF/TRAN HUNG DAO IX/XXV

(C) BARRIER REEF was planned by COMNAVFORV in December 1968 as the fourth and
last of the Delta interdiction barriers. BARRIER REEF would establish an unbroken chain of
naval patrols along the Cambodian border from the Gulf of Thailand to an area northeast of
the Parrot's Beak. The operation, reorganized in August 1970 when the VNN assumed tactical

command, became known as TRAN HUNG DAO IX. In December 1970 the VNN assumed com-

plete control of the TRAN HUNG DAD IX AD. 54(See Figure V-6.)

(C) Because of Allied pressure on enemy forces in Cambodia, overt enemy activity in
the TRAN HUNG DAO IX AO was almost nonexistent during January and February. The repair,
berthing, and messing barge (YRBM 20) which was the command post (CP) for the AO became
also the CP for the newly established Allied convoy operation escorting merchant vessels to

Phnom Penh. The YRBM 16, which YRBM 20 had replaced as the afloat headquarters when

the commander shifted to the western sector of the AO, departed the area after lengthy service.
Operation TRAN HUNG DAO IX virtually ceased during March as the two assigned operating
units, River Patrol Division 59 and Mining Interdiction Division 93, provided escort for
merchant craft transporting petroleum to Phnom Penh.p.

(C) Action in the AO continued to be light during April, and early May. Intelligence
reports of incruasing infiltration by enemy units into the area were unsubstantiated. Or the

night of 23 May the Hoa Bien outpost came under attack; just as it seemed that the enemy
was going to break through the inner defense perimeter, a heavy fire team of Seawolves of
Detachments 5 and 9 arrived and succeeded in driving the VC back. When the Seawolves had
exhausted their ordnance, Black Pony aircraft appeared to strike the enemy. The airmen

of the Seawolves Detachments and Black Ponies were commended for their courageous and
aggressive action by COMNAVFORV.

(C) Action on the waterways of the AO was agai-n light in the TRAN HUNG DAO IX
area during June and July. The S.iawoLf helicopters of Detachment 9, based on YRBM 21 at

Tan Chau, continued support of outlying army and RF/PF outposts and engaged the enemy on
22 occasions during the month. The Seawolf strikes influenced the activity in the AO 41though
they did not occur within it, since the outposts were all in adjacent infiltration areas.

(C) In July plans were made for a new operation and reorganization of the area. Effec-
tive I August, TRAN HUNG DAO IX was replaced with TRAN HUNG DAO XXV. The activity
during September in TRAN HUNG DAO XXV was light as only two firefights occurred and

four Seawolf missions were flown, with three naval incidents and eight Seawolf missions in

October. Boats from RPD 63 arrived at ATSB Phuoc Xuyen, providing the assets to cover

the reorganized TRAN HUNG DAO AO. 56 During November and December there were only
six incidents with boat ambushes and VC canal crossings. The Seawolves flew just five

* missions during these last Z months of the year in TRAN HUNG DAO XXV AO.
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BREEZY COVE/TRAN HUNG DAO X/XVII/XXI/XXIX

(C) A letter of instruction was sent to the First Sea Lord in September 1969 directing him
to plan for the employment of nava! forces which would be provided by 70MNAVFORV and VNN
CNO for operations in the Song Ong Doc area in support of he pacification program and in pro-
vide assistance to Ca Mau District, An Xuyen Province57 ThTe operation was named BREEZY
COVE and designated TRAN HUNG DAO X by the VNN. (See Figure V-7.)

(C) In early 1971 a new VNN commander was put in charge of TRAN HUNG DAO X. January
intelligence reports warned of impending enemy attacks on the still incompleted CA Mau Logistic
Support Base (LSB) and the temporary headquarters at the adjacent Provincial Reconnaissance

A Unit (PRU) base. The US base commander therefore cancelled all other building projects and
devote8 total manpower resources to base defense construction. Despite extensive precautions,
an enemy unit staged a brief attack on the PRU base on 15 January, but the combined effort of
the Allies drow the enemy away. That same month firepower of two naval gunfire support
ships (NGFS) steaming offshore in the Gulf of Thailand, the HMAS Perth (D-38) and USCGC Rush
(WHEC 723), killed 64 and wounded 16 members of a NVA battalion which was poised near Trun
Thuat hamlet. 58

(C) In February the Senior Naval Advisor to TRAN HUNG DAO XXI reported that the lack
of coordination between PF, RF, and the VNN gravely weakened the security of Ca Mau. The
PRUs patrolled nightly the area to the north of the base, but the PF forces never fulfilled their
pledge to guard the southern approaches. The ATSB had been probed or attacked seven times
from the south since late December 1970, but neither the PF platoons nor the People's Self-
Defense Force (PSDF) units responsible .or the security of the area reported any contact. Due
to these circumstances, Deputy COMNAVFORV ordered that one USN and one VNN "advisor"
would accompany all PF ambush teams in the future.

(C) In mid-February the Communist guerrillas shifted west and attacked the Song Ong Doc
ATSB with 107mm and B-40 rockets and small arms fire. Within 5 minutes base personnel and
Seawolf helicopters suppressed the fire, but four VNN sailors were killed, eight VNN and seven
USN sailors were wounded, and seven boats were damaged. Enemy pressure during March
was focused on theriver operations in TRAN HUNG DAO X AO rather than on the Allied bases

at Ca Mau and old Song Ong Doc. The aggressive' VC engaged the USN and VNN units in 24 fire-
fights during the month. Intelligence reports throughout the month predicted enemy offensives
against the vulnerable Ca Mau and Song Ong Doc ATSBs, but the attacks failed to materialize.
However, there were several attacks by the VC on Allied river boats during the month. Several
boats were damaged, several VNN personnel were wounded and one VNN sailor was killed when
a PBR took a direct rocket hit on the Song Ong Doc.

(C) The SEALs were very active in March joining with the National Police Field Force
(NPFF) and.Special Branch Police to sweep through known Viet Cong territory 17 km southeast of
Ca Mau. The operation netted six VC killed and four captured. Based on information providid
by a local agent, SEALs departed Ca Mau on 15 March to raid a Viet Cong wedding ceremony.
The SEALs burst into the hootch where the ceremony was taking place and caused the Viet Con%0,
to flee. Covering heliccpter gunships helped cause- 26 Communist casualties and six captured.

(C) April began with the probing of the base defenses at Ca Mau by enemy personnel. Boat
personnel spotted the enemy and a firefight followed withoutknown casualties. Elsewhere the enemy
attacked a PF outpost with rockets, mortars, and small arms; little damage was inflicted but
some civilians living nearby were serioualy wounded.
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(C) SEAL Team Two, Detachment Alfa, 9th Pit based at Ca Mau, atood down on 10 April
for rotation to the United States. Papa Pit replaced the 9th Plt and immediately went to work
making forays deep into enemy territory, interdicting lines of communications and creating
havoc with the VC. 61

(C) Only II firefights were recorded in May. Intelligence reports that enemv sappers
attached to C-7 Local Force Company and the U Minh l1th Bn was active on the Song Ong Doc
proved highly accurate as five attacks-by-fire occurred on river traffic. There was also an
attempted mining at the ATSB Song Ong Doc. The SEAL Team engaged in only one operation
during the month, to capture VC personnel. With one interpreter and a national policeman, the
SEALs were enroute to a tax collector's hootch, but became engaged in a firefight. The patro%
was compromised due to the firing, the mission was aborted and the SEALs returned to base.

(C) TRAN HUNG DAO X wa reorganized on 5 June and became TRAN HUNG DAO XVII.
During almost 2 years of existence, units attached to the TRAN HUNG DAO X operation had
killed 457 enemy troops, captured 143 personnel, and destroyed 728 sampans. Friendly losses
during this time were 53 killed and 373 wounded. As the VNN and other RVNAF assumed more
responsibilities in the Ca Mau area, fewer US personnel were reqcired. Upon reorganization
the only US Navy personnel left in the AO were the Seabees working on ISB Ca Mau, advisors
attached to CTF 210 at the MA,V compound, SEAL Team One personnel, and the HAL-3 Detach-
ment at Ca Mau Lona Strip. 63

(C) TRAN HUNG DAO XVII which replaced TRAN HUNG DAO X was again reorganized in
July with the disestablishment of ATSB Song Ong Doc and ATSB Ca Mau. The new operation
became known as TRAN HUNG DAO XXI.

(C) The waterways of TRAN HUNG DAO XXI were extremely quiet during July and August.

There were two mining incidents in July and only four waterborne firejights during August. 'The
Seawolves ranged over the northern An Xuyen and the southern Kien6 iang provinces in support
(,f TRAN HUNG DAO XXI and US Army Military Assistance Teams. 6

(C) Contact with the enemy was heavy during September in the AO. There were nine enemy
initiated incidents, these included; six ambushes of VNN craft, two attacks on bases, and one
mining incident. There were 19 VNN and three USN personnel wounded in these engagements.
USN personnel ass'.sted in six major salvage operations on the waterways of TRAN HUNG DAO
XXI during the month. The most extensive of these operations was salvaging a VNN Assault
Troop Carrier (ATC), a 56 feet long, 17. 5 feet wide, steel-hulled craft with a cargo capacity of
11 tons.

(C) The salvage force arrived on the scene 5 September and successfully had theATC
raised and patched by 30 September. 65

(C) During October and November the naval forces in the AO encountered several mining
incidents. The enemy was using command detonated mines, which were a serious threat to
TRAN HUNG DAO XXIassets. To ensure the security of the boats the Comnander of TRAN
HUNG DAO XXI employed the following tactics: fixed wing aircraft and helicopters to provide
air cover, prestrikes by air in known and suapected danger areas, artillery sweeps on cleared
areas prior to boat transits, reconnaissance-by-fire with river assault craft (RAC), and chain
drag sweeps by two or more craft. Bank security had formnerly Leen provided by 21st ARVN

X. Div troops on sweeps, but with the recent U Minh Forest operations and election security
requirements, the bank security wis provided by RF troops. 66
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(C) Contact with the enemy was moderate in November. There were three mining incidents,
one ambush and one attack-by-fire resulting in two boats damaged and two USN and five VNN
personnel wounded. Two special missions were conducted in the AO during the month. One
was a coordinated ARVN artillery barrage, a USN Black Pony CBU-55 strike and a VNAF A-37
strike, followed by a troop insert in the target area along the Trem Trem River. After the
coordinated strikes, one battalion of the 33d ARVN Regt was inserted by helicopter and RAC.
The troops swept the area while boats provided a blocking force. The operation resulted in 40
bunkers, 60 structures and 20 spider holes destroyed with 1,000 rounds each of AK-47 and M-16
ammunition and 100 grenades captured. The second special mission was an attempted VC pri-
soner of war camp raid by ARVN troops led by a Hoi Chanh. The insertion of troops was made
after Black Ponies flew strikes in the area located southwest of Quan Long City. ]ree VC
were killed and five hootches destroyed, but there were no signs of any prisoners.

(C) On 4 December TRAN HUNG DAO XXIX replaced TRAN HUNG DAO XXI. The purpose
of the change was to improve coordination of operations between VNN and ARVN forces. The
new AO for TRAN HUNG DAO XXIX included the waterways of Ba Xuyen, Bac Lieu, and An
Xuyen provinces.

(C) During December contact with the enemy was moderate. The Seawolves flew 19 mis-
sions in the AO and there were three reported incidents on the waterways. Additionally there
was a mining attack which sank an ATC, an attempted mining of a support boat, and an ambush
of a convoy resulting in one boat being damred. There were no personnel casualties reported.

MARKET TIME/TRAN HUNG I)AO XV

Background

(C) In February 1965 the Vietnamese attacked and disabled an infiltration trawler in Vung
Ro Bay, Phu Yen Province MR 2. Salvaging of the traw'ler and finding a large cache of
supplies in the iznm diate area confirmed what had long been suspected: that the North Viet-
namese were infiltrating men and materiel by sea. COMUSMACV held a conference in late
February 1965 to decide the best method of assisting the RVNAF to effectively control coastal
infiltration. It was determined that the best method available was to establish a system of
patrol.

(C) Irk March 1965 the MARKET TIME operation began with US Navy and Vietnamese Navy
forces establishing a barrier specifically constituted to prevent infiltration via two routes: the
first along the coast by junk from North Vietnam to the Republic of Vietnam, or within the RVN
itself; th . second by large vessels transiting well offshore, and when conditions were suitable,
heading directly into coastal waters,

(S) As shown .n Figure V-8 there were two barriers, separated at the 12-nautical mile (nm)
limit. The inner barrier covered 1,018 nm of coastline including Phu Quoc Island, with the sea-
ward boundary at the 12-nm limit. The barrier included nine major sections subdivided into
about 20-nm long segments. The outer barrier consisted of a ship patrol, which was divided into
nine sections extending seaward from the 12-nm limit to an average of 40 nm offshore, and an
air barrier in which patrol aircraft flew a track 70 nin from the coast with random deviations of
50 nm either side of the track. 68 The air barrier continued from the Cambodian border near
Phu Quoc Island and covered the RVN coast north to the 17th parallel.
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Events of 1971

(C) On 1 Ian 71 the Vietnamese Navy had the full responsibility for the MARKET TIME
inner barrier. The VNN had assumed this responsibility on I Sep 70, at which time the operation
was named TRAN HUNG DAO XV (THD XV). The US Navy continued to provide advisors to
assist the VNN with the mission. Since there were over 64, 000 craft licensed to operate in RVN
waters, the task of inspecting all vessels for possible infiltrators seemed insurmountable, but
the VNN had progressed to t.e point where it could accomplish the inner barrier task. the USN
retained the iesponsibility for the outer barrier extending 12 to 40 miles off the RVN coastline,
and USN aircraft patrolled the area beyond that. The USN and US Coast Guard ships also provided
gunfire support missions when required. 69

(C) The VNN inner barrier coastal surveillance forces were very active during 19-1. They
inspected an average of approximately 135,000 craft per month along the coast of RVN, from
the 17th parallel to the Gulf o: Thailand. The ships in the outer barrier patrols inspected over
12, 000 craft dwAring the year.

(S) The main purpoee of the barrier patrols was early detection and identification of enemy
craft in order to position friendly forces and to retain the barrier continuity. It was known that
coastal infiltrators could reach the coastline from 40 miles at se2 in about 2 hours. All MARKET
TIME/THD XV units had to be prepared at all times to proceed at maximum speed. The main
objective of the barrier patrols was to ensure that no infiltration vessels delivered supplies to
the VC or NVA. Capture of the infiltrator was the goal desired, but if necessary destruction of
the enemy vessel was authorized'in accordance with the rules of engagement to prevent materiel
from falling into enemy hands. 70

(C) Seaborne infiltration was advantageous to the enemy: the same 100 tons of war materiel
which took 170 days to move south overland took only a few days by a steel-hulled ship or
several large coastal junks. The enemy especially preferred to use seaborn infiltration into
MR 4, and many attempts were made to do so. From February 1965 until the end of 1970, 29
trawlers considered to be infiltrators were detected. The enemy aborted 17 of the infiltration
attempts, 10 of the trawlers were either destroyed or captured, and in two cases contact with
the trawlers was lost. It is possible that these two attempts to infiltrate were successful or else
they could have been aborted. 71

(S/NF) The first detection in 1971 by US Navy air surveillance of a NVN trawler infiltrator
was made on 24 February. This irzfiltrator designated 24SO1, was an SL-8, the largest class

trawler used by the enemy. The trawler was tracked into Indonesian waters, whereupon it
turned back north. Srveillar~ce was dis :ontinued on 10 March when the trawler no longer posed
an infiltration threat.$2

(C) On 22 March, US Navy aircraft sighted another SL-8 trawler. This trawler, determined
to be an infiltrator, was designated 22SO. Contact was lost ior a few days, but on 26 March
contact was regained when the traw!er was foond to be head.na in a southerly direction On 27
March another North Vietnamese trawler was spotted, identified as an SL-4 trawler, and
designated 27SO. Surveillance of both trawlers continued in a covert manner throughout March
and into April. When no attempt was made by either trawle" to penetrate the barrier and land
supplies in the RVN, the attempts were considered to have been aborted.

(C) On 8 April another trawler (8SOL) was sighted by US Navy aircraft, and on 9 April the
USCGC '. !orgenthau (WHEC 722) assumed covert surveillance as the trawler continued on a
southerly course. As th. trawler approached the Great Natuna Island it abruptly changed course
skirting the southern coast of the island. It then proceeded north towards the coast of RVN.
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The USCOC Rush (WHEC 723) asiumed surveillance responsibility on 11 April. At approximately
2318 local time, the trawler entered the territorial waters of the RVN. At 2345, after failing
to respond to a challenge and warning shot fired across her bow, the USS Antelope (PG-86),
assisting the Rush, initiated destructive fire on the trawler. A 2-hour running surface engage.
ment ensued, as the trawler vainly tria-d to evade the MARKET TIME units and reach the mouth
of the Cua Ganh Hao. The Morgenthau and Black Ponies joined the Antelope and the Rush to stop
the trawler. Also assisting were VNN craft PGM 603 and PB 715. At 0145 on 12 April the
trawler exploded in a-huge ball of flame which the Black Pony pilots reported reached nearly
1, 500 feet into the a~r. The trawler was reported sunk in about 30 feet of water in the vicinity
of 08-53N 105-Z5E. 4

(C) The success of the combined forces in sinhing this infiltrating trawler brought the
following accolade from the Chief of Naval Operations of the US Navy:

The splendid way in which units of VNN, USCOGUARD, and USN combined
to once-again sink an infiltrating trawler will serve notice that major infil-
tration from sea is still not an alternative available to the enemy. Please
convey my congratulations to all units involved in the action resulting in the
sinking of 8S-01 and my strong hope for continued success In MARKET
TIME operations. 75

(C) On 3 October the sixth trawler to be designated as an infiltrator in 1971 was reported
by1 f.ARKET TIME aircraft surveillance. This SL-3 type trawler was tracked to the Paracel
Islands, where it was considered no longer a threat and surveillance was discontinued. On 17
October an SL-4 trawler was sighted south of the Paracel Islands and tracked until it was no
longer a threat. Again on 28 October.an SL-6 type trawler was detected and surveillance was
maintained until early in November. 76

(C) In December three more enemy trawlers were detected by US Navy aircraft. The
trawler detected on 16 Dec'pmber was an SL-8 type, but contact was lost and it was considered
the attempt to infiltrate was aborted. The other contacts designated as infiltrators, one on 19
December and one on 26 December, were aborted.

(C) There were 11 NVN trawlers designated as infiltrators during 1971 as follows:

1971 Position Detected ype Disposition Detector

24 Feb .1-27N 111-39E SL-8 aborted aircraft

22 Mar 16-16N 115-17E SL-8 aborted aircraft

27 Mar 08-42N 110-44E SL-4 aborted aircraft-
12 Apr 08-51N 105-24E SL-8 destroyed aircraft
21 Apr 17-OSN 11-45E SL-8 aborted aircraft

3 Oct 16-35N l11-25E SL-3 aborted aircraft
17 Oct 13-24N 113-13E SL-4 aborted aircraft
28 Oct 09-38N 112-06E SL-6 aborted aircraft
16 Dec 04-51N 107-41E SL-8 lost contact aircraft
19 Dec 04-45N 108-18E SL-4 aborted aircraft
26 Dec 05-18N 110-ZSE SL-4 aborted aircraft
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(C) It appeared evident that NVN trawlers would continue to attempt seaborne resupply in
the RVN. As the VNN continued to improve and with total RVNAF effort, the infiltration barriers
should continue to be successful in blocking the resupply attempts by the NVN trawlers. 77

Evaluation of Effectiveness

(S) Even with tbe success MARKET TIME forces had in sinking the trawler in April, con-
cern was expressed by the Joint Chiefs of Staff (JCS) in Washington about the effectiveness of
coastal surveillance and the inner barrier forces under operational control of the VNN.
COMUSMACV responded to a JCS inquiry concerning effectiveness of MARKET TIME forces by
stating that an increasing number of intelligence reports from the military regions indicated in
April and May that infiltration "from the sea" in other than steel-hull trawlers may be occurring.
Although this activity represented mostly coastal transshipment (i.,e., point-to-point resupply
by wooden junks. and sampans of varying size), in some cases out-of-country points of origin
were considered possible. These reports, although individually not confirmed, were collectively
too numerous, too detailed, and in some cases, too closely spaced geographically to be dis-
counted. The growing number of intelligence reports concerning seaborne infiltration and
coastal transshipment, together with observed shortcomings in the VNN MARKET TIME units
(such as poor material condition, lack of aggressive controls, or failure to conduct assigned
patrols), caused COMNAVFORV to conduct a review of MARKET TIME operations. Major
MACV conclusions of the MARKET TIME review were:

Because of cross-border operations the enemy had to place increased emphasis on sea

infiltration, particularly in MR 4.

The mainstay of MARKET TIME operations was the P-3 aircraft.

-- The present effectiveness of the VNN surface MARKET TIME forces against the trans-
shipment threat was very low.

After ACTOVRAD replaced the P-3 aircraft, only an estimated 13 percent of the
infiltration trawlers would be successfully interdicted if current doctrines and practices
were not changed. Additionally, warning time for reaction would drop from beveral
days to 2 or 3 hours.

-- The current organization and command control structure contributed to poor perfor-
mance and inefficient use )f resources.

(S) Based on these conclusions, COMUSMACV then recommended the inner barrier organi-
zacion be changed and that task units should operate in a new way, limiting their area and
systematically searching every junk and sampan in the area. This would be known as the "cloud
concept.'' Cloud operations would last anywhere from a few hours to a few days. There would
be a senior VNN officer in charge of each area of responsibility and emphasis would be on
mobility. Further, a system should be developed to shift area patrol responsibility in the
coastal zone border areas on a random basis in order to eliminate weaknesses inherent in
geographical divisions. Outer barrier stations should be subdivided into segments about 30
Miles long to provide greater flexibility in stationing ships and inner barrier task unit operations
should be strengthened by coastal air surveillance. All operations should be supported by a
strong intelligence collection program and PSYOPS effort.
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(S) In summary, COMUSMACV recommended restructuring the inner barrier ab described
and using the "cloud concept" of task units to cover the high threat areas more intensively. VNN
craft would be placed under more competent VNN supervision and their effectiveness against
the transchipment threat, as well as against the trawler threat, presumably would increase
substantially. 78

(S) CINCPAC requested additional information concerning the observed shortcomings in
VNN performance, w;thdrawal of US Navy advisors from VNN craft, surprise inspections by the
VNN senior office, and the possibility of helicopters operating from WHEC's in MARKET TIME
operations. 79 COMUSMACV, in reply, advised CINCPAC that a study of the boat riding advisor's
effectiveness led to the decision to rescind the requirement that there be an advisor in every
boat. It revealed that some VNN officers-in-charge were reluctant to accept advice from the
enlisted advisors, and were not deterred from lax patrol procedures.

(S) The material readiness of the inner barrier patrol craft had been a source of concern
because of the serious effect it was having on the ability of the VNN to man the inner barrier
stations with operationally ready craft. The advisor effort was reoriented to concentrate on
planned maintenance system (PMS),corrective maintenance, and improved damage control. This
shift of emphasis was undertaken on a phased basis. Advisors continued to ride operational units
on a random basis.

(Sj The operational inefficiency of the VNN patrol craft inshore (PCF) and Coast Guard
patrol boats (WPB) units was largely attributable to lack of motivation caused by weak leader-
ship at the junior officer level. The task unit concept presented in the MIARKET TIME 1971
Review was, in effect, an afloat command post concept in that the Task Unit Commander was in
the immediate vicinity and was able to continously direct the actions and performance of the
units under his command.

(S) Periodic surprise inspections by Coastal Zone Commanders and their immediate
subordinates were being conducted to a limited extent. This was accomplished by air reconnais-
sance by the Commander Task Group (CTG), his deputy, or a VNN Naval :ntelligence Liaison
Officer (NILO) on a random basis and by the CTG or a senior member of his staif embarking
in a patrol craft and gi-,ing only short notice prior to departure on patrol. CNO, VNN had been
urged to obtain 3GS approval for VNAF to participate in coastal surveillance to include regular
coastal surveillance flights with VNN observers embarked.

(S) With limited assets available, the implementation of VNAF coastal surveillance flights
were as close to an airborne command post as could realistically be expected. The introduction
of any US capability such as an airborne command post, which was not intended for or capable
of Vietnamization, could diminish RVNAF motivation toward self-reliance. Helicopters operating
from US ships would increase MARKET TIME effectiveness, however VNN ships were. not equip-
ped with helicopter platforms, thus precluding their participation in helicopter operations. The
introduction of USN helicopters would not be useful in thi long run because they were not pro-
grammed for transfer to the Vietnamese. 80

(S) In September COMUSMACV provided an update to CINCPAC on the status of MARKET
TIME effectiveness. In summary MACV pointed out that intelligence estimates indicated MR 4
was still the primary trawler infiltration/coastal transshipment threat area. The VNN was
proceeding with the planntt, reorganization to streamline the coastal surveillance and fleet
organization. An analysis of "cloud" effectiveness indicated that the number of detections and
searches had increased significantly. The performance of the US Navy'P-3s had been sufficient
to offset the remaining deficiencies in the surface barriers and had maintained a high overall
system of effectiveness against trawlers. The coastal surveillance radar system wos being
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phased in with three stations in operation, and the program to improve material conditions of
VNN coastal craft began to show results. Overall, COMUSMACV considered the surveillance
efficiency inproved markedly since June, but it still had quite a distance to go. The future rate
of improvement depended on the skill developed in employment of data from the coastal radar
system, increased air support, and integrated ground force/naval antisea infiltration operations. 81

MARKET TIME RADAR STATIONS (ACTOVRAD)

Background

(C) Early in 1970 'ZOMNAVFORV investigated the feasibility of complementing MARKET
TIME operation with a network of coastal radar installations capable of providing detection
equivalent to that provided by US NavyP-3 aircraft. With the proposed radar installations, only
detection was possible. Identification of contacts had to be done by other means. VNN inner
barrier patrol craft would be limited in their identification efforts during foul weather. It was
determined that during these periods or when there was an infiltration threat from a high speed
contact, the VNAF or possibly land forces would have to provide detection and/or interceptioi
forces. The investigation also pointed out that when waterborne patrol craft were operating out
of radar range of an infiltrator, the VNAF aircraft would have to provide the means of locating
and tracking the contact. While aircraft detection proved most desirable, the coastal radar
stations were also essentia: to fill in gaps and to provide all-weather coverage. The ebtabLish-
ment and operation of these radar sites and their turnover to the VNN became part of the US-to-
VNN turnover program known as ACTOVRAD or accelerated turnover to Vietnamese, radar.
This became one more important link in the gradual assumption of coastal protection and defense
by the VNN.

(C) The investigation showed that each landbased radar installation would require a total
of 18 personnel to man the station. Estimates indictfed that four RF companies would be required
for security purposes throughout the radar network. (See Figure V-9.)

Development of Radar Sites

(C) The ACTOVRAD project progressed with the construction and installation of equipment
in 1971. US Naval Construction Forces and the commerical contracting firm (RMK) were working
on the radar sites. In addition, an afloat station was to be positioned between Vung Tau and Con
Son Island on the Ba Dong, the former USCGS lightship WLV523.

(C) The first of radar stations in the project commenced operation on 1 Jul 71 at Vung Tau.
Upon completion of all the equipment checkout the site was turned over to the VNN on 7 Jul 71.
The USN advisors noted that the VNN personnel were highly motivated during training. 83 The
second in the series of radar sites was turned over to the VNIN on 18 August. This radar station
was located atop Monkey Mountain overlooking Da Nang Harbor. 84 The third radar station was
turned over to the VNN at Mui Dinh on 8 September, and the fourth was completed and turned
over to the VNN on 31 Oct 71.85 In November, the fifth ang6sixth sites were turned over to the
VNN. These sites were located at Cu Lao Re and Ta Kou. On 15 December the seventh of the
16 radar sites was turned over to the VNN at Hon Tre. This was the last station to be turned
over in 1971. The remaining nine stations were scheduled to be operational prior to 30 Jun 72.

(C) A series of unannounced penetration exercises were conducted during the last 4 months
of 1971. The evaluation of these exercises indicated that the training progress was not as

.1 efficient as expected. Development of a high level of coastal surveillance system effectiveness
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would require additional VNN on-station training and experience in additior to USN advisor sup-
port. A formal training course in command and control procedures for VNN radar system
officers was to be conducted at Naval Training Center, Nha Trang, commencing in February 1972.

(C) Experience indicated that there was much room for improvement both in watch-standing
alertness at the radar stations and in patrol craft discipline. Five infiltration trawlers detected
during the last quart.,r 3f 1971 along with increased intelligence reports of transshipment attempts
indicated the NVA/VC were continuing their efforts to resupply by sea, especially in MR 3 and

MR 4.87

(C) The following shows the planned ACTOVRAD sites:

ACTOVRAD S :rEs

US Navy VNN Radar Range
Site No Name Site No (in ELM)

1 Nui Hon Vuon J03 44.1
2* Da Nang 102 65.8
3* Cu Lao Re 101 32.3
4 Duc Pho 104 30.4
5 De G! 201 32.2
6* Nui Chap Chai 202 49.1
7* Hon Tre 203 54.4
8* Mu; Dinh 204 37.0
9* Ta Kou 303 50.8

10* Vung Tau 302 38.9
11 Con Son 301 60.2
12 Poulo Obi 401 44.3
13 Ba Dong 304 30.0
14 Hon Nam Du 402 43.6
15 Mui Dat Do 403 31.4
16 Hon Doc 404 22.3

A Operational by 31 Dec 71.

USN OPERATIONS

NAVAL CONSTRUCTION

Seabees

(C) As with most US Navy involvement ashore, the Seabees, Naval Mobile Construction
Battalions (NMCB), were very active n Vietnam. At peak strength in the summer of L9o8, there
were more than 10,000 Seabees Ln RVN. Not only did the Seabees work on military construction
out on many projects in villages and hamlets; they assisted USAID in many projects throughout
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RVN. The Seabees also worked with and trained the South Vietnamese in various skills. In
addition to construction projects and training efforts, the Seabees in many cases provided their
own military defense. 88

Activities and Accomplishments

(C) During 1371 IMIACZ personnel worked on various projects throughout RVN from the DMZ
to the Delta. Some tasks were so large and complex that it required the majority of the personnel
from a battalion to complete them; these included the construction of roads, radar sites, airfields,
large naval bases and some VNN dependent housing. Only teams were required for smaller tasks
such as repair and maintenance projects in hamlets, water well drilling, bridge repair, and some
of the USAID projects. The'Seabees completed construction of the Advanced Tactical Support
Base (ATSB) at Tuyen Nhon and turned it over to the VNN in early January. 8 9

(C) NMCB 74 was tasked with the construction of ACTOVRAD facilities at Ta Kou in MR 3
and Mui Dinh in MR Z. In addition to the permanent base camps at the radar sites, the Seabees
had to build access roads to the sites. These projects met some VC resistance, mainly from
mine emplacements and ambush attempts, and thus involved the Seabees in their own defense.

(C) NMCB 74 personnel also worked on ACTOV bases at Nam Can, Long PLu, and Cho Moi.

During February the Seabees completed 620 of the 1, 758 units planned for the Dependent Shelter
program, at six different locations. NMCB 3 personnel during March worked on the air strip at
Ba To; drilled five water wells in Cam Ranh Bay and Nha Trang areas; worked on the road QL I
between Than Quit and Tam Ky; assisted a Vietnamese contractor in upgrading the North Hue
Loop; installed M8 Al matting and made repairs to a pier ramp for Coastal Group 1A at the Viet-
namese Naval Base; repaired storm damaged sea huts, and installed two 60 kw generators at
Phuoc Trach. Seabee teams completed 28 projects during March; three schools, one electrical
system, two water systems, seven road upgradings, one bridge, and 14 other projects in con-
nection with the GVN pacification program.

(C) On 1 Mar 71, XADM F.M. Lalor, Jr. CEC, USN, relieved RADM A.R. Marschall, CEC,
USN, as Commander Third Naval Construction Brigade. The first detail of NMCB 5 (235 men)
arrived at Bien Hoa to relieve NMCB 74 personnel working on the ACTOVRAD project at Ta Kou.
Other NMCB 5 personnel moved into the ACTOVRAD site at Mui Dinh, ultimately replacing
NMCBs 3 and 74 which redeployed to the United States. NMCB 5 took over construction at ISB
Tar. An, 25 miles southwest of Saigon, which was *expected to be the last major new -construction
for the Seabees in RVN. 9 0

(C) During May NMCB 5, a force of 362 men, continued work on projects begun in April at
Ta Kou, Mui Dinh, and Ca Mau. CBMU 302 continued to give technical assistance to VNN self-
help dependtnt shelter construction at various locitions in-country and worked on several new
projects. NMCB 10, the main body of which was in Okinawa, had two teams working in Vietnam
on USAID community projects. One team was at My Tho and the othe, was at Go Cong City.

(C) An NMCB 5 detail at the Mui Dinh ACTOVRAD site completed 57 percent of the pending
roadwork there during May. No hostile incidents were reported, however there was concern as
to the logistics support of the remote site, located 15 kilometers south of Phan Rang. The unit
was supplied repair parts, mail, and food by ftieans of Phan Rang Sector helicopters, on an
available basis. Bulk cargo arrived by Landing Ship Tank (LST) or Harbor Utility Craft (YFU).
At landlocked Ta Kou, 15 miles southwest of Phan Thiet, all supplies came by truck convoy.
During the monsoon season USN helicopters operating f;om Tan Son Nhut resupplied the USN and
VNN units in MRs 3 and 4.
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(C) COMNAVF.')-" tasked Seabees with additiona, projc ts at ACTOV facilities where short-
falls were discovered after acceptance by the VNN. Seabees of NMCB 5 worked with private
contractors on these projects. Naval Support Activity (NSA) Public Works personnel assisted in
the completion of base electrical distribution and generator systems. Vietnam.-ese navyrren

stabilized the runway, installed a sewage lift pump, and completed a water catchment system
with Seabee assistance. COMNAVFORV also recommended to the VNN officer-in-charge at
Chau Doc that he use self-help for such projects as grating ports for stoves, stanchions on piers,
cement splash blocks, and hose racks.

(C) During May, CBMU 30Z personnel continued work on dependent shelter projects at Rach
Soi, Quang Ngai, An Thoi, Thuan An, and Da Nang. At the Da Nang and Cam Ranh Bay sites the
VNN headed the projects with 169 and 110 sailors, respectively, with tle assistance of 23 Seabees
in Da Nang and four at Cam Ranh Bay. At the Cam Ranh Bay site, 575 dependent shelter units
had been slated to be built and 187 were almost completed by the end of the month. Work on
dependent sbelters was also being done at Chu Lai as a self-help project.

(C) A CBMU 30Z Naval Civic Action Team (NAVCAT) of eight men completed the assigned
construction of seahuts at Don Tam and another NAVCAT team of 27 men completed a berthing
facility at Rach Soi. The Seabees were also at work during the month on the administration
building %nd perimeter lighting ;zn.d flag ntess hall at Bir.h Thuy, the Cam Ranh Bay rnss hall,
and a VNN warehouse at the Saigon Shipyard.

(C) Various detached Seabee teams completed 15 projects during May. These projects con-
sisted of a warehouse addition in Kien Hoa Province, a dispensary, and an addition to a school in
Kien Phong Province. Among the civic action activities, Seabees installed playground equipment
at local hospitals and orphanages in Kien Hoa and Ba Xuyen provinces; graded roads and cleared
land in Long Khanh; performed water system repairs, and installed four culverts in Go Cong
Province. 9

(C) A new project for the Seabee units was the rehabilitation and minor alteration to buildings
at the MvACV Annex in Saigon so that the offices of navy personnel processing, disbursing, and
field issue activities could move into it. 9Z

(C) The NMCB 5 personnel continued to push on at a steady pace knowing their schedule of
completed work had to be maintained in order the ACTOV turnover program to stay on the time-
phased plan. There were some delays as sporadic combat action took the Seabee personnel away
from their various construction jobs.

(C) The construction of the ACTOVRAD sites at Ta Kou and Mui Dinh were of high priority
and the Seabees worked diligently to keep on schedule. It was not an easy task as logistic support
problems, enemy harassment and mining incidents challenged the construction personnel. The
ACTCVRAD sites were completed on schedule despite difficulties encountered.

(C) In August the Seabees were called upon to work on two large projects that were not
scheduled but considered to be urgent. One was repairs to the runway at the LSB, An Thoi which
had become unusable for C-130 aircraft. The other was construction of a huge ammunition
bunker, capaole of holding a 60-day supply, at the LSB Nam Can. The ammunition bunker was
needed to suppLy the Nam Can LSB and the HAL-3 Detachment. The 'Can Do Bees" had these
projects well underway and progressing satisfactorily by the end of August. 93

(C) In September the Navy construction experts of NMCB 5 and CBMU 302 continued to
achieve solid results at bases throughout RVN. Both major units and various small detachments
of NMCBs worked on USAID projects located from Soc Trang to Xuan Loc. These detachments
worked on roads, schools, a maternity clinic, and various other projects which when completed
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(C) The Seabees' work on the ACTOVRAD site at Mui Dinh was completed on 26 September,
but the NMCB personnel working at Ta You radar site missed their completion date by 2 weeks
due to excessive rainfall and harassment by Viet Cong insurgents. 94

Redeployment and Decommissioning

(C) During November a substantial decrease in naval construction force personnel occurred
as NMCB 5 redeployed and the Third Naval Construction Brigade was decommissioned. The
brigade staff had supported as many as i:' NMCB during 1968. The decommissioning ceremonies
were held at Bien Hoa Air Base on 6 November. As RADM Salzer, COMNAVFORV, had said on
an earlier oucasion:

. . . the Seabees can look back with pride and satisfaction with the knowledge
that facilities they had constructed are helping to strengthen the capabilities
of the Vietnamese to defend themselves against the aggression of world Com-
munism . . .

Rear Admiral Foster M. Lalor, Jr, who had been Commander Third Naval Construction Brigade,
remained in Vietnam to carry on his other duties as the Offlicer in Charge of Construction, Viet-
nam and Deputy Commander, Pacific Division Naval Facilities Engineering Command, Southeast
Asia.

(C) The contribution the Naval Construction Forces made in the RVN will long be remembered
by all those who have benefitted from the "Can Do" attitude and spirit of the US Navy Seabee
officers and men. 95

NAVAL GUNFIRE SUPPORT

Mission

(S) The mission of the naval gunfire support (NGFS) ships firing into North Vietnam was to
destroy vehicles transporting supplies, interdict lines of communications (LOC), and supplement
aerial bombings during adverse weather or where terrain and AA hazard, made air attack
unfeasible. Along the I, 200 miles of South Vietnam's coastline the NGFZ ships fired In support

of land forces. The techniques of NGFS used in Vietnam were an expani:)n of those developed
in World War II and the Korean conflict. The NGFS from allied ships operating in the coastal
waters of both North and South Vietnam provided strong support to US, f'ree World Military
Assistance forces (FWMAF) and the RVNAF fighting in RVN. 9

(S) During !968 and 1969 the NGFS ships were very active in their assigned missions along
the coast of Vietnam. In late 1969 and 1970 the emphasis of responsibility began to shift from
US forces and FWMAF to the RVNAF, and the requirements of NGFS ships were reduced. For
example in 1969 the NGFS ships fired 454, 055 rounds of various types; in 1970 only 234, 299
rounds were expended, an approximately 50 percent reduction in the 1 year period. 97

(C) For CY71, the total number of projectiles fired by naval gunfire ships was 113,600, a

M substantial decrease of over 51 percent from the CY70 total. Hard military targets within range
of naval guns became increasingly difficult to locate since enemy units of significant size were
either located away from the coastline in inaccessible regions or interspersed in populated
regions.
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Organization

(C) The NOFS ships were primarily used in MR I and MR 4; the missions were limited in
MR 2 and MR 3 in 1971. During the last 6 months of the year there were no missions required
in MR 3 and only 76 missions fired in MR 2. The need for NGFS varied depending on the support
required by the operating forces ashore.

(C) During 1971 there were usually two gonfire support ships in the MR 4 area to support
the 9th and 2lst ARVN Div in their U Minh Forest campaign. In December plans called for the
Zlst ARVN Div *. move southward into the Ca Mau Peninsula, through the SOLID ANCHOR AO,
from Song Ong Doc to south of Nam Can. Since artillery support was limited, naval gunfire was
strongly sought for the campaign. The naval gunfire support was also limited, due to the presence
of extensive shoal water around the southern portion of the Ca Mau Peninsula, a factor which had
earlier caused suspension of naval gunfire support to Vinh Binh and Kien Hoa provinces.

(C) In MR I there was usually one ship available for NOFS missions and its assets were
used for suppressive counter-battery fire. During December only nine ship days were assigned
to southern MR 1, and the alloted assets were used primarily to fire high-priority intelligence
targets. 9 8

(U) In coordinating naval gunfire, the ships were assisted by the Air Naval Gunfire Liaison
Company (ANGLICO). The ANGLICO personnel consisted of 165 US Marine Corps and US Navy
officers and men, who were trained, experienced gunfire spotters and ground observers. The
mission of Sub-Unit One, ist ANGLICO, in the RVN was to provide advice and assistance in
planning, coordinating, and utilizing naval gunfire units assigned for all in-country support of all
forces exclusive of Marine Corps elements. Additionally, Sub-Unit One provided personnel to
c6b-dinate and control air support for the Zd ROK Marine Bde. At the close of the year the
AWALICO personnel were still operating in small teams as ground observers with South Viet-
namese and Korean forces. 99

Effectiveness

(C) There is no doubt of the value of naval gunfire support: it was a secure, mobile,
available all weather, gun platform with quick reaction time and high rate of fire; it provided
a surge capability to augment artillery. At the end of 1971 the VNN had four ships with NGFS

M capability, but those four "blue water" ships had limited firepower compared to he larger,
heavily armed US Navy ships. Also the VNN ships indirect fire capability was severely limited
in its installed gunfire control system (GFCS). The Lack of a stable element in the GFCS made
close 3upport oi friendly troops marginal.

(C) Although NGFS requirements had decreased in the last 2 years and RVNAF capability

improved, a study by COMUSMACV indicated a requirement for at least three US Navy ships for
the foreseeable future after 1971. In addition to NGFS missions those assigned ships would act
as a deterrent to the enemy trawler infiltrators into the RVN waters as discussed in the MARKET
TIME operation. 100

7
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CHAPTER Vl

AIR OPERATIONS IN SEA

AERIAL ASSETS IN SEA

(U' With the accelerated return of combat personnel to the US and a commensurate reduction
in American presence throughout SEA, airpower in 1971 literally took up the slack in US offensive
power. The USAF reduction affected both units and pcrsonnel, yet with fewer airplanes and
people, the remaining organizations provided the same type of strike missions, reconnaissance,
support, interdiction, and search and rescue that had been flown in previous years. The number
of missions was down from 1970 figures, but technological advances and improved veapons
made up the difference in firepower. During the year ground forces, both US and Allied,
depended more than ever upon airpower to provide the vital support which departed forces had
formerly furnished. The most significant accomplishment of all was the intensiv' ... terdiction
effort which the USAF conducted against the Communist supply lines throughout SEA.

(U) The drawdown of US airpowen in SEA in 1971 manifested itself by the 1st Marine Air
Wing's redeployment to Japan; by the reduction during the year in the Navy's aircraft carriers
on Yankee Station from ihree to two (and rarely only one), with occasional periods of overlap;
by the redeployment of the USAF's F-100 fighter-bomber squadrons to the US; and by the
turnover to the VNAF of some of the RVN air bases previously operated by the USAF. Despite
the phasedown, the smaller number of sorties flown and fewer aircraft, the interdiction of the
Ho Chi Minh trail took a serious toll of Communist trucks and supplies, thereby preventing any
generally sustained ground activity by the enemy in 1971. In the final analysis the decrease in
ground combat was the best indication that airpower was doing its most important job -- pre-
venting enemy supplies from reaching the front. This was airpower's biggest accomplishnent,
among many splendid achievements, in 1971.

(U) The most noteworthy ground action during 1971 was LAM SON 719, the RVNAF incursion
into Laos. TACAIR and ARC LIGHT sorties were increased during February and March to
support this operation. Elsewhere, USAF, USN and VNAF aircraft performed escort duty on
the Mekong River convoyd to Phnon Penh, Khmer Republic. USAF tactical reconnaissanc'e
over North Vietnam increased during the dry season months. The increased retaliation to this
reconnaissance by Communist SAMs, Migs, and AAA caused four major reinforced protective
reaction strikes and several hundred immediate-response reaction strikes by the end of 1971.
The US and world press saw this action as a step-up in the air war despite the fact that fewer
total sorties were flown in 1971 than any year since 1968, and the month of August 1971 saw
the fewest monthly attack sorties flown since 1966. In fact, the Communists persisted in
pushing supplies south despite the wet weather during the spring and summer. This action,
contrary to previous years, caused greater air activity during the "wet" months than normal.
With the approach of the dry season in October and the initiation of COMMANDO HUNT VII,
aerial sorties over the Laos panhandle and into NVN began a steady increase that continued
into 1972. 1
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USAF AIR ORDER OF BATTLE

(S) USAF aircraft declmed in number from 31 Oct 70's total of 1, 584 to 31 Dec 71's total
of 833 throughout Southeast Asia. (See Figure VI-1.) This decline represented the turnover or
declining usage of several previously busy bases such as Ban Me Thuot, Phu Cat, Nha Trang,
and Binh Thuy. From the remaining bases in SVN and from those in Thailand, the USAF con-
tinued to hit the enemy in Laos, Cambodia, and SVN while simultaneously drawing down and
also training the Vietnamese Air Force to assume the aerial portion of the conflict.

US ARMY AVIATION

(U) The US Army, with its organic or attached aviation assets of helicopters and fixed
wing aircraft, has used its air resources to overcome the difficult terrain and the irregular
warfare experienced in SVN. Either as an integral part of a division, such as the 1st Cavalry
Division (Airmobile) or in attached units, helicopters especially have provided the ground units
with a tremendously increased mobility in combat. During 1971 the US Army aircraft flew a
total of 4, 357, 000 sorties in all of SEA with 3, 188. 000 of that total being by helicopters.

(S) US Army helicopter assets in RVN began a steady decline from a high of 3,358 in March
1970 to 1, 962 in December 1971. Even though the number of helicopters was reduced the
demand for their assistance continued to increase. Until the Vietnamese Air Force helicopter
assets reached a point from which they could handle the demand for aerial support by the ARVN
troops -- as of December 1971 the VNAF i ossessed only 532 helicopters -- this situation
would continue to exist. (See Figure VI-2).

US NAVY AVIATION

(U) Naval air assets were located either aboard the aircraft carriers on Yankee Station off
the SVN coast near the DMZ, or at operating fields in SVN. Land-based aircraft were chiefly
the P-3 patrol planes supporting MARKET TIME, the UH-1 Seawolf helicopters and OV-10 Black
Ponies. The latter two aircraft types were used to protect and support the "brown water" navy
in the Delta and for aerial reconnaissance and firepower respectively. These aircraft were
under the operational control of COMNAVFORV.

(C) Navy carrier aircraft flew attack sorties chiefly against targets in MR 1 and the Lao
anhandle. During 1971 planes from the aircraft carriers on Yankee Station flew 31,041 sortie

(See Figure VI-3.)

US MARINE AVIATION

(U) The first Marine unit in RVN, a single helicopter squadron, arrived in April 196Z. By
.1965, the situation in RVN had deteriorated to the point that the Marines were brought in to
provide combat forces near the DMZ. The 1st Marine Air Wing which had deployed to RVN in
1965 along with the III Marine Amphibious Force proceeded to fly 375, 000 fixed wing sorties and
2. 7 million helicopter sorties, to move 425, 000 tons of cargo and 4. 1 millio3 people, and to
expend 420, 000 pounds of bombs before their activities ceased in June 1971.
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US ARMY AND VNAF HELCOPTER STRENGTH
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(U) During the height of the fighting in the first part of 1969, Marine fixed wing aircraft
averaged over 5, 000 sorties per month, primarily in the I CTZ/MR 1 area. Air operations
diminished steadily from January 1970 to May 1971. Both in- and out-of-country operations
were reduced by more than 50 percent during 1970. As a result of the redeployment of Marine
personnel,air operations were phased down and units redeployed. This redeployment proceeded
gradually until the last helicopter flights in early June 1971. At that timl the Marines completed
their withdrawal from RVN having flown a total of 4, 601 sorties in 1971.

FREE WORLD AIR FORCES

(U) In response to President Johnson's 1964 appeal for the assi-stance of other nations in
Vietnam, several countries sent contingents ranging from medical units to sizeable fighting units.
Only a few of those nations responding to the call could provide air force units.

Republic of Korea

(U) The South Koreans had few aircraft in RVN and employed them chiefly in an administra-
tive capacity. When air support for their combat units was needed the ROK soldiers were sup-
ported by US, VNAF, or Australian aircraft. Throughout most of 1971 the ROK units utilized
three C-54 transport aircraft staged at Tan Son Nhut for shuttle between ROK and SVN.

Royal Australian Air Force

(U) The Royal Australian Air Force made its first contribution to the Allied effort in Viet-
nam in August 1964 with the establishment of a RAAF transport flight at Vung Tau consisting of
six C-7 aircraft. This group became known as No. 35 Squadron. In June 1966 a UH-I helicopter
squadron (No. 9) arrived in SVN. By 1969 the RAAF introduced its own armored helicopter
gunships to support the Australian troops. Elements of two C-130 airlift squadrons, based in

Australia, were flown toSVNperiodically to move personnel and cargo and for medical evacuation
to Australia " Canberr:. twin jet bombers of No. Z Squadron were deployed to SVN4 in April 1967
and were stationed at Phan Rang Air Base. They returned to Austrilia in June 1971. During
1971 the RAAF flew Z37, 950 sorties in SVN while losing two aircraft and having 35 damaged.

(U) On 18 Aug 71 the Australian Prime Minister, Mr. William McMahon, announced fliat
the Australian contingent would be withdrawn in conjunction with the phasedown of American
participation. Combat units with some supporting aircraft were withdrawn by the end of 1971
and equipment was to be, removed by early 1972.

Royal Thai Air I -rce

(U) The Royal Thai Air Force "Victory Flight" element in Vietnam stood down on I Nov 71.
Thai personnel completed redeploymeet to Thailand on 15 December ending Thai air assistance
to SVN that began in September 1964. While in Vietnam the Thais flew USAF and VNAF C-47
and C-123 aircraft in units of the respective air forces.
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Vietnamese Air Force

(S) As of 31 Dec 71 the VNAF had 42 operational squadrons of all types. Thic figure was
programmed to increase to 52 by FY74, which would make the VNAF the world's eighth largest
air force. Helicopter squadrons (15) were the most numerous in VNAF followed by fighters (9),
liaison (7), transport (4), and gunship (2) squadrons. During 1971 the VNAF activated one
squadron of A-i fighters and two squadrons of A-37s, all three of which became operation~lly
ready. In addition they established two liaison squadrons (0-1/U-17), two airlift squadrons
(C-123), one squadron of AC-119 gunships, nine squadrons of UH-1 helicopters, and one squadron
of CH-47 helicopters. See Figure VI-4 for VNAF beddown locations. The VNAF flew 650, 979
total sorties through December 1971 as compared to 383,240 sorties flown by all VNAF aircraft
in 1970.

(S) The gradual monthly increase in the number of VNAF sorties flown during 1971, from
37, 175 in January to 71,872 in December, is an indication of the increasing role and responsibility
the VNAF has assumed. Despite their achievement the VNAF still relied heavily upon the US for
aviation support, especially for airlift. See Figure VI-9 for attack sortie rate comparison. 7

AERIAL MISSIONS IN SEA

RULES OF ENGAGEMENT

(S) Stringent rules of engagement continued to govern Allied air activity throughout SEA.
See the Top Secret Supplement (pp 17-Z2) to MACV 1970 Command History for a detailed discus-
sion. These rules of engagement generally remained P.Aame durin2 |1o1 ..'* ^ .h.,-,,i.

modifications-sarcLb~ihe dates of cease-fire periocIA.

AIRLIFT

(U) The mobility of the war in Vietnam plus the lack of roads through much of the inhospi-
table terrain placed considerable demapd upon airlift and more specifically, tactical airlift.
The prompt resupply of troops in action; the transfer of wounded from the battlefield, and the
transportation of troops from staging areas to the scene of action; even the routine hauling of
passengers on official business involved airlift. Army and Marine units depended primarily upon
helicopters for resupply and command control plus the "Dustoff" helicopters for the transportCof

4 wounded. For bases and hamlets that had so much as a usable dirt landing strip, tactical air-
lift provided the major share of the support.

S() The redeployment of US forces materially decreased the number of missions flown during
1971. The three tactical airlift airplanes, the C-7., C-123, and C-130, ;lew 338, 571 sorties
within SVN during CY70 but in CY71 they flew less than two-thirds of that amount, 207, 366 sorties.
To this total for CY71 the VNAF added 16,708 sorties compared with 13, 123 for CY70.9

(S) As in previous years there was more demand for airlift than there were planes to
accomplish it. Programmed phasedowns scheduled a reduction in the number of C-130 squadrons

I-.771
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from ten to six by I Jul 71. In the face of expanding requirements in Cambodia, d-.creasod
VNAF capability durini; their C-123 transition program, and the loss of USAF C-123 capability
daring the transition, the Joint Chiefs of Staff in August 1971 authorized the use of Military
Ai:lift Command (MAC) C-141 aircraft to relieve critical surge periods not involving tactical
airlift. 10

(C) On I Dec 71 the 834h Air Division (AD) was deactivated at Tan Son Nhut AB near Saigon.
Since its arrival in RVN in 1966. the 834th had transported more than 20 million passengers
and nearly 6 million tons of cargo. The airlift functiqn formerly erfornxerlb._b 834th AD was
assurnea by the airlift section of 7AF Head -- r- e-.&

(U) One unusual use of tactical airUft which began in 1970 and continued in 1971 was bom-
bardment. C-130 aircraft of the 463d Tactical Airlift Wing delivered BLU.8Z bombs, generally
referred to under the code name COMMANDO VAULT, to forested areas where helicopters were
required to land. These 15,000 pound bo.iib were dropped from the opened cargo door of the
C-130 and exploded just above the ground, teveling an area sufficient for one or inore helicopters
to touchdown. The COMMANDO VAULT wepon in the Largest conventional bomb in the USAF
inventory. 13

ARC LIGHT

(C) ARC LIGHT (B-52) rnibsions both it the beginning and end of 1971 were heavily corn-
rmitted to interdiction strikes in southern L"os and eastern Cambodia in a strong and continuing
effort to slow down the flow of supplies on the Ho Chi Minh trail. The level of ARC- LIGHT
activity reflected the seasonal use of the trail by the NVA as well as the potent capability .f the
B-52 bombers to destroy targets such as truck parks, storage and bivouac areas, bunkers, roads
and trails, pipeltnes, and concentral.ions of personnel. As of 31 Dec 71 a total of 8, 816 sorties
had been flown in Laos, stightly mo.-e than the total of 8,450 Lao sortiq.s flown in 1970. By
contrast, B.5? sorties in RVN at the end of 1971 were only 2, 426. considerably less than the
1970 total o 5,112.

B-5Z Sorties

(S) In late March 1971 a proposal was made to ha-,e B-5Zs drop leaflet bombs over southern
Laos and Cambodia. Attesting to COMUSMACV's cont nuing high regard for the striking pot.ncy
of the B-52 was his prompt refusal of this plan. COMUSM.ACV considered the conventional fire-
power of the B..52 to be of such high w lue that any degradation of tae, bomb load to accommodate
leaflet bombs was not desirable. 5

(S) D,,ring the spring of 1971 it was discovered that the enemy had positioned significantly
larger amounts of naterial throughout the NVN-Laos-SVN transportation network during the 1970- -
71 dry season than in the 196'?-70 seaon. In addition to the m-iterial stored, new roads and ,
traits were contitructed. The au.hoyity' to bomb these new areas was required to establish
blocking belts acrosc the central segment of the core route structure in the #outhern Laos~
panhandle. 71hio astion wasn denijned to e-d the flow of eriemy-lo istics and channel it into
more lucrative t~~tpatterna.Fr
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OUT -COUNTRY ARC LIGHT SORTIES
1970-1971

5100 ..

Total Sort.e 1970 781t 790 922 589 799 956 901 858 678 945 971 1,001
Total. Sortie 1971 1 ~ 0 [,2 9 1 669 726 __7 -6 817 863 923j

1 970m
1971 Aww-

IN-COUNTRY ARC LIGHT SORTIES
1970- 071

500 --

20 - T

100,. . . ... ftr

, Total SOr't:: 197C- 1 658 516 5 15 808 661 4,39 540 381 305 66 6i 8

Total Sorties 1971 L 13 24 7 1 203 79 315 287 353 321 184 10L 65

1970 m
1971 r.aw

Source: MACV MWauremont of Progress Fiwue V- 5
Dc 70, 0c 71 pp 8-9
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(S) Since the begining of B-52 operations in June 1965, rcurr ng evidence has existed that
classifLed target information was reaching the enemy prior to an ARC LIGHT strike. Several
attempts were made through the years to improve the situation with some success, but enemy
PW interrogation continued to indicate that prestrike data still reached the enemy. An ad hoc
group was formed at MACV in June 1970 to study all facets of ARC LIGHT scheduling activity
and the assistance of the RVNAF JGS was also solicited. In September 1970, with the report
of the ad hoc committee completed. COMUSMACV sent a detailed list of the findings to all
addressees involved, covering actions to be tAken to tighten the secylity surrounding all aspects
of planning, communication and execution of ARC LIGHT missions.

(S) Implementation of the committee's recommendations resulted in a decreave in the number
of enemy B-5Z alert me3jages noted by Uitelligence sources. By August 1971, however, intel-

ligence analysts observed an upsurge of he messages revealing that security leaks wars occur-
ring once again in ARC LIGHT mission scheduling. A review of ARC LIGHT procedures was
called for and tho Operations Sec.urity Working Group was assembled in Septe mbe.- 1971 for
another review of %. Z security weaknesses. The group concluded that ARC LIGHT forea'ning
was chiefLy a re*,*ujof sterotyped patterns of operations scheduling and execution and initiated

c"rrdctlve action.

TACAZIt

(3) As the ground war continued to wiad down during 1971 due to troop rotation and redutd
enemy activity, there was less demand for tactical air (TACAIR) sorties flown in support of US
ground troops in action, Allied ground support continued with such campaigns as LAM SON 719
and the Increased activity in Laoe and Cambodia, but increasingly the troops supported were not
US but ARVN, Forces A rineas Nationale Khzmer (FANK), ane Lao. There was a significant
reductioz in the total number of aircraft, US and Free World, in RVN, again due to the winddown
in the war. Along with the aircraft recuctfon, th* authorized USAF TACAIR rates, reduced to
10, 000 per month in August 1970, remained fixed at that figure with rare operational exceptions
authorized by MACV. During the same "period that Allied TACAIR forces were declining, their
VNAF counterpart was increasing both in numbers and effectiveness.

JU) During 1971 the last of the F-100 "Super Sabres" squadrons stood down and departed
!or the US. The 35th Tactical Fighter Wing (TFW) ceased combat operations in Jane 197! witha four-
ship mission Lgainst an enemy bunker complex. The first F.100s had flown to SEA in 1964.
The planes of the 35th TFWs four squadrons were based at Phan Rang AB, RVN. The departure
of the 1F-l00s left the F-4, with a few F-105G fighters in Thailand, as the main fighter aircraft
for TACAIR in SEA other than USN carrier aircraft.

Air Support of LAM SON 719

(U The best demorstration of the coitinted use of TACAIR took place during an RVN ground
ope-ation, LAM SON 719, early in 1971. In this operation RVN forces penetrated the Laos pan.
handle beyond supporting heavy artillery fire thereby becoming dependent upon close air support.
The Laos phase of LAM SON 719 began 8 Feb 71 when RVN ground forces supported by US aviation
moved w'estward out of RVN Lito the panhandle to seize the town of Tchepone, an important
traffic hub adjacent to the Ho Chi Minh trail complex. This operation was the most significant
singilo TACAIR ground support activity during 197.
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(U) In addition to their normal interdiction role, B-52 strikes were employed to bomb
landing zone areas prior to air assaults by RVN troops. This action was usually followed by
TACAIR strikes directed by forward air controllers (FAC) flying overhead. Finally, prior to
the helicopter air assault, TACAIR occasionally laid down smoke screens interspersed with
casualty-prducing cluster bomb unit (CBU) munitions.

(S) US airpower made feasible the RVNAF operation deep in an enemy area. Tactical strikes,
tactical airlift, and the B-52s played a key role in the success attained, first by interdicting the
battlefield area and then by close support of the troops. Use was made of the COMMANDO
VAULT 15, 000 lb bombs to blast out helicopter landing zones and on occasion for other suitable
targets. The daily number of TACAIR sorties during LAM SON 719 ranged from just over 100
on 8 February to a high of 337 on 10 March. A total of 8, 512 TACAIR sorties, 1, 358 ARC LIGHT
sorties, and 2,809 tactical airlift sorties flew in support of LAM SON 719.

(S) The RVNAF reported 13, 642 enemy troops killed during the operation, o f whi c h 4, 364
were attributed to aerial activity; it was possible that the actual total of air-killed casualties
may have been mu,'- higher since RVNAF ground sweeps were conducted in a very small per-
centage of the areas struck. Also confirmed to air action were 61 enemy tanks destroyed and
another 13 damaged.

(S) Most of the US air forces that supported LAM SON 719 were drawn from the aerial
interdiction effort, COMMANDO HUNT V, in the STEEL TIGER area of the southern Laos
panhandle. While this prevented the same level of interdiction efforts throughoit the Ho Chi
Minh trail the enemy concentration of trucks and supplies in the LAM SON area provided an
abundance of lucrative targets. 19

Mekong River Convoy Protection

(S) The Mekong River is navigable from the Delta in RVN all the way to Phnom Penh, the
capital of the Khmer Republic (GKR). In January 1971 POL supplies reached a critical low point
in the capital city and immediate replenishment was essential. A combined Mekong Convoy
Security Plan was implemented on 12 Jan 71. The plan called for air and surface protection for
militarv and commercial convoys proceeding up the Mekong River for 70 miles from Tan Chau
in RV. to Phnom Penh. The Vietnamese Navy (VNN) named the plan TRAN HUNG DAO XVIII.
Tankers, barges, and merchant ships assembled at Tan Chau in convoys escorted by VNN river
vessels. Security along the banks was the job of the ARVN supported by FANK ground units.

(S) Air support was provided by Vietnamese and US aircraft. USAF and US Army assets
were initially committed to the convoy's aerial defense with the 7AF directing the continuous
aerial coverage of the convoy as ordered by COMUSMACV. This aerial coverage began on 17
Jan 71. USAF FACs provided night and day coverage of the convoy utilizing OV-10s and O-2As.
As needed, AC-119 gunships kere called in for convoy defense. Army aviation contributed
UH-IH and OH-6A helicopters for command and observation and AH-IG (Cobra) helicopters for
defense -- chiefly during the daylight hours -- although a UH-JH helicopter for command and
corr.munications provided continuous night coverage of the convoy. In February the US Navy was
requested to provide UH-l helicopter (Seawolves) support and later in the month Navy OV-1O
(Black Pony) aircraft joined in the aerial protection effort. USAF A-37 aircraft provided
TACAIR suppoit from ground alert status.

(S) The CG 7AF provided centralized control and scheduling of all US and VNAF aircraft
supporting the convoys. Once enemy contact was made, the permission of the surface convoy
commander aboard the convoy command ship, and target validation by the KAF liaison offit;er
(at BLUE CHIP or aboard the tactical air control :*enter-airborne [TACC-A]) was necessary
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bifore air-to-ground ordnance could be expended. Such permission was usually granted only
when the pilots could positively pinpoint the source of the in-coming enemy fire. In emergencies,
the aircraft could expend on a source of enemy :Lre, if pinpointed, on the direction of the convoy
commander.

(S) The Mekong River convoy and its triservice aerial cover was planned originally to last
only long enough to insure the arrival of sufficient POL at Phnom Penh. On I May 71 it was
extended for 2 months, extended again in June until 31 August and, at that time, until I Nov 71
*t which time it was extended indefinitely into 1972.

' (S) With the transfer of the AC-119 gunships to the VNAF on 11 Sep 71 greater participation
was required by the VNAF. The ultimate objective was to have the Khmer Air Force secure the

* convoys but available assets and limited command and control capability, a critical factor in
convoy operations, was assessed by COMUSMACV on 22 Aug 71 as below that necessary for
safe action.

(S) In Its 1971 phase the Mekong River plan was successful in that of the approximately 640
vessels attempting the round-trip to and from Phnom Penh, only one tug and one barge were lost
to enemy action. It was an unusual aerial action, somewhat peculiar to the Vietnamese conflict,
but one that demonstrated the versatility of small aircraft in a protective and strike support role.

INTERDICTION

(U) In assessing the TACAIR interdictive effort in 1971. Secretary of the Air Force Robert
C. Seamans, after a December visit to SVN, stated that the USAF had been more successful In
its Interdiction effort during 1971 due to the more effective use of airpower. The continued use
of the very effective AC-119 and AC-i30 gunships, the addition of the computerized fire control"
system in the B-570. and new armament such as the laser-guided bomb, provided more efficient
means to accomplish the interdiction task despite fewer aircraft involved. Attack sorties in 1971
by all USAF aircraft, including B-52S, wfre no more than 40 percent of what they were in 1968.
the biggest year of USAF air operations.

Vletnamization of Interdiction Operations

(S) In October 1971 Mr. Leonard Sullivan, Deputy Director, Defense Research and Engineer-
ing for SEA, visited SVN. During a meeting of the Combined Interdiction Coordination Committee
(CICC) he emphasized to the participants that SECDEF Laird anticipated an increase in the tempo
of withdrawal of the US air interdiction effort in Laos. The SECDEF requested Mr. Sullivan to
determine the VNAF capability to handle the interdiction effort themselves. The US is ".. '.
still spending $2 billion a year on conducting that effort. . . what will happen If we stop that
campaign?' Throughout 1971 the CICC worked vigorously and closoly with the RVNAF to develop
their Interdiction skills and capability so thtin the event Mr. Sullivan's estimate became
reality the RVNAF would be self-sufficient.

(S) Toward this end the VNAF interdiction role during 1971 was expanded to include coastal

1  ,, surveillAnce air patrols in April 1971 and limited TACAIR support ofth.he-oChi Minh trail
* ^i'lIqerdiction effort Ar4k

i-e-ayd - trol, upgraded the interdiction program while
employing existing resources. RVNAF officials indicated a willingness to assume the mission
of conducting combined interdiction operations both in and out of RVN, supported by available
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Free World Military Assistance Forces material. Mucn remained to be done by the RVNAF,
however, to achieve the desired self-sufficiency.

CREDIBLE CHASE

(S) The CREDIBLE CHASE program, designed to provide a counterinfiltration air capability
for RVN, envisioned the combined use of armed, short take-off and landing (STOL) aircraft,
orbiting relay aircraft, ground fcrces, and sensor equipment. To conduct aircraft tests under
combat conditions, the SECDEF directed the establishment of a multiservice task force which
was activated on 27 Oct 71. Testing was to begin in SVN on or about 15 Apr 72. COMUSMACV
was to assume operational control of the tests through DEPCOMUSMACV for Air Opns and to
integrate the test into the 1972 interdiction program. Tentatively involved in the testing were
intelligence collection, sensor readout, both real-time and non-real-time, air interdiction, air
support of ground forces, and border surveillance.

(S) As envisioned in the basic plan dated 15 Nov 71, a force of 30 STOL aircraft were to be
equally divided between two competitive designs which the USAF had been testing for structural
suitability and weapons system certification in the US. After suitable training of both USAF and
VNAF pilots a squadron-size task force of the STOL aircraft was to be deployed into an area
along the triborder section of SVN to conduct counterinfiltration operations. The plan called
for operations to stage out of Pleiku AB, SVN.

(S) The USAF/VNAF personnel assigned to CREDIBLE CHASE were to conduct a combat
evaluation of the two armed, lightweight, off-the-shelf, STOL, mini-gunship aircraft. The
tested aircraft were to be armed with a 20mm gun, a sensor rea lout capability, and a night
obser-ation device. The one aircraft selected would be added to the VNAF inventory to providc
them with a coi:nteiinfiltration capability to fill the void left by the departure of the USAF.

Both Fairchild-MHiller 'Peacemakers" designated the AU-23A and Helio "Stallion" designated the
AU-24A aircraft were to be tested. Both aircraft are similar in performance and had been
previously tested in the Air Force program PAVE COIN, initiated on 1 May 71 to finO a sultable
counter-nurgency aircraft to replace the aging T-28. Limited combat testing of the two air-
craft under PAVE COIN was done in Thailand during June and July 1971.

(S) The Air Force Advisory Group (AFGP) worked closely with the VNAF who were to
provide 50 pfrcent of the pilots for CREDIBLE CHASE, one-third of the maintenance personnel
and the use of six AC-47 aircraft as airborne command and control centers. Air America wascontracted to train VNAF pilots. A period of 60 days was set aside for the actual testing under
CREDIBLE CHASE running from 15 Apr to 15 Jun 72. The task force as constituted at the end
of 1971 involved 108 VNAF and 278 USAF personnel. The RVNAF JGS had agreed to support
and participate in the CREDIBLE CHASE tes.t.

(S) In conjunction with the test of the aircraft the SECDEF directed that an evaluation of the
ground sensor strategic reado t systems (SRS) be conducted. Designed to measure VC/NVA
infiltration into Cambodia and SVN the SRS was to be mounted in VNAF AC-47 aircraft with both
real-time (RT) and non-real-time (NRT) capability.

(S) In December 1971 COMUSMACV protested the addition of the ground sensor strategic

readout system testing as be'ig counter to the originally established test procedures. Planned
to integ-ate with the on-going interdiction program with a minimum of disruption and with a
minimum impact upon the RVNAF logistic system and operations, the CREDIBLE CHASE plan
grew rapidly "beyond the bounds of realism and threatens to be a burden on the RVNAF. " The
support requirements including furniture, vehicle, and facilities for the project at Pleiku and
elsewhere expanded "out of proportion with the total task to be accomplished," forcing MAC V to
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protest and to recommend that the SRS testing not be Included. HO USAF granted permission
to delete the non-real-time testing of the SRS from the CREDIBLE CHASE evaluation on 20 Dec

- 71; xnd'the message reiterated that the main point of the test was to develop a self- sustaining
counter-infiltration capability for the RVNAF and the question of real-time data gathering by the

" -- SAS might exceed RVNAF capability. By the end of 1971. as advance party personnel began to
arrive, coordination problems were still being worked out.

(S) On 17 Feb 72 the JCS directed that the CREDIBLE CHASE combat evaluation in RVN be
cancelled. The Chief of Staff USAF directed that a CONUS test and evaluation of the STOL air.
craft be conducted by Tactical Air Command at Eglin AFB. Florid% with a maximum feasible
participation by VNAF air and ground crews. On 24 Rb 72 MACV terminated all CREDIBLE
CHASE planning and programming activities in RVN.

Gunships

(U) The AC-47, AC-1190 and K, and the AC-130 gunships continued to play a vital role in
fire support to ground operations in SEA and interdiction on the Ho Chi Minh logistical trail
system in southern Laos. Already an accepted weapon for close ground support, the gunships
(a weapon peculiar to the war in SEA) received greater emphasis in the refinement and sophis-
tication of their weapons systems. During 1971 most of the USAF AC-119 gunship capability
was turned over to the VNAF.

(S) The AC-130E (PAVE SPECTRE) gunship configuration Incorporated the same sensor and
gun array used in the specially configured AC-130A (SURPRISE PACKAGE). This was the first
gunship to use the 40mm gun and the BLACK CROW sensor and digital fire control computer.
All AC-130s are now alike in the armament and sensor configuration with two 20mm and two
40mm guns. an infrared ;et, low light level television (LLLTV), BLACK CROW (an ignition
system detection system) and a base t- 7get designator. The AC-130E gunships were configured
during 1971 to increase their loiter .me over target by 2 hours, adding additional armor,
greater ammunition-carrying capability and a digital fire control computer. Improved electronic
countermeasure (ECM) capability was added with the installation of ALQ-87 pods mounted on the
fuel pylon. AC-130s came under SAM attack in April and May 1971 when SA-2 missiles were
launched from previously undetected sites in Laos. The ALQ-87 pods permitted enough warning
to the AC-130 to withdraw from such a hostile environment.

) I S'I\

(S) In 1971 a USAF engineering development group conceived and demonstrated the mounting

of a 105mm artillery piece in the aft end of an AC-130E gunship -- a program designated PAVE
AEGIS. The cannon was located to fire through a hatch in the left side of the plane at tle7 rate of
three rounds per minute. Combat evaluation in SEA was scheduled for February 197Z.
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RECONNAISSANCE 6

(S) The USAF conducted aerial reconnaissance in SEA, both strategic and tactical, with a
number of different and sophisticated weapons. Strategic reconnaissance remained under the
control of SAC and used SR-71 (GIANT SCALE) and U-2 (GIANT NAIL) aircraft as well as the
BUFFALO HUNTER drones, used primarily for obtaining photographic information over IDVN.

(S) Tactical reconnaissance, like all other US activities, was affected by the general wind-
down of US participation in the SEA war. The 460th Tactical Reconnaissance Wing, locate

Tan Son Nhut was inactivated on 31 Au 71-- The wijzL flew JRF-4Cs, RB-57s. and EC-47s.' -

(S) The linking of LORAN bombing techniques to photo reconnaissance enabled extremely

accurate bombing without actually seeing the target. Tactical reconnaissance planes took
pictures of a target and at the same time LORAN location indicators were imprinted on the film
fixing the exact location in relation to the three LORAN stations. With these locations an
accurate plot of the target could be made. This plot was fed into the data computer on board the
strike aircraft which then indicated the proper time for the bomb release. Accuracy within less
than 100 meters was consistently recorded giving US aircraft an all-weather, highly proficient
bombing capability.

(S) The LORAN capability had vital application throughout the year as protective reaction
strikes were flown with increasing frequency. Both in the obtaining of target data and in the
battle damage assessment (BDA) after the strike, photo reconnaissance continued to be relied
upon to be the "eyes" of COMUSMACV. After some of the special protective reaction strikes,
MACV requested tat strategic reconnaissance facilities such as BUFFALO HUNTER be diverted
to assist in BDA.

(U) It was during their efforts to photograph NVA activity that photo reconnaiisance aircraft
began to receive increasing fire from SAMs as well as indications of enemy radar tracking. This
enemy action, plus the attacks on US B-52 bombers by Mig aircraft, led to the aerial protective
reaction strikes detailed in the "Air Operations in North Vietnam" section of this chapter.

*FORWARD AIR CONTROLLERS

(S) Another aspect of reconnaissance that developed remarkably during the SEA war was the

forward air controller (FAC). Their continued visual reconnaissance of a specified geographic
area, tactical strike direction and intelligence gathering has won praise from COMUSMACV.
During 1971 there was no change in the type of aircraft used (OlE. O-ZA, OV-10A) ang the FAC
missions remained the same. The rules of engagement under which the FACs operated varied
with the tactical situation and it remained the duty gLthe FAC to insure that tactical strikes were
on the proner tarfet and not in a rt-icted area. -
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SEA SEARCH AND RESCUE ACTIVITY
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(S) During 1971 FAC OV-10A aircraft were teamed with F-4s (PAVE NAIL) in an improved
night attack capability throughout SEA, Equipped with infrared (IR) target-locating equipment
and a laser target-designator, the OV-10 FAC orbited his specified area until a target was
located. The LORAN-equipped F-4 strike aircraft (PAVE SWORD), armed with laser-guided
bombs(LGB) used the coordinates transmitted by the FAC to release the weapon, from either
a dive (visual target acquisition) or level altitude (instrument conditions), so that it would fall
into the "basket" (area where the receiver device of the LGB could acquire the laser beam of
the OV-10). The OV-10, or illuminator, continued to orbit the area keeping the laser beam
directly on target until bomb impact. The program, accepted on 30 Sep 71, was implemented
immediately and met with spectacular success as the first three bombs dropped scored direct
hits on vital bridges on the Ho Chi Minh trail. An additional use of the system was conceived by
the FACs for search and rescue and was put to use prior to testing in the successful recovery
during marginal weather conditions of the crews of an F-105 and two F-4s in December 1971.

(S) During August the initial combat employment of the PAVE NAIL ordnance delivery
system was used involving the OV-10 and the F-4 delivering the LGB. Of six such bombs released
in August, five destroyed bridges in the manner described above. The most interesting of these
occurred 31 Augustwhen an F-4 released its LGB above the clouds. As the bomb fell through the
clouds it picked up the laser guidance provided by the PAVE NAIL FAC and scored a direct hit. 30

SEARCH AND RESCUE

(S) In February 1971 the JCS authorize6 the use of the riot control agent CBU-19 in combat
aircrew recovery operations in Laos. These CS-type agents had been used in ZO rescue missions
in Laos since 1969. Aircrews reported CS to be particularly effective in operations where the
enemy was in close proximity to the survivor. In combination with smoke and other ordnance
the use of CBU-19 was considered by all reports to be "very effective" in deterring the enemy
from interfering with rescue operations. 31

(C) One of the best examples of US Army and Air Force air coordination is detailed in the

following 101st Abn Div message, typical of the everyday work of rescue, FAC, US Army

helicopter gunships and TACAIR:

At 201050H Aug 71 an OH6A from this headquarters was shot down in enemy
territory. . ,with three members of a scout platoon on board. Immediately
aircraft were diverted to the area to assist in the extraction attempt, all air-
craft entering the area came under intense enemy ground fire which included
.51 cal fire and antiaircraft fire from adjacent ridgelines. Among these air-
craft were Air Force TACAIR elements. By 1150 hrs the FACs "Bilk 34"
and "Trail 21" were dropping sorties to suppress the enemy fire throughout
the surrounding area. By 1210 hrs it was known that the members of the
downed crew were still alive but facing approximately 40 NVA soldiers on two
sides. Aware that the crew was still alive, "Bilk 34" and "Trail 21" repeatedly
directed engagement of enemy targets in the immediate area, despite the con-
tinuing anti.ircraft threat. Because the FACs directed Air Force assets in a
timely manner and with pinpoint accuracy, the rescue helicopter was able to
maneuver into the area and extract the downed crew.

he value of the Air Force efforts in the above action cannot be adequately
measured. 32
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(S) During 1971 the Air Rescue personnel succeeded in making 250 saves of which 142, or
56. 8 percent, were combat saves (see Figure VI-7).

AIRCRAFT COMBAT LOSSES IN SEA

(S) USAF aircraft losses reflected the winddown in Lhe aerial war and the withdrawal of Air
.- ,Force combat units from the theater. Losses dropped from 292 in 1969, and 173 in 1970 to 81 in

1 71. (See Figure VI-s. ) The US Navy lost four aircraft in combat in 1971. The US Army3 st
347 helicopters in combat in 1971 and 16 fixed wing aircraft in combat in the same period.

HERBICIDES

(U) The herbicide program was drastically reduced in 1970 to between 5 and 10 percent of
the 1969 program. (See MACV 1970 Command History, Vol II, XIV, 5-16.) Of the th-ree types
of defoliants previously used in RVN, Orange, Blue, and White, only Blue and White remained
in use in 1971. The use of herbicides for all crop destruction operations was terminated by
COMUSMACV on 27 January in response to the DEPSECDEF's memo of 16 Jan 71. A joint
announcement by US Ambassador Bunker and COMUSMACV, General Abrams, of the termination
was made 20 Feb 71. Limited use of defoliant agents Blue and White continued around Allied
fire support bases and inlztL&L.:-oLS. Such use was restricted to helicopter or ground-based spray
and was designed to prevent enemy use of ground cover. 34

(S) The JCS directed that defoliation by helicopter and ground spray be terminated in SVN
as of I May 71. COMUSMACV sent a message to CINCPAC requesting the option to continue
using agents Blue and White to clear perimeters of Allied bases, especially since mines, booby
traps, and other ordnance remained in piace preventing manual clearance. At the time the RVNAF
had no unilateral herbicide capability other than manual spraying.

(S) On 13 May the SECDEF requested Presidential authority to continue use of agent Blue or
White as needed around fire support bases and installations until RVNAF possessed a herbicide
capability or until I Dec 71 whichever was sooner. By 4 August, with no decision in hand,
COMUSMACV alerted CINCPAC that conditions around fire support bases due to vegetation
growth were becoming critical. Immediate defoliation using chemical herbicides was considered
essential to the security of US bases. The temporary halt of i May also precluded the establish-
ment of an RVNAF capability. 36

(S) Public Law 91-441, 7 Oct 70, reqired the SECDEF to contract with the National Academy
of Science (NAS) for a comprehensive study and investigation of the ecological and physiological
effects of herbicides in SEA and to issue a report to the Congress in 1972. To assist the SECDEF
in obtaining a balanced and complete report, the US Army Engineer Strategic Study Group (ESSG)
was assigned the task of providing information on the military applications of the use of herbicides.
JCS controlled the mission with the conc.urrence of the NAS Herbicides Steering Committee. A
group of six people from ESSG arrived in Vietnam 27 May for a stay through 24 Jun 71. The
final report of the ESSG was made 15 December with release to the NAS by the SECDEFscheduled
for no later than I May 72. The ESSG failed to clearly establish a military value for defoliation
based upon solid evidence. On this basis, the US Embassy, Saigon, feit the GVN had no need for
military use of defoliation. 37
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(S) bn 10 August the American Embaspsy, Saigen. reiterated its approval of the use of
herbicides, to clear perimeters around American and RVNAF installations. It cautioned against
aerial spraying or equipping the RVNAF/GVN with 'such capability, stating that the Vietnamese
generally believe that herbicides are an American weapon and dangerous to health and food crops.38

(S) On 20 August a message from SECSTATE eonnounced the 19 August Presidential decition
on defoliation to be one of continued phaseout of its use, to be accomplished not later than 1 Dec
71. It granted joint authority to the American Embassy, Saigon, and COMUSMACV to use her.
bicides around fire bases and US and Allied inastalltions where other means were not possible or
available. As heretofore, only helicopter or ground-based spray equipment was authorized and
it was used only when ,lternative means were not feasible. This authority was granted only until
December 1971. No decision was made on develo ing a herbicide capability for SVN. The suspen-
sion of agent Oran'e reyrined in effect and the authority to dispense agents Blue ant White applied
only to existing stocks.

(S) Herbicides remained a politically sensitive issue in the US throughout 1971. Scientists
continued to visit RVN to inquire into the program pending the SECDEF'U report to Congress in
1972. E3tremely tight restrictions continued to govern the use of herbicides, especially arctnd
populated areas. Nevertheless. to US troops still occupying bases throughout RVN the use of
herbicides for vegetation control past the Presidential deadline of 1 Dec 71 was necessary. On
29 September CINCPAC recommended to CS that authority to use agents Blue .nd White be
continued beyond 1 December or that substitute stocks of growth inhibitors be ".ade available.

(S) With t*e curtailed use of herbicides the biggest problem became one of what to do with

the stores of the three agents that remained in RVN. The DEPSECDEF requested a plan for the
disposition of-agent Orange by April 1971. JCS directed that any projected use of herbicidea .n
SEA outside the geographic limits of SVN be submitted to Washington for approval.

(5) By December 1971 stocks of agent Orange were being redrurnmed for shipment to the US
at an early date. The SECDEF tasked the Air Force with retrograde shipping. No decision was
reached on continued use of herbicides by the end of the year, but it appeared almost certain that
aerial flirphts with herbicides were at an end. Symbolic of the end of the Air Force defoliation
effort was the announcement in July that "Patches," the C-123 that received over a thousand hits
during its defoliation flights for the 12th Special Operations Squadron (RANCH HAND), was to be
retired to either the Air Force Museum at Wright Patterson AFB, Ohio or the Smithsonian
Institution in Washington, D.C. 41

Riot Control Agents

(S) Riot control agents (CS) were used in rescue work as noted earlier and in emergency
situations against enemy attacks. The use of CS was authorized US forces participating in LAM
SON 719 operations over Laos and in RVN. 4 2 The use of CS agents became as politically
sensitive in the US as was the use of herbicides. In December 1970 the SECDEF anno.inced that
the RVNAF would be supplied with CS agents to assist in contaminating large cave s, clearing
bunkers, breaking up enemy attacks, for search and rescue, and to aid in reconr.sance for
concealed enemy troops. The RVNAF troops were trained in the jg duse of CS but needed
additional trat ini -.-. U€-c and fixed wing delivery |vsm,..3 /

________At the same time thJCS went I
S' r1t. ror7vres-dential authority to continue the use of riot control agents.
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(C) Because of their effectiveness, MACV Directive 525-13 permitted and encouraged the
,se of riot control agents in RVN by stating:

Riot control agents will be used to the maximum extent possible. CS agents
can be effectively employed in inhabited and urban area operations to flush
enemy persorael from buildings and fortified positioas, thus increasing the
enemy's vulnerability to Allied firepower while reducing the unnecessary
danger to civilians and the likelihood of destruction of civilian property.

AERIAL OPERATIONS IN SEA

(S) Tho 1970 trend toward fewer US sorties flown in SVN continued during 1971. A notable
aspect of this was the increasing number of sorties flown by VNAF squadrons. Ground action
remained at a low level throughout the year with the most significant activity taking place outside
RVN, such as the LAM SON 719 operation in Laos. Allied preemptive activities plus logistical
difficulties prevented the enemy from accomplishing more than sporadic attacks-by-fire And
occasional small-scale ground actions. Because of this, and the standdown/retarn of air units
to the US, the air war in Vietnam declir d overall in 1971. (See Fig-are VI-9.)

USAF ATTACK SORTIES AND VNAF STRIKE SORTIES
REPUBLIC OF VIETNAM, 1970

6,000 7-74 I

5,000 - ------ - - - -
4.000

2P-O -,

J F MA M J A S 0 N DJ FM A M J J A S 0 ND

1970 1971
SUSAF

- VNAF
Source: 7AF, COMO STATUS RP. Figure M:-9
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(S) Air operations in 1971 differed 1A several respects from preceding taz:'s. IL Match
1971 four air bases came under attack but only on two were aircraft lost: elevir O-Ze, two OV.
10s, and two VNAF A-is were destroyed by a ground attack on Pletku and two Ai: A .- eri a
Beechcraft were destroyed at Da Nang. From February through early April most of th- aerial
activity in SVN centered around support for LAM SON 71S, and a corresponding rise ia the
number of sorties flown by the VNAF was evident. In May the last missions were flown by the
US 1st Harine Air Wing which was redeployed during the same month. In June the Limiliar
FAC/F-100 strike combination flew their last mission and the F-°00s were redeployed during
July. Also during June the last USAF 0.1 was turned over to the VNAF.

(S) By August the VNAF assumption oZ TACAIR sorties in-country bec trme more evident.
In September an increase in the overall sorties flown was due to LAM SON 810, a 14-day operation
in MR 1. Weather began to deteriorate during October cast of the mounta.lns and on 3 October,
with winds up to 120 km., Typhoon Hester hit the coast of SVN near Chu Lai. The radar site
on Monkey Mountain was extensively damaged and out of commission for 21 hours. Minor dam.
age was suffered by the USAF at Da Nang, while VNAF facilities there were more seriously hit
and 26 helicopters, 2 gunships, 4 O-Is, and one U-17 were damaged. US Army aircraft losses
due to the typhoon were 11 helicopters and on2 OVal damaged.

AM. OPERATIONS IN CAMBODIA

(S) In January a sapper attack on the Pochentong Airfield at Phnom Penh dqstroyed or
dam&ged 69 aircraft (52 KIAF and 17 VNAF). This threat to Phnom Penh plus a major Cam.
bodiairRVN operation which opened Routs 4 from the coast at Kompong Som north into Phnom
Penh significantly raised the military activity in Cambodia and brought aerial activity to its
highest level aince June 1970. USAF FACs directed TACALR and AC-119 gunship strikes in
direct support of Cambodian and RVNAF ground forces.

(S) This aerial support was particularly needed by the ARVN during their operation TOAN
THlANG 1/71 launched 4 February along the Cambodian border opposite SVN's MR 3. In pro-
viding this support USAF sorties increased, with the daily average going from 53 in Januax y to_
64 in February while VNAF daily sorties rose by one from 45 to 46 during the same period. On
10 Mar 71 the rules of engagement applying to Cambodia were changed to permit ground fire tq
be returned in all arae zf Cambodia where USAF strikes were authorized. This did not remove
the requirement that TACAIR strikes be FAC-controlled throughout Cambodia, and validated by
a TANK control officer at the Tactical Air Control Center (TAC4 call sign BLUE CHIP) at Tan
Son Vhut or the airborne TACC (BATCAT and later RAMROD).

(S) During the early months cf 1971 the Communists generally prevented any major logistics
movementw by road. Mekong River convoys under USAF, USA, USN. and later VNAF aerial
escort became the major source of resupply for Phnom Penh. By April ground activity slowed
somewhat and the upward trend in attack sorties dropped back slightly. FACs flew 0-1, 0.2,
and OV-10 aircraft while directing strikes for FANK troopr in eastern Cambodia near the Kratie
area. USAF pilots flee 1-4s. Fl100s, A-37s, and AC-119s primarily while B-52 bombers
made over 100 raids per month into Cambodia during the spring months in support of FADK
operations.

(S) By August ground activity in Cambodia slackened and TACAIR activity lessened accord-
ingy. Air effort was then direc -A -- i-i.-lv at supply lines with the emairnit' snhies used in
support of light ground action.1 See Figure
VI-lO.) - . . _
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(S) During the remainder of the year the dry season conditions allowed stepped-up ground
operations. The increased capability of the VNAF saw these forces dramatically increase the
number of sorties flown in October while USAF sorties inc-eased slightly. Major USAF activity
dt ring the last few months of 1971 centered around Route 6 north of Phnom Penh. While the
gcr-. al situation improved slightly in Cambodia during the summer months, by year's end the
eL .iy had scored numerous successes in the Phnom PcnA area and was threatening the capital
cit, area. USAF and VNAF support and interdiction efforts upset the Communist timetable but
could not stop the advance of enemy, troops. 47

(S) In an end of the year assessment uf the Cambodian situation, COMUSMACV considered
that TACAIR and B-52 sorties had produced significant results and cited the example of an 18
December series of strikcs that accounted for 150 to 200 bunkers, two trucks, numerous huts
and fortifications, and palletized supplies; fifteen secondary explosions and ten fires were
observed.4 8

AIR OPERATIONS IN LAOS

(S) The air war in Laos divided into two almost separate conflicts, each of which had a
common enemy but was fought in a different manner. US ground forces were not permitted to
operate in Laos so the primary US contribution to this two-part war was airpower. The first
conflict had been fought for sometime in the northern part of Laos with Major General Vang
Pao's Meo guerrilla forces alternat.vely taking or being pushed off the Plain of Jars. TACAIR
support for Vang Pao's forces continued to be provided by USAF fighters and gunships and by
the Royal Lao Air Force's (RLAF) T-28s. The northern Laos area is known as BARREL ROLL
for aerial operations.

(S) The second conflict was the intense aerial interdiction battle fought in the Laos pan-
handle known as the STEEL TIGER area. It is in this area that the USAF COMMANDO HUNT
operations took place in an effort to prevent North Vietnamese supplie% from reaching central
Laos, Cambodia, and South Vietnam. For 1971 STEEL TIGER sortie figures, see the Top
Secret Supplenont; for other sortie data see Figure VI-lI.

Air Operations in Northern Laos (BARREL ROLL)

(S) The best flying weather of the year in the BARREL ROLL area occurred during January
and February of 1971. During this period USAF A-lEs, F-4s, B-52s, and AC-ll9Gs provided
interdiction, armed reconnaissance, and ground support to MAJ GEN Vang Pao's tribesmen.
The ground situation was critical as GEN Pao was swept off the Plain of Jars and back almost
to Luang Prabang, the royal capital of Laos. The seriousness of the situation caused an increase
in the number of sorties flown in BARREL ROLL to 1, 10 for February, and 1, 723 in March,
the highest number of sorties flown since May 1970. Most of these sorties were during daylight
and were concentrated near the Plain of Jars, an area that continued to receive the Majority of
air strikes during the dry season.

(S) By May alrpower and the change in weather altered the balance in favor of the friendly
forces. The seriousness of the situation in northern Zaos had subsided and GEN Pao's forces
were retaking ground lost earlier in a repeat of the see-saw, east-west warfare of previous
years. By August Lao forces had retaken the Plain of Jars.
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(S) In September the emphasis in TACAIR sorties switched once again from interdiction
to ground support as the Communists readied their forces for the annual dry season push back
across the Plain of Jars. A Lao proposal of a cease-fire was rejected by the North Vietnamese
who countered with a proposal that alU bombing be stopped, an indication of the effect of air
support upon their forces. This proposal was rejected by the Lao Government and the stage
was jet for another dry seasqbn offensive. This offensive began in November and by December
had swept MA.i.ENMane Pan's fonr- of th alnmd 1Into s ytile7ereted defensive posltions
to the southj 1

(U) For a discussi- i of rules of engagement in Laos see the Top Secret Supplement.

Air Operations in Southern Laos (STEEL TIGER)

(U) The most crucial single area for aerial operations in Southeast Asia during 1971 was
the southern panhandle of Laos. code named STEEL TIGER. Within this area the Ho Chi Minh

trail ran through four passes in the Annam Mountains, Ban Raving, Ban Karal, Mu Gia, and

Nape, from North Vietnam into Laos and then southward. With the incessant bombing of the
trail by USAF, USN. and USMC aircraft since 1965, the North Vietnamese had expanded the
original trails into a complex and complicated network of roads, trails, and paths. Since
nearly every supply LOC had been blocked except the trails, the NVN depended upon this vital

route to facilitate the flow of supplies from North Vietnam into southern Laos and from there
into South Vietnam and Cambodia. It is in this area that the COMMANDO HUNT interdiction
missions were flown, as described in the section which follows. Within this area also, the

greatest percentage of ARC LIGHT and TACAIR missions in 1971 were flown. In the STEEL
TIGER area the greatest aerial interdiction effort of the SEA war has been waged with great
effectiveness in diminishing the flow of enemy supplies southward.

(S) The Royal Lao Army (RLA) stepped up its operations in the STEEL TIGER area'during
1971 with less than dramatic results. The actions called upon TACAIR for support; these air
attacks.plus the COMMANDO HUNT effort resulted in the majority of TAC IR missions flown
in 1971 being in the STEEL TIGER area.

(S) In February and March RVN forces, with US support, launched Operation LAM SON
719. This major effort by the ARVN troops to interdict temporarily the Ho Cbi Minh trail near
the town of Tchepone resulted in a total of 2, 518 strike sorties flown into the area by the USAF
(1, 947 TACAIR. 76 gunship, and 495 ARC LIGHT) during February alone. In March the air
strikes in STEEL TIGER increased 15 percent in support of the RVN operation and against

interdiction in the NVN's LOG.5 0

(S) The aerial interdiction support given to this RVN effort by the USAF contributed greatly
to its success. Prior to LAM SON 719 about 10 percent of the strike sorties allocated to

STEEL TIGER were for ground support throughout the Laos panhandle. With the invasion there
was a major shift in the TACAIR effort from interdiction to close support. During peak periods

the TACAIR fighter forces surged to a rate of 1. 5 sorties per day per aircraft and for a week
during March the US Navy augmented thesc strikes with planes from three carriers off Yankee
Station. While the results of LAM SON 719 were not as great as hoped, they did hamper enemy

supply efforts and inflicted sufficient casualties to prevent any later large-scale tactical activity.

By forcing the enemy to concentrate his troops and supplies. LAM SON 719 aided in their
destruction even though the normal pattern of COMMANDO HUNT interdiction raids was inter-

rupted. 51 -
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(S) During the 1971 monsoon season (May to November) the 'IVN began to move their Mig
aircraft south into more threatening locations. SAMs and antiaircraft were a mene.ce to US
aircraft all year and concentrations of these weapons increased as the winter months approached
in an apparent attempt not only to protect the NVN LOC but also to shoot down B-52s. On 4
October there was an attempt by a Mig aircraft to intercept a B-52 cell of three bombers, but
the attack failed. In I4ovember two more Migs attempted unsuccessfully to intercept B-52s
and the pattern continued, still unsuccessfully, in December. It was attacks such as these,
plus additional SAM firings on unarmed reconnaissance aircraft, that caused the dramatic
upsurge in US "protective reaction" strikes into NVN.

COMMANDO HUNT

(S) With the bombing of NVN halted in 1968, the air emphasis shifted to interdicting the
enemy's overland logistics route, the Ho Chi Minh trail. Seasonal weather conditions over
the entire area made it expedient to break up the aerial effort into semi-annual campaigns,
code named COMMANDO HUNT. The first operation under this name began in November
1968 and ran through April 1969, roughly equivalent to the d!y season. COMMANDO HUNT

III followed during the dry season of 1969 - 1970 and COMMANDO HUNT V covered the 1970-
1971 period. TACAIR strikes, gunships, B-57 bombers and B-52 ARC LIGHT strikes com-
bined to seriously restrict the flow of supplies southward, thereby preventing the enemy from
mounting any serious ground offensive during these years. Fi ure VI-13 indicates the gradually
increasing effectiveness of the COMMANDO HUNT air effort.

(S) The projected movement of supplies from North Vietnam into southern Laos during
the dry season 1970 - 1971 was estimated to be larger than that of previous years. Paradox-
ically, the US air effort, due to redeployment and a limitation of fighter-attack sorties to
14,000 per month (50 percent below that authorized in COMMANDO HUNT III), was smaller
than that for previous campaigns. The increase in the AC-130 for~.e as well as the addition
of the B-57Gs greatly enhanced the truck-killing capability of the USAF. 54

(S) COMMANDO HUNT V was based upon 7AF Operation Plan 715. It began 10 Oct 70
and ended 30 Apr 71. Its basic objective was twofold: to reduce the flow of men and material
into RVN .and Cambodia and to make the enemy pay an increasingly greater cost for his attempts
to dominate SEA. Seventy percent (9, 800) of the authorized 14,000 TACAIR sorties were
allocated to the interdiction area. COMUSMACV directed that most of the 1, 000 ARC LIGHT
sorties per month would be made available to hit the entry points from NVN into the STEEL
TIGER area.

(S) COMMANDO HUNT V'sopening phase was the saturation bombing of the entry points
from NVN into STEEL TIGER. Chiefly these routes were the Mu Gia, Ban Karai, and Ban
Raving passes and the western edge cf the DMZ. Bombing began on 10 October in an effort to
beat the enemy movements through these choke points. B-52s supported by F-105 IRON
HAND and EB-66s for SAM protection did most of the saturation work. In addition, F-4 air-
craft provided flak suppression and flew high-altitude cover for other aircraft in case Mig
aircraft were sighted (Mig-CAP). Each of the entry points was designated a target box, an
area generally 1 by 2 kilometers in size, sufficiently large to cover any existing supply routes
plus any locations where bypass routes could conceivably be constructed. Most of the bombing
took place during hours of darkness when most of the enemy truck activity took place. The
opening phase was considered successful in that it upset the enemy timetable, forcing him to
expend extra efforts to rebuild his roads.
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(S) After the entry interdiction came the truck-killing phase utilizing specialized night time,
truck-killing weapons. The AC-119 and AC*130 (SURPRISE PACKAGE) were equipped with 40mm
guns and improved sensor systems including night observation devices and low light level TV
(LLLTV). The AC-119K aircraft (there were 16 initially) mounted 20mm guns, forward-lookinLg
infrarjid (FIUR) sensors and a night observation sight. The BoS7Gs used M-36EI and laser-
guided MK-82 bombs and were equipped with LLLTV and FLIR also. During the daylight hours
fighter and attack aircraft patrolled the roads to hit any traffic spotted.

(S) While COMMANDO HUNT emphasized the STEEL TIGER area, 30 percent of the sorties
were planned for the remainder of SEA. In Cambodia the primary effort was to deny freedom of
movement to the enemy an -as pssible Ms "1- statussio ,ort of
friendly round neratiol Z

(S) At its conclusion COMMANDO HUNT V was considered a success. Although not all
Qbmmunist supplies were interdicted, the enemy logistics effort was sufficiently disrupted to

prevent any major attacks from occurring, thereby assisting the Vietnamization program.
During the entire COMMANDO HUNT V operation 20, 926 trucks were destroyed or damaged
with the peak month coming in April 1971 when 5,699 were reported in one of the two categories.
March was the peak month for aerial sorties, partly due to LAM SON 719 operations and the
following enemy build-up and truck movements to compensate, for the LAM SON disruption.
COMMAND) HUNT V was the major US and Allied air effort from October 1970 to April 1971
as evidenced by the figures below:

SORTIES FLOWN SEA/STEEL TIGER 5 6

(Oct 70 - Apr 71)

(S) Although COMMANDO HUNT V terminated 30 Apr 71. air strikes were still directed
against the continuing Communist supply effort. The follow-on air activity was designated a
separate campaign, COMMANDO HUNT VI which began 15 May 71 (7AF Operations Plan 730).
Monsoon weather prevented the extent of activity that had been experienced during the dry
season, but the mission and functions of both sides remained generally unchanged. On I Nov 71
COMMANDO HUNT VII for 1971 - 1972 began, a month.later than its 1970 dry deason predecessor,
COMMANDO HUNT V, due to heavy rains experienced in October.

COMMANDO HUNT VII

(S) COMMANDO HUNT VII was tht 7AF plan for the air interdiction campaign in southern
Laos for the 1971-72 dry season. As with previous campaigns, the major goal was to restrict
the flow of men and supplies to the Communist forces in Laos, Cambodia, and RVN. Bec:ause
of the reduction in US forces in RVN, the number of strike sorties was reduced by almost 30
percent from COMMANDO HUNT V while enemy road networks had been increased 27 percent
in the intervening year. As before, the principal effort of the campaign was concentrated in the
STEEL TICER area of the Laos panhandle.
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(S) There were three phases to the 1971-72 campaign. Phase 1 was directed against the
major entry routes or passes through the mountains in an attempt to deny the enemy access to
Laos and delay the logistics input Phase II began with attacks on the stepped-up truck traffic
itself, major emphasis being placed on the southern passes and entry points to force the enemy
to use the longer northern pass routes. The aim of P.hase II was to destroy trucks and storage
areas. Phase III was planned to hit the exit areas of the LOC in an effort to force the enemy to
expose his efforts more, prior to the onset of the 1972 rainy season.

(S) Despite the fact that USAF forces were smaller, newc r technology assisted in closing
the gap. Laser-guidod bombs (delivered by F-4s instead of only B-57s as in COMMANDO
HUNT V), a better ground-based sensor system (ignition activated engine detectors (EDETS)
and commandable microphones), and new bomb munitions (the CBU-52 and CBU-55) were intro-
duced. All AC-130 gunships were configured with LLLTV, improved infrared sensors, laser
illuminators, and a PAVE MACE beac.en (offset ignition system detection) capability. Externally
the AC-130s had electronic countermeasure (ECM) pods to inhibit enemy radar detection.

(S) The plan for Phase III of COMMANDO HUNT VII called for increased participation in the

interdiction attack sorties by the VNAF. By assuming a portion of the interdiction role with
their A-lEs and A-37s, plus an ever-increasing role in the TACAIR effort in RVN, the VNAF
worked closer to self-sufficiency and freed US aircraft for interdiction and for eventual redeploy-
ment. 57

AIR OPERATIONS IN NORTH VIETNAM

(S) Since the bombing halt in November 1968, US aerial activity over North Vietnam has
been limited generally to reconnaissance by SR-71 (UIANT SCALE), U-2 (GIANT NAIL),
BUFFALO HUNTER drcnes, and RF-4 aircraft. The North Vietnamese moved their Mig air-
craft southward during the year to bases in southern NVN from where they openly challenged
US aircraft on several occasions. Most of the Mig attacks took place over the panhandle border
area between Laos and NVN. Thece Mig attacks increased with the advent of the dry season,
which caused more US air activity in Operation COMMANDO HUNT VII.

(S) The North Vietnamese Air Force (NVAF) had at least 90 Mig-21, 34 Mig-19, and over
130 Mig-15/17 aircraft based at ten airfields within NVN during 1971 (see Figure VI-14). Bai
Thuong, Vinh, and Quang Lang, those baser nearest to the DMZ, were used as operating
locations during the last 6 months of 1971 and it appeared that the NVAF intended to make the
runway at Dong Hoi jet-capable. Mig-21 aircraft launched from any of these fields were capable
of penetrating the DMZ area in less than 17 minutes. The NVAF, by its actions during the latter
ar of 1971, indicated an increased willingness to conduct air operations beyond NVN boraers. 5 8

(S) One obvious target of the Mig aircraft was the B-52, and the bombers reported several
sightings of Mig aircraft during November and December. In addition to Mig sightings and
attacks, none of which were successful, SAM activity increased noticeably, a trend that had been
developing thrcughout the year. The missile sites, normally moved northward during the rainy
season, were instead left in place and additional missiles brought southward and placed along
the LOC. The frequency of trackings by the FANSONG radar system of the SAM sites, followed
by SAM firings at US unarmed reconnaissance aircraft on authorized missions over North Viet-
ziam, grew alarmingly. Tiis latter challenge, coupled with the Mig sightings, brought about
"protective reaction" strikes by US aircraft against these sites, airfields, and other military
targets. Normally these reaction strikes were limited to the SAM sites and adjoining radar sites
which were detected pre-paring to fire missiles at reconnaissance or TACAIR planes. From the
time of the bombing halt in November '968 until 30 Nov 71 there were 692 protective reaction
strikes made against missilc and AAA sites. 59
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Reinforced Protective Reaction Strikes

(S) A few of these protective reaction strikes were preplanned and reinforced, both in size
and target scope. These raids, flown throughout the year, garnered considerable interest in
the US and world press. The strikes were planned by MACV and 7AF and approved by the JCS.
The initial ones were aimed almost exclusively at SAM sites. Mig attacks in November and
December 1971 cauEed a broadening of the target scope during these months. 6 3

(S) The first of the reinforced strikes, the 7AF Operation LOUISVILLE SLUGGER, began
on 10 Jan 71. The operation initially entailed reconnaissance aircraft flying along specified
LOGC in North Vietnam accompanied by two escort aircraft and a "fast FAC" F-4. When SAM
radar sites were detected, prestrike photography was accomplished by the recon plane which
then returned to base. The FAC identified the location and, with the two escorts, left the area
for refueling. This accomplished, the FAC, having provided his escorts information on the
target while refueling, returned to t.e target where the escorts proceeded with the strike. Due
to poor weather and a lack of target sightings, strikes in this first reinforced protective reaction
strike of 1971 were made on only 3 days; 20, 21, and 28 February. The 67 strikc sorties des-
troyed or damaged five SA-Z missiles, 15 SA-2 transporters and 14 vehicles. 61

(S) While the objectives of LOUISVILLE SLUGGER were achieved, it did not prevent the
Communists from continuing the SAM attacks on Allied aircraft in Laos. On 14 March an
Australian (RAAF) Canberra bomber was hit by an SA-2 missile near the DMZ. Five days
later a USAF F-4 was also hit by an SA-2 over Tchepone, Laos but it was able to return to base.
Shortly thereafter B-52s supporting LAM SON 719 sighted two SA-2 missiles fired at them; both
missed. With this clear evidence that the enemy intended to continue using his AAA and missile
capabilities to disrupt Allied interdiction in the STEEL TIGER area, a reinforced protective
reaction strike was launched. fRACTURE CROSS ALPHA was conducted on 21 and 22 Mar 71.
A total of 234 strike and 30 armed reconnaissance sorties were flown by the USAF and US Navy
destroying eight SA-2s, two SA-2 transporters, one FANSONG radar, six control vans, 64
buildings, and 45 trucks. 62

(S) As the rainy season approached. during the spring and summer months, Allied aerial
activity lessened, reducing SAM firings accordingly. By September 1971, however, as the
approaching dry season permitted more aerial activity, it was clear that the Communists intended
to contest the Allied planes to a greater degree than in previour years. This led to the MACV-
directed Operation PRIZE BULL flown on 21 Sep 71 against targets within 35 nautical miles of
the DMZ. In this one operation 200 combat sorties were flown in North Vietnam over only three
targets: the Thu Thu, An Bo, and Xuan Duc petroleum storage areas just south of Dong Hoi.Poor weather made PRIZE BULL the first all-instrument strike of such magnitude ever conducted
using the LORAN bombing system exclusively. Despite the poor bombing conditions Thu Thu was
40 percent destroyed, An Bo 75 percent and Xuan Duc 25 to 50 percent destroyed. A total of
eighty-three 5,000 gallon and eight 7,000 gallon storage tanks were destroyed or damaged, which
was estimated to have had a major effect upon the enemy's 1971-72 dry season logistic effort.
The entire strike force of over 200 sortie.- suffered no losses and no battle damage. 63

t(S) Once again, in late December, MACV obtained authority to hit targets in NVN as SAM ,
attacks increased in intensity. " .e additional factor made the new Operation PROUD DEEP
ALPHA *important -- the increased sightings and occasional attacks by Mig aircraft against /
B-52 and TACAIR aircraft. Between 26 and 30 Dec 71, USAF and USN TACAIR planes flew
1,025 strike sorties against varied targets in NVN below 20 degrees north, making PROUD
DEEP ALPHA the biggest attack and deepest penetration since the bombing halt in November
1968. Weather was persistently poor throughout the 5 days of the limited duration operation
necessitating all-v-. .ther bombing systems for a majority of the targets. The targets consisted
chiefly of POL dump,, transportation points, barracks, and airfields. Three aircraft, one
USAF F-4, one USN F-4, and one A-6 were downed with one of the two-man crew of the A-6

scued. All three aircraft were lost due to SAMs.t)4
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AIR FORCE ADVISORY GROUP (AFGP)

(U) COMUSMACV continued to exercise command over the Air Force Advisory Group
(AFGP) with operational control vested in 7AF. AFGP teams, stationed at eight difierent air
bases within RVN were charged with assisting and advising the VNAF as it grew, and with
improving the quality of its combat readiness.

(S) It was the duty of the AFGP to conduct the Consolidated Republic of Vietnam Improve-
ment and Modernization Program (CRIMP) as it applied to the VNAF. The ultimate goal was
a self-sufficient and combat-ready VNAF. By early 1971 five VNAF air divisions were activated
with ,nits based at Tan Son Nhut, Pleiku, Da Nang, Nha Trang, Bien Hoa, Binh Thuy, and Soc
Trang.(See Figure VI-4.) In addition to improving the VNAF equipment by substituting new and
higher performance aircraft for older equipment, the AFGP began in 1971 to phase out the
training of VNAF personnel in the US. This offshore training, involving language schooling as
well, was slow and kept the VNAF dependent upon USAF facilities. Accordingly, a major
effort was made during the year to translate technical orders into Vietnamese and construct
training aids so that training could be accomplished within the RVN. Mobile training teams
were sent from the US with specially-built training aids to expedite the teaching of VNAF

4 maintenance pert;onnel. All helicopter pilot training for VNAF students was shifted to RVN in
June 1971, leaving only 120 fixed wing student pilots entering training in the US. The lesson
was clear that instead of the expensive and time-consuming effort of training foreign nationals
in the US, the most productive method in the long run was to train a few instructors in the US
and establish a school in-country, teaching in the students' native language. 65

(S) The growing role of the VNAF in close air support was a convincing indication of
VNAF capability. With the reduction of USAF squadrons the growing VNAF was able to assume
an increasing portion of the attack sorties flown in RVN during 1971. Preparations were
underway to gradually increase the VNAF role in COMMANDO HUNT VII during 1972.

CONCLUSION

(U) In January 1971 after his return from a trip to SEA, SECDEF Laird stated to the press
that the remaining air and sea resources of the US in SEA would be used to protect the lives of

the men who remained during the phasedown. The SECDEF stated:

We will use airpower, and as long rs I am serving in this job, I will recom-
mend that we use airpower to supplement the South Vietnamese forces. ...
to reduce American casualties and protect American lives as we continue to
withdraw and reduce the American presence in Southeast Asia and particularly

in Vietnam: 66

(U) While the phasedown during 1971 severely reduced USAF strike capability, a sufficient
force remained in SEA to carry out the expressed wishes of the SECDEF.
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CHAPTER VII

RVN DEFENSE AND DEVELOPMENT

INTRODUCTION

(b) Pacification c'anged its emphasis during 1971. In past years the pacification effort had
been concerned almost totally with increasing the security of the towns, villages, and hamlets in
South Vietnam, thereby providing the people with a more secure environment in which to live and
work. Total security was not realized during 1971, but sufficient areas were secured so that the
thrust of the effort could be diverted into the complex task of nation building. This meant that
more attention could be paid to the economic, social, and political development of the nation --
vital problems which hitherto had been forced to yield priority to development of security.

(U) Development became the watchword for 1971, and self reliance -- Tu Cuong -- the theme.
Throughout the year great strides were made toward the goal of self-sufficiency in economic mat-
ters, in political activitie-s, and in the social well-being of the individual South Vietnamese citizen.
Economically the GVN sought to stabilize critical prices on foodstuffs and instituted wage reforms
affecting a large segment of the military and civilian population. The Government initiated social
welfare programs benefiting war veterans and victims, educational institutions, ethnic minorities,
and public health. Politically there was less reform but existing structures were tested twice in
national elections and found to be at least satisfactory to achieve the desired aims. 1

(U) Since 1967 MACV support to the pacification effort had been implemented through the
Civil Operations and Rural Development Support (CORDS) staff and advisory structure. CORDS
efforts had included planning the MACV participation, developing systems to carry out the program,
measuring progress and monitoring results, supplying and administering material support to
Government of Vietnam (GVN) agencies, and, in general, bearing much of the responsibility for
the entire pacification effort. As the GVN stabilized and became more capable, the MACV CORDS
function changed. With the theme of self-reliance dominating the GVN effort in 1971, the CORDS
function became increasingly advisory.

(U) Most significantly, in formulating the 1971 pacification and development program, the
Vietnamese demonstrated an increased desire and capability to develop and carry out their own
plans. Self-reliance encouraged improvement in self-government, one of 1971's basic objectives.
Advancement of self-defense came about through improvement in Territorial Forces and the
National Police; while programs such as land reform, more rural banks, extended credit, and
public works demonstrated the increased efforts at self-development.

Organization for Pacification

(U) Self-reliancg started with the leadership. GVN emphasis on stronger leadership was
made evident by the interest and activity shown by all officials from the President through the
ministries, province leaders, and all the way down to the local level.

(U) The GVN's Central Pacification and Development Council (CPDC) had the ultimate
responsibility for pacification efforts and for coordination of the national plan. President Thieu
headed the CPDC and provided leadership for the many GVN ministries and agencies involved.
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The subordinate Region and Province Pacification and Development Councils provided the local
officials with an expeditiou- route for bringing their problems to the attention of the President
and the Prime Minister. By 1971 more and more of the problems were being solved at a lower
level by coordination between the provincial services and the Provincial Pacification and Develop-
ment Councils. To advise the GVN at each level of the pacification structure, CORDS had the
parallel advisory organization shown in Figure VII-1.

(U) COMUSMACV was charged with the US civil and military responsibility for the GVN
pacification effort, under the overall authority of the US Ambassador. (MACV responsibilities
and functions are' discussed further in Chapter II.) Under the Deputy to COMUSMACV for CORDS,
the ACofS CORDS continued to supervise the MACV pacification and development effort in 1971.2

As the planning, support, and implementation of security and development programs became
more and more a Vietnamese function, MACV CORDS advisory assistance was reduced.

Vietnamization of Pacification Effort

(U) One reason that "CORDS advisory personnel could be reduced was that pacification
programs had shown remarkable improvement in securing the countryside. Beginning with the
cross-border operations into Cambodia in June 1970, self-defense activity increased within the
Vietnanese Government as well as among the people. This heightened interest hurt the
enemy infrastructure and he-ped to strengthen the security of the country. By early 1971
increased success in providing security sparked efforts throughout all the developmental programs
and provided the enthusiasm which carried over so successfully into the year's activities.

(C) In terms of transferring management techniques and program innovations to the GVN,
Vietnamization has been underway since MACV CORDS' inception in 1967. This transfer had
followed a consistent pattern: first, development of an awareness within the GVN leadership
of the scope of its responsibilities followed by establishment within the GVN of the requisite
programs and management tools, supported by combined US and GVN funding. The eventual

objective was complete GVN control and organization of the programs with 100 percent GVN
funding.

(C) Reduction in US advisors. The accelerated US drawdown speeded the process of
Vietnamization. MACV underwent a reduction in advisory strengths from the FY70 peak person-
nel levels; however, by end-1971 this reduction affected the advisors' method of operation more
than it affected the programs themselves. Between 3 Mar and 31 Dec 71, the reductions occurred
mainly among military personnel who advised the various security programs. This change in
the number of CORDS military advisors is indicated below:

30 Jun 67 30 Jun 68 30 Jun 69 30 Jun 70 30 Jun 71 31 Dec 71

Authorized 339 5,943 6, 154 6,876 4,752 3,201
Assigned NA NA 5,951 6,465 4, 924* 2,671

* 1Jul 71

(C) The greatest reduction of military advisors occurred at the district level and in the
Mobile Advisory 'reams (MAT). Some district teams were eliminated, leaving only a liaison
officer in the province. In other cases only a one- or two-man advisory team remained in the
district. In the more contested areas, where security remained a problem, teams were main-
tained pending further force reduction requirements. While the size of province and district
teams decreased, the quality of the advisory effort did not seriously diminish. In some cases,
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smaller teams freed senior advisors from burdensome administrative duties allowing them to
spend more time in the field.

(C) The MATs were reduced from 487 on 1 Mar to 66 on 31 Dec 71, with their tasks shifting
gradually from training of units to training their Vietnamese MAT counterparts. The reduction
forced cancellation of plans to utilize US MATs to upgrade PSDF units.

(C) The civilian advisory effort was reduced along with the military as shown below:

30 Jun 67 30 Jun 6? 30 Jun b9 30 Jun 70 30 Jun 71 31 Dec 71
Authorized 1,255 1,683 1,324 1,198 1,031 747

15 May 67 1 May 68 29 Jun 69 16 Jan 70 30 Jun 71 6 Jan 72
Assigned 829* 1,172* 1,152 1,127 744 728 •

* Number of assigned DOD civilians not available; only 4 were authorized.

(C) In general, there was a tendency to consolidate the advisory effort at a higher command
leve. As a result, there was a shif. in functions of adviscrs from close supervision and technical
advice for on-going activities to program monitoring and broader managerial advice. This shift
resulted in some reduction of technical support; the withdrawal of medical advisors, for example,
curtailed the mEdical civic action program (MEDCAP) lor the rural population and ended the
nonitoring of medical supplies in district and village dispensaries.

(C) During 1971 3USPAO phased out its advisory role to the Vietnam Information Service
(VIS), and as a consequence, the military advisory effort increased. Province PSYOP, POLWAR,
Civic Action, and VIS advisors filled the void. The main thrust of their efforts was directed
more toward advisory assistance to military POLWAR activities than to civilian VIS functions.

(C) Evaluation and reporting. The reduction of military and civilian CORDS personnel
in the field had an impact on the evaluation and reporting through US charnels of various 1971
defense and development programs. CORDS'capability to provide independent evaluation of
programs wq.s significantly curtailed at all levels, since some reports were Vietnamized and
others eliminated. Further reductions in reports would be necessary as CORDS manpower was
further reduced.

(C) The Vietnamization of the Hamlet Evaluation System (HES) began on 1 Jul 71 when the
GVN took over from US advisors the reporting for 39 districts. As of 31 Dec 71, 103 districts
vere reported on by Vietnamese HES officers. Generally, it appeared that the Vietnamese
were reporting conditions realistically, although there were isolated instances of misunder-
standing of HIES questions. CPDC and the Military Region Pacification and Development
Councils reacted promptly to discrepancies noted, and initiated corrective action to insure the
integrity of the system.

(C) In early 1970 the GVN and US Government concluded that a third-generation computer
center should be established so that the GVN could prepare to take over data processing for 11
CORDS and 9 USAID joint-use management information systems, a function that was formerly
accomplished by the MACV Data Management Agency and the USAID Information Systems Center.
During 1971 this group completed its planning ani work began for automating a program manage-
ment system. Some training took place during 1971 but formal agreement between the US and
GVN for iunding the project was not reached until early 1972.
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PACIFICATION PLANNING

(C) Since the success of the Accelerated Pacification Campaign in late 1968, pacification
planning in Vietnam had demonstrated two characteristics: evolutionary development and increased
GVN direction and initiative. With eac' new plan th success of previous plans was consolidated
and actions taken to overcome weakness.

(C) Pacification efforts in 1971 were la-nched in the optimistic wake of the 1970 momentum.
The 1970 program had been marked by significant improvcment in the security situation and in
the GVN's handling of various political, social, and economic programs. Enemy initiatives had
been forestalled throughout he country. GVN political growth was evident at all levels. By the
end of 1973, 95 percent of all villages and hamlets had elected officials, and these officials were
being made more effective by an aggressive training program. All provinces had elected pro-
vince councils, who were pacticipating in decision making. Money to complete development
projects which had been decided upon by the villagers, was reaching the villages. People were
moving about freely as they gained c.nfidence in the new atmosphere of safety. 3

(C) In an effort to complete 1970's unfinished business end to make a smooth transition
from the 1970 to the 1971 plan, a Supplementary Pacification and Development Campaign was
devised to cover the period from 1 Nov 70 to 28 Feb 71. This would permit a new annual
planning cycle, coinciding with the Vietnamese lunar year. The supplementary campaign
focused on five special interest programs which required additional attention.

-- Destruction of the VC infrastructure (VCI) through the Phunj Hoang Program. Results
were not entirely successful, since the enemy's penetration capability remained.

-- A special Chieu Hoi campaign was launched to induce 12, 100 more enemy soldiers to
change sides. The goal was not reached, due in part to reduced military activity.

The identification card program proved to have too ambitious a goal. By 28 Feb 71,
only 67. 3 percent of those persons registerable countrywide were actuglIly registered,
and ID cards had been issued to 53.5 percent of those estimated to be registerable.
The importance of the ID card program lay in the isolation of the VCI and the tighter
control it gave the Government over the population.

-- The special information program suffered from lack of interest by local officials, and
thus did not achieve its purpose of stimulating the various programs through publicity.

The program to eliminate VC contrcl.ed hamlets was the most successful of the special
interest programs. By assigning Territorial Forces to the V category (VC controlled)
hamlets, 160 of 206 hamlets were upgraded, leaving only 46 V hamlets as compared to
602 the year before.

(C) The last 2 months of the Supplementary Campaign were nomable for the emphasis placed
on preparing the 1971 province pacification plans; heretofore the TET holiday period had been
marked by a general letdown in pacification activity. The GVN was also active in upgrading
leade.'ship throughout the country: 12 changes were made ;n province chiefs and mayors in
January. At the same t'me the Nationai Police Directorate was upgraded to a National Police
Command at the ministerial level; a new, aggressive Eirector General was ramed; and 15, 975
additional rr en recruited during January and February. Overall, the 1970 Supplementary
Campaign provided the impetus to comp!ere the 1970 goals and prepare fur implementation of the
1971 plan. 4
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Figure VII-2 summarizes the results of the Supplementary Campaign.

SUPPLEMENTARY CAMPAIGN RESULTS
(I Nov 70 to 28 Feb 71)

Attainment
Program Supplementary Plan Goal End February

Territorial Security Upgrade 160 VC controlled hamlets 206

Protection from Terrorism Neutralize 7,200 VCI 6,676

Reduce Terrorist incidents to a maximum 1,432 2,972

Expand NP force to 108,000 103,875

PSDF Organize and train 1, 00, 000 combat forces 1,329, 375

Issue 600, 000 arms to province logistics
centers 602,547

Form 14, 290 Key Inter-teams 13,576

Local Administration Elect Z, 151 village governments 2,096

Elect 10, 5Z2 hamlet governments 10,235

Chieu Hoi Program Rally 12, 100 Hoi Chanhs 9,560

Brighter Life for War Victims Pay benefits in place to 203,681 victims 146,262

Pay returr-to-village benefits to
373, 514 victims 408,126

Land Reform Distribute 200, 000 ha of land to farmers under

Land-to-the-Tiller program 215, 638 ha

Distribute 29, 650 ha of squater land to the people 27, 150 ha

Survey and distribute 40, 0.90 ha of land to
Montagnards 38, 569 ha

Miracle Rice Cultivation Plant 500, 000 ha of miracle rice 508, 000 ha

Rural Banks Establish 29 rural banks 5

Rural Credit Grant $VN6. 6 bil in ADB loans $VN6.2 bil

Source: MACCORDS Rpt to CINCPAC Figure VII-2

The 1971 Community Defense and Local Development Plan

(U) Planning for the 1971 pacification and development campaign had begun early in 1970.
For the first time the GVN had taken the lead in preparing the plan, while MACV CORDS served
increasingly in an advisory role. In a time phasing which permitted a natural integration with
the Vietnamese lunar year and the realities of the GVN budgetary process, the plan ccvered the
period 1 Mar 71 to 28 Feb 72. The 1971 Community Defense and Local Development Plan (CD
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and LD Plan) was actually published 2 months in advance of its effe-;tive date, to allow time for
subordinate plans to be written. As distributed on 7 Jan 71, the GVN plan carried with it the
strong endorsement of COMUSMACV, who requested full support in its implementation.

(C) Participation of all the people was the keynote. Building upon the successes of the past,
the 1971 CD and LD Plan devoted additional resources to advance the process of self-defense,
self-government, and self-development. Thus the plan emphasized local as opposed to national
initiative, recognizing the fact that the GVN had extended control over nearly all of the popula-
tion and populated areas of Vietnam. A great share of the burden of defense was to be borne
locally. Theterm "pacification" was dropped from the plan title, since pacification in its
original sense of wresting the populace from enemy control had practical'y been achieved. The
former program of pacification and development had advanced into a faz more complex develop-
ment stage. The 1971 plan reflected a shift in emphasis to the politicai, social, and economic

efforts needed to consolidate government control.

(C) The 1971 CD and LD Plan was simplified by replacing the eight objectives of 1970 witn
three broad objectives: Self-Defense, Self-Government, and Self-Development; see Figure
VII-3. Under these broad objectives were a number of individual programs, including certain
new ones. The programs were organized under the three objectives in order to clearly place
focus on the three primary purposes of the entire effort, i.e., maintenance oX a permanent
security for the population, participation of the population in government, and development of a
better life for all the population.

-- The goal for the Local Self-Defense objective was to provide security to all the popula-
tion of the RVN and produce an environment in which all national programs would be
successfully completed.

-- The goal of the Local Self-Government objective was to increase the effectiveness of
local administration through better organization and management and increased aware-
ness of the meaning of democracy.

-- The third objective, Local Self-Development, rested on the achievements of the military,
the people, cadre, and officials through the past years. It aimed at committing all the
people to the effort of developing the economy and the society so that ,rogress toward
self-sufficiency could be obtained.

Two special programs, the Urban Program and the Ethnic Minority Program, were dictated by
recognition of the fact that population was increasing in the urban areas and necessary improve-
ments would be required in the living conditions of these people. The problems of the ethnic
minorities were to be handled through special development programs which would be based on

the traditional customs as well as on the special characteriscics of the particular group.

(U) Figure. VII-3 shows the organization of the individual programs under the three broad
objectives which they supported. Subsequent sections of this chapter describe each oi the pro-
grams and progress made in 1971.5

Planning for the Future

(U) Ever since the GVN produced its first annual Pacification and Development Plan in
1969, these plans had been developed for only the ensuing year. This was realistic in the rapidly

changing situation wbich marked the early years. By 1971 the situation had stabilized to the
point where langer range planning was both feasible and necessary. Recognizing this, the GVN
began developing a four-year plan, in which the, introduced an increasing amount of their own
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original plan %ing. The resultant Four-Year Coitimunity Defeznse and Local Development Plan
(1972-1975) continued the three broad objectives of the previous 1971 CD and LD Plan: Local
SeV Dthfeaa, Local Sclf-Governenent, and Local Self-Development. Of the 29 individual programs
which tell under chese broad objectihes, five 'vere entirely new: Administrative Security, Local
Rev n ue Improv.ement, Finance, Eradication of Social Evils, and Administrative Reform.

kLJ) Initial planning began with prelimintary ds.ussions in May 1971, aid progiessed through-
out the year. Most of the programs were completed by February 197t, but the official start of
the 4-year program was held in abeyance by the delayed issuance of Presidential guidance.
Nevertheless the plan began to be implemented in March 19?2 a3 the provinces began p-odu(-ing
cheir plans.

LOCAL SELF-DEFENSa.

Local Self-Defense Pt'ograms

(C) The first of the three basic objectives in the GVN 1971 Community Defense and Local
Development Plan was Loca, Self-D-.i#ense. Its goal was to provide security to all the population
of the RVN so that. an environm,,nt would exist in which ail national programs could be success-
fully completed. Local ,FeLf-Defense ci.nsisted of five programs.

(C) Territorial Security. Using P VrvAF and civil forces to the best advantage, the goal
was to provide A and B categorr (gene:altf "-dequate) security to 95 percent of the total popula-,
tion in hamlets and to eliminate all V category hamlets. Additional goalo were to deny the enemy
use of roads, national ma.--wer, and materiel; develop fully manned, well equipped, trained,
and aggressive Regional , , s nits; and reduce the divisional tactical aress of responsibility
so as to increase mobility of major units.

(C) People's Self-Defe,xe Forces. The second of the '07l security-telated pv.grams
was improvement of the People's Self-Defense Force (PSDF), which along with the National
Police provided the internal defendf, of populated hamlets. A strong training program was
planned, ard the strength (A combat PSDF was to be increased to 1, 500, 000 combat PSDF members
(this strength increased the hardcore PST)F inerrbers'to 1,000,000 plus the 500, 000 regular combat
members). The one million hardcore PSDFi were to be equipped with 500,000 weapons in varying
ratios bag.ed on local requirenents, and would be grouped int, 15, 000 ba.d-ore Inter-Teams, each
supported by a Development Intar-Team on a one-for-one basis. In addition to the internal
defense of populated hamlets, PSDF members were to actively participate in the campaign against
the VCI, in the People's Information Program,and the Youth Program.

(C) Nafional Police. The key element in the fight against the VCI and in reduction of
terrorism and sabotage was ro be the National Police with the support of the PSDF. To carry
out this program, manpower, operational effectiveness, and indiviJual motivation would have to
be improved. The general goals set for the National Poiice were to increase personnel strength
to 122. )0; provide further training for all policemen, including political education; and sub-
stantially increase pe,'sonnel :, village police stations.

(C) Phung Hoang Program. The major ef,'rt in protecting the people from terrorism
was the Phung Hoang ?rogram, designed to eliminate the VC infrastructure. The main objective
of this cortinuing program was to neutralize Communist cadre in categories A (Communist party

members) and B (probationary members and cadre in positions of leadership). Priority targets
wore hsted as key VCI elements, especially finance/economy, sapper, communication/liaison,
and t,.op proselyting elements, and those organizations subordinate to the Communist provisional
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government. Photographs of confirmed VCI were to be collected and posted prominently.
Effective implementation of the program was to be achieved through accurate targeting of
euspects, however the program's efficiency was to be maintained only within the framework of
the law.

(C) Chieu Hoi Program. The final major program which would help achieve the Local
SelV-Defense objective was the Chieu Hoi Program. Its purpose was twofold: to decrease the
enemy's potential and to increase that of the RVN. Ralliers would be used in operations attacking
the VCI and also exploited for information. 6

Territorial Security Program

(G) The underlying principle )f territorial security, according to the CD and LD Plan, was
that the most effective way of assui'ing security was to keer enemy forces away from the Viet-
namese people and neutralize thc VCI. All of the organized and armed forces of the GVN, assisted
by FWMAY, were to conduct operations to develop and maintain stability and security required
for the success of the CD and LD Pla. f'he Regional Forces (RF), Popular Forces (PF), and
Nationai Police (NP) were the primary forces responsible for territorial security. 7

(C) The mission of the RVFAF/FWMAF continually moved away from the static local
security associated with pacifiaticn. During 1971, regular force support to pacification 4.ontinued
in the training of Territorial Forces, clearing operations into the last of the VC strongholds and
major base areas, and interdiction of enemy supply routes. By p-eventing an enemy large unit
threat, these operations made it possible for territorial and local forces to maintain local secur-
ity consistent with the "area security concept,

(TT, Trends in Territorial Security. The area security concept and the role of civil and
military forces is described in Annex H, "Trends in Territorial Security. " This annex also
discusses achievements in security bv force and military region.

(C) Territorial Forces Assessment. Significant progress was made during 1971 in 4he
redeployment cf excess forces from secure ar'eas to insecure areas. This was the dominant
therme in.Terr, .. I Forces improvement during the year. To provide better information on
security reqirerents and deployment of forces, a computerized system was introduced. The
data were used to stimulate command attention to areas of potential misemployment of RF/PF
units. As operations became routine and less entl..siastic, the RF/PF statistics generally
reflected some degree of stagnation among these forces.

(C) Regional Forces operations from March to December 1971 showed an overall decline
in the percentage of operations with contact, although the number of RF operations did increase
during the period. The enemy to friendly KIA ratio dropped from 4.5:1 in January to 2. 8:1 in
December. The weaponr, exchange ratio varied with an average of 4.7:1 for the year; this
represented a decrease when compared with the 1970 average of 5. 4:1. The percentage of
Popular Forces operations with contact remained consistently low. The number of PF operations
decreased during the first 5 months of the year and then increased sharply during the next 6
months. The average enemy to friendly KIA ratio and weapons exchange continued to decline
from a high point reached in May. 8

(C) The objective of providing A and B category security to 95 percent of the total population
in hamlets and khoms (urban cul.division) was not met, but gains made were nevertheless signifi-
cant, as shown in Annex H. Countrywide the percentage of population living in hamlets rated A
or B (generally adequate security) was 84. 3 by the end of 1971, compared with 73. 9 in January
1971. The reduction of VC controlled hamlets and the reduction in the attacks-by-fire (ABF) and
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iterroritim r.180 attested to imrp-.oved security. Only 10 VC harnietb remined countrywide as of
31 Dec 71, with the elimination of all VC hamlets by 29 Feb 72, a real possibility. The goals of
roducing ABF below 2, 000 by 29 Feb 72 was also attainable, since there ware onxly 1, 649 by the
year's end. 9

People's SeLl-Defense Force Program

(C) The People's Self-Defense Force (PSDF) increaoied in importance during 1971 due both
to the emphasis an self-defense in the CD and LD Plan and oai the reallocation of forces. The
PSDF was a militia force made up of men and boys above -or below draft age, and women. All
were unpai I and served on a part-timyie basis in defense of their own hamniets. Improvement of
the PSD)F was to be achieved under the 1971 CD and LD Plant through a strong training program
and an increase in personnel Attesting to the increttsing GVN in~terest in PSDF was the Lower
1!ouse approval of $VNI, 070, 826, 000 !or the PSDF program, two and one-half times the 1970
Lppropriation.

(CZ) The 1971 CD and LD Plan estabLohed quantitative goalr for PSDF; it also required
imnorovemnem in the quality o! training for Key Inter-Teams (KIT) (the core ldement of PSDF
organization); organization and training of additionial combat teami to augmeot KIT; and
organization of support PSDF into Development Inter-Ths~ms (DIT). In 1971, PSDF in conjunction
with the National Polize and~ Popular Forces, assumed responsibility for security in 4, 8?Z A, B,
and C hamlets or 40 perc mnt of 4he HES hamlet base. Additional major emphasis was placed on
develooment, of PSDF youth programs, concentrating on athletizs, camporees and rallies, and
on PSDF parti-:ipat.on in the People's Information and Lo,.al Self-Development programs.

(C) 01 14, 879 organized Key Inter-Teams, 14, 365 or 96 percent had been trained by the end
of 1971. Of the 1%, 214 SIT organire', 66 percent had receivrd some training. However, due to
the provisions of Minsterial Circular No. 1196, dated 2 Sep 71, a problem evolved in rneeting

* the requirements of the CD and LD 'Plan for KIT leaders. The circular provided for drafting all
S eligible PSDF members and specifically forhada the training ot 17 year olds as KIT leaders. To

help maintain the KIT leade rship through the~end of &t1 year, an agreement between the Ministry
of Defense and the Ministry of In.erior was reached allo'vihg for deferment of 65.,000 of the
trainirg KIT leaders until January 1972. In the op5.r.ion of the Ministry of Interior, the provisions
of Circular No. 1196 seriously limited the number of persons available to become Inter-Team
leaders and the agieement did not solve thIis problem. Consequenitl during the last quarter of
tnt. year, Leader training declined and only A7 percent (49, 55 1) uf the 1971 training goal (106, 022)
was reached. The overall training status of thu PSDF was as shown below.

Numbe r Percent Number Percent
Goa! Organized Attained Trained Attained

Combat PSDr 1,500,000 1,393, 156 93 1, 322, 500 88
Support PSDF 2,5%10,000 3,035,980 121 2,508,101 101
Key inter-Teams 13, 000 14, 569 99 14, 365 96
Development of Inter-Teams 15C,000 14, 214 95 9,966 66
PSDF Leaders w.6, 022 49,551 47,

(C) Youth received increased attertion within tlhe PSDF program. As of 31 December, the
Directorate General of Youth conducted 23, 153 youth meetings and held 4, 212 youth campouts
and rallies. By the end of lhe year 2, 470 youth councils existed. A Youth Council Handbook was
published in Vietnamese and~ English. 1
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(C) PSDF operational results for the year are shown in Figure VII-4.

PEOPLE'S SELF DEFENSE FORCE EFFECTIVENESS
(as of 3,L Dec 71)

1971 En Fr En to Fr En Wpn Fr Wpn En to Fr Wpn
Month KIA KIA KIA Ratio Losses Captured Loss Ratio

Jan 90 197 0.46:1 63 228 0.28:1
Feb 110 99 1. 11:1 66 212 0.31:1
Mar 89 94 0.95:1 63 132 0.48:1
Apr NA NA NA NA NA NA
May 71 110 0.65:1 35 278 0.13:1
Jun 89 158 0.56:1 779 223 3.49:1
Jul 33 54 0.61:1 39 55 0.71:1
Aug 89 138 0.64:1 86 153 0.56:1
Sep 70 90 0.78:1 54 128 0.42:1
Oct 47 58 0.81:1 34 120 0.28:1
Nov 71 68 1.04:1 ZZ 112 0. ZO:I
Dec 31 52 0.60:1 33 31 1.06:1

Source: MACJ3, Measurement of Progress Figure VII-4

National Police Program

(U) National Police (NP) contributions to the improvement of security extended throughout
the country reaching each village. The Local Self-Defense objective of the 1971 CD and LD
Plan specified that the National Police, in association with the RF and PF, would become the
force responsible for insuring territorial sezurity and elimination of the VCI. Specific duties
under the CD and LD Plan were to:

-- Consolidate law enforcement and maintenance of order in both cities and rural areas in
order to protect the people's lives and property.

-- Play the main role in the neutralization of the VCI with the support of the ARVN, RF,
PF and PSDF in order to improve territorial security.

-- In coordination with the PSDF, assume responsibility for the protection of completely
pacified areas so as to release RF and PF for operations in the outer perimeter of
those areas. 11

(U) National Police organization. The National Police was assigned responsibility
throaghout RVN for law enforcement; maintenance of security and public order; crime

prevention, detection, and investigation, and detention of offenders; collection of all information
conside-ed detrimental to national security; and disister relief. The National Police Command
(NPC) comprised the following levels:

-- A National Police Command headquarters at the central level.

-- Regional Police commands and a Capital Police Command headquarters.
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-- Province, city, district, village, and precinct commands under their respective area
headquarters. 12

(U) Since its inception in 62, the National Police organization had grown from a force
level of 20,900 to 113,686 on 3 Dec 71. During its brief history, the NP had been subject to
several reorganizations in response to emergency service requirements, but changes had never
been so sweeping as during 1971, when there were many major changes in the areas of reorgani-
zation, personnel, and expansion. The organization of the National Police Command as of end-
1971 is shown in Figure VII-5. Additional minor changes were expected during 1972.

(U) Partlcularly responsible for coalescing GVN thinking on the organization of the National
Police was Sir Robert Thompson's "Report on the National Police, Republic of Vietnam, " which
was based on a study commissioned by President Nixon and financed by USAID. Sir Robert, a
recognized expert on counter-insurgency because of his experience in Malaysia, visited Vietnam
with a study group between January and March 1971. The group's final report was made avail-
able to the GVN, MACV, and the American Embassy on 29 Mar 71 ..nd its 157 recommendations
carefully scrutinized. Although all of the proposals were not considered feasible, the stud

proved valuable in the GVN reevaluation of the NP, and to the related US advisory effort.

(U) The Thompson report recognized certain basic facts concerning the needs of South Viet-
nam in the transition period between destructive war and working peace. A majority of the
recommendations were not new, nor were the problems they represented. The report racognized
the need for changing emphasis toward rebuilding the discipline and moral fiber of the nation,
and noted the significance of the police in this endeavor. In his letter to Prime Minister Khiem,
Sir Robert pointed out that the police, who are in daily contact with the people, should be the
starting point for building discipline ard correcting the moral erosion caused by the war. The
most important recommendations were summarized in the reports as,

Making the National Police role of law enforcement independent from political influence;

-- Making the police station the basic unit of the Police Force;

Insuring integrity of command from top to bottom, and full support for the individual
policemen;

-- Improving personnel quality, including a smaller trained profesiional core;

-- Assuming total GVN internal security intelligence responsibilities. 14

(U) The National Police Command was formed in March 1971 with the aboiisbment of the
Police Directorate General. On 12 Jan 71, the NP had received a new commander, MG fran
Thanh Phong. He was replaced on 4 September by Col Nguyen Khai Binh, an experienced
intelligence officer who had been head of the Vietnamese CID.

(U) Command/control matters for the new NPC were oriented through the Prime Minister.
On 1 June the President apprcved and directed the reorganization of the NPC into a more viable
institutional structure and one better able to handle the changing tasks of the police throughout
the nation. In the June reorganization was a requirement for establishment of Police operation
centers at the national, regional, provincial, and district levels. The Capital and the National
Police Command operation centers were inaugurated in September, and began to develop fully

60
operational centers at the regional level.
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(U) The June reorganization actions inceased both the capabilities and prestige of the
NPC and permitted improvements in centralized support to all subordinate police headquarters
and patrolmen. One major change affecting each member of the NPC was the police rank con-

version decree of 22 Jun 71, which provided for the more familiar military-type rank insignia,

merit promotions, and logical progression of salary increases. Lateral entry into the police
service would be permitted only at the second lieutenant and lowest patrolmen levels. In general,
the rank conversion was designed to benefit all members of the NPC in terms of pay, status, and
public acceptance.

(U) After several years of manpower starvation, the NPC was given the opportunity on a

one-time basis, to recruit 34,000 persons in early 1971. For the first time the police could
recruit draft-age persons. This was tantamount to draft exemption, and recruitmenL had to be
halted in April after approximately 28, 000 new recruits were received. Unfortunately, few
quality recruits were available since only persons with less thar, 11 years of formal education

could be recruited. Many recruits had as little as 5 years of formal education. The NP faced

a major training problem in developing quality from quantity. 15

(C) Evaluation of the National Police Command. Because of its importance to the
future stability of the GVN, a year-end evaluation of the NPC by MACV CORDS is of interest.

(C) Organization. Although the change in the NPC and late 1971 preoccupation with the
elections were factors that tended to delay achieving viability in the new command, reports from

the regions concerning village police operations and tne implementation of foot and mobile patrols
indicate that directives were reaching the village level, and compliance was noted. The lac of
competent staff and line officers throughout the NPC indicated that development of overall organ-

ization and operational effectiveness would be slow.

(C) Leadership. Leadership in the NPC was weak, particularly at the middle and

lower levels of the organization. Where competent leadership existed and men adequately
trained and equipped, performance was generally suitable. The late 1971 infusion of 50 field

grade offcers into the NPC staff and command structure, and 484 company grade offio .3 into
field operations and command positions, proved helpful. The NPC was authorized to Lbsorb 665

additional company grade ARVN officers during 1972, and expected to gain 1, 000 police officers
through civilian recruitment and by granting commissions to qualified police sergeants and

sergeant-majors. This was expected to have a major impact on strengthening NPC leadership,

but not until a useful level of experience had been accrued. The 428 police cadets who entered
training in June 1971 were graduated on 12 Jan 72 as police second lieutenants. These officers

represented the first group, since the adoption of the new rank structure, to be selected from

the ranks by special examination and trained as police commissioned officers.

(C) Police performance. There were major problems other than lack. of competent
leadership which affected police performance. Poor security in remote areas and assignment
of police to posts distant from home resulted in poor performance and a substantial number of

desertions. Another factor affecting morale, and consequently perforrrance, was the arrogance

displayed by RVN military personnel toward the police. In many cases tile police were reluctant
to investigate persons who were, or appeared to be, RVN personnel, even though many deserters,

draft dodgers, and common criminals were known to don the RVN uniform for criminal or other

reasons.

(C) Train..ig. The massive training effort to support the sudden and major increase in

NP strength in 1971 was impressive, but the low educaticnal level of recruis, size of the classes,
and quality of the instructor cadre left mul', tc be desired. Training would be emphasized in

1972 in rder to develop quality from quantity. Of special interest during 1971 was the training

of police representing ethnic minorities. The first detachment of 126 Montagnard recruits, out
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of a total of 600, entered training at Pleiku in August 1971. The training was given in the Mon-
tagnard language, and the successful graduates were to be assigned regular police duties in
their own local areas.

(C) Deployment. The NPC was convinced that the police should be brought closel Ln

the people in both rural and urban areas, if civil security was to be achieved and maintained.
Progress during 1971 was encouraging, as substantial numbers of police were assigned to the
villages, and the NPC showed an increasing interest in establishing foot and mobile patrols in
rural villages and hamlets, as well as in the cities. 16

(C) Achievement of 1971 goals. T he 1971 CD and LD Plan set a high standard for the
performance of the National Police. Moreover, it encouraged cooperation between the police
and other organizations. The NP were to "promote and maintain a spirit of cooperation among
the people, between the people and the government, and among goverrnp-ent agencies." Another
significant element of the NP Program was employment of the villages and Aamlets "as the
foundation for the improvement and consolidation of security and order for the enforcement of
national laws. " Clearly, the NP were an important link between the Government and the people.

(C) Statistical goals in 1971 for the National Police were prescribed in the CD and LD Plan
as follcws:.

-- Recruit 30, 000 additional personnel to bring total NP personnel strength in 1971 to
122, 000; . . . recruitment priority will go to local inhabitants, including the ethnic
minorities ....

-- Strengthen the organi'.ation and personnel of 2,051 existing village NP substations . . .
additional village NP substations will be set up within 45 days of village elections.

In comparison with 1970, terrorism and sabotage incidents are to be reduced by 50
percent in areas undergoing pacification and by 75 percent in secure areas.

-- Complete the issuance of 3, 175, 489 ID cards to citizens aged 15 and older. Priority to
MR 4.

(U) Achievement toward attaining goals was mixed. The desired end-strength of 122, 000
by 29 Feb 72 would not be reached, prircipally because the authority to hire had been terminated
in April 1971. NP strength as of end-December 1971 was 113, 686. End of the year developments
were more promising, with recruitment of an additional 5, 000 men authorized on 1 Jan 72 and
485 ARVN officers detached for duty with the NIM. National Police strengths since 1963 are
shown in Figure VII-6.

(U) There had been a significant increase in village police strengths during 1971, with
31,618 at year's end. Another of the NP goals had been to establish police substations in every
village that had an elected government. Following are year-end results by MR:

Villages Village Police Stations

MR 1 462 461
MR 2 613 568 + 19 substations
MR 3 348 314
MR 4 754* 759

SOfficial number
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Also strengthening the village poLice was the fact that in certain selected villages in MRs 1, 2
and 4, the province chiefs had appointed village police chiefs to the additional responsibility of
deputy village chief for security, and placed the PSDF under police operational control for civil
security matters.

(U) The NP was also active in the war against the VCI and terrorism. Operations with other
military forces increased, but the number of VC/VCI eliminated decreased markedly due to a
decrease in the number of VC/VCI targets assigned -. the Field Police by the Phung Hoang Pro-
gram. The important National Identity Registration program, which helped isolate the VCI,
neared completion at the end of 1971, as shown below.

NATIONAL IDENTITY REGISTRATION PROGRAM
(as of I Jan 72)

Registerable Registered Issued

MR 1 1,347,452 1,353,222 1, Z68, 142
MR 2 1,573,683 1,594,380 1,544,051
MR 3 1,973,351 1,981,033 1, 938,703
MR 4 3,234,253 3,476,893 3,300,910
Saigon 1,034,916 989,595 973,193

Total 9, 127,655 9, 395, 128 9,024, 999

(U) In general National Police achievements during 1971 consisted ot strengthing the NPC
organization, assuming increased responsibility for local security under the "force transition
concept" (described in Annex H), improving the law enforcement system, increasing activities
in drug suppression and apprehension of draft evaders, and improving the NP image and prestige. 18

Security Related Programs

(C) Terrorism was one of the most important and effective tactics in the Communist effort
to take over South Vietnam. The GVN's ability to protect the people from terrorism therefore
was a measurable indicator of progress in security, especially as the war gradually phased into
a more subdued and protracted struggle. The decrease in terrorism in 1971 was attributable to
the increased efficiency in the GVN effort in counter-guerrtl a/anti-VCI activities. Statistics
comparing terrorism incidents between end-1970 and end-1971 are shown below:

TERRORISM IN RVN:, 1970 - 1971'1

1970 1971 1970 1971
Wkly Av Wklv A v Total Total

Incidents 223 171 11,600 8,899
Killed 114 77(19*) 5,924 4,038(992*)
WoundeJ 24Z 148 12,593 7,692
Abducted 131 105 6,836 5,338

- Selective assassinations
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(U) The declining trend in terrorist incidents in populated areas was significant. In 1969,
36. 1 percent o! the populatron lived within 1 km of a terrorist incident; in 1960, 32. 6 percent;
and in 1971, 28. 5 percent. (Figures are for second quarter each CY, the annual peak period).
This downward trend was true in all regions except MR I where terrorism increased during
1971, particularly in Quang Nam, Quang Ngai, and Thua Thien provinces. MR 2 showed a
decline in terrorism, w;,1 a cubstantive decrease over 1970, even though the troublesome
provinces of Binh Dinh and Phu Yen conti.ued to have a high incident rate. MR 3 continued to
have the lowest incident rate, Probably reflecting the large GVN presence in and around the
capital. The most dramatic decrease in terrorism in 1971 occurred in MR 4. There the
proportion of people living close to a terrorist incident was only 17 percent, compared to a
countrywide average of 28 percent. Z0

Phung Hoang Program

(C) A key GVN program for 1971 was the Phung Hoang Program, designed to protect the
people from terrorism. The 1971 CD and LD Plan prescribed that first pricrity was to be given
to the Phung Hoang Program which was designed "to coordinate, guide, and supervise all efforts
of military and civilian intelligence and operational agencies in the neutralization of the VCI. "
Operations directed against the VCI included identifying and confirming VCI members; collecting
intelligence on them, and inducing these members to abandon allegiance to the VC and rally to
the GVN. under the Chieu Hoi Program; and capturing or detaining suspected VCI and bringing
them before province security committees or military court: .or legal proceedings. Phung
Hoang training emphasized the desirability of obtaining VCI members alive since they represented
valuable sources of information. 21

(C) Monthly VCI neutralization results showed a steady decline during 1971 even though the
yearly goal was exceeded, with 17, 690 neutralized compared with the calendar year goal of
15,600. The 1971 CD and LD Plan goal (March 71 through February 1972) was 14, 400, of which
12, 000 was for the 10 month period March through December 1971. Neutralizations by MR for
this period were:

Goal Neutralized

MR 1 3,000 2, 361
MR 2 2,000 2,438
MR 3 2,000 1,824
MR 4 5,000 6,565

Total 12,000 13,188

The results by month in terms of types of neutralizations, with comparison to 1970 totals, are
shown in Figure VII-7.22

(C) Emphasis was placed on quality rather than quantity in prescribing the goals. VCI were
counted as neutralized when they rallied, were captured and sentenced for a period of at least 1
year, or were killed. It should be noted that the CD and LD Plan provided that 50 percent of the
total neutralization goal was to be composed of sentenced VCI. To stimulate improved collection
of information on thc VCI, a goal was set to identify 30 percent of the estimated VCI by name. 23

In recognition of the weakness of the quantitive goal system used in 1971, plans were drawn up
for 1972 implementation of a qualitative, VCI neutralization goal system. A concentrated effort
was to be placed on neutralizing key VCI cadre by using specific targeting more extensively.
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VCI NEUTRALIZATIONS
(1971 compared to 1970)

Totally Percent District
Month Rallied Sentenced Killed Neutralized Level or Higher

Jan 672 (559) 789 ( 64) 761 (595) 2,222 (1,218) 23.4 (24.0)
Feb 855 (536) 557 (84) 868 (523) 2,280 (1,143) 24.8 (22.2)
Mar 684 (565) 508 (322) 730 (595) 1,92Z (1,482) 28.8 (24.0)
Apr 377 (574) 531 (423) 640 (694) 1,548 (1,691) 26.5 (22.0)
May 329 (667) 421 (508) 653 (610) 1,403 (1,785) 24.9 (28.3)
Jun 393 (699) 342 (759) 541 (699) 1,Z76 (2, 157) Z7. 1 (27.7)
Jul 459 (577) 529 (510) 479 (542) 1,467 (1,629) 20.3 (26.8)
Aug 462 (738) 316 (1, 141) 609 (660) 1,387 (2, 539) 21.6 (Z3. 1)
Sep 396 (725) 388 (595) 549 (708) 1,333 (2,0Z8) 24.8 (23.0)
Oct 260 (722) 266 (514) 461 (864 987 (Z, 100) 26.0 (27.2)
Nov 427 (672) 180 (484) 383 (816) 990 (1, 974) 2Z.7 (23.3)
Dec 307 (709) 185 (1,001) 383 (885) 875 (2,595) 28.0 (25.4)

Total 5,621(8,417) 5,01Z (7,194) 7,057 (8,952) 17,690 (24,563) 23.9 (24.9)

Note: Figures in parenthesis are :970 figures

Source: MACCORDS Figure VII-7

PERCENTAGE OF VCI NEUTRALIZATIONS
BY FORCE RESPONSIBLE FOR ANTI-VCI ACTIVITIES

Month RF/PF PRU Chieu Hoi Mil NP Other

Mar * , * * * *
Apr 50.2 5.5 14.4 7.6 17.4 4.9
May 48.9 7.5 15.0 7.4 14.6 6.6
Jun 47.8 8.0 13.7 7.9 20.5 5.1
Jul 49.8 5.5 19.2 5.8 15.7 4.0
Aug 47.1 6.3 14.7 6.0 19.2 6.7
Sep 44.4 10.1 17.1 4.0 17.3 7.1
Oct 48.7 7.5 15.5 5.5 17.8 5.9
Nov 44.1 9.2 20.0 4.8 17.8 4.1
Dec 4Z.5 Ii.0 19.0 5.8 16.7 5.0

Av to Date 47.1 7.8 16.5 . 17.4 5.4

- Data not reported due to inaccuracy of figures

Source: MACCORDS Figure VII-8
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(C) The Phung Hoang Program regularly exceeded its annual neutralization goal, but the
question of its actual ability to weaken the VCI was never measurable. Enemy documents indi-
cated that the program was detrimental; on the other hand, a lack of qualified and trustworthy
personnel did permit some corruption in the system. The program did receive ronsiderable
criticiLm from various sources during 1971, particularly the High Value Rewards Program.
MACV maintained no direct control over the program, but used its influence through the US
Phung Hoang advisors (who extended to district level) to improve the program's efficiency and
discourage unlawful, immoral, or inhuman conduct in connection with the program. MACV Dir-

ective 525-36, Phung Hoang Operations, dated 5 Nov 71, prescribed the legal and moral constraints
and specifically prohibited engaging in assassinations "or any other acts in violation of the rules
of land warfare, " and to object to that kind of behavior by the Vietnamese and to report such to
higher US authority. 26

(C/NF) The High Value Rewards Program (HVRP), designed to improve the Phung Hoang
Program was implemented as a pilot program in Quang Nam, Binh Dinh, Bien Hoa, Vinh Binh,
and Vinh Long provinces. Rewards from $VN1 to $VN3 nillion were to be offered for information
leading to the location of selected key VCI; these were to be nominated by each province for
review and final selection b 'he Phung Hoang bloc. To heighten operational interest and effect-
iveness, a specia, inr -ntive _vard was established under HVRP which would pay up to $VN-
200, 000 to the unit whi,.h compiled the info rmation and captured the targeted VCI. Initial funding
for the program was to be provided by MACV, since no source of funds was currently available
within the GVN. If successful, the GVN planned to include allowances in future budgets for a
HVRP. The program was to have been implemented in July 1971, but was postponed until 4 Nov
71 due to inability of field elements to meet criteria established for the selection of candidates.
During this delay, the CORDS Phuj Hoang Directorate attempted to advise and assist the GVN

in perfecting administrative details involved in the program; however, RVN radio and TV
broadcasts informing the RVN citizens of HVRP were noted by the international press and by US
Congressmen. Several unfavorable articles appeared in US press releases calling the program
a "bounty system," several US Congressmen voiced their concern, and one Congressional inquiry
was received. It should be noted, however, that to prevent HVRP from becoming a bounty pro-
gram, only one-half the reward would be paid if a targeted VCI were killed. HVRP -as designed
primarily to obtain information from mercenaries who profited from and worked for the VCI to
volunteer information, or to loyal GVN citizens who would face probable death by volunteering
information but would do so knowing that their families would be economically secure. During
a last minute IMACV/Embassy policy review of HVRP it was decided that op..rational and
political reasons militated against direct US financial involvement in HVRP and consequently
US financial support was withdrawn. Thus the HVRP ended before it was implemented. Dis-
cussions with GVN officials indicated their interest in implementing a modified version of the

, -VRP, but due to budgeting limitations the GVN could not do so in 1971. Nevertheless, there
was a possibility that the GVN would implement this program on a modest scale in the fu',:e. 27

(C) Another attempt at improving the Phung Hoang Program arose from a MACV (CORDS)
reevaluation study of Phun Hoang. Conducted in connection with the Vietnamizat.or, of the pro-
gram the study, entitled "Phung Hoang Re-Examination Study (PHREEX)", cited ti,.- short-comings

of the program summarized as follows:

S-- The Phung Hoang committees and centers established from national to district level do
not serve as an effective coordination mechanism.

*poorly motivated.

. -- The Phung Hoang Center is not a secure repository for intelligence information. -Whis
fact results in a high probability for compromise of sensitive sources and information

makes agencies reluctant to share intelligence with the center.
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-- A direct line of authority and responsibility for implementing the program has not been
firmly established.

Because of these findings the MACCORDS study recommended:

-- Transferring national level responsibility for the full anti-VCI mission to the NPC, on
a time-phased, province-by-province basis during CY72.

-- Providing the NPC with an improved, more efficient intelligence coordination system
devoid of the PhungHoang committees and centers.

-- Increasing the emphasis on the anti-VCI responsibilities of the province and district
chiefs within their respective areas.

Utilizing the National Police as the primary operational element for the attack on the
VCI commensurate with their capability.

Withdrawing US military advisory support to this program as the NPC assumes opera-
tional responsibility.

The recommendations of the plan were presented to approved by COMUSMACV on 23 Sep 71 and
Ambassador Bunker on 6 Oct 71.

(C) As a result of a 19 Nov 71 briefing, the Prime Minister, who acted as Secreatry General
of the Central Pacification and Development Council (CPDC), issued directive No. 3738/PTL/
BDPT/KH 7 on 2 Dec 71 to all MRs, provinces, and cities. This directive, entitled "Implemen-
tation of the Phung Hoang Mission, " representing the GVN response to the MACV recommendation,
did not incorporate all of the recommended ckanges but did produce certain beneficial modifications
The key points of the directive were:

-- The Phung Hoang centers and committees will be retained.

-- In 1972 the National Police will assume overall responsibility for the Phung Hoarg
Program.

-- Special emphasis on the Phung Hoang Program must be applied at all echelons.

-- Wide and active publicity of the Phung Hoan Program must be rade so that the people
clearly understand the importance of their support to the GVN.Z8

4'NZ (C) Following the issuance of the GVN directive, a revised US position based on and consis-
tent with the PHREEX Study and the guidance of the Prime Minister was reached and two new
proposals were presented to him by CORDS' Phung Hoan Directorate on 27 Dec 71. The two
new recommendations were:

To strengthen GVN Phung Hoang Committees at all levels (national to district). This
would be accomplished by modifying the committee membership and by establishing an
executive with a small administrative staff to perform day-to-day management of the
program. The role of the executive wotd be to monitor the program and . . . to enforce
interagency cooperation and coordiniation and to bring command emphasis to bear where
necessary. A District Phung Hoang Committee would be established.

-- To consolidate the functions of the Province and District Intelligence and Operations
Coordinating Centers (PIOCCS/DIOCCS) with the Police Operations Centers (POC) as
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the latter becomes operational. The POC would be charged with day-to-day police
actions against all subversive and lawless elements, including the VC1.

The Prime Minister agreed with the US proposals and implementation planning began immediately. 29

Chieu Hoi Program

(U) Continuing one of the most successful o" the pacification programs, the CD and LD P:,an
established the Chieu Hoi (Open Arms) Prograr; is one of the major means of achieving the

Local Self-Defense objective. The plan set a yearly goal of 25, 000 Hoi Chanhs (ralliers), or
2,083 per month, and prescribed five basic objectives: 3 0

-- Publicize the Chieu Hoi policy and urge enemy cadre and soldiers to rally.

-- Exploit information on the enemy volunteered by ralliers.

-- Help ralliers to create a new life and to be fully reinstated in the national community.

-- Motivate and provide onportunity for ralliers to contribute their abilitie-i to anti-
Communist struggle and to nation building.

-- Guarantee ralliers security.

(U) Since its inception in 1963, th.! Chieu Hoi amnesty progra.n generated over 195, 000
ralliers to the side of the GVN. The program employed extensive use of psychological operations
to induce the enemy to rally. Once rallied, they received 6 to 8 weeks rehabilitation training
at one of the nations' 51 centers before being reintegrated into society. In addition to the raViers,
a selec.ted group of war prisoners (3, 741) of South Vietnamese birth, at their own request, wcre
given rallier status during the year.

(U) The benefits of the program were many over the years. Besides weakening the enemy's
combat strength, the returnees provided an excellent-source of intelligence at a minimal cost in
manpower and resources. They were also a source of recruits for the Vietnamese armed forces.
In the paramilitary area, Luc Luong 66 (Kit Carson Scouts) and Armed Propaganda Teams, all
ex-returnees, utilized Hoi Chanh knowledge of enemy tactics and propaganda methods to neutral-
.ze their former comrades. The Kit Carson Scouts, who operated with Free World Forces
assisting in the collection of intelligence and working as guides, were decreased in number during
1971 due to the redeployment of parent units. Those who remained continued to provide valuable
service with the Allied units. The Armed Propaganda Teams' (APT) primary mission was
neutralization of the VC and VCI through rallying. The APT worked closely with the Phung t
Program; each province had APTs assigne for inducement operations directed at targeted VCI.

(U) Despite intense PSYOP efforts on the part of the GVN Ministry of Chieu H-oi and related
agencies, the Chieu Hoi total for 1971 (20, 357) was less than previous years; in 1969 there had
been 47,023 returnees and in 1970,47,023; the 1971 decline came after the third month of the

year and continued to the October low (869). A': mid-year the o-iginal goal set by the CD and LD
Plan was revised from 25, 000 to 20, 000, a realistic and attainable goal. 32

(U) Part of the reason for the decline was the decrease in number of enemy base areas. In
past years, friendly military operations into base areas had generated large numbers of Hoi
Chanh. Since the transfer of population masses away from the VC areas slowed to a stop,
another traditional source of returnees dried up during 1971. The Communists' shift of tactics
from military to political initiatives lessened the number of military contacts which normally
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Eoi Chanh under the Chieu Hoi program

i learn to be mechanics at the indoctrination

center in Da Nang.

* Boy Scout leaders in discussions with a

Etural Development officer at a rally in

Phan Rang.

Ganh An villagers in Binh Dinh PFrovince build a bridge, a project made possible
through joint financial efftcrts of the GVN and the villagers themnselves.
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generated ralliers; besides fewer opportunities for the enemy to rally, the quantity of lower
level VC/VCI which made up the primary Chieu Hoi potential had greatly decreased due to
attrition and the lack of replacement. The remaining VC/VCI were hard core and difficult to
rally. Further, troop replacements were more frequently from the NVA, who had always been
reluctant to rally, since it would seem to preclude their eventual return to their families and
villages.

(U) The accuracy of classifying and separating Hoi Chanhs improved during 1971, and the
criteria for attaining Hoi Chanh status was more rigid; this reduced the total number to some
degree. Tighter enemy control over potential defectors had also contributed to lowering the
Chieu Hoi rate. On the other hand, dissatisfaction among some ex-military cadre, who had
been switched to political functions or transferred to fill vacancies at'lower echelon position,produced some ralliers. 33

(C) There was some difference of opinion between the US Embassy in Saigon and the US
State Department as to the amount of information/PSYOP support given the Chieu Hoi inducement
phase, with the US Mission position being that the information support had been maintained durin g
the year. Preoccupation with the electoral campaign had only a minor effect on this aspect ofthe GVN performance. 34

(U) Figure VII-9 shows the monthly results of the Chieu Hoi Program and a comparison of
averages for 1970 and 1971. Trends since 1968 are shown in Figure VII-10.

NUMBER OF CHIEU HOI RALIIERS(Jan - Dec 1971)

Month MR 1 MR 2 MR 3 MR 4 Total

Jan 367 291 162 909 1,729
Feb 245 272 245 2,308 3,070
Mar 194 145 174 2,100 2,613
Apr b8 145 121 796 1,130
May 32 133 127 837 1,129
Jun 36 269 136 1, 145 1,586
Jul 23 176 110 1,073 1,382
Aug 24 211 122 696 1,053
Sep 19 119 114 617 869
Oct 9 76 555(a) 842(b) 1,482
Nov 206 402 974 1,800 3, 38"2(c)
Dec 19 89 90 734 932

1,242 2,328 2,930 13,857 20,357*

Year Yearly Average Nation-wide
1971 104 193 244 1,155 1,b96
1970 383 208 493 1,637 2,721

(a) Includes 444 prisoners of war who had been granted returnee status early in the
year but who had not been officially documented until October.

(b) Includes 270 Hoa Hoa who mass-rallied in Chau Doc Province.
(c) Includes 2, 297 prisoners of war who have been granted amnesty and entered the

Chieu Hoi Program (MRl 1 197, MR 2 256, MR 3 873, and MR 4 971).

Source:, CORDS -CHD Figure VII-9
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LOCAL SELF-GOVERNMENT

Local Self-Government Programs

(U) One of the primary purposes of the entire GVN effort was participation of the people in
government. This concept, Local Self-Government, was embodied as a basic objective of the

1971 CD and LD Plan. Building on the progress made during 1970, the GVN planned to increase
the effectiveness of local administration through better organization and management. This
would be achieved by developing self-government capabilities in the administrative, economic,
and financial fields. Thus the Local Self-Government objective encompassed four programs:
People's Administration, People's Information, People's Organization, and the Youth Program.

(U) People's Administration. The key means of improving local level administration
was to be better training of officials. This, combined with elections in 100 percent of the villages
and hamlets and adequate staffing, would make for more effective, better organized, village
administration. One tool to aid self-management was to be the Village Management Book, a~GVN-published guide to viltage administration. A further means of improving administration
would be development of better revenue-raising methods, with the village retaining more of the

taxes collected.

(U) People's Information Program. The mission of the People's Information Program
was to motivate and educate the people to build strong nationalist anti-Communist convictions.
The program was designed mainly as a counter to the enenV's political offensive, and especially
supported political education, Phung Hoang, and the PSDF programs. It was expected to raise
the morale of the people, vigorously develop community awareness, and gain active participation
in government programs. It was hoped that the program would create a strong feeling of confi-
dence in the GVN's ability to bring about genuine and lasting peace with complete security, free-
dom, and prosperity. As explained in the CD and LD Plan, past efforts would be continued
" . . . to make the people fully aware of the benefits and responsibilities of a citizen, so that
they are eager to participate in the objectives of self-defense, self-government and self-develop-
ment. "

(U) People's Organization Program. The People's Organization Program was an
important part of the Local Self-Government objective in that it was designed to strengthen the
development of a healthier society, making the people clear'v understand their responsilbilities
to the village, district, and province. The intent of the program was to provide the people
with the opportunity and means to ,indertake tasks that would be in the common interest and would
generate social awareness and a sense of community responsibility. People's organizations
could assist in all areas of local development:, for example, farmers' cooperatives would join
individuals to work together to solve their common problems.

(U) Youth Program. Originally begun in 1970, the Youth Program's purpose was to
provide a new generation of aware and useful citizens who could contribute to the nation-building
process. Besides encouraging sports programs and youth.pganizations, the 1971 Youth Pro-
gram was to emphasize educational and technical training.

Progress in Local Self-Government

(U) With the stimulus of the CD and LD Plan, progress was made in the Local Self-Govern-
ment objective during 1971, particularly in local administration. Elections were held for the
Lower House and Presidency, with some 79 percent of the eligible voters casting their ballots
in the House election and a turnout of almost 88 percent of the registered voters in the presidential
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referendum. By the end of the year free elections had been held in 98 percent of the villages,
but progress fell short of the planned goals. First time elections could not be conducted in the
number of villages planned because of the uncertain secirity situation in the areas concerned!
by end-December only 12 (out of a goal of 31) villages and 203 (out of 328) hamlets had held
elections for the first time. Reelections were programed to be conducted in 13 villages and 216
hamlets, but these were actually completed in only one village and 203 hamlets.

(U) Training to improve local administration moved ahead during 1971. The National Cadre
Training Center (NCTC) at Vung Tau [called the National Training Center (NTC) prior to July
19711 completed training for an additional 13, 623 village and hamlet officials, despite cancellation
of several training cycles to permit training instead of 24, 117 National Police. NCTC trainees
in all categories totalled 47, 242 for the calendar year 1971, while an additional 5,000 attended
special short seminars. US advisors were withdrawn from the National Training Center on 30
Jun 71. All staff employee salaries were then adjusted to the lower GVN scales, and local

procurement replaced former US direct supply channels. Mess and housing standards declined,
which affected both staff and student morale. By 31 Dec 71 the NCTC had been totally Vietnam-
ized, with all support in 1972 to come from the GVIN national budget.

(U) Increasing emphasis during 1971 upon province in-service training centers expanded
both the capacity and effectiveness of training at this level. Some 46, 121 trainees of a planned
goal of 52, 315 completed courses in province centers in 1971. Since US air transport for NCTC
ceased at the end of 1971, it was anticipated that the trend toward local (province) training would
continue. The National Montagnard Training Center at Pleiku trained 4, 672 students in 1971,
exceeding the 4, 400 goal. Facilities and staff there were being upgraded.

(U) A significant factor in improved village and hamlet government were the Province
Mob'le Assistance Teams (PMAT) which emerged during the latter half of 1971. The PMAT
concept had first been developed in 1970 in An Giang Province, MR 4, as an effort by the
province chief and the CORDS province team to structure an make more effective the visits by
province officials to their villages. This concept was extended to each Delta province, upon
directionof the MR 4 commander, and in April 1971 the CPDC directed that PMATs be estab-
lished nationwide. MR 2 published a PMAT directive later in 1971. The 1972 CD and LD Plan
was to contain a detailed section on the PMATs.

(U) Operational self-sufficiency goals established for villages in 1971 encountered many
difficulties. The CD and LD Plan originally aimed at achieving degrees of ielf-sufficiency
ranging from 25 to 100 percent in 1, 000 villages; by mid-year the goal had to be adjusted
downward to 900. Of these 900, 627 villages succeeded; 175 of the 206 planned, achieved
100 percent self-sufficiency; 181 of 271 planned, 50 percent self-sufficiency; and 271 of 423
planned, 25 percent self-sufficiency.

(U) Improvement of tax collection and public knowledge of budgets were additional tasks in
the Local Administration Program. In order to put an end to corruption and economic speculation,
the people were to be kept informed of governmental programs, projects, and their village
budget. For this purpose, posters would be put up in public buildings and community centers
and news bulletins posted announcing government activities. One significant achievement in the
local income improvement program was the training of tax collection cadre completed during
the war, and action was underway to update tax rolls and increase tax levels in 1972.

(U) The People's Information Program improved in 1971 but was generally viewed overall
as a failure. The program was designed to support all sections of the 1971 CD and LD Plan,
with priority to the Phung Hoang, PSDF, Land-to-the-Tiller, Chieu Hoi, and Veterans and War
Victims Programs. Election diversions hindered the attainment of program goals; for example,
People's Information training courses were delayed by the elections and of 148 courses planned,
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only 116 could be completed by year's end, A total of 11,921 information crAdre were recruited
during the year, but the performance of hamlet cadre was marginal and further recruiting was
discouraged, so that the goal of 14, 065 was not reached,

(U) In the People's Organization Program, the people were encouraged to organize at all
different levels, from village to province, in private associations free from direct government
control. All typee of groups were envisaged: economic associations, groups joined by avoca-
tions, culture-education, entertainment, etc. During 1971 there was a three-fold increase over
1970 in the number of people's organizations. Though no goats were set, by year's-end 5, 676
organizations existed with 1, 666,883 members. A GVN Ordinance (R I0) hindered the program
during the year by making it -excessively cumbersome to organize and legalize organizations.

(U) The Youth Program, which was similar in nature, did well dir'ng 1971 with all goals
expected to be reached by the end of the CD and LD Plan,i. e., 29 Feb 72. The end-December
figures showed 2, 166 village youth councils in existence, out of a goal of 2, 258; 257 district
councils, of a 26z foal; and 47 out of the 48 province council goal for provinces and autonomous
cities. 36

Regional Variations

(U) MR 1. Progress in local self-government was evident in MR 1 during 1971. Some
large improvements were made in local administration and in RD cadre activities, according to
Hamlet Evaluation System (HES) measurements. Law enforcement rated high although terrorism
still plagued certain areas. HES ratimgs showed a decline in information and PSYOP activity
even though several new radio stations had been established. Political mobilization and control
in the populated areas improved, but organized VC communities remained in the rural areas of
western Quang Nam and Quang Ngai.

(U) An indication of the prcgress in local self-government was the number of elected village
councils and hamlet chiefs; there were 426 elected councils out of the 462 official villages, and
1, 939 elected hamlet chiefs in the 1, 958 hamlets. An indication of healthy political stability
was apparent in the Lower House elections when opposition candidates won 19 of ?4 available

seats.37

(U) MR 2. Most local self-government programs showed improvement in MR 2 during
1971, but the region was plagued by a lack of trained hamlet and village officials, particularly
in the Highland regions. Candidates were reluctant to run for positions made vacant by terrorist
assassinations in Binh Dinh Province. Generally throughout the region vacancies were filled by
elections, as required by the CD and LD Plan. RD cadre activities especially improved, even
though these were still insufficient. The Vietnam Information Service increased activity, and
late in the year the Youth Program became more active especially with ethnic minorities. In
meeting the goal of attaining 100 percent budgetary self-sufficiency for 16 targeted villi.ges,
success. was relatively good; 13 out of the 16 reached the 100 percent level. Local revenues
were affected by the loss of revenue from village land appropriated under the Land-to-the-Tiller
law. 3 8

(U) MR 3. Local self-government had progressed significantly in MR 3 to the point
that VC interference in local elections was rare in 1971. Village and hamlet administration and
law enforcement in MR 3 were the most effective in Vietnam; nearly 100 percent of the villages
and hamlets had elected governments and these were almost 100 percent staffed by year-end.
Training of local officials was close to schedule, contributing greatly to the quality of local
administration, a. provided in the CD and LD Plan. In the latter half of the year the People's
Information Program was diverted to election activities in MR 3 as elsewhere in the country.
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The People's Organization Program and the Youth Program did not progress well due to lack of
support and clear direction. 39

(U) MR 4. Considerable progress in local self-government was made in MR 4 during
1971. As of 31 December, 748 of '754 villages (99 percent) and 4, '17 of 4,Z47 (97 percent) had
elected governments. There had been four village and 14 .ianlet elections in Hieu Le District,
Kien Giang Province, once the heartland of VC strength in the northern U Minh Forest. The
training program for village/hamlet officials was 85 percent complete b,, 31 Dec 71, with the
prospect of meeting CD and LD planned goals by 29 Feb 7Z. Virtually all of the villages
targeted for 100 percent budget self-sufficiency achieved their goal, and by December those
villages targeted for 50 and 25 percent budget self-sufficiency were 94 and 98. 5 percent success-
ful, respectively. Local administration, according to HES ratings, was very good with large
gains made during the year in law enforcement and political mobilization. The greatest improve-
ment was in Rural Development cadre, while the greatest nindrance to progress in local self-
government was the targeting of local officials by the enemy.

(U) An especially promising area in MR 4 was the People's Information Program, which
proved to be very active and effective during 1971. The program concentrated on informing the
people about the Land-to-the-Tiller, Chieu Hoi, and Phug. Hoang Programs, and specifically on

exposing 100 percent of the confirmed VCI. The program also worked to improve the morale
and motivation of the RF/PF in an effort to improve their effectiveness. After a good start, the
Youth Program ran into problems when responsibility for it was turned over to the PSDF Direc-
torate in Saigon, since the GVN had been concerned over PSDF units' lack of cooperation in
some areas. As in other MRs, the People's Organization Program achieved only minimal
success due to burdens,- e administrative requirements. 40

LOCAL SELF-DEVELOPMENT

Local Serf-Development Programs

(U) The third and most comprehensive of the "three sells" of the 197! CE and LD Plan was
Local Self-Development, the development of a better life for the people. A wtd variety of
programs were aimed committing all the people in the effort to develop the ecc-,ormy and society:
Land Reform, Agriculture and Fishery, Local Economic Development, War Veterans, A
Brighter Life for War Victims, Public Health, Education, Manpower Development, Public Works,
Post and Communications, Rural Credit, Province/Municipal Develorment Program, and the
Village Self-Development Program.

(U) Land Reform Program. The key program for land reform was the Land-to-the-
Tiller Program continued from 1970. This program, which provided that land worked but not
owned by the farmer would be given to him, was considered most important as a symbol of
government policy. Indicative of the GVN interest in ethnic minorities was the program of land
survey for Montagnard people, designed to give the Montagnards a legal claim to the lar., t'.ey
occupied and o prevent mis'appropriation of these lands. A third program called for the distri-
oution of land to people in resettlement camps. Land reform would also be achieved through
the regularization of the status of squatters tilling government land.

(U) Agriculture and Fishery Program. Improvement in food production was an impor-
tant element of the self-development programs. The Agriculture and Fishery Program was
designed to stimulate and improve the production of rice, sorghum, corn, livestock, and fish to
meet food consumption needs, to provide an agricultural surplus for export, and at the same
time improve the farmers' standard of living. The key to increasing rice production was the
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increased use of miracle rice particularly. Seeds were to be made readily available on loan to
the farmers, as well as fertilizer and insecticides. An animal husbandry program was planned
to include training, seminars, instruction in methods of improving animal breeds. The program
for increasing the annual fish jield included inland fish and shrimp breeding, sea fishing equip-

ment improvement and modernization, creation of cold storage facilities, and dredging river
mouths for easy passage of fishing boats.

(U) Jocal Economic Development Program. Under the direction of the Ministry o!
Economy, the Local Economis Development Program provided the large national level initiatives
to stimulate the economy and thereby affect local economic development. This included steps to
stabilize the local cost of living, expedite increase of personal incomes for the local people,
carry out an "appropriate" rice policy, grant specific support to an industrial development
program relative to the agriculture and fishery industry, and actively support the ministries and
related agencies in local development.

(U) War Veterans and War Victims Programs. To support war veterans, disabled
soldiers and war widows and orphans, the War Veterans Program provided for pay and allowances,
physical and social rehabilitation for invalids; medical care, education, and help with employ-
ment; and housing or construction material to disabled soldiers. The Brighter Life for War
Victims Program aimed toward providing relief and offering new opportunities for refugees,
widows and orphans, families who suffered casualties or damage to homes, and other war victims.

(U) Public Health Program. "Community cooperation" was to be the guiding principle
for the Public Health Program, an extensive and detailed program which contained many projects
for preventive medicine, environmental sanitation, health education, mother and child protection,
and eradication of malaria, venereal disease, tuberculosis, and leprosy.

(U) Edcational Program. Based on progress during 1970, the Ministry of Education
developed an Educational Program designed to improve technical and vocational guidance pro-
grams, which would thus raise the productive capacity of the nation. Special attention would
be given to veterans, refugees, and ethnic minorities.

(U) Manpower Development Program. The problems of underemployment, unemploy-
ment, and the labor supply in a developing economy were addressed in the Manpower Development
Program. Tasks were to monitor employment needs, disseminate information to the labor forces,
help regulate the labor market, improve labor relations, and develop improved vocational educa-
tion. Indicative of the need for the program was the CD and LD Plan statement that the percen-
tage of technical and professional workers was very low, and the percentage of skilled workers
3Z. 7 percent compared with 29.4 percent of unskilled workers. The latter represented the

GVN's greatest employment problem.

(U) Public Works Program. The 1971 Public Works Plan was designed to improve
the standard of living, with long-range objectives of helping achieve national self-sufficiency
and self-development. The Ministry of Public Works was to encourage the local population to
take prlvate action such as offering loans for housing construction anf] helping form electricity
and water consumers' cooperatives. The Ministry of Public Works would undertake projects
which were beyond local means.

(U) Post and Communications Program. Several areas were covered in the Post and
Communications Program: state-controlled railroads; dredging activities; and post, telephone,
and telegraph.

(U) Rural Credit Program. Much of the success in agriculture development rested on
a good rural credit program. There were three sources of rural credits; money provided under
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the Village Self-Development Program, which would be available for loans under $VN50, 000,
while the rural banks and the Agricultural Development Bank (ADB) would provide larger loans.
Since the amount of funds available for loans .rom the ADB had previously been insufficient, in
1971 the bank was to concentrate on creation of additional capital. The ADB total 1-,71 loan fund
of $,VN8,900 million would be distributed for loans for production ot miracle rice, support to
land reform operations, mechanization f agrIculture and fishery industries, purchase of agricul-
tural material and equipment, and similar developmextal activities.

(U) Province/Municipal and Village Self-Development Programs. The Province/
Municipal Development Program and the Village Self-Development (VSD) Program were similar
in that they both provided funds to local governments to help carry out local development programs.
They differed in the types ,- projects funded. The Province Development Program centered
around large, contracted construction projects; the Municipal Development Program emphasized
self-help, urban improvement projects; and the VSD Program accomplished small local Frojects
through the Rural Development Credit Program and local, voluntary labor. Under the Province /
Municipal Development Program two funds were made available: the National Fund for Local
Development, which financed such projects as improvement of the highway system, irrigation
projects, education programs, and the support of other development projects, such as the
agricultural program; and the Province Development Fund, under which capital, province, and
city councils proposed and voted on projects to be financed by this fund. A related program,
the VSD Program, was designed to stimulate local initiative for self-development in the rural
areas.

4 1

Evolution of Rural Development Cadre

(U) Rural development (RD) cadre ha d long been a key organization in implement.ing the

GVN's rural deelopment program. The cadre were for-ned in 1965 and in January 1966 they
were organized along paramilitary lines into 59-man groups. The objective was to motivate
and organize the people to take care of their own defense against the Viet Cong and to raise
living standards of villages, with some assistance from the government.

(U) In early 1969 RD cadre were reorganized into 30-man groups and assigned to work undcr
the direction of the village chiefs in about 1, 400 contested villages. Their activities mainly
emphasized defense and military training of villagers. The political role of the RD cadre was
restored in 1970, under the Pacification and Development Plan, as increased emphasis was
shifted to gaining maximum popular support for and active participation in the Village Self-
Development Program. 42

(U) In 1971, because of improved security in rural areas, the RD cadre were again reorganized
into smaller units. A Presidential decree that at least 50 pe'cent of the villages throughout RVN
must be assisted by the RD cadre prompted the Ministry of Rural Development to reorganize the
30-man groups into 10-man groups, effective I Mar 71. Under the leadership of the village
chief, these new smaller groups assisted the village and hamlet administrative committees in
carryng out government programs for the three 1971 national objectives, self-defense, self-
government, and sef-development. More emphasis was placed on developmental programs
such as Village Self-Development, Land Reform, Resettlement of Refugees, and War Victims.
The new smaller teams proved to be very effective in 1971.

(C) Total RD cadre strength had been steadily reduced since 1969, and US support for the
program was to be phased out by the end of FY74. Starting with an initial reduction on 1 Jul 71,
US support would be reduced in yearly increments of 25 percent. Conironted with this phase-
down and ultimate ending of US support, the GVN recognized the need to continue a modified pro-
gram and by end-1971 had planned to continue a permanent RD cadre program at a strength of
lb,400. The reduction of US support on I Jul71 had reduced authorized strengths of 48,804 RD
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cadre to 37, 250, and the Montagnard (Son Thon) cadre from 7, 800 to 5, 200; funding was reduced

accordingly. 43

(C) Son Thon Rural Development Cadre. At the time the RD cadre were formed in 1965,
the Son Thon RD cadre (STRDC) were formed to bring RD support to the Montagnards. This

oadre gave the Ministry for Development of Ethnic Minorities the mechanism foj: implementing

GVN programs affecting ethnic minorities. In March 1971 the Ministry reorganized the STRDC

from 30-man groups into 10-, 20- or 30-man groups, dependent upon the needs of their assigned
village, as revealed by their HES ratings. The intent was to convert the the cadre from para-

military troops to developmental cadre, with individual cadre becoming "specialists" with a

specific role, e. g., medic, economic, information, as well as continuing the security and

intelligence role. Few cadre had ever received other than basic training, and little guidance
was provided. Morale reached a low point in May, especially since the STRD cadre were aware

of future reductions. Conditions improved later in the year with the reopening of the National

Montagnard Training Center and ti.e organization of province or local training. With changes in
Ethnic Minority Services at province and ministry level, leadership improved and by late 1971
the approximately 5, 000 remaining STRD cadre were performing creditably.

(C) Specific Son Thon RD cadre accomplishments were their success in assisting many
Montagnards in resettlement and return to village moves; in organizing local defense forces,

and assisting in numerous successful defensive actions; undertaking innumerable civil action
and development projects, including participation in the Village Self-Development Program;
and improving local health and education. All this resulted in significant changes in the ethnic

minority people. They voted, organized committees, cooperated within the villages to protect

and advance themselves, and generally became active and concerned, moving closer to being

part of the GVN.

(C) Although reduction in US support was necessary, the GVN, at MACV's suggestion,
began to provide for a more sophisticated and permanent STRD) program. This reflected the

fact that the GVN, by the end of 1971, recognized the Son Thon -cadre as potentially the most
viable force among ethnic minorities to further the aims of the people and goals of the govern-

ment.

Land Refon

(C) One of the key Local-Self-Development Programs, Land Reform, made significant

progress in 1971. The Land-to-the-Tiller Program gathered particular momentum. During

the plan year the GVN changed the indicator for evaluating progress; instead of the number of
applications, a more realistic measure of suc.ess wo. ld be the number of hectares (ha) of land
for which titles were distributed. From I Mar to 31 Dec 71, titles were distributed for 312, 345
as compared to the goal of 400, 000. It was estimated that the goal would not be met until April
1972, due partly to the fact that a considerable number of titles would not be distributed until

Farmer's Day, 26 March. The numlber of landlords compensated for land expropriation under

the act increased during the last months of the year. Through 31 December, compensation was

paid to 12,014 claimants for 119,928 ha of land.

(C) In the program for land survey for Montagnard people, the Montagnard Hamlet Identifi-

cation Program got off to a slow start in 1971. This was caused by lack of awareness of the

program by the Montagnards, as well as inexperienced management and difficulties in coordina-

tion. These problems were being solved, and by the end of December, main living areas had

been identified for 214 of the planned 379 villages. The goal of 20,000 hectares of individual
plots planned for survey was considered attainable by 29 Feb 72 since 15, 542ha had been sur.-
veyed at year's end. 45
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(C) One of the Land Reform Programs, land clam grievances, presented problems which
MACV CORDS, in cooperation with USAID land reform experts, was able to help solve by
developing procedures for handling grievances in the Village Land Committees and in the land
courts.

(C) The distribution of land in resettlement camps and land development centers progressed
well during the year. Between 1 Mar and 31 Dec 71, 11,027 plots totaling 8,567 ha were distri-
buted. Since the beginning of the program in 1967, 61, 137 plots or a total of 58, 430 ha had been
distributed. In the squatter regularization program, which gave squatters on government land
legal title to the land they till, 7, 592 ha of the 10, 000 ha goal had been achieved by year's end.
This land was apportioned into 5, 418 plots. The cumulative totals since the start of the program
were 35, 938 plots and Z8, 37Z ha of land. 46

Agriculture and Fisheries

(U) Consistent with its objectives to stimulate and diversify farm production, the agricultural
program proved very successful during 1971. Rice production increased throughout Vietnam and
the Delta had the most prosperous year in its history. Planting of miracle rice fell short of the
751, 000 ha goal, wih a year-end status of 588, 873 ha. The shortfall resulted largely from the
preference of the farmers to grow local rice, which was preferred by Vietnamese consumers
and could be sold for a higher price. Local rice was expected to meet or surpass the 2,039, 713
ha goal, since 1,941, 205 ha had been planted by 31 December. Because the rice season did
not correspond with the plinning year, the actual yield from the 1971 planting period would not
be known until April or May. Fignre V-10 shows the relationship between rice production and
the level needed for self-sufficiency.

(U) Corn and sorghum production reached the CD and LD goals with over 2, 000 hectares of
grain sorghum harvested in 1971. Enough improved seed corn was produced to plant 10, 000
hectares in 1972. The corn harvested in 1972 would be used mainly for feed grain. In the area
of crop diversification, legumes and oil crops provide an excellent potential both to supplement
the farmers' income and to meet increased national demands. Most of the natural seed-oil needs
was met in 1971 through importation, since the large-scale production program was just
beginning. However, the increased demand for seed oil meal in feed mixtures for the commercial
swine and poultry industries was expected to be met within a few years by the expanded production
of peanuts and soybeans. About 8, 000 ha of soybeans were grown during 1971, most of which
was used for human consumption. 47

(U) The animal husbandry projects were largely successful; training seminars were com-
pleted in 35 provinces of MRs 1, 2 and 3 and were continuing in MR 4. The improvement of
animal breeds and protection of domestic animals projects were also instituted in some areas.
The planned national livestock training center failed to materialize due to a delay in construction.
A problem with bidding on the project caused the delay, but money had been appropriated.

(U) The fisheries projects did not progress as expected. During the year four new Japanese
trawlers were acquired with the aid of ADB loans, and four additional ships were on order from
the US. ADB loans were made available for modernization of the Vietnamese fishing fleet,
however at the end of the year, bids had not been taken for the purchase of the necessary equip
ment. Land fishing projects did not generate much interest, and inland sh'-imp breeding proved
unsuccessful. The Federal Republic of Germany made some money available for construction oi
cold storage and ice making facilities but the bids were still pending. Dredging of Ninh Thuan
harbor was nearing completion by the end of the year, with work scheduled to begin on Phan
Thiet Harbor immediately thereafter. To pay for the projects $VN60, 000, 000 ($VN40, 000, 000
provided by the GVN and $VN20, 000, 000 provided by the fishermen themselves) was spent. 48
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This modernized equipment was A.

obtained with A gricutlture Deve L-.
opment Bank )oans.N

A Vietnamese family enjoys a

fish dinner.

An Agricultural Development Bank

borrower fills the hold of his boat .

with a substantial anchovy catch
which will be made into nuoc-mam

fish sauce.
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Local Economic Development

(U) The objectives of the Local Economic Development program were the same as those of

the national level effort, i.e., to stabilize and improve Vietnam's economic situation. The

Ministry of Economy, charged with introducing measures to stabilize the cost of iving, increase

personal incomes, and further industrial and agricultural development, encouraged local admin-
istrations to apply programs to achieve those objectives at the local level. Since each village's

progress in economic development cannot be covered, the best indication of the success of the

Local Economic Development program is a review of the status of the national economic develop-

ment. This is discussed in detail in Chapter VI1. The cumulative effect of all the local

advancements produced the national economic growth.

Veterans and War Victims

(U) The GVN gave high priority in 1971 to care and assistance for war veterans and their

dependents, as well as to war victims. The latter were defined by the GVN as those civilians
who suffered casualties or whose homes were damaged or destroyed as a result of military
activity by either enemy or friendly forces.

(U) During the year the system for paying retirement pensions, and special compensatory
allowances to veterans and their dependents, was improved and began to achieve satisfactory
results. More people entitled to aid were assisted, with case loads increasing during the year

from 465, 000 to 640, 000. Veteran rehabilitation programs were developed along with vocational
guidance and training programs for disabled soldiers. General and technical education courses

were offered to better prepare the soldier for a civilian vocation. To further assist disabled

veterans, 9, 587 housing units were completed of which 3, 561 were occupied by the end of the

year. To assure the widest dissemination of benefit and allowance information, 111, 256 booklets
were distributed to veterans and dependents, far more than the 1971 goal. The overall veterans'

program suffered from lack of Ministry of War Veterans personnel to administer the program

at the province level. 49

(U) In the Brighter Life for War Victims Program, steady progress was made in assisting
refugees during 1971, with the GVN showing ever-increasing skill. Emphasis was still given

to return oi refugees to #heir home as the most preferred solution to the refugee problem. From

I Mar to 31 Dec 71, about 266, 000 refugees received full return-to-village allowances. During

the same period, 127, 116 refugees who were unable to return home received full GVN assistance

in settling elsewhere, without losing eligibility for assistance in returning to their home villages
at a later date. The refugee development program received increased emphasis and funds, the
1971 budget of $VN619 million being triple that of 1970 ($VNI71 million). In May the GVN
stimulated province action to submit requests for refugee development funds. During 1971 the

GVN also took new initiatives to solve refugee problems. Special consideration was given to
those who were resettled, i. e., paid all resettlement allowances, but who were living in sites

that afforded little hope of social and economic viability. A pilot project was undertaken to
move those refugees who so desired from the unviable resettlement sites of Ha Thanh and Cam
Lo in Quang Tri Province (MR 1) to fertile land in Phuoc Tuy (MR 3), where they could begin
a new, more hopeful life.. During 5 to 9 Jan 72, 1, 364 refugees,all volunteers, made the move

in a well organized GVN operation, with MACV CORDS' assistance. Other such programs were
then planned.

(U) New refugees were being generated even as previous refugees' problems were being
solved. The declining military activity should have meant fewer new refugees, bat there were
special cirsumstances dictating otherwise in MRs 2 and 4. In the latter region, about 60, 000

refugees were generated during military operations in the U Minh Forest in late 1970 and early
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Women morners place burning joss sticks on graves at a national cemetery.
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An American nurse at a Vietnamese health center devotes her attention to a 4-year
old polio victim.
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1q71. These refugees were generally not in critical circumstances even though most of them

were unable to return home during 1971. The Ministry of Social Welfare did provide some
assistance. In Mr% 2, 65, 000 people (about 50, 000 of whom were Motagnards) were relocated
from insecure to more secure areas. This was contrary to the general GVN policy of extending
security to the people, and was in some cases contrary to the wishes of the people. The GVN,
partly due to US prodding, later took remedial measures; thereafter any populatiort relocations
had to be fully justified by overriding security considerations, properly planned to minimize
hardship to the people, and have the prior approval, not lightly given, of the CPDC.

(U) Figure VI-l1- gives a sampling of 1971 monthly statistics for refugees and war victims.

MONTHLY STATUS OF REFUGEES AND WAR VICTIMS

Temporary In Resettlement In Return To War Victims
CYl Status Process Village Process Paid Benefit3

Jan 144,580 71,802 216,851 5,557
Feb 180,309 70,898 241,594 8,221
Mar 196,2 1 48,816 279,396 11,667
Apr 202,121 51,687 271,561 6,026

May 188,361 57,900 306,522 25,298
Jun 178, 092 72,085 337,027 12,678

Jul 162,084 63, 953 343,729 27,889
Aug 133,268 83,592 339,513 10,613
Sep 114,720 75,939 336,422 18,525
Oct 103,319 73,614 322,557 10,897
Nov 94,967 69,996 306,208 18,154
Dec 94,262 64,217 300,260 12,226

Source:, MACJ05 Measurement of Progress Dec 71. Figure VII-l

(U) Planning for long-range social welfare programs was begun du'ring 1971 by the GVN
Ministry of Social Welfare, advised and particularly funded by MACV CORDS. A new National
School of Social Work, funded mainly by the United Nations, was formally established during
the year. Programs supported by US resources included the establishment of a Regional Social
Services Referral Center ir Da Nang for the rehabilitation of war victims; development of a
network of community and day-care centers; vocational training for refugees and other war
victims; and participant training, which was of particular importance for the staffing of the
National School o" Social Work. Vietnamese voluntary agencies also assisted in social welfare
projects during 1971.50

Public Health

(U) The Public Health Program focused the greatest attention on sanitation. Projects such
as the sanitary hamlet/khom (urban subdivisions), water purification, innoculation, and health
information all received maximum attention. A part of the public health effort for 1971 was the
Sanitary Hamlet Program. Under this program hamlets were to attain certain basic conditions
of sanitation and public health, such as a potable water supply, suitable sanitary facilities, and
100 percent immunization against communicable diseases. By the end of the year the goal of 150
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such hamlets was nearly met: the GVN reported 133 sanitary hamlets throughout Vietnam and
five sanitary khoms in the Saigon area.

(U) Rather than emphasizing innoculation, the GVN, with USAID advice, emphasized
sanitation throughout the country as a means of eliminating disease. Consequently, a strong
health information campaign was conducted. The only innoculation administered on a large
scale was smallpox; 2,643, 657 vaccinations were reported. Many more vaccinations were
given and not reported. Indicative of the health program's success was the declining plague
and cholera rate, a factor directly attributable to improved sanitation.

(U) Other health projects also showed favorable results. The number of therapeutic beds
increased from 18, 000 to 19, 972. Energetic campaigns were initiated to eliminate or reduce
the occurrence of malaria, and tuberculosis, but the campaign against venereal disease fell
far short of being effective. Much progress was made in the building and repair of medical
facilities. Water purification did not meet expected goals due to a shortage of USAID-provided
water pumps and chlorinators. In all 63 pumps and 51 chlorinators were issued by USAID.

Education

(U) The education program made significant progress with most of the CD and LD Plan
goals in technical, vocational and teacher training being met. Planned technical schools were
completed, and construction was begun on the Nguyen Truong To Education Center in Thu Duc
near Saigon. Its completion date was set for July 1972. The goal of constructing 600 additional
secondary classrooms was exceeded with a total of 644 completed. Enrollment in technical
schools increased from 10, 000 in 1970 to 13, 500 in public technical schools by end-1971, and
from 42, 000 to 45, 000 in the private schools. The percent of students admitted to the sixth
grade was 59.9 percent of those taking the elementary exam, just short of the 62.5 percent goal;
the 1970 achievement had been only 48 percent. Teaching staffs were increased by more than
10 percent over 1970 and the number of secondary school teachers increased from 16, 270 to
19, 772. Special vocational training progrzms were provided for special interest groups such as
refugees and veterans. In all 4,000 special group students were enrolled during the year. To
assist in the education of Montagnard people, textbooks were written in 12 Aighland dialects,
but printing was not completed by the year's end. Special training courses in agriculture and
animal husbandry were conducted for ethnic minorities as well. Summer in-service training
courses were conducted as programed for two hundred technical teachers.

(U) The only real shortfall was in the decentralization of school administration; 14 planned
S:atir I sectors were not created, but planning was completed for the decentralization and

seftor chiiefs selected. The sectors were scheduled to become operational during the first half
of 1972. Accomplishments in education are shown in Figure VII-12. 51

Manpower Development

(U) The most significant accomplishment of the manpower development program was in the
area of short-term training. The original goal for this training was 131 courses presented for
4, 800 workers. By 31 December, 6, 504 workers had taken part in 228 courses and an additional
116 classes for 2,745 more workers were to be taught by 29 Feb 72. Of greatest importance
was the level and applicability of the :ourses. The focus of the manpower development program
was on the disadvantaged Vietnamese who were untrained and thus unemployable. The training
program was designed to generate workers, not supervisors. Pricr to beginning courses the
Ministry of Labor conducted surveys to ascertain the needs of the labor market. Courses were
thus designed to meet these needs wbich meant the trainees were almost assured of a job.
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(U) In addition to the short-term training accomplishments, the Manpower Development
Program achieved the following during 197 1:

-- A top-level National Manpower Committee was being plnned.

-- Collection of essential statistical data was begun.

An amended CY72 budget to provide for a nationll e-,ployrrment ,er;,ce had boar.
requested by the Ministry of Labor (MOL).

-- Over 5, 000 workers graduated from MOL training centers in 1971, up 1,500 over 1970.

-- Training of occupational analysts was begun; these could be used to provide an employ-
ment placement and job counseling service.

-- The .roblem of finding employment for workers released a? 2 a result of US/FWMAF
drawdowns was being investigated, and some jobs located.

Fublic Works

(U) During 1971, in spite of difficulties caused by the war, Vietnam was able to increase
electric capacity, add miles of pipes for water distribution, increase postal and telecommunica-
tions earning, continue construction and restoration of highways, bridges, and rural roads,
and increase dredging activities. By.the end of the year the total installed electrical capacity
throughout the country was approximately 340 megawatts (MWEs). The goal of a 200 MWE
increase proved overly ambitious as only 51 additional MWE s were added (an estimated 99 MWEs
was expected to be the total added output by 29 Feb 72). In th- Saigon area additional gas
generators increased the metropolitan electrical supply from 220 to 259 MWEs and work was
started to extend the transmission of this power to include the city of My Tho, 50 km south of
Saigon. Based on future plans and needs, the 1972 capacity of the Vietnam Power Company

was expected to increase from 340 to 634 MWEs.

(U) Progress in increasing the supply of potable water to the Saigon area was noteworthy.
The Saigon Metropolitan Water Office delivered an average of 96. 2 million gallons of water per
day, added 45. 3 miles of pipe to the distribution system, and instailed an additional 18, 305
house connections. Water sales resulted in a profit and the water company was current in its
repayments of the USAID loan for water facilities. Other water purification projects were
implemented outside the Saigon area.

(U) The repair of national and interprovincial roads showed a fair degree of success with
2, 913 km of the 3,200 km goal completed. By the end of the plan year repair of 2,937 km of
road was expected tc be completed. During the year approximately 50 km of new rural roads
were constructed and over 1, 180 km maintained or repaired. About 3, 980ni of new bridging
were erected and over 2, 500 m were maintained. The national highway system was 77 percent
complete by the end of the year with a total of 3,012 km of highway. About 730 km of highway
was restored and 1. 900 m of bridging was replaced.

Post and Communications

(U) Ths success of projects under Ohe Poit and Com'munications Program was rmixed. An
unsatisfactory security situation resulted in discouragement of r.ilroad ,rojects, though some
service was restored. Dredging operations moved along ahead oi schedule and it was anticipated
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that by the end of February 1972, 4, 200,000 cubic meters (cm) of dredging would be completed.
Completed by the end of the year was 3,361,000 cm of dredging. The goal of installing 30 post
stations in districts would not be met. Sixteen stations were completed by 31 December and five
additional stations were due for completion of 29 Feb 72. The village post substations projects
likewise fell short of expectations. Of the 502 station goal, 227 were completed with 40 more
due for completion before the plan year ended. The project to provide telephones to prefectures
failed to reach its goal of 4, 000 telephones in the four targeted cities, however 3, 500 were
added bringing the total number of subscribers to approximately 23, 500.

Rural Credit

(U) The success of the rural credit program could be measured in the volume of business.
Loans from private rural banks totaled $VN959 million by year's end, which was far above the
goal of the $VN400 million. The same situation existed with Agriculture Development Bank
loans. $VN10. 067 billion was loaned with the goal for the calendar year set at $VN9 billion.
These loans included village self-development loans of more than $VN1. 130 billion. By end-1971,
24 additional rural banks, village credit committees, and private credit organizations were
established and the planned ADB suboffices were completed. It was significant that loans were
being repaid ahead of schedule, indicating improved prosperity in the country. One reform,
instituted to prevent misuse of rural credit loans was the upward adjustment of interest rates.
This adjustment prevented borrowers from being able to invest borrowed money in regular
banks at a profit.

Provyince/Municipal/Village Self-Development Programs

(U) The Province/Municipal/Village Self-Development programs provided stimulation and
capital assistance for local level implementation of various other development programs such
as public works, education, public health, agriculture, etc. The secondary roads Lnd highways
projects were among the more noteworthy projects initiated and good indicators of the success
of the program. Of the 284 projects planned, 185 were completed; $VNl. 6 billion o, the
$VN2. 1 billion authorized for these projects was expended by end-December. It was estimated
that 98 percent of the projects would be completed by 29 Feb 72. In 1971 the National Fund for
Local Development was funded with approximately $VN3 billion, roughly 80 percent of which
went into the critical secondary roads program. This program was a major vehicle for repopu-
lating newly secured areas and providing security, communications, and market links to rural
areas; it resulted in completion of 77 bridges and over 400 kilometers of new or rehabilitated
secondary roads. Other projects completed through use of the national fund included 115
secondary' school classrooms, 34 maternity dispensaries, and 40 irrigation structures. The
Province Development Fund enabled elected province councils to meet at least some of the valid
developmental needs of their constituents. During the year 357 classrooms, 33 maternity
dispensaries, 35 small irrigation structures, 30 bridges on the secondary road net, and 198 km
of road repair were accomplished with the use of this fund.

(U) By 1971, many of the original problems of the Yillage Self-Development programs were
solved, particularly in management. Increased administrative experience, improved educational
background of village officials, greater security, and a greater sense of social rcoponsibility

'~ within the Vietnamese society contributed to the program's improvement. During 1971 there
was a significant increase in the people's participation. The first steps were taken to make the
program self-sufficient by placing income-producing projects on a repayable loan rather than a
grant basis. Loan funds were made available by allocating money from village budgets, from
central government funds, and from the Agriculture Development Bank. The program enabled
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rural people to obtain collateral-free loans up to $VN0, 000 for crop production, handicrafts,
and fisheries projects. In addition, a total of 11, 022 public use projects such as community
houses or community wells, were approved for 1971. The planning and organization of the
various projects WLs carried out almost entirely by the Vietnamese with only peripheral US
technical support and guidance. 53

SPECIAL PROGRAMS

(U) In addition to programs relative to the three objectives -- self-defense, self-government,
and self-development -- the 1971 CD and LD Plan provided for carrying out two special programs.
These were incorporated separately because of their special identity as unique areas of interest.
The Urban Program addressed the fact that the population was growing in urban areas and
required improvements in urban living conditions. The other special program dealt with the
ethnic minorities, particularly to eliminate indifference to and misunderstanding of the Montag-
nard people.

(U) Both of these programs adapted the other programs in the CD and LD Plan to their
specific needs. For instance, the PSDF, in carrying out the self-defense objective in the urban
environment, would receive training applicable to that environment. Likewise, special adapta-
tions were made in various other programs of the CD and LD Plan to adapt to the Montagnard
people and other ethnic minorities. 54

Urban Programs

(U) The problems of urban areas wuld only be solved on a long-term basis, but the CD and
LD Plan aduressed priority tasks to achieve self-defense, self-government, and self-development
within the urban areas. In the self-develv:ment area, attention was given to traffic control,
housing development, public health and sanitation improvement, improving utilities, and
reorganizing urban administration.

(U) Duxing the year, the Government of Vietnam became increasingly aware that the nation's
hopes for political stability and social-economic growth depended to a great extent on the orderly
development of the urban areas, since approximately 40 percent of the entire population live in
cities. To assist in the development of South Vietnam's urban areas, the mission of the Saigon
Civil Assistance Group was changed in July 1971 to include coordination of US advice and
assistance to all major urban areas in South Vietnam. At the same time the group was
redeignated the Municipal Development Directorate (MDD). This directorate assisted GVN
officials to develop a 4-year urban program designed to strengthen the role of the GVN Central
Con.mitee for Urban Affairs and to produce a trained body of urban administrators and tech-
nicians. As a result of MDD efforts and support, urban problems were being solved. Revenue
collection increased 25 percent, with five new district tax offices to be opened which would
increase future revenues. Saigon developed an active preventive medicine program which
incl,,ded a large imrruniz:,tioa eflort, annual physic..aL examinations to" all city employees, and
ar expanded home visit program by health nurses. US assistance in the area of refuse collection
improved sanitation, eliminating a serious health hazard. In education, "'4 classrooms were
opened, and an additional 133 were under construction. In the past, because of the crowded
construction of combustible dwellings, a small fire in Saigon often would sveep through blocks
of houses, leaving hundreds homeless. Through US assistance in providing Iortable pumps,

. 78 volunteer fire fighting units were established (28 in 1971). Elsewhere city zoning naps were
completed for Can Tho and Da Nang, and educational and public works fa-lities were expanded
in all the urban areas of Vietnam.
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Ethnic Minorities

(U) The inclusion of the Ethnic Minorities Program as a special program in the 1971 CD

and LD Plan gave it special emphasis as a GVN project. Further impetus was given to the
program in June 1971 when President Thieu appointed a new Minister for the Development of

Ethnic Minorities. The new Minister, Nay Luett, initiated a reorganization which resulted in

far greater effectiveness and closer cooperation with other GVN ministries.

(U) During 1971 the focus of the ethnic minorities plan was on training of Montagnards;

revising and helping to expand the GVN education and agriculture programs for minorities; and
monitoring the implementation of other programs, including Highland Land Reform, refugee

support, and the Son Thon cadre. The Son Thon RD Cadre Program was reoriented early in the

year to focus the cadre's efforts on assisting the Montagnard to improve their own living conditions.

From January through December 1971, the new National Montagnard Training Center at Pleiku

trained a total of 5, 541 Montagnards. These included highlander village and hamlet officials,

Son Thon cadre, People's Self-Defense Force leaders, and an initial groip of candidates for the

National Police. To help eliminate illiteracy among ethnic minorities, 5Z mass education classes
were established through the region, in addition to the regular education program. Beginning in

1972 an intensive 4-year anti-illiteracy campaign was to be implemented. 55

W1.

Montagnard students from one of the RVN's 2-year teacher's colleges in
Ban Me Thuot.
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CHAPTER VIII

VIETNAMIZATION

(C) The Republic of Vietnam (RVN) was the test case for implementing the Nixon Doctrine
and a new US planning approach to Asia. "Vietnamization" was both a goal and the program
through which that goal would be achieved at the earliest practical time. The constituent ele-
ments of Vietnamization -- Improvement and Modernization of RVNAF, Pacification, and Coin-
bat Operations -- were inseparably interwoven and every effort was made to maintain and
strengthen their natural mutual dependence. In fact, it would have been counterproductive to
the basic premise of Vietnaniizaticn to attempt division ofthese elements. One aspect of the
Nixon Doctrine anticipated that 'threatened nations would provide the necessary manpower for
their own defense. Vietnamization referred only to that portion of the war effort which had
been carried by the United States and did not refer to the total war effort which the South
Vietnamese themselves had carried as a large and heavy burden for so many y,.ars.1

(U) The Vietnamization program was cast in three phases: Phase I consist-d of turningover to South Vietnam the ground combat responsibility against VC/NVA forces; Phase II

developed the air, naval, artillery, logistics and other support capabilities of the Armed
Forces of the Republic of Vietnam (RVNAF) to the degree that effective independent security
could be maintained; Phase III, the ultimate measurement of the success of Vietnamization,
called for reducing American presence to a military advisory mission and finally withdrawing
as South Vietnam became capable of handling the threat without US military presence..

(U) During 1971 Phase I was completed, Phase U1 progressed ahead of schcdule, and
Phase III began. 2 These were milestones in MACV's history and in essence marke, the
beginning of the end for the United States Military Assistance Command, Vetnam.

1971 GOALS IN THE REPUBLIC OF VIETNAM

(S) To guide Vietnamization to the edge of success in 1971, COMUSMACV's objectives
and progress in the Republic of Vietnam were keyed to the goals of the Corm,'nder in Chief,
Pacific (CINCPAC). The 1971 CINCPAC goals for Southeast Asia, issued 12 Doc 70: established
for the Republic of Vietnam:

-- Goal I. Assist the GVN (Government of Vietnam) to improve and modernize the RVNAF
to enhance RVNAF effectiveness.

Goal II. Assist the GVN to defeat the subversion and aggression and develop a secure
environment that will promote self-government within the RVN.

Goal III. Assist the GVN to protect and further develop national resouIrces, with
emphasis on economic stabilization, economic growth, and improvement of social
conditions, to provide a better life for the people and win support of the people for
GVN. 3
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(S) In pursuance of CINCPAC goals, COMUSMACV established related subgoals which
directed and measured 1971 progress in all activities:

-- RVNAF Improvement and Modernizatior (RVNAF I & M):

- Improve RVNAF force structure
- Intensify RVNAF training
- Improve status of mission essential items of equipment
- Improve RVNAF cc bat effectiveness

-- Develop a Secure Environment:

- Reduce enemy capability and subversion
- Reduce enemy logistical capability
- Expand territorial security
- Improve local government

-- Natural Resources and Economic Growth:

- Secure lines of communicition (LOC)
- Stabilize and strengthen Vietnamese economy
- Promote socio-economic development 4

(U) This chapter reflects MACV's role in improving and strengthening the RVNAF and in
fostering stabilization of the RVN economy during a period destined to be one of the most
significant in the era of US involvement in Southeast Asia.

RVNAF IMPROVEMENT AND MODERNIZATION

PLANNING THE RVNAF FORCE STRUCTURE

Background

(C) The Consolidated RVNAF Improvement and Modernization Program (CRIMP) evolved

in several stages from a basic plan submitted by MACV in May 1968. CRIMP was designed to
provide an improved balance of RVNAF combat forces with an increased capability in the areas

of firepower, tactical mobility, and logistical support. Planning factors, outlined in a CINCPAC
message on 23 Nov 69, resulted in the establish.ment of a combined MACV/RVNAF Joint General
Staff (JGS) Improvement and Modernization Plarn.ing Committee. The key factor influencing
the action of the committee was SECDEF's guidance that the objective of Vietnamization was the
progressive transfer of increased combat responsibility to the GVN. The committee provided
recommendations concerning GVN force structure increase proposals which were presented by
President Thieu to COMUSMACV and Ambassador Bunker on 1Z Jan 70. Implementation of the

proposals included phasing of RVNAF requirements over the FY71-73 time frame considering
availability and complexities of equipment and the exteasive lead time required for training
in certain skills. 5
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(S) The following programs and associated RVNAF force ceilings were subsequently
approved by the Secretary of Defense. 6

Program Date Approved Force Ceiling

Program I 23 Oct 68 801,215
Program I Modified 1 Nov 68 850,000
Program II 18 Dec 68 855, 594
Program IIA 28 Apr 69 875, 790
Program II Midway 12 Aug 69 953,673
Program II Midway Accelerated 6 Jan 70 986,360
Program III (CRIMP) 5 Jun 70 1,078,315 (FY71)

1, 092,087 (FY72)
1, 100,000 (FY73)

FY72-73 Force Structure Reviews

(S) The FY72 and FY73 force structures were subjected to a combined Mission/GVN
review during the second quarter of FY71; a combined MACV/JGS review of the structures
was completed in December 1970. Force structure proposals resulting from that review were
submitted to MACV on 11 Dec 70,. concurred in by COMUSMACV on 29 Dec 70, and forwarded
,v CINCPAC on 6 Feb 71. The basic assumption in reviewing the RVNAF force structure was
that the GVN would assume a much greater responsibility for the conduct of the war at an
accelerated rate as US redeployments continued. Accordingly, the primary proposal was to
accelerate the 7, 913 force structure increase, planned for FY73, to FY72.

(S) The combined MACV/JGS review identified and analyzed the RVNAF shortfalls which
would impact on their ability to shoulder the majority of the war effort. As a result of this
review, revisions to the CRIMP were proposed to correct existing shortfalls and provide
RVNAF with a logistical self-sufficiency. Primary consideration was given to RVNAF's
capability to assume those support functions performed by US forces. The major force struc-
ture changes recommended by COMUSMACV:

-- Reorganize armor units in FY72 to add a 4. 2 inch mortar platoon (SP) to each of the
10 divisional cavalry squadrons and a cavalry squadron in Military Region 2 (MR 2).

Add 10 military police companies to the Vietnamese Army (ARVN) to provide an MP
company to each infantry division; one MP battalion per corps and the Capital Military
Region, plus one general reserve battalion; and two additional companies for the
Central Prisoner of War (PW) Camp, Phu Quoc Island.

-- Restructure ARVN infantry regiments to a 3 battalion/4 company organization vice
the 4 battalion/3 company structure, for a total reduction of 34 battalion headquarters.

-- Reduce ARVN rifle companies in MRs 1 and 4: eight in FY72, four in FY73. These
companies would come from standardizing the size of the 2d Rgt, Ist Div and the 51st
Rgt (SEP), which were augmented by 8 and 4 companies respectively.

-- Add 17 Regional Forces (RF) battalion headquarters in FY72.

-- Reduce Popular Forces (PF) platoons from 35 to 32 man platoons in FY7Z. Also form
363 additional PF platoons (144 to be activated in FY71; the remainder in FY72).
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-- Reduce the PF by 216 platoons in FY73.

-- increase the Vietnamese Air Force (VNAF) logistics and maintenance (base and depot
level) capabilities in FY73.

-- Increase the riverine force of the Vietnamese Navy (VNN) by 29 patrol boats in FY72.

- "-lugment VNN logistical units by 400 spaces in FY72.

-- Add 13 7radar sites to the VNN Coastal Surveillance Radar Syst:m (ACTOVRAD) in
FY72.

(S) In addition to the force structure increases, the combined MACV/JGS review identified
specific trade-off reductions in ARVN, VNN, and Territorial Force units in order to remain
within the 1. 1 million force ceiling. The 5 Jun 70 and 6 Feb 71 Force Structure Plans are
compared below: 8

Program III: CRIMP (Auth 5 Jun 70) Proposed Plan (6 Feb 71)

End FY72 End FY73 End FY, End FY73

ARVN 441,829 447,456 444,237 445,981
VNN 39,611 39,611 40,681 40,681
VNMC 13,462 13,462 14,072 14,072
VNAF 44,712 46,998 46,998 52,171

RF 294,446 294,446 295,985 295,985
PF 258,027 258,027 258,027 251, 110

Total 1,092,087 1, 100,000 1, 100,000 1,100,000

(S) On 10 Jun 71, SECDEF approved the recommendations contained in the FY72-73 force
structure reviews. Approval was granted to accelerate the expansion of the RVNAF to achieve
a strength of 1. 1 million during FY72. In addition, those force structure modifications pro-
posed for FY72 were approved and the proposed modifications for FY73 were approved for
planning. 9 Respective RVNAF space modifications were as follows: 10

Program III: CRIMP Proposed Plan
(increases auth 5 Jun 70) (6 Feb 71)

FY72 FY73 Total FY72 FY73 Total

ARVN 7,810 5,627 13,437 10,218 1,744 11,962
VNN -0- -0- -0- 1,070 -0- 1,070
VNMC -0- -0- -0- 610 -0- 610
VNAr 5,932 2,286 8,218 8,218 5,173 13,391
RF -0- -0- -0- 1,539 -0- 1, 5'9
PF -0- -0- -0- -0- -6,917 -6,917

Total . 13,742 7,913 ZI,655 21,655 -0- 21,655
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Force Strengths

(C) At the beginning of CY71 the authorized RVNAF force ceiling was 1,078,315. On 31
Dec 70 RVNAF strength, including ARVN, VNN, VNAF, RF and PF, was 1, 054,125. On 10
Jun 71 the 1. 1 million force ceiling was approved for FY72. By 30 June RVNAF force strength
had increased to 1,060, 129. 11

(C) To meet the CY71 goal of 1. 1 million set by JGS, 168, 300 volunteers and 66, 900 con-
scripts had to be obtained for the RVNAF. - rom January through June RVNAF procured only
89 percent of the accessions progr'.mmed for the period; 96 percent of the volunteers were
obtained, but only 61 percent of the conscript goal was met. This meant that RVNAF would
have to garner 72, 596 volunteers and 40, 416 conscripts during the remaining months of 1971,
an actuality which was of great concern to COM\USMACV and the GVN Ministry of National
Defense.

(U) The problem in manpower procurement was primarily in conscript accessions. The
RVNAF normally met its total accession goals, but conscript fill for the infantry battalions
posed a major obstacle since few volunteered for this duty. 2

(C) On 11 August the Minister of National Defense, Nguyen Van Vy, submitted a report on
manpower procurement to the GVN Prime Minister, Tran Thien Khiem. The report conserva-
tively estimated there were approximately 150, 000 draft dodgers within the PSDF and that
sector chiefs were harboring loca nanpower resources for various reasons such as utilization
in Regional and Popular Forces. To remedy these situations and hopefully obtain the needed
manpower for RVNAF, the Minister of National Defense recommended that stringent controls
be instituted to insure that local authorities procured the manpower to meet the conscript
quotas established by the respective Military Region Hq. He further recommended that the
PSDF be placed under strong control, be carefully screened, and identified draft dodgers be
brought into the services.

(C) On 29 August, COMUSMACV solicited Ambassador Bunker's assistance in obtaining
the Prime Minister's favorable response to the report and implementation of the Defense
Minister's recommendations. 13

(S) Prime Minister Khiem immediately issued Ministerial Circular #1196 on 2 Sep 71
directing province chiefs to make available for conscription those PSDF personnel who were in
an illegal draft status. This eliminated one of the methods which had been used to avoid the
draft.

(S) On 29 Sep 71 Circular #3097 was published issuing province personnel procurement
quotas for 1972 and directing province chiefs to bring Regional and Popular Forces to 100 per-
cent of authorized strength by 31 Dec 71. Thus, RF/PF was given priority procurement through
CY71 and the Regular Force/RVNAF would receive priority during first quarter CY7Z.

(S) A change in the National Defense requirement necessitated a modification to Circular
#3097; on 13 Nov 71 Circular #3570 directed Saigon Capital City and Gia Dinh Province to
provide conscripts immediately to the Regular Forces. Other provinces and cities in which
the RF strength was at 98 percent were to do the same. 14

(U) These circulars caused conflicts of interest among the province chiefs and region
commanders. The line of command authority from military region to province to district to
village was unclear in this respect. The province chiefs were appointed by and responded to
the Minister of Interior. They also wore a military hat and were responsive to some degree to
the region commander. Their military interest however was in territorial securty and they
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were not particularly interested in providing conscript personnel for RVNAF. The region
commanders, concerned with the Regular Forces, were responsive generally to the Ministry
of National Defense and looked to the RVNAF Joint General Staff for guidance. The circulars
addressed to the prov'nce chiefs, were issued by the Ministry of the Interior over the signature
of Prime Minister Khiem, thus placing thk region commander in the rather awkwa) d and ill-

defined position of attempting to get province chiefs to obey directives from their headquarters
and provide personnel to ARVN instead ofto the Territorial Forces. The region commanders
responded well and isbued implementing directives, insisting on compliance with the attempt to
bring illegal PSDF into the RVNAF. 15

(C) December 1971 brought a significant and enc.uraging rise in both conscripts and vol-
unteers. ARVN conscripts, who had averaged less than 3, 000 per month through November
1971, rose to 4, 960. ARVN volunteers, having averaged less than 7,000 per month through
November, numbered 8, 145 in December. The increases developed too late to offset the ser-
ious deficits of the previous months and the strength of the RVNAF failed to meet the goal of the
1971 strength program by nearly 60,000 personiel. On 31 Dec 71 the RVNAF strength was
1,046, Z54. 16

RVNAF MONTHLY STRENGTHS:, CY71 17

Jan 1,054,125 Jul 1,057,924
Feb 1,049, 163 Aug 1,05Z,353
Mar 1,057,676 Sep 1,047,890
Apr f, 058,237 Oct 1,043, 23Z
May 1,060,597 Nov 1,040,640
Jun 1,060, 129 Dec 1,046,254

RVNAF includes ARVN, VNN, VNMC, VNAF, and RF/PF

ARVN Strength and Force Structure

(C) Strength. On 31 Dec 70 the ARVN force ceiling was 433, 989 as opposed to an
assigned strength of 414,074. When the new forze ceilings were approved in June 1971, the
ARVN force ceiling rose to 444, 237. On 30 June ARVN strength was 411, 693. 18 As previously
stated RVNAF failed to meet its 1971 strength goal by nearly 60,000 personnel. Of this short-
fall the majority were in the combat maneuver elements with approximately 30, 000 vacancies
in the army infantry battalions. From I Jan 71 through 31 Oct 71, strength decreased by over
13,000 personnel and ARVN was 46,000 personnel short of the end of year strength goal. The
net result was that the strength of the infantry battalions declined from 73 percent of authori-
zation in January 1971 to 65 percent of authorization at the end of November.

ARVN MONTHLY STRENGTHS:. CY71
19

Jan 416,609 Jul 412,549
Feb 411,958 Aug 405,745
Mar 414,069 Sep 404,704
Apr 412,035 Oct 401,526
May 412, 705 Nov 402, 107
Jun 411,693 Dec 407,963
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(C) High casualties, excessive desertions, and manpower procurement affected the ARVN

strength level. Casualty rates increased proportionately as the army assumed greater respon-

sibility for ground combat operations. From January through March, the number of casualties

rose significantly, peaking at 4. 4 per 1,000 men during LAM SON 719. See Figure VIIU-1 for

CY71 casualty rates and pages 4VII-33 through VIII-35 for desertion statistics.

MONTHLY ARVN CASUALTIES (KIA)
RATE PER 1,000 ASSIGNED

(1970-1971)
. LAM SON 719

0 4.0z
0-3.0

< 3.5CAMBODIA

0 .5.7

A. W

0.5 2.3

JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUN JUL. AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC TOTAL

1970--- 606 462 668 965 1,149 68 439 529 550 476 392 588 7,512
1971. - 439 1,.7 1,804 770 746 502 329 388 545 582 302 388 7862

Source: MAC JI14 Monthly RVNAF Casually Reports Figure VIIU-l

Mar 71 -Mar72

'C) Manpower procurement was an area of frustration for ARVN. The majority of per-

sonnel who volunteered did so for specific units and usually for other than combat units. Be-

cause of this, conscripts were the primary source of replacements for infantry division combat

units and only 53 percent of the 66, 900 conscript goal was met in CY7I. As a result the combat

infantry battalions were between 52 and 77 percent of assigned strength on 30 Nov 71 while all

other division organic units were between 96 and 121 percent of assigned strength.

(C) thespite the issuance of the ministerial circulars, the ARVN strength posture did not

in-prove sufficiently. On Z4 November, COMUSM.ACV advised the Corps Senior Advisors of

his continued concern and requested them to report the problems, effectiveness and impact of

the circulars. l The major problem areas subsequently identified by the Senior Advisors were:

-- Inadequate population control.
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-- No incentive to provide manpower to central authority.

-- Conflict of interest RF/PF versus ARVN.

- Insufficient manppwer resources.

4 - Failure of GVN to severely enforce the Draft Decree Law.

-- No punitive action for failure to meet quotas. ZZ

(C) During December the conscript input increased appreciably and ARVN strength rose
, by 5, 856 to 407, 963 -- its highest manning level since July 1971. Unfortunately the desired

goal of 90 percent manning level in the infantry battalions was not attained and the increased
number of conscripts would not affect the battalion strengths until February 1972, when their
basic training cycle would be completed. Z3

(C) On 28 Jan 72 COMUSMACV offered four short-term rc commendations to Ambassador
Bunker with the request that he broach the subject with President Thieu at the earliest possible
time in an effort to increase manpower procurement during CY72.

-- Convert RF and PF personnel to ARVN on a voluntary basis.

- Enlist those personnel whose units have been inactivated.

- Strongly encourage RF/PF to volunteer to serve in local ARVN units.

-- Enforce rigidly the ministerial circular #3097 (dated 29 Sep 71) which provided quotas
to provinces for conscription of illegal PSDF.

- Monitor and take necessary action to insure compliance.

-- Stop RF/PF recruitment in those provinces determined by MR commanders to have
adequate RF/PF strengths, which should make large numbers of men available.

- Make.majority of 18 year old youths go into ARVN.

-- Continue emphasis on regular police round-ups.

Keep pressure on; do not give draft dodgers and deserters opportunity to evade
service. 24

(S) COMUSMACV believed that the extant manpower programs were adequate to upgrade
the combat unit manning levels to desired strength provided the GVN enforced the programs
aggressively. The rise or decline of the ARVN CY72 strength would reflect the extent to which
GVN officials were willing or able to influence the manning posture of the Vietnamese Army. 2 5

(S) Force Structure. On 9 Apr 71, General Cao Van Vien, Chief, Joint General Staff,
submitted certain proposals to MACV for improved ARVN equipment and force structure chan es.
On 27 May 71, General Vien was advised of COMUSMACV's position regarding the proposals:f 6

-- Proposal: Replace all M41 tanks with M48A3 tanks in FY72 and activate three new
M48A3 tank battalions for MRs 1, 2, and 3.
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Position: Introduction of the new and complex M48A3 tank would be costly and could

not be supported by the ARVN logistic system. Total replacement of the M41 tanks
was not considered feasible. The activation of new tank battalions would overtax the

ARVN logistic system and exceed the authorized manpower ceiling. Activation of one

M48A3 tank battalion would be considered for MR 1 to defeat the NVA T54 and T53

tanks and provide a deterrent to larger, more powerful tanks introduc .d by the NVA.

-- Propisal: Provide RVNAF with A-LAW and 105rnm and 155mm HEP and HEAT rounds.

Position: A-LAPW not available. 105tur HEP rounds, available in RVN in limited
quantities, would be made available to ARVN upon request. The 105mm HEAT round

t was not available in RVN or CONUS. The !55mr.i HEP and HEAT rounds were not in

the inventory of the US Army.

-- Proposal: Activate four new armored infantry battalions.

Position: Not considered essential. All infantry battalions should undergo training
with armor units.

-- Proposal: Activate five new artillery group headquarters.

Position: Not considered essential. As an alternative MACV recommended strength-

ening of present artillery headquarters and activating one artillery group in MR I by

reallocating existing personnel spaces.

-- Proposal: Activate four new target acquisition battalio.as.

- Position: Requires radars which were not available, therefore activation could not

be supported.

-- Proposal: Activate fouir new self-propelled 155mm howitzer battalions.

- Position: Consideration would be given to activating three new 155mm (SP) battalions
and assigning one battalion to each of the northern MRs to provide direct support to

ARVN armor. (COMUSMACV believed that these battalions would replace, in part,

the mobility which ARVN would lose when US helicopter airlift assets redeployed.)

(C) In July the JGS forwarded a plan to standardize ranger units, activate one battalion of

M48A3 tanks, activate three 155mm (SP) howitzer battalions, and activate an artillery group in

MR 1.27

(S) M48A3 tanks. As a reinforcement for MR I and as a hedge against the NVA

introducing larger and more powerful tanks, the JGS authorized the addition of one battalion

of M48A3 tanks. The battalion, designated the 20th Tank Sqdn, activated on L5 Aug 71 with an

authorized strength of 8:9 (including an infantry augmentation of 270 riflemen) and 54 M48A3

tanks. The squadron was scheduled to deploy to MR I during January 1972. *
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(S) 155 (SP) howitzer battalions. MACV continued to study the feasibility of the addi-
tional 155 howitzer battalions during July am August. On 23 Aug 71, General Abrams informed
General Vien that the activation of the three new battalions was not feasible and that . . . "intro-
duction of this new weapon into ARVN will overtax the training base and the logistics system,
which is not now prepared to cope with the maintenance difficulties presented by this weapon ... 29

(S) New ARVN infantry division. On 2 Sep 71 JGS submitted a pro; osal to COMUS-
MACV to activate a new division in MR I. This in essence preempted the July 1971 JGS pro-
posal to "activate an artillery group in MR 1. 30 COMUSMACV agreed to the concept of
activating the new division at the earliest opportunity, around the nucleus of the Ist Div forward
headquarters and the 2d Regt. General Abrams advised Geeral Vien . . . "Your solution appears
to be the most workable in view of the overall requirements of the RV1NAF. . . ." COMUSMACV
stipulated, however, that the ac'ivation had o be accomplished within the 1. 1 million ceiling
and existing equipn.ont/material authorizations. 31

(S) To fully man the new division, 7, 948 new spaces were needed. To acquire the needed
spaces, JGS proposed to deartivate 114 PF platoons in MR 4 (3, 150 spaces) and reduce each
MR 4 RF company by 4 spaces (2, 500 spaces). This left a shortfall of 2, 298 spaces for which
additional trade-offs would have to be identified. 32 On 31 Dec 71, the matter of specific space
trade-offs was still under negotiation with RVNAF/JGS. 33(See TS Supplement for subseq,%ent
action. )

(S) On 4 Oct 71, JGS signed the order activating the 3d ARVN Inf Div effective I Oct 71.

The new division was organized around a nucleus of units then operational in MR I with additional
units, including key command and control headquarters, to be newly tcivated.
JGS planned to form the division in two phases: Phase I, commencing 1 Oct 71, consisted of
reassigning existing units plus activating other key elements. During Phase II, to begin on a
date to be determined, the remaining support elements would be activated. 34

(S) The redesignations and activations planned during the respective phases were: 3 5

Phase I:

-- Redesignation: 3d ARVN Inf Div Hq formed from Ist ARVN Div Fwd CP.

- 2d Inf Regt: reass.gn. existing 2d Inf Regt Hq: with 1st, 2d, and 3d Bns from Ist Inf
Div.

- 56th Inf Regt (-):, reassign two existing bns, 5/Zd and 4/51st, Ist Task Force and
redesignate 1/56th and 2/56th respectively.

- 57th Inf Regt (-):, reassign existing 4/2d and 2/6th, Zd lnf Div and redesignate 1/57th
and 2/57th respectively.

- 30th Arty Bn (155mm): 48th Arty Bn, I Corps, redesignated.

- 31st Arty Bn (105mm): 62d Arty Bn, I Corps, redesignated.

- 32d Arty Bn (105m:- .): 64th Arty Bn, I Corps, redesignated.

- llth Armd Cay Sqdn: reassign l1th ACS.

- Electronic Combat Detachment: reassign detachment from Quang Da Zone.
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New Activations:

- Two regimental H & HS companies
- Two infantry battalions (3/56 and 3/57)
- One signal battalion
- One medical battalion
- One division headquarters company
- 3d Div Arty H & HS Co
- 33d Arty Bn (105mm)

- One transportation company
- Three reconnaissance companies
- One intelligence detachment

Phase II:

-- Major units to be activated

- One engineer battalion
- Logistic support battalion
- Special technical detachment
- Scout dog platoon
- Band
- Division training center
- MP company

(C) The 3d Irf Div Arty was activated on I Oct 71. The unit compieted training on 30 Nov
71 and d(p*,y4d to Qu,-g T.'i (M 1 ) oi 't Dec 71. Depioyment was by battalion with the 30th
Arty Bn located in Quang Tri, the 31st in Don& Hai, ani the 32d in Da Nang. The 33d Arty Bn
was activated on 1 Dec 71, filled with personnel and equipl'ent during December and was
scheduled to begin unit training on 17 Jan 7Z. The 33d was scheduled to deploy zo Quang Tri
(MR I) on 1 Apr 72. 36

(C) By 31 Dec 71 all redpsignations and activation scheduled during Phase I 4,td been
completed. 37

(C) Standardization of the ARVN Ranger orginization. The Ranger units evolved from
the Civi'an Irregular Defense Group (CIDG), a paramilitary force composed of civilian mer-
cenaries. The CIDG converted to ARVN Ranger Border Defense Battalions (RBDB) on a phased
basis during the latter months of 1970. In the wake of the cc version, the Ranger Group Hq
and Rarger battalions were undrstrength and ill-equipped. 'he composition of the various
groups was not uniform and nearly all the Ranger battalikns hac insufficient quantities of 81mm
mortars and M60 machine guns. With a vie% toward increasing efficiency, optimizing ure ot
pcrsonnel and equipment, and improting commnand and control, the JGS on 8 Jul 71 submitted
a proposal to standardize the Ranger units.

(C) Conceptually, seven mobile ranger groups would exist, each consisting of three
standard bzttaliorns of 61 men. The 3d, 5th, and 7th Ranger Groups (the 7th group to be newly
organized) would be designated as Gt-neral Reserve. The remaining four would be designated
as mobile strike units, 'ith one unit assigne. to each MR. The proposal required 402 additional
spaces, some cf whicL w uld come from deacAvating the 88th Ranger Bo, der Def (RBD) Bn in
MR 2 and reorganizing ._.e 85th 1Pn ii, MR 4. Oa 29 Sep 71 COMUSMACV ooncurrei in the pro-
posal provided the space requirementU wet a met wtthia the 1. 1 million manpower ceiling and
maximurn use was maae of exiating ra'nger equi..nent assets.
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(C) The original standardization plan was refined by JGS in January 1972 and implementeton
was scheduled for 1 Feb 72. The new plan reflected the following changes:-

-- No General Reserve Ranger Group would be designated. The 3d and 5Lh Ranger Groups

would be assigned to che 1I1 Corps/MR 3. The 7th Group would be assigned to IV Corps/
MR 4.

-- Two RBD battalions, the 71st in MR 2 and the 75th in MR 4, would be deactivated in lieu
of the 88th at Dak Pek, MR 2.

A new Ranger Tactical Hq would be activated in Kontum/MR 2 with 25 spaces taken
from the MR 2 Ranger Hq and 34 spaces acquired by reducing the strength of all MR
Ranger signal companies. 38

(S) When SECDEF approved the FY72-73 force structure review on 10 Jun 71, 5,627 spaces

were added to ARVN to accelerate activation of certain units from FY73 to FY72-

UNIT TOE UNIT/SPACES

Armored Brigade Rq 8-212 1/95
Air Defense Artillery Weapons Dn New Unit 1/527
ICS long lines companies None */660
Facilities Signal platoons None 7/140
General Hospital, 1,800 bed 18-521 */834
Station Hospital, 400 bed 1.,525 3/1,611
Field Hospital, 400 bed 18-627 */372
Hospital augmentat~q, ?fi0 bed 18-834 */400
Station Hospital, 600 bed 18-524 */605 (I)
Pipeline None */338

* Denotes space augmentation to existing or approved force structure unit.

(1) Pipeline addition is due to adjustments in unit activations planned for FY73.

(S) Activation of the above units was expected to be completed by the end of FY72 with the
ex.epti!n of the ARVN ICS long lines companies. 39
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(S) Major ARVN Units as of 31 Dec 71:40

Auth Unit

Authorized Activated Deployed Strength

Combat Units

Inf Bn 105 105 103 826
Abn Bn 9 9 9 865
Ranger Bn 21 20 21) 683
Ranger Border Def Bn ?6 36 36 461
Army Cay Sqdn

w/o tanks 6 6 6 753
w/tanks 12 12 iI 692

M46 Tank Bn I 1 0 879
Guard Bn z z 2 624
81st Gp I 1 1 806

Total 193 192 138

Combat Support Units

105mm How Bn (Div) 33 33 32 500

105mm How Bn (Sep) 5 5 5 508
105mm How Bn (Abn) 3 3 3 4b85
155mm How Bn (Div) ii 11 It 54L

155mm How Bn (Sep) 4 4 4 550
1lSmm Gun Bn 2 2 1 613
ADA Bn Z 1 0 572
Siector Arty Pit 176 135 100 29
Ranger Bn Def Arty Pit 28 28 28 18
Engr Bn (Div) 11 10 10 437
Engr Bn (Abn) 1 0 0 482
Engr Bn (Cmbt Spt) 12 12 12 540
Sig Bn (Div) 11 11 10 512

3ig Bn (Abn) 1 1 1 390

Combat Service Support

Engr Const Bn 17 17 17 605
Engr Spt Bn 4 4 4 676

1 1 1 771
Area Sig Bn 8 $ 8 560 to 1288
Zorps Sig Fn 4 4 4 440

Sg Spt 5n I 1 1 437

1 1 1 416

1 1 1 463
Sig Spt Gp I 1 1 813

1 1 1 963
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VNN Strength and Force Structure

(C) Strength. The force ceiling for the Vietnamese Navy (VNN) on 31 Dec 70 was

39, 611; VNN force strength was 40, 709. On 30 Jun71 VNN strength was 40, 808 and the auth-

orized ceiling had raised to 40, 681. By 31 Dec 71, VNN strength had increased to 42,267.41

VNN MONTHLY STRENGTHS: CY71 42

Jan 40,855 Jul 41,259
Feb 41,565 Aug 42,291
Mar 41,430 Sep 4Z, 918
Apr 41,392 Oct 43,236

May 41,184 Nov 42,766

Jun 40,808 Dec 42,267

(S) Force Structure. The major VNN force structure changes for FY72 raised the
number of authorized watercraft from 1, 591 to 1, 620, established a mobile operations staff,
13 additional coastal surveillance radar system sites, and provided 400 additional spaces to the
Navy Logistical Support Command.

(S) Watercraft. The increase in the number of watercraft facilitated addition of Z9
river patrol boats (PBR) in the VNN River Pa.trol Division. This increase made it possible for

the VNN to assume responsibility for waterborne security in and around Saigon, Qui Nhon,

Vung Tau and several other major river ports, without adversely affecting other VNN patrol
craft which were employed on interdiction barriers. Under the new force ceiling VNN was
authorized the following craft: 4 4

Riverine craft 688
Harbor defense and mine
warfare craft 126

Logistic and support craft 428
Coastal Craft 404

Offshore craft 34
Total 1,680

(S) Mobile Operations Staff. This staff was principally required to coordinate com-
plex riverine operations in the Delta area of MR 3 and MR 4. The remoteness of operating
units from Naval Hq in Saigon made it necessary to have senior commander-with a highly
capable, mobile staff to exercise overall command and coordination of the various riverine
commands.

(S) Coastal surveillance radar sites. The projected withdrawal of US air and surface
patrol craft required additional surveillance capability for the VNN to monitor the outer coastal
barrier. Considering that the VNN had insufficient large ships to control the outer barrier
and would not have dedicated air assets to augment surface patrols, increasing radar sites

from three to 16 provided the most efficient and economical means of assuring continuous

coastal surveillance.

(S) Logistic support command. The 400 space inctease was to be distributed among
the various VNN logistic support bases (7) and intermediate support bases (12) to increase
maintenance of operational craft and bases. 45
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(C) VNN craft as of 31 Dec 71:46

Type of Craft Authorized On Hand Type of Craft Authorized On Hand

Logistic and Coastal Surveillance
Support

Coastal Raiders 50 18

Admiral's DER (Offshore) 2 2

Barge/Gigs 3 3 Junks (Yabuta) 154 154

AGP 2 Junks ("A" & "K") 65 65

AKL 1 PC 2 2

APL 2 2 PCE (Offshore) 8 8

ARL 1 PCF 107 107

Barge, Fuel 4 4 PGM (Offshore) 20 20

Barge, Refueler 4 4 WHEC (Offshore) 4 4

Boston Whaler 52 52 WPB 26 26

KSB 4 4 Subtotal 438 406

FNC (Club) 1 1

HSSC 7 7 River Security

LCM-3/6 Pusher 10 10

LCM-6 Fireboat 1 1 PBR 324 323

LCM-3/6 1Z 122 Subtotal 324 323
LCM-8 47 47
LCM-8 Mini-dock 5 5 River Assault

LCPL 1 1

LCU 14 14 ASPB 84 84

LCVP 73 73 ATC 99 99

LSIL 5 5 CCB 9 9

LSM 5 5 CDT 14 14
LSMH 2 2 Douche 2 2

LSSL 7 7 Monitor 15 15

LST 6 6 Monitor (LCM-6) 24 24

UTB (100 ft) 6 4 Monitor (Zippo) 7 7

UTB (50 ft) 2 2 RPC 28 28
WLV 523 1 1 STCAI' 44 44

YC 7 7 Vedette 22 22

YD 1 0 Refueler (LSM) 10 10

YFR 1 1 Recharger 6 6
YFU 1 1 Subtotal 364 364

YLLC 3 3
YOG 6 C Harbor Defense/
YR 3 3 Mine Warfare

YRBM 3 3

YTL 10 10 Boston Whaler 26 26

YTM 3 0 LCM-3/6 (Mine) 19 19

YWN 2 2 LCMM 6 6

Subtotal 428 421 MLMS 12 12
MSM 8 8
MSR 6 6
LCPL 24 24
Pickets 25 25

Subtotal IZ6 126

Total VNN Craft 1,680 1,641
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VNAF Strength and Force Structure

(C) Strenth. The Vietnamese Air Force (VNAF) had a force ceiling of 38, 780 on 31
Dec 70 and an assigned strength of 44, 997. On 30 Jun 71, the force ceiling was increased to
46, 998 and VNAF assigned strength had reached 50, 925. By Dec 71 VNAF had reduced its
strength to 49, 475.47

VNAF MONTHLY STRENGTHS: CY71 4 8

Jan 45,844 Jul 51,192
Feb 47,783 Aug 51,709
Mar 48,885 Sep 50,411
Apr 48,989 Oct 49,888
May 50,245 Nov 49,229
Jun 50,925 Dec 49,475

(S) Force structure. The major force structure changes for VNAF during CY71
focused around the activation of the 5th Air Div, the last of five authorized divisions, converting
H-34 aircraft to UH-1 assets, and introducing C-123 and AC-119 aircraft into the VNAF in-
ventory. Concomitant with the increases in aircraft, liaison squadrons increased from five to
seven squadrons, helicopter squadrons increased from 10 to 16, transport from two to five,
and a new gunship squadron was added to the one which existed in December 1970. By 31 Dec
71 the VNAF CRIMP authorization had increased to 1, 336 aircraft and 476 additional planes
had been placed in the VNAF inventory during the year. 49

(C) The 5th Air'Div, activated on 1 Jan 71, was composed of two tactical wings with seven
squadrons, an air base wing and a maintenance and supply wing. By 17 Feb 71, all wings and
squadrons had been activated except the 53d Tactical Wing and the 819th (AC-1 19) Squad-on: 5 0

the 53d activated on I Mar 71 and 819th on 17 Aug 71. 51

(S) When SECDEF approved the FY72-73 force structure review on 10 Jun 71, 2, 286 spaces
were added to the FY72 VNAF force structure pipeline to accomplish recruiting and training
for activation of certain units in FY73: 52

Unit Spaces

I F-5-21 Fighter Squadron, 18 aircraft 533
I A-37 Squadron, 24 aircraft 285
I A-! Squadron, 24 aircraft 419
1 EC-47 Squadron, 20 aircraft 842

9 RC-47 aircraft 207
I O- 1/U-17 Squadron (25 O-1;7 U-17) 0

Total 2,286
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(S) VNAF aircraft as of 31 Dec 71:

Squadrons Squadrons

Authorized Currently Operationally
Type Aircraft Sqdn/Acft Activated Ready Remarks

Fighter Attack

F-5 (F-5A) 1/18 1/18 1/18
A-I 4/96 3/60 3/60 Last activation Nov 72; Last O/R

May 73.
A-37 6/144 5/90 5/90 Last activation Oct 72; Last O/R

11/258 9/168 9/168 Apr 73.

Air Defense
MAP Fighter 3/54 0/0 0/0 Activation During FY75, O/R FY75

(F-SE)

Gunships
AC-47 1/18 1/16 1/16
AC-119 1/18 1/18 0/0 O/R May 72.

2/36 2/34 1/16

Helicopters
UH-1 16/496 15/465 13/403 Last activation Feb 72; Last O/R

Dec 7Z.

CH-47 2/32 1/16 1/16
18/528 16/481 14/419

Special Missions
Composite VC-47,
UH-1, U-17 1/10 1/10 1/10

Reconnaissance
Composite EC-47,
RC-47, U-6, RF-5 1/28 1/19 1/19
EC-47 1/20 0/0 0/0 Activation Dec 72; O/R Jul 73.

2/48 1/19 1/19

Liaison
Composite
O-I/U-17 8/256 7/195 7/195 Last activation Dec 72; Last O/R

Mar 73.

Transport
C-47 1/1'6 ,, 1/16 1/16
C-119 1/16 \ , 1/16 1/16

C-123 3/48 3/48 1/16 Last O/R Apr 72 ;
C-7 3/48 0/0 0/0 Last activation Jul 72; Last O/R

8/128 5/80 3/48 May 73.

Training Squadron
T-41 1/18 1/18 1/18

Totals 54/1,336 42/1,005 37/698
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I.Jw
VNMC Strength and Force Structure

(C) Strength. The Vietnamese Marine Corps (VN\MC) had a force ceiling of 13,462 on
31 Dec 70 and an assigned strength of 13, 635. The FY72 force ceiling for the VNMC was raised
to 14, 072 on 30 Jun 71; it was not until December 1971 that the new force ceiling was attained

and exceeded. 54

55

VNMC MONTHLY STRENGTHS, CY71

7an 13, 156 Jul 13,646
Feb 13,485 Aug 13,714

Mar 13,451 Sep 13,679
Apr 13,651 Oct 13,761
May 13,806 Nov 14,044

Jun 13,422 Dec 14,312

(S) Force structure. The 610 spaces added to the VNMC force ceiling permitted
reorganization of the Marine Division to improve command and control, upgrade maintenance
capability, and increase overall combat service support to the degree required for a full
division. The major force structure changes during 1971 were the conversion of the existing

Service Battalion to an Amphibious Support Battalion and the creation ol new signal and engineer
battalions.

(S) Amphibious Support Battalion. The Amphibious Support Battalion was built around
the former Service Battalion and combined the functions of USMC service and shore party
battalions which had totally redepioyed in April 1971. The new battalion consisted of a Head-
quarters and Service Battdlion with a Logistics Support Company, a Shore Party Company, and
a Maintenance Company. The battalion was designed to operate as stock control center and
provide third echelon maintenance for ordnance and quartermaster items. The organic Shore

Party Company assumed operation of logistics support areas for brigade operations. The con-
version from Support Battalion to Amphibious Support Battalion took place during the first
quarter, FY72.

(S) Signal battalion. During the FY72-73 Force Structure Review it Vas determined
that a full signal battalion was required to adequately support three Mar;ne brigades and one
division command group. The ncw battalion, converted during the first quarter, FY 12, evolved
from the existing division signal company. Designed to have third echelon maintenance capability,
the organic units consisted of a Headquarters and Service Compa , Command Operations
Company, and a Field Operations Company.

(S) Engineer battalion. The formation of a separate engineer battalion reflected the
shift in emphasis from construction work to combat tasks. Tne Lngineer tattalion, formed
during the second quarter, FY72, consisted of one construction company and three combat
engineer companies; the construction company and one combat engineer company were former
elements of the old servicc battalion.

(S) The major increqses in the VNMC force structure were expected to be completed by the
end of FY72. The organization of the Iarine division upon completibn of the increases is
shown in Figure VIII-2. 56
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(S) Major VNMC units as of 31 Dec 71:

Unit Tota

Units Authorized Activated Deployed Strength Strength

Combat
Inf Bn 9 9 9 875 7,875

Combat Support
Arty Bn (105) 3 3 3 493 1,479

Combat Service Support
Hq Bn I 1 1 1,063 1,063
Div Arty Hq 1 1 1 73 73
Amph Spt Bn I 1 1 490 490
Motor Trans Co I 1 1 216 216

Enpr Bn 1 1 1 405 405

Sig Bn 1 1 1 468 468
Med Bn I 1 1 671 671

Subtotal 12,740
Training Center 300
Pipeline 1,032

Total 14,072

Strength and Force Structure of the Territorial Forces

(U) President Thieu reorganized the RVNAF in July 1970 and made the RF and PF part of
the ARVN. This move improved the "second class" image which had plagued the Territorial
Forces and provided the medium through which the RF/PF were modernized, trained, real-
located, and red;stributed to replace the regular ARVN forces in the pacification and territorial
security roles. The missions and employment of the Territorial Forces are covered in detail
in Chapter VII.

(C) Strengths. Significant CY71 ceilings and assigned strengths of the RF/PF are
reflected betow:

31 Dec 70 30 Jun 71 31 Dec 71
RF

Ceiling 294, 446 295,985 295,985
Assigned 283,106 295,744 283,680

PF
Ceiling 250,027 250,027 250,027
Assigned 250,889 247,537 248,557

(S) Force Structure. The major FY72 force structure changes, proposed and
approved for the Territorial Forces, provided 17 new battalion headquarters for the RF and
219 additional platoons for the PF. These additional .nits were related to the new 'transition
concept" introduced in the 1972 Combined Campaign Plan iCCP). The concept applied to economy

of force principles i. .deployment, reallocation, and redistribution) and was designed to provide
the additional RF and PF elements required to maintain the momentum ot the pacification effort.
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(S) RF battalion headluarters. The addition of 17 battalion beadquarters increased the
RF total to 46 battalions. The additional units, activated during the first 10 days of September
1971, relieved ARVN battalions in the mission of mobile reaction forces. Personnel spaces
were obtained by incorporating the existing RF heavy weapons platocns (17) into the new battalion
headquarters.

(S) PF platoons. PF platoons in MRs 2 and 4 were reduced in size from 35 to 32 men.
The spaces generated from this reduction were used to establish 219 additional platoons to
support the pacification and development program. As an adjunct to this initial reduction in
size, PF platoons in all MRs were subsequently reduced to 29 men to support the activation of

the 3d ARVN Div in MR I. The reductions began on a phased basis during the first quarter
FY7Z and were still in progress on 31 Dec 71.00

(S) Major RF/PF units as of Dec 71:62

Authorized Activated Deployed Unit Stren&th
RF

Combat
RF Co 1,679 1,679 1,679 123
RF Bn HHC 46 46 46 85
Mech Plt 51 51 51 42

Combat Spz
Intel Plt 45 45 45 28
Intel Sqd 256 256 256 12
Mil Sec Svc (MSS) units 249 249 249 varies

(6 or 10)
Combat Svc Spt
SM&DSL Ctrs 44 44 44 varies
(Sector Maintenance & Direct (between 236-537)
Support Logistics Ctr)

PF

Combat
PF Plt 8,493 8,356 8,356 35/32/29

Worren's Armed Forces Corps

(U) On 1 Jan 65 the Women's Armed Forces Lorps (WAFC) was formed around the
"'°. nucleus of the 600 women enrolied in the Women's Auxiflary Corps. A training school was

built on the outskirts of Saigon and active recruiting started. By the end of 1967, just before
, the Communist's TET offensive, the force had grown to 2, 700 women.

* ,U) After the 1968 TET offensive a bill was introduced in the National Assembly to draft
women between the ages of 18 and 25. The bill was subsequently rejected. The creation of a
home guard -- the People's Self-Defense Forces tPSDF) of teenagers, women and over-draft-
age men -- gave civilian women the opportunity !hat they wanted, to be of ser ri-e and to protect
themselves. Nevertheless, women in increasing numbers could be found in alnost r.ll of the
defense forces in Vietnam. The statistics as of Septembcr 1971 were 4.200 WAFC, 300
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Nationa.l Policewomen, 365 female Revolutionary Development workers, and more than a
million volunteer women in the PSDF. Including the PSDF, 20 percent of Vietnam's population
was involved in defense in one way or another; of these forces, at least 30 percent were women.
The fact that the women .n all these services were volunteers made the numbers even more
impressive.

(U) The majority of women in the different forces were in a support activity, but jobs,
training, and problems varied. There were no women in the WAFC trained as combat troops. /
The purpose of the WAFC, according to Colonei Tran Cam Huong, its Director, was to release
men for assignment to combat areas. Most of the women served as typists, supply clerks,
switch board and teletype operators, social workers, nurses, and medics.

(U) In October 1966 an officer training course was started. Officer candidates first com-
pleted an 8-week basic training course, then began a 20-week officer training class. The ituture
officers received 780 hours of instruction in staff functions and organization, leadership and
command, drill and ceremonies, methods of instruction, history, first aid and sanitation,
military justice, political and chemical warfare, weapons familiarization, and the arms and
services of the Armed Forces. Both enlisted and commissioned women then attended military
schools for advanced training a specialty field: communications, social welfare, adjutant gen.
eral, medics, fin.-nce, supply and others. A significant highlight of 1971 was the assignment of
the first WAFC officer to the XII Basic POLWAR officers course at the Political Warfare Col-
lege, Dalat, on 15 October.

(U) After graduation and advanced training, the WAFCs were assigned to different units,
usually close to their homes. Of the 4, 200 WAFO, 120 were attached to the Air Force, 50 to
the Navy and 30 to the Marines. The ozhers were divided among regular units of the Army of
the Republic of Vietnam and militia units of the Regional Forces. In September 1971, 1,400
WAFCs were based in the Saigon area, 500 in MR 1, 450 in MR 2, 650 in MR 3, and 1, 000 in
MR 4.

(U) WAFC end of the year strengths were as followe: 62

1965 - 1,436 196S - 3,918

1966 - 2,203 )969 - 3,832
1967 - 2,701 197n - 4, 139

1971 - 3,892

Review.of FY73 Force Structure

(S) On 23 Oct 71 CINCPAC requested that MACV accomplish a Force Stru-ture Review
for FY73 and out-years, to reach CINCPAC not 1; "er than 15 Jan 72. CINCPAC provided the
following guidance for conduct of the review (see TS Supplement for additional CINCPAC guiA-
ance):

The consolidated RVNAF Improvcment and Modernization Program rhouli
be reevaluated in light of the current and developing situation to ensure that
RVNAF has the capaoility of assuming increasingly greater responsibility as
US and other FWF redeployments continue. Increases, r~ductions, and
shortfalls for the force structure for FY73 as well as specific recommendations
for high-cost, long lead time changes should be identified within the existing
constraints of the I. 1 million manpower level and MASF monetary baseline,
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The FY73 Force Structure Review should consolidate planned od projected
changes, including the known or proposed later year force structure wh;.ch
would necessitate initiating lead time action to suppo'rt follow-on plo;;ams.
Units considered to be marginally effective should be identified and elimin-
ated, and manpower and equipment trade-offs identified in order tu maximize
more productive RVNAF capabilities in other units. 63

(U) The first meeting of the combined MACV/JGS RVNAF FY73 Force Structure Review
Committee was held on 4 Nov 71 cochaired by the Deputy Divisi')n Chief, Force Development,
MACJ3-03 and the Deputy Assistant Chief of Staff, J3/JGS. 64 On 2 Dec 71 COMUSMACV pro-
vided guidance coazcerning RVNAF force development policy which specified that proposed changes
to the RVNAF force structure would:

-- Coincide with US and GVN nation~al policy.

-- Result in significant improvements.

RVNAF FY72 FORCE STRUCTURE OBJECTIVES
(as of 31 DEC 71)

11 IARV I 111 Jll 111111112 DIVISIONS

RF 1,67-9 COMPANIES

Iqm. 8,493 PLATOONS

__ff NA~j111111111111 Jll Jll54 SQUADRONS
42 R

SVNN I~ff~ 1,880 CRAFT
1,64

[VN~jjjjjffjjjjjjjj MNI DIVISON

20 40 60 n0 100

A. Activated/on hano' a3 of 31 DEC 71

Soiorce MAC J13-OS Figure VIII- 3
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-- Maintain a force that was balanced against a validated threat or requirement.

-- Develop trade-offs that support the long-range objectives of security and force reduction.

-- Minimize costs to GVN and US.

-- Consider mobility of resources as an alternative to creation of additional resources.

-- Minimize introduction of overly sophisticated equipment.

-- Assure adequacy of logistics base to assimilate equipment and support RVNAF operaticns. 65

(U) On 6 )ec 71 MACV received the JGS FY73 force structure proposals which included
certain RVNAF trade-offs in the YY72 force structure. Changes includud the reinforce.ent of
MR 1 with the new ARVN 3d Inf Div and the 20th Tank Sqdn, anid Lhe standardization of nobile
ranger battalions. 66 The combined review, divided into two phases, would continue thrc-ugh
fourth quarter FY72. Phase I, to examine the RVNAF force structure for FY73 only, was
scheduled to be completed on 15 Jan 72. (See TS Supplement for related information. ) Phase II,
a long-range review, would examine the RVNAF force str-clure out to the posthostility period.
It was anticipated that the Phase II review would be completed on 15 Apr 72. 67 The points of
departure for the Phase I examination were the RVNAF FY72 force structure objectives and
progress shown in Figure VIII-3.

RVNAF LEADERSHIP

(S) RVNAF executive leadership assets have traditionally beez, overtaxed. Accelerated
unit activations and strength increases during CY71 compounded the problem, and although it
was highly desirous to assign competent military leaders at all levels, higher priorities often
precluded placing the best gualifird officers in combat units. Fortunately, at the end o 1970
the Joint General Staff was performing in an eminently satisfactory mannerand com petent and
experienced leaders had been placed in the Mlb and were performing well. 8

(S) Governmental requirements for top level leaders were numerok'a and lze- ied the
availability of leaders for purely military duties. On 31 May, the JOS JI reported that 8, 792
military officers were perfcrrming dutiev with civilian agencies, e. g., the National Police,
Ministry of Interior, and Public Health, or were serving as elected nar.i-na) or local officials.
Of necessity, the military had virtually held the country together d6ring its period Uf crisis.
This requirement had a significant impact on the iv..riber of availstble RVN iF olficel's with
leadership background and potential.

(S) On 23 Jun 71 SECDEF again addressed this long-standing problem when he expreosed
his concern regarding RVNAF perfornance and suggested an urgent review of te leadership
ar.d promotion situation. 69 In July COMUSMACV advised CINCPAC that US "ffc:ts to improve
RVNAF leadership during 1971 were directed at influent-ing the reinoval and replaccment of
ineffective leaders, redistiibuting leadership assets among key posit.ons at all ieve1w, and
continuing the refinement and expansion of leadership training programs.

Replacing and Redistributing Leadership Assets

(S) The approach taken to exert US influence in the removal of a given official was dependent
upon the sensitivity and delicacy of each case. With few exceptions, the GVN officials took action
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on recommendations for removal of ineffective leaders or reassignment of strong leaders to areas
and commands which were in need of immediate reinforcement or increased efficiency. 70

(C) The momentum in redistributing RVNAF leadership assets began on I Jan 71 when Colonel
Phan Hoa Hiep, Commander of the First Task Force (formerly Quang Da Special Zone), was
transferred to Saigon to assume command of the Armor Corps; Col Nguyen Trong Luat, Deputy
Commander of the ARVN 2d Div was his successor. 71 Before the month had elapsed 17 changes

in military commands and province chiefs had occurred: MG Tran Thanh Phong, Minister of
Rural Development became Director-General of National Police (DGAP); the former DGNP, BG

Tran Van Hai, took command of the 44th Special Tactical Zone (MR 4); BG Nguyen Huu Hanh,
Deputy Commander (Dep Cdr) of MR 4 became Dep Cdr of MR 2; Col Tran Dinh Tho replaced 72
Col Pham Quang Vinh as JGS 33; and 12 new provinice chiefs were appointed in MRs 2, 3 and 4.
The incumbent JGS staff as of 15 Jan 71 is shown in Figure VIII-4.

(C) On 8 Feb 71 Col Tran Ngoc Thong became Acting 3GS AG, On 23 February LTG Dao Cao
Tri, Commanding General of MR 3, was killed in a helicopter crash near Tay Ninh City. As a
rebult, LTG Nguyen Van Minh assumed command of MR 37 nd also retained his position as Cdr,
Capital Military District and Governor, Saigon-Gia Dinh.

(C) By 31 Dec 71 the new 3d Inf Div had been activated and eight major changes had been
made in key RVNAF command and training assignments:

I Corps
Col Vu Van Giai from Dep Cdr, 1st Inf Div to Cdr, 3d In! Div

III Corps
Col Le Van Hung, former Phong Dinh Province chief to Cdr, 5th Inf Div

Prcvince Chiefs, MR 4/IV Corps
Phong Dinh Province:, Col Chuong Dzinh Quay vice Col Le Van Hung
Vinh Binh Province : Col Chung Van Bong vice LTC Nguyen Van Tai

Central Training Command
Dong Da NTC - Col Le Trong Dam vice Col Le Tan Phuoc
Van Kiep NTC - Col Vo Van Ba vice Col Le M'Anh Quy
Chi Lang NTC - Col Ma Sanh Nhon vice Col Le Ngoc DayCao Lanh TC - Col Nguyen Huu Phuoc vice LTC Hua Yen Len

(C) Numerous other exchanges were imminent as the year closed. Significant among them
were the pending transfer of BG Soan from the Avtillery Command to Dep Cdr, MR 1 and the
exchange of positions between MG Nguyen Van Toan, Cdr, 2d Inf Div, I Corps and Col Hiep,
Chief Armor Command.'75 BG Soan assumed his new post in January 1972 and was killed on 25
February ',hen his helicopter crashed in Da Nang harbor after takeoff from a US destroyer. 76
The JGS staff as of I Mar 72 is shon in Figure V1II-5.

() The overall 1971 program for removing ineffective leaders and redistributing capable
and experienced officers was considered successful. 7' The changes had impact on combat
effectiveness, security, pacification, and development -- only with good leaders could the GVN
successfully meet the demands of Vietnamization ard counter future ennmy offensives. 78

Promotion of Officers and NCOs

(C) The rapid expansion of the services did not permit the promotion system to keep pace
witn leadership requirements; as a result, the e were serious deficien :ies at the middle manage-
ment level, 06 through E5.
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(S) Promotion policies and progress. In 1968 the JGS had implemented a promotion
policy designed to recognize and accelerate leaders who consistently distinguished themselves
on the battlefield or served meritoriously in noncombat positions. At the same time, a 3-year
officer and NCO realization plan was developed which set 90 percent fill as the level which should
be maintained through promotions to grades 06 and below by end CY70. The goal was unrealistic
and the JGS set the following promotion goals for 1971:79

Army/RF Navy Air Force Marine Corps
Grade (Percent) (Percent) (Percent) (Percent)

06 85 50 45 85
05 85 50 55 85
04 85 60 65 85
03 85 70 80 85
E8 85 70 60 85
E7 85 75 65 85
E6/E5 102 111 119 10Z

(C) Authorized strengths by grade were developed by the JGS on the basis of the approved
force level. Promotion goals were then determined based on the projected strength by grade.
By 31 Jan 71 the JGS had established the following plan for CY71 promotions: 8 0

Authorized Promotion Goals/
Grade Strength Promotions Auth Actual Grade Changes

06 835 130 36
05 2,843 848 326
04 7,371 1,999 839
03 15,646 4,792 2,047

Total 26,695 7,739 3,248

E8 7,448 1,799 1,799
E7 22,082 4,806 4,806
E6 41,973 10,271 10,271
E5 78,531 10,362 10,362

Total 150,034 27,238 27,238

(U) RVNAF promotion policies were reviewed in June 1971 by a MACV study group. The
opinion of the group was that the policies were sound and met the needs of the RVNAF, but there
were certain areas which could be changed and improved:

-- Rescind the article which provided for automatic promotion after 7 years in grade.

-- Increase emphasis on battlefield promotions.

-- Delegate authority to appropriate subordinate commanders to promote entitled person-
nel upon completion of a service school and second lieutenants and aspirants upon completion of
time in grade requirements.

-- Apply grade/skill factors in selecting VNN and VNAF personnel for promotion. 81
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(U) On 16 Sep 71 JGS ammended the RVNAF promotion policies and adjusted the parameters
designed to recognize and accelerate promotion for able leaders, awarded extra promotion
points to personnel serving in combat and combat support units, and reduced time in grade
requirements for battlefield and nonbattlefield (meritorious) promotions. 82

(C) On 31 Dec 71 regular officer strength, 06-02, had reached 50, 850 -- an increase of
4,017 during the year. Within that increase 1,083 were among the 06-03 grades. NCO strength
raised steadily from 118,511 on 30 Dec 70 to 125, 166 on 31 Dec 71. During the year 4,107
officers (06-:03) and 46, 640 NCOs were promoted. Promotions in excess of those authorized by
the promotion board (859 officers and 16, 172 NCOs) were battlefield promotions. 83

(C) The RVNAF fulfilled the 1971 regular officer and NCO promotion goals and middle
management assets had increased. However, sheer numbers and accelerated promotions alone
did not necessarily insure that the most effective leader was selected or that the overall leader-
ship was upgraded.

(C) Grade shortfallin the maneuver battalions. Despite significant emphasis on officer
fill and promotions, commanders of minuever battalions remained generally below the authorized
field grades. On 31 Dec 70, 37 percent (49) of the battalions were commanded by captains. On
18 Jan 71, at the request of the Ministry of National Defense, JGS promoted to the next higher
grade the battalion and company commanders who were permanent captains or lieutenants and
also those second licutenarts and aspirants who were in command of combat plaLoons: 8 5

Promotions to:
Major 91
Captain 273
Ist LT 145
Zd LT 48

Total 557

(S) Although 91 captains had been promoted to field rank, increased combat responsibility
and resultant casualties took their toll, and by 31 May 71, 46 of the 133 infantry manaever
battalions (35 percent) were still commanded by captains, 80 of the 133 battalion commanders
had been in command 1 year or less and 52 of those, less than 6 months.

(S) To compound the situation, MACV's ability to accurately monitor RVNAF leadership at
the battalion and lower levels diminished as the US advisory effort was reduced in conjunction
with the withdrawal of American forces. The activation of the 3d Inf Div in October 1971 in.
creased the number of units to be assessed by US advisors and created additional units for
which seasoned RVN commanders were in demand. To maintain optimum assessment capability
With dwindling assets, the monitor category was changed from "infantry manuever battalions to
"infantry division battalions" during the last quarter CY71. Thus, the number of units to be
evaluated was set at 136 and assessment efforts focused on those elements which were strictly
combat mission oriented. By 30 Nov 71, grade and experience imbalances still prevailed in the
division infantry battalions; 50 captains were in battalion command positions and 72 of the 13b

battalion commanders had been in command I year or less. 86

(S) In general, RVNAF leadership assets increased at a satisfactory rate quantitatively and
qualitatively during 1971. The policies for the removal of ineffectives and rapid promotion of
proven leaders were sound and offered the best solutions for future improvement in RVNAF
leadership and middle management resources. 87
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Desertion

(S) Desertion, the largest single manpower loss to RVNAF, continued to be a matter of
concern during CY7l. JGS desertion control programs ,.ere considered sound, however some
factors affecting desertions were beyond the capability of JGS to resolve. While the JGS
continuously emphasized the need to enforce the provisionb of Decree Law 15/66 (prescribing
punishment for deserters) as a desertion control measure, the GVN gave no indication of concern
and the courts continued to show clemency to deserters. Probably the most important single
factor in the desertion peoblemr was the lack of motivation of Vietnamese men to serve and per-
form well in combat units. To resolve this situation a strong GVN position had to be developed
which did not condone draft evasion, harboring of deserters, and noneniorcement of desertion
laws. The progrcss made toward this goal is treated elsewhere in this chapter.

(C) No major decline in the high number of desertions occurred during the tear. although
a slight downward trend was evident in the third and fourth quarters. Gross desertions during
1971 were 168, 997 for an average monthly desertion rate of 13.4 per thousand. This represented
an increase of 18, 528 deserters over CY70 when 150, 469 deserted for an average monthly grns.
rate of 12. 3 per thousand.

RVNAF GROSS DESERTION RATE
1971

2MI2 1 --- ,- o, 74
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(C) Total deserters returned to duty during CY71 (28, 720) resulted in an average net des-r-
tion rate (net loss) of 11.1 per thousand. In 1970. 23, 716 deserters revirned giving an average
net rate of 10. 3 per thousand. It is significant that the CY71 increase was very slight despite
the shift of major combat responsibilities to RVNAF during this 2-year period. 88 RVYqAF gross
desertion rates are shown in Figure VIII-6.

(C) The Army desertion rate during CY71 was consistently higher than CY70 and crested
at 23 per 1,000 men in March 1971 during LAMSON 79. ARVN monthly desertion rates are
reflected in Figure VIII-7.

(C) The desertion rate in the Vietnamese Mrrine Corps jumped from 29.6 per 1, 000 men
in January 1971 to 59.7 at the end of June, even though the actual number ;1 deserter, was the
lowest among the ground combat units. The rate reniained high through the end of Uctotei \,nd
dropped significantly to 43.0 per 1, 000 men at the end of December:

VNMC GROSS DESERTION RATE: CY71
(per 1,000 men)

Jan 29.6 Apr 31.7 Jul 53.9 Oct 58.6
Feb 29.6 May 47.3 Aug 55.3 No% 45.7
Mar 30.1 Jun 59.7 Sep 53.6 Dec 43.0

(C) The Air Force and Nlavy experienced very little desertion turbulence during the year.
The average monthly gross desertion rates were respectively 3. 6 and 3. 9 per 1, 000 men. 89

Desertion Reduction Measures

(C) During 1971 M.ACV and JOS studied measures to reduce high RVNAF desertion rates and
focused attention on areas which were controiled at the GVN level -- pay and allowances, terms
of service, and dividing service between regular and reserve (territorial) components.

(U) Pay and allowances. The low base pay and allowances set for RVNAF had r direct
influence on desertion and morale. The base pay for single personnel was well nelow the average
standard-of-living pay scale in Vietnam and in August 1971, single members were accounting for
65 percent of the total desertions in ccmbat units. The GYN had taken token action early in the
year to provide incentive pay for combat personnel. On 9 FeL 71 the Prime Minister prescribed
a temporary special allowance of 100 plasters per day (37 ) for military personnel and Ministry
of Defense (MOND) civilians wno were participating in operations and supoort missions outside
of the PVN. On 8 Mar 71, the GVN increased the high cost of living allowance for Regular and
Regional Forces, giving an additional 100 piasters per month for the service member, his legal
wife, and each of his supported :hi!dren. The base pay for PF members was increased by :00
piasters per month and the high cost of living allowance for his legal wife and each of his sup-
ported children was increased by a sim.lar amount. 93

(C) Recognizing that a substantial pay ir'crease was neded for the armed forces and govern-

ment employees, MACV in coordinatiun with the US Embassy and USAID conducted a study of the
RVNAF pay scales during August 1971. Addressing the grave problvm f procurement and reten-
tion within the infantry combat battalions, MACY recommended across-the-board percentage
increases (28 percent) in base pay, incentive pay for ARVN combat units (4, 500 pkas,,"rs) and

Regional Force mobile battalions (2, 000 piastrs), and an increase in death gratui.y paym.nt. 91
COMUSMACV submitted the pay proposal to the Minister of National Defense on 7 Sep 71. 9
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(U) On 15 Nov 71 the GVN issued Ministeria. Decrees #149 and #1119 which increased the
cost of living allowance for all service members and civil servants by 1, 200 piasters ($2. 80)
per man per month and authorized incentive pay as proposed by MACV.

(C) Subsequently the Chief, JGS on three separate occasions between 19 November and b
December sought COMUSMACV's assistance to obtain the 4,500 piaster ($11.00) incentive pay
for other f'crack troops" who were excluded from the framework of the new pay measure. In
response, General Abrams counselled that "in determining the best application of the military
pay raise, primary consideration was given those units (combat infantry battalions) experiencing

grave procurement and recention problems" and that "any deviation to the current list (of author-
ized units) would be in contradiction of the stated purpose of the allowance and invite requests
for exceptions from other services and arms. ,93

(C) On 15 Dec 71, Minivterial Decree #IZ15 extended the incentive pay, without COMUSMACV's
sanction, to ieconnaissance companies, shock companies, and scout companies subordinate to
the 81st Ranger Airborne Group, and to certain personnel assigred to the Technical Directorate. 94

(U) Terms of service. General Mobilization Order #3 of 1968 suspended terms of
sertice for RVNAF. On 5 May 71 the GVN Lower House passed an amendment to the mobilization
order which provided for discharge of all RVNAF reserve personnel who hadl over 8 years of
service. The Upper House amended the proposal to 10 years and included a pruvision for release
of all servicemen 39 years of age or older. On I Oct 71 the bill was again in the Lower House
for review. On 23 December the proposal was with the Defense Committee of the Lower House
and the prognsis for its passage or final provisions was unknown.

(U) MACV and JGS anticipated that approximately 70 percent of the NCOs and EM, and a
somewhat smdl1er number of officers, would apply for discharge. The following depicts the

number of personnel, based on end CY70 data, who would be eligible for release under various
term-of-se'vice criteria:

RVNAF* Over 8 Years Over 10 Years Over 12 Years
Res-rve Personnel Service Service Service

Officers 6,601 3,344 2,531
NCOs 6,183 3,616 2,575
EM 5,783 3,210 1,899

Total 18,567 10,170 7,005

* Popular Forces excluded

(S) Divi-ed service. The JGS plan for future reserve forces was submitted to the
Ministry of D-fen.;e on 31 Oct 70. The plan provided for establishment f an Active and Territor-
ial Reserve. The Active Reserve would consist of units to be identified as "production troops,"
would be engaged in national development, and would consist of those who had completed their

regu'ar military obligation. The Territorial Reserve would consist of squads Pnd platoons in
hamlets :r villages, with battalions er regiments organized in the geographical sectors. The
plan obligated tne draftee for 12 years, thus removing the "in for duration' syndrome which
existea in the RVNAF. Under this proposal the first 4 years would be served in ARVN, the
second in the Regional Forces, and the last 4 years with the Popular Forces. (Traditionally,
the VNAF, VNN, and VNMC remained volunteer services.)
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(S) The GVN considered the conce-t but at the end of CY71 no decision had been made. The
consensus among the JGS was that exe.zition would be dependent upon cessation or significant
decrease of hostilities and be in conjunction with a phased reduction in the size of RVNAF. 95

SUMMARY

(S) Se&ady progress was rcal'zed throughout :971 teward the attairxent of th?. authorized
force structure. Target dates for activation of new units were met or excelled throughout the
year. The major changes included the addition of one ARVN division, the turnover of six major
ships to the VNN (two DERs and four WHECs), and the addition of four squadrons to the VNAF.
The expansibn of RVNAF was virtually completed, and MR I was reinforced to compensate for
the reduction of US forces Lnd counter future enemy attacks. The GVN and JGS took significant
steps to increase manning levels, improve distribution of available experienced manpower, and
improve personnel managenient policies, practices anu* incentives. The progress made was
indicative of the will and resolve c! tile Vietnamese people and the strict, yet patient gaidance
and counselling of MAUV. 96

RVNAF TRAINING

MACV Training Arsistance

(C) The 1971 Combined Campaign Plan published jointly by MACV and JGS in October 1971

set tbe pace fcr dynamic changes and. improvements in the RVNA.r training capability. Emphasis
dlmring previourt years had been placed on rapidly expanding the RVNAF to meet established force
goals. In CY71 with i umerical goals nearly reached, the emphasis changed to incre-asing the
quality of training and to guiding the RVNAF toward training self-nufficiency.

(U) COMUSMACV continued to provide detailed advice and assistance to the JGS Central

Training Command 'CTC). Significant implovements and refinements were made in management
techniques, leadership and combat training, and training facilities.

(U) Middle management training. To develop and train RVNAF middle management
assets, MACV tasked the OSD/Advance Research Projects Agency (ARPA) to develop a special-
ized training program for key management personnel in communications and selected support

areas. On 15 Dec 70, a 1-year contract was awarded to Booz-Allen Applied Research, Inc., to
implement the ARPA program and develop the Middle Management Training (MMT) Program
for selected ofWice. groups in RVNAF. Advanced courses were to be developed as fdllowoon
training to the existing RVNAF basic management training course (Program Review ana Analysis
Improvemant System Evaluation (PRAISE)], taught at the RVNAF Logistics Management School.
The program was to be documented to serve as a prototype for fxture training programs in Viet-
nam or other areas with similar culture, and from the outset plE ns had been made to turn over
to the RVNAF as part of Vietnamization. 97

(U) Tne specific technical fields selected for the ?.Lot program were supply and maintenance,

transportation, and 'ommunications-electronics. 98 On 4 Mar 71 Booz-A len briefed MAC"T and
MG Phan Trcng Chinh (Chief, Central Training Cor-- ind) on the scope, genera' content, and
schedule of the program. The advanced courses wo-re to be for 7 weeks, presented in three
cycles, two iEnglish and the Lhird in Vietnamese. General Chinh approved the plan and the first
course, in communications, began on 21 Jun 71.
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(U) The first supply/management course given at the RVNAF Logistics Management School
and the first transportation course at the RVNAF Transportation School began on 5 July, each
with 20 students. The first communications-electronics MMT class graduated 9 Aug 71. The
supply maintenance and logistics MMT classes were completed 21 Aug 71. The remnining two classes
for each course were completed on 11 Dec 71, after which the program became a Vietnamese
responsibility.

(U) Trainin Ob jective and Management System. A new training Objective and Manage-
men, System (TOMMS) was implemented late in 1970 as a tool through which US advisors couLd
evaluate the status and progre-,s of the RVNAF training system. The first measurement of
ARVN/RF/PF training programs by TOMMS occurred in Jan 71. An evaluation of the results

indicated that refinement of TOMMS was necessary to more accurately portray both training
progress and status of the CTC t.'aining base. A revision was made in March which amended
grading objectives and modified scoring -f several objective areas. By August 'trwas determined
that TOMMS duplicated data being received from other sovrces and was not effective as a
management tool; it was thcrefore cancelled on 22 Sep 71.99

(U) Training management. In June 1971, MA(,V began a series of briefings designed to
acquaint the faculties of the RVNAF training centers and service schools with a proposed Train-
ing Management System kTMS). The key element in the proposal was a systematic approach to
curriculum deve)opm t called Instructional System Development (ISD). ISD was in essence an

eight-step model in the development of a course of instructio

(U) The CTC was responsive to the proposal and on 27 July MACV presented a new 2-week
Curriculum Development and Management Course to selected members of the CTC staff.
Subsequently, MACV prepared 21 related draft directives and manuals for CTC; these training

F materials were essential for the proper implementation of TMS and ISD within RVNAF. The
first of eight CY71 classes started in August, teaching staff officers and training managers of
the service scho.)s and training centers the fundamentals of ISD techniques.

* (U) By 13 Jan 72 eight classes had been completed and 102 Vietnamese officers had graduated
rom the courses. CTC was writing a worka'le Vietnamese version of ISD and also supervising,

in coordination with US advisors, the system engineering of a pilot program at the RVNAF Ord-
nance School. Approxirnately 70 percent of the directives and manuals had been translated and
15 percent of the pilot program had been complete, by 31 Dec 71. The goals for the immediate
future wvere to complete the instructor training cc, that CTC officers could take over the presen-
tation of the Curriculum Development and Management Course and conduct the first ISD course
entirety in Vietnamese.

(C) Facility consolidation and upgiade. A consolidation of the training centezs begar
in 1970 as a measure to increase training center capacity at the lowest possible cost. MACV
was vitally concerned with the facilities upgrade and water system improvement programs con-
nected with this consolidation,and also those improvements pl-anned for service schools. The
1970-71 Military Assistance Service Fund/Military Construction (MASF/MILCON) Pro3ram
apportioned $28 million for these projects.

(C) There were 22 national, PF, PF, and Ranger training centers (TC) which were-to be
improved, modernized, and consolidated into 10 selected centers hy the end of CY72. The
consolidation plan proceeded on schedule and five PF training centers were cloed by the end of
the first quarter, CY71.

(C) During the second quarter of CY71 the completion date wps accelerated from end-CY72

to end-CY71 due to increased Khmer training requirements, an accelerated convtruction proram,
and the additional training commitments generated by the 357 new PF platoons which had been
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formed in MR 4. At the end of December the consolihaticn program was 92 percent complete.
Three Popular Forces Tratning Centers remaintd active beyond their scheduled training termin-
ation date:- Ninh Thuan in MR 2, and Vinh Long and Dinh Tuorg in MR 4. These centers were
rescheduled to end all traning within the first 2 weeks of January 197, an-.1 the entire program
was targeted for completion on 31 Jan 7?. Upon completion, 12 substandard training centers
would have been consolidated at 10 residual, greatly improved training sites with a concurrent
increase in total training capacity from 58, 400 to 65, 300. Active training sites x of 31 Dec 71
are shown on Figure VIII-G.

(C) The facilities upgrade program for the centers was designed to complement the consoli-
dation program. Minumum additional facilities were to be constructed to a-commodate incrcased
training loads, existing facilities were to be rehabilitate4, end 12 potable water supply and dis-
tillation systems were to be inst;,iled. By the end of December the training center upgrade pro-
gram was also R percent complete with total completi:.r expected by the end of the third quarter,
FY72. 100

(U) The MASF military construction projects for the service schools totalled $9,319, 000.
The facility upgrade pro-ects ($7, 845, 000) consisted of rehabilitation and new construction cf
barracks, classrooms, mess halls, kitchens, latrines, ranges, and other buildings. Water
upgrade projects ($1, 474,000) included driliing additional wells, laying water distribution lines,
building water storage areas, and providing necessary water pumps. By 31 Mar 71., all. facility
and water upgrade projects were underway.

(U) Diring March the MACV MASF Military Conatruction Review Board approved a prcject
for construction of an.RVNAF Infantry School at Bearcat Camp, MR 3, at a projected cost of $7
million. Fecause of funding constraints and higher pricrity projects, this decision forced can-
cellation of a previous plan to form a Combined Arms School at Bearcat and construct both a
new armor school and an infantry school.

(U) By August, eight of the 22 facilities upgrade projects were completed as were IS of the
18 water projects; the design worl, on the Bearcat Infantry School had been completed, contract
negotiations were in progress, and the notice to proceed was receivec in November 1971. 101
When 1971 ended the $28 million conatruction program for 27 installations was 96 percent com-
plete in dollar value; 22 of the 27 projects were finished and thc remaining five were programmedfor completion by spring 1972. 102

Free World Frces Assistance to RVNAF Training

'C) Australia and New Zealand training efforts were devoted primarily to the training of
RF and PF leaders in leadership and counterinsurgency skills.

IC) Australian night operations assistance teams. The Australian program to train
RF and PF leaders in night operations techniques began in December 1970 at the Pleiku Training
Center, MR 2. On 11 Feb 71 the fourth 2-week course was completed. The course was lengthened
to 3 weeks on 22 February and training for RF instructors was added to the curriculum. The
RF instructors were to return to their local sectors after graduation and establish VietnameseNight Operations Assistance Teams (NOAT) to train local RF/PF leaders. Also on 22 February
NOAT 2-week program were initiated in MR 4 at the Bac Lieu PFTC and at Dong Tam, MR 1.

(C) The MR 2 course moved on 12 July from Pleiku to Phu Cat. By tse end of November,
1,236 students had received training in nigh operations, and the instructiun at Bar Lieu and
Dong Tam had been transferred to the Vietnamese with NOAT acting as advisors. BI 14 Decem-
ber all three training sites were manned by NOAT-trained ARVN instructors, and the NOATs
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were withdrawn by the Au-itralian Governnent. During their year's service the NOATs trained
1, 296 RF/PF leaders. On 31 Dec 71, two Free World Forces Assistance programs were still
in effect: the Australian Jungle Warfare Training Center (JWTC) and the New Zealand Counter-
insurgency Course.

(C) Australian JWTC. In June 1970 the Chief of Staff, Australian Forces, Vietnam
(AFV) received approval to provide ad'.isors for Jungle Warfare Training Center to be established
at Nui Dat, Phuoc Tuy Province, MR 3. The first course began on 30 Nov 70 as a cadre training
course for the Vie-tnamese. On 8 Feb 71 the first 6-week student course began for 40 RF leaders;
772 RF officers wdre trained at .JWTC during CY71. On 6 Oct 71 the JWTC was moved to the
Van Kiep National Training Center.

(C) New Zealand Leadership Course in Counterinsurgenc . In February 1971 a group
of New Zealand instructors arrived in RVN to develop a program of instruction for a 5-week RF/
PF Leadership Course which the New Zealanders were to conduct at the Chi Lang Training
Center, MR 4. The primary New Zealaad instructor group arrived on 11 March I.o conduct eight
annual courses, each consisting of 150 students. The first class began in May 1971, and 438 RF
leaders graduated from the course during CY71. On 31 December, eight courses of 150 students
each were programmed for CY72. 103

RVNAF Training Self-Sufficiency

(U) The RVNAF, after 2 years of dealing wi th an almost explosive expansion of its forces,
was able to pause in 1971 and introduce sound fundamental management practices in the training
field. The CTC under the dynamic leadership of MG Phan Trang Chinh made many significant
and innovative improvements in training management, supervision, and curriculur.

(U) Central Training Command: Master Training Directive. Many fragmented and
inconsistent training directives existed within CTC, and the tack of a ftingie master directive
precluded uniform doctrinal guidance or standirdization of CTC policies. Recognizing the need
to correct this pr'oblem, a combined MACV/CTC working group was establisned to develop a
ciniprehensive training directive. The first draft was completed in December 1970 and staffed
with 10 selected training centers and service schools during February 1971. The directive, the
first of it3 kind to be issued by CTC, was published and distributed in April. The Master Train-
ing Directive consolidated all significant policy, guidance, and instuctions pertinent to the
training of RVNAF forzes into one meaningful document. 104

(U) RVNAF 5-year Training Plan. In September 1970 MACV published a comprehensive
long-range training plan, TP 1-70, to support force structure changes brought about by CRIMP.
As a result, JGS/CTC published the first RVNAF long-range training directive on 30 Jul 71,
marking a milestone achievement in CTC training management. 105

IC) Combined Arms Doctrine. In June, as MACV was developing the training annex to
the 1972 Combined Campaign Plan, AB 147, a problem arose regarding the RVNAF capability to
employ air support and effectively direct air-ground operations. Based on lessons learned
during mid-high intensity operdtions ir Laos and Cambodia it was evident that the RVNAF staffs
all levels aoove battalion needed strengthening iii the functional areas of planning and coordinating
fire support, air mobile operations, and logistical support. To ensure that this was given proper
cotirand emphasis, COMUSMACV in August 1971 admonished his US advisors to urge
Louterparts to conduct command post exercises and war games, to include exercises in multi-

106regin'ent opet- ions at corps level and multibattalion operations at regiment level. Concurrently
COML SMACV recommerAed that the Chief, JGS direct RVN corps/military regton commanders
to place c% ,-'nand and staff emphasis on measures to strengthen battlefield reporting procedures. 107
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(U) In late August, a joint combined committee was approved by the Chief of Staff, JGS and
formed under the supervision of the Chief, CTC to devpIol, a combined arms doctrine suitable
for the Vietnam environment. A.so in August, the RVNAF Armor School conducted 8 hours of
combined arms training for four airborne battalions, marking the start of a program for all
service schools which would increase the efiectiveness of combined arms operations.

(S) Throughout September the joint combined committee was dedicated to the development
of a Combined Arms Doctrinal Manual, the first effort by the Vietnamese to produce a formal
doctrine. The proposed draft, suitable for RVNAF application on the battlefield and for use as a
training guide, was zeviewed by Chief, CTC and approved by Chief, JGS in November. In advance
of document publi.ation, COMUSMACV advised field elements that the doctrine was forthcoming
and that " . . . proper meshing of air, artillery, naval gunfirc, infantry, and armor in accor-
dance with the new doctrine will do much to enhance RVNAF supremacy over the NVA/VC.
Advisors and commanders of each US service were expected to give dynamic support to the early
introduction of this new mode of tacics on the Southeast Asia battlefield. 1,i08

U) On 22 Dec 71, 500 copies of the ombined arms handbook were distributed and the
remaining 4, 500 copies were to be delive - d by mid-January 1972. This new doctrine and the
supporting instructional program were mi .stones in RVNAF progress and effectiveness. 109

The first application of the new tactical app..oac.h took place with the RVNAF Airborne Division
in mid-December during its push through Krek-Dambee to the Chup rubber plantation. The
results were fav-3rable and the RVN division and corps commanders indicated firm acceptar.ce
of the new aouctrine. 110

,U) With these and other related training directives and schedules CTC developed the plans
and programs designed to provide increasing modernization of the trainjing base, greater self-
sufficiency, and the basis for expansion to support changes in the force structure. In December
1971 the requirement for MYACV to maintain TP 1-70 or to promulgate a jucceding plan no longer
existed. MACV Training Plan 1-70 was eliminated on 7 Jan 72. 1II

(U) Combat specialty skills. During 1971 the RVNAF increased the use of in.place
training to upgrade combat skills; 48,000 trainees received oiA-the-job (OJT) instruction in new
combat skills during the year. When OJT was not practical, nor formal schoL';ng feasible,
ARVN Mobile Training Teams (MTT) took the school to the trainee.

(U) RF companies and RF platoons were required to undergo refresher training every 3
years. Py 31 Dec 70, 700 RF companies and 2, 250 PF platoons had not received the required
training. Recognizing this problem, and in an effort to supplement the existing refresher pro-
gram, CTC directed the formation of 32 Mobile Training Teams for CY71 which would conduct
in-place training for 121 RF companies and 1, 254 RF platoons. Each team concisted of 15 men
and was capable of training two RF companies or eight PF platoonc simultaneously. Refresher
training by MTTs began on 8 Feb 71. On 3! Dec 71, 172 RF companies, 895 PF platoons, and
18 ranger border battalions had been trained by the MTTs. The shortfaLl in PP training was due
partially to priority training given to the 553 new platoons, which were activated in 1971 as part
of the increase in the FY72 force structure. 12

(U) Several new combat specialty progrdms were introduced in 1971 to emphasi.,e sma.l
unit operations and discourage reliance on US support:

-- An improved basic rifle marksmanship program was instituted by CTC on 15 Feb 71.
-- A sniper program began on 5 Feb 71 for Ranger border battalions.

-- A 72-hour live-fire field training exercise was introduced during the first quarter, CY -
71 for company and platoon size units engaged in refresher training.
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-- Artillery fire control practice utilizing operational artillery firing units as instructor
units commenced on 15 Mar 71.

(U) Basic technical trainin&. The R7NAF training network made significant progress
in 1971 in developing technical skills essential to nation building. The key to technical skill was
English language prcficiency. In the RVNAF English Language School, the 1971 thrust was
toward having the courses taught by Vietnamese instructors. In January 1970 the school staff
had consisted of 649 US language instructors. B~y January 1971 the US instructional staff had
been reduced to 500; 1 year later only 229 US i istructors remained. At that rate of progress
this insruction would be tctally V-.etnamese-sustained by July 1973, at which time only one US
training m'inager will be required.

(U) The RVNAF Transportation School trained more than 6,000 drivers in 1971 for the
rapidly expanding RVNAF transportation system. This training was supplemented at the O.dnance
School with 28 transportation-related courses which directly applied to the civilian market as
well as military efficiency. The Advance Automotive Maintenance and Heavy Engine Repair

Course alone graduated over 2,500 in 1971.

(U) Advanced technical training. Progress in 1971 was also promising in the development
of the technically sophisticated and applied production skills. The first class in advanced engineer-
ing (28 students) began at the Military Technical Engineering School, Saigon, onz 7 Aug 71. This
school had a staff of contract university professors, and would produce many times more graduate
engineers than all of the civilian universities in Vietnam. The engineering course included such
vital skills as advance construction, public works, and road and bridge construction.

(U) The RVNAF opsned a bridge design school on 6 Sep 71 which would produce trained
construction experts, thus increasing the number of completed bridges throughout the country.
Each class had a maximum capacity of 14 students, who were required to design and supervise
the actual construction of a bridge as part of the curriculum. Two classes would graduate in CY-
72.

(U) The RVNAF capability to operate sophisticated equipment was exemplified by theirprogress in the Integrated Communications System (ICS). ICS required trained personnel in the

fields of microwave, tropo-scatter radio, fixed plant carriers, and the countrywide dial telephone
system. Training in support of this system was conducted in the RVN and the United States. In
Vietnam, US civilian contract instructors taught basic, intermediate, and advance electronics
to operators of che system. In the United States, RVNAF students received special training as
fixed station technical controllers, dial central office repairmen, and communications traffic

manage rs.

(t8} On 3 Feb 71 the first class of 11 microwave repairmen graduated from the ICS training
facility located at the RVNAF Signal School in Vung Tau. Between February and December addi-
tional communications instruction was prog-:essively transferred to the RVNAF Signal School
from the US Crypto-Log Support Center, Saigon, the RVNAF 60th Sig Dep, Saigon, and the US Ist
Sig Bde, Long Binh.

(U) The first class of the Dial Control Repair Course graduated at Vung Tau on 16 March.
On 25 August the first group of 3d echelon crypto repairmen completed training and in Septem-
ber the 4th echelon Radar and Switchboard Repair Courses were transferred to Vung Tau. By
December the 4th and 5th echelon Teletypewriter Repair Course and the 4th echelon Signal
Repair courses were also being conducted at the RVNAF Signal School. The majority of tourses
were still being conducted by US civilians at the end of December, but the target date for RVNAF
to assume the fCS mission was I Nov 72.113
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(U) Pilot training program. English language training of VNAF helicopter pilots was
completed on schedule with the last group of 1971 leaving for the US in April 1971. US helicopter

pilot training was scheduled for completion in July 1972. At that time a total of 1,642 helicopter
pilots would have been trained in flight procedures, including 341 who would have received

instrument qualification training.

(U) The total VNAF off-shore pilot training requirement, including helicopter, fixed wing,
and high performance aircraft, was 3, 334. During 1971, 1,007 students departed for off-shore
training as opposed to the programmed 1, 021. On 31 Dec 71 the forecast had all English speak-

ing pilot students departing for CONUS by 30 May 72, some for 18 months training. Completion
date for the major portion of the off-shore program was scheduled for September 1973, at which

time 34 F5 pilots would remain to be trained. The anticipated completion period for these pilots
was CY74. 114

(U) Air ground operations training. In June 1971, MACV at the request of JGS com-

menced plans to provide Air Ground Operations training for senior ARVN officers (LTC/COL).
On 8 Aug 71 the first student entered the Special Operations Course, at the Air Ground Operations

School, Eglin AFB, Florida. 115

Formal Leadership Development

(U) To support the increased emphasis on RVNAF leadership, priority attention was given
in this area at all levels of the training complex.

(U) Combat experienced instructors. On 23 Apr 71 the JGS conducted an appraisal of

instructor positions to determine which required combat experienced personnel and directed certain
reallocations. The number of positions was reduced from 1, 685 to 7 10 and the criteria for the replace-
ment of long tenure officers in key training center and service school positions were strengthened

and enforced. As a result, 138 combat experienced instructors were added during the year in
those areas dealing with command, operations, tactics, and weapons. Recognizing that combat

experience alone did not guarantee a good instructor, CTC introduced a 6-week method of
instruction (MOI) course in June at Quang Trung Training Center. In addition, a 1-week MOI

refresher course was established at the remaining training centers and in 13 of the 23 service

schools. The appointment of combat experienced senior commander 1 o the key RVNAF train-
ing installations added strength and validity to the training program.

(U) Advanced officer courses. The Infantry Officer Advanced Course was transferred
to the Infantry School at Thu Duc during the first quarter of CY71 thus relieving the Command
and General Staff College (C&G.SC) of the responsibility of conducting intermediate courses of
instruction. In August the Advanced Armor and Artillery Courses began, and by 31 December,
advanced courses were underway for the first time at all Combat Arms schools and at the

Engineer, MP, Transportation, and Finance schools. This intermediate training for RVNAF

captains and majors consisted of 16 weeks of classroom and field training in subjects and
techniques pertinent to the respective professional areas. Additional advanced courres were

planned for the Quartermaster, Medical, AG, and Signal schools in 1972.

(U) Academic accreditation. The Vietnamese National Military Academy was the source
for a well-educated, regular officer corps, but unfortunately was not an accredited degree-granting

institution. The Academy received extensive top level support during 1971, and legislative approval

was sought for VNMA graduates to be awarded an accredited academic degree. A modern library
and heavy engineering laboratory were completed during the first half of CY71 to help provide
the required study environment and round out the academic curriculum. At the end of December,
it appeared possible that the 1972 VNMA graduates would receive accredited degrees.
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(U) Officer candidate training. The RVNAF Officer Candidate Training at the Infantry
School in Thu Duc was the principal source of junior officers. Quality screening procedures
were instituted for the first time in the third quarter, CY71. Under the new concept, all RVNAF
recruits with a Baccalaureate I degree or a 10th grade level of academic completion received
basic and advanced combat training at the Infantry School instead of the Quang Trung National
Training Center. The following shows comparative US and Vietnamese academic levels:

Vietnamese United States

Elementary
Kindergarten Kindergarten
5th Grade Ist Grade
4th Grade * 2d Grade
3d Grade 3d Grade
Zd Grade 4th Grade
1st Grade 5th Grade

6th Grade

Junior High School
7th Grade 7th Grade
6th Grade 8th Grade
5th Grade 9th Grade
4th Grade

High School
3d Grade I 10th Grade
Zd Grade (tested for Bach I) IIth Grade

1st Grade (Bach II) 12th Grade

University University

(U) During the initial training weeks, the poorly motivated of these selective trainees and
those of little demonstrated potential were screened out and reassigned to other training areas
or units, thereby introducing the first element of selectivity. Those ultima,.ely selected to
attend the 22-week OCS program at the Infantry School were subject to continual evaluation by
a leadership review panel throughout the period of training. Poor leadership performance
resulted in dismissal and reassignment to other units. The new system eliminated manyr weak
performers and the candidates who were ultimately commissioned were considered to be
reasonably capable and well motivated. 117

(U) Motivational traminz. The Chief, CTC established a Morale and Motivation Board
on I Aug 71, with representation from CTC, the General Political Warfare Department (GPWD),
and MACV to review and improve motivational training methods and d.osign other training methods
to improve the RVNAF soldiers' " wvill to fight. ' The Morale and Motivation Board met at regular
intervals and developed specific tasks which were approved by the Chef, CTC. A seminar sys-
tem was developed for training center and school use to improve soldier participation and create
an atmosphere conducive to improved indoctrination. The first seminar was held on 16 Oct 71
at the JGS compound.

(U) A 2-week POLWAR officers course was established by the RVNAF POLWAR Training
Center to train officers to perform as POLWAR officers in the student cadre brigades at RVNAF
training centers. Ninety officers entered the first course on 10 Dec 71 at Thu Duc.
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(U) Five motivational training handbooks were developed and produced during December,
entitled Company Command and Leadership Development, Company Political Indoctrination,
Troop Motivation, Questions Classification, and Troop Benefits and Answers. On 17 December,
20, 000 copies of each handbook were distributed, to include copies to each RVNAF unit down to
the company level.

(U) On 31 Dec 71, other POLWAR training programs were still in progress. The significant
ones were:

A "pilot program" was virtually completed to test a new technique of using POLWAR
cadre down to company level in the student cadre brigade. Previously the training wes
c6nducted by a small POLWAR section in the training branches of the train.ng centers.
Under the new plan the POLWAR cadre in the student brigade would provide moTivational
training in the barracks, on road marches, in the field, and at other periods of informal
instruction. The pilot program was scheduled to start at the Van Kiep NTC in January
1972.

-- A motivational film was in the offing, with a "before and after" theme, depicting tha
pro ress of RVN and RVNAF. The scheduled completion date for the film was 15 Jul
72. I8

Khmer Armed Forces Trained by RVNAF

(U) In May 1970 Vietnamese and US units began training the armed forces of the Government
of the Khmer Republic (GKR). The RVNAF contribution to the Khmer FY70-71 training program
totaled over 25, 000 trainees. At the end of EFY72 RVNAF was to have trained in excess of
41, 000 members of the Forces Armees Nationales Khmers (FANK), ranging from battalion and
brigade commanders to recruits and patrol boat crewmen. This support to the Khmer Republic
was but one more indication of greater RVNA F strength, capability, and self-sufficiency.

(U) Company training. The major RVNAF effort was concentrated on training the
Khmer troops in all positions from company commander to rifleman. Through a phased series
of interrelated courses, company commanders, platoon leaders, squad leaders, and recruits
were trained at the Lam Son National Training Center, MR 2. At the end of individual periods
of training the various elements were molded into separate companies and g~ven 3 weeks of
intensive basic unit training (BUT). The trained companies then returned to Cambodia to form
new battalions, fill understrength battalions, and man outposts along the Mekong River.

fC) The first 20-company increment started basic unit training at Lam Son NTG on 15 Feb
71; on 6 Mar 71, 39 company commanders, 300 platoon leaders, 353 NCO squad leaders, and
1,977 EM recruits graduated. The final contingent of the FY71 program completed training in
August.

(C) The FY72 company training program began when 496 platoon and squad leaders entered
training in August. Ta first increment of 45 company commanders arrived at Lam Son NTC
on 6 September and 1,509 recruits arrived on 5 Oct 71. Sixteen companies completed basic unit
training in November. By February 1972, 32 of the 80 companies to be trained in FY72 had
f~nished, The RVNAF had trained a total of 205 Khmer coppanies since the program began.

(C) Logistics and maintenance training. To help restore the Khmer logistics and main-
tenance base, the RVNAF trained specialists in quartermaster, signal, medical, transportation,
and ordnance. On 23 Jan 71, a 10-man Khmer driver cadre completed trmining at tie RVNAF
'7 ransportation School as did 20 second echelon wheeled vehicle mechanics on 18 Feb 71.
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(C) In February 1971 planning began to formnlate the ;rogram through which 607 FANK
logistics specialists would be trained in RVNAF service schools beginning in the second quartei,
CY71. During March the number was refined to 587 and training began in April for 302 Khmer
trainees. On 20 November the FY"l Logistics Specialist Program ended when 25 artiliery repair-
men :ompleted training at the RVNAF Ordnance School. The RVNAF had trained in excess of
500 Khmer students during CY71 and were programmed to teach 1, 111 durin'g FY72.

(C) Small unit leaders. Another important asl.ect of the Khmer training program was
the small unit leader (SUL) course conducted by RVNAF. The first SUL course began in June
at Lam Son for 500 of the 3, 000 students programmed for this inst-tuction. By February 1972,
800 Khmer platoon and squad leaders had completed basic leaderanip training under this pro-
gram. 119

(C) Training center cadre. During the first quarter of CY7I, when the Khmer Govern-
ment expressed a desire to establish its own in-country training capability, it obtained RVNAF
support to train 205 training center cadre. The first 10-week course began at Lam Son in April

J n 8ddti 0 students were programmed for FY72; by the end of
February 1972, 194 had been trained.

(C) 'Iraining FANK brigade and battalion commanders. In July 1971, 53 FANK field
grade officers began a special course at the ARVN Infantry School in Thu Duc. The 7-week
zourse wa3 specifically tailored to provide officers with the minimum essential training to pre-
pare them to serve as brigade and battalion commanders or staff officers. Emphasis was placed
on staff procedures and combined arms operations. The course was taught to three contingents
in 1971; the first contingent (53 officers) graduated on 14 August, the second (38 officers) com-
pleted on 8 October, and the third (46 officers) finished on 5 December. The th.rd group was
taught by 1 members of the first class who would subsequently become the training cadre for a
similar program to be taught in the Khmer Republic. There were no further contingents scheduled
for training in RVN. 121

(C) Khmer Navy training. The VNN 211th Amphibious Task Force trained Khmer crews
for river patrol boats, mine sweepers, command and control boats, and monitor craft. During
FY70-71, 184 men were trained for 29 Khmer river patrol and assault support boats. The last
CY71 crew of 72 men completed training in December. During FY72 the VNN wal 2 programmed
to train in excess of 300 crewmen who would subsequently man 56 Khmer craft.

(U) In addition to these major undertakings, the RVNAF graduated one KhmLr Armored
Cavalry Troop in March 1971, the 7th Pioneer Engineer Battalion on 30 Oct 71, and also trained
16 Khmers in English (7) and Vietnamese (9) languages throughout the year. 123

Summary

tU) The RVNAF self-sufficiency effort reached a promising achievement plateau during
1971 with principal progress being made toward achieving training self-sufficiency. MACV was
satisfied that the effort was going well and that even greater progress would be made in 1972. 124

RVNAF LOGISTIC IMPROVEMENT

(U) 197. was the year of logistics; the year in which every effort w,- made to fully equip

RVNAF, upgrade 'he support capability of all services, and provide them with the facilities
required for military self-sufficiency.
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Equipment Delivery and Turnover

(S) Providing and delivering mission essential equipment was a continutng effort in e:ahancing

the effectiveness of the Vietnamese Armed Forces. In August 1971 a decision was made to ez:pedite

the delivery of all FY72 and prior year equipment which was due RVNAF. To accomplish this,

MACV developed plans and programs which would: (1) accelerate the delivery cf new equipment
arriving in-country by using any and all transportation resources, (2) emeed up in-country trans-
fers, (3) expedite transferral and turnover of long haul communications system, and ,4) bc.ild

up 1-year requisition objective stocks plus 3-year permissive overstocka.ge of secondary items

that were excess to USARV. Project 981/982 identifies this effort which had significant impact
on the RVNAF logistical system, and for which the entire DOD logistic system was mobilized.

(S) A MACV Logistic Operations Center was established on an around-*he-clock basis on
15 Aug 71 and functioned through 8 Nov 71. During tnis period the requirements for and com-
plete distribution of major items were intensively controlled and managed in the Logistic Opera-
tions Center. Periodic supply reconciliations of ARVN mrn.jor items waE conducted with the US
Army Materiel Command. As the tempo of equipment deliveries lessened, the operations center
was phased out on 8 November and activities were returned to normal logistics channels. 125

(S) Delivery of mission essential equipment. Overall improvement in the status of
RVNAF major items of equipment was substantial during 1971. By 31 December only one item
was lesc than 90 percent of the TOE/TA authorizations. The authorizations did not reflect
requirements' for maintenance time, repair cycle time, or attrition: 1 2 6

STATUS OF MISSION ESSENTIAL EQUIPMENT
(as of 31 Dec 71)

Item Percent
Rifle, M16 97
Grenade launcher, M79 89
Howitzer, 105mm 100
Howitzer, 155rn 100
Tractor, medium 100
APC, M113 100
Tank, M41 100
Truck, 1/4-ton 100
Radio, AN/PRC 25 1001
V Includes AN/PRC 10 as suitable substitute

(U) Transfer of in-country equipment. In addition to the new equipment furnished to
RVNAF, other equipment became available for transfer as US redeployments and inactivations
occurred. As a result, MASF supported equipment was transferred to RVNAF from in-country
US components both intraservice and interservice. Maximum transfer of these assets expedited
Vietnamization, decreased US retrograde requirements, and reduced demands on CONUS supply
and transportation systems.

MACV on a monthly basis for use by in-country US service components to screen excess equip-
ment, long supply assets, and materiel in the hands of redeploying or inactivating units. .ntra-

service transfers were given priority and were consummated by coordination between the owning
US service and the advisory element of the Vietnamese counterpart service. Interservice
transfers were coordinated through MACV and ultimately approved at US service departmental
level.
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kC) A major problem in the in-country equipment turnover was the amount of maintenance
required to put transferabie items in the condition required by US Military Standard Requisition
and Issue Procedures (MILSTRIP), i. e., issuable without qualification, issuable with qualific-ation,
and priority issue. 127 Maintenance upgrade requirements were eased somewhat during the third
quarter of CY71 when the mileage prerequisite of less than 20,000 miles for used vehicles was
eliminated, and later in the fourth quarter when Annex A (Transfer Criteria) to MACV Dir 795-4
was revised to permit transfer of vehicles considered to be ' combat serviceable" as opposed to
to the former criteria of having to meet "depot overhaul standards.

Turnover ofEquipment to ARVN

(C) US depot to ARVN depot transfers. Depot to depot transfere took place in large
volume in CY71, to satisfy the requirements of Project 981. During the third quarter of 1971
depot to depot transfers were the heaviest in the history of the Keystone Program tUS redeploy-
ment program), primarily due to the volume of small arms turnover:

DEPOT TO DEPOT EQUIPMENT TURNOVER: CY71

aor Items Ist Qtr 2d Qtr 3rd Qtr 4th Qtr
Communications -

electronics Equipment 1,213 804 273 1,491
Engineer Equipment 18 6 38 336
Ordnance Equipment 1, 612 678 18, 135 14,2Z75

(C) Interservice transfers. Interservice transfers peaked during the second quarter of
CY71 with the final redeployment of US Marine Corps units:

INTERSERVICE EQUIPMENT TRANSFER: CY71

To ARVN from: Quarter Equipment
III MAF Ist 141 C-E items

23 major ordnance items

3d MAB 2d 621 C-E items
2"3 major ordnance items

50 quartermaster items

USAF 3d 34 C-E items

4th None
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(C) Unit to Unit transfers. During CY71 transfers of equipment were made from US
units to ARVN units as shown below:

UNIT TO UNIT TRANSFER: CY71

From US Unit: Quarter To ARVN Unit
USAECAV selected units 1st 218th Land Clearing Co

4th PSYOP Gp 10th POLWAR Bn

Ist MI Bn Zd I, II, III, and IV CORPS
MI Detachments

USAECAV selected units ZlSth Land Clearing Co

4th PSYOP Gp 20th, 30th. 40th, and 50th

POLWAR Bn

577th Eng Bn 3d 61st and 64th Engr Const Bn

USAECAV selected units 213th Land Clearing Cc

4th None

(C) Turnover of floating craft to ARVN. ARVN was authorized 172 watercraft under

the Marine Modernization and Improvement Procram (MMIP) which came into being in 1969.
During 1970, transfer of the required craft fell short of the intended goals. Action was acceler-
ated in the second quarter of CY71 to transfer all required craft to ARVN not later than 31 Oct
71. Due to craft breakdown, failure of craft to pass sea trials, and other justifiable operational
considerations the CY71 goals were not met, although significant additions weie made to the
ARVN fleet during the year. The progress made during the year and the status of ARVN craft on
31 December are reflected below: 1 28

STATUS OF ARVN FLOATING CRAFT: CY71
On Hand

Type of Craft No Auth 31 Mar 71 31 Dec 71 Remarks
LCM 96 94 96

Tug 10 2 9 6 to be transferred Feb 72

Floating Crane 1 0 1
J Boat 5 1 1 4 to be transferred Jun 7?
Barge 50 4 44 6 to be transferred Feb 72

Total 172 105 161

(U) ARVN communications-electroniks capability. Significant progress was made
during CY71 ia the improvement of the ARVN Integrated Communicatons System (ICS) and Dial

Telephone Exchange (DTE) capability. Instruction at the USA/RVNAF Signal Training Facility,
Vung Tau, was provided by Page Communications Engineers, Inc. (See Figure VIII-9 for location
of strategic sites referenced in this section. ) During CY71 the school graduated an average of
35 men per month and would increase that rate to an average of 70 men per month durinng the
first 4 months of CY72. This graduation rate and subsequent increased input into the hard
skill MOS courses would enable RVNAF to meet. the mini'num manning level of the ICS/DTE

sites as early as October/November 1972 rather than March 1973. The increased input
into the hard skill MOS courses required 15 to 19 MOS classes to be conducted
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simultaneously, a requirement which excceded the programmed RVNAF instr tor capability.
To capitalize on the increased student availability, MACV requested USARV to ext nd the Page
training contract for a period of 4 to 5 months in CY72. The opportunity to n.eet the minimum
manning level of the ICS/DTE sites 4 to 5 months ahead of schedule would be a significant step
in increased ARVN C-E canability.

(C) RF/PF equipment buildup. The following reflects the on hand percentage of selected
items of RF/PF eqpipment as of 31 Dec 7 1 :1Z9

Equipment Percent on hand
Weapons 99

Vehicles:
1/4t cn 93
2 1/2 ton 96
5-ton wrecker 75

Signal:
AN/PRC-2:u(RF) 100
AN/PRC-Z5(PF) 29

VNN Equipment Turnover

(U) The turnover of equipment to the VNN primarily focused on the transfer of watercraft
and coastal surveilla-..e radar sites. The magnitude of the assets and effort involved in the USN
Accelfrated Turnover to Vietnamese (ACTOV) program is discussed elsewhere in this chapter
and in Chapter V, Naval Operations. To nantain the assets which were transferred under the

ACTOV program the VNN supply support facilities had to be developed and outfitted to provide
the necessary level of repair.

(C) VNN repair program. The VNN r% p ir system consisted of seven strategically
located logistic support bases (LSBs) and eleven intermediate support bases (ISBs). Three
LSBs and 11 ISBs were turned over to the VNN during CY71. As of 31 Dec 71, the Da Nang,
Binh Thuy, Cam Ranh Bay, and Nha Be LSBs remained o be transferred. Three craft repair
barges and the repair ship USS Satyr (ARL-23) were also transferred during the year thereby
completing the VNN inventory of mobile repair assets which were authorized under CRIMP.

(C) In June 1071, the deteriorating condition of river assa'lt craft (RAC) and river patrol
boats (PBR) dictated establishment of a high priority program to restore the craft to an accept-
Lble level of readineses. By 31 Dec 71, 115 RAGs and 245 PBRs had been completely overhauled
2n-d were again operationally ready in the VNN inventory.

4(C) VNN shinyard. The VNN shipyard (VNNSY) maintained the ships of the blue water
fleet. de4uate drydocking facilities were not immediately available. A small 1, 000 ton
aux!1;.a. floating drydock (AFDL-11) was received vn loan in April 1971 and used by the VNN to
reduce a critical doci'inp situation; the number of ships awaiting drydock facilities was thereby
reduced fro an average of 10 to 12 ships to 3 to 5 ships. The loan of the AFDL-II was an
-ustere cot',pi )ralsc to an original request for an AFDL-22, a 1, 900 ton floating drydock. An
ATDL-23 sub.equent~y declar c' in excess of Cam Ranh Bay requirements was transferred to the
VNN, and appreciably increa.;ed the VNNSY capabiliti to fulfill drydocking requirements.

IC) In addition to the VNNSY situation, 13 of 18 craft repair bases hao significant equipment
deficienc'es during the second quarter of CY'l. A total of 304 items were ordered to upgrade
existing r' op facitities and were on hand by z0 Nov 71. 130
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Turnover of Equipment to VNAF

(U) The emphasis in equipment turnover to the VNAF was primarily on increasing the numbe!
of aircraft. VNAF's expansion in this regard is covered elsewhere in this chapter and in Chapter
VI, Air Operations. To maintain the operational readiness of these increased assets the VNAF
communtcations and support capabilities were given priority assistance during CY71.

(U) 1'NAF C-E equipment turnover. VNAF assumption of operational and maintenance
responsibility for C-E equipment progressed at a rapid pace during CY71. The first significant
transfer took place on 13 Feb 71 when the USAF 3,000 line DTE at Nha Trang was transferred
to VNAF. On 30 April the Tactical Air Navigation (TACAN) facilities at Binh Thuy were owned,
operated, and maintained by VNAF. On 1 June the Dial Central Office and associated cable
distribution plant at Bien Hoa was turned over. On 28 June VNAF acquired the TACAN facilities
at Tan Son Nhut AB and on 30 June the TACAN facilities at Ban Me Thuot, Bien Hoa, and Nha
Trang were transferred.

(U) During the third quarter the following transactions took place between USAF/VNAF:

-- On 1 July the base weather telautograph systems (generally consisting of three trans-
mitters and five receivers) at Pleiku, Nha Trang, Binh Thuy, and Bien Hoa air bases
were transferred.

-- On 23 September the Direct Air Support Centers (DASC) at Pleiku and Been Hoa Air Bases
were transferred.

On 25 September eleven formal agreements were jointly signed by the USAF/VNAF
representives for "title transfer" cf the Telephone Tandem Switches at Tan Son Nhut
and Da Nang; the Ground Control Approach facilities at Nha Trang, Binh Thuy, Pleiku,
Bien Hoa, and Da Nang; the Tactical Air Navigation facilities at Pleiku and Da Nang;
and Dial Central Offices at Pleiku and Da Nang Air Bases.

(U) The last major turnover activities for CY71 occurred during the fourth quarter:

-- On 31 October the Bien Hoa dial telephone exchange was turned over and became a
self-sufficient VNAF facility.

-- On 2 November operation and maintenance responsibility for the Direct Air Support
Center (I DASC) at Da Nang passed to VNAF.

-- On 5 November the Tan Son Nhut transfer agreement was amended to indicate that the
facility was owned, operated and maintained by VNAF.

-- On 30 December the Chu Lai TACAN was transferred to the VNAF 291st Communications
I~uadron at Da Nang.

Throughout December the Phu Cat dial telephone exchange, telautograph system, TACAN,
nondirectional bdacon, ground control approach radar, control tower and weather com-
munications facilities were transferred. This constituted the eighth major air base
facility to be turned over to the VNAF as part of the I&M program.

(U) Un'vac 1050-I1 computer system. To improve VNAF support capability a Univac
1050-Il computer was installed at the Air Logistics ( ommand (ALC) at Bien Hoa AB in 1970.
During the first quarter of CY71 the first base (Bien Hoa) was satellited te the ALC computer
for direct communications between base supply and the computerized central supply files. Three
additional L.ir division accounts were satellited during May, June, and July with satisfactory
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results. Additional satellite accounts were added throughout the remainder of the year and
refinements were made in all phases of automated supply management. Continuation of the base
level satellite program for all repair items would provide additional management control for
VNAF materiel managers at all levels. The configuration of the 1050-Il computer was changed
during the fourth quarter to increase the in-line processing time and provide a secondary system
for simultaneous report processing. Although VNAF logistics capability progressed rapidly, a

primary problem existed in the lack of skilled middle management resources. It was estimated
that this problem would not be fully resolved for approximately 2 years during which time the
VNAF and their USAF advisors would work jointly to develop and train VNAF instructors to im-
prove the air force organic training capability. 13 1

VNMC Equipment Turnover

(C) During the third quarter of CY71 the Marine Advisory Unit and the VNMC staff jointly
reviewed and updated unit Tables of Organization and Equipment to incorporate the approved

.FY72-73 force structure increase of 610 billets. On 25 Aug 71, the Commandant of the Marine
Corps approved revised FY71-73 MASF programs for the VNMC. The approval coincided with
the decision to accelerate delivery of MASF equipment and varying quantities of the 144 line
items of major VNMC equipment for the FV68-72 program years which had not been delivered.
The initial fill of the MASF items was expected to be completed on or about 30 Nov 71.

(C) The accelerated delivery of MASF equipment proceeded essentially as planned. By 30
Sep 71 only 19 line items were delivered, but by the end of the second week in December over
90 line items had been received and the VNMC was virtually at full programmed combat effective-
ness in terms of TE requirements. Outstanding deficiencies included: 18 1/4 ton M-15iAIC
jeeps to tran3port the 18 106mm recoilless rifles belonging to the VNMC anti-tank company; 22
90mm recoiless rifles to upgrade the organic direct fire capability of the infantry battalion; 40
2 1/2 ton trucks to achieve the full TA of 363 2 1/2 ton trucks in the Marine division; and the
balance of the communications equipment (one AN/TRC-24,14 AN/VRC-47s, 9 AN/VRC-46s,
and 6 AN/PRC-106s) to completc outfitting the division radio relay system and the command and
control nets down to battalion level. All of these items except the 18 M-15IAIC jeeps were to be
transferred from USARV prior to 30 Jun 72; the M-151AIC jeeps were due to arrive from the
Taiwan Material Agency no later than 30 Jun 72. The combat effectiveness of the Vietnamese
Marine Corps would continue to be outstanding; however, fill of remaining equipment deficiencies
would be required prior to deployment as a full scale division. 132

Improving RVNAF Suiport Capabilities

(U) Running parallel with and complementing the process of providing RVNAF with physical
resources was the equally important task of upgrading their service support capabilities. CY71
was a year in which the success of US training, prodding, and .dvising was realized as the
Vietnamese proved capable of assuming many support functions which had traditonally been
performed by US elements.

Port Turnover Program

(C) In keeping with the phased withdrawal of US forces, action was initiated to provide
RVNAF with a responsive logistics support program. Project 981/982 effort had marked impact
on the in-country ammunition port facilities and resulted in significant increased inbound
shipping. Through the coordinated efforts of MACV and RVNqAF the abnormally high hold (await-
ing unloading) days, experienced during the US baildup phase, were averted. 13
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(C) During 1971 Vietnamiztion of the waterports progressed well and on an accelerated

basis. The ARVN ability to handle peak tonnages was displayed during May and June when over
30, 000 tons of cargo were handled by ARVN at the shallow-draft Can Tho-Binh Thuy Port. The
port, whichhad a TOE capability of 25, 000 t ons, was again severely exercised in October when
36,000 tons were moved in connection with the accelerated delivery of equipment to RVNAF.
Also in October, the ARVN Saigon Transportation Command (STTC), augmented by a Vietnamese
contractor, handled a peak workload of 45,000 tons of general cargo, vehicles, and engineer
materiel at the Sagion Military Port.

(C) On 1 Jul 71, ARVN assumed discharge operations for the Saigon Ammunition System at
the Cogido barge sites. On I September, ARVN began total operation of deep draft and barge
discharge for both US and RVNAF ammunition. Deep draft discharge operations were conducted
at Cat Lai, and discharge of barges containing ammunition was done at Binh Trieu, Vietnamese
Newport, Bien Hoa, Cogido,and Thanh Tuy Ha. During October and November, 70, 000 to, s of
US and RVNAF ammunition were processed by ARVN.

(C) On 1 Jan 72, ARVN, augmented by a VN .contractor, assumed operation cf the Qui Nhon
deep draft port. During the first month of operztion under ARVN management, 26, 000 tons of
US, FWF, and RVNAF cargo was handled.

(C) With the turnover of Qui Nhon two major ports remained to be turned over to ARVN,
Cam Ranh Bay, and all or part of the Da Nang port complex. Action was underway to effect
these transfers on 1 May 72, at which time US retrograde tonnage was expected to be between
60, 000 and 100, 000 tons at each site. 134

Depot Upgrade Program

(U) The depot upgrade program, "Project LSY," was initiated in 1969 to increase the over-
haul capacity of the ARVN Signal, Engineer, and Ordnance Base Depots and promote ARVN
self-sufficiency in most engineer, ordnance and signal equipment. The program included improved
facilities, roads, buildings, and drainage; the selection, authorization, and procarement of
equipment; and increased authorization and hiring of employees.

(U) As of 30 Dec 71 the construction portion of the upgrade program was approximately 98
percent complete both at the two depots and the newly named ARVN Army Arsenal (previously
80th Ordnance Rebuild Base Depot). The contract construction work at the 60th Signal Base
Depot was completed in November 1971; the remaining equipment would be installed by ARVN.
Construction at the 40th Engineer Base Depot was scheduled for conpletion during the third
quarter, FY72. The Army Arsnal's construction program was delayed by the installation and
hookup of several items of capittl equipment. The water distribution system for the engine
test dyndmometers had to be redesigned. However, completion was expected by the fourth
quarter, FY72. The major effort remaining was to expand the tire retread capacity.

(U) The receipt of capital equipment industrial machines was completed in 197 1; 483 lines
of the Defense Industrial Plant Equipment Center (DIPEC) equipment with a value of $3, 166, 000
were purchased for $1, 362, 000. Approximately 3,580 other lines of equipment V -re also required
of which 1, 913 lines had been received by the end of the ycar.

(U) To complement the increased plant capacity, the authorized strength for the base depots
wa increased from 4,615 to 7,313 personnel. There had been difficulty in hiring new employees;
however, GVN approval of a special 5-year draft exemption was obtained on 12 Jul 71 to permit
hiring of 17 year old employees. The assigned strength was 7,281 as of 30 Dec 71. Training
of the 17 year olds was aggressively pursued through OJT and extensive classroom training.
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As a result of the upgrade program, the FY73 off-shore repair/rebuild requirements would be
significantly reduced and would be nearly eliminated by FY75. 135 Additional statistics on this
topic can be found in Chapter IX.

RVNAF Lines of Communication Progran

(U) The highway restoration program progressed well in 1971. As US engineer units
redeployed additional funds were made available to facilitate the transfer of US construction
responsibility from troops to contractors in the Delta area, and ARVN engineer units took on
increased construction responsibility. By the end of December 552 km of roadway had been
restored.

(U) To assist RVNAT' in the new lines of communication (LOC) restoration role they had
assumed in 1970, 394 items of road construction equipment were added to the 56 new high ca.-ac-

ity commercial equipment items which were ordered in late CY70. By 31 Dec 71, ARVN engi-
neers had assumed responsibility for 671 km of highway restoration or approximately 16 per-
cent of the total LOC program. In order to accomplish their portion of the program, ARVN

dedicated six engineer battalions for road work and two additional battalion equivalents for
bridge construction and other LOC support. ARVN work was expected to be completed in 1975.
During CY71 ARVN restored 163 km of highway.

(U) The accelerated redeployment of US engineer units resulted in 108 km of roadway not
being restored as planned. Therefore the LOC fund ceiling was increased by $16 million and
funding was provided during the third quarter CY71 to acco-modate the switch in construction
effort from troop to lump sum contractors. US troop road restoration activities essentially

ceased on 15 Dec 71. On 31 December the SECDEF-imposed fund ceiling for the LOC program
was $463 million, of which $456. 6 million was funded as follows:

Fund Source Funded ($ Mil)
MCA 99.2
MCN 20.0
AID/DOD 128.2
AID 17.8
OMA 152.1
OPN 32.3
MAP 7.0

Total 456.6

(U) MACV had assumed responsibility in February 1968 for the advisory support to the
GVN'Director General of Highways (DGOH), a function whik-h had been performed previously by
the US Agency for International Development (USAID). In the fall of 1970, MACV and USAID
agreed to the formulation of a joint Ad Hoc Committee to study the return of he highway advisory
function from MACV to USAID. The joint committee submitted the report concurrently to each
agency on 11 May 71. MACV concurred in the recommendation of the joint committee that the
advisory role to the DGOH be returned to USAID on 1 Jul 72. Additional information on this
topic can be found in Chapter IX:
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(U) Figure VIII-10 shows the status of LOC construction as of 31 Dec 71. A synopsis of the

total LOC program (4,075 km) is reflected below:

Year Completed KM
CY68 and prior 809
CY69 810
CY70 736
CY71 552

Total 2,907

Pending as of 31 Dec 71 1, 168
Deferred (536)
Under Construction (381)
Remain to start (251)

Tal 4,075

Base Turnover Program

(U) The turnover of major US facilities to the RVNAF beg, a 1969 wLth the transfer of
the US 9th lnf Div base camp at Dong Tam, MR 4. During 1970, RVNAF received 77 installations
which were excess to US requirements. As US redeployments accelerated during 1971, 173

facilities were L:ansferred durinp' the year. These transfers were as follows:

Army bases 105
Navy bases 28
Air Forces bases 3

Industrial sites 10
Advisor sites 27

Total 173

(U) The overall status of the base transfer program on 31 Dec 71 was: 136

Percent
Transferred Remaining Total Transferred

Military facilities 241 150 391 62

Advisor facilities 27 353 380 7
Industrial sites 10 54 64 16

Total. 278 557 835 33

RVNAF Integrated Bulk POL Distribution System

(U) Bulk petroleum, oils, and lubricants (POL) represented high tonnages and d( liar items

in support of the RVNAF. During 1971, 3 years of phased effort culminated in the transition of
the RVNAF POL system from a package operation to a modern self-sufficient and responsive

bulk storage and distribution system.

(U) In 1968 the RVNAF petroleum depot system consisted of a base depot in Saigor and five
field depots. Products were received into the depot gystem either from commercial petroleum
companies o, from USARV POL terminals. Products were delivered via barge, pipeline, com-
mercial or military tank truck, or in 55-gallon drums. Distribution from depot to supply point
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was accomplished by military tank trucks and 55-gallon drums. Aviation fu.1b were delivered

primarily in bulk by commercial and military tank trucks directly into air base tankage; s.'.fe

aviation fuels were delivered to air bases via pipeline from commercial or military water

terminals.

(U) During 1968 and 1969, the initial steps were taken towards a bulk distribution system.

RVNAF was authorized and received five 5,000 gallon trailers and sixteen 1, 200 gallon tank

trucks for each of the five field depots. This gave the field depot the capability of delivering

bulk products to subdepots and to hose customer units which had bulk storage capability.

Review of the planning in late 1969 indicated that effective utilization of bulk delivery means

could not be realized if customer units had only 5-gallon cans and 55-gallon drums in which to

receive the fuel. A program was then initiated to authorize customer units the capability to

receive and store petroleum in bulk.

(U In 1970 the RVNAF Integrated Bulk POL Distribution System was formally instituted and

a plan was developed which specifically addressed the objective of an independent RVNAF inte-

grated petroleum system. The program stressed the need for dependable, adequate, and

responsive bulk supply in an effective togistic system. The three distinct, but inter-related

requirements for a modern bulk petroleum system were:

-- A bulk receiving and storage capability at the field depot and subdepot level.

-- A bulk delivery capability from field depot to subdepot and from the subdepot to the

customer unit.

-- A bulk receiving and storage capability at the customer unit level.

(U) The RVNAF Integrated Bulk Petroleum Plan was approved by the Department of the

Army during the second quarter of CY71. On 30 June the US Army tank farm at Pleiku was

transferred to ARVN marking the first transferral of large US bulk storage facilities under the

new plan. By the end of December, ARVN owned and operated 25 helicopter refueling sites;
VNAF was operating refueling sites at each of the major VNAF air bases; and ARVN was operat-

ing tank farms at Quang Tri, Chu Lai, Da Nang, Pleiku, Dalat, Phan Thiet, Tan My An, Go
Vap, Can Tho, and Dong Tam. ARVN had received 61 of an authorized 110, 5,000-gallon

trailers, 117 of 137, 12,000-gallon tank trucks and 57 of the 110, 5-ton tractors which had been

made available to RVNAF.

(U) The progress made in 1971 provided RVNAF with wholesale bulk storage facilities and
bulk delivery capability. With the complete implementatior of this program in CY72 a significant

step in RVNAF self-sufficiency will be attained. 137

RVNAF Medical Capability

(U) By the end cf t971 the RVNAF Medical Service was considered capable of providing

health care services necessary to assure the maintenance of the health of RVNAF personnel

aiid their dependents; this was true u.ider the assumption of continued US medical materiel

support, and in consideration of a standard of military medicine within the economic and

educational means of the RVN to ultimately support and sustain, and within the bounds of its

culture to accept.

tS) A complete review of the PVNAF Medical Service force structure was conducted jointly

by the MACV Command Surgeon's Office and the RVNAF Surgeon General's Office, during the

second quarter of FY71. This review was part of the US Mission/GVN review of accelerated
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FY72 and FY73 force structure discussed earlier in this chapter. The force structure approved

10 Jun 71 resulted in an increase of 3,887 spaces for the RVNAF Medical Service.

(S) The total authorized strength of the RVNAF Medical Service approved for FY72
approximated some 22, 679 personrnel, which would permit the following improvements in the
RVNAF medical posture during CYT7L:

-- Increase hospital staff/bed ratio from 0.6 to 0.7 and 0. 8:1.

-- Activate a 600-bed TB hospital at Da Nang.

-- Provide the medical company in the medical group with the ability to deploy a limited
surgical capability in direct support of combat operations.

-- Increase the capability of each ground ambulance company by 12 ambulances for an
authorization of 27 3/4-ton ambulances.

-- Activate orthopedic prosthetic detachments at Da Nang, Nha Trang, and Can Tho. 138

(S) Other medical implications of the accelerated FY72/73 VNAF force structure included
increasing the strength of the Air Medical Center from 139 to 183 spaces to support the operation
of a 100-bed station hospital at the center, and the addition of 10 spaces for the VNAF Altitude
Chamber at Tan Son Nhut. In addition, 60 spaces were transferred from the ARVN to the VNAF
medical force structure to supporL the requirement for trained enlisted personnel as members
of VNAF aeromedical evacuation crews.

(S) The total personnel authorizations for the RVNAF Medical Service were sufficient for
a modern and comprehensive medical service, but in many instances the RVNAF lacked the
trained personnel to fill the authorized position vacancies. This was mainly the result of a
combination of the accelerated expansion of the RVNAF Medical Service and the shortage of
trained professional personnel available in the RVN. At end-1971 it was anticipated that con-
tinued emphasis would have to be given to off-shore training of all levels of RVNAF Medical
Service personnel.

(S) Hospitals. By March 1972 the staff-bed ratio in the RVNAF hospital system had
increased from a previous overall ratio of 0.6:1 at the end of CY70 to a status ranging from
0. 6:1 in the small 100-bed sector hospital to 0. 7 and 0. 8:1 in the general and station hospitals.
This increased staff-bed ratio represented a significant step toward the long-range program of
placing emphasis on expanding and refining the capability of the existing system.

(S) The proposed FY73 RVNAF Medicai Service force structure, approved for planning on
10 Jun 71, included the following hospitals, with a total of 20, 500 beds:

Type Hospital Number
1,000 Bed General Hospital
1,800 Bed General Hospital 1
2,400 Bed General Hospital 1

600 Bed Tuberculosis Hospital I
1,200 Bed Tuberculosis Hospital I

t* 600 Bed Station Hospitals 5

400 Bed Station Hospitals 10
700 Bed Convalescent Centers 4
100 Bed Sectcr Hospital 29
400 Bed Paraplegic Hospital I
100 Bed Air Force Hospital 1
100 Bed Navy Hospital 1
100 Bed Marine Hospital
100 Bed Airborne Hospital I
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(U) Facilities transfer. Sufficient beds were not available within the RVNAF to provide
an adequate level of patient care. To relieve this, the US Forces offered medical facilities
which would become available subsequent to the r.deployment of US units. Discussions between
medical representatives of MACV and RVNAF identified 5 US Army hospitals which could be used
as RVNAF hospitals. These facilities were the 71st Evacuation Hospital, Pleiku, the 95th
Evacuation Hospital, Da Nang, the 3d Surgical Hospital at Can Tho, the 36th Evacuation Hospital
at Vung Tau, and the 8th Field Hospital at Nha Trang. In addition to these facilities the US
Air Force had seven 20-bed dispensaries which could be transferred to the VNAF at various
air bases throughout Vietnam. The facilities at Nha Trang and Vung Tau were transferred
during October-November 1970.

(U) As of end-March 1972 the US Army had transferred to RVNAF the sites at Pleiku and
Can Tho and the US Air Force had transferred all dispensiaries to VNAF except the one at Da
Nang. The Da Nang facilities, the 95th Evacuation Hospital and the Air Force Dispensary, were
still being used by US forces.

(U) The medical equipment required to equip the facilities for RVNAF use was transferred
in place. The requirement for the equipment was based upon existing or modified Vietnamese
authorization documents. In addition, other commodity managed items, such as generators,
air conditioners, and laundry units were also transferred to the RVNAF medical facility. As a
result, the RVNAF received a facility that could be immediately put to patient care use.

(U) The transfer of US medical facilities and equipment to the RVNAF filled a critical gap
in the military health care delivery system, but also caused problems vhich had to be overcome.
Problems associated with facilities maintenance were partially resolved by converting the
buildings to Vietnamese standards. The high cost of providing electrical power was reduced
considerably by removing several of the air conditioners and tropicalizing the buildings. A
further savings in maintenance costs was realized by converting the Western style latrines to
Vietnamese latrines reducing thereby the burden on the sewage disposal system. During the
phaseover period, US facilities at Nha Trang and Vung Tau received electrical power from the
Vinell Corporationand water from Pacific Architect and Engineers. When these facilities were
transferred the power and water supply %ere to continue for approximately 1 year, at which
time the US contractors would be phased down. The costs to operate these facilities would
then have to be born by the RVNAF as well as the cost to repair and maintain the facility.

(U) To further assuage the facilities mainte.nance problem the RVNAF established formal
training and on-the-job training for five 20-man facilities engineer maintenance teams. Speciality
training was conducted in refrigeration, water treatment plants, fire.,fighting teams, generator
repair, electrical power distribution, and engineer construction to provide a cadre which could
adequately maintain the facility. Although response to this program was slow and the personnel
trained during CY71 were limited to the specialities of power distribution and construction, there
were sufficient personnel available to adequately maintain the newly acquired medical facilities. 13 9

(U) RVNAF medical supply levels. In early August 1971 the RVNAF were authorized
to increase their supply levels from 7 to 12 months. Requisitions were to be immediately sub-
mitced citing Project 982, which would provide recognition of the purpose of the requirement to
each point in the US supply system through which the requisition would pass. Additional
information regarding Project 982 is contained in the Equipment Delivery and Turnover bection
of this chapter.

(U) The major problem in devploping the requisitions rapidly was that all records in the
RVNAF medical supply s6stem were manual. Thus, no capability existed at a central point
which would permit an analysis of the stock position of each item. To overcome this, the
RVNAF were requested to provide the sto,;k status of each item at each depot location to include
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the present requisitioning objective, on hand, due ins, and due outs. This information was
converted to punch cards and, with the assistance of the ADP services of the US 32d Medical
Depot, a computer program was developed which enabled the American advisors to prepare
requisitions. By the end of August all requisitions had been matched agairst long supplies and
excesses available from the 32d Medical Depot and the remaining requisitions were transceived
to Okinawa. Funds were made available in February 1972 to completely raice all RVNAF
medical supply levels to 1 year.

(U) Pitient evacuation. RVNAF helicopter aeromedical evacuation capabilities had
progressed to the point of near self-sufficiency in CY71. This was due primarily to the increasein the number of helicopters available to the VNAF and an increased training program in CY71.
With the training and other advisory support of US Army and Air Force personnel, a number of

Medevac crews were trained in aeromedical evacuation operations. Additionally, training was
initiated at the RVNAF Military Medical School to provide instructioa in the ground portion of
Medevac procedares. Although the capability for helicopter Medevac had not progressed to the
same level in each MR, a reallocation of existing resources would provide adecuate capability
to perform the RVNAF mission.

(U) Fixed-winged aircraft were available within the VNAF and could be readily configured
to carry both ambulatory and litter patients. Only a very limited use had been made of this
capabl'rity, and there was no established program at the end of 1971 for the development of a
dedicated, fixed-wing aeromedical evacuation capability.

(U) Because it was not anticipated that the RVNAF would achieve a level of aeronmedical
evacuation capability similar to that realized by US Forces in Vietnam, advisory efforts are
directed towards encouraging maximum use of surface evac-uation, both by ground ambulances
and inland waterways. Only the most urgent cases were moved by air, and continued emphasis
was placed on the improvement of the ground ambulance capability.

(U) VNAF Medevac and air rescue capability. In January 1971 COMUSMACV approved
a concept through which a VNAF helicopter aeromedical Medevac and search and rescue capabil-
ity would be developed; VNAF crews were to be trained in Medevac procedures by the US Army
Medical Command, Vietnam (USAMEDCOMV) and the Air Force Advisory Group under the
monitorship of the MACV Command Surgeon.

(U) USAMEDCOMV developed a program designed to accomplish training commensurate
with the overall VNAF/MACV programmed improvement and modernization objectives. To do
so it was necessary to:

-- Develop an effective Medevac/search and r- scue system within allocated resources.

-- Integrate Medevac/search and rescue capability into a single VNAF Medevac system.

-- Recommend and monitor required training programs.

-Develop concurrently an effective patient regulating syrstem.

(U Orient and train the "user" of the Medevac/search and rescue system.

(U) On 19 Feb 71, RVNAF Directive 310-19 was published outlining in detail the procedures
for helicopter Medevac and search and rescue operations. On 24 Apr 71, RVNAF published the
procedures for the use of fixed-wing aircraft in the Medevac/search and rescue system, RVNAF
Directive 480-6.
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(U) US training effort was primarily dedicated to helicopter crews. On 3 Mar 71, US
helicopter air ambulance units began training the VNAF. In addition to regular crew training,emphasis was directed at training the field medical soldier in helicopter evacuation request

procedures, patient classification, patient loading techniques, and communications and landing
zone security. The formal US training program terminated on 11 Jan 72 at which time 83 VNAF
helicopter pilots, 29 crew chiefs, and 28 medical specialists had been trained and were considered
fully qualified. The RVNAF Military Medical School assumed responsibility for future formal
Medevac crew training.

(U) As a result of this special program RVNAF developed a significant aeromedical
evacuation capability. By the end of CY71, VNAF crews were accomplishing more than 80 per-
cent of all RVNAF Medevac missions in MRs 2, 3, and 4 and approximately 25 percent in MR 1.
In addition, VNAF had developed the capability to train additional crews to expand the Medevac
program as additional helicopters were acquired. 140

(U) Sf- ialized capabilities. Orthopedic prosthetic detachments approved for activation
at Da I'anp Nha rang, and Can Tho were designed to complement the convalescent centers at
those Inca. .s and provide rehabilitative care to amputees. Normally this would have been a
nonmilitary function, if an adequate agency had existed in RVN to handle those patients who
could not be returned to productive military service. The entire convalescent center system,
to include the paraplegic hospital at Vung Tau, would eventually revert from RVNAF to the
Veteran's Administration.

(U) Optical fabrication capability. In the spring of 1971 equipment necessary to open

an optical fabrication facility was obtained and installed at the RVNAF 70th Medical Base Depot,
and necessary spectacle components procured. Lens stock was limited to that which provided
spherical but not cylindrical corrections. The Optical Braach of the depot commenced operation
on I Jun 71. During the first 2 weeks of operation, they fabricated and issued to RVNAF personnel
200 pairs of spectacles. Thereafter approximately 450 pairs of spectacles were produced each
month, using simple spherical corrections only.

(U) Immediately after the Optical Branch opened, plans were started to provide the activity
a multivision fabrication capability. Since this was believed to be beyond the existing RVNAF
technical skills, MACV decided to upgrade the equipment availaole and introduce a capability to
to produce cylindrical as well as spherical corrective spectacles. Until RVNAF personnel gained
experience in handling cylindrical corrective lenses, before progressing into multivision lenses,
MACV arranged in March 197Z for multivision spectacles to be obtained from the US Army Medical
Materiel Agency, Pacific.

RVNAF Automated Management Sstern

(U) A contract for systems development of the RVNAF Automated Material Management
Systems (RAMMS) was negotiated on 28 Oct 70. During 1971, the program gained momentum.
The RVNAF National Material Management Agency (NMMA) was developed concurrent with
RAMMS development. Supported by the RVNAF Logistics Data Processing Center (LDPC),
which would ultimately operate the RAMMS compvter programs, the NMM.A would centralize
RVNAF logistic management functions which were fragmented among four ARVN technical
service base depots in the Saigon area.

(C) During the first half of CY71 an IBM 360-40 computer was placed on order and the
Computer Science Corporation was engaged in training the ARVN instructor cadre in RAMMS
detailed systems specifications. Concurrently, the five technical services converted to an
interim punch card machine operation. Steps were also initiated to develop NMMA internal
procedures, TOE requirements, and personnel selections.
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(C) During the second half of CY71 the commander and key members of the NMMA
organization were selected. In late August, the computer was delivered and installed at the
LDPC complex. Training courses in stock control for potential NMMA personnel, conducted
at NMMA by the ARVN RAMMS cadre team, were initiated on 6 September and completed on
18 Dec 71. Through a series of joint ARVN/US counterpart conferences, procedures were
developed in NMMA stock control storage operations, customer interface and RAMMS reports
processing. On 30 June the wall-to-wall depot inventories and location surveys were on target
with a completion date set for 15 Jan 72.

(C) In mid-November 1971 it became apparent that to best achieve the objectives of NMMA
and RAMMS with the least impact in a combat environment, technical service implementation should be
phased. Actions were then directed to convert 60, 000 Ordnance Tecnnical Service logistic line
items from depot punch cards to RAMMS format. By 31 December, NMMA key personnel,
representatives of the ARVN Technical Services, the ARVN RAMMS instructor cadre and NMMA,
LDPC, and Ordnance US advisors were engaged in finalizing the NMMA procedures, developing
the Command Post Exercise "Test Package, " and preparing lesson plans for instruction in
storage and customer operations based on the NMMA procedures.

(C) Future planning focused on the theater-wide implementation of Ordnance Technical
Service supply managemexnt functions. The phased implementation of the remaining technical
services would follow the same general cycle as Ordnance. Lessons learned and experience
gained were to be applied to each succeeding Technical Service. 141

ASSESSMENT OF RVNAF CAPABILITIES

(U) US troop withdrawals gave credence to increased RVNAF capability and near completion
of the Vietnamization process. US assistance had prevented Communist military takeover of the
RVN and had substantially formed, trained, and equipped the RVNAF to the degree required
for military self-defense. Sooner or later Vietnamization would have to be tested. The ultimate
manner in which RVNAF employed the increased skills, knowledge, equipment, and confidence
they had acquired during 1971 would determine to what degree the US assistance and advisory
policies in South Vietnam had been effective.

ARYN/VNMC Capabilit

(S) The experience gained in the conduct of large-scale operations highlighted the year for
tho RVNAF ground forces. The impact of these operations on effectiveness and confidence was
congiderable. From the initiation of LAM SON 719 into Laos through the late 1971 campaigns
into Cambodia, each operation was subjected to a critical review to determine weak areas
requiring improvement az d strong points to be exploited. The need for an improved combined
arms doctrine was identified early in the year as a result of LAM SON 719. By early December,

the RVNAF combined arms doctrinal handbook had been produced and implemented in schools
and training centers. Similar emphasis was placed on other areas such as support coordination,
individual motivation training, and leadership. During September the success of LAM SON 810
demonstrated the professional skills of the Vietnamese commanders in the deployment and em-
ployment of units and the coordination of supporting assets.

(S) Despite the reduction of US advisors, the increased confidence, aggressiveness, and
professionalism of ARVN/VNMC units was evident. The cross-border operations of 1971
demonstrated tht ability of the ARVN units to effectively operate without advisor support. In
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the division, US advisor strength was reduced and tailored to meet the requirements of the ARVN.
Division advisor teams were reduced in size by approxim2.tely 30 percent. Based on increased
ARVN proficiency at lower tactical levels, advisors were withdrawn from most ARVN battalions.

(C) Perbonnel problems eased somewhat during the year as a result of pay increases and
renewed eftorts to apprehend deserters. Quantity and quality of leadership remained a problem.
The solution rested with the success of on-going efforts to identify leadership potential and
improve the available leadership training.

(S) 'The withdrawal of considerable US air and artillery support increased the use, effec-
tiveness, and reliance on Vietnamese support assets. Ground operations increased significanty
from January through Deeember. Battalion days on large operations were three times greater
in December than during January 1971. Operational results, expressed in terms of kill ratios,
weapons exchange ratios, friendly and enemy losses, favored RVNAF throughout the year and,
in each case, bettered the levels of 1970.

(C) Comparison of US and RVNAF Battalion Day on Large Operations:

1968 196? 197P 1971 Total
Jan Dec Jan Dec Jan Dec Jan Dec CY71

US 3,259 4,690 4,832 3,817 3,804 2,214 Z, 080 467 15,530
RVNAF 2, 148 3,755 4,310 4,371 4,225 5,589 6,629 17,740 154,644

Note: Battalion days of operation-t.he number of days a battalion is on an operation or a figure
obtained by dividing the number of companies employed on a large scale operation by three and
multiplying the rcsult by the number of days the operation lasted. Large unt operations=a
b-ttalion ize operation or one involving three or mre companies of line troops (ARVN, RF, PFP
Rangers, Airborne, Marines, or Armor) which the reporting unit controlled.

VNN Capability

(S) Effectiveness in conducting riverine operations and coastal surveillance improved
during 1971. The VNN assumed responsibility for all riverine operations and the inner MARKET
TIME barriers. During the year the VNN boarded and searched an average of 137,014 junks per
month. Day and night searches of coastal traffic increased appreciably over 1970. Task units
continued to demonstrate the feasibility of working with Visual Aerial Reconnaissance and Sur-
veillance (VARS) aircraft to locate zone violators or suspicious crzft.

(S) Seven of 16 planned coastal surveillance radar stations were in operation by 31 Decem-
ber. Turnover of the entire network was scheduled no later than 30 April 72, with the system
in full o peration by 31 May 72. The VNN continued to refine operational command and control
piocedures for the complex task of coordiriating the functions of the radar stations, surveillance
centers and patrol units. In addition, plans were made for a formal training course for VNN
radar system officers to commence in February 1972.

(S) Improvements in VNAF support to VNN operations were made with the implementation
of procedures to request both preplanned and quick reaction air strikes, and indoctrination of
VNAF crews in the requirements and peculiarities of riverine operations. Although limited
VNAF aircraft, personnel, and funding retarded progress towards permanent deployment of
VNAF helicopter gunship detachments in the Delta, initial results of this program were excellent.
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(S) Logistics, primarily supply and maintenance, were major problems during 1971 and
received a high priority for advisor assistance. Some progress was noted, particularly in the
operationally ready rates ior the fleet and the fact that the VNN should achieve supply self-
sufficiency by 30 Jun 72. Lack of trained personnel and a shortage of middle management
personnel remained the major barriers to greater progress in this area. By year-end VNN had
received 98 percent of its authorized watercraft and had assumed the preponderance of patrol
missions required to insure the security of RVN's many rivers and the inner sea barrier.

(S) Comparison of VNN and US Ships on Patrol:

1969 1970 1971
Avg Nr US ships on patrol 49 24 4
Avg Nr VNN ships on patrol 18 47 52

VNAF Capability

(S) The year was one of major expansion for VNAF with a 40 percent increase in the number
of activated s-Aadrcns. These increased assets resulted in the VNAF assumption of a greater
share of the air role, both in-country and out. At the end of the year VNAF was conducting over
63 percent uf the in-country combat sorties and 39 percent of those in Cambodia. On 31 Decem-
ber VNAF had 42 squadrons; two UH-l helicopter squadrons had been activated 4 months ahead
of schedule, aad of the 42 squadrons activated, 37 had been declared operationally ready. For
the year, hours flown increased by 56 percent and sorties by 69. 8 percent over calendar year
1970.

(S) The increases in operational statistics coincided with the reduction of US support and
the increaced reliance which the naval and ground forces had on VNAF assets. Improving the
VNAF's flexibility and responsiveness to meet these demands received a great deal of emphasis
during 1971. The support functions turned over to VNAF were no less important than the combat
missions and included a multitude of responsibilities in the areas of base defense, civil engineer-
ing, communications, and logistics. The assumption of these functions placed great demands on
the VNAF training system, particularly for the production of adequate middle management and
technically qualified personnel. Aggressive training programs were implemented in all in-
country training facilities and OJT was also used extensively.

(S) Comparisons of VNAF force readiness as of 31 December each year:

1968 1969 1970 1971
Total pilots available 861 1,065 1,-645 2,571
Nr aircraft on hand (all types) 361 451 746 1,222
Mr combat aircrews ready NA NA 558 984

Capability of the Territorial Forces

(U) Day to day security for most RVN land areas was the responsibility of the Territorial
Fo: ;es. The functions they periormed were often overshadowed by the more spectacular large
scale operations of the regular forces. However, the fact remained that their actions in pro-
viding lozal security contributed much to freeing the regular forces for larger operations,
part.cularly the cross-border operationu which dominated 1971.

'C) The Regional ind Popular Forces made up the Territorial Forces and represented the
primary miltary forces responsible for local security. Their missions included the security
of villages and harmlefs prevention oi enemy infiltration into populated areas, and the conduct
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of offensive operations in the consolidation and clearing zones. The RF strength on 31 Dec 71
stood at 96. 6 percent of that authorized, w i~h 87. i percent present for duty. The PF ended the
year at 95. 5 percent of authorized strength with 92. 2 percent present for duty.

(C) Territorial Force operations increased throughout the year as evidenced by over
2, 300, 000 RF operations and more than 3,930,000 PF operations compared to 1,787,000 and
2,979,000 during CY70. The results of these operations during 1971 were indicative of the
increased effectiveness of these forces. The enemy-to-RF kill ratio averaged 3.94:1 for the
year while the average individual weapons exchange ratio was 5.6:1. The same ratios for the
PF averaged 1.75:1 and 1.78:1 respectively.

(C) Although the operational results favored the Territorial Forces, the number of opera-
tions resulting in contact with the enemy showed a steady decline during 1971. Decreased
enemy activity was a factor, but the stationing of a large percentage of the RF and PF in
relatively secure areas also influenced this trend. Recognition of this fact, and the need to
revitalize the GVN expansion of territorial security, subsequently led to implementation of
the force transition concept, as discussed in Annex H. Under this program of redeployment,
reallocation, and redistribution, more emphasis was placed on freeing the RF from static
security missions in order to conduct more offensive operations in the unpopulated areas.

(C) Comparison of RF/PF small unit operations:
1 4 2

1968 1969 1970 1971

RF 590,621 1,433,069 1,787,039 2,301,010
PF 1,087,287 1, 979, 077 2, 979,258 3,934, 12

ADVISORY EFFORT

CHANGES IN COMMAND STRUCTURE

(U) Vietnamization and US redeployments were directly related to the level of advisory
effort in RVN. The overall improvement in the capability of RVNAF combat and combat support
elements lessened the requirement for tactical advisors and generated the shift of advisory
emphasis from the combat role to the functional areas of administration, management, and
logistics.

MACV Planning for US Advisory Force (MAAG)

(S) Reduction in the command and staff structure of MACV and support commands had been
an integral part .f redeployment planning. The ultimate goal of the troop reductions was to
reduce to a MAAG level. In February 1970, anticipating the eventual US drawdown and RVN
self-sufficiency, MACV developed a concept for reversion to a Military Assistance Advisory
Group, Vietnam (MAAGV) in mid-1973. This concept, which was approved in June 1970,
envisioned MAAGV would emerge as a minimum strength advisory group which would provide
advice and assistance to the GVN and RVNAF, manage the MAP/MASF program, and conduct
limited support operations in intelligence, communications, and strategic ai,- support. 143
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(S) The acceleration of the Vietnamization progress, and the President's announcement in
April 1971 of a ceiling of 184, 000 US military in Vietnam by 30 Nov 71, made it likely that the
mid-1973 date might be advanced. The reduction of US Forces to 69,000 by end-April 1972, as
announced by the President in January 1972, made it even more apparent that an earlier date
might set for reversion of MACV to an advisory group.

Vietnam Assistance Command

(C) On I Sep 71, COMUSMACV informed CINCPAC of the altered concept through w.hich
MACV would transition to MAAG status, and reported the direction of future MACV military
advisory effort:

This headquarters envisages the transition from the current assistance
organization to an Assistance Group by undergoing a phased reduction
from the Military Assistance Command, Vietnam (MACV) to the Viet-
nam Assistance Command (VAC), and the further reduction to the Viet-
nam Assistance Group (VAG) which would be the ultimate organization
for the long term advisory period. A detailed study is in progress to
develop a proposed VAG organization, command relationships, and
concept for providing assistance to the RVN. In the interim, the advisory
effort will focus upon the following areas as hostilities are reduced:

-- The reallocation, redistribution, and deployment of Territorial
Forces.

-- Decentralization of funding authority and responsibility to the local
levels.

-- Improvement of government functioning at all levels.

-- Establishment of GVN programs designed to alleviate the impact
of the reduction of US presence.

-- Establishment of GVN programs that help "bind the wounds of war"
such as: vocational training, rehabilitation of war victims and dis-
abled veterans, housing, and employment services.

Establishment of a management and reporting system suitable to
the level of the GVN needs and sophistication required.

Development or improvement of policies pertaining to conscription,
mobilization, draft deferments, reserve programs, terms of service
agreements, PW repatriation, Military Police procedures, and
health care services and medical policies.

Development of responsive distribution systems, increase the effic-
iency of maintenance systems, and establish efficient control of
labor and material resources.

-- Development of a self-propagating ADP system with the required
responsiveness to meet the needs and demands of the RVNAF. 144

(S) As the year ended, an interim organization of Headquarters MACV was under active
consideration.
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Redesignation of Field Commands

(C) Reflecting the decreased combat role of US Forces and the projected reversion of
MACV to an advisory group status, changes were made during 1971 in field headquarters and
advisory elements. These subordinate elements of MACV were restructured, at reduced
strength, in an effort to insure more efficient, coordinated advisory assistance commensurate
with the objectives of Vietnamization.

(S) During 1970, HQ MACV, component commands, and major field commands had beenrihtepectives iitr rinUS i myavsoygoutUAAiadcovrion.Mltr
substantially reduced (except for only slight reduction in XXIV Corps in MR 1, because of the
substantial US forces retained there). I and II FFORCEV were scheduled for consolidation with
the respective military region US Aimy advisory group (USAAG) and conversion to Military

Assistance Commands (MACs); the MACs would command the residual US forces as well as
provide advisory assistance support to RVNAF. At that time, the redesignation and conversi,,n
was scheduled by 1 Jul 71. 145

(U) Early in 1971 the first step was taken in the reorganization of the command and advisory
structure. On 30 April, COMUSMACV redesignated all field commands except XXIV Corps in
MR 1. In MR 2, IFFORCEV was redesignated Second Regional Assistance Command (SRAC);
IIFFORCEV merged with USAAG MR 3 and became the Third Regional Assistance Command
(TRAC); the Delta Military Assistance Command, MR 4, converted to the Delta Regional
Assistance Command (DRAC).

(U) Because of the proximity to North Vietnam, MR I required US combat support for a
longer period than the other regions. XXIV Corps and the Advisory Group in MR I were
scheduled to consolidate early in 1972, at which time the new command would become the First
Regional Assistance Command (FRAC). 146

(U) Further reorganization took place in SRAC in May 1971. On 16 May, COMUSMACV
activated the Second Regional Assistance Group (SRAG) to replace SRAC as the senior MACV
activity in MR 2. SRAC was redesignated Headquarters, US Army Forces, MR 2. Mr. John P.
Vann was designated Director, SRAG, and Senior Advisor to the CG, IU Corps and MR 2. To
assist him in the discharge of his responsibilities were two deputies: the Deputy for Military
Functions, who was the CG, US Army Forces, MR 2, and the Deputy for CORDS. This action
represented a new melding of military and civil functions at the highest level of the field advisory
effort. 147 The reorganization of MR 2 was completed on 2 Nov 71 when the US Army Advisory
Group, II Corps and MR 2, was inactivated and SRAG was redesignated Second Regional
Assistance Group/US Army Forces Military Region 2. 148

Reduction of MACV Staff Advisory Elements

(C) The first major internal reduction in support of MACV's transition into a VAC head-
quarters was the disestablishment of the office of the Assistant Chief of Staff for Military
Assistance (ACofS, MA, or MACMA). This office had been established on 9 Sep 67 as the
principal program manager of and the focal point for the military assistance and advisory
effort the RVN. 149

(U) The organization of MACMA on I Feb 71 is shown in Figure VIII-ll. On 1 May 71,
MACMA was reorganized and eight personnel spaces were deleted. This resulted in the elim-
ination of the Advisor Affairs Division and the Evaluation Branch. An Advisor Liaison Branch
was created and replaced the Evaluation Branch as the third branch of the RVNAF Plans and
Force Structure Division. The functions of the Evaluation Branch were absorbed by the remain-
ing branches in the Plans and Force Structure Division. 150
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(C) On 1 Nov 71, the office of the ACofS, MA (37 officers, 17 EM) was dissolved and
functions were merged with other staff agencies. The Plans and Force Structure Division, less
the Advisor Liaison Branch, was absorbed by MACJ3-03 which assumed the MACMA functions
of long-range and mid-range planning for the RVN military assistance effort; planning and
developing MACV recommendations on RVNAF force structure; recommending changes within
MASF-supported RVNAF manpower ceiling; monitoring the progress of CRIMP; assisting
advisory elements in development of Tables of Allowances and validating changes to these
documents; and proponency for ARVN infantry and infantry-type Taoles of Organization and
Equipment.

(C) MACJI took over the Advisor Liaison Branch functions of coordinating with appropriate
US and GVN authorities all maters pertaining to the RVNAF advisory programs; providing
the MACV central point of contact on advisory matters for the Field Advisory Elements, Naval
Advisory Group (NAG) and Air Force Group (AFGP); and providing field liaison to CORDS and
Army Advisory Elements. MACJ4 absorbed the Organization and Programs Division and
became responsible for the development of RVNAF authorization documents (less VNAF and
VINN), control of the MASF program, and monitor of approved ARVN requisitions. 151

(U) On 12 Dec 71 all traces of MACMA's former existence disappeared when the Advisor
Liaison Branch was eliminated from the MACJ1 JTD. The functions of the branch were allo-
cated to other MACV staff agencies:

1 5 3

-- J: retained responsibility for review of adequate personnel and administrative support
to all advisory elements.

-- J3: became the central point of contact on advisory matters for the FAE, NAG, and
AFGP and was resp 3ible for review of FAE requests for changes to JTDs.

-- .4: reviewed adequacy of logistical support to all advisory elements.

- all other congnizan, staff sections: coordinated with appropriate US and GVN authorities
on all matters pertaining to RVNAF advisory programs, and provided necessary

field liaison to CORDS and Army Advisory Elements.

Changes in HQ MACV Manpower Authorizations

(U) The steady reduction in HQ MACV manpower is shown in Figure VII-lZ, which shows
Joint Table of Distribution (JTD) authorizations for HQ MACV staff elements from May 1969 to
March 1972. Note that until 14 Mar 72, there was a separate JTD for HO CORDS elements.

CHANGES N FIELD ADVISORSI U) Changes in advisory effort pa. ticularly affected the level of advisory effort in the field.
As headquarters and subordinate commands consolidated and reduced, the advisors assigned to
MACV were reduced. The reduction iri strength in the Civil Operations and Rural Development
Support (CORDS) organization, discussed below, encompasses both headquarters and field
elements.
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CORDS Advisory Strength

(U) In June 1971, CtCMUSMACV addressed the mission and strength of the CORDS organiza-
tion in light of impending strength reductions and possible variations in its structure. 153

It must be clearly recognized, however, that US personnel remaining in the
CORDS structure, however few, continue the mission involved in Vietnam-
ization, i. e., assisting and supporting the strengthening of the Vietnamese
constitutional structure. The reduction in numbers of Americans does not
reduce the responsibilities of those remaining. The CORDS structure will
be reduced to the minimum necessary to carry out its role in Vietnamization.

(C) At the same time the American Embassy, Saigon, directed that a detailed stud-, be made

of potential civilian and military strength reductions in CORDS for FY72. The study concluded
that 2, 673 personnel -- a 10. 4 percent reduction -- would be a viable program, provided CORDS
personnel spaces would be filled to, or approximate, projected authorizations and that the new
strength ceilings would not have to be met prior to 30 Jun 72. On 16 Sep 71, SECSTATE informed
the Ambassador that President Nixon had approved the following CORDS personnel ceiling'- to be
attained by the end of FY72:

1 5 4

Type Personnel Spaces

Militar,
HQ MACV 142
MR headquarters 166

Provinces 1,309
Districts 411

Mobile Advisory Teams 0

Subtotal 2,028

Civilian (CORDS/AID)

Chieu Hoi 3
Community Development 9
Public Safety 186
Saigon Civil Assistance Group 2

War Victims 38
Senior Management Positions 68
Program Officers and Management Analysts 27
Administrative 65
Development Advisors 142

Secretaries 30
- Vietnam Training Center, Wash. D.C. 20

Subtotal: 590

Total: 2,618
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(C) The CORDS military personnel reductions from mid-1970 to 30 Nov 71 were 3, 802
spaces, or 55. 3 percent of the peak 1970 total authorization of 6, 876. On 4 Dec 71 the forecast
for future CORDS strength was as follows: 1 5 5

End FY71 End FY72

Civilian Civilian

AID OPCON DOD MIL AID OPCON DOD MIL

HQ MACV 260 9 43 225 198 9 41 142
MR 92 31 3 868 63 20 3 237
MR 2 124 34 2 920 99 26 3 466
MR 3 132 38 4 966 85 20 4 477
MR 4 184 42 3 1,773 125 30 4 706
VN Tng -30 20
Cen, Wash

Total 822 154 55 4,752 590 105 55 2,028

End FY73 End FY74

Civilian Civilian

AID OPCON DOD MIL AID OPCON DOD MIL

HQM ACV 67 8 41 100 132 0 41 82
MR 1 52 18 3 165 37 1Z 3 30
MR Z 92 18 3 246 62 12 3 55
MR 3 71 15 4 286 50 8 4 47
MR 4 103 21 4 320 82 15 4 78
VN Trig 20 0
Cen, Wash

Total 505 100 55 1,117 363 64 55 292

Modification of tne District Senior Advisor Program

(U) On I Sep 7 1, HQ DA approved revised personnel requirements for the DistrictSenior Advisor
(DSA) program. The new requirements increased the program's .FY72 end-strength from 124
to 156 and decreased its FY73 end-strength from 6" to 0. The following actions were taken or
planned to meet the objectives. Il) commencing with class 40 at the Foreign Service Institute
(FSI), which ran from 15 Nov 71 to 24 Mar 72, the 18-month tour option with its attendant
incentives was withdrawn and the length of tour for DSAs was reduced to 12 months; k2) effective
15 Nov 71, requests for tour extensions (18 months option) from either students attending FSI
or DSAs serving in Vietnam were no longer approved; (3) effective 15 Nov 71, vnprogrammed
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replacement requirements were drawn from MACV in-country assets: these personnel, if
nominated by MACV, were offereG the opportunity to join the DSA 12-month program provided
they had sufficient time remaining in-country to serve at least 10 months in a DSA position
prior to 30 Jun 73; (4) student input for class 41 (17 Jan to 19 May 72), would be increased to

provide 100 percent fill (156) by end FY72. Subsequent FSI classes would be cancelled. 156

Elimination of Mobile Advisory Teams

(U) The increased ability of the Vietnamese to assume responsibi'.ity for pacification
programs had a direct influer.ce on the phasedown df a key CORDS advisory clement -_ the
Mobile Ad-isory Teams (MATs). The program was initiated in March 1968 when the first class
oi ?-5 MATs entered the USARV Advisory School. Initially 353 teams were provided to assist
the RF and PF in developing comprehensive village defense plans. As a result of the rapid
growth of elements of the People's Self-Defense Force an additional 134 MATs were authorized
in 1970. It was during this period that the MAT peak trength was reached; thereafter, as the
Vietnamese a sumed a greater share of the pacification effort, the MAT presence decreased.
On 31 Dec 71, the number of authorized teams had been reduced from 487 to 66 and it was
anticipated that MATs would be totally eliminated during the first half of CY72.

(U) As the MATs phased out, the mission of the USARV Advisor School at Di An was reduced
and the school was inactivated on 30 Sep 71. Although this school was administered by USARV,
it was under the operational control of HQ MACV to trair oersonnel for duty with the US Mobile
Advisor Teams. The last MAT class gracuated on 29 Sep 71. 157

(C) Restructuring of combat assistance teams. Division Combat Assistance Teams
(DCATs) had operated in each MR for many years and were organized to provide tactical
assistance and aivice to ARVN units down to battalion level. In November 1970, COMUSMACV
advised all MR Senior Advisors (SA) of his plan to restructure the DCATs and eliminate
Regimental and Battalion Combat Assistance Teams (RCATs and BCATs). This concept was
fundamental .o the gradual shift in the advisory effort.

(C) Under the initial pian, 183 BCATs wer. to be phased out by 1 Jul 71 and 36 RCATs
were to be eliminated between 1 Sep 71 and 1 Mar 72. With the elimination of the BCATs,
two three-man teams would be added to each RCAT and utilized in a mobile assistance concept
to support ARVN battalion training and operations. To compensate for the ultimate reduction
of RCATs, a five-man team would be added to the DCAT to ,electively provide assistance and
coordination to 'he A1'VN as required. The team consisted of one lieutenant colonel, two majors,
one captain, and one E7. 158

(C) In May 1971, after LAM SON 719, a review was conducted to determine the impact of
eliminatng the battalion tactical advisors. The consensus of all senior advisors of MRs and
divisions was that the phasedown should continue as planned. The BCAT reductions proceeded
as scheduled and were completed on 30 Jun 71 with the except.ion of MR 1 in which retention of

* battalion advisors in selected units was authorized until 30 Sep 71. Also, the Airborne Division
was authorized to retain BCATs until 1 Nov 71. 159

(S) With the RCAT phasedown scheduled to begin on 1 Sep 71, the SA, SRAG on 18 Jun 71
:etquested aurhori;.atiu.i :o r,_ain a tMo-rran team in seven regiments beyond March 1972. In
July the CG, DRAC requested retention of RCATs through CY72. On 16 Jul 71, COMUSMACV
directed that the total strengLh of individual DCATs in each MR would not exceed 100 spaces by
33 Dec 71 ror 50 spaces by 30 Jul 72. This gave SRAG and DRAC the latitude to retain RCATs
as required, provided they did so within the specified strength ceiling. On 31 December the
phased restructuring of DCATs was proceeding according to the basic plan and within authorized

4; strength constraints. 160
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Phasedown of Other Field Advisory Elements

(U) The increase in Vietnamese expertise and training capability also contributed to
diminishing the advisory role. Many long standing advisory positions in the RVNAF service
schools were phased out as the incumbent,4JS advisors completed their tours in RVN. The
following field advisory elements (FAE) were terminated in 1971:161

FAE Locations Began Terminated
Admin/Financ! School, jGS Compound 1965 5 Apr 71
MP School, Vung Tau Aug 196. 24 Apr 71
AG School, JGS Compound 1962 14 May71
Mil Dog Tng School, Trang Tuy Ha Feb 1962 12 Sep 71
QM School, Saigon 1963 12 Sep 71
WAFC Trng Center, SCargon Sep 1968 18 Oct 71
Advisor to Director, WAFC, JGS Compound 1965 30 Nov 71

Summary of Advisory Reductions

(C) US elements. Major reductions were made throughout the year in most of the
advisory elements including HQ MACV. The steady improvement ir. ARVN permitted gradual
selective reduction of advisory teams and FAEs. Paradoxically the buildup and development
of the VNAF and VNN required that the US Air Force (AFGP) and Navy Advisory Groups (NAG)
remain essentially constant until their counterpart services attained a greater degree of self-
sufficiency. 16Z The scope znd effectiveness of the advisory effort contributed by the AFGP and
NAG are discussed in detail in Chapters V and VI respectively.

(C) US Advisor Strength, CY71 16 3

1 Jan 71 1 Jan 72 In-Coumtry
Element Auth Asgn Auth Asgn Reduction

V HQ MACV Staff 1,622 1,894 1,261 1,398 -496
FAE (less NAG, AFGP) 4,811 5,416 5,003 3,888 -1,528
CORDS 6,661 6,147 4,752 Z, 68Z -3,465
NAG 2,729 3,288 2,970 2,912 -376
A FGP 1,148 1,011 1,195 904 -107

(C) Third country elements. Free World Military Assistance Forces continued their
advisory assistance in PSYOP, civic action, counterinsurgency training, and medical aid.
These contributions are highlighted in the training section of this chapter aiid in Annex G, Free
World Forces. By 31 Dec 71 the preponderance of Free World advisory elements had beer.
withdrawn, leaving New Zealand and Australia as the major advisory/training elements. New
Zealand would maintain a training group through I Jul 72, and Australia would farnish a training
team and an engineer group (132 troops) in addition to 30 instructors for FANK training. The
Australian advisory force was assigned as follows: 16 4

Advisors/instructors, JWTC Z7
MATTS, Phuoc Tuy Proin.e 10
RF/PF Advisor, Phuoc Tuy Province I
Assistance to FAINK training at US sites 30
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THE FUTURE ADVISORY EFFORT

Reappraisal of the Advisory Effort

(S) The impact which Vietnamization and US redeployments had had on the advisory effort
in RVN was the subject of a JCS query to CINCPAC in October 1971. The JCS also requested
CINCPAC's views on planned objectives, functions, and structure of the future advisory effort.

(S) Stressing the more important issues involved, the following specific questions were
posed. (1) Should the advisory structure and role revert to the pre-1965 posture? (2) Should
the advisory reduction be tied to the reduction of other US forces , (3) What are the most
important continuing advisory functions and can they be fulfilled through other than US channels?
(4) How important is the information gained by field advisors, at what level do we need advisors
to obtain it, and could it be obtained in any other way? (5) Is it feasible to develop a small
corps of high-quality advisors to concentrate on the weaker RVN military units and provinces'>
(o) Should the imminent US advisory reduction be v.oncetnrated in VR headquarters -ind staffs as
opposed to the field elements? (7) What "mix" is appropriate between military and pacification
advisors ? 165

Military Assistance Objectives

(S) COMUSMACV was subsequently tasked by CINCPAC to provide views, comments, and
recommendations relative to the RVN advisory effort and the specific questions raised by 3CS.
Based on the objectives of the Military Assistance Program, Vietnam which COMUSMACV had
proposed in July 1971, a succinct appraisal of advisory accomplishments and a forecast for the
future was provided CINCPAC on 14 Oct 71.

(S) The tasic objectives of MAP Vietnam were:

-- To ,.ssist the Republic of Vietnam in developing an improved and modernized armed
for~e which is self-sufficient with the manpower and operational capability to:

- Defend agairfst the NVAIVC threat, both internal and external, with decreasing
support from US and Allied forces.

- Ausist in creating and maintaining an environment within which the people of South
Vietnam can be self-governing. ewo f

(S) Military assistance objectives were realized throughout 1971 by concentrating the
advisory effort on the functional areas of command and control, personnel logistics, training,
communications-electronics, and civil operations and rural development. Within these func-
tional areas emphasis was directed toward management of resources and developing the capa-
bility to fully plan for and integrate the military ground, air, and naval elements into a cohesive
military force. The RVNAF assumed a major share of ground and naval operations, an
increased share of air operations, and in general, demonstrated a high order of military com-
petence. With this shift and the decrease of US combat power, the advisory force became
increasingly more important. Advisory teams for all services were task organized to adapt to
the changing concept.
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Advisory Accomplishments

(S) The advisory structure that existed prior to 1965 was oriented toward tactical operations
and matters germane to the situation of that time and was not relevant to the present or future
advisory requirements. As evidenced by the cross-border operations, the RVNAF demonstrated
a steadily ,mproving capability to conduct tactical operations and to maintain a secure environ-
ment. Since 1965 new and innovative elements had been added to the advisory effort, e. g., the
integrated civil/military approach in the CORDS organization- the Single Integrated Military
Telecommunications System (SIMS) tor the RVNAF, automated data processing (ADP) systems,
and a centralized, functioning logistics system. The trend had been toward more advice and
assistance in these areas, with less advice in purely military areas. The steady improvement
of the RVNAF permitted gradual selective withdrawal of advisory elements. These reductions
were expected to accelerate as the services attained further competence and confidence. Advisor
reductions would be concentrated at the lower organizational levels initially, and gradually pro-
ceed upward until advisors would be principally at the higher headquarters and in those areas
where a specific weakness existed. During FY72 CORDS military advisors would continue to
provide advice and assistance at Saigon, military region, province, and district levels. During
1973 the advisory effort at district level would be reduced, leaving only a district senior advisor
who would probably be located at the province serving as a district liaison officer.

(S) The strength and role of the advisory force had not been determined independently
from the consideration of other US force reductions. The advisory role increased in importance
as US forces withdrew and the presence of the advisor assisted in sustaining the confidence of
the RVNAF. Since mid-1969, when US forces began to redeploy there had been a continual
decrease in both advisors and other US forces. While all US forces had reduced 66 percent by
I Dec 71, the advisory effort had decreased 22 percent over the same period. Each redeploy-
ment increment had been tailored to achieve a balanced US force necessary to support the
advisory and security efforts.

Utilization of Advisors

(S) The most important continuing military advisory functions were identified as being in
the areas of command and control, personnel, logistics, training, communications-electronics,
intelligence, and in monitoring the end-use of equipment provided through the MAP and MASF
programs. In the civil sector efforts would continue to be focused upon advising and assisting
the GVN at all levels to attain the broad objectives of the .Community Defense and Local Develop-
ment Plan: local self-defense, local self-government, and local self-development.

(S) COMUSMACV believed that the number of advisors could be reduced, but that the total
advisory function could not be fulfilled without military advisors. Within the brcad areas of
logistics and communications-electronics, there were some tasks that could be performed by
civilian contractor personnel. US 'Service Department civilians could be used to monitor MAP/
MASF funding requirements. As a consideration towards helping to reduce the US presence in
the RVN, contractor support could utilize third country resources or local contractual services.
Another alternative was the use of MATs working primarily at MR level but with the capability
of visiting field units when technical expertise was required. In this instance MACV stipulated
that MATs were not as effective as resident advisors.

(S) The importance of information gained by US field advisors depended on where and how
the information was used. While reports could be obtained from RVNAF sources alone,
advisory channels were usually more responsive. The operational reports during the cross-
border operations had been based on RVNAF input and v.ere reasonably accurate. On the other
hand, technical reports in the logistics, communications, maintenance, and intelligence areas
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required verification by advisory personnel. GVN officials at the highest Levels realized the

usefulness of the upward communication of data through US reporting channels. Not only diC such
data provide a cross check on Nietnamese reported information, but often constituted the only
source of certain types of information from certain geographical areas. MACV continually
reviewed reports with a view toward elimination, simplification, and consolidation. As these
efforts continued, the reporting role of the advisor would diminish, however, it would have been
premature for MACV to estimate the ultimate degree of reduction.

(S) The development of a small corps of high-quality advisors to concentrate on the veaker
RVN military units and provinces was considered by MACV to be a desirable and an attainable
objective provided those selected would be proficient in the Vietnamese language, have previous
experience in the RVN, have an understanding of the people ar.d their culture, and have the
temperament and patience of soft-sell salesmen. Although the "small corps" con,'*t was
desirable the "concentration of effort on weak areas" was neither unique nor innovativs. The
MACV advisory effort had for some time concentrated effort where weaknesses existed, e. g.,
the logistics advisory element consisted of trained, experienced military and zivilian personnel
who were assigned to the RVNAF logistics corrnands, ba3e depots, and other logistic ageacies
based on the degree of self-sufficiency achieved by the Vietnamese. The advisory effort in

Ii  ARVN divisions was also tailored to place the skilled advisor where he was needed MIs1.

Future Advisory Reductions

(S) Advisory reductions planned for the immediate future included concurrent reductions in
both headquarters and field advisory elements. For comparison, under current plans the total
strength of HQ MACV, service components, and MR headquarters, would be reduced between 1
Jul 71 and 30 Jun 7Z by over 70 percent, while during the same period the total advisory force
would be reduced by approximately 65 percent. Reductions in 1971 had been selective rather
than spread evenly across the board. They were directly related to the advisory progress made,
RVNAF capabilities and self-sufficiency, and US requirements. The HQ MACV staff had under-
gone continual modification in keeping with the changed nature of the war and continued US
redeployments. Likewise, the US headquarters in each of the four military regions and the
Naval and Air Force Advisory Groups had varied widely in size and mix to meet advisory require-
ments.

.(S) The particular ratio of military to pacification advisors had and would continue to vary
as each of these advisory efforts reduced over a period of time. A continuing need was envisioned
for advisory effort in military areas. With respect to CORDS, the mix of personnel should and

did vary by district, province, and MR according to the security, developmental needs, and
situation at any given place and time.

(S) In summary, advisory emphasis had shifted from tactical operations to the funtional
and technical areas and the level of effort in terms of numbers of advisors decreased as the
GVN and the RVNAF gained expertise in various areas. The reductions were conducted incre-
mentally in careful balance with other US force redeployments, and the remaining advisory assets
were and would continue to be assigned to teams tailored to satisfy existing requirements. This
was equally true in HQ MACV where effort and personnel reduced as the US presence in RVN
decreased. 167
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ORGANIZATION PLAN FOR MACV ECONOMIC AFFAIRS

TECHNICAL SUPPORT
SERVICEOPERATION S RESEARCH

ADMIN. AND. ECONOMETRICS
SUPPORT CSE

_ I I FOREIGN TRADE ANDI

DEVELOPMENT

FUNCTI ONAL FOCUS SECTOR FOCUS AGGREGATE ANAL)SIS
_ FOCUS

COMMERCIAL INDUSTRIES MACRO-ANALYSISJ
(PLANNING) (PLANNING) BRANCH

BRANCH BAC

I. PROCUREMENT L MFG INDUSTRIES FOR CAPITAL I. MONETARY
(PURCHASING) AND CONSUMER GOODS

2. FISCAL (TAXES ANDEXPENDITURES)
2. DISPOSAL 2. OTHER INDUSTRIES SUCH AS.

(SELLIXV) & BALANCE OF PAYMENTS
A. AGRICULTURE (FOREIGN EXCHANGE)

3. MARKETING B. FOREST PRODUCTS
(DISTRBUTIvN) C. CONSTRUCTION 4. AGGREGATE ANALYSIS

0. POWER/UTILITIES
E. COWERCILBING S. AID PROGRAMS (ECONOMIC ASPECT)E. COMMERCIAL BANKING

3. MANPOWER AND INDUSTRIAL 6.BUDGETS (GVN)

RELATIONS 7 MIL AND CAMPAIGN PLAN
COORDINATION AND FORCE

STRUCTURE ANALYSIS

MICROJ MA4CRO

COMMERCE INDUSTRIES MACRO -ECONOMICS

THE BUYING AND SELLING ANY BRANCH OF TRADE THE STUDY OF RELATIONS
ACTIVITIES ON A LARGE BUSINESS, PRODUCTION BEfTWEEN BR04D ECONOMICSCALE. OR MANUFACTURE. AGRAATES CONCERNING

INMOME.UPLOYMENT, PRI-CES A MONEY.

Source: MACEA Figure 7- 13
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ECONOMIC ASPECTS OF VIETNAMIZATION

A sound Vietnamese economy is crucial for political stability and a viable
government . . . The Vietnamization program in its broadest sense means
establisiing security and winning allegiance in the countryside; developing
responsive political institutions; managing a war-torn economy and steer-
ing it toward longer range development. Progress in these efforts will
determine South Vietnam's future.

President Nixon's Third Annual
Foreign Policy Report, 9 Feb 72

(U) MACV's responsibility for economic affairs developed early in September 1970. At
that time the SECDEF was concerned over the impact of economic matters on the success of
Vietnamization and recognized the possible contribution by DOD to economic development in
Vietnam through the US military presence, programs, and assets. Accordingly, SECDEF
advise3 the Chairman, JCS, that hc believed it imperative that COMUSMACV be assisted by
an economic advisor who should be a general officer.

MACV'S ECONOMIC FUNCTIONS

(U) COMUSMACV established the office of the Deputy Chief of Staff, Economic Affairs
(MACEA) on 4 Sep 70, to insure that Vietnamization did not fail for nonmilitary reasons and
that DOD made maximum contribution to solution of GVN economic and financial problems. As
advised by the SECDEF, close coordination with the US Mission and USAID was essential.
During the remaining months of 1970 MACEA evaluated the RVN economic situation, identified
problem areas, and formulated plans which were vigorously persued during CY71. 168

(U) In early 1971 the organization of MACV's Office of Economic Affairs was redesigned

to respond more fully to the needs of the GVN civil sector and to parallel, to the extent possible,

counterpart organizations of the US Embassy and USAID. The new organization of MACEA is
shown in Figure VIII-13. 169

(U) By SECDEF's October 1970 mandate, COMUSMACV was given the responsibility for
a wide-ranging and detailed analysis of the RVN economy and the responsibility to provide DOD
with the requisite information upon which DOD policies affecting US goals and the RVN economy
would be made. In reviewing MACV's 1971 activities in fulfilling this charge, it is useful to
make a two-fold distinction between these activities. On the one hand there were those studies
and analyses which, in conjunction with actions by other US Mission agencies, had direct
influence on resultant DOD policy actions. The activities of MACEA's Commercial Branch and
Industries Branch fell predominantly in this category. On the other hand, a large portion of
MACV's responsibility required the monitoring, analyzing, and reporting to DOD of general
economic conditions within the RVN. While such studies provided the requisite economic
intelligence for US Mission policy decisions, it was generally impossible to relate these reports
to specific policy decisions. A prominent example of such reporting was the MACV Report on
Economic Aspects of Vietnamization sent quarterly from COPAUSMACV to the JCS. 170 Such
information received a forum wider than official DOD channels. For example, at a major RVN
economic planning conference held 26 to 28 May 71 in Singapore, a representative of COMUS-
MACV participated with senior Washington and Saigon representatives of USAID, DOD, and the
Institute for Defense Analysis (IDA). MACV analyses provided, in part, the information and
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studies which formed the bases for the conference discussions. Thesc contributed to informal
recommendations to the GVN for major economic reforms later decreed on 15 Nov 71. Most
of this second category of MACV economic intelligence was generated by the MACEA's Macro-
Analysis Branch.

REVIEW OF THE RVN ECONOMY

(U) Throughout the last decade the RVN economy continued to expand despite the adverse
influence of the war, which accentuated the problems characteristic of a contemporary, less
developed country. To the extent that those problems were kept at bay, or even somewhat
alleviated in certain instances, the RVN was heavily dependent upon foreign assistance, pre-
dominately from the US and significantly from the Department of Defense.

Gross National Product

(U) As with most less developed countries, the statistical base in the RVN was fragmentary
and often conflicting. Nonetheless, most sources indicated that composition of the Gross
National Product (GNP) had been distorted through the war years. The loss of rural security
and the effects of military operations and restrictions in rural areas caused a relative decline
in the contributions which agriculture and the industrial sector made to the GNP. Moreover,
the weak RVN industrial sector was heavily concentrated in foodstuffs and beverages, products
which did not provide long-run growth potential.

(U) It was clearly the public sector which had provided the main impetus to the GNP,
re.qecting not an increase in productive capacity but primarily the absorption of manpower and
physical resources into the war effort. In short, although growth had occurred, the pattern of
this growth did not provide a firm economic base for long-run development.

(U) As the RVNAF matured and strengthened, security returned to the countryside,
agricultural restrictions were relaxed, and RVN indu'stry was revitalized.

SECTOR ORIGIN OF GNP
(percent of GNP)

Manufacturing Public Admin

CY Agriculture Service and Industry and Defense
1964 32 35 12 21
1969 24 32 4 39
1971 29.70 24.20 14.75 31.35

PRODUCTION OF PRINCIPAL AGRICULTURE PRODUCTS
(1,000 metric tons)

1960 1964 1969 1970 1971*
Paddy 4955 5185 5115 5716 6Z23
Fish NA 397 464 577 600
Forestry I / 319 303 463 427 670
Rubber 78 74 28 33 36

1/ Cubic meters of round and sown wood arrivals in Saigon
* Estimate
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INDUSTRIAL OUTPUT, CY70

Percent of
Contribution VN$27. 3 billion
Foodstuffs 9.3
Beverages 59. 1
Tobacco products 13.3
Textile 9.2
Other (clothing, wood products, 9.1

paper, chemicals, metal

products, machinery)

Note: Comparative figures not available for CY71

Inflation

(U) The GVN budget for 1971 shown below, revealed a pattern typical of the past decade.
Total expenditures of VN$260 billion [approximately 59 percent of which supported the Ministry
of National Defense (MOND)], were matched by only VN$50 billion of domestic tax revenues,
indicating the critical weakness of the domestic tax system. When all sources of GVN revenues
were considered, the 1971 budget produced a deficit equal to VN$6,I billion:

GVN BUDGET CY71
(VN$ billions)

Percent of

Value Expenditure

Expenditures 260.0 100
Tax Revenue

Domestic taxes 50.0 19

Import taxes 109.0 42
Foreign aid and Other 39.5 15

Deficit 61.5 24

(U) Similar deficits in the past had contributed to massive inflation. During 1971 the GVN
experienced significant success in holding inflationary pressure to 14 percent. This was achieved
through GVN financial reforms which had begun in late 1970 and continued through 1971.

PERCENT INCREASE IN SAIGON RETAIL PRICE INDEX

Year Percent
1966 36
1967 32

1968 30
1969 34
1970 30

1971 14
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Foreign Trade

(C) The most dramatic indication of the combined effects of underdevelopment, war, and
inflation were found in Vietnam's economic relations with the world community. Continual
inflation through the 1960s resulted in a significantly overvalued exchange rate which eroded
the competitive position of the RVN in international markets. As the impact of war decreased,
the production of Vietnam's principal export products, rice and rubber, declined to US$12. 5
million in 1971. The same factors contributed to an increasingly heavy dependence upon imports,
producing a 1971 balance of trade deficit equal to US$703 million. This deficit was entirely
supported by foreign assistance; US$311. 5 million were provided through traditional US aid
channels, and US$403. 2 million were provided primarily by DOD dollar expenditures in the
RVN.

FOREIGN TRADE
(US$ miliion)

1960 1971
Exports 84.5 12.5
Imports 240.3 715.5

Balance of Trade -155.8 -703.0

Total AID 196.7 311.5

US Mission Expenditures in
RVN (primarily DOD) Negligible 463:2

(U) The foreign trade deficit emphasized two central points regailing the condition of the
RVN econom-y. First, the maintenance of a politically viable RVN economic environment had
been, and would continue to be, directly dependent upon US assistance. Second, the major
DOD contribution to this assistance fully justified the close and continual involvement of the
DOD, advised by MACV, in the economic conditions of Vietnam.

GVN Economic Reforms

(U) On 15 Nov 71, in his "State of the Republic" speech, President Thieu called for sweep-
ing economic reforms. "

-- A "rea'istic" piaster-dollar exchange rate designed to stimulate export production:

- Official US purchases at 118:1.
- US-financed imports at 275:1.
- GVN-financed imports at 400:1.
- Accommodations and exports at ii0:1.

-- A simplified system ot administering imports with a new import tax schedule of zero,
25, 50, and 200 percent designed to eliminate inefficient protection and stimulate
so'-nd industrial growth.

-- A wage increase of VNSI, 200 per month tcivilian and military), plus combat pay of
VN$4, 500 per month for designated RVNAF personnel. (Additional information on
RVNAF pay is contained in the RVNAF Leadership section of this thapter.)
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-- A new investment law designed to attract foreign capital to the RVN economy by
permitting annual repatriation of profits accruing to the foreign interest up to 100
percent of the total foreign capital investment.

(U) These actions were courageous and development-oriented, and indicative of the economic
acumen of the GVN leadership. Given adequate external support, the reforms provided maximum
opportunity for the RVN to progress toward economic independence.

MACV ECONOMIC EFFORTS

US Foreign Assistance to RVN

(U) A significant portion of M.ACV's economic projects ware generated by the responsibility
to monitor the foreign assistance program and advise DOD on money supply, expenditure rate,

and RVN economic stability.

(C) US assistance came primarily from three sources: US aid programs such as the
Commercial Import Program (CIP) and the Food-For-Peace program (Public Law [PL] 480);
DOD dollar expenditures in the RVN; and the Military Assistance Service Funded Program
(MASF) which provided RVNAF with military materiel directly from the several US services.

MAJOR SOURCES OF US ASSISTANCE, CY71
(US$ million)

Aid programs 312

DOD expenditures 385
MASF 1,717

Total Z, 414

(C) The dollar expenditure levels for DOD and the primary USAID programs are shown

below. During CY70 and CY71 DOD contributed 48 and 55 percent of the respective total
expenditures:

EXPENDITURE LEVELS

(US$ million)

CY70 CY7!
165 PL 480 81
183 CIP 231
318 DOD 385
666 ---------------- Total --------------- 697

(C) By providing RVNAF directly with war materiel, the MASF program both reduced the
impact of war on the GVN budget and alloy -d the GVN foreign exchange (derived primarily from
US aid programs and DOD expenditures) to maintain a Level of civilian imports sufficient to
sustain a politically and economically stable nation. Given that the level of US aid programs
was largely outside DOD's influence, MACV was primarily concerned withathree questions in
this area. (1) what level of total GVN dollar resources was required to support an adequate civil
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Farmer Pham Van Dieu (center) in.An Giang Province tills three hectares of
riceland formerly withheld for military reasons.
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import program? (2) given that aid levels were fixed by the US Congress, what level of DOD
dollar expenditures in the RVN was necessary to meet the requirement of RVN imports? and

.(3) once an annual level of DOD expenditures had been targeted by DOD, did monthly and
quarterly expenditures track to reach the annual requirement?

(U) To answer the first two questions MACV developed a computerized, mathematical

economic growth model designed to predict the amount of foreign assistance and import volume
required to meet RVN national goals such as growth rate in GNP and consumption. In addition,
the model was used to predict the consequence for GNP and consumption of various levels of
US aid and DOD expenditures.

(U) To determine whether DOD components in the RVN were expending dollars at a rate
adequate to achieve predicted annual DOD expenditure levels, MACV carried on a continuous
projection of piaster purchases by DOD agencies in the RVN. The projections, complicated by
a variety of exchange rates and budget accounting procedures, received high level consideration
in Washington.

(U) Another area of MACV concern was the continuing problem of economic instability

in the RVN. Reflecting the basic assumptions that inflation in Vietnam was related directly
to changes in the money supply and inversely to the level of US assistance, MACV developed a
computerized static expenditure model designed to predict inflationary pressure based on money
supply and foreign assistance. The model was used extensively by DOD personnel in Saigon and
Washington as a Urqans of evaluating the effects of various economic policy decisions made

throughout 1971.

Relief From Military Restrictions

(U) The impact which military operations had had on the RVN economy was emphasized in
March 1971 when COMUSMACV issued a policy regarding denial of resources from productive174
use:

It is the policy of COMUSMACV that military decisions to deny resources
from productive use consider carefully the economic effects of the restric-
tions imposed. The establishment or continuation of blockades or curfews
in fishing areas, prohibitions against the planting of certain crops or the

cultivation of designated lands, and the imposition of similar restrictions
will be discouraged, consistent with the military situation. Restrictions
now in effect will be reviewed to determine whether they can be relaxed or
removed.

(U) In May, a MACV study was initiated to assess limitations oi resources availability
which could impede economic development and possibly delay RVN's attainment of economic
self-sufficiency. The data source for this project was obtained from field commanders and

included the amount of arable land lost to production as a result of implicit and explicit restric-
tions. This study was the first assessment to consider the influence of the military's role in
economic development, and provide information for use in helping to determine priorities for

securing certain restricted areas of economic significance. Further, it suggested trade-offs
which could be made between 'he security of an area and the productive use of that area. The
results of the study were furnished to US field commanders and to the Chief, JGS on 17 Nov 71.175
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Commercial Projects

(C) A joint MACV (MACDC, MACEA and CORDS), USAID, GVN Committee for the Develop-
ment of the Industry of Construction (CDIC) was convened in late April 1971 to (1) identify
factors inhibiting growth in the indigenous construction industry and develop courses of action to
overcome them, and (2) examine excess Raymond International, Morrison, Knudsen/Brown,
Root, Tones (RMK/BRJ) contractor assets for the purpose of determining the base way of stim-
ulating and suppor ting the growth of the local civilian industry. In order to provide a basis upon
which these efforts could proceed, MACV completed a study which forecast rock and construction
demand in RVN inonmilitary)for the period 1972-76. This study, completed in Jure 1971, formed
the basis upon which reco:nmendations made by CDIC led to approval for transfer of five excess,
completely operational, industrial sites and 72' items of major construct ion equipment to the
Vietnamese Engineerng and Construction Company (VECCO), a government-owned corporation.

Additional information on CD.C and identification of these sites can be found in Chapter IX. At
year-end, the CD!C was in the process of conducting a study to determine the best use of the

RMK/BRJ Saigon Island Depot. This study was scheduled for completion in Februar 1972.

(U) One of the most inhibiting factors to development of RVN construction capabilities was

the artificially low exchange rate of 118 piasters per dollar in a market conditioned by an
equilibrium rate of about 390 piasters per dollar. This obstruction was partially removed in
July by the granting of the parallel exchange rate of 275:1 to construction projects undertaken
by VN firms. The position was again improved in November 1971 with the extension of the
financial market rate of 410:1. The value of VN contracts increased from about US$1.0 million
in August 1971 to more than 6. 5 miilion in December 1971.

(C) The remaining constraints in the areas of economics and finance were effectivelycovered by the GVN Economic Reform of 1971. Complicated prohibitive tariffs were removed

for most construction equipment and restrictive import measures were simplified to benefit

private business. In November, MACV teamed with the Officer in Charge of Construction
(OICC) and the US Embassy to restrict bidding on the Bearcat Combined Arms School Project
to qualified VN bidders. (Additional information on this prc iect can be found under RVNAF

Training.) The contract was let to VN contractors in December 1971 at a cost of US$3.4 million,
a savings of about 1. 5 million based on earlier US estimatc.s. During the same period, this
team cooperated in restricting the ARVN-affiliated Vietnam.-ese Industrial Construction Company
(VICCO) from contract construction work administered by the US, thereby preserving the

competitive spirit among private Vietnamese firms.

(U) Property disposal. In addition to the base .ud facility turnover to RVNAF which is

discussed under RVNAF logistic upgrade, COMUSMAC\, also had interest in the disposal of

facilities which had potential economic value for the RVN civil sector. In February 1971 the
Facilities Disposition Committee (FDC), a joint MACV MACDC, J4, EA and CORDS) USAID
group, sought to screen real property records to identify those facilities which, due to location,
size, and function could best serve the civilian econornj. Eighty such facilities were initially

identified. The list, refined to 37, was turned over tc the GVN Inter-Ministerial Committee
for Determining Priorities and Allocation of Excess US Military Properties. This GVN commit-
tee examined all excess military property to determine best use by the GVN. 176 In 1971, 7
facilities were transferred to civil use: The Duc Hoa Advisory Compound, Qui Nhon Airfield,
Cam Ly Airfield. Camp Brooks, Hon Tre Island, Camp Freznel Jones, and the Nha Trang
Industrial Site. Numerous facilities also were given to the National Police for dismantling.

(C) In-country procurement of goods. To assist in promoting economic development
and military-economic self-sufficiency and provide the GVN with additional foreign exchange,
MACV set forth specific recommendations in late 1'70 that would enable in-ccuntry pro.urement
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of MASF funded items which were being procured outside Vietnam, e. g. , lumber, operational
rations, and sandbags. Subsequently, on 31 Mar 71, the Assistant Secretary of the Army (I&L)
acting in response to MACV recommendations, authorized the CO, United States Procurement
Agency, V.etnam (USAPAV) to conduct test procurements of MASF funded commodities provided

certain conditions were satisfied. These conditions, which were in effect throughout the
remainder of 1971, permitted test procurements to be conducted provided:

-- . he Vietnamese bid for an item was less than the US cost of the item plus estimated
-packaging and transportation charges to SVN.

-- A sgnificant portion of the final value of all products purchased was created in RVN by
local manufacturers or pro(':esors.

-. It was determined that the Vietnamese industry from which the goods were purchased

had the prospect of becoming internationally competitive at an equilibrium official

exchange rate.

(Z) Vietnamese goods could meet the price competitive criteria only if GVN authority were
obtained to allow the bidders to use the export rates of 275:1 instead of the official rate of 118:1.
A formal request to obtain this authority was submitted by the American Embassy to the RVN
Prime Minister in January 1971. Unfortunately, GVN authority to use the export rate of
exchange was not obtained until 29 May 71. This delay on the part of the GVN.proved to be a

costly one since using activities in RVN had to conti.nue to requisition fiscal year requirements
from CONUS.

*' (C) The foregoing dramatized the need for a flexible, less restrictive, commodity procure-
ment program, one that would take into consideration anticippted changes in the official
exchange rate and industrial capability. Ac.:ordingly, MACV developed such a program, the

Vietnam Developmertal Procurement Program (VDPP), which was submitted to SECSTATE and
SECDEF on 8 Nov 71. On 15 Nov 71, the GVN promulgated a commendable package of economic

'* reforms which included a new .ate of exchange entitled the Financial Market Rate (FMR) of 410:1.
This rate replaced the old export rate and was extended to procurement of VDPP items shortly
before the end of the year. Use of the FMR would make additional locally-produced commodities
price competitive and was expected to facilitate accomplishment of the basic goal of the VD'P
to procure commodities valued at up to US$5 million in FY72 and thus establish the basis for an
evolutionary procurement program that would exceed US$15 million in FY73. 177

(C) In-country procurement of services. During the second half of CY71, MACV con-
ducted a detailed analysis of the status of DOD-funded service contracts calling for performance
in RVN. For the purposes of this review, contracts were categorized into 17 functional areas,
e. g. , construction, marine maintenance, stevedoring, etc. The final report, submitted to. JCS
on 19 jan 72, pointed out that as of 15 Oct 71, Vietnamese contractors had been awarded only
5. 5 percent (US$23. 2 million) of the total dollar value of FY72 DOD service contracts reviewed.
For FY73, it was estimated that local national (LN) contractors would receive 8.0 percelt
(US$15. 1 million) of the contracts to be awarded. To increase the LN share of the contractual
effort, the report recommended that DOD seek authority to permit in-country procurement

personnel t) awaed USG contracts to LN bidiers provided three conditions were met: irst, that
the contracting officer determine that LN capability existed; second, that an element of free
and open competition for the procurement existed; and third, that the LN offers obtained were
reasonable and under no circumstances exceeded 20 percent above the lowest invited bid for the
contract in question. This recommendation was applicable to six of the 17 functional areas.
MACV furth-r recommended that DOD require subcontracting with LN firms in the area of
operation ai. maintenance O&M) of government facilities. MACV estimated that indigenous
contractors *ould 'fbtain approximately US$51. 3 million in FY73 contracts if the foregoing
recomr ndations were approved and implemented. 178
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(U) Ferrous scrap. With the drawdown of US troops, there was little reduction during
1971 in war-generated scrap at US property disposal yards. Sales Lnd new generations were
about equal, with a year-end inventory of approximately 118, 000 tons of ferrous scrap.

(U) Recognizing ferrous scrap as a potential national resource, representatives of the
American Embassy, MACV, and the Property Disposal Agency, Vietnam, developed a proposal
in October 1971 which would accelerate sales while preserving the scrap in-country. Under
this plan, the GVN would purchase the scrap at a price well below the local market and retain
it in-country for future sales to the nascent steel industry. In order to insure maximum
economic benefit to the GVN, export of this scrap would be prohibited. Through this program
the US would be able to dispose of scrap through sale vice abandonment; the GVN would retain
a vital raw material; and the emerging steel industry would be stimulated. In this latter regard,
approximately 91,430 short tons of wire rods, reinforcing bars, and oteel billets were imported
annually. All these items should be processed from scrap using indigenous labor.

(U) The draft US proposal was subsequently altered to reflect sales to the GVN at 25 to 33
percent of international market price in lieu of employing the official exchange rate (118:1). It
was considered more realistic to effectively lower prices via such a discount rather than
through application of a non-rational exchange rate. The GVN informally indicated approval of
such an agreement on 71 Jan 72, and on 4 Feb 72, CG USARV requested DA authority to enter
into negotiations with the GVN for such an agreement. 179

Military-Economic Interrelationships

(U) MACV studies and efforts also extended to specific areas of interface between the
military and civil economic sectors, particularly those involving industrial, agricultural, and
manpower resources.

(C) Mutual savings fund. The RVNAF Soldiers' Mutual Aid and Savings Fund (SMASF)
was established in 1968 by decxee of the Minister of Interior to provide a savings fund for
servicemen, support military social welfare programs, a-d provide assistance for disabled

servicemen and families of deceased or missing servicemen. The fund was supported by
involuntary deductions from the pay of servicemen in the amount of VN$100 monthly.

(C) From the fund's inception to 1970, its capital was invested in bank deposits and
government bonds. In 1970 the decision was made by the fund's management to seek out more
profitable investments. That decision led to the incorporation of the Commercial and Industrial

Sank, commonly referred to as the military bank. This bank actively competed as a full service
commercial bank. Additional companies were formed during 1971 with fund support. The
Vietnamese Industrial Construction Corporation (YICCO) was formed in January 1971 and engaged
in all types of construction activity. The Vietnnan Transpo~tation Corporation (VINAVATCO),

active in stevedore services, freight handling, and in developing basic transportation services,
was formed in June 1971. The Foods Production Corporat.on (FCaPROCO) was formed in Sep-

tember 1971 to process food products. The Industrial an, Commi rcial Company (ICICO)
was also formt! in 1971, to sell all forms of insuranc2. In addition the fund held a minority
interest in the COGIVINA Paper Company and the SICOVINA Textile Company. Figure VIII-14
portrays subsidiary companies and other investments of MMASF

(C) On 9 Sep 71 the Minister-Councelor for Economic Affairs, US Embassy, Saigon,
expressed concern over the degree to which MMASF funds were being used for commercial
and semi-public enterp lses and solicited MACV's comments vn the matter. There had been
reports that VICCO had used its political power to obtain a contract that already had been
awarded to a private company and there was also strong indication that MOND was proposing
greater utilization of RVNAF manpower in economics and commercial activities.
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(C) MACV concurred %,ith the Minister-Counselor's assessment of SIMASF, supported the

principle of noninvolvement by military agencies in nonmilitary affairs, and recommended a

course of action on 27 Oct 71 which would reorganize SMASF and accomplish two objectives:
-- Savings would be on a voluntary basis with participatory procedures established where-

by individual depositors could exert influence over the !und's activities.

The fund would function along the lines of a trust fund subject to GVN audit controls,
with investments restricted to commercial bark deposits and government bonds, bills,
o notev. !80

(C) On 8 Nov 71, as a result of the MACV recommendation, Ambassador Bunker expressed
his reservations concerning the fund's activities and proosed to Prime Minister Khiem that a
joint US Mission/GVN Committee discuss the problem. ?? The first meeting of this committee

was held in December 1971. Substantial progress was being made at year's-end to identify and
eliminate objectional features of the fund's activities. On 31 Dec 71 the total SMASF assets
were VN$3, 262, 678, 775.

(U) RVNAF commissary system. InAugust 1971, the United States Embassy expressed
concern over RVNAF commissary operations and requested assistance from COMUSMACV.
RVNAF commissary reliance on imports at a preferential exchange rate was in conflict with
US Mission efforts to stimulate economic development in South Vietnam. Purchases of imports
at an unrealistic exchange rate (118:1) created undesirable econornic effects: (3) depressed
the demand for local products which were substitutes for commissary imports, (2) required
large amounts of GVN foreign exchange, (3) enabled the commissary to adopt unrealistic
pricing policies, and (4) acted as a barrier for new and existing domestic producers to expand
capacity in commoCity markets catering to commissary demand. A joint RVNAF/MACV
Committee was established in F -bruary 1972 to develop a Commissary Operating Policy State-
ment. The statement outlined the scope and direction o RVNAF commiLsary policies and
insured that commis ary policies would not undermine GVN efforte to atir, alate economic
development in South Vietnam. 182

(U) Economic input to 1972 Combined Campaign Plan. In October 1971, RVNAF
Combined Logistics Command and M.,CV jointly prodtuced an economic annex for the Combined
Campaign Plan 1972, A B 147. Inclusion of this aniex represented the RVNAF's first recognition
of the economic rmmifications of military planning and operations. The basic purpose of the
annex was to provide support to the GVN economic dev..lopmert program consistent with military
objectives and capabilities. Speciiicahiy, implemei.tation -)f tne plan involved safeguarding the
security of major lines of communications, and agricultural -roductibn and marketing arcas;
continued reliance upon local industries to proviie items required by RVNAF; assirting the
Vietoamese construction industry to increase production; and aiding the private sector develop-
ment by specialized training programs for servicemen prior to their release from active duty.

(C) P.VNt F farm prgra.t.. The A.VWN and VNN Farrr Programs were implemented
to raise the rta'n-rdoi "[ving- 'iifitaty persons and their dependents and to provide them
training in ar'im.,l husbandry. A preliminary study of the comparative efficiencies of public
(RVNAF) ver-is private civil sector swine breeding farms was conductad as a means of
replacing the RVNAF Fation Supplement Program. Eecatise of an imbalaice in the distribution
of breeder stock, fecd, drugs, veterinarians and Lrained perecnnel, the efficiency of the public
sector farm w-.s found to be cignificantly 6reater t,±ar corresponding commercial enterprises.
A -yeai dcvelopaent plan callint for extensive :xpansion of vi,e farm program was produced
by the ARVN Quartermaster Corps in November 1971. The project goals called for production
of 50 percent of the tot-l subsistence requirements of a 700, 000 man force in 1976. Because of
the magnitude of this planned expans'on, this project's effect on private sector development
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was continuously evaluated. Due to MACV's recommendations, which emphasized the conflict
between this program and the expansion of civilian entrepreneurship, the US Embassy directed
that the activities of the RVNAF Farm Program be kept under close scrutiny. 183

(U) Local national labor force. During 1971, MACV devoted increased attention to
local national manpower problems associated with US redeployment. In conjunction with other
US and GVN agencies, MACV collected and disseminated information regarding local national
reductions-in-force, and also requested the collection of more detailed manpower data on local
nationals schr'.uled for release by the US sector. This information was passed on a regular
basis to responsibie 'N agencies. Moreover, MACV recommended to the US Embas -y that
an effective program be ,mplemented to absorb terminated Vietnamese employees into RVNAF
civilian jobs and GVN Civil Service. In December 1971 and January 1972, a job placement
program was initiated by JGS/RVNAF to coordinate and expedite placement of local nationals
released by the US sector. 184

(U) Rice distribution model. In May 1971, a simple computer model was constructed
by MACV to facilitate a study of the potential costs of the GVN-supported rice distribution
system from surplus areas in the Delta to rice-deficient areas of MRs 1 and 2. The purpose of the
the study was to determine the monthly cost of the current distribution system and the cost of
alternatives. Findingsof the study indicated that the GVN could save US$15, 750 per month by
utilizing direct shipments of rice from the Delta (Dai Ngai) to MR 2 (Cam Ranh Bay),
primarily by avoiding intermediate shipments through Saigon I had been the historical practice.
The model results were made available to USAID for action.

(U) Mineral exploration proposal. Numerous potential mineral areas had been found
in RVN over the years and good samples of iron, copper, lead, and gypsum were identified.
The GVN Geological Survey agency did not have the funds, manpower, or equipment for field
work or follow-tip on these discoveries. Consequently no reserve estimates had been made nor
were investment opportunities known.

(U) A study was originated by MAACV in October 1971 to prepare a minimum cost proposal
for developing the mineral exploration capability in SVN. The study was completed on 25
December and recommendations were made to transfer excess JS-owned, civilian-operated
equipment to the GVN Geological Survey agency, screen RVNAF personnel assets for skills
necessary for geological field work, and grant draft deferments for selected personnel.

(U) The MACV study was forwarded to the Director of USAID on 7 Jan 72 and was subse-
quently carried by him to AID, Washington, D.C. 8

(U) Wholesale fsh marketing study. Saigon was the primary wholesale market for
the commercial fishing industry of Vietnam. Monopolistic pricing policies employed by the
fish brokers at the market had been a major constraint in the development of this industry and
had historically resulted in low returns to producers and inflated prices to consumers. The
brokers were able to maintain control of the industry through the practice of providing credit
in return for a guaranteed supply from the fishermen. With support from USAID, a new
Fishermen's Cooperative was organized by the GVN Directorate of Fisheries late in CY71
to provide an alternate and equitable marketing system.

(U) In December 1971, MACV completed a study which endorsed the new system and
recommended that USAID support the Cooperative's request for a VN$40 million loan from the
Bank of Vietnam, and assist in obtaining surplus military equipment and the technical and material
support ne-cessary to insare success of the venture. The study was forwarded to USAID on 20
Feb 72.
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Summary

(U) In spite of war and the syndrome of underdevelopment, RVN experienced relative
prosperity during 1971. However, the RVN economy was heavily dependent upon US aid, a
large portion of which was directly attributable to military expenditures of the DOD. Vietnam's
agricultural sector showed signs of revival as military security improved, but the industrial
sector remained small and inefficient. Although significant success in reducing economic
instability had been achieved, the national budget was still burdened with heavy defense
expenditures and continued tc. generate inflationary deficits. Foreign exchange earnings through
traditional exports had been woefully inadequate in providing the imports required for political
and economic stability. Consequently imports still had to be directly supported by USAID and
indirectly by DOD. It was hoped that the GVN economic reforms late in 1971 would produce an
environment which would provide some degree of solution to these problems, but MACV would
still continue to monitor and advise on the impact of military actions on the GVN economy.
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VIETNAMIZATION - Chapter VII
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85. Msg (C), COMUSMACV to CINCPAC, 010129Z Feb 71, Subj: RVNAF Officer Strength
and Promotions (RCS: 1080-MC)(U), Gp-4.

86. Same as # 69; Fact Sheet (C), MACJI4, 7 Mar 72, Subj: RNVAF Statistics (U), Gp-Not
stated.

87. Same as # 70.

88. Same as # 17, p 5 .

89. Rpts (C), MACJ14 to CINCPAC et al., Subj: Selected RVNAF Personnel Data, 2 Mar 71-
2 Feb 72 (U), Gp-l. 0

90. Ltr (U), MACCORDS-TSD-RF/PF, 7 June 1971, Subj: RF/PF/PSDF Newsletter

91. DF (C), MACJI4 to C/S, Z Dec 71, Subj: Pay and Allowances for Troops (U), Gp-4.

9Z. Ltr (U), General Abr-ams to Nguyen Van Vy, 7 Sep 71.

93. Same as # 91; DF(C), MACJ14toC/S, 16 Dec 71, Subj: Special Pay Reconnaissance Com-
panies (U), Gp-4.

94. DF (C), MACJI4 to C/S, 8 Jan 72, Subj: RVNAF Pay Increase (U), Gp-4.

95. Same as # 81; Rpt (S), USA, 15 Sep 71, Subj: Army Activities Report SE Asia (U), pp 35-36.
Gp-4.

96. Msg (S), COMUSMACV to CINCPAC, 290919Z Feb 72, Subj: Measurement of Progress
(MOP) in RVN (U), Gp-4.

97. Memo (U), MACV C/S Action Memo No 71-3. 7 Jan 71, Subj: Middle Management Training

D-velopment Program.

98. Rpt (U), OSD/ARPA, RDFU-V, 30 Sep 71, Subj: Quarterly Project Status Report, p 45.

99. Rpts (C), MACT-PP to SJS Fistory, Subj: Monthly Histvrical Sumnary, 17 Jan 71 - 18
Jan 72 (U), Gp-4.

100. Rpts (C/NF), COMUSMACV to CINCPAC et al., Subj: RVNAF Improvement and Modern-
ization Program Progress Report (RCS: 4000-12) 24 Jun 7i, Z Aug 71, 15 Nov 71, Gp-
Not stated; Msg (U), COMUSMACV to CG IFFORCEFetaL, 021128Z Sep 70, Subj: Joint
General Staff Approval of Territorial Forces. Same as #36.

101. Same as A 99.

102. Briefing (U), MACT, 6 Feb 72, Subj: MACT Standard Briefing.

103. Same as # 99.

104. Same as # 99, Feb-Apr 71.

105. Memorandum (C), RVNAFJCS/CTC #I601, 30 Ju' 71, Subj: 197 -975 Five-year Long
Range RVNAF Training Plan, Gp-1.
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106. Ltr (S), DEPCOMUSMACV to Advisory Elements, 10 Aug 71, Subj: Corps, Division,
Regiment Staff Training (U), Gp-4.

107. Ltr (S) (S), DEPCOMUSMACV to General Cao Van Vien, 11 Aug 71, Gp-4.

108. Same as #99, Aug-Dec 71; Msg (S), COMUSMACV to Cdr, 7AF et al., 031121Z Nov 71,
Subj: RVNAF Combined Arms Doctrine, Gp-4.

109. Ltr (U), General Abrams to General Vien, 23 Oct 71.

11. DF (U), MACT-P to C /S, 2 8 Dec 71, Subj: TrNaiomin PAnm Do70r(U).

11. DF (U), MACT-P to C , 26 Dec 71, Subj: VN aiomnied Parm Doctrie.

11. Same as # 17, pp 53, 61, 6e; Same as # 99, 18 Jan 72.

11. Same as # 99 and # 102; Fact Sheet (U), MACJ46-AE, 26 Dec 71, Subj: RVNAF Engineer
Bridge Design School.

114. Same as # 100 and # 102.

115. Orders (Ti), MACAG L':tter Orders No 7-1475 dtd 17 Jul 71, Subj: Invitational Travel
Ode rs.

116. Same as # 99. Apr 71, and # 102.

1 17. Same as # 102; Newsletter (U), MACAG, Dec 71, Subj: Personnel Newsletter.

118. Same as # 99, Sep, Nov, Dec; DFs (U), MACT-PP&A to C/S, 17 Oct 71 and 1 Jan 72,ISubj: Improvement in RVNAF Motivational Training (U).

119. Same as # 99, Feb-Dec 71, and # 102.

120. Same as # 102; Msg (S), Amemb, Phnom Penh to CHMEDTC, 28061OZ Feb 71, Subj:
FANC Training, (U). Gp-Nut stated; Mrg (S), CHMEDTC to Amemb, Phnom Penh,
060322Z Mvar 71, Subj: FANC Training (U), Gp-4.

12. Mag (TS), COMUSMACV to CINCPAC, 21061OZ Nov 71, Subj: FANK Training (U), Gp-4.

S 122. Same as # 102; Rp, (T.5), CINCPAC to CJCS, 23 May 71, Subj: Report of CINCPAC
Conference on Cambodia (U), 14-18 May 71, Encl 9, p A- 1-3, Gp-l1.

123. Same as # 102; Msgs (C), COMUSM.ACY to CINCPAC, Subj: Weekly Report, Cambodia
(U), 20 Aug - 15 Oct 71. Gp-4; Msg (C), COMUSMACV to CHMEDTC, Subj: Measure-
ment of Progress Report (U), 2 Nov 71 - 3 Jan~ 72, Gp.,4.:~ 124. Same as #102.

125. Fact Sheet (5), MAC 344, 27 Mar 72, Subj: Equipment Modernization, Gp-4; DF (5),
MACI42-RR&P to MHB, 4 Dec 71, Subj: Monthly Logistics Briefing, Gp-4.

126. Same as # 96.
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127. Directive (U), MACV Directive 795-4. 2 Mar 71, Subj: International Logistics-Turnover
of Equipment from In-Country US Sources to RVNAF.

128. Same as 4 36 and # 100; Plan (U), RVNAF Logistics Improvement Plan (Logistics Offen-
sive I1), 1971-72.

129. Same as .# 36, p 49.

130. Same as # 17, pp 5-5d; Rpt (S), MACJ3-05, Jun 71, Subj: Measurement of Progress,

pp 5-5e, Gp-3.

131. Same as # 17, # 36, and i 100.

132. Same as # 36, and # 100, 15 Nov 71.

133. Fact Sheet (U), MACJ44-SP, 27 Mar 7Z, Subj: Transportation Fun.tional Activities
Brief (U), Gp-4.

134. Same as # 36, pp 35-37; Same as # 100, p 33, 15 Nov 71; Fact Sheet (C), MACJ44-SP,
27 Mar 72, Subj: Vietnamization of Designated Waterports (U), Gp-4 .

135. Fact Sheet (U), MACJ46, 21 Apr 72, Subj: Status of Depot Upgrade Program - Project LS'i.

136. Rpts (U), MACDC to MHB, 27Apr 71, 30Sep 71, 8 Mar 72, Subj: Quarterey History
Summary (U); Rpt C), MACDC to MHB, 21 Jul 71, Subj: Quarterly HistoricalSummary
(U), Gp-4; Briefing (U), Construction Directorate for Mr. Barry Shillito, ASD, 13 Dec
71; Ltr (U), MACDC-LOC to Mr. John R. Mossier, Director, USAID, 18 Dec 71;
Briefing (U), MACDC, 6 Jan 72, Subj: Current Status of LOC Program; Msg (U),

COMUSMACV to SECDEF, 141039Z Jan 72, Subj: FY73 MILCON Congressional Hearings.

13". Same as ,# 36, pp 37-40; Fact Sheet (U), MACJ44-SP, 27 Mar 72, Subj: RVNAF Integrated

Bulk POL Distribution System.

138. DF (S), MACMD to SJS-History, 22 Apr 72, Subj: Staffing of 1971 MACV Command

History (U), Gp-4. This document forms the basis for information used throughout the
RVNAF medical portion, unless otherwise noted.

139. Fact Sheet (U), MACMD, 19 Mar 72, Subj: Facilities Transfer.

140. Fact Sheet (U), MACMD, 19 Mar 72, Subj: RVNAF Medevac/Search and Rescue Training.

141. Same as # 36 and #t 100.

142. Same as # 96; Rpt (S/NF), JCS, Feb 72, Subj: Action Officers Data Book on Vietnamizing
the War; pp B 17, C 95, C 102-104, C 72-73, Gp-3.

i43. MACV Command History, 1970. Vol II (S/NF), p VII-81, Gp-1 and TS Supplement (TSS/
NF), pp TS 14-16, Gp-I.

144. Msg (C), COMUSMACV to CJNCPAC, 011007Z Sep 71, Subj: Military Advisory Policy (U),
Gp-3.

i45. Mv[ACV Conmmand History, 1970, TS Supplement (TSS/NF) p TSS 14, Gp-i.
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146. Msg (U), COMUSM.ACV to CG, IFFORCEV et al.,, 230132Z Feb 71, Subj:, Redesignation
of Headquarters; Memo (U), MACJ3-02 to Mission Coordinator, Amemb, Saigon, 22
Feb 71, Subj: Redesignation of Headquarters.

147. Msg (U), 181205Z May 1971, COMUSMACV to VMAC, Subj: Activation/Redesignation of
Headquarters; Ltr (U), 15I May 71, COMUSMACV to Mr. Jol . P. Vann,

148. HQ MACV General Order No. 4652, 2 Nov 71, Suoj: Redesignation; HQ MACV General
Order No. 4653, 2 Nov 71, Suhj: Inactivation.

149. Directive (U), MACV Dir 10-19, 28 Aug 68, Subi: Orgazization and Functions of the
Office of the Assistant Chief of Staff for Military Assistance.

i50. DF (C.;, MACMA-FP to MHB, 31 Oct 71, Subj: Monthly Historical Summary - October
1971 (U), Op- 4 .

151. Msg (C), COMUSMACV to CINCPAC, 081140Z Oct 71, Subj- HQ MACV Reorganization
(U), Gp-4.

152, DF (U), ACof S, JI to C/S, 13 Nov 71, Subj: Elimination of Advisor Liaison,

153. Lcr (U), COMUSMACV to DEPCORDS, MR 1 et al., 27 Jun 71, Subj: Mission and StrengthI of CORDS.
154. 1Ppts (S), USA, as dated, Subj- Army Activities Report: SE Asia, 28 Jul 71, p 65, 29

Sep 71, p 59, Gp-4.

155. Fact Book (TS), 8 Dec 71, Subj: SEACOORD Meeting (U), Tab B-2, Gp-i.

156. Same as # 154, 15 Sep 7 1, p 63.

157, Same as # 154; Mog (U), COMUSMACV to CG, USARV et al., 210322Z Aug 71, Subj:
MAT Phase Out; DF (U) MACCORDS-TSD to MHB, Subj: After.Action Report USARV
Advisor School,

158. Msg (C), COMUi.\ACV to CG XXIV Corps et al., 290755Z Nov 70, Subj: Restructuring
of Division Combat Assistance Teams (DCATS) (U), Gp-4; Msg (Co, COMUSMACV to CO
XXIV Corps, et al. , 140552Z Jan 71, Subj: Restructuring of DCATS (U), Gp-4; MaIg (C),
COMUSMACV to DA 09001OZ Mar 71, Subj: Advisor Prograr'is IU. I p4

159. Memo. (C), MACJ3-02 to ACof S J3, 14 May 71, Subj: Restructuring of DCATS (U), Gp-4;
Msg (C), CG DRAC to COMUSMACV, 200619Z May 71, Subj: Restructuring of DCATS
(U), Gp-.4; Rpt (TS), M.ACJ3-05, 14 Jun 71, Subj: J3 Historical Summary for May 71
(U), Section 11, Gp-4; Memo (C), ACof S J3 to CIS, 10 Jun 71, Subi: Restructuring of
DOATS (U), Gp-4.

160. Mag (C), SA, SRAG to COMUSMACV, 181145Z Jun 71, Subj: Ilest, ucturing of DCATS (U),
Gp-4; Msg (C) Cr-, DRAC to COMUSMACV, 080830Z Jul 71, Subj: Re~tructuring of
DCATS (U), Op-4; Msg (C), COMUSMACV to CG XXIV Corps et al., Z80346Z Jun 71,
Subj: Restructuring of DCATS (U), Gp-4; Msg (S) COMUSMACV to CG XXIV et al.,
160840Z Jul 71, Subj: Restructuring of DCATS (U), Gp-4.

161, Same as # 99, Apr, May, Sep, Oct 71; DF (U), VAI'JI4 to Chief Pers Adv Div, Ji, 9
Nov 71, Subj: Advisory Support to WAFC Director/JGS.
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162. Msg (S), CO1.US'1LACV to CINCPAC, 141302Z Oct 71, Subj: US Advisors in RVN (U),
Gp-4.

163. Same as # 49, Dec 70-p A-5, Dec 71-pH-5; Fact Sheets (C), MACJ3-033, I Feb 71 and
1 Jan 72, Subi: Prop: ,.d and Approved vUACV JTD Recapitulation (U), Gp-4; Rpts (S),USA,
Subj: ArmyActivities Report: SE Asia (U), 3 Feb 71 -p 64,2 Feb 72 - p 64, Gp- 4 ; Fact
Sheet (C), NAVFORV, 4 Apr 72, Subj: NAG (U), Gp-4.

164. DF (S), MACJ5-2 to ACofS, J5, 11 Dec 71, Subj: TCC Conference (U), Gp-4; Msg (C),
COMUSMACV to CC, XXIV Corps, et al., 131139Z Dec 71, Subj: Reduction of Australian
Army Training Team - AATTV (U), Gp-1.

165. Msg (S), JCS to CINCPAC, 021553Z Oct 71, Subj: US Advisors in RVN (U), Gp-4.

166. Msg (S), COMUSMACV to CIN'ZPAC, 141217Z Jul 71, Subj: Objectives of Military
Assistance (U), Gp-4.

167. Same as # 162.

168. MACV Commard History, 1970, Vo II (S/NF), pp IX-117-119, Gp-I; Msg (U), JCS to
CINCPAC, 231425Z Oct 70, Subj: Periodic Report on Economic Aspects of Vietnamization.

169. Rpt (S), MACEA to MHB, 14 Mar 72, Subj: Input for 1971 MACV Command History
entitled "Economic Aspects of Vietnamization, " Gp-Not stated. This document forms
the basis for information used throughout this sectiun unless otherwise noted.

170. Msgs (S), COMUSMACV to JCS, Subj: MACV Report on Economic Aspects of Vietnam-
ization (U), i20140Z Apr 71 (S); 121154Z Jul 71 (C); 181126Z Oct 71 (S); 10125bZ Jan
72 (C), Gp- 4 .

171. Same as # 170, 12 Jul 71.

172. DF (S), ALaCEA o C/S, 23 ,Jan 71, Subj: Proposed Change in (Piaster) Rate (U), Gp- 4 .

173. Paper (C), MACEZ Dec 70, Subj: A "Policy Matrix" for the South Vietnamese Economy
(U), Gp-Not stated.

174. Directive (U), MACV Directive 525-12, 15 Mar 71, Subj: Denial of Resources from Pro-
ductive Use.

175. Ltr (U), COMUSMACV to CG, XXIV Corps et a,., 17 Nov 71, Subj: Effect of Restric-
tion on RVN's Agricultrual Resources.

176. Fact Sheet (U), MACEA, 6 Jan 71, Subj: Real Property Disposal.

177. M35 (S), Joint Amemb/USAID/MACV to SECSTATE, 17700/080400Z Nov 71, Subj:
Vietram Developmental Procurement Program (U), Cp-Not stated; Decree (U), RVN,
Oftice o- che Prime Minirter, Decree No. 148-SL/TC.

178. \Isg (C), C'MUShIACV to CINCPAC, 090753Z Aug 71, Subj: MACV Report on Economic
, Developn-. P'und for Viets.am (U), Go-4; Rpt (C), COMUSAACV, (MACEA) to JCS et

al., 1.9 Jan 2, Subh: MACV Vietnamization of Service Contracts Study (U), Gp-4.
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179. DF (U), MACEA to C/S, 21 Oct 71, Subj: Proposal for the Disposal of Ferrous Scrab.

180. DF (C/NF), MACEA to C/S, 24 Oct 71, Subj: The Economic Role for RVNAF(U), Gp-4.

181. Ltr (U), Ambassador Bunker to Prime Minister Tran ThienKhiem, 8 Nov 71.

182. Fact Sheet (U), MACEA, 8 Dec 71, Subj: RVNAF Commissary System.

183. DF (U), MACEA to DCS/EA, 18 Nov 71, Subj: Replacement of RVNAF Ration Supplement
Program.

184. DF (U), MACEA to ACofS, J1, 3 Nov 71, Subj: Local National Reductions and Manpower
Development.

185. Memo (U), MACEA to DC/S, 26 May 71, Subj: Preliminary Results of a Rice Distribu-
tion Model.

186. Paper (U), MACEA, 25 Dec 71, Subj: A Minimum Cost Proposal For Developing Mineral
Exploration Capability in South Vietnam.

187. Ltr (U), MACEA to Mr. John R. Mossler, Director, USAID, 20 Feb 72.
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CHAPTER IX

US LOGISTICAL SUPPORT

The primary purpose of ]ogistics is to deliver adequate potential or
actual fire power or shock to the critical places at the critical times
for achievement of tactical and strategic objectives ... All else
is subordinate ...

Strategy and tactics and logistics are different aspects of the same
thing. If completely separated they become meaningless. They
comprise three arcs of a circle, without beginning or ending, each
arc influencing, and influenced by, each of the others. I

(U) Logistics activities in 1971, while similar in scope to those of the preceding year, re-

flected the change in US :otnbat activity. Starting early in the year in Operation LAM SON 719o

the US role was clearly one of support. In this RVNAF incursion into Laos, the US logisticialn^s
work overshadowed the combat function; the RVNAF was plainly responsible for conduct of the

combat operations. But primarily during 1971, US logisticians were less occupied with combat

support and were increasingly engaged in clearing or transferring facilities and processing large
quantities of materiel for disposition. The sharper reduction ol US and FW.U.F strength during

1971 did not so much ease the burden of US logistical support as shift its emphasis from build..p
to retrograde, and simultareously as LAM SON 719 illustrated, from directly assisting all Allied

military activities to accelerating the process of assuring RVN.F logistical self- sufficien.y.

(U) To the logistician's classic r-le of providing US, RVNAF, and FWIlVAF forces with sup-
plies, services, and facilities was added the rnaaagement of a myrizd of programs pecu]iar to

the Vietnam war in 1971.

(U) Construction was a notable example o! the change in focus 7 For the first time since he

S 1955 buildup, the FY72 DOD budget contained no request for authorization or appropriations for

military construction in support of Southeast Asia operations. Thus 1971 marked the beginning
of the end of a unique era in combat history in whch contractors and civilian workei s had assumed

a major constri'ctior role in an active theater of operations. 2 it became roore difficult than ever
to obtain approval of new construction, although bu.lding erection, repair, and maintenance were

performed when reqxi:ed.

(U) Redeployments and a lesser US cotnbat role also resulted in reducing casualties to the
!owest rate since 19u5. This in turn imposed fewer requirements on med~cil support facilities.
MACV medical support orgamiizations meax hile continut-d their tasks of serving the remaining
forces in Vietnam as well as supervising efforts of RVNAF units and agencies to improve health
programs benefiting GVN troops, their dependents, Vietnamese civilians, and enemy prijoners

oi war.
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(U) M ACV communications-electronics functions likewise reflected the progress of Viet-
namization; as in the year past, communicators were engaged in planning signal unit redeploy-
ments, maintaining uninterrupted service throughout the changing command, and overseeing
RVNA F assumption of signal responsibiiities and functions. These included the transfer of 26
integrated communications systems sites, 51 manual telephone exchanges, II dial telephone
exchanges, and 3 tandem telephone switching centers. 3

(U) Not all logistics problems confronted in 1971 \ere totally overcome at year's end, by
either the US or RVNAF, but the major activities -- transfer of equipment and facilities to the

RVNAF, retrograde of US equipment, and continuing suppurt of US forces in Vietnam -- were
pi -nfessionally and effectively accomplished.

LOGISTICAL SUPPORT RESPONSIBILITIES

Organizational Relationships

(C) Despite the large-scale redeployment of US units based in RVN and transfer of their
nassions to RVNAF, the logistical relationship of HQ MACV to its major subordinate commands
remained essentially unchanged in 1971, except as indicated below. The service component
commands continued to exercise the following support responsibilities.

DCG, USARV, for the CG, USARV:

-- Directed and supervised the US Army logistic support system in the RVN, to include
common supply and common service support for all US foces and FWMAF in MRs I,

2, 3, and 4, and US Army-peculiar support throughout the RVN.
-- Performed base development in MRs 1, 2, 3, and 4, except for bases and facilities

assigned to other services.

P-ovided administrative, logistic, and service support functions to HQ MACV and other
directed activities.

-- Coordinated real estate functions and activities of all US forces and FWM.AF in MRs 1,
Z, 3, and 4.

Commander, Naval Forces, Vietnam (COMNAVFORV):

-- Provided service-peculiar support for US Navy and Coast Guard units throughout the RVN.

-- Performed base development functions for all Navy support and MARKET TIME bases.

=- Provided naval mobile construction support to 3d Marine Amphibious Brigade (3d MAB)
until redeployment,, other US forces, and FWMAF.

Commander, Seventh Air Force(7AF):

-- Wa3 provided logistirc support by USARV, except for service-peculiar items provided
from own service resources.
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Coordinated real estate functions and activities for all US forces and FWMAF on air
bases where the Air Force had primary mission requirements.

CG, XXIV Corps: was provided logistic common item support and Army-peculiar items
by USARV.

CG, 3d MAB (until redeployment end-June 1971): was provided logistic common item
and common service support by USARV, except for service-peculiar items provided
from own service resources.

(C) Following are th-. changes in logistical responsibilities required because of reorganiza-
tion or redesignation of M.ACV' s subordinate commands.

-- Normal logistical responsibilities were transferred to the Second Regional Assistance
Command (SRAC) on 30 April when IFFORCEV was redesignated SRAC. On 16 May
when SRAC was redesignated the Second Regional Assistance Group (SRAG), with a
civilian director, the logistical responsibilities were transferred to US Army Forces

tUSARMYF), MR 2, which was activated on that date. Combat service support to RVNAF
in MR 2 was furnished by SRAG as required and approved by MACV.

-- Third Regional Assistance Command (TRAC) was assigned in April the logistical respon-
sibilities form ly assigned to IIFFORCEV.

-- Delta Regional Assistance Command (DRAC) was assigned in April the logistical respon-
sibilities formerly assigned to Delta Military Assistance Command.

MACV Special Troops (MACST) replaced USA Headquarters Area Command effective I
Jan 72 and assumed responsibility for providing logistical support to HQ MACV and to
US and FWMAF forces in the greater metropolitan Saigon/Cholon/Gia Dinh/Tan Son Nhut
area, less Tan Son Nhut Air Base. USARV was responsible for furnishing logistical
support to MACST. 4

Dissolution of ACofS, Military Assistance

(U) One of the initial steps taken to reduce the strength of HQ MACV, while maintaining
continuity of operations, was the dissolution of the Office of the Assistant Chief of Staff for
Military Assia;tance (ACofS, MA) effective 1 Nov 71. Up to that date, the ACofS, MA was the
principal staff assistant to COMUSMACV for the RVNAF force structure and organization; the
RVNAF Improvement and Modernization Program; the Military Assistance Service Funded
(MASF) Program; and the US Advisory Program. These major functions were transferred to tleoffices of the ACofS, Jl, J3, and J4.

(U) The ACofS, MA responsibilities pertaining to service-funded military assistance were
transferred to the ACofS, J4. These were:

-- Coordinating all matters pertaining to RVNAF organization and the MASF Program.

-- Disseminating command guidance and providing support on military assistance to the
MACV staff and subordinate commanders.

-- Developing the MASF Program for ARVN and reviewing the MASF programs developed
by the Naval Advisory Group for the Vietnamese Navy and the Vietnamese Marine Corps,
and by the Air Force Advisory Group for the Vietnamese Air Force.
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Monitoring the execution of the overall MASF Program through an analysis of approved
programs; recommending appropriate program adjustments and revisions; and serving
as the MACV focal point for triservice review of military assistance support provided
to the RVNAF.

-- Directing the functions and activities of the MASF Program Watch Committee.

-- Providing advice on all matters pertaining to service funded military assistance to the
RVNAF.

-- Reviewing and approving RVNAF tables of organization and equipment and tables of
allowances for MASF support.

-- Initiating programming actions for equipment and supplies to support ARVN and coordin-
ating common item support for the RVNAF. 5

MACV Relationship to MEDTC

(C) Establishment of MEDTC. When US military assistance to Cambodia was resumed
on 22 Apr 10, upon request of the new government which replaced Prince Sihanouk, it was obvious
that the growing VC/NVA threat demanded a strong, prompt logistical response to the re uire-
ments of the existing Cambodian armed forces and those yet to be organized and trained. b

A formal Military Assistance Program (MAP) ,ias decided on as the most effective means of
funding this support, because of the relative availability of MAP funds and the speed with which
they could be obtained. Because of MACV's resources, capabilities, and ability to coordinate
with the RVN for.operational support, COMUSMACV felt that he should be assigned the responsi-
bility for the management of MAP, Cambodia. Thus, based on CINCPAC's recommendation of
26 May 70, *SECDEF placed the Cambodian MAP under the management of COMUSMACV with
CINCPAC supervision.

(C) Since MACV was the only immediate source of supply for Cambodia, and because of the
sensitivity of the Cambodian aid issue, initial staffing actions concerned with supplying Cam-
bodia in April and early May 1970 were personally performed by the MACV ACofS, J4 assisted
by several members of the staff. Continuous operations and emergency requirements, however,
made it apparent that staff support could not be maintained effectively on an ad hoc basis. There-
fore in late May, the Special Supply Support Group, later renamed the Special Support Group (SSG),
was established to manage and coordinate the assistance program. MACJ4-SSG was composed of
representatives from CINCPAC, MACTHAI, JGS, MACJ4, and US elements in Cambodia. The
SSG became totally responsive to the urgent military needs of Cambodia and operated one of the
most unique supply undertakings in recent military or foreign assistance history.

(C) The SSG performed its important and trying tasks commendably; but as the amount of US
military materiel and services in RVN decreased with troop redeployments, the level of assist-
ance to Cambodia continually increased, compelling COMUSMACV to recommend to CINCPAC
in November 1970, the establishment of a joint service Cambodia Military Assistance Group.
Ultimately, with SECDEF approval, CINCPAC activated the Military Equipment Delivery Team,
Cambodia (MEDTC) on 31 Jan 71. Simultaneously, the SSG under ACofS, J4 was deactivated.
The team was placed under the command of CINCPAC as MAP administrator, while COMUSMACV
was designated the coordinating authority to ensure compatibility of assistance to Cambodia with
Vietnamization. This coordination authority included the planning of force structures, program-
ming of materiel, storage and delivery of equipment, and all other functions affecting the planning
and execution of US and third country programs in the RVN and the Khmer Republic. In addition,
COMUSMACV provided administrative and logistic support including airlift to MEDTC. 7
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(U) MACV support of MEDTC. Since MEDTC was not configured or staffed to function
independently, its operations were directly dependent on MACV support. MEDTC maintained
daily coordination with MACV staff elements, particularly the 32, 33, J4 and MACV Training
Directorate. The J2 and J3 staffs maintained Cambodian desks and provided daily intelligence
and operations summaries, and friendly and enemy order of battle data. The 34 staff provided
a full range of technical advice, transportation assistance, and feedback on local availability of
supplies and equipment for issue or loan. As required, all staff elements assisted MEDTC with

expert advice and recommended solutions to numerous problems. MACV and its subordinate
commands made individuals and teams available to enter Cambodia to survey schools, training
centers, and many other technical facilities in order to provide data for improving MEDTC's
operations. For example, the MACV Surgeon, in continuous liaison with MEDTC and the Sur-
geon of the Cambodian armed forces, recommended to MEDTC the types F.nd quantities of medical
equipment for all MAP Cambodia tables of organization and equipment, the numbers and types of
hospitals required, and the quantities and types of medical supplies to requisition. The MACV
Surgeon also operated the Medevac system in support of MEDTC in Phnom Penh.

(U) In addition to this assistance related to its mission performance, MEDTC was also
wholly dependent on MACV for administrative support. 8 The timing and effectiveness of MEDTC
support was in large part responsible for the failure of the VC/NVA forces to improve their
military posture significantly within Cambodia in 1971. (For additional information see Annex I)

LOGISTICAL SUPPORT PROGRAMS

(C) MACV logistical programs covered a multitude of activities supporting and affecting
agencies, commands, and personnel throughout RVN as well as other parts of SEA. The primary
MACV logistical role consisted ol responsibility for supervising and coordinating all logistics
matters in support of US forces and agencies, FWMAF, and RVNAF, including military assistance
and advisory efforts to RVNAF. The major emphasis was o complete or continue programs
launched in earlier years and, where possible, steadily reduce US participation as the number of
forces decreased and the RVNI.F assumed more responsibility fo- logistics operations under
limited US advisory support. The following are discussions of programs that were important,
representative, unique, or troublesome in 1971.

Scrap Ammunition Brass

(C) US efforts to recover scrap ammunition brass (SAB) continued to present problems
which necessitated command and staff emphasis. In September 1970 MACV was advised by
CG, US Army Materiel Command that the urgent requirement for SAB in CONUS warranted its
recovery, including from the battlefield, notwithstanding the cost. Later, in June 1971, a
survey by the Deputy Comptroller for Internal Audit, Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense,
concluded that improved controls were required to increase the quantity of expended brass
casings returned to US control by RVNAF and FWMAF. Consequently, L 1971 MACV took action
to stimulate brass recovery by continuing joint efforts with GVN to recover brass from civilians
who declared their holdings as a result of a GVN edict; by seizures of brass from VN citizens
who failed to declare their holdings; and by asserting to our Allies the need for improving their
brass recovery levels. 9

(U) In November 1970 MACV was advised that reimbursement of the GVN for recovery cost
of SAB could be accomplished out of property disposal operations proceeds. In February 1971
funding of US$450, 000 was approved for recovery of approximately 3,000 short tons (STON) of SAB
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through the GVN from identified local civilian holders, but recovery operations were pending
issuance of a GVN decree to brass holders announcing the program. To further encourage other

holders or collectors to declare their SAB, the GVN agreed to pay for a 3-month period, approx-

imately 6 cents per pound for scrap brass in addition to the US payment of 7 1/2 cents per pound

as reimbursement for labor. The GVN decree was to state that after the 3-month period, no

further payment for SAB collection would be maa., and that brass found after that date would be

confiscated. MACV anticipated that the terms of the decree would increase the amount of brass.
collected above thc 3, 000 STON already identified. Wishing to exploit the advantageous result, of

the expanded recovery operation, MACV requested assurance i-om Department of the Army that

additional funding would ce made available to pay for the extr-i tonnage to be recovered. 10 Ac-

cordingly, on 1 Mar 71, an additional US$450,000 funded reir.bursement author:ty was released

to support the expanded brass recovery program. 1 '

(U) The approval of the extra funding did not, however, resolve all the issues and result in

immediate progress. There was a delay in starting recovery operations caused by difficulties
in getting the GVN to agree to an initial starting date; the program finally weat into effect on
29 March. Even then, early results did not meet expectations for several reasons. First, the

GVN affirmed that its agencies would work only a 5 1/2-day week. Also, the names ef the GVN
program representatives in MRs 1, 2, and 4 were not provided to US representatives until late
May, precluding al, recovery operations in those areas for more than 2 of the 3 months of the

progrm. Then, wn 6 June, the entire recovery operation was stopped b. Zhe Office of the

Ministry of Defense because of a decision from the Office of the Ministry of Justice that am-
munition brass containingunfired primers would be confiscated by the GVN. This suspension

was imposed to permit segregation of the brass but would have caused an undue delay in re-

covery operations. Therefore, MACV arranged with the Ministry of Defense to forego brass
segregation, but the program was not resumed until 28 June, which constituted another Il-day
hiatus in the collection effcrt. A few days later on Z July, the GVN Ministry of Economy repre-

sentative informed the USARV recovery team that he refused to sign any more documents assoc-
iated with the brass recovery program because the original 90-day program had expired. His
signature was necessary to obtain GVN paynent for the brass holders. Negotiations for GVN
approval of an addit-onal 90-day extension further delayed collections until 26 Jul. The GVN

representative also announced that the new )rder provided or.ly for an extension of the collection

period and not for continued recovery cost sharing by the GVN. As a result, several holders
refused to release their brass to the USARV team until they were assured that they would con-

tinue to receive the GVN share of the recovery cost. I?

(C) A concurrent problem that hindered recovery was the condition of the ,crap brass.
Some 2,400 STON of brass stored in ARVN depots was fouind to contain a pet centage of links,

live small arms rounds, and foreign matter, and the special handling of such brass delayed
processing. As increasing amounts of SAB were discovered to contain rounds with unfired

primers, the USARV recovery team was requ.ired to keep MACV advised of the estimated per-

centage of such rounds present in each load. 14 Later, payment was ordered denied for cartridge

casings with unfired primers, on the premise that such brass was illegally misappropriated or

obtained from serviceabie stocks. The procedure followed was that the USARV recovery team,

took samples of casinga during loading in order to make an estimate of the percent of unfired
prirr.erz;. Full payment for recovered brass containing up to 5 perceat of unfired primers was
authorized: but if the percentage of casings witn unfired prmers exceeded 5 percent, payment

for the entire amount with anfired primes was disallowed. 15 The acceptable quantity level was
subseqtently raised to 6 1/2 percent. 10

(C) On 13 May the Chief, Police Bhc, National Pol~ce Command, Mr. Pham Kim Qui, was
informed that some consignments of recovered brass .ontained an excessive amount of unfired

primers, and he was requested to initiate an investigation to deterr.irne where this brass came
from. As of the end of the year, no definte conclusion as to the source had been reached. 17
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(U) Despite these problems,the US efforts were not without success. By December the
brass recovery program had collected from declared civiian holders and returned to US control
a total of 3. £13 STON of brass. In addition. 1, 122 STON of Illegal brass was seized by the 8th
MP Group Crime Suppression Team in CY7I from undeclaired holders or from holders from
whom declared quaatlties had been previously recovered by USARV recovery teams.

) Th es~ of direct turnIn _of SAB by military agencies were uneven

(U) Noticeable progress was eventually made in this area, sin-e the percentage of brass
amnunition turned in during 1971 more than doubled that of l9'0,as indicated below: Z 1

AMMUNITION BRASS SUMMARY

Bras, (Short Tons) Percent Percent

Issued Turned In Turned In CY71 Turned in CY70*e

USARV 4,226 698 16.5 7.7
7AF - 1,340 914 68., 43.7
ROKFV 396 96 Z4. 3 .23
R OKMC* 18 3.36 18.6 0.00
RTFV 62 1.42 2.3 0.00
ARVN 13,020 2,960 22.7 7.6

Total 19,062 4, 6 7. 78 24.5 10.6

* Excludes issues and turn-ins January - May 1971 since issue data for that period is lacking.

** Covers July 1970 through December 1970 only.

MACV Retrograde Program

(CJ Background. OR Z4-25 Mar 71 USARV conducted the first MACV Retrograde Move-
ment Planning Conference. AMong those present wer representatives from MACV ACofS J4,
the US Public Health Service, and the US Department of Agriculture. The purpose of the con-
ference was to develop rttrcgrtde forecasts and transportation capabilities per quarter beginning
on 1 Apr 71. In April, the MACV ACofS J4 decided that, since this was a MACV program, USARV
should not host the conferences, and he desibnated his agency as the MACV office of primary
responsibility for retrog-ade matters. During that month, MACJ4 developed a data base and an
estimate of total in-country tonnage e-pected to be retrograded. This ectimate was based on in-
puts from component services. estimates of government owned/contractor operated (GOCO)
equipment, FWMAF deployments, and estimates of property disposal items to be retrograded.
In May 1971. the ACof S 34 chLnged the quarterly retrograde confoerence to a menthly meeting of
representatives from the component services, shipping activities, and other interested agencies.
The purpose of these meetings was to update retrograde forecasts and transportation capahilities
and to provide a forurr. for discussing art resolving problems associated wich ret;ograding mat-
*rieL Guidar ce for retrograde forecasting and transportation planning was directly tied to the
announced withdrawal rate. As additional withdrawals or redeployments were announced, the
concerned services adjusted forecasts accov.dingly.
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(U) Problems encountered. One continuing problem concerning retrograde was the use

by higher headquarters of forecasts as goals. The forecasts were estimates based on then cur-
rent knowledge and were always subject to change. Emphasis of this fact met limited success.

4! The major problem faced in 1971 was processing by washing and cleaning of retrograde cargo
and equipment to meet US Public Health Service and Department of Agriculture quarantine
standards. The shortage of high pressure water pumps and their spare parts at Army processing
points made materiel cleaning more difficult. Additional pumps and parts were ordered in Sep-
tember and October 1971 and their use alleviated the problem to a great extent. Also, processing

_ .. capability at Da Nang was doubled by the addition of wash racks and water pumps, alleviating a
. bottleneck at that port. 22

(C) In August 1971 CINCPAC initiated a monthly report of retrograde status. Below are
shown the total tonnage of retrograde materiel on ha~nd, its dollar value in terms of acquisition
cost, the tonnage shipped, and the mode of shipping used.

US RETROGRADE MATERIEL
2 3

On Hand Shipped (STON)
1971 STON (1, 000s) Value ($ Million) Surface Air

Aug 1,509.8 3,635.5 44,570 2,605
Sep 1,266.0 3,074.0 173,905 2,653
Oct 1,113.0 2,763.0 48,872 2,217

Nov 1,062.0 2,638.0 49,587 2,647
Dec 1,008.0 2,502.0 53,762 2,09b

Total 370,696 12,218

Property Redistribution and Disposal Operations

(U) Background. The continuing standdown and subsequent redeployment of US organiza-
tions and units that began in 1969 was a major concern of all the component services in RVN.
The departure or deactivation of units and reductions in troop strength resulted in the turn-in
of large amounts of supplies and equipment which required disposition. Initially, serviceable

turned-in equipment was redistributed to meet the unfilled requirements of units remaining in
Vietnam. Scrap. unserviceable, and uneconomically repairable materiel was sent to property

disposal activities for disposition mainly through sales.

(U) Redistribution. Early reductions in troop levels caused no major problems in excess
equipment disposition. This was because these excesses were used to fill existing requirements
in the organizations of the respective component services. This practice precluded the need for
shipping equipment to RVN from offshore sources. But as the tempo of redeployments increased

and mcre units left Vietnam, in-country requtrements became satisfied and redistribution grew
more difficult. It was apparent that a more systematic method of disposing of excess equipment
was needed. Consequently, on I Aug 70 the Interservice Excess Screening System (lESS) was

established to provide a method by which US forces in RVN could obtain assets which were excess
to the needs of their sister services. Items required by one service and excess to another were

arranged for transfer. During the period 1 Aug through 31 Dec 70, the IESS managed the transfer
of approximately US$7 million worth of secondary items among the US component services in
RVN. The IESS served as an interim measure until the PACOM Utilization and Redistribution

Agency (PURA) was able to handle the redstribution of excesses located in all of the
RVN. The servc, components began, reporting equipment excesses and requirements to PURA
for redistribution when the IEES was terminated in December 1970. PURA was controlled by
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PACOM and had the responsibility to redistribute serviceable assets to and from all commands
within PACOM. Most of the assets available for red,,stribution originated in RVN. Under the

PURA sy-tem, after US requirementi were filled, locally and world-wide, these assets were
issued to RVNAF and FWMAF forces based upon their authorized requirements and established
priorities.

(U) Property disposal operations. Scrap, unserviceable and uneconomically repairablIL
equipment turned in by redeploying US units was handled by property disposal activities. The US
Army Property Disposal Agency, Vietnam (USAPDAV, was responsible for the receipt, storage -
and disposition of such materiel. The chart below shows both the tonnage of scrap and the acquis-
ition value of usable equipment on inventory in US property disposal yards in RVN and reflects
the increase of turn-ins by redeploying units. Primarily because of a shortage of interested

PROPERTY DISPOSA L INVENTORY

Usable items
Date ending Scrap (STON) Value (US$ million,

September 1968 90,400
February 1969 o7, 000
July 1969 46,000

December 1969 70,000 38.7

July 1970 400,000 54.8
December 1970 324,000 57.7

July 1971 259,000 30.0
December 1971 137,000 41. 6

July 1972 (projected) 100,000 52.6

bidders, the sale of both scrap and usable equipment proved difficult in Vietnam. The USAPDAV

partislly overcame this by innovative efforts, primarily through vigorous merchandising tech-
niques; and emphasizing offshore sales in Okinawa, the Philippines and Singapore. Dollar

returns on these offshore sales varied from 3. 3 percent of the acquisition cost for items sold in
Okinawa to 14. 6 percent for sales in Singapore.

(U) Performance. MACV programs for the disposition of excess equipment assets were

successfui. Redistribution of serviceable assets within Vietnam, PACOM and throughout the
services were orderly and effective. This redistribution resulted in significant savings to the
US Government by eliminating the necessity for offshore transportation and purchasing new
equipment. The property disposal program was also a success, notwithstanding the amounts of
inventory remaining in property disposal yards. Sales %rere anticipated to match or exceed
receipts as fewer units deploy and aggressive sales methods prove effective. 24 Purification of
records and improvements made in yard inventory conditions and lo-ator systems in 1971 would
also assist in obtaining significant inventory reductions. 25

Delta Transportation Plan

(U) Background. Under the Delta Transportation Plan (DTP) approved on 27 Dec 67,

the first shipment of construction rocks was delivered in January 1968. The DTP was established

as a systems approach to the production and distribution of vitall needed rock for use in military
and other construction, primarily in the Delta region of thi RVN. The plan included four rock

production quarri-s located at University/Surr.pco: Vung Tau, Nui Sap, and Nui Sam, sponiored
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respectively by the Officer in Charge of Construction (OICC)-RVN, USARV, the Ministry of
Public Works (MPW), and ARVN. Military Sealift Command (MSC) provided the tugs and barges
to line haul the a ed rock from barge loading points near each quarry to barge discharge ports. 2 6

From there it was moved to work sites in the Delta, where it was used mainly for road building,
but also in the construction of s, ch projects as dependent shelters, training centers, and sector
logistics centers.

(U) Performance. In 1971 the I'TP canme closer than ever before to achieving its initially
programmed goal of 240, 000 short tons (STON) of rock per month. As of the end of December,
a total of 7, 158,125 STON had been produced and distributed under the plan since its inception.
The 1971 output of 2, 776, 767 STON exceeded by more than one-half the amount processed :n the
previous 3 years, and it exceeded that of 1970 by more than 400,000 STON. 2 7 The reasons for
this were that (11 rock pilferL.ge was reduced by means of better controls &nd tighter security,
(2) the time lost because of labor disputes was reduced, (3) construction requirements increased,
and (4) operations became more efficient as experience was gained. 28

SUMMARY OF ROCK PRODUCTION: 1971

STON - STON

Jan - I2,914 Jul 257,184
Feb 235,960 Aug 272, 389*
Mar 266, 986* Sep 247,028
Apr 239,186 Oct 214, IZ8
May 245,968 Nov 192,360
Jun 231,412 Dec 181,252

* New monthly all-time high

(U) At the end of December, Military Sealift Command assets devoted to the DTP were Z8
tugboats and Ill barges, 29 at a cost of approximately $1.4 million per month. 30

Prolects MOOSE

tU) Background. This program, implemented in 1966 to improve US/RVN relations,
was continued in 1971. Project MOOSE (Move Out of Saigon Expeditiously) had as its purpose
the reduction of the American pregence in the Saigon metropolitan area througb tl~e relocation of
un,.s and activities, consolidation of fciliti;es and cancellation of the leases of the facilities
affected, and control over the movement of military personnel from outlying areas into the
metropolitan area.

(U) Progre3s in 1971. Effective 31 Aug 71, liaison detachmentc ic ated in Saigon for
certain commands and units were dicestablished and the p(rsonnel withdrawn to their parent
units. This action reduced American forces strength in metropolitan Saigon by 71 personnel. 31

(C) Through 30 September, the last month for which reports were required, 67 units /activ-
ities in the Saigon area were consolidated, relocated, or reduced in strength by r total of 3, 513
personnel. Of this total, 3, IcZ were removed completely from tha greater Saigon area, %hile
the remaining 321 were reiocated outside of the immediate Saigon/Cholon district. Additionally,
45 leases with a total annual cosi of $1, 723, 484 were terminated. Thirteen more leases totaling
$679, 113 in annual costs were proposed for terminataun in the last quarter of CY71. 32 Updating
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of the pertinent MACV Directive 210-8 on 28 Dec 71 reaffirmed a -. rogramls original purpose.

Privileges for Nonmilitary Personnel

(U) Prior to 197.1 military logistical support and individual privileges were provided to num-
erous civilian oersonnel of both military and nonmilitary agencies. In light of changing conditions
(the drawdown of military units, personnel, facilities and gesources, and the changing nature of
the US mission i Vietnam), it became evident that there should be an in-depth investigation and
review of the support and privileges being rendered. As a result of an inspection by the MACV
Office of the Inspector General in April 1971, it was recommended that an immediate review be
made of existing 4,MACV policies to determine their adequacy and the appropriate level of their
implementation. (For more complete discussion, see Inspector General Activities, Chapter X.

(U) The MACV Chief of Staff taslked J4 with the responsibility of implementing the recom-
mendations of the IG inspection and cf accomplishing this task in three phases:

PHASE I

-- Publication Df a directive extablishing general policy guidance. This was accomplished
with the publication o( MACV Directive 700-12 in July 1971 which contained the following
policy guidance:

- Privileges would be limited to individuals, agencies, and US Government-sponsored
contractors supporting the US mission in RVN.

- Privileges would be granted only after a case by case review based upon verification
of actual US mission support, proof that logistical support is cost effective, avail-
ability of logistical support, and the best interests of the US.

- Policy would be applicable to all categories of nonmilitary personnel.

- Exceptions must be justified for J4 approval.

PHASE II

-- Publication of 10 revised individual staff directives concerned with general policy con-
tained in MACV Directive 700-12, i.e. , messing/commissary, billeting, postal services,
and exchange privileges. This task was completed in October 1971.

PHASE III

-- Distribution of MACV Directive 700-12 and all supplemental directives to subordinate
commands and implementation, to include issuing new PX cards and civilian privilege
cards (M.ACV Form 6). This was accomplished by December.

(U) The IG requested that the overall policy directive include a ready reference which would
summarize the major privileges authorized the 15 occupational categories identified. This ready
reference table included as Annex A to MACV Dizective 700-12 broke down the occupational cat-
egories into two major elements, US citizens and third country nationals (TCN), and indicated
privileges of primary concern to individuals, as exchange, postal, military banking, and messing/
commissary. Individual directives were publY hed to explain specific logistical support available
such a. transportation, billeting, and communications.
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(U) In general, aftcr 1 December support and privileges were provided only to US citizens
employed directly by the US Government to support the US mission in RVN or who were in-country
rendering specific services in support of the US mission. The policy reflected in the new direc-
tives resulted in the following changes:

-- US citizen contract personnel were authorized the use of only the field ration mess-
commissary use was authorized only on a case by case basis, if approved by MACJ4;
PX privileges were limited to $25 per month instead of the former $25 per purchase.

-- TCN on direct hire by US who formerly had commissary or field ration mess privileges
were restricted to field ration mess and lost all PX privileges. Contractor TCN lost
both PX and field ration mess privileges.

Military air transportation service for US citizens and TCN was to be strictly limited
to those on official US Government business. RVNAF personnel on leave or R and R
would no longer receive air transport privileges nor would Vietnamese employees of
the US Government on leave or pass.

Press personnel were no longer authorized air transportation over routes served by
commercial aircraft; however, exceptions were permitted when there was evidence of
no commercial aircraft space available and space was available on military aircraft,
or in the event of a major news break.

-- Use of postal and military banking facilities remained restricted to deoignated US
citizens only.

(U) All these actions were taken to be fully in keeping with the President's planned reduction
Lf the US presence in RVN. 33

MILITARY CONSTRUCTION

(U) The year 1971 was marked b) steadily decreasing requiremernts for construction and
maintenance of US facilities as unit redeployments continued. Strong command emphasis was
placed on making do and doing without. Those major programs which were relatively least af-
fected, such as LOC construction and & ,)ot upgrading, were directly related to generating GVN
self-sufficiency in the face of the -- minishing A merican presence. One US firm had its contracts
reduced from $70.7 million in FY'i to $56.5 million in FY72, a 20 percent decrease and the third
consecutive reduction in a row. 3 4 In absolute terms of dollars and manhours 1971 was another
busy year, but the downward trend was unmistakable and inevitable.

MILCON Funding

(U) Additional construction requirements, continued, however. On 24 Mar 71, MA'CV Director
of Construction (MACDC) forwar.,ed a request to CINCPAC for release of US$25, 419, 0200 in FY71
Military Construction, Army (MCA) funds for use in RVN. This letter explained troop and con-
tractor abilities to accomplish current projects and that the additional work would be funded with
FY72 MCA funds. 35 The $25 million apportionment was received on 2 May 71.36

(C) On 30 Jul, a COMUSMACV message 'was forwarded to CINCPAC providing MACV's
validation of the FY73 MILCON Program, RVN. Army requeszs were validated for requirements
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ha',ing an 2stitnated cost of $58. 219 million rf which $40. 717 million consisted of proposed facil-
i.iet to gupport residual forces. The Navy and Air Force did not request any funds. This MACV
FY73 program submittal was supported by CINCPAC and forwarded to the Office of the Secretary
of Defense (OSD) for final action. 37 By end-December congressional committee hearings to review

the budget had not begun. See Figure IX-l for the status of the MILCON Program as of 31 Dec 71. 38

MILITARY CONSTRUCTION PROGRAM STATUS

(as of 31 Dec 71)

($ millions)

Army Navy Air Force Total

FY65 Basic IZ. 8 9.4 15.9 38.1

FY65 Supplemental 36.6 17.4 21.4 75.4

FY66 Basic 29.1 30.3 13.5 72.9
FY66 Amendment 36.0 32.9 30.-1 108. L

FY66 Supplemental 425.4 189.0 1 " 792.6
FY67 Supplemental 217.7 76.1 9c, 392.4

Y6 3 Regular 72.4 31.9 24.6 129.0
FY68 Supplemental 16.4 8.7 13.8 38.9

FY69 Regular 97.0 50.9 -0- 147.9
FY71 Basic 25.0 -0- -0- 25.0

Total 969.4 446.6 4C5.3 1820.3

Total Cumulative Cumulative Cumulative
Funds Commiments Obligations Disbursements

Army 968.4 95).9 926.5 489.1
Navy 446.6 446.0 441.4 422.4

Air Force 405.3 405. ! 404. 7 392.8
Total 182C.. 3 1803.2 1772.6 1304. 3

Source: MACDC Figure IX - I

New MAILCON Program Guidance

(U) Ths continuing drawdown of US units and personnel, the attendant closure of bases and

facilities, and the desire to bring abouit economies in militar;- expenditures caused OSD to estab-
lish more rigid start criteria for MILCON projects. ., message to MACV on 23 September

furnished this new guidance.

-- New project starts costing over $50, 000 required OSD approval prior to th , obligation
of funds.

-- Strong justification was required for all new-start requests and had t- be submrtted to

OSD.

-- All project overruns %ere to be financed fron in-country undistributed assignments,

and all savings were tc be placed in a special account by service and reported as recov-

ve-ed contingencies on monthly reports s 4rtzig in October 1971.
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MACV furnished the above guidance to the component cormmanders for compliance. 39

Committee for the Development of the :industry o! Construction

(U) On Z3 Apr 71 a meeting was held with Minister Vang of the Prime Minister's Office to
elicit GVN participation at the Prime Minister level in planning for the future utilization, disposal,
and maintenance of excess Officer in Charge of Construction (OICC) facilities and equipment.
(The OICC was the US Navy DOD agent for construction by ;ontracts in PVN.) Present were
representatives from the ministries of Public Works, Finance, and Economy; MACV; the OICC;
and USAID. Out of this meeting, a joint Committee for the Development of the Industry of Con-
struction (CDIC) was formed for the purpose of (1) assisting the GVN in determining the scope
of its construction program and requirements for excess contractor assets, (2) determining
funding requirements for operating and maintaining acquired assets, (3) recommending sources
of operating funds, and (4) removing constraints which were inhibiting the development of the
construction industry.

(U) Subsequent meetings of the CDIC produced initial policy guidelines; the Committee
envisioned transfer of a portion of the contractor's excess assets to USAID for futher transfer
to a GVX agency. The i.r.lection of assets to be transferred was based upon the ability of the
GVN to fund and manage the facilities, and upon the requirement for their products. The GVN
proposed a government-owned c.ompany to operate industrial sites such as quarries, asphalt
plants, and maintenance overhaul facilities, and a construction rental activity. The products of
the industrial facilities and the consti action equipment were to be made available to both the

government and the private sector. 40

(U) In early July, M.ACV received a DEPSECDEF Memorandum indicating broad OSD suppert
for the actions taken by the MACV staff andthe OICC ralating td the program for the development
of Vietnam's construction industry. The memorandum also stated that OSD had requested
Department of State and USAID participation and furiding support. MACV wbs designated the
program manager and was directed to sub-nit to OSD the MACV plan for the enhancement of the
Vietnamese construction industry. This plan was submitted on 21 July and on 1 September,
MACV received the OSD response to the plan. Generally, OSD reauced the scope of the MACV
program: MACV was directed to continue the horizontal construction projects (Lines of Corr-
munication), while other projects were to be assigned to the more efficient combination of US,
third country, and Vietnamese contractors, but encourage the maximum use of the latter. DOD
also said that there woi.Id be no iurther funding for nation building and eliminated the require-
ment for US Federal agencies to reimburse DOD for excess equipment transferred to them.
In response to this guidance USAID requested 1, 551 pieces of construction equipment; 825 pieces
were for the GVN Director General of Highv.ays lor the road maintenance program; the other
726 pieces were used to establish an equipment rental pool for use by the privhte sector. 41

(U) In early October 1971, the CDIC prepared a document to provide the GVN Prime Minister
with information concerning its activities and progi !ss. Participating MACV .gencies were

Economic Affairs (MACEA), Civil Operations and Rural Development Support (CORDS), and
Construction Directorate (MACDC); other contributing agerciec were the OICC, USAID, and the
principal GVN ministries. This paper, prepared at the Aequest of the Minister of Public Works,
stressed the importance of construction to the economic development of RVN and recommended

these general measures be taken to augment industrial development planning:

-- Give greater recognition t the importance of the construction industry in i'a contribution
to social and economic development.
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Encourage government agencies to recognize and use their influence as clients of con-
struction to create conditions for modernization of construction practices, including
action to remove outmoded administrative regulations and economic constraints on
the development of the construction industry.

Assign economic research to direct more attention to the nature of construction and its
effects upon development.

A-- Assist educational institutions to modernize engineering syllabuses and textbooks and
to establish managerial and subprofessional training courses.

Direct government agencies to help create an understanding of the importance of the con-
struction industry, generate a demand for foreign monetary and technical assistance in
this area, and devise methods of transferring needed skills and technology to local
institutions and agencies.

(U) This report was signed by the MACV Director of Construction and the GVN Minister of
Public Works, Cochairmen of the CDIC. On 28 Oct 71, it was forwarded to the Prime Minister
who approved the recommendations the following day. Under the recommended policies, excess
contractor industrial facilities at Da Nang, Nha Trang, Binh Dinh, "Sumpco Quarry and Binh
Thuy were approved by MACDC for transfer through USAID to the Vietnamese Engineer Construc-
tion Company (VECCO), the GVN agency designated to receive and manage contractor excess
facilities and equipment. The first such facility, located at Nha Trang, was turned over to
USAID and VECCO on 30 Dec 71, an action that held great promise for SVN's economic develcp-
ment and independence.

(U) The CDIC continued to meet to discuss ways of removing or reducing constraints to
GVN construction enhancement and proposals for the transfer of additional major construction
facilities and functions. 42

-Highway Maintenance

(U) Background. In response to a DEPCOMUSMACV request of 29 Nov 71, MACDC
conducted a review of the status of highway maintenance in the RVN. Until the US restoration
program began in 1958, the Vietnamese road net was substantially the same as prior to World
War II. Generally, the routes were two-lane, 5-meter maximum width, double bituminous sur-
face treatment roads suitable for light trucks and the vehicle traffic of the period. The prin-
cipal means of transportation then were railroads and waterways, since constant warfare pre-
cluded all but minimal road maintenance. Under US sponsorship in the late 1950s, several
main highways routes were significantly improved. In the 1960s, however, increasing VC
sabotage, damage from natural causes, a steadily.decreasing maintenance capability, and
considerably increased military traffic progressively deteriorated the roads, virtually destroying
the entire network. For example, two-thirds of the highway between Saigon and Hue was impas-

sable.

(U) The highway maintenance program as an identifiable entity came into being in the fall of
1966 with the AID/DOD realignment program, but the overall responsibility for the highway
program was transferred by the US Mission Council from USAID to MACV in early 1968. The
introduction of asphalt concrete pavement highways in Vietnam by the US forces under this pro-
gram resulted in an entirely new concept in the area of maintenance for the Vietnamese.

(U) The Directorate General of Highways. In 1971 the highway system of RVN consisted
of approximately 20, 000 kilometers of r( d, about 2, 300 of which are considered to be military
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essent.al, and 4, 500 bridges. By the end of the LOC program in 1975, 3, 539 kilometers of
national highway and 34, 000 linear meters of bridges would be restored with an asphaltic con-
crete surface. The management of the GVN highway system was the responsibility of the Direc-
torate General of Highways (DGOH) of the Ministry of Public Works. The off.ce of the DGOH

in Saigon consisted of administrative, accounting, and planning divisions and directorages of
engineering and operations. Its lines of responsibility extended through five District Engineer
offices at Da Nang, Nha Trang, Da Lat, Saigon and Can Tho, down to the province engineer
at each of the 44 provinces.

(U) The operational doctrine of the DGOH was that maintenance and minor repairs of high-
ways were to be performed with in-house forces, while major repairs and new construction
would be accomplished by contract. This concept was common among US highway institutes and
was supported in RVN by additional considerations which affected the DGOH, i. e., the absence
of a major repair or overlay capability in Vietnam, exclusive of ARVN, shortages of trained
personnel, and other constraints, such as employnent and pay policies and national budgetary
priorities.

(U) The DGOH field organization for maintenance of the highway system consisted of three
operational supporting activities which played an increasingly important role in enhancing the
maintenance capability of the DGOH (see Figure IX-Z). The National Highway Training School
instructed students in skills required to support highway maintenance, such as equipment oper-
ation, mechanics, and surveying. Its training capacity was 500 students a year, including RF
and PF personnel who worked on rural roads under tie direction of their province chiefs. The
DGOH Highway Shops were the backbone of the Vietnamese equipmnent repair program. This
agercy, owned by the GVN and operated by a US contractor, accomplished depot level upgrading
and repair of equipment, providetd spare parts support to the field, and trained DGOH managerial
personnel and technicians. The National Equipment Pool contained the low density equipment,
such as larg( cranes and heavy-duty pile drivers, that were used only on special projects.

(U) Adver&e factors. In preparation for the return of the highway adviscry responsibil-
ities to USAID on 1 Jul 72, MACV and USAID conducted -i comprehensive joint study of the RVN
highway system and the DGOH organization. This study identified the iollowing deficiencies that
adversely affected the maintenance capability of the DGOH:

-- A shortage of 1, 527 pieces of major equipment, as well as spare parts.

-- A critical shortage of middle managers, equipment operators, and mechanics.

- A shortage of support facilities.

-- lnadequate funding for the DGOH budget based er, higher d-fense priorities.

(U) Immediate far-reach-ng actions were taken or -.ontemplated to ameliorate the effects of
these adverse factors.

-- Equipment. USAID was programed to provide financial sugport fcr new equipment and
spare parts; MACV would provide equipment and parts that became exces3 as US units
continued to stand down.

Personnel. Current training programs and the reduction of US miLitary and contractor
operations were scheduled to provide more qtalified employees. Proposals to change
defense manpower mobilization policies and c.vil service salary scales were under
consideration as ways to provide more crained technicians.
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-- Facilities. Five excess US industrial sites were to be identf.ied for turnover to :he
DGOH. Future requirements could be satisfied within the capability of the DGO budget.

-- Funding. Budget support was to be provided for several years to assure continued pro-
gress until other defense requirements were reduced and GVN priorities were realigned.

(U) Conclusions. Several important conclusions were drawn from the MACV/USAID study
as well as from observations, experience and reports.

-- DGOH had at best a marginal capability to perform day-to-day maintenance of asphaltic

surfaced roads. This. deficiency resulted in a continuing requirement for major repairs
over the next severai years.

-- ARVN had an ever-increasing capability for asphaltic concrete high-hay construction and
was the only RVN agency with this capability.

-- USAID, OICC, and LACV studies estimated that development of a local horizontal con-
struction industry required a minimum of 5 years.

-- The US had to continue a high level of funding and advisory support for several years in

order to achieve a viable RVN highway construction and maintenance system.

-- GVN reforms were needed to remove constraints on recruitment of trained and trainable

per sonnel.

-- The DGOH was unable to absorb or effectively utilize apprecxable increases in funds or
deliveries oi equipment because of limited available manpower and administrative and
regulatory constraints.

(U) On-going actions. As of the close of December 1971 many program improvement
actions affe.ting the DGOH were underway.

-- The development of a horizontal construction industry was begun, with three OICC lump-
sum contracts let for 108 kilometers of interprovincial roads in the Delta.

-- Two RWK prestressed concrete plants for manufacturing bridge components were trans-
ferred to the DGOH.

M-- MACV approved and JGS accepted the transfer of five RMY industrial sites to the GVN.

-- DGOH established 'ighway vehicle wheel load litnitaticns.

-- DCOH and ARVN developed a closer working relationship at ooth the national and field
levels.

-- DGOH and ARVN jointly developed a standard bridge de.ign and construftion pfogram.

-- MACV and USAID coordinated to develop a joint bu&Zet fo7 USAID tupport 'or FY73 and
subsequent years.

-- Contracts were let to support USAID field advisory efforts for the period beginning I Jul
72.

At year's end MACV continued to work closely with the GVN and USAID to minimize or eliminate
the problems interfering with the full developirent of the DGOH 43
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Ammunition Depot Upgrade Program

(C) One of the major programs leading to RVNAF's logistical self-sufficiency in 1971 was the
ARVN Ammunition System Improvement Plan, which was approved in 1970. Execution of the up-
grade plan was to improve ammunition operations in all of the following functional areas:

-- Ammunition reporting system.

-- Ammi'iion surveillance program.

-- Armunition maintenance and renovation program.

-- Training and technical assistance program.

-- Ammunition depot upgrade progrrm.

The most extensive fart of the plan was that devoted tc upgrading ammunition storage facilities.
AnmuniAun stored in existing dFpots was susceptible to deterioration and sympathetic detonation
due Lo tusuitable storage conditions. Construction andei the cu-rent ammuiition depot upgrade
program included the upgradirg of si:; ARVN ammunition depots: one general support depot in
each of th. five Area Logistics Commands and one direct support depot at Pleiku. The program
wah funded at over $TUS24.9 million and when completed in May 197? would provide covered
storage for 7': percent of all ARVN ammunition storage requirements. In addition, it would
provide the necessar', ren--a :cn, maiitcnanze ard surveillance facilities. Figure IX-3 indicates
the percentage of upgrade compleion of the six depots as of 1 Dec 71 and the estimated completion
date of each. 44

A MMO DEPOT UJPGRADE PROGRAM: 1971

Construction Pr.ent Complete Est

Depot Cost ($ million) I Seu I Dec Comp Date

Dung Ba Thin 6.000 32 77 Apr 72
Qui Nhon 1. 800 13 67 Feb 72
Bien HGA 1.849 37 68 Mar 72
Can Tho 3.2-1 6 43 May 72
Da Nang 1.780 10 57 Apr 72
Pleiku 1.2Q0 11 46 Mar 72

"I' ,ource: MACJ4 Figure IX - 3

Deot Upgrade Prosgram

(C) Licreased RVNAF logistical self-su'ficiency in the important area of rebuild of end ite.ns
was rezilized through the Depot Upgrade Program whicL was designed to improve the capability of
base depots and reduce equipment shortfalls. The degree of self-sufficiency for RVNA2' depot over-
haul of end items at the er.d of De; ember .was approximately 35 %, with the remaining 65 % perfr:med
offshore. The goal by FY-3 was 80%. The rr.ajor areas of concentration and the 1971 funding are
shown telow:

Categor Cost in Dollars

Construction 16,950,000

Equipment 3,254,500
Technical assistance and training 54Z, 000

Total 20, 74o,500

As of December 1971, the degrees of upgrade completicn of the E.ngineer and Signal depots and of
the ARVN Ar'enal were 100 %, 49 %, and 98 % respectively.
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VNN dependent housing under construction at Cat Lai.
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i (C) In addition to this improvement of the physical facilities, an upgrading of the industrial
equipment also took place. By year's end, approximately $3 million worth of tools and industrial
equipment were obtained from excess DOD stocks on a nonreimbursable basis. Technical assist-
ance was provided by US Army Materiel Command anCL civilan contract personnel in the areas of
supply, maintenance, production control, industrial engineering, and the use of new equipment,
as well as extensive on the job training with personnel from US units. 4 5

RVNAF Dependent Shelter Program

(U) Background. The RVNAF Depen-'ent S;helter Program was initiated by the GVN in
1961 with the originl goal ot providing approximately 64,0003 family housing units for servicemen
below tne grade of sergeant. Apart from its obvious intent to upgrade the living conditions of
RVNAF families, it was hoped that the program's favorable influence on troop morale would lead
to a decrease in desertions. Through 1966, without US participation, appro:.imately 75, 000 out
of ;_ programed 137, 300 shelters of varying design were completed, bitt they were generally of
constructed wooden siding and wer.e without water, electricity, or sanitary facilities. They
were built under a variety of Vietnamese contractors who served as the construction agents.
By 1966, however, the deceriorating SVN internal security situation caused such significant
shortfalls in shelter completions that responsibility for the program was transferred from each
Corps Tactical Zone Commander to the Base Development Division at the Central Logistics Com-
mand of the Joint General Staff.

(U) US participation in the dependent shelter program was begun in 1967 by the provision of
$2. 8 million in Operations and Maintenance, Army (OMA) funds for a self-help ARVN pilot pro-
gram consisting of 1, 378 units. This program was :eorienred in 1968 to provide materials for
similar self-help programs and for follow-on contracts funde6 by the GVN. This sum of $2. 8
million was prog--amed for distribution as follows:

-S- $0.8 million for materials for ARVN self-help pilot programs.

-- $1. 35 million for commodity support for the Ckr 69 program.

-- $0.65 million for commodity support for the CY70 program.

Then on 8 Aug 69, the US Navy provided $1. 5 million of their FY69 military construction funds
for 2,420 units to be built for the Vietnamese Navy, although actual work under this program did
not begin until CY70. Collectively, these US programs and the previous GVrN efforts produced
over 85,000 completed shelters in the period 1961 - 1969.

(U) On 3 Nov 69, the MACV CofS directed the establishment of a joint US-RVNAF action
group to supervise the dependent shelter program. This Depenient Shelter Program Group
(DSPG) was responsible for providing overall planning and direction, coordinating US respon-
sibilities and monitoring the use of US materials. Constriction responsibilities and the manage-
ment thereof remained with the GVN. At a meeting in Apr.l 1970 the DSPG approved the require-
ment for 200, 000 shelters under an 8-year RVNAF program. The extent of US participation was
to support the construction of 16, 000 units during CY70 and 20, 000 more units per year for the
remaining 7 years at a cost of $6 million per year. The balance of the Z00,000 units was to be
supported totally by the GVN. The US support was to be in the form of furnishing material such
as lumber, cement, roofing and hardware.

(U) Also in 1970 the US Air Force and US Navy undertook unilaterally sponsored subprograms
to speed up the availability of shelters to the VNAF and VNN. They implemented plans to transfer
several Air Force and Navy bases in 1970 and 1971, and were properly concerned that some of
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AUTOSEVOCOM
Location of SECO51s, 31 Doc 71
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these bases, which were located in fairly isolated areas, had no dependent shelters. Both MACV
and the RVIqAF welcomed this added supporL for the DSPG program. These two MlLCON-.funded
subprograms provided for 2,400 VNAF units and 5,000 VNN units, which meant that there were
three separately funded housing programs approved by MACV and DOD. The 5,000-unit Navy
program was included in the $1. 5 million of FY69 MILCON funds mentioned previously.

(U) Year-end status. As of 31 Dec 71, a total of 17, 399 shelter units were completed
for all the services under the DSPG sponsored programs, and 14,446 more were under construc-
tion. 4 6 This compared with totnii of 7,909 built and 5,739 under coi.struction at the end of 1970. 4 7

By the end of 1971 the RVNAF 1970 program was 95 percent complete; the 971 RVNAF program
was 54 percent complete; the VNF sbprogram was 31.7 percent complete; and the VNN sub-
program was 79 percent complete. There was a marked increase in the rate of completion of the
RVNAF program in December 1971 due to the delivery ol materials and the continuing emphasis
placed on the shelter completion progress by MACDC and the RVNAF JGS. With material for the
1972 projram ordered and beginning to arrive, future prospee.ts for meeting established targetr
were optimistic. 4 8

(U) In all cases, desertion Aata showed a significanL diiference in favor of personnel housed
in government quarters. For example, at the 31 Aug 71 DSPG meeting it was stated that in a
study of 3: infantry regiments, the desertion rate was 1.36 percent among 10, 981 married sol-
diers in de;pendent shelters, while among 32, 300 -ci.diers who were not living in dependent shel-
ters, the rate was 4. 8 percent. RVNAF reports in October revealed the same favorable impact
on military personnel who were housed, reflecting the achievemes.t of the Dependent Shelter Pro-
gram's objective of improving the living standards, mgoral*, and effectiveness of married RVNAF

personnel. 
4 9

COMMUNICATIONS - ELFCTRONICS

(U) Redeployments of US troops and units also made their impact felt in the area of com-
munications-electronics (C-E) operations and support. In 1971 emphasis was placed on pi operly
supporting the forces remaining in RVIN while turning over more facilities and responsibility to
RVNAF agencies. Both of these major functions were carried out effectively du'ing a period of
high activity without the loss of viteal communications in a still hostile environment.

Automatic Secure Voice Communications

(C/NF) The Automatic Secure Voice Communications (AUTOSEVOCOM) program was a
Defense Communications Agency (DCA)-managed worldwide network which, as a dedicated
portion uf the Defense Communications System (DCS), provided meana for establishing encrypted
voice communications among US forces and government agencies.

(C/NF) In June a new item of AUTOSEVOCOM trunking equipment was installed at the AN/
FTC-31 switches in Saigon and Hawaii. Called a ,oice excited vocoder (VEV), thil equipment
significantly improved the voice reproduction quality between long-haul AUTOSEVOCOM trunk
subscribers.

(C/NF) The redeployment of units led to sizable reductions in the number of active AUTO-
SEVOCOM subscribers. See Figure IX-4 for location of SECORDS at the end of 1971. 50
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AUTOSEVOCOM SUBSCRIBERS

End - 1971 End - 1970

•Subscribers served off Saigon primary switch 77 80

Subscribers served through SECORDS* 49 1Il

Total 126 191

Secure Voice Cordboards

Southeast Asia Automatic Telephone System

(U) The Southeast Asia Automatin Telephone System (SEA-ATS) provided direct dial service
to all Class A telephone subscribers throughout RVN and Thailand. The system was managed by
Defense Communications Agency-Southeast Asia Mainland (DCA-SAM). The first SEA-ATS long
distance tandem switching center was completed at Bang Pla, Thailand in November 1968, with
the rystem's nine centers completed and operational by late 1969. Six of the switching centers
were located in RVN at Can Tho, Da Nang, Tan Son Nhut, Nha Trang, Pleiku, and Vung Chau
Mountain, with the remaining three sited in Thailand at Bang Pla, Korat. and Warin. Of the six
centers in RVN, Can Tho and Pleiku were operated by the US Army, while the other four were
under Air Force control. Each of the nine centers was inter,:onnected to all of the others in both
RVN and Thailand. Thus, the customer had direct dialing service to dial telephones in both
countries.

(U) In November 1970 the switch .t Pleiku was deactivated, and in 1971 the Vung Chau
Mountain switch was also deactivated. This left seven switching centers operative at the end of
1971.51

Dial Telephone Exchange System

(U) Integral to SEA -ATS was the dial telephone exchange (DTE) systems which were begun
throughout RVN and Thailand in 1967. By the end of 1970 the long distance SEA-ATS was han-
dling approximately 500, 000 calls per day using 42 US-operated DTEs serving over 160, 000 main
lines. As of 31 Dec 71, 245, 000 call. a day were borzxe by 25 US and six RVNAF-operated DTEs.
The number of US DTEs for each major agency was as follows: 52

Service No of DTE Lines Capacity

USArmy 18 28,160
US Air Force 4 11,500
State Dept 3 2,760

Totals 25 42,420

Automatic Disit'L Data Network

(U) The Automatic Digital Network (AUTODIN) was a worldwide, high-speed, common-user

defense communications system (DCS) managed by the Defense Communications Agency (DCA)
to provide direct user-to-user and message switching record communications service for DOD

and other government agencies. The AUTODIN system began operations in RVN in 1968, and by
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the end of 1970 there were 24 operational digital subscriber terminal equipment (DSTE) terminals
in RVN with 15 others programed for completion in early 1971. By the end of 1971 there were
32 DSTE terminals operational in RVIN. Twenty of these were homed or connected to Phu Lam,
Gia Dinh Province,while tie remaining 12 were homed to Horat, Thailand. 53 Althou-h the total
number remained constant, three US Marine Corps terminals were deactivated in conjunction with
the Marines' redeployment while some Army terminalb were deactivated through redeployments
and new sites were activated. 54

(U) In March, the Phu Lam Automatic Switching Center (ASC) experienced a failure of its
uninterrupted power supply. This outage necessitated implementation of the Pacific AUTODIN
Restoral Plan (PA1,P) which remained in effect for approximately 36 hours. While there were
some delays in processing lo~v precedence traffic, this ASC failure did not significantly affect
oporational traffic. Some valuable lessons were learned which led to changes relating to restoral
and alternate routing actions by DCA at selected ASCe. 55 Many corrective actions were taken
after a comprehensive survey of the ASC operation by a quality assurance team of manufacturer's
representatives, DCA personnel, and power and environmental control specialists. Another 12-
hour failure of the Phu Lam ASC in late July also resulted in no loss of message traffic. 56

US Advisor Communications Support Below MR Level

(C) The Vietnamization of US advisor communications support below the MR level, as out-
lined in the Communications-Electronics Improvement and Modernization PIlan (CEIMP), began
in the spring of 1970 and was completed successfully in 1971. By October the responsibility for
communications support of 39 provinces, 11 Division Combat Assistance Teams, the 44th Special
Tactical Zone headquzrtered at Cao La 3h, Kien Phong Province and the 1st Task Force at Quang
Da, Quang Ngai Province was assumed by ARVN units from US advisory teams, which thereby
became dependent on ARVN for their communications support. Because of the continued high
density of the US presence in certain areas, the five provinces of Pleiku and Khanh Hoa in MR 2,
Bien Hoa, and Gia Dinh in MR 3, and Phong Dinh in MR 4 were not included in this program. 57

Signal Support of NVA PW Repatriation

(U) As an example of special communications requirements, MACJ6 was tasked to prepare
the signal plan for supporting the repatriation of sick and wounded NVA PW in June. The com-
munications system provided for this operation was as follows:

-- One multipoint circuit from the USNS Up to the 7AF and the MACV Command Center.

-- One multipoint circuit from the USNS U to Monkey Mountain and XXIV Corps Tac-
tical Operations Center.

-- Radio teletypewriter facilities for press copy from the USNS Upshur to Military Assist-
ance Command Office of Information (MACOl).

The above communications system was pi ovided by both 7AF and USARV personnel aboard the
USNS Upshur id at appropriate grou.vd rites in MR 1. 58

(C) On 4 June the Upshur arrived at the designated rendezvous point with 13 sick or wounded
NVA PW repatriatees aboard. As it sailed, however, US agencies monitored a Hanoi radio broad-
cast to the Vietnam News Agency in Paris. This broadcast labeled the repatriation a US-Saigon
"trick" and declared the transfer terms "annulled, " thus aborting the project. 59
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MEDICAL SUPPORT ACTIVITIES

(U) MACV medical support operations were no iess affected than all other activities by the
on-going redeployments of US units arld troops and the increasing emphasis on RVNAF self-
sufficiency. Fewver American troops and decreased numbers of casualties reduced requirements
for medical units, facilities, and support. Operation LAM SON 719 bore witness to the capability
of RVNAF to tend to their own combat medical needs, although they still had some hard lessons
to learn, In other areas the US services continued to advance medical programs which improved
living cot.ditions and health standards of the remaining US and FWMAF forces, as well as RVNAF
personnel, their aependents, and Vietnamese civilians.

Civilian War Casualty Program

(U) The Civilian War Casualty Program (CWCP) was originally approved by the Department
of Defense in 1967 to provide definitive treatment in US military hospitals for Vietnamese civil-
ians suffering from war'-related injuries or sickne3q. For humanitarian reasons emergency and
nonwar-eelated patients were also cared for at US facilities. The CWCP accommodated that
segment of the civilian war casualty (CWC) workload which temporarily exceeded the capacity
of the GVN Minirtry of Health (MOH) system. Care was provided for GVIN! civilian patients whose
medical condition could be improved by a relatively short period of treatment, US air ambule.nces
were authorized to be usd for :ivilian patient evacuation, subject to the availability of resources. 60

(U) Based on an estimated 50, 000 CWCs annually, only half of which could be supported by
GVN means, DOD approved construction of facilities for 1, 100 hospital beds. In 1968 the Army
constructed three CWCP hospitals at Da Nang (400 beds), Chu Lai (300 beds) and Cal, Tho (400
beds). When it was discovered that the Vietnamese were reluctant to be hospitalized in facilities
located away from their homes, DOD directed the joint utilization of all US hospitals by both
CWCs and US military patients, while authorizing a total of 1, 100 beds throughout the US medical
support systcm for use by CWCs. In October 1969 the US Mission Council requested that its
Medical Policy Coordinating Committee (MPCC) reconsider the number of beds programed for
CWCs in light of 'he admission rate and anticipated redeployments of US medical units. The
Committee's recommendation to reduce the number of CWCP beds to 600 was approved by the
US Mission Council in December 1969. Later, again on the recommendation of the MPCC and
with the approval of the US Mission Council, CWCP hospital beds in US military facilities were
reduced from 600 to 400 on 2 Sep 71,61 and with the approval of the American Embassy, to 200
on 4 December. These actions were in response to the ccntinued reduction of US forces, the
concomitant decrease in US medical resources, and the drop in the number of daily average
beds occupied by CWC patients. 6 2 The chart below shows the decreasing trends in both the
daily average number of CWCP beds occupied per calendar year and the total number of beds
authorized. 63

Beds

CY Daily Average Occupancy Authorized

1968 542 1,100

1969 666 600
1970 452 600
1971 214 400 (toSep)

200 (Oct-Dec)
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(U) The number of ci,ilian war casualties admitted to GVN Ministry of Health hospitals since
1969 was also on the declinc. Ihe following chars shows the number of CWC adnissions to MON
hospitals, the percentage of these CWCs to the numb.r of MOH admissions for all causes, and
the number -f CWC admissions to US military hospitals categorized by iniuri,.s resulting from
hostile action (IRHA) and disease and nonbattle injuries (DNBI). 64

CWC SUMMARY OF HOSPITAL ADMISSIONS

CWC to Percent of CWC to CWC to US Hospittls
Year MOH Hospitals all MOH Admissions IRMA DN3I Totel

1967 46, 783 9.9 .....
196& 76,702 12.4 6,137* 8,164* 14, 321*
1969 59,223 11.3 7,850 12,224 20,074
1970 46.247 8.0 4,920 10,873 15, 793
1971 38,318 6.4 974 -,494 6, 46R

Feb through Dec only

(U) The continuing drawdown of US medical units in 1971 conLributed to the decrease in the
number of admissions of CWC patients to US facilities. Because of "he strong attachment of
civilians to their own geographic area, Vietnamese patients wer- rarely trausferr..d to another
US hospital. The decreasing number of overall CWC admissions reflected the lower level of
military activity. Since there continued to be strong political in'erest in the CWCP it was re-
cognized that the beds provided a protective measure of medical resources which could be
utihzed in the event that large-scale CWC admissions to US fa-ilities bccame necessary because
of enemy action. Future reviews of US su port would consider chese factors along with the daily
average bed occupancy by CWC patiets. 6 ?

Medical Services at the Central PW Car..

(C) Reports from the International Committe of the Red Cross (ICRC) in October 1970 reveal-
ed the presence of unsatisfactory conditions at the RVII Central Prisoner of War Camp (CPWC)
on Phu Quoc island (located in the Gulf of Thailand). The US Secretary of State infcrmed the
American Ambassador in Saigon and COMUSMACV that senior officials in Washingtoi were ser-
iously concerned about the unfavorable reports. Subsequently, the MACV Cof S directed that
MACJI organize and conduct a staff visit to the CPWC, which was done on 20-23 Oct 71. Staff
findings were that the camp was not complying with both US and GViN standards relative to seven
articles of the Geneva Prisoner of War Convention (GPW), including those pertaining tc medical
treatment of PW. Thereafter, he MACV staff made special efforts to assure GVN compliance
with established standards of PW conditions and treatment. 66

(S) In 1971 commendable progress was made in imprcving the medical facilities and servicel.
at the CPWC hospital, largely as a result of greatcr emphasis by MACMD (Command Surgeon's
Office) in ef4ecting through its staff and advisors needed reforms by RVN.A F agencies. Follow-
ing a survey by a MACV Medical Supply Advisory Team, the levels of consumable rm.edical sup-
plies were increased at the CPWC. In response to We direction of the RVNAF Surgeon General
that 100 percent of routine medical items be iilled, 45 tons of medical supplies and equipment
were delivered in January alone, as well as an additional 12 CONEX containers of medical sup-
plies by July. Permission was granted in mid-January to expand the hospital into existing build-
ings, five of which were converted into 25-bed wards, and another ouildin, was conbtructed to
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house the laboratory and dental clinic. Medical Civic Action Program (MEDCAP) activities by
personnel from the 3d Surgical Hospital, Binh Thuy Province, provided treatment for 550 PW,
35 ARVN disciplinary prisoners, and 105 Quan Canh (QC, ARVN Military Police) personnel and
their dependents. In addition, 250 QC dependent children were given diphtheria-pertussin-tetanus
immunizations. To maintain high levels of treatment, a program of continuous training was
established which upgraded the effectiveness of ARVN enlisted aidmen and the QC dispensary
personnel. Select PW were also trained as preventive dentistry technicians to instruct other
PW in oral hygiene and preventive dentistry. 68

(U) In response to a MACMD recommendation, 69 the RVNAF Surgeon Generals Office in-
formed the CPWC commander that the food ration rate of $VN34. 6 per PW per day was to be in-
creased to $VN.26, which would make it more equitable with the rate allowed ARVN patients.
To further supplement the prisoners' diet the camp established an extensive gardening program
in which the PW voluntarily participated. 0 Close liaison between the MACV Civilian Health
Officer and the Provost Marshal, and frequent staff visits to the CPWC by a combined US-RVNAF
team comprised of members of the Command Surgeon's Office and the RVNAF Surgeon General's
Office served as means of exchanging information, monitoring progress, and recommending
further improvements. 71

Redeployment of the USS Sanctuary

(U) Ending 4 years of service in RVN waters the hospital ship USS Sanctuary 4AH 17) re-
deployed to the US on I May. The Sanctuary had a capacity of 560 beds and was staffed by 24
medical corps officers, 7 medical service corps officers, 3 dental corps officers, 30 nurses,
and 253 enlisted corpsmen. From the time of her arrival off the coast of Da Nang on 10 Apr 67,
a total of 18, 760 helicopter landings were made on her platform, .4, 197 inpatients were admitted,
and 47, 237 outpatients received treatment. 72 Upon the ship's departure, COMUSMACV sent to
her officers and men a letter of profound thanks on behalf of MACV in appreciation of their efforts.
The Sanctuary was the last of two hospital ships that performed such service in RVN, the USS
Repose having redeployed in March 1970 after 4 years of providing medical support to the III
Marine Amphibious Force.

Plans for Treating Repatriated US PW

(U) An ad hoc committee was established in late 1971 by the MACV Command Surgeon to
address the medical aspects of the possible in-country repatriation of US PW. The committee,
composed of representatives from each component service, including specialists in internal
medicine, surgery, psychiatry, and aviation medicine, held its first meeting on 7 Oct 71. Over
a period, the committee conducted a comprehensive review and analysis of existing plans to
establish procedures for medically processing future returnees. Medical data from returned
PW of the Korean conflict, the Pueblo, and previous in-country repatriations were studied and

- evaluated.

(U) The committee made the following recommendations which were supported by MACV and
forwarded to CINCPAC:

One or more offshore PACOM hospitals should be designated to handle large scale PW

repatriations, in view of the constantly decreasing in-country medical capability.

A hospital facility within Vietnam should be designated for the temporary staging of
returnees prior to their medical evacuation to a PACOM hospital.
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-- The established processing time prior to evacuation to CONUS should be 10 days instead
of the current 3, to provide an adequate period of time for medical treatment and psycho-
social adjustment.

At year's end the report and its recommendations were under consideration by the OSD (ISA) PW/
MIA Task Force for possible revision of current DOD policies. 73

Mediaal Support of Operation LAM SON 719

(U) US medical advisory and operational aspects of the LAM SON 719 incursion into Laos
were important because of the striking similarity of the problems faced by the RVNAF me-ilcal
services to those confronted earlier by the US military medical services. RVNAF results were
also a measure of the progress of Vietnamization in military medicine.

(U) Considering the low level of RVNAF medical service support experience, the short
planning period, and the complexity of the operation, RVNAF medical service support in
LAM SON 719 was labeled a success. Once the ARVN Medical Groups were informed and briefed
on the impending operation, they responded with a workable plan, organized their resources,
established treatment facilities, alerted their medical depots, and commenced treating and evac-
uating casualties. The major evacuation method from Laos was by US Army Dustoff and logistical
helicopters to the Khe Sanh area. Within South Vietnam, US CH-47s and VNAF CH-34s evacuated
patients from Khe Sanh to Dong Ha or Quang Tri for more extensive care before further
evacuation to hospitals at Hue or Da Nang. As military hospitals in MR 1 became more crowded,
the RVNAF Office of the Surgeon General responded with a sound plan for further evacuation to
hospitals in MRs 2 and 3. Medical supply support was admirably responsive throughout the oper-
ation. The degree of the success of the RVNAF medical services in supporting LAM SON 719
signalled their growing capabilities and resourcefulness.

(U) US medical support of LAM SON 719 was relatively limited, except for the major role
played by the Dustoff units assigned to the 67th Medical Group and the 101st Airborne Division.
The two detachments of the 67th Medical Group were placed under the operational control of
XXIV Corps and further under the 101st Airborne Division. This unprecedented development
was in response to the operational necessity to provide gunship escorts for every flight and to
effect the coordination necessary to enter US fire zones safely. Other ways in which US medical
services participated were in furnishing advisory assistance and hospitalization of patients re-
quiring special treatment. The US Air Force provided the final link in the chain of evacuation
south to Saigon.

(U) Basedon problems confronting US and RVNAF medical personnel during the operation,
the following lessons were learned.

Medical commanders, their staffs, and US advisors should have been included in the
earliest stages of operational planning if proper medical support was to be provided.
Advisors must urge their counterparts to seek information and participate in planning
from the outset.

-- US advisors must train counterparts in Dustoff request and coordination procedures
until ARVN personnel can perform them reliably and consistently.

-- ARVN medical personnel and their supporting operations centers must be kept informed
of the location of medical units receiving casualties for treatment 3nd of the displacement
of medical treatment facilities.
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-- Gunship support for Dustoff aircraft is necessary for successful operations in areas of
intense hostile fire.

-- Interpreters are essential whenever indigenous troops are supported by Americans to
preclude difficulties from arising because of language d'ffer6nces.

Maximum effectiveness of medical support operations was achieved when control of
Medevac missions was centralized.

(C) Following are statistics relating to the medical aspects of Operation LAM SON 719:74

Patients Evacuated by US Dustoff from 5 Feb to 6 Apr 71:

US RVNAF Total

All Operations 1,325 2,845 4,170

(Laos only) (22)* (2,511) (2,533)

* Air crew members

US Dustoff Crew and Aircraft Statistics:

KIA 6
WIA 14
Aircraft hit 34
Aircraft lost 10
Aircraft hours 1, 660
Flying hours (Laos) 687
Aircraft utilized 25

Patients Evacuated by US Fixed Wing Aircraft:

US RVNA F Patient Movements

777 2,50.5 3,280

Admissions to US Hospitals:

US RVNAF Total

1,558 97 1,655

Admissions to RVNA F Hospitals (estimated):

3, 000 to 4, 000 jatients
6, 000 screened at Dong Ha (one-third to one-half returned to duty)
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White Medevac Helicopters

(C) Disproportionate losses of aeromedical evacuation helicopters due to enemry ground
fire were a matter of continued concern in 1971. The USA Medical Command, Vietnam (USA-
MEDCOMV) with a fleet of 85 UH-IH lost a total of 14! helicopters in the period from 30 Jun 66
to 30 Apr 71. This corresponded to a rate of 0.42 aircraft lost per 3 ,000 hours of flying time,
as compared to a rate of 0.17 for all other Army helicopters. This was considered excessive,
even granting the hazardous nature of the Medevac mission. 75

(C) The idea that conspicuously marked helicopter ambulances might be immune to enemy
fire was advanced by Dustoff pilots who reported during the LAM SON 719 operation of January-
April 1971 that they were net fired on in certain landing zones in which nonmedical aircraft
received intense fire. These observations and similar experiences reported in thep:Lst led the
MACV Command Surgeon to request that a study be initiated of the advisability of painting
medical helicopters white with large red cross .narkings, to facilitate their identification by the
enemy. 76 As 7 a result of the study recommendation, MACV tasked USARV to test and evaluate
the proposal.

(U) On I Oct 71 USARV implemented the test program to determine whether Medevac
helicopters painted white with large red crosses would result in decreased losses from hostile
fire. In conjunction with an extensive PSYOP campaign designed to inform the enemy of the

white helicopter program, six air ambulances were initially employed in the two southernmost
provinces of MR I, Quang Ngai and Quang Tin. On 1 Dec the test area of operations was extended
to include all of MR 1.

U) As of 31 Dec 71, 12 of the rogramed 48 USAMVEDCOMV Nfedevac helicopters were

painted white, and some were operating in MR 3. The original 3-month test period was exte:nded
another 3 months to 31 Mar 72 in order to obtain more statistical data on which to base a valid
determination about the results of the program, and plans to paint the helicopters white contin-
ued. 78
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